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Forward

The Sixteenth edition of The International Conference on Advances in Computer-Human
Interactions (ACHI 2023) conference was held in Venice, Italy, April 24 - 28, 2023.

The conference on Advances in Computer-Human Interaction, ACHI 2023, was a result of a
paradigm shift in the most recent achievements and future trends in human interactions with
increasingly complex systems. Adaptive and knowledge-based user interfaces, universal accessibility,
human-robot interaction, agent-driven human computer interaction, and sharable mobile devices are a
few of these trends. ACHI 2023 brought also a suite of specific domain applications, such as gaming,
social, medicine, education and engineering.

The event was very competitive in its selection process and very well perceived by the
international scientific and industrial communities. As such, it is attracting excellent contributions and
active participation from all over the world. We were very pleased to receive a large amount of top
quality contributions.

The accepted papers covered a wide range of human-computer interaction related topics such
as graphical user interfaces, input methods, training, recognition, and applications.
We believe that the ACHI 2023 contributions offered a large panel of solutions to key problems in all
areas of human-computer interaction.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ACHI 2023 technical
program committee as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors that dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to the ACHI 2023. We truly
believe that thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consists of top quality
contributions.

This event could also not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations and sponsors. In addition, we also gratefully thank the members of the ACHI 2023
organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work that is making this
professional meeting a success.

We hope the ACHI 2023 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and
results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the human-computer
interaction field. We also hope that Venice provided a pleasant environment during the conference and
everyone saved some time for exploring this beautiful city
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Flaminia Luccio, University Ca' Foscari of Venice, Italy
Marie Sjölinder, RISE, Sweden
Lasse Berntzen, University of South-Eastern Norway, Norway
Weizhi Meng, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
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Abstract— Participatory Design (PD) is the field that 

stands by the principles of democratic design practices and 
user involvement in the design of technologies meant for 
them. PD is often critiqued as not finding its place in project 
management in private or public institutions, where 
technological innovation is constrained by time, costs, 
organizational rules, and, most important, outcomes. 
Conducting a critical reflective analysis guided by PD 
principles, we study in this paper if PD principles are present 
in Information Technology (IT) project management process 
in the public sector and provide some guidelines on how PD 
can contribute further to the process. Findings are presented 
as open discussion points that require further investigation 
and application in practice.  

 
Keywords- Participatory Design; IT project management; 

public sector. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Participatory Design (PD) is the field that stands by the 
principles of democratic design practices and user 
involvement in the design of technologies meant for them. 
PD emerged in the context of workers requiring more 
rights in decision-making about technologies in the 
workplace and developed into other contexts where 
marginalized user groups were given a voice and say in 
technology development [1]. Despite the noble aim, PD is 
often critiqued as not finding its place in private or public 
business settings, where technological innovation is 
constrained by time, costs, organizational rules, 
regulations, and, most importantly, outcomes.  

Both private and public sectors need to keep 
competitive advantage and growth by fostering innovation 
and sustainable development [2]. To do so, innovation and 
product development in the Information Technology (IT) 
world is driven by establishing projects. "Projects" are 
defined as temporary structures that aim to deliver 
outcomes within specific timelines, budget, quality, risk, 
and benefits [3]. Moreover, due to the 
compartmentalization of knowledge where specific 
companies/institutions/organizations specialize in offering 
specific services and products, achieving the project 
outcomes has shifted from exclusive internal development 
(R&D) to cooperation with external partners [4]. Hence, 
making IT sourcing projects a common business practice. 

While PD principles seem to align with 
multidisciplinary project management practices, the 

explorative nature of PD and the challenge that it adds to 
timelines seem to limit its usage.  

In the public sector, project management practices are 
common. However, these practices are subject to 
constraints dictated by rules and regulations. Additionally, 
there is a strong call in the public sector for citizens' 
involvement in every instance to represent their views 
better and increase the accountability for services 
delivered.  

Hence, in this paper, we question to what extent PD 
principles are applied in IT project management process in 
the public sector. We studied two cases in two different 
countries. Data was collected through official public 
document analysis, interviews, and minutes of meeting 
notes.  

Based on the data collected, we conducted a critical 
reflective analysis to what extent and how the principle of 
PD was present in the two-project studied. Based on these 
theoretically grounded reflections, in the findings, we 
present remarks for embracing PD in the public sector. 
These remarks should be further investigated in future 
research. 

Section 2 will initially present a theoretical background 
for our work, followed by the method we used for data 
collection and analysis in Section 3. Further, we present the 
results of our reflective analysis in Section IV and finally 
discuss the findings in relation to the theory in Section 5.  
We contribute to the body of knowledge for public sector 
IT project management and to PD and the discourse for its 
application outside of academia. 

II. THEORY 

In this section, we present the theoretical ground for 
this paper. We start by presenting PD, its principles, and 
what characterizes it as a research field. Then, we present 
the theories on public sector IT project management by 
starting with what project management is, what 
characterizes project management in the public sector and 
some of the latest discourses in public sector IT project 
management regarding participatory practices.  

A. Participatory Design  

PD is the field of research and evolving practice of 
design that propagates the relevance of users' involvement 
in the design of technologies meant for them [1]. It has a 
transformative agenda in building systems for and with 

1Copyright (c) IARIA, 2023.     ISBN:  978-1-68558-078-0
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people [5]. PD stands by the principle of democratic 
participation and is concerned with the politics of design 
and users' participation in the design processes [6]. PD 
practitioners believe in the relevance of situational 
knowledge and the promotion of mutual learning as the 
only way to design adequate solutions that address real 
needs [7]. Mutual learning is a practice-driven concept 
representing sharing of values and knowledge in PD 
activities. Capturing situated knowledge and achieving 
mutual learning is conducted through choosing and 
applying the right techniques and tools that engage people 
in telling, making, and enacting [8].  

"Participatory design project is set up, so the users are 
enabled to take an active part in the activities and decisions 
through which new IT is designed and built." [9]. A PD 
perspective poses challenges in new projects, such as 
developing a complex technological solution and opening 
it for additional learning during design and after. Based on 
the concept of seeing-moving-seeing from Schon, 
Bratteteig and Wagner [10] defined participation as 
involving relevant stakeholders in choice creation, 
selecting among them, concretizing choices, and 
evaluating the choices. The design decisions should be 
reflected in the design result. Bratteteig and Wagner [11], 
in their discussion, argue that the design result can be the 
artifact developed that influences the context for which it 
was designed by contributing to changing existing power 
structures. Another PD result is to give users a voice – and 
a say, so they can assume power over their situation by 
participating in major design decisions that are visible in 
the artifact. Moreover, it is important to understand if the 
designed artifact presupposes (or suggests) changes of 
power structures in the use situation as a prerequisite or as 
an effect of using the artifact.  

Finally, reflecting on projects without being able to 
promote concrete change but sharing participants' insights 
and experiences is a key aspect of research and may, over 
time, contribute to the changes PD argues for. 

Hertzum and Simonsen [12] discuss PD application in 
organizational settings and propose an effects-driven IT 
development to pursue and reinforce PD when applied in 
commercial IT projects. This approach has three steps: 
specify effects, iterative prototyping, and pilot 
implementation. Whittle [13], with a similar approach, 
studies 6 PD projects in terms of outcomes and concludes 
that PD is much more focused on processing and would 
benefit if managing the process focuses on defining 
outcomes and keeping track of their deliveries. They also 
suggest that an Agile approach can contribute to PD to 
make the process leaner. Additionally, they state that while 
software development researchers have looked into PD to 
integrate its principles [14], scarce efforts (e.g., [15]) have 
been the other way around to reflect on agile PD practices. 
Ferrario, et al. [16] describe a project management 
framework for software engineering for "social good" 
where elements of agile and iterative development are 
integrated with actions research and PD principles. The 
process has four phases: prepare, design, build, and sustain, 
which move incrementally and promote partnerships and 

mutual learning among all relevant stakeholders by 
applying PD creative problem-solving techniques and 
delivering working prototypes that can be moved further to 
product development.  

 

B. Project Management and the Public Sector 

Project Management (PM) emerged in the mid-20th 
century, and since then, it has become a prevalent way to 
manage business activities. Project Management Institute 
(PMI) defines a "project" as "a temporary endeavor 
undertaken to create a unique result" [3]. A result could be 
a product, service, document, capability, deliverable, or 
outcome. Project types vary in terms of their level of 
complexity, technology uncertainty, pace, and novelty 
[17]. In technology-driven organizations, project types can 
be categorized based on the types of organizational change 
described by Orlikowski and Hofman [18]: planned or 
anticipated, emergent, and opportunity-based. The 
emergent and opportunity-based ones are defined as 
innovation projects [19]. 

Distinctive methodologies have been developed for 
conducting a project from the start till delivery (such as 
PMI, PRINCE 2, PM2, AMP, SCRUM etc.). These 
methodologies variate in focus, and while some can be 
descriptive (PMI), others are more prescriptive (PRINCE 
2) [20]. The study of Ghosh, et al. [21] shows that, in 
general, projects involve initiation, planning, execution (in 
distinct stages and iterations and by aligning with software 
design and development phases), controlling, and closing.  

User requirements and business justification drive the 
project. The stages of project management can be 
distinguished by the phases of product delivery involving 
design, building, and testing [21]. Each of the techniques 
has its strengths and drawbacks. For example, PRINCE 2 
has strength in framing the process but does not elaborate 
on the involvement of human resources and suitable 
techniques for project leadership and procurement issues. 
All methodologies propagate the necessity to tailor the 
project management based on the project needs, and in 
practice, the different project management approaches are 
merged. However, in each project, the following elements 
should be managed (PRINCE 2 ref): Time – When will the 
project be finished? Cost – Projects need to give a return 
on investment, and costs need to be controlled. Quality – 
Are products passing their quality checks, and will users be 
able to use the project product as expected when delivered? 
Scope – Is the scope clear to all stakeholders? Benefits – 
Expected benefits must be known, agreed and measurable. 
Risk – All projects have risk, so risk needs to be managed 
so the project has a better chance of succeeding. 

While the project management approach is commonly 
encountered in the private sector, citizens' demand for 
better public services and accountability for using 
taxpayers' funds incentivized the public sector 
organizations to apply this approach [22]. Moreover, with 
the digitalization of public services being a big part of 
governmental budgets, public organizations find many IT 
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projects over budget, behind schedule, and producing 
fewer benefits than expected [22]. 

Project management practices in the public sector are 
influenced by the necessity for accountability, legally 
regulated conduct, resource management, and the political 
motivation to deliver results within specific time limits 
[23]. Accountability is exercised toward a broad range of 
stakeholders, such as elected officials, various members of 
the government management structure, employees, 
citizens, special interest groups, and the media [23].  

The field of collaborative public innovation recognizes 
the necessity of collaboration among multi-actors and -
institutions. Each stakeholder contributes knowledge, 
imagination, creativity, resources, transformative 
capacities, and political authority [24].  

Citizens' involvement varies in regard to different 
conceptions of democracy and a certain mode of 
governance [25]-[29] such as: a) Traditional Public 
Administration (TPA) that position citizens as clients and 
relies on experts' perspectives to decide the agendas for the 
public sector services, b) New Public Management (NPM) 
that regards citizens as customers who can influence the 
public services by choosing to use them or opting out from 
them [23], and c) New Public Governance (NPG) where 
citizens are given a more active role as co-producer [24]- 
[25] and co-creators [26]. However, achieving such 
cooperation with citizens is challenging because the public 
administration mistrusts citizens' expertise and their 
motives [30]. Additionally, for citizens, it is time 
demanding. It usually attracts resourceful citizens, thus, 
lacking the perspective of the rest of the population.   

Agger and Lund [25] use the concept of co-innovation 
as an umbrella term for the involvement of citizens in 
public innovation in all stages as co-initiators, co-
designers, and co-implementers. In each phase, citizens 
can, as public consumers, engage more directly in 
producing new public services, thereby becoming the locus 
of value creation.  

Marketization has also influenced public sector IT 
service provision. Marketization refers to a broad span of 
arrangements where private sector organizations contract 
with public sector bodies to deliver a welfare service in 
exchange for public funds [31]. Marketization can be 
applied by contracting out public services to private 
companies or by promoting free choice reforms where 
citizens are given the right to choose between public and 
private providers of welfare services [32].  

Contracting in the public sector follows regulations on 
how to manage procurement to incentivize competitive 
advantage for all interested private companies. However, 
the procurement processes are usually rigid and, instead of 
promoting innovation, impede it. Lean Agile procurement 
applies principles and practices from design thinking and 
agile software development to propose changes to 
procurement and the contracting process between public 
and private to promote partnerships that can promote 
innovation [33].   

III. METHOD 

We collected data from two public IT project 
management cases, one in Albania and one in Norway. The 
cases were selected strategically to address different public 
sector IT project management practices representing a 
developing and developed country with established 
democracies and a free market.    

For Albania, we applied document analysis to map the 
process of IT project management in the municipalities. 
With that knowledge, we interviewed an expert in auditing 
such projects. The selected project was inspired by 
observing the changes in IT infrastructure in the 
municipality area and the aim of such infrastructure change 
to contribute to citizens' well-being.  

For Norway, the case selected was a project where the 
first author had been involved from the initiation phase as 
part of the project group. The project took a stand in 
applying a PD approach and involved the interaction of 
many stakeholders at different stages to deliver a public IT 
project within healthcare. The data collected consisted of 
documents, emails, and minutes of meeting notes from the 
whole process.  

Data analysis was done in three phases. Initially, we 
applied content analysis [34] with apriori codes from the 
project management phases presented in the literature: 
initiation, planning, execution, closing, and controlling. 
The result of this analysis is presented in section IV with 
the presentation of the cases.  

To assess the degree to which the PD approach was 
applied, in each case, we conducted a reflective practice 
analysis [35]. Reflective practice is "learning through and 
from experience towards gaining new insights of self and 
practice" [4]. Dewey [5] was among the first to identify 
reflection as a specialized form of thinking ignited by 
doubt, hesitation, or perplexity related to a directly 
experienced situation. In design, reflective practices have 
been commonly applied [36] and contribute to advancing 
knowledge. Initially, we reflected on how and to what 
degree the two main PD elements described in the literature 
were present in each case: a) participation – seen both in 
terms of mutual learning and power balance concerns and 
b) the PD design result. Then, we conducted a second 
round of reflections by looking across cases.  

IV. FINDINGS 

In this section, we initially present the findings regarding 

the project management lifecycle for both cases by 

describing in rich details what activities entailed in each 

case. Then we present our findings regarding the 

application of PD in public sector IT project management 

as critical reflections that end in proposed remarks on how 

to apply PD in such context.   

A. Case Vignettes 

Below we present the findings from our two case studies. 

Findings are organized based on the project management 

phases described in the Section 2.  
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a) Safety Cameras (SC) 

As municipalities make up a large part of the public 
sector and have standardized and regulated processes they 
need to follow, we decided to study the project 
management process for municipalities in Albania. 
Specifically, we present the case of a project to install 
cameras around the city to guarantee citizens' safety and 
increase the chances for accountability in case of 
misconduct. We found that the municipality outsources 
most IT products or services projects. The project unfolded 
as below:  

Initiation phase – The Municipality has established 
practices to engage with citizens and identify prevailing 
needs in the community. This is done through reports or 
meetings. Different departments are responsible for 
different social aspects within their area of expertise. In this 
way, the municipality's experts in citizens' safety mapped 
the need to have a way to increase control in all the urban 
areas through the installation of safety cameras. This 
project brief and other project briefs were submitted to the 
Budget Committee. The projects are usually discussed in 
different working groups and prioritized by applying 
various criteria such as urgency, necessity, budget 
availability, and in compliance with the long-term plan that 
the municipality has. A budget proposal is presented to the 
municipal council. After due review and further discussion, 
the final budget for the year is approved. SC followed the 
same process. A budget estimation was approved to be 
applied in 4 months. 

Planning phase – A project work group was 
established, involving the citizen safety department as the 
project executive, a functional safety specialist 
representing the citizens' view, and a technical safety 
specialist representing the technical requirements. 
Together with the project manager, they started drafting the 
requirements. A procurement officer was appointed and 
joined the project group to help prepare the solicitation 
package - define sourcing strategy, evaluation criteria, and 
communication methods. Moreover, the project group 
worked on an initial plan and timelines for delivery. The 
budget estimation was revised once they knew more about 
the requirements for the cameras, both functionally and 
technically. The documents produced involved: Request 
for Proposal (RfP), product or service specifications, 
contract conditions, and bid evaluation criteria.  

The municipality bids are, by law, to be published on 
an official sourcing site for public institutions if they 
surpass a certain fund limit. The safety camera project was 
established and published there.  

 When the bidding was open, the procurement 
specialist received requests for more information from 
different potential suppliers. The answer was made 
available to everyone, and it was treated carefully not to 
allow disclosure of the company information without their 
consent. On the bid deadline, all offers received via mail 
were opened in a common meeting with everyone from the 
project group. Each project member assigned previously to 
the bid to be part of the evaluation committee was provided 

with the documents from each company. The evaluators 
had several meetings to discuss and endorse a winning 
company. The mayor made the final decision with the 
approval of the municipal council. The winner was 
announced on the municipality website. It was only after 
the contract signing that the project group would meet the 
supplier and, together with their plan for the 
implementation.  

 Implementation – The project started with a design 
phase where the supplier, in cooperation with the technical 
and functional experts in the project group, defined the best 
strategy to deploy the cameras around the city to fulfill the 
safety need. Different scenarios were discussed during the 
design. Additionally, the project group discussed the 
monitoring room and how that will be managed. Once the 
design was agreed upon, the installation phase started. This 
lasted for 4 months. Training was provided for the IT 
experts operating and maintaining the cameras. 

Monitoring and control – Many controlling entities 
were involved in the previously described phases. The 
project manager must report to the business owner (the 
citizens' safety department), the mayor, and municipal 
council. Other controlling and directing entities are the 
budget committee and the procurement officer. Regarding 
implementation, the project group controlled the deliveries 
from the supplier and reported to the adequate board 
entities regularly.  

b) Patient Healthcare Record (PHR) 

The aim of this project from the start was to investigate 
technological possibilities that would support patients in 
need of rehabilitation after Acquired Brain Injuries (ABI) 
to take control and get empowered in their rehabilitation 
process. A rehabilitation hospital offering specialized 
services to such patients in Norway initiated the project. 
They engaged with an academic institution to cover the 
needs and design exploration phase.  

Initiation Phase – The common initiative resulted in a 
PhD researcher funded by the academic institution who 
worked at the hospital to investigate the need for a 
collaborative tool between patients and healthcare 
practitioners to empower the patients throughout their 
rehabilitation process.  

The hospital and the academic institution shared an 
interest in participative methods and encouraging users (in 
this case, patients, and healthcare practitioners) to have 
their say in the design process, being service design of 
technology design. Two PD workshops with patients and 
two with healthcare practitioners were organized to 
investigate needs. Additionally, the PhD researcher spends 
circa 6 months conducting ethnographic studies and 
mapping existing practices at the hospital. The knowledge 
collected was then applied to organize two design 
workshops for patients and two design workshops for 
healthcare practitioners to reflect on existing practices and 
envision future solutions to help patient empowerment. As 
the design ideas highlighted the necessity to cooperate 
closely between patients and healthcare practitioners, two 
power-balanced PD workshops were organized with 
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patients and healthcare practitioners to envision the future 
solution and practices.  

Planning phase – The research and design (R&D) 
results were applied to ideate a project and apply for 
external funds to develop a technological solution to 
support the needs defined during the research phase.  

Innovation Norway (IN) is an institution jointly funded 
by the government and municipalities' budget. IN aims to 
incentivize business development that is profitable for the 
business and that contributes to society's needs to boost 
regional development. Public institutions can apply for 
funds for projects that can help them address a need and 
cooperate with the private sector to purchase the solution 
and academic institutions to contribute to research. 
Innovation Norge granted the project funds to the 
rehabilitation hospital to develop the technological solution 
envisioned.  

A project manager was assigned. A project group and 
project board were established. In the project group, 
representatives from the hospital (patient representatives, 
management representatives, IT experts that know the 
existing technologies), the researcher from the academic 
institution, and a representative from the funding 
institution were included. The project board involved all 
the relevant stakeholders that would contribute to decision-
making (each group was represented).  

The following project management process was 
recommended to follow. It included the following phases: 
Describing Needs; Market Dialogue; Bid; Development, 
and Implementation, as shown below:  

 

 
Figure 1: Process followed in PHR. 

 

The initial planning phase activity was to describe the 
needs. The project group worked jointly on the document. 
Once consolidated, the document was forwarded for 
approval to the project board. Once the project board 
accepted, a date for a market dialogue was published on the 
Norwegian official public procurement site. The market 
dialogue aimed to show the business the project's aim and 
the problem to be solved. The business could discuss with 
the hospital their current technologies and the extent to 
which they match their needs. The market dialogue agenda 
included a presentation of the project and an invitation for 
each potential supplier to two group workshops to discuss 
the project and the innovation possibilities the supplier 
could offer.  

The participants from the market dialogue were: The 
hospital (clinical and technical knowledge 

representatives), patients (patient representatives), the 
project manager, the procurement specialist, and the 
technology regulators in healthcare in Norway, which 
provide the platform on which this new solution should 
work.  

After the market dialogue, the needs were revised, and 
the final functional and non-functional requirements were 
described to be further published as an RfP on the public 
procurement site 'Doffin'. A date for a Bid Conference was 
assigned prior to publishing the bid. The conference 
addressed potential suppliers' questions regarding the bid 
and the documentation they needed to provide.  

Once the bid period was closed, the project group 
evaluated them in many discussion rounds and provided 
recommendations to the board to make the final decision.  

Implementation phase – The implementation phase 
started with a kick-off meeting between the project group 
and the selected supplier. Both parties discussed a plan for 
the implementation that would follow these stages: design, 
development, testing, further refinement, and final 
delivery. The first designs were delivered in March 2023, 
and the project is still ongoing. Thus, for the project 
closure, we do not yet have information. 

Monitoring and Control – The project was monitored 
and controlled by several mechanisms. In the initiation 
phase, the agreed PD approach was a control mechanism 
for the planned activities. Instead, in the following phases, 
the project management framework was used for 
monitoring and control. Moreover, the project manager 
continuously reported to the board for specific and routine 
decisions. Another control mechanism is the official 
procurement site that safeguards a fair procurement 
process. During implementation, the project team oversees 
the supplier's work and reports progress to the project 
board. Codes of conduct that regulate the relationship 
between patients and healthcare practitioners are 
considered during the testing phase.   
 

B. PD in public sector IT project management 

Here we will present the findings on how PD elements 
have been applied in the two projects we studied. We 
conclude the analysis with guidelines on how to increase 
the presence of PD in public-sector IT project 
management.  
 

a) Enhance user participation in the planning and 

implementation phase through PD methods 

In both cases, we found that some degree of 
participation was exercised in each phase of the projects. 
In the SC project, citizens were involved through 
established networks of engagement with citizens to 
evaluate ongoing needs. Similarly, patients' and healthcare 
practitioners' voices were represented in the identification 
and articulation of the needs to request external funds for 
the PHR project. The citizens' and users' representatives 
remained participants in the project and were involved in 
discussions with technology experts and possible suppliers. 
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In the SC project, a technical expert was assigned to work 
on the project together with the citizens' representative(s). 
In the PHR project, the market dialogue brought the user 
needs to the business to discuss possible solutions.  

In both cases, the bidding process involved regulated 
information exchange with the bidders regarding asking 
questions and providing responses. In the PHR project, 
such exchange happened during the bidding conference. In 
each case, the procurement regulating authorities framed 
how participation was implemented.  

The implementation phase in the SC project involved 
the encounters between the technical experts and the 
supplier selected. Instead, in the PHR project, the supplier 
engaged again with end users in the prototype's evaluation 
and feedback-gathering phase. The way the 
implementation is organized depends on the final product 
and how the supplier organizes the work. Due to 
contractual binding, they are obliged to report back to the 
project group. It is up to the project group to organize how 
citizens or end users should be involved in the 
implementation phase. This was the case with the PHR 
project, where the experience of the project manager in PD 
approaches and the interest in participative practices led to 
public display evaluation not only for the board and higher 
management but also for end users.  

 Based on the above findings, we conclude that: The 
discourse on participation and relevant stakeholders' 
involvement should also be promoted during the planning 
and initiation phase. Tools and techniques from PD 
practices can be applied to promote co-design. Moreover, 
new PD techniques for project management in public 
sector digitalization initiatives should be explored. 

  

b) Promote Mutual Learning with Suppliers in 

Market Dialogue PD workshops 

Hearing the voice of users/citizens seems to be a well-
established practice in organizing project management 
work at the municipality. At the hospital, the same 
approach is present. However, our analysis shows that 
while policymakers and design experts learn from citizens, 
the learning is not mutual. Citizens are not involved in later 
stages where they can learn about design alternatives and 
possible technologies and eventually make their own 
decisions. Moreover, each actor in the planning phase 
represents a specific area of expertise. They engage with 
each other to draft the high-level requirement document 
presented in the bid. While some mutual learning happens 
in those instances, they are detached from the real setting 
where the knowledge of alternatives stands, the suppliers.  

In the PHR project, such a gap in mutual learning is 
filled by market dialogue. This allows the end users' 
representatives to sit with the possible suppliers to discuss: 
What is a viable solution with existing resources? What 
would the supplier be willing to do to engage in innovative 
solutions if the requirements are not covered fully by what 
is provided today? The market dialogue approach is open 
and does not infringe on any rule imposed by procurement 
regulation. It also allows the possibility of having an 

objective, quantifiable evaluation process later, while still 
providing a true participative venue for mutual learning 
and creating alternative visions.  

During the implementation process in the SC case, no 
more mutual learning is happening. This has a negative 
impact because citizens are not consulted on the design and 
implementation of the solution in practice. Thus, the 
supplier applies what they consider best and might lose 
sight of what the citizens need. Meanwhile, citizens not 
knowing how their needs were addressed and the benefits 
and risks that the technology brings can experience an 
unethical impact in the long run. Instead, in the PHR 
project, the design phase involved the discussion of the 
designs directly with the end users and higher management 
by using high-fidelity prototypes. While the project is 
ongoing, it is relevant that the evaluation of the prototype 
does not focus only on the look and feel and functionalities 
provided but is used to capture more in-depth and inherited 
issues of technology that should be cleared with the users, 
such as accountability, integrity, and accessibility of data.  

Based on the above findings, we conclude that: The 
market dialog provides the opportunity in sourcing IT 
projects to have both user and technology representatives 
to share knowledge and values, engage in co-design moves, 
and produce design alternatives. PD techniques and tools 
should be applied in the market dialogue. We will define 
this as market co-creation techniques and suggest using 
generative tools [4] that the suppliers can provide. 

 

c) Making "Power" a central theme to consider in 

each phase 

We found that the power dynamics discourse is the 
most underestimated PD principle in both projects. For the 
SC project, the discussion of power is inexistent. The 
municipality considers the elected representatives as 
guardians of democratic decisions that favor the majority 
that has elected them. In the PHR project, the discussion on 
power is deeply considered in the initiation phase. The final 
result addresses the power imbalance between patients and 
healthcare practitioners with the aim of patient 
empowerment. However, the power balancing has been 
more tacit during the process, counting on representatives 
having equal power during the project management 
process.  

Project management relies upon established 
organizational hierarchies and agreed-on processes to 
deliver on time and within budget. These hierarchies can 
create power imbalances if all actors' involvement are not 
treated equally.  

 Based on the above findings, we conclude that: The 
power discourse should be part of IT project management. 
It should become a central theme that is reflected upon in 
every phase and activity where different stakeholders 
engage. The discussion on power should be balanced with 
the necessity to follow the regulations that define the frame 
for some project management activities. That is why 
engagement with the possible suppliers during the market 
dialogue and not after the official bid is published provides 
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a practice that adheres to PD principles and follows project 
management regulations. 

 

d) Control and monitor the delivery of “PD results” 

In the municipality project, the design result addresses 
an issue that the citizens brought forward, and it is not in 
principle related to the empowerment of a marginalized 
user group. While the focus is on the result, the discussion 
on the solution's impact on marginalized user groups and 
how to make the solution suitable and understandable for 
every citizen category remains obsolete. Instead, in the 
PHR project, the design result is ideated based on PD 
principles. The project impacts empowering patients and 
giving them more control in their rehabilitation. The 
involvement of the PD expert as a project advisor 
contributes to highlighting all relevant stakeholders and 
involving them in the design process. The process adopted 
by IN also promotes PD project management. Moreover, in 
the project, power dynamics are actively considered and 
addressed, so the solution represents the views of everyone 
and creates the opportunity to have emerging new 
practices.  

Based on the above findings, we conclude that: The 
design result represents the user need in IT project 
management. However, that is not sufficient. Broadening 
the scope of the design result toward a “PD design result” 
can contribute to delivering more citizens’ friendly 
solutions and guarantee an ethical and responsible process 
and delivery. New methods should emerge in PD literature 
to become part of IT project management control and 
monitoring.  

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

PD is a field that stands by a bold commitment toward 
bringing voice to marginalized user groups and promoting 
equality and power balance in design [1]. PD can be 
applied to any context and strives to find methods, tools 
and techniques that promote engaged participation in 
projects from idea and vision to delivery [3]. Conversely, 
project management is driven by timelines, budgets, 
quality requirements, risks, benefits, and outcomes. 
Whittle [9] discusses six projects and states that PD 
researchers have not engaged with agile approaches and 
vice versa. This is true because compromising power 
balance for fast results is not a choice for PD, and 
compromising timelines for achieving the true power 
balance among stakeholders is not feasible in the face of 
resource limitations, existing organizational structures, and 
defined regulations that halt the project from delivering 
what is expected. These elements are even more present in 
public-sector IT project management [20].  

However, we found that in the public sector IT project 
management, PD practices are present. The degree to 
which participation is considered varies from the SC to the 
PHR project because PHR was initiated by embracing the 
PD approach, and it takes place in Norway, where PD 
emerged and the discussions on equality and power balance 
are strongly positioned in the public discourse [22]. While 

in the SC example, citizens are considered consumers of 
public services and are involved only in the co-initiation of 
the project, in the PHR project, they are treated more as co-
producers and contribute to co-design [24]-[26]. In a 
similar position are the private sector companies that 
contribute to the marketization of services [29] who also 
become just clients in the SC project and co-producers in 
co-design and co-implementation in the PHR project. We 
acknowledge that historical, cultural, and political 
differences between the two countries influence how the 
project management process is established.  

We argue that as agility has become a central theme in 
project management, participation and power dynamics 
should also be used as central concepts to revise the project 
management processes and profit from the benefits that a 
PD approach enables. Initiatives like lean-agile 
procurement and practices like the market dialogue(e.g., 
[30])  are adapting the design thinking approach to the 
project management world [10]-[12], but adding to this 
approach PD principles and PD techniques and tools can 
contribute to delivering projects that matter and are 
accepted by all end users. Moreover, it can contribute to 
projects that focus on the design of software used for 
cooperation [2].  

PD initiatives like the effect-driven PD [8][34] have 
raised the concern that PD should be driven by delivering 
benefits and contributing to achieving the desired effects. 
While the effect-driven PD provides a good framework as 
a high-level approach, the issue remains in finding 
techniques and tools that can be applied within the project 
management process and not burden the timelines and 
budgets of the project.  

The market dialogue is an example of a practice of 
mutual learning and if PD techniques and tools are applied 
to promote dialogue and engage in co-creation activities, 
the project will not only deliver but also drive innovation.  

However, in both fields, additional questions and 
remarks should still be explored, such as: who should 
organize the participatory activities, how to balance 
between existing hierarchical structures and the necessity 
to cooperate, how to make PD techniques and tools more 
efficient and delivery driven, and what tools and 
techniques are adequate for each phase of project 
management? What does participation mean in project 
management? To what extent is power balancing possible?  

Answering these questions requires PD and project 
management researchers to reflect on them in future 
research by exploring new practices or adapting the 
existing knowledge to co-flourish and contribute better to 
society. 
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Abstract—This article discusses the use of different 

representations of technology to expose, inform and engage 

participants taking part in co-creation activities. In our project, 

the participants co-create an activity to support the learning of 

cultural heritage. We build our research on the “design choices 

framework”, which provides a convenient structure for co-

creation projects, but does not address the role of technology in 

such projects. We discuss the benefits of adding a technology 

choice addressing how to enhance co-creation processes and 

improve the utility of the framework. By representing 

technology through, e.g., images, demos, and prototypes, 

appropriately in different stages of our co-creation project, we 

see a clear, positive impact. 

Keywords-co-creation; design; design choices; innovation; 

cross-sectorial collaboration; technology. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

To address increasingly complex societal challenges, it is 
imperative to collaborate across organizations and different 
sectors and conceptualize innovative approaches to tackle 
them. Involving multiple stakeholders working toward a 
shared goal, however, creates difficulty in balancing their 
interests [1]. Taking inspiration from the field of Participatory 
Design (PD), we look to create a shared understanding 
through representational tools focusing on ICT solutions, and 
by this, facilitate for co-creation. Many projects implement 
co-creation as a process, agenda or tool [2]–[4] to support 
design and innovation. Lee et al. [4], attempt to provide some 
structure to the co-creation process through their ‘design 
choices’ framework. While this framework is mostly based on 
technology design projects, there is little focus on the 
representation of technology and its impact on the co-creation 
process, which is becoming increasingly relevant [5]. 
Bjögvinnson et al. [6] discuss the importance of 
representations to introduce new technologies and make it 
more accessible for a broader range of stakeholders. In our 
project, we focus on finding ways to represent technology in 
co-creation processes and seek to strengthen Lee et al.’s [4] 
´design choices´ framework. The technology aspect was 
fundamental for our design process, having a strong impact on 
the co-creation experience, and in turn, the project results. 

The research has implications for organizations looking to 
incorporate technology into their co-creation process, and for 
designers seeking to facilitate stakeholder engagement and 
drive innovation. The guiding question that is addressed in this 

paper is: in what ways can the representation of a diverse 
range of technology be used and be of value in co-creation 
processes?  

We attempt to answer this question from our work in the 
pARTiciPED project. The overarching goal of the project is 
to explore a way for teachers in Norwegian schools (current 
and upcoming), to collaborate with external partners from 
various cultural institutions, and co-create innovative ways of 
teaching, resulting in a more engaging, enjoyable, and 
integrated (in terms of the overall school curriculum) learning 
experience for secondary school students. The external 
partners could be artists, musicians, actors, or in our case, 
museum educators. We, the designers, have facilitated the co-
creation process through a series of workshops following the 
principles of PD, such as ‘having a say’ and ‘mutual learning’ 
[7], and incorporated the representation of technology through 
various tools, such as interactive prototypes, design cards, 
images and demonstrations. 

In the following, we present the Design Choices 
Framework developed by Lee et al. [4]. Then we describe our 
project in relation to the framework, focusing on the impact of 
the technology choices we made, followed by a discussion on 
how the framework could benefit from an additional design 
choice related to how technology should be represented. In 
conclusion, we present the potential societal impacts of the 
improved co-creation processes. 

II. DESIGN CHOICES FRAMEWORK FOR CO-CREATION 

Lee et al. [4] present their design choices framework to 
build an understanding of what kinds of dimensions a co-
creation project consists of, and which attributes and 
alternatives are relevant when planning and conducting such 
a project. The framework consists of ten design choices: 1) 
Openness of the brief, describing the mode of inquiry with 
which the project approaches the goals of co-creation, 2) 
Purpose of Change, elaborating on what and why certain 
changes are necessary to be achieved through the co-creation 
project, 3) Scope of Design which is often closely related to 
the purpose of change, but rather than focusing the long term 
impact of the project, looks at what specifically will be 
designed during the co-creation process, 4) Diversity in 
Knowledge, bringing together stakeholders from different 
fields of expertise with comprehensive knowledge of the 
product, service, or process they are developing, 5) 
Differences in Interests, requires careful planning to 
incorporate stakeholders’ interests, manage the complexity of 
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their relationships, and potential conflicts, 6) Distribution of 
Power, as power dynamics may be influenced by the 
stakeholders’ knowledge, interests, roles and backgrounds but 
also between designers leading the co-creation activities and 
those participating; designers need to be aware of their role as 
facilitators, and decide how active or neutral they will be in 
the process, 7) Types of Co-creation Activities, refers to the 
different events throughout the project, or stages within a 
single co-creation event that may include techniques such as 
future workshops, or generative tools to share, disseminate 
and create knowledge 8) Setting for Co-creation, making sure 
that the location and materials used can greatly impact the 
success of a co-creation, 9) Outputs of the Project can refer to 
what is created by participants during the co-creation 
activities, but can also be in the form of consolidated reports 
and proposals by researchers or designers, both of which can 
range from ideas for concrete changes and their visualizations 
(e.g., improvement ideas, touch points, customer journey 
maps) to new service concepts (e.g., scenarios, videos, service 
blueprints, and process models) to future strategies (e.g., a set 
of experience goals and future roadmaps), 10) Outcomes of 
the Project refer to changes achieved on a larger scale, such 
as changes in mindset, processes, and culture, which have a 
direct impact on the target population. These design choices 
are further grouped into four categories where they can be 
related to the following: Project Preconditions (design 
choices 1-3), Participants (design choices 4-6), Co-creation 
Events (design choices 7-8), and Project Results (design 
choices 9-10). 

III. METHODS 

The design process for the project was iterative, as 
presented in the timeline in Figure 1. We used both 
participatory prototyping, design cards and probes in our 
workshops [8]. Brandt et al. [9] present ‘the making of things 
as a means of design participation’, which is what we did. A 
variety of methods, such as observation and interviews, were 
used to gather data during the co-creation activities. 
Observation as a research method enables the study of a 
phenomenon in ‘naturally occurring settings’ [10][11]. In 
other words, for our research, we gain knowledge about how 
different participants experience the collaborative design 
process by directly observing their interactions in real-life 
situations and retrospectively through audio recordings, notes, 
and photographs. Interviews enable the capture of people’s 
point of view, with reflections and rationalizations. In this 
study, we undertook semi-structured interviews with some of 
the participants [12]. By analysing the data gathered, with a 
plan, act, reflect approach [13], we were able to unpack 
several aspects of the co-creation process, relevant to 
strengthening the design choices framework. 

Throughout the duration of the project, we conducted a 
total of nine workshops. Four of these workshops were with 
4th-year pre-service teachers, which we call student 
workshops. Five smaller workshops were conducted with the 
project group, including museum educators and teachers. We 
call these group workshops. All of these workshops took place 
over a period of nine months, starting from when we held our 
first workshop on the 10th of June 2021, until our final 

workshop on the 4th of March 2022. This timeline is presented 
in Figure 1. The group workshops consisted of 8 participants, 
3 females and 5 males. These participants represented the 
Østfold Museums (1), the department of education at the 
Østfold University College (1), secondary school teachers (2) 
in Viken county, pre-service teachers (1), and designers (3). 
The main participants for the student workshops were 51 pre-
service teachers who were currently in their 4th year of the 
teaching studies. All participants of the project provided 
written consent to participate in the project and all its relevant 
activities. The participants were informed about how the data 
would be collected, analysed, and stored, as well as who 
would have access to the data. The data collection was 
reported to the Norwegian Agency for Shared Services in 
Education and Research, a public administrative body under 
the Ministry of Education and Research.  

We will now use the design choices framework to present 
and give a rich description of the project, before moving 
further to our findings related to how representational tools 
made technology matter in our workshops.  

 

 

Figure 1.  Project Timeline 

 

A. Design Choices Related to Project Preconditions  

1) Openness of the Brief 

The goal of the pARTiciPED project is to improve cross 
sectorial collaborations in schools and more specifically how 
the school sector and cultural sector collaborate in The 
Cultural Schoolbag’ (TCS), a program set up to provide 
cultural experiences to Norwegian school children. As the 
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scope was open-ended (focusing on cross sectorial 
collaborations), the process was also exploratory, enabling us, 
the design researchers, to create and experiment different 
types of co-creation methods. There was an additional 
component to the brief, which was to explore how to create a 
mixed reality learning experience fitting TCS. Thus, to focus 
on XR technology throughout the co-creation process, was 
central. 

2) Purpose of Change 
In accordance with the open-ended brief, the project team 

focused on supporting the collaboration between museums 
and schools, fostering innovation and new ways of thinking 
through access and exposure to technology. Being exposed to 
and having participated in co-creation activities, we expected 
the project members to have a more positive attitude toward 
collaboration with each other and a better understanding of 
each other’s expertise, needs and priorities. This would in turn 
serve our purpose of improving the current TCS program. 

3) Purpose Scope of Design 

As the main purpose of change was to enhance 
collaboration between multiple organizations, leading to a 
better TCS program, the scope of design would be on two 
different levels. One would be to develop co-creation tools 
and techniques to support cross-sectorial collaboration. The 
other would be to design digital concepts with complementary 
teaching curriculum that provided high school students with a 
more interactive and engaging experience of cultural heritage 
as part of a TCS activity.  

B. Design Choices Related to Participants 

1) Diversity in Knowledge 

The group participating in the activities represented a high 
diversity of knowledge: the museum staff had extensive 
knowledge of cultural heritage including history and artefacts, 
and the how to disseminate that knowledge; the teachers could 
bring in their experiences in the field related to the school and 
teaching processes; the pre-service teachers would also bring 
in a certain amount of knowledge about teaching, based on 
their education and previous practical experiences; lastly, the 
design researchers brought their expertise in design—on the 
co-creation process and tools applied.  

2) Differences in Interests 

The design researchers needed to design the process in a 
way that would support the different interests of the 
participating stakeholders. The teachers wanted to contribute 
their expertise in making the experience being designed 
relevant to the students, the schools and for achieving the 
learning objectives set out by the government. The teacher-
educator’s main interest was to provide a relevant learning 
experience for her students, the pre-service teachers. The pre-
service teachers had the primary objective of completing their 
course in the best way possible. The museum educators were 
keen to attract the students and make the interested in cultural 
heritage. The design researchers wanted to develop and 
experiment new types of co-creation methods.  

To accommodate for the negotiation of these interests, we 
employed various kinds of visual objects and facilitation 
techniques, for example, mind maps, simulation, scenarios, 
and idea generation with design cards. 

3)  Distribution of Power 

As the design researchers were the ones at the helm of the 
project, there was an inherent imbalance of power biased 
toward the designers, especially since we were choosing the 
methods to be used. Additionally, the young pre-service 
teachers who were participating in our workshops, looked up 
to the more senior teachers, and the museum staff, as 
authoritative figures. While some authority was needed to 
conduct the project and its activities, the designers carefully 
maintained their role as facilitators.  

Through participatory design techniques [9], we enabled 
the project members, and the pre-service teachers 
participating in our workshops, to contribute with knowledge, 
ideas, and opinions in different forms. We paid special 
attention to the power imbalance when designing co-creation 
activities to engage the participants, regardless of knowledge 
backgrounds. For example, we introduced various 
technologies and let the participants try them out to create a 
common understanding of the possibilities the technologies 
could provide.  

We focused on creating possibilities for teachers and 
museum staff to share their knowledge and present their ideas. 
Rather than making creative inputs ourselves, we helped the 
pre-service teachers perform the co-creation tasks, for 
instance with the design card game. In the co-creation 
workshops, the pre-service teachers were asked to reflect on 
the theme and current challenges from the viewpoint of 
teachers, to then work on a relatively new concept for a future 
curriculum, based on the content that was discussed, and the 
technology that was presented.  

C. Design Choices Related to Co-creation Events  

1) Types of Co-creation Activities 

Our choice of co-creation activities for the project were 
selected based on the purpose of change and the scope of 
design. We also considered the knowledge, interest, and 
power distributions among the participants. The project 
included a series of workshops leading up to the trial and 
testing of a prototype learning experience in the field. We 
conducted two large scale workshops in addition to several 
smaller workshops within the project team. In the following 
section, we will focus on the two large workshops. 

The first large workshop involved the project members 
and a class of 51 pre-service teachers, designed to create a 
shared understanding between the stakeholders. The museum 
representative set the scene by introducing the theme of Moss 
town’s industrial history. The teacher educators then 
introduced the current curriculum and teaching goals set for 
Norwegian secondary schools. In this workshop, we led 3 
activities. We first presented current and emerging 
technologies that are, or could be, used by museums to provide  
cultural heritage education. Then, we conducted an online 
‘digital literacy’ survey. Lastly, we created a technology probe 
in the form of a webapp that allows the user to create video, 
image, or text content and geolocate it on a map. The students 
used this to create content presenting different parts of the 
university campus. Through these activities, we were able to 
learn about how comfortable the pre-service teacher 
participants were with different forms of technology. At the 
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same time, the participants were exposed to new technology 
and were given the opportunity to become aware of their 
possibilities. This was crucial to us, to plan the way forward 
and reflect on which technologies the pre-service teachers 
were comfortable with using. 

The second large workshop was focused on ideating 
concepts for a TCS learning experience, and for this, we 
created a design game using a bespoke deck of design cards. 
The concepts developed in the workshop were later used to 
inform the development of a working prototype and tested in 
the field with secondary school students in the county. All pre-
service teachers were allocated practical training / internships 
for 4 weeks, at various schools. During this period, they would 
dedicate two classes to run the TCS activity. They had some 
time beforehand to use the tool themselves and implement it 
as part of the lessons. We observed six classes across four 
schools, from the 31st of January to the 11th of February 2022. 
In some cases, we were able to follow up with interviewing 
the pre-service teachers conducting the activities, immediately 
after the class.  

2) Setting for Co-creation  

To encourage the participants to be motivated and 
productive, we paid careful attention to the physical setting, 
materials, and atmosphere of the workshops. The pre-service 
teachers commonly sit in rows, listening to lectures from their 
professors, so for the indoor part of our workshops, we 
arranged the tables into groups, where four to six participants 
could sit around each table. By this, the participants were able 
to interact with each other much more easily and be active in 
the creative process. This proved to be particularly useful 
when doing the design game, as the physical setting not only 
allowed for better interaction within the group, but also made 
it easier to arrange the cards on the table, and to draw/sketch 
their proposals. One activity required the participants to spend 
time around the campus, to build a virtual museum with one 
of the technologies that was presented to them. Not only did 
this provide very valuable results as to how the technology 
was perceived, but it also created a much more enjoyable 
experience for the participants, which was apparent from the 
creative content they created during the activity, and from 
feedback in the surveys given at the end of the workshop.  

D. Design Choices Related to Project Results 

1) Outputs of the Project 

Over the course of the workshops, there were several 
artefacts that were created, and data was collected in various 
formats including audio recordings, observation notes, and 
photographs. After the first workshop, we had questionnaire 
responses regarding technology literacy, and mind maps that 
the participants had created of the cultural heritage themes 
related to the selected case for our project (industrial history 
of the city of Moss). The participants also created a virtual 
museum/digital campus guide containing content created by 
the participants, using a purpose-built web-application 
enabling the creation and publishing of geo-tagged media 
content. The results and data from this first workshop were 
analysed, and subsequently informed the design of the second 
workshop, for which we, the designers also produced a 
customized deck of design cards. The design cards were also 

based on a combination of the results from the workshop, and 
a follow-up workshop conducted within the project team. The 
design cards themselves, can also be considered as an output 
of the project. 

At the end of the second workshop, each group produced 
complete concepts for a TCS activity. These were documented 
and visualized on an A3 sheet of paper and presented to the 
entire group. Based on these concepts created by the groups, 
a member of the design team built a web-based tool, that 
would enable the pre-service teachers to carry out their 
planned teaching activities. The third workshop, which we 
had to do digitally, resulted in concrete teaching plans created 
by the participants, which could then be implemented in the 
secondary schools that were participating in the project. 

Following this third workshop, the design team built a new 
and improved web-based application with which the pre-
service teachers implemented their planned teaching 
activities. The design team was also able to collect data by 
visiting the schools, observing the activities, taking notes, and 
through follow-up interviews with the pre-service teachers. 
 

TABLE I.  OVERVIEW OF TECHNOLOGY REPRESENTATION AND CO-
CREATION ACTIVITIES 

 

2) Outcomes of the Project 

In addition to the tangible outputs of the project, there were 

additional outcomes from each activity as their goals were 

achieved. This is shown in 0These could also be a basis for 

change in the way the museums, the teachers, and those in 

charge of the TCS program collaborate and design future 

teaching experiences. Regarding technology, there was 

increased awareness of, and familiarity towards, technology 

among all participants and an increased willingness to 

incorporate technology to improve and reform existing 

processes. 

IV. RESULTS 

It was clear that the different technology representations 
had a positive impact on the activities, and consequently on 
the results. In our first three workshops (two group 

Tools Event Goals Participants 

Oral 
presentation 

Group workshop 2 Scoping, Introduction Pre-service 
teachers  

Museum staff Student workshop 1 Introduction 

Surveys Student workshop 1 
Understanding participants’ 

familiarity with technology 

Pre-service 

teachers 

Images 
Group workshop 2 Scoping, Introduction Pre-service 

teachers  
Museum staff Student workshop 1 Introduction 

Design Cards Student workshop 2 
Idea generation 
Concept development 

Pre-service 
teachers 

Demonstration 

Student workshop 1 Increasing familiarity Pre-service 

teachers  
Museum staff Student workshop 3 

Increasing familiarity  

Concept Development 

Interactive 
prototype 

Student workshop 1 Increasing familiarity 

Pre-service 
teachers 

Student workshop 3 
Hands-on experience  
Idea generation 

Field testing Identifying pros and cons 
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workshops, one student workshop), we were working to build 
a shared understanding of each other’s expertise, and interests.  

A. Group workshop 1  

Already from the first workshop, we highlighted the 
technological possibilities. Except for the designers, the 
members of the workshop initially had little to no concern for 
the technological aspects of designing a XR learning 
experience. It was only towards the end of this first 
introductory workshop that we briefly introduced the 
possibilities of using Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual 
Reality (VR) and projection mapping technology to create a 
learning experience. We proposed the use of these interactive 
technologies to digitally co-create historical artefacts and 
sites. Subsequently, the other group members reacted 
positively, and hinted at the fact that “this could be an 
interesting way to present cultural heritage to the students”. 
They provided no further input or elaboration, however, 
which leads us to believe that they had not really thought 
about how technology could be used to increase engagement 
and curiosity among the target secondary school students 
before now. 

B. Group workshop 2  

In the second workshop, which took place at the Moss 
Town and Industry Museum (Moss, Norway), we again 
briefly discussed the technological possibilities verbally. Here 
the goal was to learn about Moss and its history, as well as 
plan how we would conduct the first workshop with the pre-
service teachers. We would also have to decide how to present 
the technology for the participants at the upcoming workshop, 
and thus we, the designers would again present several 
technologies that could be relevant. Interestingly, building on 
the discussions from the previous workshop, both the museum 
representative, and one of the teachers discussed how certain 
technologies could be relevant. The museum representative 
suggested to create a ‘digital assembly line’ which would, 
through VR, allow the students to experience what it was like 
to work on the assembly line of a factory. A second suggestion 
from the teacher educator was to use AR technology, so the 
students could walk around their own towns and place 3D 
models of historical buildings and artefacts there. 

C. Student workshop 1  

In the third workshop, now involving pre-service teachers, 
technology was represented in many forms: oral presentation, 
images, interactive prototype and surveys. Through the 
different representations of technology, we tried to make the 
participants familiar with some relevant technologies while at 
the same time get a better understanding of how familiar the 
participants already were. In this workshop, we led three 
technology related activities. We first presented current and 
emerging technologies could be used by museums to teach 
about cultural heritage. This was done through an oral 
presentation, supplemented by images and video of relevant 
examples. We then conducted an online ‘digital literacy’ 
survey. The survey included general questions about the 
participants’ use and familiarity with technology, and specific 
questions regarding technologies such as VR and AR. 

Responses from the survey showed a varied level of 
familiarity with the presented technologies.  
 

 

Figure 2.  Virtual museum application 

We also developed an interactive prototype in the form of 
a web-based application, that allowed them to create video, 
image, or text content and automatically incorporate its 
geographic location from the participants’ device. The 
students essentially created a ‘virtual museum’, presenting 
different parts of the university campus, and describing its 
significance (see Figure 2.  

There was a clear positive transformation in the 
participants’ attitudes from when the technologies were 
presented orally, to when they themselves got to try out the 
technology. They were much more engaged and seemed to 
care much more about the entire process. This was apparent 
when several students exclaimed that initially they “did not 
quite see how the presented technologies could be relevant in 
the context of teaching cultural heritage to secondary school 
students”. On the other hand, after the ‘virtual museum’ 
activity, most students expressed that “this could be very 
relevant in the given context”. There were many more 
participants engaging in discussions after the activity, and this 
was also evident in the subsequent survey responses. They 
were also excited to share the content they had created in the 
application and so, due to popular demand, we presented 
many of their videos in front of the entire group, which also 
turned out to be quite entertaining. 

This understanding was crucial for us designers, to plan 
the way forward. How could we further incorporate 
technological aspects in our future co-design activities, while 
considering the participants’ familiarity with those 
technologies?  

D. Student workshop 2  

In this workshop, building on our previous activities, we 
needed a way to represent technology that would facilitate 
brainstorming and creativity. We chose to organize a design 
game using a bespoke set of design cards. Technology was 
one of the key categories in the deck. We were able to identify 
four relevant categories that needed to be addressed when 
creating a TCS activity. These were the following: things, 
requirements, actions, and technology. We identified nine 
‘things’ that were relevant to Moss town’s industrial history, 
thirteen ‘requirements’ from a pedagogical point of view, ten 
‘technologies’ that could be used and twelve ‘actions’ that 
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could be encouraged. Each card had a title, colour code 
indicating the category, and a relevant image in the 
background that provided a visual cue to the title. 

 

 

Figure 3.  Student Workshop 2 – Design Cards 

We facilitated the design game to let participants design 
their ideal concepts (see Figure 3. Using the different 
categories of cards, the pre-service teachers were able to 
sketch three concepts. In a second round, participants were 
asked to identify and select the good parts from all three 
concepts and design a final concept that would be presented 
to the class. Technology became the cornerstone of all the 
concepts that were presented. 9 of the 11 groups in the 
workshop included some form of technology as a central part 
of their proposals, with most incorporating several 
technologies as evident in Figure 4. The example to the left 
proposed using AR to recreate important historical figures. 
The example to the right proposes the use of maps and 
simulation games to get acquainted with the cultural heritage 
and history, and then create content about some historic event 
that can be projected Figure 4.  

 

 

Figure 4.  Workshop 2 concept examples, incorporating AR, projection 

mapping, maps, and simlation games as technological components 

E. Student Workshop 3 

This workshop was conducted online due to COVID-19 
restrictions. We created a demo toolkit in the form of an AR 
app. This was both a demonstration of the technology, but also 
allowed the participants to try it out. The goal of this workshop 
was to conceptualise and plan a larger activity for secondary 
school students based on the available technology. 
Participants were to incorporate this demo app into a 
concreate TCS activity. The app was created using 
Facebook’s Spark AR. The pre-service teachers created a 
lesson plan including how they would introduce the 
information about Moss town’s industrial history, how they 

would introduce the toolkit, and how they would incorporate 
the activities using the toolkit into the learning activity. Again, 
the app was central to the teaching plans they all made. 

F. Field testing 

The goal of this activity was to evaluate the outcomes of 
the previous workshops in the real world, and so, we needed 
to provide a working technological artefact that could be given 
to the secondary school students to use. Based on the results 
of workshop 3, we built a more complete version of the AR 
tool in the form of a web-based application. The application 
allowed the students to take pictures of themselves, use filters 
to apply historical clothing (e.g., uniforms) to the pictures, and 
place that composite image onto a historical background. The 
complete image was then used as the basis for more 
discussions in the class. The secondary school students 
enjoyed using the application, uploading pictures, putting on 
filters, and writing stories about what they had made (Figure 
5.  

 

 

Figure 5.  Testing web app in secondary schools 

As the students were introduced to the web-application, 
there was increased discussion and dialog between the 
students and the teachers, as well as among the students. Some 
students used their mobile phones while some used tablet 
devices provided by the school. Some groups were also 
allowed to go out of the classroom to create their content. 
They were being physically active, running around, posing for 
the pictures, and applying a variety of filters and background 
images. Subsequently they discussed what backstory they had 
conceived to create their final images. One group, for 
example, placed their own images in front of a group of 
factory workers, and used that as a basis to discuss the poor 
working conditions at the time, how the workers would look 
after each other, and how they later formed unions. Some 
groups incorporated our application into a larger workflow 
consisting of other tools they had on their computers. For 
example, after having generated an image using our tool, some 
groups further placed that image into a PowerPoint 
presentation, added more text, recorded audio to narrate their 
story, and finally combined all of this to present to the class. 
How the students were able to make this tool their own, and 
use it creatively in combination with other tools, was a clear 
signal of how introducing new technology, can lead to 
solutions and concepts that might not have been conceived 
otherwise. 
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G. Student Workshop 4 

Following the field testing, we had a final workshop with 
the pre-service teachers. The goal of this workshop was to 
reflect on the entire co-creation process, the outputs, and the 
final application in schools. We did not introduce any new 
technology, nor did we have any specific part of the workshop 
dedicated to technology. By now, technology had been 
applied to the problem, informed the concepts that were 
developed, and constrained the activities that were carried out 
in the field. However, the participants were given a final 
chance to design a teaching activity based on their experiences 
from the field. Surprisingly, almost all groups had very similar 
concepts, which resembled the activities they had just 
conducted in the field and proposed minor improvements to 
how the technology should be used. 

H. Summary 

From the first to the final workshop, we used several forms 
of representation to present and involve technology. Initially, 
when the brief was relatively open, we presented different 
technologies in a more general way through simple 
representations such as images, through surveys and orally. 
This allowed us to gain an understanding of the participants’ 
familiarity with different technologies (and technology in 
general), spark curiosity among the workshop participants, 
and allowed them to imagine new possibilities involving the 
use of technologies. We also presented a simple working 
prototype (virtual museum application), which allowed the 
participants to become more familiar with AR, and thus 
become more comfortable the application. Participants started 
to discuss how the technology could be relevant to the larger 
problem we were trying to address.  

To facilitate idea and concept generation, we incorporated 
technology in the form of design cards. This allowed the 
participants to be part of a creative process combining their 
budding teaching expertise with their newfound knowledge of 
different technologies, resulting in innovative and realizable 
concepts. As the concepts became more certain, and context-
specific, we could then create high-fidelity technology probes 
to be used in the real world, and incorporated into larger, more 
complete teaching/learning activities. As these activities were 
conducted in secondary schools all over the region, we could 
also reflect on the pros and cons of those activities, and how 
they could be improved. 

In the final student workshop, following a period of field 
testing, we also noticed that after having used the high-fidelity 
probes, it was difficult for the participants to think creatively, 
as their thinking was very constrained by familiarity with the 
application they had used. It thus became clear that how the 
technology is represented matters greatly for what outcomes 
are achieved in the co-creation process. Low-fidelity, general 
representations of technology provided the opportunity for 
creativity and innovation, while high-fidelity representations 
were more useful for critique and improvements. This leads 
us to discussing why technology and its representation is also 
an important design choice. 

V. DISCUSSION 

What was apparent from all the activities in the different 
stages of the project was that including an appropriate 
representation of technology in the right stage of the co-
creation process, directly impacted the results of each activity 
as well as the entire process. We observed three major effects 
of including a technological aspect throughout our co-design 
activities.  

First and foremost, there was a clear increase in 
engagement when the workshop participants were introduced 
to novel technologies and their capabilities. The discussions 
became more active, more questions were asked, and more 
suggestions were offered.  

Secondly, by being able to interact with, and try out the 
technology themselves, initially on a smaller scale, the 
participants gained a level of mastery they could use as a 
resource later in the process.  

Finally, having gotten a good understanding of the 
technological possibilities, the participants were able to 
suggest realistic and innovative concepts that incorporated the 
technology in relevant and beneficial ways. 

Judging from the positive impact of technology in the co-
creation process, we believe ‘representation of technology’ 
should be an additional design choice that needs to be 
considered when planning co-creation projects. We see that 
identifying technological possibilities can help with several 
aspects of Lee et al’s [4] design choices framework.  

• To help define the scope of design as the choice of 
technology will both limit, and guide it;  

• balance the distribution of power by familiarizing all 
participants with the technology; 

• enhance activities and settings for co-creation by 
providing supportive tools for co-creating with 
technology; 

• help generate outputs of the project, as technology is both 
the means and goals in many co-creation projects; and 
finally,  

• contribute to a new mindset among the participants that is 
more aware and positive to technology, a first step towards 
becoming lasting outcomes of the project activities.  
 
It must be noted, however, that the choice of technology 

and its representation must be appropriate to the stage of co-
creation, and in accordance to how familiar the project 
participants are with the technology. One of the challenges in 
any co-creation or indeed in all co-anything processes is 
mutual learning [13] and mutual understanding. A shared or 
common understanding of possibilities, limitations and 
challenges is the goal with any co-anything processes. At the 
same time there must be room for respect and wonder about 
what unique understanding and engagement there is from the 
different stakeholders. 

One approach to make representations of diverse range of 
technologies is to invoke the concept of familiarity. We are 
familiar with the tools, technologies, and environment we live 
in. By focusing on familiarity, we build on people’s and user’s 
pre-existing involvement, understanding and relationship of 
the “everyday” world, such as naive physics (up, down), our 
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own bodies and the surrounding place, or things we use in 
everyday life. The familiarity concept is introduced by Turner 
[13] to HCI and inspired by other concepts such as the use of 
metaphors, analogies, similarities and resemblances. The 
familiar is often what we are comfortable and safe with. What 
we are unfamiliar with, are often things that we do not engage 
with, have no skill or understanding of and are foreign to. To 
move from something that is unfamiliar and making it familiar 
is what we often do when learning something “new”, and 
hence the concept is used in pedagogies [14]. 

One way to operationalize the concept of familiarity in the 
context of representing technologies and tools is to investigate 
the three underlying human phenomena of: Understanding of, 
engagement with and relationship in. In what way do you 
understand this tool in use? In what way are you engaged or 
involved with it? And what kind of relationship do you have 
with this technology or tool in your everyday life? This may 
be strong indicators of degrees of familiarity with tools and 
technologies. And learning about the familiarity of tools and 
technologies among the various stakeholders might then be 
applied and used when representing technologies and tools in 
co-design processes that make sense and that engage the 
participants.  

Through such engaging co-design processes, the relevant 
stakeholders can become active participants contributing to a 
variety of different design goals, such as: design for 
experiencing, design for emotion, design for interacting, 
design for sustainability, design for serving, or design for 
transforming [3]. Familiarity with technology can first and 
foremost be a resource, which can be a building block for 
effective co-creation, as we have discussed in reference to the 
design choices framework [4]. Through its understanding, 
designers can suggest the right representations of technology, 
at the right stages of the co-creation process, with the right 
participants. Additionally, as the co-creation process 
progresses, exposure, interaction, and engagement with 
different representations of technology can help build this 
familiarity even further, leading to even more insightful 
participation, better design choices and more innovative and 
relevant outcomes of co-creation. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Technology matters, as does the practice of co-creation, 
especially when addressing the increasingly complex 
challenges of today’s society. We have found that using 
different representations of technology can significantly 
enhance co-creation processes and improve the utility of 
existing frameworks, such as the design choices framework. 
By representing technology through images, demos, and 
prototypes, we have seen a clear and positive impact on 
participant engagement and collaboration. We believe that 
further exploration and experimentation in the use of 
technology in co-creation projects can help to create more 
inclusive and equitable design processes.  
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Abstract—This paper investigates participatory design fictions 
as a method to involve citizens in the digitalisation of smart city 
critical infrastructures. By this we contribute to the topic raised 
by the call for papers to ACHI-COCREATE, to investigate how 
to make processes of digitalisation accessible to everyone. Based 
on the observations in one workshop organized for this purpose 
in a project aiming to install digital water meters in a mid-sized 
Norwegian city, we find that that participatory design fictions 
show promise in supporting citizen participation and the 
discussion of ethical considerations of making cities smarter 
with the help of Information and Communications Technologies 
(ICT). We find that it is important to prepare design fictions 
that heed the basics of storytelling as applied in journalism, to 
make the story both relevant and provoking. Further, we find 
that if city officials with professional knowledge of the project 
at hand participates, more rules of engagement and prepping is 
needed to make sure that they leave enough room for 
speculation. Even though the citizens participating in the 
workshop had little knowledge of digital water meters 
beforehand, the design fictions enabled them to quickly identify 
ethical concerns with how the data from these could potentially 
be misused.  

Keywords- design fiction; smart cities; participatory design. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
In the last decades, the development of Information and 

Communications Technology (ICT) is changing our cities. 
Machine learning, the Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial 
Intelligence (AI) are promising to make our cities smarter [1]. 
From a technology perspective, ‘a smart city is considered a 
city with a high presence of ICT applied to critical 
infrastructure components and services’ [2]. The 
digitalisation of critical infrastructures is opening 
opportunities for better services for the community and its 
citizens, but at the same time raises concerns regarding an 
increased possibility for monitoring and observing citizens’ 
behaviours. Involving people in discussing issues concerning 
them is a core democratic value, which should also be at the 
centre of smart city projects. Citizens do not have a clear 
picture of the opportunities, challenges, and consequences of 
introducing smart city technologies. While some benefits are 
predicted from the start, others take shape in use. It would be 
in both citizens and local authorities benefit to find ways to 
discuss how smart city technologies can improve the quality 

of living and at the same time negotiate how risks of such 
infrastructures should be mitigated. 

Participatory Design (PD) is a field of research which 
investigates how users' can be involved in the design of 
technologies meant for them [3]. PD has promoted citizens' 
genuine participation in the discussion, design, and 
envisioning of new ICT solutions and services. By involving 
citizens and giving them a voice, local authorities can make 
environments and technologies more useful and useable. To 
this end, Ruiz presents a participatory governance model 
aiming to establish a sustainable development path for the 
design and implementation of public services delivered 
through IoT in smart cities [4]. Bratteteig and Wagner discuss 
how citizens have been involved in design activities for urban 
planning [5]. There is a lack of studies, however, regarding 
citizens' involvement in discussing possible upgrades in 
critical infrastructures to achieve smarter cities. Thus, in this 
paper, we present a study of using a PD approach, utilizing 
design fictions, to enable citizens in the discussion of 
digitalizing of critical infrastructure – more specifically, the 
water supply system. By this, we contribute to the topic raised 
by the call for papers to ACHI-COCREATE, to investigate 
how to make processes of digitalisation accessible to 
everyone.  

In the following, we initially present the theoretical 
grounds for this work. Then, we describe the case and present 
our findings concerning citizens participation in the 
workshop. After a discussion of these findings, we conclude 
by offering some valuable insights on the use of participatory 
design fictions to reinforce smart city initiatives that strive to 
digitally transform critical infrastructures in a responsible and 
empathetic manner.  

II. THEORY 
To ground the work theoretically, we initially need to 

clarify how we conceptualize Critical Infrastructure (CI). CI 
is a common term used at the political level to refer to lifeline 
systems, which greatly influence public welfare and 
economic prosperity [6]. CI’s include energy, 
telecommunication and ICT networks, water, food and 
agriculture, healthcare and public health, financial systems, 
civil administration, public, legal order and safety, national 
monuments and icons, commercial facilities, critical 
manufacturing, and the defence industry base [7].  
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Decision making in governing CI’s has been the domain 
of policy makers and within governmental settings [8]. We 
argue that citizens should be involved in the discussion of 
evolving CI’s and by this raise ethical considerations and 
awareness in the population [9]. In rich and democratic 
countries, the legal right of access to government information 
based on openness and accountability has been established 
decades ago, but sometimes such rights are eclipsed in favour 
of competing government interests [10]. The involvement of 
citizens in the development of CIs has been mostly explored 
in relation to the concept of smart cities. Smart cities have 
been defined as cities that promote the digitalisation of CIs to 
improve citizens quality of life. According to Albino et al. [1], 
the main themes that has been addressed when citizens has 
been involved in the design of CIs for smart cities is 
management of common resources [8], environmental 
awareness and sustainability [11], safety and privacy [11]– 
[13].  

A. Participatory Design  
PD is an approach that provides a framework for 

technology development with a focus on securing 
participation from all involved parties in all parts of the 
process [12]. PD stands by a set of principles that define the 
field [13]. A core principle is to secure democratic practices 
by equalizing power and to give everyone a voice. Another 
one is to foster mutual learning in building new knowledge 
and values by finding ways of working that emphasize 
engagement, expressiveness, negotiation, and problem 
solving. An aim in this is to support the co-creation of 
alternative visions or future scenarios involving the 
technologies and services addressed. To enable mutual 
learning and envisioning alternatives, adequate tools and 
techniques are needed. PD can be described as a family of 
design practices that come with a variety of toolboxes. Tools 
and techniques are commonly adapted, combined and 
extended and should be appropriated to the design [14]. In the 
case of involvement of citizens in developing CI’s, the 
principle of mutual learning and building alternative visions 
becomes particularly challenging. Thus, we investigate how 
participatory design fiction could enable citizens to actively 
participate in the process. 

B. Participatory Design Fiction  
In PD, scenario based techniques are commonly used. 

Brandt et al. [14]  discuss the role that scenario-based design 
has in enabling envisioning future alternatives as well as in 
reflection and learning [15]. Using storytelling and critical 
design as resources, design fiction is a design practice that 
aims to explore and critique possible futures [14] by creating 
speculative and often provocative scenarios told using 
designed objects. It is a way of facilitating and promoting 
debates as explained by the futurist Scott Smith: ‘... design 
fiction as a communication and social object creates 
interactions and dialogues around futures that were missing 
before. It helps make it real enough for people that you can 
have a meaningful conversation with’ [15]. Design fiction has 
been used in PD for enabling participants engagement when 
it comes to cases of complex technologies [16], [17] or 

vulnerable user groups [18], [19]. Design fiction is built on 
fictional stories that represent the creation and construction of 
possible future worlds, in relation to the actual world [20] and 
they present possible worlds that have specific accessibility 
criteria [21]. 

Muller and Liao [16] have categorised four types of design 
fiction that can be employed in PD to envision future AI 
technologies.  

• Fictions as probes to elicit user needs by asking 
questions to users regarding values they perceive in 
the story or experience.  

• Fictions as theatre where users are encouraged to 
change the story to critique and change a proposed 
user experience.  

• Fictions as participatory constructions where users 
are encouraged to write the stories themselves by 
introducing a narrative transformation.   

• Fictions as group co-creations where the users are 
encouraged as a group to engage in hands on 
activities that contribute to co-creation of stories.  

In the following, we explore design fictions that combine 
elements of all four of these categories, attesting to the 
dynamic, malleable, and playful properties of the method. The 
emphasis in our case will be design fictions as a door opener 
to democratic, open, and emergent discussions of digitalizing 
CIs in smart city projects.       

III. METHOD 
In the following, we will describe how we have collected 

and analysed data from a workshop organized to shed light on 
how participatory design fictions can be used to involve 
citizens in the development of CIs. The workshop was part of 
a larger project aiming to install water meters with real-time 
data sensors in every household in a mid-sized city in 
Norway, to monitor, regulate and tax water consumption (the 
smart water project). The outcomes of the increased visibility 
of water consumption on the level of individual households 
may be positive or negative for citizens, but until this study, 
they had not been involved in the discussion. The aim of our 
research was to give the citizens a voice and a chance to be 
heard, regarding the further digitalisation of the city’s water 
system. The local authorities were interested in understanding 
the citizens' perspectives on the potential opportunities and 
threats presented by the installation of such water meters and 
welcomed the research initiative. They valued the opportunity 
to go beyond traditional methods like surveys and focus 
groups, to enable genuine, comprehensive, and accountable 
citizen involvement in the project.  

The workshop brought together citizens and key 
stakeholders from the city administration who had expertise 
in the smart water project. Design fictions were created to 
raise the three key themes related to smart city development, 
as presented in the literature: safety, sustainability, and 
privacy. The workshop was organised by a team consisting of 
a representative from the city, an expert in the field of water 
infrastructure and digitalisation and three PD experts (the 
authors of this paper). To ensure broad citizen participation in 
the workshop, the city issued an open call on their website 
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promising a compensation of 500 NOK for participating in 
the workshop. The call was designed to reach a diverse cross-
section of the population, and citizens were asked to provide 
information on their age, gender, education level, and area of 
residence. This helped us select a group that represented the 
city's population and ensured that multiple perspectives were 
included in the workshop. In total, 19 citizens responded to 
the call. Based on the inclusion criteria and a first come first 
served approach, we selected 12 participants who met the 
desired demographic characteristics.  

The workshop lasted for 1,5 hours and the participants 
were divided into three groups. Each group was seated at a 
round table together with a representative from the city with 
expert knowledge related to the smart water project (see in 
Figure 4). Participants were equipped with printed materials 
and one of the PD experts moderated the workshop by guiding 
the groups through the design fiction scenarios. We collected 
audio recordings from each table and all the material outputs 
made. While city experts and citizens participated in the 
workshop, representing different perspectives in the project, 
the PD experts took the role of PD facilitators, preparing and 
moderating the workshop.  

To analyse the data collected during the workshop, we 
conducted an inductive thematic analysis of the audio 
recordings and the created outputs individually. Afterwards, 
we discussed and compared our coding of the data related to 
each category. We identified recurring themes and patterns in 
the data to gain a deeper understanding of the perspectives 
and experiences of the workshop participants. We developed 
thematic maps [22] for each category and discrepancies in the 
coding were discussed and resolved. To ensure anonymity, 
the groups’ voice recordings were assigned pseudonyms, as 
detailed in Table 1. 

TABLE I.  PARTICIPANT PSEUDONYMS USED FOR CODING  

Group One Group Two  Group Three 
Roger (expert) Hans (expert) Camilla (expert) 
Per Odd Lise 
Leif Anne Gunhild 
Trine Kari Ahmed 

A. Design Fiction in practice 
In the workshop, participants explored three main themes, 

as suggested by Albino et al. [1], in our case, related to the 
introduction of digital water meters:  

• Security: The data generated from digital water 
meters can help citizens to increase the safety of their 
households by controlling water leaks and misuse.  

• Sustainability: Water is a shared and scarce resource 
raising the dilemma of balancing individual water 
needs with the need of the whole community served 
by the water system. 

• Privacy: Water meters can monitor and record 
detailed data of citizens’ water usage. The usage of 
IoT systems in homes has been discussed closely to 
security and privacy issues [23]– [25].  

The overall aim of the workshop was to raise citizen’s 
awareness of and engagement with these themes by bespoke 

design fictions. In the following, we present each fiction with 
accompanying questions and tasks. 

1) Security 
This design fiction proposes how monitoring water 

consumption can provide security for values and property in 
the city. We tell a story about how a citizen suddenly receives 
a SMS from the city stating that there probably is a water leak 
at in their home (shown in Figure 1). The participants get a 
copy of the SMS and must decide how this should be handled.  

 

 
Figure 1.  Security design fiction scenario 

Questions based on the scenario: 
• What should happen if digital water meters detect a 

water leak? 
• Should there be a service so residents can request that 

the water be turned off? 
• How do residents and the city agree that the problem 

has been solved? 
• Complete the sentence: If the digital water meter 

detects a possible water leakage… 
2) Managing scarce resources 

This design fiction raises how sustainable water 
consumption needs to be governed by the city in a situation 
with severe water shortage during an unusually hot summer 
(see Figure 2). The participants are issued a "watering fine" 
by the city and a paper copy of the local regulations. Their 
challenge is to revise the regulations by removing, modifying, 
or adding new rules, giving them an opportunity to share their 
thoughts on sustainability and incorporate them into 
applicable regulations. 

Questions based on the scenario: 
• What does it mean to waste water? 
• How can digital water meters reduce water use? 
• How should the administrative regulations be adapted 

when new water meters are introduced? 
3) Privacy 

This design fiction presents a scenario where detailed data 
from the digital water meters might be misused by the city. A 
household has been put in a COVID-19 quarantine but due to 
low water consumption, the city contacts the household by 
phone to check that the quarantine is being properly observed. 
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Figure 2.  Sustainability design fiction scenario 

The participants receive a bill with a detailed overview of 
the household’s water consumption, broken down into days. 
They are tasked with discussing how this information may 
possibly be used / misused as illustrated in Figure 3. They can 
then delete, change, or add to the bill based on what they come 
up with. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Privacy design fiction scenario 

Questions based on the scenario: 
• How do you want your data to be handled and 

stored? 
• Who should have access to your data? 
• What information are you interested in? 
• How may your data be used or misused? 

IV. RESULTS 
The analysis of the sayings and doings of each group 

participating in the workshop, will inform the further 
development of participatory design fictions as a method with 
the potential to secure citizen involvement in the development 
of critical smart city infrastructures. Further, the analysis 
reveals insights into how this format gave the citizens support 
in identifying and discussing ethical concerns with future 
upgrades of CI’s. In the following, we will relate our findings 
according to how the provided design fictions secured 
participation and supported the discussion of ethical concerns. 
To be able to assess the degree of citizen participation we 
have looked closer at how the groups: came up with ideas, 
agreed on which ideas where worth promoting, and whether 

and how they came up with alternative visions regarding the 
use of digital water meters that diverged from the ones 
proposed by the scenarios. 
 

 
Figure 4.  Groups discussing scenarios for sustainable water usage 

A. Group One 
The group came up with few ideas and the expert 

contributed with most of the answers to the questions worked 
on. Two of the citizens, Per and Leif, offered some reflections, 
often on related but somewhat off topics that they were 
interested in (still concerning water usage). But every time 
they started discussing the scenarios from their viewpoints, 
they were broken off by the expert. The repeated breakdowns 
of the group dialogue led to a lack of engagement from Per 
and Leif after a while. Trine kept mostly quiet, but engaged a 
few times, mostly to ask questions. When the time came to 
prepare the summaries and agreeing on what to promote to the 
plenary session, the expert reiterated his initial answers and 
asked whether all agreed, answered by silence or small 
acknowledgments from the group. To come up with 
alternative visions regarding the use of digital water in the 
future, the citizens explored some initial ideas, but were 
quickly interrupted by the expert. The expert went so far as to 
undermine scenario three from the outset, saying that it was 
unrealistic due to current GDPR regulations. He changed his 
mind after the initial reaction, and tried to initiate and support 
further discussion, but then the group had lost interest and 
started looking at their watches. 

The group was not able to speculate alternative futures but 
was able to articulate ethical concerns during the workshop 
related to all three scenarios. Per and Leif seemed to be 
acutely aware of questions concerning privacy and wanted 
full control of the detailed data from the water meters. They 
wanted to be in the loop when leakage was discovered, 
receiving a private message (from the meter) and to then to 
get hold of a plumber themselves. Scenario three was 
therefore rejected by Per and Leif outright due to their privacy 
concerns. Trine, however, thought the detailed data capture 
was ok (as represented by the bill), and was less concerned by 
how the data could be misused. She asked the expert whether 
she was allowed to take this position. The most engaged 
discussion was about scenario two, when they considered how 
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water should be governed in times of scarcity. They couldn’t 
quite decide whether water should be turned off remotely by 
the city for households overusing water. They seemed to like 
the idea that overuse was punished fairly, but also indicated 
some discomfort with the surveillance needed to enforce this.   

B. Group Two 
All group members contributed to answering the 

questions given in the three scenarios and came up with ideas 
during the workshop. In general, the group was quick to 
address and discuss the questions asked for each scenario – 
leading to the expert taking initiative to leave the scenario and 
interview the group about water meters in general. When it 
came to agreeing, it was clear that the expert made the final 
decisions on what could be considered good answers to the 
questions, recognizable in how he summarized the group’s 
discussions in the plenary sessions. He presented the ideas he 
had come up with earlier in the discussions – seemingly to 
reach the other two groups with his reflections and insights. 
With one exception though, when it came to the idea that 
house owners should be given a more elaborate consent form 
or contract when installing water meters – for instance to give 
the city the rights to turn off the water when detecting a 
leakage or to give the local health provider access when 
needed. This suggestion is also an example of how they came 
up with alternative visions of future use of the water meters, 
than the ones proposed by the scenarios. Another example is 
how Anne didn’t want to install the new water meter because 
of fear of radiation (she didn’t have an electricity meter 
either). She gained little understanding from the group, and 
when suggesting this in the plenary session, the expert in 
group one explained the concern away. In general, the group 
didn’t speculate too much and kept close to the realities 
offered by the expert (being the project leader for the smart 
water project). 

As in group one the design fictions raised ethical 
considerations in the discussions among the group members. 
Anne was very clear that any unauthorized use of data from 
the water meters was misuse: 

 
If the head doctor in city had called me and said, where 

are you? You are not using water! Then I would be 
extremely pissed! That’s surveillance, that must become 
illegal. #Anne 
 
The rest of the group agreed. She also brought up several 

times that any data use should be made explicit in a written 
agreement between the city and the house owner. Further, 
how the relevant rules and regulations should be made 
accessible and understandable to all citizens. When it came to 
using water meters to monitor and restrict water use in times 
of scarcity, Anne and Kari were open to this use, and didn’t 
really discuss the privacy dilemma raised by this.  

C. Group Three 
When it came to coming up with ideas in the group, the 

expert provided the other participants with information 
related to the project, that she saw as important to know to be 
able to discuss the questions. She invited the other participants 

to share their opinions and ideas, something all the 
participants did. They listened to each other’s ideas and 
agreed on a common definition of what it meant to waste 
water: “If someone wouldn't use the water if they had to pay 
for it, then they are wasting water”. Even if the expert talked 
the most, the group reached agreement on what the answers 
to the questions should be. The citizens all participated 
equally, focusing on different aspects of the scenarios. 
Gunhild highlighted aspects related to costs. Lise focused on 
how she would like to get more support in the process and 
Ahmed saw a possibility for a fairer solution. The expert did 
a good job to summarize and present the groups opinions and 
ideas in the plenary sessions, not only her own. The group 
came up with several alternative down-to-earth visions of 
future use of the water meters. They thought that it was ok to 
use water for gardening, but that one should pay for the water. 
They wished for more support from the city resolving 
problems with e.g., water leakages. They suggested a support 
line and someone that can come home and discuss different 
solutions with them.  

The group discussed several ethical concerns raised by 
each of the three scenarios presented. During the water 
leakage scenario, Gunhild emphasized the importance of 
identifying the party responsible for fixing the leakage, 
exemplified by a previous dispute between the municipality 
and a homeowner. The group agreed that digital water meters 
should be made mandatory to ensure a fair use for all citizens. 
However, they recognized the need for clear regulations 
outlining ownership and servicing of the devices, as well as 
how data collected from them could be utilized in a 
transparent way by the municipality and other stakeholders. 
In addition, they advocated for diverse communication 
channels between citizens and the municipality such as email, 
website, mobile app and telephone to enable accessibility for 
all. 

D. All groups 
1) Securing participation 

a) Coming up with ideas  
How the groups generated and promoted ideas differed 

between them and we see the expert’s role understanding as 
an important factor to explain this. The expert in group three 
actively invited participants to come up with ideas. In 
contrast, the expert in group one decided which ideas were 
feasible and which were not. In general, most of the 
participants engaged in the discussions and were able to 
formulate opinions on the themes brought up by the design 
fictions. There were two participants, however, one in group 
one and one in group two, who mostly listened and did not 
speak much. 

b) Agreeing  
The experts understanding of his / her own role in the 

discussions to a large degree influenced the power dynamics 
in the group. The expert in group three summed up the group’s 
findings covering all contributions. This contrasted with how 
both Roger and Hans summed up their group’s discussion 
relating their own understanding of the topics at hand.  

c) Coming up with alternative visions  
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All three groups came up with concrete suggestions for 
each design fiction scenario. The solutions were modest and 
not as radical as we might have hoped. Participants 
highlighted that they needed more guidance to understand the 
changes implied by upgrading the water infrastructure. 
Further, they suggested that they should be able to choose 
alternative services both for monitoring water and 
communication between them and the city. Finally, 
participants highlighted that is important to be transparent 
who owns and services the digital water meters and how their 
data is used by the city and possibly other stakeholders. 

2) Raising ethical concerns. 
The overarching ethical concern brought up in the 

discussions in all three groups, was how data from the new 
digital water meters trigger privacy concerns. It seems that all 
group members, including the experts, were acutely aware of 
privacy regulations (i.e., GDPR) and didn’t want to question 
these in general. When the groups discussed questions of 
security and sustainability, however, dilemmas pitting 
privacy regulations against conceived utility surfaced. The 
groups were willing to give consent to use data to take care of 
their properties and health on a case-by-case basis. Further, 
they considered loosening privacy concerns and lessening the 
need for informed consent to stop wasteful use of water in 
times of acute shortages. 

V. DISCUSSION 
The point of using Design Fictions as method when 

involving citizens in the project of installing digital water 
meters was to 1) make digital water meters and the 
infrastructure they are part of visible, relevant and provoking 
to the participants, 2) to encourage critical reflections and 
discussions where all stakeholders could take part and have 
their voices heard, 3) to envision alternate futures by working 
out how current policies and regulation should be updated to 
accommodate “smart” use of the opportunities the digital 
water meters embody and of course to mitigate negative 
consequences and lastly 4) to shed light on how participatory 
design fiction could raise ethical concerns among citizens 
experiencing them. We will now discuss whether the 
participatory design fiction method worked as expected and 
what we learned from applying the method for these 
purposes?  

First, we see how our application of the method made the 
digital water meters and the infrastructure they are part of 
visible, relevant, and somewhat provoking to the participants. 
It created a common ground for discussing the possible 
consequences of a not yet implemented smart city technology. 
The stories and materials provided seemed to both initiate and 
to some degree sustain discussions in all three groups. All 
three scenarios were taken up in discussions and when the 
groups had come to an end point on an issue, they came back 
to the task by looking at the provided materials. A possible 
takeaway from this is that it is important to use time on 
developing the scenarios beforehand, so they communicate 
well. We believe it is crucial for designers, wanting to use this 
method to heed the basics of storytelling as applied in 
journalism, to make the stories both relevant and provoking.  

Second, while the scenarios encouraged critical 
reflections and discussions where most of the participants 
took part, they didn’t provide enough support for equalizing 
power relations between citizens and experts in the workshop. 
In two of the three groups the citizens suggestions were to a 
large degree corrected or ignored by the expert in the group. 
Based on this finding, we believe the method should be 
updated with more rules when it comes to turn taking and 
more specific instructions for how the contributions should 
captured and summarized for each scenario. The many 
breakdowns in the budding speculative discussions between 
the citizens could have been avoided with clearer rules of 
engagement. 

Third, the proposed visions of alternative futures in the 
workshop were rather down to earth and close to what will 
most likely be implemented in the future. We believe this to 
be a direct consequence of how the experts performed their 
role in the workshop. All three were quick to provide facts 
from the project when the citizens started speculating. A 
possible takeaway from this is that we should have prepared 
the experts beforehand, to give them a better understanding of 
their role in the workshop. We should have asked them to play 
with the scenario a while longer, before providing the facts 
(with its many constraints), for the sake of provoking more 
lively discussions. One example is how they could have 
suggested the opportunities to regulate water consumption 
from installing smart water meters, that can’t be realized due 
to privacy regulation.  

Lastly, we found that participatory design fictions as 
applied in the smart water workshop, created a space for 
citizens to reflect and discuss their ethical concerns and have 
most likely raised their awareness of these issues further. 
Participatory Design (PD) has from the start taken an ethical 
stance, facilitating for such spaces [26], creating regular 
venues to discuss values [27]. Adding design fictions to the 
toolbox of PD gives PD practitioners more opportunities to 
make ethical dilemmas with future smart city technologies 
relevant and available to citizens. The best evidence from the 
workshop was how scenarios implying misuse of data from 
smart water meters, immediately triggered discussions of 
privacy concerns with the new capabilities offered by the 
proposed technology.    

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
In this paper, we have explored participatory design 

fictions as a method to involve citizens in processes of 
digitalizing critical infrastructures. Based on a workshop to 
engage citizens in upgrading the water system with digital 
smart water meters in a mid-sized city in Norway, we find the 
method promising. It enabled the citizens to discuss multiple 
aspects of the suggested upgrade, concerning security, 
sustainability and privacy. We find that we need to strengthen 
the method further, however, by adding some more rules of 
engagement and by prepping participating experts 
beforehand. The main challenge is to move the discussions 
beyond the easily observable facts and political correctness 
and towards addressing alternative and maybe thought-
provoking visions of the future.      
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Abstract—This research paper explores the potential of Digital
Fabrication (DF) to incorporate digital competences in arts and
crafts (A&C) education. With the growing emphasis on digital lit-
eracy in K-12 curricula, we aim to investigate what opportunities
and challenges DF can bring to A&C education. To achieve this,
we conducted a Future Workshop with seven A&C teachers from
two different primary schools. Through the Future Workshop
approach, we were able to engage teachers in a participatory
design process that enabled them to explore the potential of DF
in A&C education. Teachers shared their perspectives, identified
challenges, and brainstormed future solutions. The findings reveal
that teachers see clear opportunities of DF to introduce topics
related to STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts
and Mathematics Education), sustainability and product design
in A&C education, but there are also challenges that need to
be addressed, such as lack of equipment, knowledge, or time
constraints.

Keywords- future workshop, teacher training, digital fabrication,
arts and crafts education

I. INTRODUCTION

The translation of digital designs into physical objects is
known as Digital Fabrication (DF), involving tools like 3D
printers, embroidery machines, laser cutters, and vinyl cutters.
DF technologies have become affordable and accessible at
Makerspaces and FabLabs around the world. They enable
individuals to create professional-looking items quickly and
at a relatively low cost. According to Blickstein [1], DF
and making can have a significant impact on education by
introducing powerful ideas, literacies, and expressive tools
to children. There have been recent efforts to incorporate
programming and digital technologies into A&C curricula [2],
with teachers utilizing DF to teach programming, making, and
design thinking to students [3]. The potential applications of
DF in A&C education are numerous, including accessibility,
versatility, collaboration, customization, automation, and in-
novation. DF provides a distinct approach to model-making,
allowing students to experiment with new materials and tech-
niques while facilitating alternative forms of collaboration
among students. Song et al. [4] found that DF activities can
inspire teachers to explore alternative approaches to A&C,
utilizing technology to push the boundaries of traditional
crafting techniques. Previous research has explored DF in
A&C mainly as part of STEAM projects and with the aim to

introduce computing to diverse student groups using robotics,
e-textiles and 3D as most common DF themes [5]. However,
in K-12 A&C education, the uptake of DF technologies is
lagging. A national education report from 2009, which analysis
the use of digital tools in Norwegian schools, [6] found that
A&C teachers incorporate low levels of technology in their
K-12 practice. This corresponds with relevant research on
challenges incorporating technology into arts education [4],
[7]. In this paper, we are interested in how A&C teachers
reflect on DF and its potential in K-12 A&C education, as a
first step in creating a local professional development project.
In Section 2, we review technology use in A&C education,
before discussing the future workshop approach in Section 3.
We present our method in Section 4 and our findings in Section
5. We conclude the paper with future work in Section 6.

II. TECHNOLOGY IN ARTS AND CRAFTS EDUCATION

While digital tools have been introduced in education in
general, there has been minimal use of technology in arts
education compared to other subjects. Song et al. [4] found
the reluctance of arts education to embrace technological
advancements is not a new phenomenon. Art is considered
a media-specific subject, and the interaction between material
and process is integral to student learning [8], [9]. Technolo-
gies used in this domain have been limited to ICT, image
and video editing, and graphic design, which are predomi-
nantly virtual and two-dimensional e.g., [10]–[12]. Ettinger
[8] has documented the use of digital tools in arts education
for information gathering, particularly using the internet. In
2019, policymakers in Norway emphasized the importance of
digital literacy by introducing explicit changes in all subjects,
including A&C education. The changes in the K-12 curricula
include a clear description of digital literacy as core elements.
For A&C education in grades 5-7, the changes included:

• Using digital tools to plan and present processes and
products (Core element: Art and Design Processes)

• Implementing programming to create interactive and vi-
sual expressions (Core element: Visual Communication)

• Learning how to safely and sustainably use electrical
crafting devices with specific materials (Core element:
Handcrafting)
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TABLE I
EMERGING THEMES IN THE CRITIQUE PHASE

Economy Lacking equipment
Difficult to finance purchase
Cost of raw materials
Lacking dedicated rooms for DF

Knowledge No experience with DF
No experience with the equipment
How to evaluate pupils’ work
How to make good tasks
Need new work routines

Structure Big classes, need extra teachers
Need to learn together, in a community
Need cross-disciplinary cooperation, can’t teach all
basic skills in A&C

Time Need time to learn new skills
Time is limited

For A&C education in grades 7-10, the changes included:

• Exploring the use of technology with materials when
constructing products (Core element: Handcrafting)

• Exploring how new technologies can enhance creative
processes when creating products (Core element: Art and
Design Processes)

• Learning how to create interactive illustrations using hand
drawing, 3D modeling, and other digital tools (Core
element: Visual Communication)

III. FUTURE WORKSHOP IN TEACHER TRAINING

A future workshop is a participatory and collaborative
approach to generate ideas and solutions for a desirable future
through critique, fantasy, and implementation phases [13].
The origins of future workshops (FW) can be traced back
to the 1950s, when Austrian futurist Robert Jungk organized
meetings for a citizen group to address common problems.
The aim was to create ideas for a desirable future and critique
the establishment through collective decision making and
group synergy effects. Three main sources inspired Jungk’s
approach, as described in [14]: the socialist principles of
participative, democratic, and critical citizen decision making
for the initial critique phase, Alex Osborne’s brainstorming
method for the following fantasy phase, and methods based
on group synergy effects and individual intuition for the
concluding implementation phase. FW has been utilized in
teacher training. Forsler [15] introduces teacher students to FW
to visualize media infrastructures in teaching spaces. Dirckinck
et al. [16] use FW to involve teachers in the design and
implementation of digital learning platforms. The bottom-up
approach of FW aligns with our research aim, which is to learn
about teachers’ concerns integrating DF in A&C education; as
well as teachers alternative visions of an ideal future using DF
in A&C education; ending up with a set of concrete action for
us to support teachers in the process.

IV. METHOD

In the following, we will describe how we have imple-
mented the FW and collected and analysed data from the
workshop. The workshop took place on a Thursday from 4:00-
6:00 pm in a meeting room at the university, with two DF
experts (authors of this paper) and seven teachers from two
local secondary schools (four women and three men). An
email invitation was sent to A&C teachers from local schools.
We invited all interested teachers. They had minimal or no
experience with DF. One DF expert facilitated the workshop,
while the other gave a short presentation on DF and supported
the facilitator during the activities. The workshop began with
some food and coffee to help participants get to know each
other and warm up for the workshop. The workshop was
structured as follows:

• Introduction to DF: 10-15 minutes
• Problem phase: 30 minutes
• Critique phase: 30 minutes
• Implementation phase: 30 minutes
• Summary and planning for the upcoming workshop.
In the critique phase, we prompted participants to brain-

storm and identify hindrances or problems that could prevent
them from using DF in their teaching. Each participant was
asked to write down at least three issues individually, while
they could talk to each other for about 10 minutes. Next, we
sorted and grouped the raised concerns to identify common
themes among participants. Finally, we concluded the critique
phase with a brief discussion where participants elaborated
further on the emerging themes.

In the fantasy phase, participants engaged in activities
similar to those in the critique phase, where they individually
wrote down ideas before we grouped and discussed them. In-
stead of identifying problems, participants imagined an ideal,
utopian situation where they could envision the full potential
of DF without any limitations. This included imagining that
all identified problems from the previous phase were solved
and there were no restrictions. The aim was to gain insight
into how teachers envision using DF in their teaching.

During the implementation phase, the ideas and limitations,
that were identified in the earlier stages, were evaluated
against each other to determine their feasibility in the current
situation [14]. The teachers reviewed the previous themes and
prioritized them, discussing the necessary requirements for
implementing each idea, leading to a prioritized action plan
for future workshops in the project.

To collect data, we videotaped the workshop and conducted
a thematic analysis of the data for each phase. We then
engaged in a discussion where we compared and consolidated
our coding to identify common themes. Thematic maps [17]
were created for each phase, and any discrepancies in the cod-
ing were addressed and resolved through further discussion.

V. FINDINGS

During the critique phase, teachers have identified several
challenges to using DF in their teaching, which we have
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Figure 1. Postit notes from the fantasy phase, translated

grouped into four categories as outlined in Table I. Economic
challenges are one of the main concerns, such as the lack
of access to DF equipment, the cost of materials, and the
absence of dedicated spaces for DF activities, such as a
makerspace. Teachers find it difficult to ask for money to buy
DF tools due to budget constraints and purchase restrictions
in schools. However, in one school, the lack of knowledge is
the most immediate challenge using DF, despite having three
3D printers. The person responsible for buying the printers
has left, resulting in the printers being neglected, since no
one in the school knows how to use, maintain, or repair
them. In addition, teachers also feel that they lack pedagogical
knowledge, such as how to create engaging DF tasks and
assess student work. Due to time constraints and large class
sizes, they feel unable to learn new skills on their own. They
mention a need to establish a more structured way of support
such as a community of practice in DF. They also recognize
that DF should be incorporated into various subjects to spread
the responsibility of teaching DF skills.

We categorized several opportunities for incorporating DF
in A&C education, ideated by the teachers during the fantasy
phase. One such opportunity is the potential for interdis-
ciplinary projects that utilize a variety of technologies and
techniques to create meaningful products. This aligns with
the concept of STEAM, as well as the principles of design

thinking and making, as discussed in existing literature [1],
[18]. The teachers believe that the inclusion of DF in A&C will
motivate students to create products they are proud of and that
are meaningful to them. Additionally, they see opportunities
for DF to be used in redesign, repair, and recycling projects
as more sustainable practices. An overview of all generated
ideas is depicted in Figure 1. Surprisingly, none of the teachers
related their DF fantasies to the core elements of the A&C
curricula.

In the implementation phase, the teachers identified two
activities that address their lack of knowledge. Firstly, they
requested 3D printing training to equip themselves with a
better understanding of the technology, which they felt would
help them evaluate how to incorporate it into their teaching.
Secondly, they expressed a need for more inspiration and
teaching examples, which they dubbed an ”idea bank”. The
teachers considered these activities feasible to implement since
they did not require input from other stakeholders.

VI. FUTURE WORK

In conclusion, the Future Workshop proved to be an effec-
tive method for exploring teachers’ perspectives on DF for
A&C education. Teachers gave positive feedback regarding
both receiving information about possibilities in DF and the
opportunity to express and share their thoughts on introducing
technology in A&C education. The insights gained from the
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workshop will guide further interventions. To address the
challenges raised by the teachers in the critique phase, we have
identified several key steps that need to be taken. Firstly, we
should establish DF technology workshops to provide teachers
with the necessary knowledge and skills to incorporate DF
into their teaching. Secondly, we could create a platform
for DF ideas and resources based on existing sources such
as Thingiverse and Printables. Additionally, we aim to build
a community of practice in DF to foster collaboration and
support among teachers and DF experts. Finally, we need
to communicate with school owners to secure financial and
structural resources for our undertaking. By taking these steps,
we hope to effectively address the challenges highlighted
by the teachers and successfully integrate DF into A&C
education. The emergent themes in the fantasy phase inspire
our work to develop interdisciplinary STEAM projects that
incorporate diverse DF technologies.
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Abstract— Virtual simulations provide a safe environment to 

practice medical skills and has become more common in the 

health sector. To maintain and update virtual simulations with 

state-of-the-art medical procedures require expert knowledge 

in programming and IT development. Significant resources 

could be saved if medical educators and students could update 

the virtual simulation with new scenarios themselves. Based on 

a qualitative study of end users solving visual programming 

tasks, we identify constraints and opportunities in achieving 

this. The main constraint was their inability to break down 

scenarios into smaller codable steps. The main opportunity was 

how their familiarity with some elements in the visual 

programming language increased their ability to write code.  

Keywords-end-user programming; virtual simulations 

medical training 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The healthcare sector is actively pursuing the 
development of technology to support training [1]. Several 
experiments indicate that serious games and virtual 
simulations are promising platforms to support practitioners 
in the field with learning activities [2]–[4]. Due to rapid 
advancements in health research, activities are not 
necessarily done in the same way as they were ten years ago. 
To keep up with these changes, training tools and learning 
material must be updated to keep the practitioners’ skills up 
to date. In the case that the learning tools are complex 
entities, such as virtual simulations and serious games, it is 
not unusual to hire personnel, either internal or external, who 
can adapt the training tools to reflect new knowledge. 
Valuable resources can be saved by giving end users the 
ability to make these changes themselves, using end-user 
programming tools.  

Having the right skillset to write code and update virtual 
simulations requires an understanding of programming. A 
motivation for this study is to lower this knowledge barrier 
by wrapping text-based programming in a graphical interface 
that is user-friendly for end users without prior knowledge of 
programming. Visual programming languages that try to 
achieve this already exist, with block-based and node-based 
approaches being the most popular. A familiar example of 
block-based programming is Scratch, which was created 
specifically for end users without programming experience 
[5]..  

The purpose of this study is to explore whether end-user 
programming can provide educators and students in the 
healthcare sector the ability to code a sequence of events  for 
their training scenarios without the help of external 
personnel. Visual programming can probably give end users 
this capability, by being adapted to their requirements. The 
research question is therefore as follows. 

 
What do observation of health personnel challenged to 

do visual programming to adapt virtual simulations to their 
training needs, tell about the opportunities and constraints of 
providing end-user programming tools for this purpose? 

 
The result of the study will be a consideration of what 

this means for further development of end user-tool in this 
context.  

In Section II, we will summarize previous work on this 
topic. After this, in Section III, we will describe the methods 
for data collection and analysis. Then, we will present the 
results in Section IV. In Section V, the discussion will be 
presented. Lastly, conclusion and future work will be 
discussed in section VI. 

II. BACKGROUND 

A typical end user will be a domain expert in a field other 
than computer science, in our case educators and students in 
the healthcare sector. End users do not possess the 
knowledge or understanding required to create and maintain 
software [6]. Giving the end users the opportunity to 
customize software without the assistance of external 
resources is the general idea of end-user tools [7]. Fischer 
claims that end-user tools are necessary to not get stuck in 
old routines as a result of outdated software [8].  

The main challenge when learning how to write code that 
computers understand, is the different ways humans and 
machines interpret signs. Tanaka-Ishii [9] illustrates this 
issue with the following code example: 

 
int x = 15 

 

In this example, the content (the number 15) is 
represented by three different signs. The first is quite 
obviously the number itself, 15. This value is then 
represented by x, which points to where the value is stored. 
Finally, we have int, which represents the data type of the 
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value. The challenge for newcomers according to Tanaka-
Ishii, is that it can be confusing how these three signs are 
interpreted. In end-user tools, this problem can partially be 
eliminated by relying on visual blocks or nodes, direct 
manipulation and degrees of domain-specificity.  

Variants of node-based and block-based visual 
programming both scrap the traditional textual programming 
in favor of visual elements. A block-based approach offers 
blocks that are put together almost like a puzzle where only 
certain pieces fit together to prevent error in the code [10]. A 
node-based language will consist of nodes that often have 
ports for input and output that are connected by threads 
where the information flows from node to node through 
these threads [11]. A strength of some block-based 
programming languages is that it’s quite clear which parts fit 
together, something which minimizes the possibility of 
making mistakes. This constraint is not as prevalent in a 
node-based approaches. Since the user decides how nodes 
are connected, however, a node-based solution can be seen 
as more flexible. Both approaches to visual programming 
relies on "direct manipulation” which provides visual 
elements that end users can point and click on [12]. Three 
characteristics define direct manipulation: 

• Continuous visual representation of objects. 

• All actions involve pressing buttons instead of using 
syntax. 

• Operations must be possible to reverse quickly and 
easily.  

Further, a visual programming tool can implement a 
Domain Specific Language (DSL), using terminology and 
concepts used by the target group to create the visual 
programming language [13]. This provides an additional 
layer of familiarity to the language, easing the learning 
process by reducing technical terms and jargon.  

III. METHOD 

To be able to shed light on the opportunities and 
constraints in providing end-user programming tools to 
medical educators and students, two digital task sets were 
created giving the informants tasks of programming a virtual 
simulation of a simplified scenario using a block-based or 
node-based DSL. The DSLs were designed specifically for 
this study. The tasks and supporting information built on 
each other so the informants could become familiar with the 
concepts and see different use cases for each node or block 
without being overwhelmed. 

The final task set consisted of 18 pages in total, of which 
6 of these were tasks in different forms that the informants 
had to answer. Each informant only completed one of the 
task sets, to prevent the results being skewed based on the 
informant having more experience with the tasks at hand. 
Initially in the task set, the study and purpose were 
introduced so the informants could gain an understanding of 
what they were about to do. The main purpose of 
programming and the way humans and computers handle 
information differently was presented in this step. The 
informants were then introduced to a task requiring using 
blocks and nodes to handles text prompts to the players. This 

was done to provide an easy introduction on how to connect 
these together. In its simplest form, three different block and 
nodes were introduced through the task sets, but some 
variations of these appeared as they progressed.  

 

  
 

  

Figure 1.  The different nodes (top) and blocks (bottom) in the task sets 

Figure 1 illustrates how the different nodes and blocks 
look. The orange elements handle text prompts, which is 
displayed to the player going through the scenario. The light 
blue handle instructions for how the computer should carry 
out operations such as moving objects, handling time or 
similar uses. The dark blue represents if / else statements. 
Inside the nodes and blocks themselves, there are colored 
fields which have different functionality. The purple fields 
allow the users to point to objects that exists in the scene 
they are working on, this includes characters, medicines, 
devices and more. The green field allow the user to enter 
manual values such as coordinates, blood levels and more. 
All of these are introduced and demonstrated both separately 
and combined with each other through the task set. 

The next two tasks were multiple-choice tasks that 
presented the informants with pre-written code, where the 
task is to choose the option that the code expresses. These 
tasks had two intentions: evaluate the understanding of the 
informants’ abilities to read code and to present them with 
pre-written code so that they could become more familiar 
with how the blocks or nodes should be connected. From this 
point, more components were gradually added to the code 
while removing the aids more and more. In the fourth task, 
the informants were presented with code and they had to 
write the meaning of the code, as illustrated in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2.  Task 4 in the node-based (top) and block-based (bottom) task 

set. 

The fifth task introduced if / else statements and the 
informants were presented with a task where they should 
describe whether they should provide the patients with 
insulin based on blood sugar values. The informants did not 
get any alternatives to rely on and were asked to write how 
they understood the code in their own words.  

In the final and heaviest task, the informants were asked 
to draw code themselves to simulate a sequence of events as 
given in the medical scenario illustrated in Figure 3. The task 
was solvable by using the tools they had learned previously.  

 

 

Figure 3.  Task 6 in both task sets 

A. Data collection and analysis 

The medical students and educators recruited to the 
study, were affiliated with a small university college in 

Norway, having a state-of-the-art simulation center used to 
educate health personnel. The data was collected both 
digitally and physically to secure participation from both 
students and staff at the university. The digital data 
collection lasted from May 15th to September 15th, 2021. 
There was a total of 9 informants completing the digital task 
sets, both male and female nursing students and medical 
educators ranging from 20-35 years of age. Out of these 9 
informants, 5 completed the node-based task set while 4 
completed the block-based task set. The physical data 
collection was completed in weeks 43 and 44 in 2021. There 
was a total of 5 informants completing the task set, all of 
them being female medical educators ranging from 35-60 
years of age. Out of these 5 informants, 2 completed the 
node-based task set while 3 completed the block-based task 
set. All the informants are listed in Table I with the 
associated task set they completed as well as which data 
collection they participated in.  

TABLE I.  INFORMANTS 

Participant Task set Data Collection 

#1-1 Node-based Digital 

#1-2 Node-based Digital 

#1-3 Node-based Digital 

#1-4 Node-based Digital 

#1-5 Node-based Digital 

#2-1 Block-based Digital 

#2-2 Block-based Digital 

#2-3 Block-based Digital 

#2-4 Block-based Digital 

#3-1 Node-based Physical 

#3-2 Node-based Physical 

#4-1 Block-based Physical 

#4-2 Block-based Physical 

#4-3 Block-based Physical 

 
 As the digital collection had to be anonymous in line 

with the approved application submitted to the Norwegian 
Center for Research Data (NSD), recruitment had to happen 
through group pages on social media and neutral third parties 
reaching out to informants. The subsequent data analysis 
followed the model proposed by Creswell & Creswell [14], 
which consists of five steps; 1) sort and prepare data for 
analysis, 2) create a general understanding of the data, 
collect and sort thoughts and feelings from the informants, 3) 
code and categorize data, 4) describe factors such as places, 
people and sequences of events in the data, 5) consider 
different perspectives and quotes, and compare them to each 
other, present data in a narrative giving expected findings, 
surprising findings and unusual or conceptual findings. 

IV. RESULTS 

The multiple-choice tasks, tasks 2 and 3, in both task sets 
were answered correctly by all informants, both in the digital 
and physical sessions. These were not the most complex 
tasks, but provided an indication that the programming 
languages were both readable and understandable. In the 
physical sessions, a few informants were on the wrong track 
on task 3 before they ended up with the right answer. The 
correct answer to task 3 is option “C”, but there were two 
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informants who quickly chose alternative “B”. These two 
options are quite similar, where option “C” suggests the code 
simulates moving the bed from one position to another, 
while option “B” suggests moving the patient. As soon as the 
context was removed and they didn’t have a visual 
representation to support them, the informants quickly 
seemed uncertain. This issue is illustrated in the response 
from participant #4-1.  

 
So I’m going to move the bed? Then it is alternative     
number 2 (B). Move patient from position 10.4 to bed at 
position… But it is… Yes… or wait…. #4-1 

 
Author: Why do you think that? 
 
No, now I’m thinking… I want to… We will move the 
patient… move… moving the bed is impossible because 
it’s nothing there. There is no code. But we are going 
from 10.4 to 7.8. Then it must be: Move bed from 
position 10.4 and to the bed at position 7.8? But it may 
still be that… This one was a bit more difficult. This is to 
check if it is easy to use or not, I must think about that. 
#4-1 
 
Author: What if you start at the top and work your way 
down? 
 
Okay. I’m going to move the bed. From 10.4 to 7.8. Then 
it must be alternative “C”? #4-1 
 
From task 4 no alternatives were offered, and they had to 

write their answers without support. This resulted in a major 
drop in the quality of the results. The correct sequence of 
events simulates a nurse that moves from where he / she is to 
where the thrombolysis bag is and retrieves it. The 
informants took freedom in the way this was interpreted, 
evident in the following examples from informants #1-2 and 
#2-1. 

 
The nurse should go from for example the patient room 
to the rinsing room and pick up thrombolysis bag #1-2 
 
Nurse picks up thrombolysis bag #2-1 
 
On the same task there were some misunderstandings 

regarding how the code worked. In the example below, 
informant #2-2 interprets the code as the interface itself, and 
that the blocks are buttons to press. 

 
If you press the orange block, we will move the nurse 
from position 17.5 to 2.2. Then press the lower orange 
block, and bring along the bag on your way. #2-2 
 
Something that is pervasive in these examples is that it is 

troublesome for the informants to distinguish what is 
information to the player from the information to the 
computer. Another observation based on the block-based 
responses is that it was challenging for the informants to 
understand which order to read the code.  

In the fifth task, that dealt with if / else statements, the 
general understanding seemed good. The informants all 
understood that a condition decide the outcome. There were 
some differences in the way informants read the “greater 
than” or “lesser than” symbols, however, as seen in the 
examples below. 

 
If BS is over 17mmol/l, you should be given insulin, if 
below, do not give insulin. #1-1 
 
If the blood sugar value is less than 17mmol/l then give 
insulin. If not, then do nothing. #2-1 
 
In one of the physical sessions, informant #4-2 seemed to 

misunderstand the concept of “greater than” and “lesser 
than” and thought that if the value was anything else than 
what was being checked, 17mmol/l in this case, that the else 
condition would be triggered.  

 
It simulates a blood sugar measurement, that a nurse 
should manage blood sugar. And if the value is 17mmol/l 
you should give insulin, if not, then do nothing. #4-2 
 
In task 6, which is the last and most complex task, more 

effort was required, and the quality of the answers varied 
accordingly. Overall, Figure 4 illustrates what could be 
expected. Informant #1-1 took advantage of a variety of 
nodes with mostly correct use of color codes and proper 
connections.  

 

Figure 4.  Response from participant #1-1 on task 6  

One of the strengths of block-based programming is that 
you can only connect blocks if they fit together. This seemed 
to be forgotten or ignored in several of the responses, and the 
informants took freedoms that would not be possible. The 
blocks are in some cases stacked on top of each other 
without regards to these rules as displayed in Figure 5. 

 

 

Figure 5.  Responses from participants #2-2 and #2-3 on task 6 
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With multiple hand-drawn responses on task 6 from the 
digital sessions, it was more appropriate to conduct a 
discussion with the informants in the physical sessions. This 
way, the informants could put words to their thought process 
when solving the tasks. The following quotes from informant 
#3-1 seem to indicate a pretty good overall understanding. 

 
I think the first one is perhaps an orange one, considering 
the task is to move the nurse from one place to another. 
Behind the orange node there is more code, and that is 
the purple for the nurse who is going from the office to 
the lunch area. #3-1 
 
As in all examples presented in the task set, the informant 

starts with an orange node to prompt the user with 
information. When asked to check if the apprentice was 
present, using an if / else statement were quickly suggested. 
This was also the intended way to solve this part of the 
problem. 

 
We need to check if the apprentice is in, then we use that 

if and else node again, so you do it if he is there, 
otherwise, we do nothing. I think I get that one correctly. 
#3-1 
 
While not completely sure on how to connect the orange 

nodes for the text prompts, the informant was aware of their 
existence. This was also the only case where breaking down 
the scenario into tasks was addressed. 

 
Only I might be a little unsure of how many activities 

and these orange nodes I should put between the actions. 
I split up the scenario into tasks, so I thought the first 
thing about moving the nurse is a task. #3-1 
 

In the responses to the block-based task set in the 
physical sessions, there were a few more challenges as seen 
in the response from participant #4-2 below. In the same way 
as the digital task set, several code components such as text 
prompts are forgotten. In addition to this, color codes are not 
commented on at all.  

 
To me it looks like we are just passing by and going from 
one place to another, and then I look to see if someone is 
there. But how the interaction takes place, how to ensure 
that the nurse brings the apprentice and how they take the 
blood test, I do not know. #4-2 
 
An interesting observation is the way the informant 

attacked the problem. Instead of dividing the scenario into 
smaller parts like in the previous response on the node-based 
task set, she tried to solve the entire scenario at once.  

 
I move the nurse to the office, and then I check if the 
apprentice is there, then I should be able to move on? So, 
I take a blood test of the patient? #4-2 

 
As soon as all the supporting materials were removed, 

the informants quickly felt overwhelmed and somewhat 

insecure about the order to do things. As seen in the quotes 
above, the informants solving the node-based task set 
included the concepts of the language itself in explaining 
how they were trying to solve the problem at hand. The 
informants solving the block-based task set did this to a 
lesser degree.  

A. Recurring themes 

While not required to complete the tasks, the informants had 
the opportunity to display information to the players using 
the orange nodes or blocks. This, however, seemed to be 
ignored for the most part. An interesting observation in this 
regard occurred in one of the physical interviews conducted 
for the node-based task set, where one of the informants tried 
to improve the pre-written code by posting questions to the 
players using the orange nodes.  

Several of the informants in the physical sessions had 
previous experience with real-life simulations at the college 
in which they as educators observe students and provide 
them with instructions using a communication system. In 
these simulations, the students go through different 
scenarios, and in one of the interviews on the node-based 
task set, comparisons were drawn between the programming 
task and these physical simulations. The informant explained 
that the actions and the way they gave instructions to the 
students were quite similar, and that the flow of the code 
running from node to node was kind of the same as reading 
the instructions in the simulations. 

Another comparison occurring in the responses from the 
informants solving the node-based task set, was that it was 
reasonably easy to follow the flow of the code as it looked 
somewhat similar to flow charts. No such comparisons to 
previous experiences were mentioned in any of the responses 
for the block-based task set. 

While comparing the responses from the last tasks in 
both digital task sets, it is immediately apparent that the 
answers in the node-based task set follow the rules as 
intended when compared to the block-based responses. The 
nodes are to a greater extent connected properly, and there is 
more active use of color codes and text prompts to the 
players, although this is in several cases forgotten here as 
well. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Based on the analysis of how the informants solved the 
task sets, we identify one major constraint and one major 
opportunity for creating end user programming tools in this 
case. 

The main constraint revolves around the inability to 
break down scenarios into smaller steps. Instead of looking 
at the individual steps in the scenarios and which elements 
were needed to represent them, some looked at the problem 
as a whole, and tried to code multiple or all the parts of the 
scenario at the same time. The ability to adapt complex 
problems to lesser, solvable problems through reduction, 
algorithmic thinking or other means are referred to in the 
literature as computational thinking [15]. Increasing the end 
user’s familiarity with this kind of problem-solving may 
decrease the significance of this constraint over time. In 
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addition to this, the informants wanted to express themselves 
more freely than the languages allowed them to, and several 
wrote code that would be syntactically impossible (for a 
machine to understand). 

The main opportunity was the familiarity end users have 
for certain visual tools and procedures. Even though flow 
charts were not on the agenda to be explored in the study, it 
turned out to be a form of visualization healthcare 
professionals recognize and understand. Further, to rely on 
elements from their practice, or to make the language 
domain specific, seemed to work well. The if / else task 
supported this, as they were already familiar with how the 
measurement of blood sugar impacts what action should be 
taken. Based on this knowledge they understood that based 
on a condition, being the blood sugar values in this case, one 
of the listed actions should be taken. 

We conclude that combining domain specificity in the 
language, using familiar visual elements such as flow charts 
and adopting the concepts of direct manipulation, are the 
three main aspects that could help health educators and 
students in coding sequences of events in virtual training 
scenarios. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

After investigating different approaches to visual 
programming, enough data has been collected to answer our 
research question. The data indicates that the idea of letting 
medical educators and nursing students manipulate and 
maintain their own training tools using visual programming 
is one worth pursuing. As discussed earlier in Section V, 
there are however several prerequisites and aspects of both 
the languages themselves and the interfaces to them that 
needs to be further experimented with to make tools like 
these accessible to the end users. 

The next step will be to develop a new and more in-depth 
visual programming interface using node-based 
programming, direct manipulation and incorporating 
elements from flow charts, as a baseline. While this study 
indicates that medical educators and students can express a 
sequence of events in scenarios using code, this is only a step 
on the way towards developing a fully working end-user tool 
to create, maintain and adapt virtual simulations for health 
care education. A telling example of the complexity 
involved, is the need to code meaningful interactions with 
the students taking part in the simulation, a challenge 
touched upon in this study by exploring the use of visual 
elements to express this (orange nodes or blocks).  The 
ultimate goal of future work is to support further 
development of virtual simulations for training purposes in 

healthcare education, by giving the end users the means to 
make these without the help of trained IT professionals. 
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Abstract—This article explores how design cards can support 
mutual learning between researchers in design and non-
designers in the fuzzy front end of a design process. We present 
a case where we created and used bespoke design cards in a co-
design workshop with educators and students at a medical 
training center in Norway. The goal of the co-design process 
was to design a mixed reality training solution for simulating 
medical procedures. Findings suggest that the cards enabled 
non-designers to have a say in the design process, facilitated 
for mutual learning across disciplines, and broke down 
barriers for collaboration. The cards enabled active 
participation and empowered the medical educators to take a 
first step from consumers to designers of information and 
communication technology (ICT) solutions. The paper 
contributes to the growing body of literature on design cards, 
co-design and participatory design, and we discuss the 
potential of design cards as boundary objects that can facilitate 
co-realization of ICT solutions across professional boundaries.  

Keywords-design cards; co-design; participatory design; 
design games; mutual learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Co-design has become an important approach in the 

design of ICT solutions in the past decades, and the methods 
and tools that can be used in the design process has grown 
exponentially [1]. In this strand of design, collective 
creativity between designers and people not trained in design 
practices is a core activity [2]. Designers, developers, end-
users, and stakeholders come together in the various phases 
of a design process.   

To secure active participation, Participatory Design (PD) 
is another design approach where users are invited in as 
partners equal to designers and developers throughout the 
different phases of design [3]. Bratteteig and Wagner [4] 
explain that the power to decide the scope and the shape of a 
technical solution needs to be shared with those who will use 
it. Principles like having a say, decision-making, mutual 
learning, and co-realization lie at the very core of PD. 
Having a say enables users to influence the design process by 
having their voices heard in the design decisions being made 
[5]. With mutual learning, the people involved in a design 
process should learn from each other’s expertise, work 
context and practice. Bratteteig, Bødker, Dittrich, Mogensen 
and Simonsen [5] also explain that involvement, or co-
realization, is important. Here, visualizing possible solutions 
is a priority as it may be difficult for different users to 

imagine design possibilities. While involving users as active 
participants in a project can lead to more conclusive design 
outcomes, there are several issues that can arise when 
researchers, designers and users collaborate. Co-design 
requires creative initiative from the entire collaborative team, 
and a lack of design expertise can make the users feel like 
they can’t contribute meaningfully to a design process [6]. 
One explanation is a lack of familiarity with design 
processes and the terminology used by expert designers. If 
the users are to successfully be part of a design team they 
must be given the right tools. These tools must allow them to 
express themselves without having to adopt specialized 
design languages. To ensure constructive and meaningful 
collaboration, researchers and designers have created various 
methods, tools and techniques that can be brought into the 
design process [7]. These are used to provide inspiration to 
the team and to facilitate collaborative activities. They are 
especially valuable in early design phases where the object 
of design is still unknown and the design problems are still 
being explored.  

One such tool is design cards. Design cards are used for 
fostering creativity in design processes, and have been 
designed for a variety of different purposes, contexts and 
domains [8][9]. Described as tools for generating ideas and 
new design concepts, design cards are reportedly used in 
domains like education, gaming, in exploring social issues 
and design of new ICT solutions [10]–[12]. Design cards can 
support design dialogues and discussions, and can structure 
the design process by making the process visible and less 
abstract [9]. Physical, tangible cards are easy to use and 
manipulate and can act as a common reference between 
participants.  

The aim of the study is to investigate collaboration and 
creative thinking between researchers in design and non-
designers in the early phases of a design process. Together 
with educators at a medical training center in Norway, we 
explore the design of a mixed reality training simulator. By 
mixed reality, we mean combining the physical environment 
with virtual elements to create immersive experiences. The 
center wants to implement virtual simulations that enable 
students and medical practitioners to train on procedures that 
are hard to simulate with the equipment already available at 
the center. To facilitate for active participation and 
meaningful design dialogues, the researchers created the 
MixED design cards and used them in a co-design workshop 
with participants from the medical center. The MixED card 
set contains 46 bespoke cards divided into five categories 
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tailored to the specific context of medical practice and virtual 
simulations supporting that practice. The goal of using these 
cards in a co-design workshop was to investigate how the 
cards could 1) enable non-designers to contribute 
meaningfully to a design process, and 2) facilitate for 
collaboration and mutual understanding of the design 
problem. Based on this, we ask:  

RQ: why do a deck of bespoke design cards support 
researchers in design and non-designers in finding common 
ground?  

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides an 
overview of design cards as a tool for co-creativity. In 
Section III, we explore important principles in co-design and 
PD. Section IV shed light on the theoretical concept of 
boundary objects. In Section V, we describe the methods 
used in this study, and Section VI gives a detailed account of 
the co-design workshop. Findings from the study are 
summarized in Section VII. In Section VIII, we discuss what 
our findings mean for the design community. Lastly, Section 
IX will summarize and conclude the study with future works. 

II. DESIGN CARDS  SUPPORTING CO-CREATIVITY

Researchers have created various tools and techniques to 
successfully bring future users into the design process, 
including probes, mock-ups, prototypes, design games and 
toolkits [1][7][13][14]. Design games are promising 
approaches that can structure design activities [14]. Toolkits 
have been created for PD activities and are considered 
appropriate for engaging and inspiring non-designers [1]. In 
the front end of design, toolkits and design games are used to 
facilitate collaborative activities and support non-designers 
in expressing ideas about how they want to live, work and 
play. In reviewing analogue ideation tools, Peters, Loke and 
Ahmadpour [13] found that card-based tools, like card decks 
and card games, have become popular in collaborative 
ideation with future users. Design cards are accessible, 
analogue and tangible. They are instantly recognizable and 
can therefore serve as shared references between groups of 
diverse people [15]. Previous studies illustrate how design 
cards have been used in many contexts and domains, 
including exertion game design [16], tangible designs [17], 
and for playful experiences [18]. By presenting keywords, 
pictures and questions the cards facilitate for creativity by 
acting as a source of inspiration [17][19]. Cards with these 
types of cues (keywords, pictures, and questions) can lead to 
a more tangible and applicable transformation of theory 
[17][20]. Through these cues, design cards can provoke new 
contextual perspectives that extend beyond personal 
experiences [19].  Additionally, their tangibility can support 
integration with objects such as notes and sketches [21]. 
According to Bornoe, Bruun and Stage [8], design cards can 
be used to ‘rephrase abstract frameworks into something 
more operational’ [ibid, p. 2]. Design cards can help identify 
design opportunities prior to designing the product or service 
in the early phase of design and can either be general or 
tailored to specific contexts and use cases. 

As an endeavor to classify design cards, several reviews 
of design cards have been made [9][13][22]. Reviewing 18 
design cards, Wölfel and Merritt [9] divide the cards into 

three categories constituted by purpose and scope: general 
(used for open-ended inspiration), Participatory Design (used 
to facilitate collaboration) and context specific or agenda 
driven.  Of the 18 decks, six of them were used in PD, but 
with varying degree of customization and rules of use. A 
newer classification was made by Roy and Warren [22]. In 
analyzing 155 design cards they propose six main (but 
overlapping) categories: 1) creative thinking and problem 
solving, 2) domain-specific design, 3) human-centered 
design, 4) systematic design methods and procedures, 5) 
team building and collaborative work, and 6) future thinking. 
The latter three is proportionally smaller than the first three. 
After a validation of the classification, only four decks were 
presented in the category ‘team building and collaborative 
work’, including the Group Works, Totem cards, SILK, and 
Bootleg Method Cards. Further, they explain that within 
participation and collaboration, three subcategories were 
found: 1) direct end-user participation (15,5%), 2) help 
designers identify user’s abilities, needs, and wants (11,6%), 
and 3) facilitate collaboration between professionals and 
experts (34,8%).   

In our search, we have found that design cards are used 
for co-realization and visualizing future design possibilities. 
According to Myers, Piccolo and Collins [10], design cards 
can also democratize knowledge, support collaborative 
design, and can enable more engaging design experiences 
and results. They do, however, report limited studies 
presenting methodologies for collaborative design 
cards.  Studies exploring why design cards can facilitate for 
collaboration in early design phases of ICT solutions are 
scarce, especially regarding mutual learning and 
collaboration across professional boundaries. 

III. SECURING PARTICIPATION AND CREATIVE INITIATIVE

Over the last decades, commercial businesses and design
and research communities have recognized the importance of 
the user’s needs [6]. User-centric design approaches have 
been applied in design processes to involve future users in 
the design of, e.g., ICT solutions. Two strands of user-
oriented approaches that involve users in a larger degree is 
co-design and PD.  

In co-design, future users are given room to inform, 
ideate and conceptualize design solutions, bringing their 
domain expertise into the design process. Here, researchers, 
designers and non-designers come together, letting collective 
creativity influences the design process. These collaborative 
endeavors are increasingly undertaken early in a design 
process, in what Sanders and Stappers [6] refer to as the 
‘fuzzy’ front end of design due to the ‘[…] ambiguity and 
chaotic nature that characterise it’ (ibid, page 4). As illustrate 
in Figure 1, the design outcome is here often unknown and 
can be informed and explored alongside future users.    

PD evolved as a design approach in Scandinavia in the 
70’s, and centered around joint-decision making in the 
workplace empowering resource weak stakeholders (usually 
local trade unions) [6][23]. 
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Figure 1.  Sanders and Stappers [6] illustrating the co-desing process. 

Researchers engaged in PD want to ensure that future 
users are given more influence and initiative in the design 
and are seen as ‘partner’ in the process. The motivation for 
choosing PD as a design approach varies from being a 
political position, where users have the right to influence a 
design solution, to a more pragmatic view where allowing 
users to inform and participate in the creation of design 
makes it easier to create suitable design outcomes [3]. Over 
the decades, the research community has elevated several 
core principles important for a successful PD process. At the 
heart of PD lies a premise that those affected by a design 
solution should ‘have a say’ in the design process [5][23]. 
This has consequences for how the process is organized and 
which methods and tools are made available to the user 
partaking in the process. Design is about decision-making, 
and the choices we make during a PD process are shared 
with future users [4]. PD opens up for collaborative decision-
making which Bratteteig and Wagner [4] explain are the 
exercise of shared power. This shared power, alongside a 
shared and mutual understanding, regulate the decision-
making process. Mutual learning is another guiding principle 
in PD. Here, mutual respect between two collaborative 
partners is achieved by letting them learn about each other’s 
mindsets and work practices [5]. Researchers and designers 
need to learn about the domain and activities of the 
participants and non-designers in the project, and vice versa. 
The partners need to build trust and share knowledge across 
fields of practice. Through mutual learning and 
interdisciplinary knowledge sharing, the collaborative team 
can generate ideas and visions about new design solutions 
and practices. Another principle in PD is co-realization. 
Here, prototypes, tool and techniques play an important role 
in visualizing possible design solutions [5]. Tangle artifacts 
are used to help the team make appropriate decisions.  

Bringing together stakeholders with potentially diverging 
perspectives can challenge participation [7]. The research 
communities engaged in co-design and PD have shed light 
on various challenges and issues that can arise in settings of 
collaborative decision-making [3]. Sanders and Stappers [6] 
present several issues regarding co-design and society’s 
reluctance to adopt the approach. Firstly, co-design 
principles are in direct opposition of the power structures in 
many business communities; hierarchies and control are 
cornerstones in many manufacturing companies and asking 
them to give up this control have been met with reluctance. 
Secondly, in adopting co-design perspectives one must 
believe that all people are creative. Many people find it 
difficult to think of themselves as creative and are therefore 

reluctant to take a more active role as a co-designer in a 
design project. A successful co-design process requires 
creative initiative from the entire team and the participants 
must fully commit to the role.  

Securing participation and creative initiative through 
design artifacts that can support future users in visualizing 
possible design solutions is therefore important. Enabling 
future users to communicate and discuss design problems 
and outcomes through, e.g., mock-ups and prototypes has 
been important from the very beginning of PD. These design 
tools lessen the need for users to adopt the specialized and 
technical language of designers [3].  

IV. THEORETICAL CONCEPT

Due to divergent perspectives among stakeholders, 
maintaining coherence across different practices can be 
difficult. In studying these differences, Star and Greisemer 
[24] propose the concept of boundary objects as a key for
enabling cross-disciplinary collaboration. Boundary objects
are objects or artifacts that serve as a means of
communication and translation between interdisciplinary
groups. They describe boundary objects as

…objects which are both plastic enough to adapt to local 
needs and the constraints of the several parties employing 
them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity 
across site (ibid, p. 8).  

Boundary objects can be both abstract or concrete and 
can have different meaning depending on the social world 
observing or using them. Their structure should, however, be 
common enough to be recognized by multiple worlds.  They 
are external representations of reality which simplifies an 
issue so that it more easily can be communicated [25]. In 
their work on boundary objects, Morris et al., [26], referring 
to the work of Zeitlyn [27], shed light on a three-way 
relationship between 1) what is being represented (reality), 
2) the representation itself (the boundary object) and 3) the
intentions of the maker of the object and the audience. While
boundary objects are created with a specific intention, they
take on a separate identity once produced. A person’s
interpretation of a boundary object reflects their perception
of reality, and the maker of the object can not predict how
the object will be used and interpretated by a user.

Dalsgaard, Halskov and Basballe [28] provide an 
overview of the work on boundary objects done by the 
research community. Here, they explain how Bertelsen [29] 
used the concept of boundary objects to explain how design 
artifacts act as mediators between groups in a design process, 
and how Bechky [30] introduced the concept of 
transformative boundary objects. With transformative 
boundary objects, knowledge is shared between professional 
boundaries and members of one group reaches a new 
understanding of a problem or topic based on the knowledge 
shared by the other group, altering and enriching their world 
view. It expands the understanding of a process or product, 
and this again enhances the person’s understanding of his 
own work, shedding new light on the world.  
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Jean et al., [31] explain how serious games (games 
intended for other purposes than entertainment, e.g., for 
education and training) can function as a catalyst for 
boundary crossing where stakeholders with different 
professions, ideologies and perspectives collaborate. Here, 
boundary objects, in the form of artifacts, people or even 
institutions, play an important role in bridging the space 
between actors, and act as a mean to align different 
perspectives. A balance must, however, be found between 
rigidity and flexibility so that the object can unite different 
interests and also encompass the many practices they seek to 
unite. Morris et al., [26] suggest using structured boundary 
objects in the form of a board game to facilitate exposing and 
reconciling trade-offs between stakeholders with different 
incentives, perspectives and values in local agri-food 
systems. They explain how games can both organize 
knowledge and produce comparable visual outputs useful for 
communication.   

V. RESEARCH METHOD 

In this Section, we give an overview of the research 
method, including research activities like project meetings 
and card-making activities. We describe the methods of data 
collection and analysis, as well as ethical considerations for 
the study.   

A. Research method
In this study we use qualitative methods when inquiring

into how and why design cards facilitated for 
interdisciplinary co-design of ICTs.  

1) Data collection
Data was collected through various activities including

formal project meetings, direct observation during physical 
simulations, an online workshop, and a pilot workshop using 
a first draft of the design cards. Lastly, a co-design workshop 
using the MixED design cards was held with medical 
educators and students. 

a) Formal project meetings
Three formal project meetings were held between the 17th

of June 2021 and 21st of March 2022 between the researchers 
and three stakeholders from the medical center. The 
stakeholders were a senior lecturer and educator (early 60s), 
a facilitator, student advisor and educator (late 30s), and the 
third was an associate professor (early 50s). The purpose of 
the meetings was to establish a shared understanding of the 
project and the fields of practice as a basis for a project plan 
developed by the first author. Here, note-taking were used to 
record ideas and discussions. In the third meeting, held 
online due to Covid-19, were held with the first and second 
author and the three representatives from the medical center. 
Data was collected through written notes and a screen 
recording which was later transcribed.  

b) Observation during physical simulations
Unstructured direct observation was made of two

physical simulations at the training center. Simulation #1 

was a student-driven simulation held on the 1st of December 
2021. This simulation included eight Bachelor students in 
paramedic, two students in continuing education in 
emergency nursing and two educators facilitating the 
simulation. The first author followed the group of students 
for two hours during three different medical scenarios. Data 
was recorded through field notes, and from informal 
conversations with the facilitators and three students. The 
notes were written into the researcher’s field diary. A follow-
up, semi-structured formal discussion between the first 
author and one of the facilitators were also held.  

Unstructured direct observation was also performed 
during simulation #2 on the 10th of March 2022. Here, the 
first and second author observed a full-scale emergency drill 
involving educators at the medical center, around 100 
paramedic and specialist nurse students, medical workers 
from a Norwegian hospital, emergency services in the 
municipality and Red Cross. The researchers followed the 
drill for two hours, and recorded data in the form of 
individual note-taking and conversations between the 
researchers documented in a memo by the first author.  

The primary goal of observing these activities was to 
understand how the physical simulations were conducted and 
their desired learning outcomes.  

c) Card-making activities
The design cards were made in an iterative design

process using collaborative brainstorming between the first 
and second author. The brainstorming was based on several 
activities including 1) project meetings with the three 
stakeholders in the project, 2) direct observations of 
physical simulations, 3) e-mail correspondence were 
stakeholders expressed what type of scenarios they found 
suitable for a mixed reality simulation, and 4) informal 
conversations and discussions with the participants. The 
first and second author held six design workshops lasting 
between 1 to 4,5 hours. In total, 19 hours were spent 
designing the cards. In addition to the information from the 
activities, the researchers took inspiration from previous 
research on design cards, like the PLEX-cards and the 
Ideation Decks [18][32], and a similar study undertaken by 
the third author in another research context.  In total, 46 
cards divided into five categories were created. The 
categories, as illustrated in Table 1, include 1) simulation, 2) 
medium, 3) interaction, 4) learning outcomes and 5) 
challenges. As illustrated in Figure 2, the layout of the cards 
is simple: each card has a written label and an abstract or 
figurative image meant to spark inspiration and individual 
interpretation. The images were downloaded from royalty 
free services like Unsplash. The researchers also created 
rules for the design cards stipulating how the cards should 
be used in a workshop. These are further explained in 
Section VI.  
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TABLE I. CATEGORIES AND LABELS IN THE MIXED DESIGN CARDS 

Category  Cards and labels  
Scenario Traffic accident, drowning accident, fire accident, 

home nursing, psychiatry, accident site, prison, 
falling accident, inside the body, overdose, heart 
attack.  

Medium 2D images (slideshow), 2D video, 3D video, 360-
video, Augment Reality (AR), Virtual Reality 
(VR), Mixed Reality (MR). 

Interaction Speech, gesticulating, holding objects, movement, 
looking, feeling, buttons 

Learning outcomes Empathy, time management, stress management, 
collaboration, multitasking, communication, 
physical skills, technical skill, confidence, focus, 
problem-solving, critical thinking, adaptivity, 
leadership 

Challenges  How to perform this individually? How to 
perform in a group? How does an instructor fit in? 
There is too little time. Too small or big space. 
How does teamwork work? How does a marker fit 
in? 

d) Pilot workshop
The three researchers held a pilot test of the design cards

in a workshop with ICT students. The workshop was 
facilitated by the first and second author, with the third 
author joining the students in testing the cards. Here, data 
was collected through note-taking during the workshop and 
in the follow-up discussion with the students.  

a) Co-design workshop with desig cards
A two-hour co-design workshop with five educators and

facilitators from the medical training center, three bachelor 
students and the researchers was held on the 1st of March 
2022.  Data was collected through audio recordings, pictures, 
note-taking, follow-up conversations with participants, and 

Figure 2.  Layout of the design cards. 

the design outcomes from each group in the form of Post-
it notes and paper sketches. The workshop is further 
described in Section VI. The primary goal of this activity 
was to use the design cards as a generative tool to 1) ideate 
and conceptualize content for a mixed reality training room 
and 2) to facilitate collaboration between educators, students, 
and researchers.   

2) Data analysis
Data from the observations, project meetings and

workshops were analyzed by the first and second author. The 
first author used data from memos, the research diary and 
audio and video recordings to categorize important findings 
that would later be made into the cards.   

The second author used thematic analysis when 
transcribing and analyzing the data.  Thematic analysis is a 
method used for analyzing qualitative data by sorting and 
coding the data, and create relevant themes across datasets 
[33]. The process of analysis is illustrated in Table 2 and 
includes 1) organizing and preparing the data for analysis, 
transcribing the audio and video recording, 2) coding the 
datasets, 3) winnowing the data, 4) reviewing categories, 5) 
generating themes. Themes are data that correlated to each 
other from multiple sources, like a participant’s statements 
and actions in the workshop. This inductive process ensured 
the finding of relevant and related information across 
multiple datasets. 

TABLE II. THE PROCESS OF ANALYZING DATA 

Steps Activities Codes and themes 
Preparing data Transcribing audio 

and video recordings.  
Code Color-coding all the 

data with wider 
categories.  

Codes: working together, 
explanation, annoyed or angry, 
creative, impressed, struggling, 
amused, decisive, personal 
experience 

Winnowing  Winnowing the 
already color-coded 
data two times. 
Narrowing and 
choosing important 
finings.  

Reviewing 
categories 

Defining and 
renaming categories, 
combining categories,  

Positive experience: amused, 
intrigues/curious, engaged, 
impressed. 
Negative experience: confused, 
having difficulties, annoyed. 
Collaboration and group 
dynamic: working together, 
creativity, decisive. 
Previous experiences: own 
experiences, working together, 
engagement. 

Generating 
themes 

Themes emerged for 
further analyzing the 
categories  

Creative collaboration, own 
experience, stakeholder 
experience, technology domain 
knowledge, health domain 
knowledge, use of domain-
specific terms, understanding 
the rules [in the workshop], 
feedback.  
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B. Research ethics
This study was conducted following institutional

guidelines for research ethics from Østfold University 
College and the Norwegian Center for Research Data (NSD). 
Data management and consent forms used in the project 
were approved by NSD (NSD number 788872). Participants 
partaking in activities where images, video and audio 
recordings were used for data collection were informed of 
the purpose of the study and how the data would be used. 
Participants gave written approval regarding data collection 
and analysis, permitting information to be used in scientific 
publications and other dissemination work. To ensure the 
confidentiality and privacy of the participants, the data 
collected during the workshops and meetings was stored in a 
secure location not accessible to the public. Only the three 
researchers involved in the study has access to the data, and 
participants were anonymized in the analysis.  

Direct observation of the physical simulations took place 
without informed consent from participants. The purpose of 
this observation was to gain insight into the everyday life of 
medical educators, students, and other partitioners. Data 
collected during these activities are in the form of written 
notes and memos, and no personal or identifiable data were 
collected.  

VI. USING DESIGN CARDS IN A CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP AT
THE MEDICAL TRAINING CENTER 

This study aims to explore the design of an immersive 
and virtual training simulator for the medical training center. 
The center is currently equipped with manikins, physical 
simulators, welfare technology, and medical equipment. 
Personnel at the center want to investigate how a now empty 
room can function as a virtual training simulator for students 
and medical practitioners. The goal of the project is to 
explore how the training simulator can be designed to 
support learning opportunities by allowing users to practice 
different sequences of medical events in a safe environment. 
Together with medical educators and facilitators at the 
centers, we explore design solutions for this virtual training 
simulator. The MixED design cards and rules for the co-
design workshop were created based on several project 
meetings between participants and researchers, direct 
observation of physical simulations, and collaborative 
brainstorming between the first and second author. The card 
deck consists of 46 cards divided into five categories. Each 
card has a written label and an abstract or figurative image 
meant to spark inspiration and interpretation.  

In this two-hour co-design workshop, nine participants 
were divided into three smaller teams. Two of the teams had 
two medical educators or facilitators (age mid-30s to early 
60s) and one student (in their 20s). In the last group, the third 
author partook as the third member to get equal groups. The 
first author facilitated the workshop, beginning with a 15-
minute introduction to the design cards and the rules of the 
co-design activity. The workshop was divided into four 
phases: individual assignment, group assignment 1, group 
assignment 2, and presentation of scenarios.  

In the individual assignment, each team member selected 
one random card from each category (except a challenge 
card which were introduced later). As illustrated in Figure 3, 
Post-it notes and paper sheets were used to write down ideas 
about possible medical scenarios in a rapid idea generation 
activity. This activity lasted five minutes and was repeated 
three times.  

In the second and third phase, the team got together and 
discussed their ideas, selecting and possible merging the 
ideas into one scenario. In phase three, we introduced the 
challenge cards. The participants first picked one challenge-
card and repeated the processes three times over the course 
of 15 minutes. This challenged them to discuss 
organizational issues with the scenario they were currently 
working on.  

As illustrated in Figure 4, each team presented their 
scenario in front of the other groups at the end of the 
workshop, prompting a discussion among the different 
teams.  

Figure 3.  Participants discussing and generating ideas with design cards 
in the workshop. 
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Figure 4.  Participant presenting the scenario.  

VII. FINDINGS 

The findings are presented in two parts. First, we cover 
the insights gained from the initial design phase leading up to 
the creation of the design cards. Here, we identify 
misunderstandings and design opportunities from the fuzzy 
front end of the design process. We then present the findings 
from the co-design workshop using the design cards.  

A. The fuzzy front end
One of the more evident discoveries from the early

design phase was the language barriers that divided the two 
different practices. We spent a lot of time trying to explain 
different domain-specific concepts. Concepts that we had 
already covered in previous meetings were brought up again 
in the second and third project meeting. One of the 
participants expressed a lack of understanding and 
confusions around terminology in the project plan. There 
were concepts from ICT that medical practitioners found 
hard to understand, as well as concepts from their practice 
field that the researchers used incorrectly. The team strived 
(and failed) to establish the expectations of the collaboration 
early on. There was no clear consensus on what the 
researchers expect from the medical practitioners, and vice 
versa. This was an issue long into the project, where 
misunderstandings about practices played a large role. We 
failed to establish a common ground in initial project 
meetings. The educators at the center alternated between 
different ICT concepts during this early phase, discussing 
different technical and physical solutions and requirement. 
Parallel, the researchers tried to explain that they wanted the 
practitioners to participate in a co-design process where we 
explore requirements together through a series of design 
workshops. Later, in the online project meeting, the 
participants discussed two different projects that they wanted 
to simulate. In the first one, they wished to simulate events 
that are difficult to train on with the equipment they already 
have (e.g., a fire in a tunnel or a highway car accident) using 
projector technology. The other project should simulate 
internal bodily functions, where the student can “stand” 
inside the body and observe blood levels and explore what 
happens inside the body, e.g., during an infectious disease. 
While discussing these two ideas, one participant 
commented that the important thing was to decide what 

technology should be installed in the room, and what type of 
requirements was needed to rig and equip the room, saying: 

…What kind of projectors should we have, what kind of 
PC should we have. In other words, all these physical 
prerequisites, that is what needs to be in place first before 
you start thinking about different technologies. […] But 
in my understanding, the first thing we really have to do 
is figure out how to rig this room. And I’m missing that 
in the project plan. #1 

The participant explained that they wanted the ICT 
solution up and running as soon as possible, and wanted the 
researchers to start investigating possible hardware and 
software applications that could be bought or developed. One 
researcher stressed that the technical requirements would be 
made clearer later in the design process, after we’ve held 
collaborative workshops as described in the project plan. The 
design workshops would clarify what they need this room 
and the training simulation to be, and then we could decide 
on which technology would be best suited to support this. As 
there were disagreements between the participants on what 
they wanted the room to be, the second author asked them 
for clarification, where one of the participants answered ‘[I] 
don’t think we disagree on what we need, but from my 
perspective it’s what we need first’. #1   

As the design process progressed, we also found ample 
opportunities to learn from each other’s different experiences 
and expertise. In the second project meeting, a lot of time 
were spent cleaning up the terminology to find common 
ground and a shared understanding. For example, one 
participant asked what the researchers meant regarding 
‘Mixed Reality’. Explaining and discussing this, we agreed 
upon a definition. Likewise, they explained terms like 
training modules, simulations and simulators, which the 
researcher had used incorrectly in regard to how these were 
use in the context of medical practice. Here, they also 
expressed wanting an adaptable ICT solution that supports 
continuous creation of training simulations. A platform that 
could evolve over time so as not to be insufficient in a year 
or two. During the online workshop, participants partook in 
brainstorming activities with the researchers regarding the 
content of the simulator. We already had a list of different 
scenarios sent in an earlier e-mail correspondence between 
participants and researchers (e.g., home accidents, drowning 
accidents, noisy environments). Early in the online meeting, 
they also expressed wanting state of the art immersive ICT 
solutions, like Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality 
(VR) and reflected on what medium would be best suited for 
different types of content. After discussing logistics and 
organizational challenges with these technologies, they 
further considered more cost-effective solutions, like using 
standard imagery or 360 video in a CAVE-system. We also 
discussed interaction types, management of large groups of 
students, and platform usability.   

After clarifying disagreements about ICT requirements 
and what they wanted from this system, we (to some degree) 
found a common ground. Participants expressed wanting to 
focus on projectors with interactive sensors. They wanted to 
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have scenarios that multiple students from different medical 
fields could use to train on situations that are hard to 
simulate or teach with the equipment they already have. 
They also wanted a solution that mixed the physical and the 
virtual environment. We also agreed upon the need for a 
user-friendly solution as the students are most likely to 
operate the simulation themselves.  

B. Using design cards in the co-design workshop
Using the MixED design cards in the co-design

workshop prompted both positive and negative feedback. 
Most of the participants were not familiar with design 
workshops using design cards to ideate and generate design 
solutions. Many expressed confusion early in the workshop 
and when we introduced the challenge-cards in the third 
round. It became evident that the concepts had different 
meanings and connotations based on the background of the 
participant, which led many participants to ask the facilitator 
for clarifications. In the audio recordings, one participant that 
did not understand one of the labels are heard saying ‘I don’t 
know the subject. I just have to come up with something’ #3-
3. Some participants expressed annoyance about improper
use of labels. One example being the card suggesting using
Mixed Reality as a medium. Here, the designer used the
abbreviation MR, which in medical practice in Norway
refers to MRI scanning. Another participant said that

…what is the difference between [the label] and the 
practical skills? Yes, [the researchers] does not know the 
concept here. #3-1 

There was confusion about the rules of the card game at 
the beginning of a new round, e.g., when one participant 
drew the same card twice. This was not specified in the rule-
sheet they were given.   

Although there was confusion around the labels and rules 
at the beginning of a new round, many participants quickly 
got comfortable using the cards to generate ideas. Many 
displayed both engagement and enjoyment when creating 
different scenarios. This is seen during the intended five-
minute break, where all groups remained seated, continuing 
to discuss and create content. Multiple participants expressed 
that using the cards in an organized co-design workshop 
provided new perspectives on ICT solutions for simulating 
medical processes. One participant said that:  

…this is the kind [of training simulations] that we can 
actually get to make, isn’t it?”, another adding that “and 
what I think is very good now is that this is a very 
feasible scenario. #1-3 

In the follow-up conversation after the workshop were 
finished, one participant expressed that the workshop was a 
great learning experience, that the design cards “forced” 
them to think creatively and to come up with achievable 
concepts.  

…[Brainstorming with design cards] makes you think 
new and differently, and you are influenced by how 

others think […] and that’s how you come up with new 
ideas. #4 

One participant with extensive experience about learning 
methodologies explained that the workshop showed them 
how to “think backwards” regarding the methods they 
normally would use to achieve specific learning outcomes, 
and that ‘[design cards] challenges us to think in a different 
way, so it was very exciting’. #3 

At the end of the workshop the groups presented their 
ideas for the rest of the participants. They showed excitement 
for each other’s concepts and discussed possibilities and 
challenges with the scenarios.    

VIII. DISCUSSION

In this discussion, we shed light on how the design cards 
worked in supporting collaboration and finding common 
ground between the designers and non-designers. We discuss 
possible explanations for the challenges we faced early in the 
design process, and why the design cards helped ease the 
collaboration in the workshop. We also discuss the design 
cards in regard to the concept of boundary objects. We then 
discuss the role played by the cards in giving the non-
designers a voice and how the cards helped co-realize design 
solutions across disciplines.  

Myers, Piccolo and Collins [10] suggest that design cards 
can democratize knowledge and support co-design process 
by enabling more engaging and playful design experiences. 
We find that this also applies in our study. The layout and 
design of the cards, alongside the rules in the workshop, 
provoked new contextual perspectives regarding design 
problems and possible ICT solutions. This corresponds well 
with the discussions made by Kwiatkowska, Szóstek and 
Lamas [19]. The MixED design cards were suitable as a 
toolkit for promoting collaboration between an 
interdisciplinary team of researchers in design and non-
designers in the fuzzy front end of a design process. As a 
tangible tool, it helped co-realize and visualizing possible 
design solutions. 

According to Bratteteig, Bødker, Dittrich, Mogensen and 
Simonsen [5], future users should be given the power to 
influence the decisions made during a design process. In 
early projects meetings, the voice the participants had were 
influenced by their understanding of design and development 
processes. They are not accustomed to design practices of 
ICT solutions; the various welfare technologies at the 
training center are developed by companies specializing in 
creating and selling medical simulators. The result of this 
was seen in the early projects meetings; the participants 
disagreed on what they needed this simulator to be and 
divided much attention to what technology to buy, how the 
room should be rigged and how quickly we could get the 
simulator running. This is discussed by Bratteteig and 
Wagner [3] as a challenge when dealing with ‘wicked’ and 
‘ill-defined’ design problems, explain that ‘most design 
processes are open-ended, often exploratory, and highly 
complex' (ibid, p. 5). It is important to make design decisions 
that support the ability to remake design choices and closing 
in on a design solution too early in the process puts 
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unwanted restrictions on the possible design outcome. What 
is interesting, is that although the participants expressed 
wanting a solution that where ’open’ enough to evolve over 
time (which were not possible in the welfare technologies 
they usually bought), they wanted to hasten the design 
process by jumping straight to buying state of the art ICTs. 
We understand this contradiction as their unfamiliarity with 
the practice of design and our role as design researchers (and 
not developers). Explaining what we wanted to accomplish 
when inviting them to partake in the project as co-designers, 
trying to convince them to take a step back from technology 
specifications and be a part of a design process, was passed 
over multiple times. This is a common issue with co-design 
and participatory design. Different practices, unclear roles 
and diverging perspectives often lead to misunderstandings 
and tensions within the design team [3].  

When introducing the design cards in the workshop we 
found that many of these tensions and misunderstanding 
were eased. The educators were given a tool they could use 
to express design decisions and a voice they didn’t know 
they needed. It allowed them to discuss the problem space 
and reflect on what ICT solutions were appropriate to 
implement without being restricted by formal design or 
development languages. These language barriers are one of 
the issues when inviting non-designers into a co-design 
process, and the design cards lessened the need for the users 
to adopt a specialized design language [3]. As we 
understand, the workshop broke down their misconceptions 
about who can design and be creative. As discussed by 
Sanders and Stappers [6], people find it difficult to believe 
themselves creative and is therefore reluctant to take an 
active role in a design team. The cards worked as a tool 
enabling them to make meaningful decisions about design.  

Before introducing the design cards in the workshop, we 
used the project plan created by the first author as our 
primary artifact to convey and discuss important aspect of 
the project and used it to try finding a shared understanding 
between participants. Looking back, this plan did not 
adequately help us establish the common ground that was 
needed to guide the project forward. But in many ways, the 
workshop did. What, then, was it about the workshop that 
did that the plan could not?  

By taking another glance at the concept of boundary 
objects, Star and Greisemer [24] explain that these objects 
need to be plastic enough to adapt to local needs yet ‘robust 
enough to maintain its identity across sites’. Jean et al., [31] 
further explain how there must be a balance between rigidity 
and flexibility if these objects are to unite different interests 
and practices. In the light of this, the project plan that we 
relied on in the project meetings was not suitable for 
establishing a shared understanding of the project. It was too 
rigid and not plastic enough to adapt to our needs.  It does, 
however, seem that we found this balance in the design cards 
and the rules of the design game. The cards abstracted the 
specific language from both the medical and the ICT 
domain. The cards were plastic and flexible enough to adapt 
to local needs and encompassed the practices they sought to 
unite. And in combination with the rules and the context of 

the workshop, they were also rigid enough to unite the 
different interests in the project.  

In their study, Jean et al., [31] also explain how serious 
game simulations have been ‘isolated as a potential boundary 
object’ to bring different stakeholders together. In our 
experience, however, the boundary object (in their case the 
simulations and in ours the design cards) should not be seen 
as an isolated object. It is how the artifact and the context of 
using the artifact came together that determined whether the 
artifact could unite the parties in their endeavor to 
collaborate. We can exemplify this by looking at the last 
activity in the workshop. Here, the different groups presented 
their design ideas and concept using a A3 paper sheet and 
Post-it notes. Using these tangible objects, the groups 
visualized and communicated possible scenarios and 
facilitated a discussion between the different groups. 
According to Morris et al., [26], boundary object can be 
visual representation of reality, like props, concept maps and 
mental models, for catalyzing discussions that can lead to a 
comprehensive exploration of the issues which are 
understood differently or incompletely by different actors. 
These can help reach a common level of understanding. 
However, it was the context of the workshop, the use of 
design cards and the rules of play, that made this discussion 
possible and meaningful.  

The combination of the design cards and rules in the 
workshop also enabled the participants to think like 
designers. The design game expanded the world view of the 
participants, enriching their understanding of a design 
process and the terminology used by the different experts, 
which lies close to the concept of transformative boundary 
objects introduce by Bechky [30]. We observed that the 
design game helped the team challenge previous conceptions 
about each other’s practice fields and found common ground 
regarding possible design solutions. We believe that the 
design cards in themselves did not give us that shared 
understanding; they are what Pennington [25] referred to as 
representations of reality, and they exist independently of 
collaboration and has different meanings for the different 
people using them. But as a design game, were the cards and 
the rules of play came together, they facilitated for 
interpretation and enabled negotiations. This is illustrated in 
the misunderstandings with the MR-card, where the 
designer’s intent was ‘Mixed Reality’ and the participant’s 
interpretation was MRI-scanning. If the researchers hadn’t 
been there to clarify, the participant would have created a 
scenario about using MRI-scanning machines. Which is just 
as relevant for medical practice, it’s just not what the 
designers had in mind when they created the card.   

Facilitating for mutual learning by creating a space where 
designers can learn from non-designers, and vice versa, is 
important in a co-design process. As mentioned, we spent a 
lot of time explaining concepts across disciplines (e.g., 
cleaning up the project plan). The researchers tried to project 
the correct medical terminology explained to us by the 
practitioners onto the cards, but even then we didn’t quite get 
it right; during the workshop, participants express frustration 
about the labels on the cards – both that they didn’t 
understand ICT terms and that we had used medical terms 
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incorrectly. At the same time, however, the erroneous 
terminology also triggered the work to create a shared 
understanding. They felt the need to explain and, in this, 
shared their expertise with the other stakeholders, something 
which again helped in the creative process. Seems like this is 
a positive attribute with design cards – they are “official” 
representations of problems, terms and technologies 
triggering critique, opposition, discussions, and the need for 
clarifications – the groundwork in creating mutual learning 
and shared understanding across disciplines. How the world 
is ordered by a deck of cards can be provocation, to one, 
several or all the stakeholders involved. If handled well, the 
provocations can be a boon to the co-realization of design 
solutions.  

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we found that bespoke design cards 
structured as a design game can support collaboration and in 
finding common ground across disciplines. The design game 
allowed non-designers to discuss the problem space and 
reflect on appropriate ICT solution without having to adopt a 
specialized design language. The language barrier between 
the different practices was an obstacle when trying to move 
the project forward, but it also allowed mutual learning 
opportunities between the stakeholders. This mutual learning 
was not achieved in the early design phase where we relied 
on a project plan to communicate shared goals and 
expectations. Introducing design cards in a co-design 
workshop triggered a more constructive exchange of 
knowledge across practices. Granted that the design cards are 
structured by a design game, space is created for the 
participants to express themselves. The design game acted as 
a mediator between the participants and researchers, and as a 
transformative boundary object by extending and 
transforming the participants understanding of the different 
practices. The workshop, cards and rules of play were both 
flexible and rigid enough to encompass and unite the 
different practices, facilitating a shared understanding of the 
problem space and project. 

For future work, we suggest further analysis on how 
design games understood as transformative boundary 
objects, can support interdisciplinarity in design processes. 
We also suggest introducing design cards earlier in a co-
design process and see what this can do for the collaborative 
process. This may support the collaborative parties to find 
common ground earlier.   
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Abstract—Ambiguous objects provide visual shape information 

that can be interpreted differently depending on the viewing 

direction. Generating effective ambiguity objects is difficult and 

therefore requires easy-to-use computational modelling. In this 

paper, we propose a Three-Dimensional (3D) modelling tool to 

generate an object that can be perceived differently from two 

different viewing directions. The tool uses solid models of 

cylindrical surfaces parallel to each of the viewing directions. 

These models are intersected at the central axis and rotated 

according to the viewing direction, using the intersection as the 

origin. Finally, by transforming each Two-Dimensional (2D) 

figure drawn by the user in each viewing direction into a 

cylindrical surface, a 3D ambiguous object can be generated. 

These 2D figures can be drawn using mouse click events. The 

generated ambiguous objects can be fabricated on a 3D printer 

to demonstrate the usability of the proposed tool. Our 

experiments show that ambiguous objects consisting of simple 
and complex shapes were successfully generated.  

Keywords-3D-Illusion; ambiguous object; ambiguous cylinder; 

3D modelling; visual perception. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

An optical illusion is a phenomenon in which our 
perception of an object differs from its physical reality. This 
illusion is important in the study of human visual processing. 
The study of optical illusions began with Two-Dimensional 
(2D) images but has now been extended to Three-
Dimensional (3D) objects. The former are ambiguous figures 
that represent a single figure but have multiple interpretable 
meanings, such as Edgar Rubin's “Face-Vase illusion” [1]. 
These figures are most often represented in binary images, 
where the white areas are foreground figures and the black 
areas are the intangible background, or vice versa. The 
boundaries shared by these areas play an important role in the 
figure assignment process. The latter are ambiguous objects, 
the shape of which can appear to be different depending on 
the direction in which they are viewed. Such objects can be 
generated in three ways: by making a discontinuous structure 
appear continuous from certain viewing directions [2], by the 
use of curved surfaces instead of planes [3], or by the use of 
angles other than 90 degrees to create a rectangular 
appearance [4]. Sugihara (2012) classified ambiguous objects 
into seven generations and showed that all objects are 
accompanied by illusions [5]. 

Computer-aided tools are available to assist in the 
generation of ambiguous figures and objects. The ambiguous 
figure generation tool finds partial matches by performing 

shape matching and deformation of the two figures and then 
stitching them together to produce the resulting image [6]. 
However, generating ambiguous objects is more complex. 
The tools used need to be built on a 3D modelling framework, 
with geometric modifications to the shapes also being 
performed in 3D [7]. Furthermore, unlike ambiguous figures, 
the generated ambiguous objects are viewing direction 
dependent, requiring the viewpoint to be determined prior to 
modelling. 

In this study, we focused on the following two aspects 
when developing a tool to facilitate generating ambiguous 
objects. Firstly, the tool is implemented on top of a 3D 
modelling framework, but the shape of the individual objects 
is determined by drawing in 2D. Secondly, the shape of the 
generated ambiguous objects changes adaptively according to 
the viewing direction. This implementation allows users 
unfamiliar with 3D modelling to create ambiguous objects. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
describes related works on ambiguous object generation. 
Section III describes our proposed tool for generating the 
ambiguous objects in two viewing directions. Section IV 
summarizes our results. Finally, Section V concludes our 
study and discusses future work. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

The methods used to generate ambiguous figures and 
objects can be divided into three categories, as described 
below. 

The first method generates ambiguous figures by 
manipulating the relationship between edges or faces. 
Shinohara et al. constructed a system that can portray 
impossible figures realistically using ray tracing [8]. Their 
system provides predefined basic parts, where the user can 
interactively manipulate the rendering depth of each surface 
with respect to the parts. Owada et al. proposed a system for 
generating ambiguous figures by taking a 3D object as input 
and interactively editing the edges of its 2D plane from a given 
viewing direction [9]. These operations can be performed 
using mouse events. Both systems facilitate the generation of 
ambiguous figures, but there is no continuity of edges and 
faces in the resulting 3D objects. 

The second is Fukuda's method of generating ambiguous 
objects in two viewing directions [10]. These works were 
published in the book "One solid with two shapes” but are 
difficult to reproduce because the parameters and optimization 
methods required for their generation were not disclosed. 
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The third is the method of generating ambiguous objects 
by solving linear equations. Sugihara experimented with 
generating an ambiguous object using 2D planar shapes such 
as flowers and stars as input. However, the results showed that 
the solution of the linear equations could not be obtained 
depending on the viewing direction and the given input 
geometry. 

Although it does not fit into the above categories, a simple 
tool for generating ambiguous objects without the need to edit 
the object's shape has been proposed [11]. This tool generates 
ambiguous objects by adjusting the position and inclination of 
several square pillars placed in 3D space. However, due to the 
requirement of using square pillars, this tool cannot generate 
objects of arbitrary shape. 

All of the above studies focused on modelling the shape 
of the ambiguous object in its generation but did not consider 
modelling the shape independent of the viewing direction. The 
automatic modification of the shape by changing the 
viewpoint would facilitate the generation of ambiguous 
objects. 
 

III. OUR PROPOSED TOOL  

The proposed tool uses an approach that allows the 
generation of 3D objects seen from each viewing direction, 
based on 2D figures. The generation of an ambiguous object 
involves the drawing of 2D figures and the integration of two 
solid 3D models. 

A. The drawing of 2D figures 

The tool provides two canvases for drawing each figure, 
where the user can draw a 2D figure by drawing a single stroke 
on each canvas. Note that the line segments composing each 
figure are not supposed to self-intersect. Figure 1 shows a 
circle P  and a triangle P  drawn on the canvases, respectively.  

The figures on the canvas are stored as polygons. However, 
their shapes need to be optimized to make them equal in size 
and to remove unnecessary vertices caused by hand tremors 
during the drawing process. The proposed tool optimizes the 
figures drawn by the user through the following pre-
processing. 

a. Normalization 

To make the two figures in an ambiguous object more 
visible, it is necessary to scale both figures equally. Therefore, 
the center coordinate 

𝐶(𝑐𝑥 , 𝑐𝑦) = (
1

𝑛
∑𝑃𝑖

𝑥

𝑛

𝑖=1

,
1

𝑛
∑𝑃𝑖

𝑦

𝑛

𝑖=1

) (1) 

of each figure is taken as the origin, and the vertices Pi that 
makes up the figure is then normalized by 

𝑃′𝑖 =
𝑤

max(𝑃𝑥,𝑃𝑦)−min(𝑃𝑥,𝑃𝑦)
(𝑃𝑖

𝑥 , 𝑃𝑖
𝑦), (2) 

where w is a user-defined scale of the figure, while 𝑃𝑥 and 𝑃𝑦 
represent the coordinates of the vertices. 

b. Smoothing 

The following smoothing process is applied to each 
vertex to reduce the distortion of the figure caused by hand 
tremors during drawing.  

𝑃′′𝑖 = 𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ(𝑃′𝑖) =
1

3
(𝑃′𝑖−1 + 𝑃′𝑖 + 𝑃′𝑖+1).

 (3) 

This process effectively reduces noise in the vertices caused 
by subtle hand tremors. 

c. Vertices pruning 

To make the density of the vertices that make up the figure 
uniform, the distance between vertices  

  

Figure 1. Two 2D figures created to be perceived from two 

viewing directions. 

Figure 2. Two 2D figures integrated into a solid 3D object that can 

be perceived from two viewing directions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Two cylindrical surfaces for this study. 
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𝐷𝑖 = √(𝑃′′𝑖
𝑥 − 𝑃′′𝑖+1

𝑥 )2 + (𝑃′′𝑖
𝑦
− 𝑃′′𝑖+1

𝑦 )
2
 (4) 

that are less than a threshold is removed. 

B. The integration of two solid 3D models 

The integration of the two figures, as shown in Figure 1 
into a single solid object must be done in a unique way. Figure 
2 shows a possible integration in which the shape of P and P 

can be perceived from the viewpoint of E and E, respectively. 
This integration can be seen as the creation of an ambiguous 
3D object representing the two figures. The shape of P is 
represented by an ellipsoid plane, while P is by a spherical 
triangle. 

In this study, two cylindrical surfaces are used for the 
integration of the two figures. The integration takes the 
following steps. 
Step 1: Generate a cylindrical surface for each figure. Figure 

3 shows cylindrical surfaces 𝐴′ and 𝐵′ for P  and P. 
The height of the cylindrical surface (h) should be 
high enough with respect to the viewing direction, as 
will be described later. 

Step 2: Intersect the central axes (dashed lines) of the 
cylindrical surfaces 𝐴′ and 𝐵′ , and rotate each 
cylindrical surface around the intersection point (I) to 
face the viewing points E and E, as shown in Figure 
4. 

Step 3: Perform a Boolean intersection to create a new solid 
from the intersection of the volumes of 𝐴′  and 𝐵′ . 
Figure 5 shows the resulting ambiguous object and its 
projected image plane as seen from E and E, 
respectively. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Ambiguous objects consisting of simple and complex 
shapes were created using the proposed tool. Figure 6 shows   

  

Figure 4. Two cylindrical surfaces 𝐴′ and 𝐵′ that intersect with respect to 

their viewing directions. 

Figure 5. A solid object resulted from the Boolean intersection. 

 

 
Shape Figure #1 Figure #2 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Figure 6. Figures for the construction of a simple 

and a complex ambiguous object. 
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(a) Simple cylindrical surfaces 

 

(b) Complex cylindrical surfaces 

Figure 7. Cylindrical surfaces used to construct the 

ambiguous objects. 
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(a) Viewing directions. 

 

(b) The image plane viewed from E. 

 

(c) The image plane viewed from E1. 

  

(d) The image plane viewed from E2. 

  

(e) The image plane viewed from E3. 

  

(f) The image plane viewed from E. 

Figure 8. The resulting ambiguous objects constructed by using simple figures. 

 

 

(a) Viewing directions. 

 

(b) The image plane viewed from E. 

 

(c) The image plane viewed from E1. 

 

(d) The image plane viewed from E2. 

 

(e) The image plane viewed from E3. 

 

(f) The image plane viewed from E. 

Figure 9. The resulting ambiguous objects constructed by using complex figures. 
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the 2D figures used to construct the ambiguous objects. The 
silhouettes of a turtle and a rabbit were used as simple figures. 
The figures are drawn almost entirely in outline, with no 
hollow areas. On the other hand, Japanese kanji characters 
were used as complex figures but were designed to be drawn 
with a single stroke. 

Cylindrical surfaces associated to the simple and the 
complex figures were intersected to build ambiguous objects, 
as shown in Figure 7. Here, w=2.5 was used to rescale each 
figure to be 1m wide. The pre-processing shows that the 
cylindrical surfaces that intersect each other can be made to 
be of the same height. As both cylindrical surfaces are 
integrated by the Boolean interception, any change in viewing 
direction can generate a new ambiguous object. Unlike 
previous studies, the shape of the ambiguous object does not 
need to be edited each time the viewing direction is changed. 

To show the difference between the correct and incorrect 
viewing directions of the generated ambiguous objects, the 
appearance of the objects in different viewing directions was 
captured, as shown in Figures 8 and 9. Let E and E be the 
correct viewing points and Ei the arbitrary viewing points 
(i=1,...,3), the original figures appear in its form when viewed 
from E and E.  

 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we propose a 3D modeling tool for 
generating ambiguous objects. These objects can be perceived 
differently from two different viewing directions. Users can 
easily generate ambiguous objects by simply drawing two 2D 
figures with this tool. Once the user defines the viewing 
direction of these figures, the ambiguous object is 
automatically generated. This approach differs significantly 
from those proposed in previous studies because the original 
2D figures do not need to be modified by changes in viewing 
direction. Currently, there are several limitations in the 
proposed tool. First, if the angle between the two viewpoint 
directions is extremely small, the thickness of the generated 
ambiguous object becomes extremely thin, making it difficult 
to fabricate it with a 3D printer. Second, the appearance of the 
ambiguous object differs from the intended appearance even 
when it is viewed with only a slight viewpoint misalignment, 
because there is no tolerance process for viewpoint 
misalignment. Future work will include performing subjective 
evaluation experiments to evaluate the robustness of viewing 
the ambiguous objects generated by our tool. 
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Abstract—Effective pruning can contribute to the growth of
plants. Similarly, pruning apple trees can help them absorb
nutrients and grow stronger. However, Japan’s apple farming in-
dustry is facing many challenges today, such as aging population,
talent shortage, and reduced farmland area. Despite many studies
attempting to solve the problems of aging population and talent
shortage through automated pruning, but as a preliminary step
for pruning, the process of identifying apple trees is too complex
and difficult to achieve in real-world environments. In this
paper, we propose a more straightforward apple trees recognition
method based on computer vision to achieve pruning of apple
trees in real environments. The method roughly consists of three
steps: 1) segmenting apple trees through semantic segmentation,
2) skeletonizing the apple tree by segmentation image, 3) the
representation of graph tree is done by applying breadth-first
search. We tested 12 models for apple tree segmentation, and
the Segfomer model achieved an accuracy of 76.72 and an
intersection over union(IoU) of 64.29.

Keywords-Trees-Pruning; AI, semantic segmentation, thinning
tree.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the world’s most famous apple-producing regions is
in Japan. Due to the high quality and price of Japanese apples,
Japan enjoys a high reputation and market share in the interna-
tional market. However, in recent years, Japan’s labor shortage,
aging population, and young people’s unwillingness to engage
in agricultural labor have become one of the bottlenecks
restricting the development of Japanese apple orchards. To
address these issues, many traditional manual labor practices
have been replaced by automation and mechanization. For
example, Global Positioning System (GPS) technology is used
during the planting stage to achieve automatic navigation,
spraying, and fertilization of apple orchards. In the picking
stage, apple orchards are also beginning to use automated
picking robots. During the pruning stage of apple tree growth,
traditional manual pruning is still mostly used. However,
manual pruning has some negative effects, including: 1) low
efficiency and higher time and labor costs, 2) requiring the
operator to have certain skills and experience, otherwise it
may affect the growth and yield of apple trees, 3) due to
labor shortages, many apple orchards are unable to complete
pruning work in a timely and effective manner, 4) manual
pruning requires the operator to work on the tree for a long
time, which can easily lead to physical fatigue and injury. To

address these issues, it is necessary to use robots to replace
manual operations.

Pruning refers to the process of removing unwanted
branches from apple trees in order to promote better growth.
Apple trees grow rapidly, so they require frequent pruning to
control their growth and shape in order to obtain better sunlight
exposure and nutrition. In addition, apple trees generally bear
a lot of apples. If not pruned, too many apples will concentrate
on the same branch, leading to excessive apple quantity and
density, which can affect the growth and maturity of the apple
and make it difficult to harvest.

Generally, the best time for pruning is after the dormant
period of the apple tree ends and before new buds’ sprout.
This can avoid affecting the growth of the fruit tree. The
specific timing varies depending on the region and climate
conditions, usually between March and April in the spring.
When pruning, certain rules should be followed: 1) preserve
the main trunk and major lateral branches, and appropriately
trim other branches to maintain the tree crown’s ventilation,
light penetration, and transparency. 2) in the case of a dense
tree crown, loosen it appropriately to ensure that each fruit
has sufficient sunlight and air. 3) branches should be smaller
than the trunk. 4) the lowest branch should be 2 to 3 ft above
the ground.

Traditional apple tree pruning is difficult, requires high
precision, and has low efficiency. Therefore, the emergence
of automated apple tree pruning technology can effectively
solve these problems. Automated pruning robots can replace
manual pruning of apple trees, which can improve pruning
efficiency, ensure pruning precision and quality, and reduce
the labor intensity and risks for operators.

In section II of this article, we will introduce some previous
research and current problems encountered in apple tree prun-
ing. In section III, we will introduce our proposed method. In
section IV, we will evaluate and discuss our results. Finally,
we will summarize our paper in section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

Karkee et al. [1] attempted to extract branches of apple trees
using a depth camera and estimate the length of branches and
distance to the next branch to identify the branches that should
be pruned. Majeed et al. [2] identified fruit trees and their
backgrounds using depth information and extracted branches
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(a) Original image (b) Anntotation image

Fig. 1. An example of apple trees for this study.

from image information using semantic segmentation. Zhang
et al. [3] demonstrated that accurate branch extraction can be
achieved by combining raw depth information with a pseudo-
color image obtained by coloring the depth information. While
these approaches have shown that the extraction of fruit tree
branches using camera sensing is possible, the topology of the
extracted branches has not yet been analyzed.

Fumey Damien et al. [4] believed that if the topological
structure of fruit tree branches and trunks is known, the rela-
tionships between various parts of the tree can be determined,
such as the branching of the trunk, the positions of leaves, etc.
This allows for pruning while ensuring the growth and yield
of the fruit tree. With the topological structure of fruit tree
branches and trunks, pruning rules can be more systematic and
precise, avoiding inconsistencies in pruning due to subjective
factors and differences in experience, thereby improving the
efficiency and quality of fruit tree pruning.

Fig. 2. Breadth-first search of an apple tree.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

The primary step for successful pruning of apple trees is
to obtain the topological structure of the tree, which involves
analyzing the intersections of the branches and using these
points to determine the topology of the tree. This directed
acyclic graph provides information on the distance between
nodes, branch lengths, and directions. Obtaining the topolog-
ical structure of the tree through this method allows for a
comprehensive understanding of both the individual branch
structure and the overall direction of the tree, thereby ensuring
adequate ventilation, light transmission, and pruning effective-
ness.

To be able to obtain the topology of the apple tree, here
is the method we propose: first, the apple tree is segmented
semantically using RGB cameras, and the mask of the tree
is obtained. Then, dilation is applied to the mask to connect
discontinuous branches. Next, the skeleton of the apple tree is
extracted from the dilated mask, and finally, the topological
structure of the tree is obtained through a breadth-first search
from the root.

A. Semantic Segmentation of Apple Trees

Supervised learning semantic segmentation requires pixel-
level annotation of the original images. Due to the complex
shape of fruit trees, it is very difficult to label the entire tree,
so we chose to annotate by tree branches and trunks, and then
integrate them together. We used the labelme [5] annotation
tool to annotate the images, as shown in Figure 1, which
shows the original dataset images and the annotated images.
We use the open-source OpenMMLab [6] framework and
initialized the network with the provided pre-trained weights
for training. Due to the small size of the dataset, we applied
image augmentation techniques, such as random cropping and
flipping during training, and used the cosine annealing learning
rate update strategy to further stabilize the network training.
The network strategy and detailed parameters will be discussed
in section IV of this paper.

B. Analysis of Apple Tree Topology

To obtain the topological structure of fruit trees, we aim to
refine the mask representing branches that the neural network
obtained from semantic segmentation. First, we perform a
graphic dilation on the segmented mask to connect any dis-
connected or disjointed branches, enabling further processing.
Next, we perform skeletonization on the dilated image. In
computer graphics, skeletonization is the process of converting
the edges or curves of a Two-Dimensional (2D), or Three-
Dimensional (3D) image or object into its skeleton or cen-
terline. By skeletonizing the fruit tree, this study can extract
the object’s topological structure, geometric shape, size, and
orientation. We refer to the masked image of the skeletonized
tree as an array M. The bottom-most point of the array is
considered as the root point, and we perform a breadth-
first search on all pixels along the paths using the algorithm
in Figure 2, while recording the parent-child relationships
between nodes, until all nodes have been explored. These
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(a) DeepLabV3+ (b) APCNet (c) Semantic FPN (d) PSPNet

(e) CCNet (f) UPerNet-R50 (g) FCN (h) UNet+FCN

(i) CGNet (j) UPerNet-swin (k) UPerNet ViT-b16-mln (l) SegFormer

Fig. 3. An example of segmentation results of an apple trees used in this study.

parent-child relationships between nodes can approximate the
topological structure of the apple tree, and pruning analysis
can be performed based on this structure.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Our data was obtained from an apple orchard in Hanamaki
City, Iwate Prefecture, Japan. The trees in this orchard do
not have a specific spindle-shaped structure and are planted
separately, which is advantageous for our research. Figure 1
shows one of the images from our test set, which is part of a
dataset that includes 160 images of trees taken from different

directions. We used 140 images from five trees as the training
set and 20 images from four trees as the test set.

We used OpenMMLab to build 12 semantic segmentation
models to attempt to segment branches from apple tree, and
completed the training on NVIDIA RTX2080Ti (11G). We
evaluated our models using accuracy, IoU, and parameters of
those models as shown in Table 1. Traditional models that
used Convolution Neural Network (CNN) Resnet [7] as the
backbone generally had an IoU of around 55 on the test
set, while CNN with Feature Pyramid Networks (FPN) [8]
layers could reach 62. Networks that used attention mechanism
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TABLE I
THE RESULT OF SEGMENTATION

Name Backbone Input Size Batch Size Iterations Acc IoU
DeepLabV3+ [9] R50 480x480 6 10000 65.26 54.48

APCNet [10] R50 512x512 6 10000 67.09 58.39
Semantic+FPN R50 512x512 16 5000 72.1 62.35
PSPNet [11] R50 480x480 8 3500 53.29 46.44
CCNet [12] R50-D8 512x512 6 10000 68.98 59.19

UPerNet [13] R50 512x512 8 5000 69.99 60.44
FCN [14] R101 512x512 3 10000 64.48 55.27

UNet [15]+FCN UNet-S5-D16 64x64 128 1000 73.5 62.29
CGNet [16] M3N21 680x680 12 10000 74.87 65.13

UPerNet Swin-S [17] 512x512 8 30000 76.98 64.24
UPerNet ViT-B [18]+LN+MLN 512x512 4 60000 56.89 43.27

SegFormer [19] MIT-B5 512x512 4 60000 76.72 64.29

(a) Original (b) Mask (c) Skeleton

Fig. 4. Topological structure result of tree #1.

(a) Original (b) Mask (c) Skeleton

Fig. 5. Topological structure result of tree #2.

(a) Original (b) Mask (c) Skeleton

Fig. 6. Topological structure result of tree #3.

(a) Original (b) Mask (c) Skeleton

Fig. 7. Topological structure result of tree #4.

modules as the backbone achieved higher IoU on the test
set and also achieved higher accuracy, but due to the more
complex network model with more parameters, the batch
size was limited, and more iterations and training time were
required.

We tested semantic segmentation on 12 different networks
using the image from Figure 1, and the results are shown in
Figure 3. The model with ResNet as the backbone for feature
extraction generates discontinuous masks for fine branches,
while the model incorporating self-attention mechanism can

effectively improve this problem. This phenomenon may be
due to the fact that CNNs can only sense local structures
by scanning images with convolutional kernels, leading to
a poor grasp of the overall location and direction of apple
trees and branches. By leveraging the attention mechanism in
the encoder part of the Transformer, global features can be
integrated and facilitate the segmentation of slender branches.
Based on the model evaluation results and image testing
results, we chose Segformer, which yields higher IoU, rela-
tively coherent tree branches, and more accurate background-
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foreground segmentation, to explore the topological structure
of apple trees.

We used the mask obtained from segmentation by Seg-
former to perform skeletonization, and the results of breadth-
first search from the root of the apple tree on the skeletonized
image are shown in Figures 4 to 7. Different colors were used
to clearly indicate the different branches connected to each
other. Due to the possibility of circular structures caused by too
large mask areas in the skeletonized image, we used breadth-
first search to break these circular structures and obtained
a directed acyclic graph starting from the root node. This
directed acyclic graph can represent the topological structure
of the apple tree.

Currently, we are developing the automated pruning based
on the topological structure of the apple tree by comparing
images of the same apple tree before and after pruning. We
will present the results in our next paper.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we attempted to explore the topological struc-
ture of apple trees by segmenting their branches, skeletonizing
them, and conducting exploration. Despite the limited number
of training images available for the neural network, we were
still able to extract the branches of apple trees from the
images. Segformer was found to be the most effective neural
network model for segmentation. Future tasks will include the
development of apple tree pruning rules in conjunction with
the topological structure of the tree. In addition, we will collect
more image datasets and modify the hyper-parameters of our
neural network to improve the segmentation results to provide
a better topological structure of the tree.
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Abstract—Self-affirmation is the feeling of being able to affirm 
one's own value and meaning of existence. It is known that self-
affirmation among the Japanese is extremely low compared to 
that of other countries. Low self-affirmation is a negative 
influence in various aspects of daily life, and therefore, it is 
important to increase self-affirmation. We construct a self-
reframing diary system that enables users to perform a 
counseling method called reframing, in which they change the 
framework in which they look at things and see themselves from 
a different perspective, in order to enhance their self-
affirmation, and examine whether self-reframing can improve 
self-affirmation. The results of an experiment showed that 
although self-reframing was not effective in improving self-
affirmation for all participants, more than half of them 
improved their self-affirmation, and in particular, participants 
who originally had high self-affirmation could expect a further 
improvement in self-affirmation through self-reframing.  

Keywords; self-affirmation; self-reframing; counseling 
method; diary system. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Recently, a survey on self-esteem conducted by the 

Cabinet Office [1] showed that the self-affirmation of 
Japanese people is overwhelmingly lower than that of other 
countries. The survey covered men and women from seven 
countries, and the percentage of respondents who answered 
that they were "satisfied with themselves" was the lowest in 
Japan. Self-affirmation refers to the feeling of being able to 
affirm one's own value and meaning of existence. People with 
a high sense of self-affirmation tend to see things with a 
positive attitude and are able to honestly accept their own 
failures. Conversely, people with low self- affirmation often 
fear failure and find it difficult to take action or to accept 
praise. Thus, low self-esteem has a negative effect on various 
aspects of daily life, making it extremely important to improve 
self-affirmation. 

One method of improving self-affirmation is reframing, a 
technique used in counseling [2]. This is to change the 
framework in which we look at things and perceive them from 
a different point of view. For example, a personality that is 
easily bored can be viewed from a different perspective as 
being curious. In addition, "surgery with a 10% failure rate" 
and "surgery with a 90% success rate" both mean the same 
thing, but the impressions are completely different. 

Sano et al. [3] proposed a diary system that uses reframing 
to reduce self-reflection by having others give positive 

interpretations to negative content. Self-reflection is the act of 
focusing on oneself in a state of negative emotion. Repeated 
self-reflection can lead to negative thoughts and depression. 
Reducing self-reflection reduces negative views of oneself, 
which can lead to an increase in self-affirmation. The 
evaluation results of the proposed system by Sano et al. 
showed that self-reflection decreased in users of their diary 
system. This suggests the effectiveness of reframing. 
However, this study assumed that others who are not the diary 
writer reframe the diary, but it is not always the case that there 
are others who reframe diaries in daily life. In addition, if self-
affirmation is high, people can overcome negative attitudes 
and have confidence in themselves, and thus should be able to 
improve their self-affirmation on their own. 

In this study, we developed a diary system that allows self-
reframing, and examined whether self-reframing can improve 
self-affirmation, and whether there is a difference in the 
improvement of self-affirmation between self-reframing and 
reframing by others. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
reviews research on improving self-affirmation. Section 3 
reports the results of a survey on self-affirmation conducted 
by the authors among university students. Section 4 describes 
the diary system developed in this study to enhance self-
affirmation. Section 5 describes and discusses the 
experimental procedures and results of the diary system 
evaluation described in section 4.  Section 6 summarizes this 
paper and discusses future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 This section reviews research on reframing and journaling, 
which are common methods for increasing self-affirmation. 
In addition, we introduce an approach to increasing self-
affirmation through the act of praise. 

A. Research on Reframing 
In counseling, reframing is a technique for changing the 

cognition and meaning-making of the person being counseled 
(hereafter referred to as the "client"). Yamamoto et al. [4] 
conducted an experiment in which 48 undergraduate and 
graduate students were divided into two groups, with those in 
one group acting as the counselor and those in the other acting 
as the client, to examine the emotional effects of reframing in 
a counseling situation. Psychological measures using the Self-
Esteem Scale [5] and Emotion Scale [6] were taken before and 
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after the experiment, and the results were analyzed for 
variance. The results showed that only the client's positive 
emotions were significantly higher after the experiment, and 
both the counselor and client's negative emotions were 
significantly lower after the experiment. This experiment 
revealed that reframing has an effect of altering the emotional 
state of the recipient of the reframing, making the recipient 
more positive.  

Sano et al. [3] proposed a diary system for reducing self-
reflection and depression. In an experiment to evaluate the 
system, the experimenter gave positive interpretations to the 
negative elements written in the diary by the system’s users, 
and verified the effects of the system on self-ruminations and 
depression of the system users. In the evaluation experiment, 
9 participants were classified into 3 personality traits (self-
ruminating trait, self-ruminating and self-reflection trait, and 
self-reflection trait) based on a preliminary questionnaire 
result about personality traits, and were divided into 3 groups: 
with intervention, without intervention, and without 
personality (details are described below.), so that the three 
personality traits would not overlap. The diary entries 
consisted of three items: "events," "feelings/behaviors," and 
"personality." The groups with and without intervention were 
asked to fill in all items, while the group without personality 
was asked to fill in two items: events and feelings/behaviors. 
Comparing the pre-experimental scores on the personality 
trait scale with the post-experimental scores, the scores of the 
group with the intervention decreased, while the scores of the 
other two groups increased. The results showed that the 
negative attitude was alleviated by providing a positive 
interpretation．This suggests that the positive interpretations 
given to the negative content allowed the users to learn new 
ways of thinking from perspectives they did not have, and 
helped alleviate their negative thoughts. On the other hand, the 
mean score of the Self-Introspection Scale increased the most 
in the group without personality, while there was no increase 
or decrease in the group with intervention. In Sano et al.’s 
paper, others need to do the reframing. However, it is not 
always possible to find others who can reframe. Therefore, our 
study examines whether it is possible to improve self-
affirmation by reframing by oneself. 

B. Research on Journaling 
  Journaling is the act of writing down one's feelings and 
thoughts. Some studies have shown that the incidence of 
stress-related illnesses varies greatly depending on whether 
or not a person confides in others about traumatic events 
experienced in the past [7][8]. Pennebaker et al. [9] checked 
whether describing past trauma, known as journaling, affects 
short-term and long-term health status. 46 university students 
participated in the experiment, journaling for 15 minutes each 
night for 4 days. The 46 students were divided into three 
groups: those who wrote about their feelings of the event 
without mentioning the trauma, those who wrote about the 
trauma without mentioning their feelings, and those who 
wrote about both the trauma and their feelings. After each 
writing session, the participants' heart rate, blood pressure, 
and physical condition were recorded. To examine the long-

term effects on their health, the participants completed 
questionnaires about their health status and whether or not 
they visited the hospital during the six months after the end 
of the experiment. The results of the experiment showed that 
all experimental participants had a significant decrease in 
blood pressure after journaling. In addition, the number of 
hospital visits increased in the group that wrote about their 
feelings about the event without mentioning the trauma and 
in the group that wrote about the trauma without discussing 
their feelings about the trauma. The group that wrote about 
both the trauma and their feelings reported fewer health 
problems than the other group. The diary system we are 
developing has a journal aspect, in which the participants 
write down daily events, so that daily journaling is conducted, 
in which they write down their feelings and thoughts. 

C. Research on the act of praise 
  Murao et al. [10] focused on the act of giving praise and 
developed an Social Networking Service to improve self-
affirmation through mutual praise within a group. Based on 
the hypothesis that indirect praise from others is more 
effective in improving self-affirmation than direct praise, 
they conducted a two-week experiment using two SNSs, one 
in which self-praise was not visible (experimental group) and 
the other in which self-praise was visible (control group), 
with 11 university students. To test the hypothesis, the degree 
of improvement in self-affirmation was measured three times 
before, during, and after the use of the system, using a self-
affirmation scale. In our study, we implemented a system that 
enables self-reframing so that self-affirmation can be 
increased without other people. 

III. CURRENT SURVEY ON SELF-AFFIRMATION 
    The target users of the experimental system developed in 
this study were undergraduate and graduate students at the 
authors’ university. In order to grasp the degree of self-
affirmation of the target users, we conducted a survey on the 
current status of self-affirmation in July 2022. The survey 
method was to send the URL to a survey form created by 
Google Forms to all undergraduate and graduate students 
affiliated with the authors by e-mail. On the survey form, we 
explained the handling of personal information and collected 
data at the beginning of the survey, and only those who 
understood the explanation at the beginning and answered 
that they could cooperate with the survey were asked to 
answer the survey questions. The Rosenberg Self Esteem 
Scale Japanese edition (RSES-J) [11], a measure of self-
affirmation, was used for the survey questions. The scale 
consists of 10 items, which are rated on a 4-point scale, and 
the total score of all items is used to evaluate the level of self-
affirmation. 
   As a general guideline for judging the level of self-
affirmation, a score of 20 or less is considered low, and a 
score of 30 or more is considered high. The average score for 
Japanese adults is around 25. 86 responses were obtained for 
this survey. The results showed that the average score was 
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23.87. About one out of three participants had low self-
affirmation (less than 20 points). From these results, we can 
conclude that most of the participants in this study did not 
have high self-affirmation, and that there is room for 
improving their self-affirmation. 

IV. SELF-REFRAMING DIARY SYSTEM 
 This section provides an overview of our system and 
describes how it is used. 

A. System Overview 
  The diary system we developed in this study aims to 
improve self-affirmation. Users of the system can enter 
events of the day and their feelings at the time, and they can 
reframe the entries themselves or have them reframed by 
others. The system is implemented as a web application and 
can be used from a PC or a smartphone. React.js was used for 
the front-end development, and Node.js for the back-end 
development. 

B. How to use this system 
   When logging into the system, each user uses his/her own 
google account. When logging in for the first time, they were 
redirected to the new registration screen, where they 
registered their nickname and reframing method (“your own” 
or “someone else's”). 

Figure 1: Diary System’s Home Screen. 

Figure 2: Diary submission page (left) and Reframing page (right). 

  To post a diary entry, the user clicks the "Post" button on 
the home screen (Figure 1), and is taken to the diary posting 
window (Figure 2, left). In this window, three items can be 
filled in: "What happened today," "What I felt at that time," 
and "My character that could be the reason why I felt ". If the 
third item is negative, our system users will reframe the diary 
when the system is used the next day. 

Clicking the "Reply" button at the bottom of the diary 
allows the user to reframe on the home screen (Figure 1), and 
the reframing window (Figure 2, right) will appear. Once the 
reframing is filled in, the user clicks the "Reply" button to 
complete the reframing. 
     A help page for reframing (Figure 2, right) is provided in 
case the user does not know what words to use when 
reframing, or if the reframing process does not proceed 
smoothly. This help page includes target words and examples 
of expressions after reframing (for example, "tenacious" and  
"single-minded" are examples of expressions for "reluctant to 
give up") on the reframing window. 

V. EXPERIMENT 
 In this section, we describe the outline of the experiment, 
the experimental procedure, and the experimental results. 
Also, we discuss the effect of self-reframing, which is the 
main point of this study. 

A. Outline of experiment 
   The purpose of the experiment was to confirm whether self-
affirmation improves when participants reframe the diary by 
themselves or by others. Participants kept a diary for two 
weeks using the diary system described in the previous 
section and reframed the diary by themselves or with the help 
of others. The participants were divided into two groups. 
Group A: 9 participants reframed the diary entries by 
themselves. 
Group B: Participants reframed the diary entries among 
themselves (5 pairs of 10 participants). 
    The reason for pairing up and reframing each other's 
diaries in group B is to avoid bias in the number of reframing 
sessions. 

B. Experimental procedure 
The experimental procedure was as follows. 

(1) The participants answered the questions of the RSES-J 
scale described in Section 3 as a preliminary questionnaire. 
(2) As a reframing exercise, participants listed 20 
disadvantages and rewrote them as advantages. 
(3) Participants started keeping a diary from the first day of 
the experiment and reframed the previous day's diary from 
the second day onwards. This process was continued for 14 
days. 
(4) After the 14 days of the experiment, the participants 
answered a questionnaire (RSES-J scale questions and 
questions about the experiment). 
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C. Results of the experiment 
Tables 1 and 2 list the mean and standard deviations of the 

scores on the self-affirmation scale before and after the Group 
A and Group B experiments. We also calculated the effect 
size of the self-affirmation scale scores before and after the 
Group A (reframing by oneself) experiment and before and 
after the Group B (reframing by others) experiment. The 
results showed that the difference between the pre- and post-
experiment averages for Group A was small (Glass's Δ=0.26), 
while the difference between the pre- and post-experiment 
averages for Group B was almost negligible (Glass's Δ=0.14). 
 

TABLE I. SELF-AFFIRMATION SCALE SCORE MEANS AND STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS FOR GROUP A (N=9). 

 Pre-experiment Post-experiment 
Mean 23.33 25.33 

SD 7.20 9.66 
 

TABLE II.  SELF-AFFIRMATION SCALE SCORE MEANS AND STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS FOR GROUP B (N=10). 

 Pre-experiment Post-experiment 
Mean 24.40 25.40 

SD 6.87 6.81 
 

The participants in Group A and Group B had a mixture 
of low, average, and high scores on the self-affirmation scale 
before the experiment. The standard deviations in Tables 1 
and 2 indicate that the self-affirmation scores of the 
participants varied. The self-affirmation scores of all 
participants before and after the experiment are shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. The self-affirmation scores are out of 40 
points. 
 

Figure 3: Self-affirmation scale scores of Group A’s participants (P1-P9) 
pre- and post-experiment. 

 
Figure 3 shows that the number of Group A participants 

whose scores increased before and after the experiment was 
5 (the highest score range was 8), while the number of Group 
A participants whose scores decreased before and after the 
experiment was 4 (the lowest score range was 4). 

 

Figure 4: Self-affirmation scale scores of Group B’s participants (P1-P10) 
pre- and post-experiment. 

    
   Figure 4 shows that the number of Group B participants 
whose scores increased before and after the experiment was 
7 (the highest score range was 5), while the number of Group 
B participants whose scores decreased before and after the 
experiment was 1, and the number of Group B participants 
whose scores did not change after the experiment was 1. 

D. Discussion of the Effects of Self-Reframing 
As explained in the previous part, there was no significant 

difference in the mean scores on the self-affirmation scale 
before and after the experiment for the participants in Group 
A, the self-reframing condition. However, examining the pre- 
and post-experiment changes in the self-affirmation scale 
scores of the participants in Group A, the self-reframing 
condition, five of the nine participants in Group A increased 
their scores and four decreased their scores. In particular, 
more participants with high self-affirmation scores before the 
experiment increased their self-affirmation scores after the 
experiment than those with low self-affirmation scores before 
the experiment. These results indicate that although it cannot 
be said that self-reframing is effective in improving self-
affirmation for all participants in the experiment, more than 
half of them improved their self-affirmation, and in particular, 
those who originally had high self-affirmation could expect 
further improvement in self-affirmation through self-
reframing. Conversely, participants whose self-affirmation 
was low or average could either improve or decrease their self-
affirmation. 

We think that one of the reasons why some of the 
experiment participants' scores on the self-affirmation scale 
dropped after the experiment is related to their usual habit of 
keeping a diary. One of the participants said, "I usually do not 
spend much time in self-reflection, so my self-affirmation 
dropped when I conducted the reflection exercises during the 
experiment”. From this, we consider it necessary to reconsider 
the method of self-reframing, including methods other than 
diaries, as well as other methods of self-reframing. 
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
    In this study, we constructed a self-reframing diary system 
in which users perform a counseling method called reframing, 
whereby they change the framework through which they look 
at things and see themselves from a different perspective, in 
order to improve their self-affirmation. The results of an 
experiment indicated that although self-reframing was not 
effective in improving self-affirmation for all participants, 
more than half of them improved their self-affirmation, and 
in particular, those who originally had high self-affirmation 
could expect further improvement in their self-affirmation 
through self-reframing. In particular, we concluded that 
system users with high self-affirmation can expect further 
improvement in self-affirmation through self-reframing. 
  In the future, we will reconsider how to implement self-
reframing, including methods other than diaries, in order to 
deal with participants who do not have the habit of keeping 
diaries and thus become more negative by writing down 
negative points when they reflect on themselves. We will 
continue to improve the system so that all of its users can 
improve their self-affirmation through self-reframing. 
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Abstract—To provide an unconventional means of information 
sharing within large organizations such as universities and 
companies, we set up a whiteboard information-sharing space 
within our university and observed and analyzed users’ writing 
and reading behavior. As a result, we designed and implemented 
an electronic bulletin board that clearly segregates topics, 
provides space for replies, changes the posting display period 
according to the status of replies, and has a mechanism to make 
less important information as inconspicuous as possible. From 
an experiment with our electronic bulletin board, we confirmed 
that users were able to use the board to continuously post and 
reply to messages. Our notable achievement is that we have 
implemented the advantages of the analog world, which were 
revealed through the observation of reading and posting 
behavior on the whiteboard, into a system that is the digital 
world. 

Keywords; information sharing; electronic bulletin board; 
observational study;  user study. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
There are people around us who have already solved their 

own problems. Casual conversations with those people often 
contain useful information. However, because we generally 
spend most of our time in a small community, such as a 
laboratory in a university or a department in a company, we 
do not have many opportunities to share information with 
people outside of our own community. In fact, a survey [1] on 
information sharing opportunities at universities shows that 
opportunities to ask questions and seek advice from friends 
and seniors are decreasing year by year. The reason for this 
could be that as students move up through the grades, they 
spend more time on research activities and spend more time 
in their laboratories. In other words, as mentioned above, they 
spend more time in the small community of the laboratory. 

To solve this problem, there may be means of information 
sharing within each organization. For example, Slack can be 
used for each department [2] and group LINE for each 
laboratory [3]. However, the information-sharing forums 
provided by organizations are often used by bosses and 
supervisors as one-way places for sending out information. 
Therefore, community members have the impression that the 
information sharing space is a formal place. This makes it 
difficult to share information beyond the boundaries of 
departments and school grade. In addition, communities for 
information sharing prepared by individuals are often 
subdivided into close-knit groups over time and cease to 
function as a community. 

To provide an unconventional means of information 
sharing in large organizations such as universities and 
companies, we set up an information sharing space using a 
whiteboard in our university, and we observed and analyzed 
users’ writing and reading behavior. On the basis of the results, 
we designed and implemented an electronic bulletin board as 
an information sharing medium, and we discuss its 
effectiveness and usefulness. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
related works. Section 3 describes an observational study of 
the set-up of the whiteboard. Section 4 describes the design 
policy of the electronic bulletin board based on the results of 
the study in the previous section. Section 5 describes an 
observational experiment to verify the effectiveness of the 
designed electronic bulletin board. Section 6 summarizes this 
work and discusses future prospects. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
There have been many studies on information sharing. 

Nishimoto et al. [4] are known for their research on the 
promotion of information sharing in large-scale organizations. 
In their system, a person who has a transponder, a device that 
automatically sends a signal when it receives a different signal, 
approaches a large display in a shared space, and a question 
registered in advance by the person is displayed. This 
facilitates information sharing with users of the shared space 
who happen to see the question. The advantage of their system 
is that it is a system that does not require information providers 
to register their information with the system in advance, while 
general knowledge management software requires them to 
register their information with the system. However, their 
system has the disadvantage that users with transponders need 
to stay in the shared space for a long time to actively share 
information. 

Snowdon et al. [5] performed another study on 
information sharing within a large organization. They propose 
a recommendation system that semi-automatically displays 
filtered information on the basis of user comments and 
feedback for each post. One of the features of their system is 
that it gives users a more organic impression by randomly 
arranging the posted information when it is displayed. When 
they actually operated their system, they found that the 
contents of the posts were often suited to the characteristics of 
the organization, but only some users posted, and not a wide 
range of users contributed. 

On the other hand, The Notification Collage [6] is an 
information sharing system used within small communities. 
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This system aims to share information not with individuals but 
with the community as a whole by allowing people in a small 
community to post their daily discoveries to the system. In this 
system, posted information is not displayed in a list as in a 
general chat tool but is arranged randomly as in an analog 
bulletin board. The Notification Collage can be used from 
both large displays and personal terminals. However, most of 
the users post and browse from their personal terminals, so 
there have been few opportunities to use the large display. 

In this study, we propose a message board like that 
installed in many railroad stations in Japan as a means of 
sharing information that can be used by anyone without the 
need for users to stay at that location. We set up a whiteboard 
in our university that users can freely write on and read 
information from. On the basis of observing users’ writing and 
browsing behavior on the whiteboard, we design an electronic 
bulletin board that encourages information sharing among 
people in the same organization. 

III. OBSERVATION OF WHITEBOARD POSTING AND 
READING BEHAVIOR 

As mentioned earlier, to realize information sharing that 
incorporates the advantages of message boards, we set up a 
whiteboard in our organization for approximately two months 
and observed posting and reading behavior. The purpose was 
to examine the characteristics of information sharing behavior 
on the whiteboard and the requirements for an electronic 
bulletin board. 

A. Overview of observations 
We installed whiteboards in the corridors on the second 

and third floors of our faculty building in our university (see 
Figure 1) for about two months. The reason is that these 
locations are conspicuous to students who are on their way to 
the student hall building where the cafeteria and store are 
located and to the common lecture building where many 
lectures are held. We used the term “bulletin board” except 
when it was necessary to distinguish between a message board 
and a bulletin board. The reason is that our use of the term 
“message board” could have given the impression that it was 
a place for one-way transmission of information. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.  Campus plan of our university and locations of whiteboards 
[Red circles indicate locations (2nd and 3rd floor)]. 

We set up a whiteboard with a pen and an eraser (see 
Figure 2). We posted a sign next to the whiteboard explaining 
that “this whiteboard is a place for students to write questions 
and answers about student life” in order to create an 
environment where interaction among students is likely to 
occur. When two days had passed since students filled in the 
whiteboard, or when the board was 80% full, we removed the 
oldest entries from it.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Installed white board. 
 

To collect data to be used to analyze information sharing 
behavior, we took pictures of the entries on the board every 
weekday evening. From these pictures, we manually 
transcribed the contents written on the board, and organized 
the contents of the writings and their relationships with other 
writings (related topics, question-answer relationships, etc.).  
Furthermore, we conducted a questionnaire survey of all 
students at our university at the end of the observation period. 
We also posted a notice on the board warning students that 
their entries were to be used only for academic purposes, and 
that if they did not agree to the use of their entries, they were 
not to post on the board. 

B. Observation results 
 In this part, we focus on 3 interesting aspects of posting 
and reading behavior on the board: the format of the board, 
the continuity of topics, and the reading and writing by 
multiple people. 

1) Influence of display format 
When the whiteboard was first set up, we expected that 

writing and replies would be more active if there was no fixed 
area to write on, such as one reserved with a dividing line. 
Therefore, when the whiteboards were first installed, there 
was nothing written on them except for an example at the top. 
To compare the influence of nothing being written on the 
board and of the board having a fixed writing area, we set up 
a 2×7 grid on the board about a month and a half after it was 
set up. To indicate that each grid was prepared for writing 
about a single topic, we put a “Q” mark in each grid, which 
means question. A few days later, the “Q”s in the right column 
were replaced with “A”s by students other than ourselves (see 
Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Whiteboard with questions in left column and replies in right 
column. 

 
As a result, there were 16 entries. Of these, 11 were replies 

to the “Q” mark. The number of 16 posts on this day was the 
highest number of posts per day. We assume that the reason is 
that the topics were clearly delineated and that there was 
enough writing space for the replies. Therefore, we will design 
an electronic bulletin board that has a separate area for writing 
topics and a space for replies. 

2) Continuation of topics 
 As mentioned earlier, we periodically deleted posts. 
However, when a post received a reply and the topic was 
continued, the deletion period was extended for two days 
from the new reply. Since we deleted only on weekdays, there 
were topics posted for longer than usual because they fell on 
a Saturday or a Sunday. They continued to receive replies 
after more than 10 days had passed. Therefore, we will 
change the deletion period on our electronic bulletin board 
according to the status of replies to each topic. 

3) Writing and reading by two or more people 
      During the observation period, we frequently observed 
several people reading the whiteboard, as shown in Figure 4.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Multiple people writing on whiteboard. 

    In some cases, we observed multiple people filling in the 
whiteboard (that is, only one person was actually filling in the 
whiteboard, while the topic was being discussed by multiple 
people). This is a situation not seen in online communication 
such as chat rooms or electronic bulletin boards. We believe 
that it is important to take advantage of the benefits of analog 
communication, as in this case, to activate information 
sharing. Therefore, we envision an electronic bulletin board 
that can be set up in a shared space and be written on and read 
by multiple people, instead of from individual PCs. 

C. Results of questionnaire responses 
 After the observation period, we conducted a questionnaire 
survey of all students at our university. The purpose was to 
gather information that could not be obtained from the 
observation, such as the attributes of the whiteboard users and 
their motives for writing on the whiteboards, as well as to 
gather information on features that should be incorporated 
into our electronic bulletin board. There were 208 responses. 
In this paper, we discuss the handling of unimportant 
information and the presentation of the posting period. 

1) Dealing with less important information 
  In response to the questionnaire question “Have you 
obtained necessary information or new findings from this 
whiteboard?”, 58.2% of the respondents answered “No.” The 
reasons were “I found it difficult to understand which 
information was important because there was too much 
unimportant information (44.8%),” “I felt the quality of the 
answers was low (22.9%),” and “I found it difficult to 
understand which information was important because there 
were many invitations to join club activities (9.5%).” There 
were also several responses that said, “There was a lot of 
unimportant information, so I thought I could post any topic 
I wanted.” During the observation of the whiteboard, we left 
unimportant information and invitations to club activities as 
they were to facilitate posting. From the results of this survey, 
we will proactively address less important information on our 
electronic bulletin board. One approach is to limit the number 
of replies to only one so that the less important information 
is less noticeable to the user. Another approach is to 
demonstrate on the board how long a post will remain to 
avoid less important information being displayed for a long 
time. 

2) Duration of display of posts 
 As already explained, during the observation period, we 
periodically deleted posts. Since we did not indicate the 
posting period on the board, we received a request in the 
survey to clarify when posts would be deleted. However, 
users may be confused if they are directly informed of the 
time remaining until deletion. Therefore, we would like to 
add the following new feature to our bulletin board that 
informs users of how much time has elapsed for their posts 
by the shade of color of the text. 
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IV. DESIGN OF ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD SYSTEM 
FOR INFORMATION SHARING 

     We designed an electronic bulletin board system using a 
large display based on the results of observations of writing 
and reading behavior on the whiteboard described above. In 
this section, we provide an overview of the electronic bulletin 
board system we designed and explain the features of our 
system. 

A. Outline of electronic bulletin board system 
As mentioned above, we assume that our electronic 

bulletin board system will use a large display to allow multiple 
users to post and view information. We also assume that users 
can only post to our system from a keyboard connected to the 
display terminal (Raspberry Pi 4). From our observation that 
replies are more active when topics are clearly segmented, we 
will arrange posts and replies so that they are in pairs.  

Figure 5. UI of electronic bulletin board (whole). 
 

In addition, to display as many topics as possible on the 
display, the posts are arranged in a grid (see Figure 5). Also, 
an area is reserved for writing where no posts exist. The initial 
design envisioned a 4×4 grid of posting areas, but we decided 
to increase the font size in a 3×3 grid so that posts can be 
viewed from a distance. As shown in Figure 5, the UI screen 
is a single slide, and the screen changes to a slide show every 
minute. Moreover, if there is no space to post, users can move 
to another screen using the toggle buttons on the left and right 
sides of the screen to find a space where no posts have been 
made and post a message.  

Figure 6. Posting area (Upper row: Post, Lower row: Reply to post). 
 
The grid-like posting area is divided into upper and lower 

rows, with posts displayed in the upper row and replies in the 
lower row (see Figure 6). If there are multiple replies, replies 

that have been displayed for less than 12 hours or that have 
been labeled as “good” by other users are displayed first. 

B. Feature function: Reaction to posts and display time 
Users can react to posts and replies (one per post) by 

clicking the “good” and “bad” reaction buttons. When a user 
reacts to a post, he/she can do so from both the post area and 
the reply area. In the case of replies, the user can react only 
from the reply area. 

We also set a display period of 5 days for each post. If a 
post receives a “good” reaction, the display time is extended 
for 12 hours. If there is a reply to a post, the time is extended 
for 24 hours. If there is a “bad” reaction to a post, the time is 
reduced to 24 hours. Furthermore, if the number of “bad” 
reactions to each reply exceeds a threshold value, the reply is 
not displayed.  

TABLE I. TEXT COLOR SHADING CHANGE 

Days Intensity 
More than 3 days 1.0 
Less than 3 days 0.9 
Less than 2 days 0.8 

Below 1 day 0.6 
Less than 12 hours 0.5 
Less than 6 hours 0.4 

 
In addition, to address the opinion in the survey that “it is 

difficult to know when a post will be deleted,” we have 
incorporated a function to gradually lighten the color of the 
text as the end of the display period approaches (see Table 1). 

V. EXPERIMENT 
 An experiment was conducted for about four months (two 
months were during the summer vacation) to check the usage 
of our electronic bulletin board.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Installed electronic bulletin board and its surroundings. 
 
 We set up our bulletin board (see Figure 7, the large 
display is our bulletin board) in front of our university store. 
We received 70 posts and 134 replies in about 4 months. 

A. Number of posts 
 Since summer vacation at our university started soon after 
the board was installed, the number of posts per day was 
small. However, after vacation, we found that there were up 
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to 14 posts per day and almost no days without posts. The 
reason for this is that the electronic bulletin board is located 
in front of the cafeteria and the store of our university, and 
the number of students staying in this area has increased since 
the summer vacation ended and classes started. 

B. Number of posts per time of day 
In terms of the number of posts and replies by time of day, 

we found that most posts were made at around 12:00 and 
16:00. The reason for this may be that there is a lunch break 
at 12:00, and many students stop by the store after 16:00 
during after-school hours. However, more people stopping by 
means more people watching. We consider the increase in 
posts in this situation to be unexpected in light of what is 
called social embarrassment [7], in which people become less 
likely to act because they are being watched by others. To 
investigate why this happened, we conducted field 
observations and observed that several people were using the 
board together as mentioned above. This is a situation that 
does not exist in online interactions. 

C. Reply to posts 
 In the whiteboard observation, replies to posts were 
concentrated in the first week after posting. However, in this 
experiment, replies continued for about two weeks to one 
month. We think that the reason for this is that the duration 
of the display period was extended due to there being 
continuous replies. 

D. Use of reaction buttons 
 The number of reactions was 60 good ones and 8 bad ones. 
At first glance, the reaction button seemed to be utilized, but 
in reality, it was used only for specific topics and thus not 
widely used. Therefore, the bad button was often used for 
meaningless posts, and there were no cases where the posting 
period was shortened. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 In this paper, we designed and implemented an electronic 
bulletin board for information sharing in a large organization, 
based on the results of whiteboard observations, and 
confirmed its usage. From the results of the observations, we 
used a display format that clearly segregates topics, provides 
space for replies, changes the posting display period 
according to the status of replies, and has a feature that makes 
unimportant information as inconspicuous as possible. In 

addition, we considered it important for our system design to 
incorporate the advantages of the analog world, which allows 
users to post and read together with others in the same space. 
For this reason, our system is not closed to the Internet, but 
can be accessed from both the Internet and the analog space 
through a large display. From an experiment, we confirmed 
that users are able to continuously post and reply to messages 
using the electronic bulletin board. Our notable achievement 
is that we have implemented the analog advantages revealed 
by our observations into an IT system in the digital world.  
 On the other hand, it is difficult to say from the results of 
this experiment that all users were actively using our system. 
While many users read our electronic bulletin board, we 
recognize that there are users who cannot post even if they 
want to because they are afraid of being seen by others. 
   We plan to further analyze the results of the experiment and 
add more user-friendly functions in the future. We also intend 
to improve our system so that users can easily post from their 
personal mobile devices. 
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Abstract— The concept of “Intelligent Personas” or “AI 
personas” presented here builds on extant research on data-
driven personas and interactive persona systems. With this 
conceptualization, we particularly focus on outlining a vision 
for an intelligent end-to-end advertising system that supports 
human marketers’ decision making by deploying data-driven 
personas throughout the stages of the online advertising 
process. We start by defining the relevant concepts, continue 
by discussing intelligent personas for online advertising, and 
conclude by proposing research directions that need to be 
addressed in order to realize the value of personas in such a 
system, as well as discussing its potential value for the digital 
marketing profession. 

Keywords- Personas; online advertising; optimization 

I. INTRODUCTION

Personas are fictitious people representing real customer 
groups, i.e., different types (e.g., most valuable, most loyal, 
most responsive – or the least valuable, etc.). Most typically, 
personas are presented to decision makers as persona 
profiles, i.e., narrative representations of different kinds of 
users belonging to a particular demographic, behavior, 
and/or attitude involved in using a product, site, or brand [1]. 
However, personas can also be accessed via interactive 
persona systems that rely on Web technologies and enable 
searching, filtering, or even generating personas from raw 
data [2]. Overall, personas act as surrogate mental models 
when inputs from actual customers are absent or unavailable 
for decision makers [1] – essentially, personas provide 
customer-centric inputs when needed, where needed. 

The concept intelligent persona (IP) can refer to two 
aspects: (a) the intelligent features of an interactive persona 
system, or (b) persona generated through artificial 
intelligence (AI) technology (this is also called AI personas
by some authors [3], while yet others refer to 
algorithmically-generated personas [4] or data-driven 
personas [5]). Finally, persona analytics refers to either 

understanding customer or users via systems that combine 
analytics and personas, or the goal of understanding how 
stakeholders interact with persona profiles and systems [6]. 

Overall, the concept of IP builds on extant research on 
data-driven personas, interactive persona systems, and 
intelligent system features that leverage state-of-the-art 
human-computer interaction (HCI) techniques and support 
marketing functions via the employment of personas [2]. 
More broadly, the IP concept can aid in outlining a vision for 
an intelligent end-to-end advertising system that supports 
human marketers’ decision making by deploying data-driven 
personas throughout the stages of the modern online 
advertising process. What we mean by this is that the work 
of online advertisers consists of various tasks, and those 
tasks can be supported through IP. 

In Section 2, we outline a vision for the use of IP in the 
context of online advertising. In Section 3, we present 
conclusions and discuss future work on this domain. 

II. VISION FOR INTELLIGENT PERSONAS

The value of IP can be particularly salient in the context 
of computational advertising which refers to the use of 
technology and data to optimize the targeting and delivery of 
ads [7] (a closely related concept is intelligent advertising
which refers to the use of features that mimic human 
intelligence in the advertising process [7]). Hence, the vision 
of IP in online advertising can be formalized as [personas + 
computational advertising + intelligent features = ?]. In other 
words, a scrutiny that considers multiple perspectives: the 
benefits of personas as empathy-friendly mental modeling 
instruments, the contributions of computational advertising 
in terms of algorithms, and user interface (UI) and user 
experience (UX) aspects brought about by intelligent 
systems research. If in the equation these are on the 
numerator side, then advertiser work tasks are on the 
denominator side, resulting in the following formulation: 
[(personas + computational advertising + intelligent features) 
/ advertiser work tasks = ?]. In other words, we need to 
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consider the benefits or possibilities provided by technology 
HCI in regard to user needs which are reflected in the daily 
work tasks among advertisers. 

What does advertisers’ work consist of, then? There are a 
few prime elements which we discuss. First, we consider 
segmentation. This refers to dividing the total available 
market into addressable constituents, i.e., segments. Here, we 
observe that persona is a segment with a name and a face. 
Hence, segmentation can be done in a persona-assisted 
manner, yielding personas as outcomes. Once segmentation 
is done, targeting follows; namely, advertisers select which 
segments to focus on. Here, an IP system can recommend 
specific personas to target, given an explicit goal such 
maximize reach, engagement, or sales. After targets are 
chosen, ad copywriting follows. Here, IP can be of use by 
generating ad headlines, texts, and even imagery 
personalized to the selected personas. After ad content has 
been created, advertisers proceed to campaign set-up. This 
means creating the campaigns in the ad platform and 
configuring the settings. Here, IP can provide a structure; 
i.e., campaigns can be organized by personas, ensuring that 
the naming and targeting criteria match the personas [8]. 
This then yields an advantage in the next stage which is 
optimization; i.e., making decisions based on the results. 
Namely, once campaigns are running, they start to generate 
data; if the data is organized by personas, it becomes easier 
for an algorithm (or a human) to adjust budget allocation 
given the actual marketing performance of a given persona. 

As decision making in online advertising work practice 
ranges from insights formation to targeting, campaign and ad 
creation, reporting, and optimization, for each stage, we 
envision intelligent persona features that support the core 
tasks associated with the stage. To illustrate, Figure 1a 
presents AI-generated personas with ad text and image boxes 
for each persona (highlighted in red) for ad text creation and 
image selection for a human marketer. In contrast, Figure 1b 
shows a view where “Tyler” has been expanded for a more 
detailed view with ad text columns for multiple advertising 
channels for easier ad creation. 

III. CONCLUSION

We have outlined some examples of how IP can be 
deployed in online advertising. By using algorithms, 
machine learning, and AI, marketers can create more 
personalized ad campaigns and more accurately measure the 
impact of their efforts. This paradigm shift can increase 
transparency, efficiency, and effectiveness within the 
industry. While computational advertising is transforming 
traditional advertising to become more cost-effective and 
efficient, while allowing marketers to better understand and 
reach their target audience, personas can accelerate this 
positive transformation. Nevertheless, much work is needed 
to capture IP’s potential value for the advertising profession, 
toward the realization of a visionary framework that 
leverages intelligent personas for more efficient and effective 
management of online advertising campaigns by human 
marketers. There is also a need to investigate the dynamics 
of machines replacing marketing work, and the sharing of 

labor in situations where intelligent features collaborate with 
humans towards more optimal advertising performance. 

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Concept example of intelligent persona features.  
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Abstract—Virtual museums digitally exhibit art and heritage
using virtual reality technology. Such projects are unique in
including the past, present, and future. They are teaching the
past heritage using modern-day technology to communicate with
the future generations. Al-Qatt Al-Asiri is the traditional art of
interior wall decoration done by women in the Southern Region
of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA). In 2017, this art has been
inscribed on the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity. This paper presents the work
conducted towards the development of a virtual museum of Al-
Qatt Al-Asiri art, within the framework of the user-centered
design and evaluation methodology for virtual environments.
The proposed virtual museum simulates the real-world museums
found in the Assir region in the South of KSA. Moreover, it
adds gaming elements by providing rooms for colouring and
storytelling.

Index Terms—Al-Qatt Al-Asiri, virtual reality, virtual museum,
Saudi heritage, culture heritage

I. INTRODUCTION

Saudi Arabian arts and heritage are increasingly being
recognized in local and global context. The 2030 vision of
Saudi Arabia proposed establishing more museums to promote
Saudi Arabian arts and heritage [1].

Museums play a key role in promoting the cultural heritage
of a country and exhibiting it globally. However, physical
museums are restricted by their geographical places, and
burden with their enormous budgets. Therefore, the solution of
virtual museums was proposed to resolve these issues. Virtual
museums are inexpensive and are not geographically restricted.
This kind of museum uses the technology of virtual reality to
simulate physical objects into a nonphysical computer-based
environment [2]. Visitors of these museums use virtual reality
devices to interact with their computer-based environment.

In line with the 2030 vision of Saudi Arabia and using the
virtual reality technology, we propose in this paper a virtual
museum for Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art (which shall be shortened to
VMQA for the remainder of this paper). Al-Qatt Al-Asiri is
a traditional art of interior wall decoration done by women

in the Southern Province of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
(KSA). In 2017, this art was the first Saudi art to be inscribed
on the UNESCO Representative List of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity [3].

Using virtual environments as exhibition halls for national
culture is not new. It was used to explore the Ancient Egyptian
heritage [4], to simulate the Italian Drama Theatre from the
19th century [5], and to conduct virtual tours to the famous
Louvre Museum in Paris [6]. However, few such museums
have been implemented for Saudi heritage like the work
proposed in [7] and [8]. To the best of our knowledge, the
VMQA project is the first to exhibit Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art in a
virtual environment.

VMQA gives a chance for Saudi Arabian art and culture to
be exposed to a whole new audience of people to observe,
and with the continuation of such products Saudi Arabian
art can be taken to a new, international standard, which may
give encouragement to the development of new Saudi Arabian
artists in the next generation, and will further encourage a
surge of tourism to the country to see the historic sights it has
to offer, further enhancing and growing Saudi economy.

This paper presents the work conducted to develop a virtual
museum of Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art, within the framework of the
user-centered design and evaluation methodology for virtual
environments. The proposed virtual museum simulates the
real-world museums at Assir region at the southern region
of KSA. In addition to the exhibition hall for Al-Qatt Al-
Asiri art, and for the purpose of enhancing visitors’ experience,
VMQA provides two rooms for colouring and storytelling. In
the colouring room, visitors will be able to colour some of Al-
Qatt Al-Asiri’s most famous patterns, and in the storytelling
room, visitors will engage in a three-dimensional experience
which tells the story behind Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art.

Currently, the proposed virtual museum will be a standalone
virtual reality software that can be downloaded on PCs which
imply with the proposed virtual reality software and hardware
specifications. In future work, we will provide a lighter web-
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Fig. 1: Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art [9]

based version of the museum to reach even more visitors
around the world.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows: section
II introduces Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art, section III explores the
related work, section IV explains the design development
process and the validation process of VMQA, and section V
concludes the paper and suggests future directions for VMQA.

II. BACKGROUND

The focus of this paper is on the development aspects of
VMQA. However, in this section, we introduce Al-Qatt Al-
Asiri art to justify the importance of dedicating a virtual
museum for it. Al-Qatt Al-Asiri is the traditional art of interior
wall decoration conducted by local housewives in the Southern
region of KSA, see Fig. 1.

It is unknown exactly when Al-Qatt art started. However,
field trips to Assir region discover the art at houses aged
three years all the way to four hundred years [10]. Moreover,
travellers to the Assir region like Cornwallis [11], Tamizier
[12], and Philby [13], have documented the existence of this
art since 19th century. In 2017, this art was the first Saudi
art to be inscribed on the UNESCO Representative List of the
Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity [3].

To decorate walls of houses in the Assir region, a group of
women gather and work under the supervision of an expert
female artist [14]. Women express their passion and feelings
using patterns and colours. They use brushes made from the
hair of goats’ tails tied with a wooden stick [14]. Colours are
extracted from natural elements - for example, the white colour
(called Gypsum) is made from many layers of lime taken from
surrounding mountains. The green colour is extracted from
grass, while blue colour is taken from the Indigofera Tinctoria
plant (called Nela) and colours are restricted to: white, black,

Fig. 2: The symbols of Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art [15]

blue, green, yellow and red. These traditional colours were
used until 1970’s, and after that, women of Assir started using
modern colours [14].

The painting process starts by sketching the pattern outlines
with black, then filling them with other colours. The patterns
could have many shapes such as Al-Banat, Al-Ariash, Al-
Mharib, and Al-Rokon - see Fig. 2. Each shape has a specific
position in Alqatt patterns. Some of them have meanings - for
instance, it is believed that Al-Banat symbolizes a female and
Al-Ariash represents plants.

Al-Qatt art structure is characterized by straight shapes
instead of curves. The local citizens of Assir explain that this
is inherited from the texture of Arab-Islamic art [14].

III. RELATED WORK

The concept of virtual museums was first introduced by
André Malraux [16], and it includes all type of virtual
museums. Virtual museums can be a collection of simple
two-dimensional images in a website or a complex three-
dimensional experience in a virtual environment using sophis-
ticated devices [17].

In the literature, there is a considerable number of virtual
museums research. The aspects of designing a virtual museum
varies depending on the nature of the virtual museum. Virtual
museums could be proposed to allow visitors to live a past
experience like the virtual Italian Drama Theatre Museum
[5] which reconstructs the Italian drama theatre from the
19th century. Visitors are welcomed by Meneghino the virtual
guider who accompanies visitors and tells them the story of
the theatre. The same concept was used in a more recent
project, called Viking VR [18]. In this project, the visitors
live the virtual experience of being in one of the four Viking
encampments designed for this project and are told the story
of how the Vikings changed life for people in Britain.

Another type of virtual museums is the one that allows
visitors to conduct virtual online tours to real-world museums
via internet like the Louvre Museum tour [6]. Recently, Google
Arts & Culture has teamed up with the most famous museums
around the world to provide virtual tours to them [19].

Virtual tours could be provided inside museum to interact
with historical artefacts and learn more about them, as has
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been implemented at the Archaeological Museum in Milan,
to educate visitors about Egyptian funeral objects [4]. In both
projects, visitors can interactive with the exhibited objects by
zooming and rotating, and they can read a full description
about any chosen object. In these projects, the design process
concentrates on building the historical artefacts database.

The other type of museums is a mixture of the two previous
types, like the Soviet History museum [20]. In this museum,
they simulate the Ruijin city red culture heritage and implant,
and also provide the option to search the historical objects of
this period of time.

As aforementioned, few virtual museums have been pro-
posed for Saudi heritage and art. The most know endeavours
are the virtual tours to Saudi historical places [7] and Bas-
moca [8]. Basmoca is the name of the Saudi artist Basma
Alsulaiman’s virtual museum for contemporary art [8]. In this
museum the artist, Basma, virtually exhibits her collection
and allows visitors to interact with the paintings and the art
objects. Basmoca also provides a platform for multiple visitors
to simultaneously present at the museum to communicate and
to discuss art issues.

The other project is the endeavour of the Saudi Commission
for Tourism and National Heritage (SCTH) to allow the
visitors of its website to conduct virtual tours to the most
known tourism spots and historical places in KSA [7]. Visitors
can see the places in the map and read a short description about
them.

In our project (VMQA), we exhibit Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art
in a virtual environment. VMQA will be a mixture type
museum, where visitors can live the virtual experience by
moving around the virtual halls and explore the exhibited
artworks of Al-Qatt Al-Asiri. Visitors can also interact with
these works of art to learn more about them by clicking the
museum guider who will companion visitors during their tours.
Additionally, for the sake of enhancing visitors’ experience,
VMQA provides two rooms for colouring and storytelling. In
the colouring room, visitors will be able to colour some of
Al-Qatt’s most famous patterns and in the storytelling room,
visitors will engage in a three-dimensional experience which
tells the story behind Al-Qatt art. The designing and validation
process for this project will be presented in the next section.

It is essential to present the local artefacts via virtual
museums to promote the country local heritage and make it
easy access via the internet. VMQA contributes in boosting
tourism in Saudi Arabia by providing a virtual environment
which allows visitors to explore Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art.

IV. USER-CENTRED DESIGN AND EVALUATION PROCESS

In this section we present the design and validation pro-
cesses of VMQA based on the user-centered software develop-
ment methodology [21] and with insights from the structured
development process of virtual environments [22].

We develop the VMQA following the user-centered soft-
ware development methodology. The framework of this
methodology consists of several rounds of systematic user
and software requirements (elicitation, documentation, and

validation). Each round clarifies the software requirements and
refines the prototype functionalities based on the feedbacks
of the previous rounds and the input from the software
stakeholders who usually include the product owners, and
representative end-users.

The framework of the user-centered software development
methodology as suggested by Tromp et al. [21] consists of five
stages: domain analysis, requirements elicitation, requirements
analysis, requirements specification and software building.
With insights from the structured development process of
virtual environments [22], we adopt these stages and structure
them following top-down approach to be: problem definition,
requirements elicitation, requirements specification, software
building, deployment and verification. We further divide the
software building stage into five iterations (prototype, recep-
tion, tour, storytelling and coloring), each iteration consist
of three stages: detailed design, implementation and testing.
Therefore, in our project the design and validation process
starts by defining the project’s problem. Then, the require-
ments are collected and analyzed before defining the software
specification. This is followed by five rounds of detailed
design, implementation, and testing. At the end, the final
product is deployed and verified.

The details of these stages are presented in the next subsec-
tions.

A. Problem Definition and Requirements Elicitation

The problem was clearly defined in previous sections.
Requirements for this project were collected by conducting
several interviews with artists, specialists, and representative
end-users and one co-design workshop (details is at Section
IV-D). In addition, a field trip was conducted to Al-Raqdi
Museum for Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art [9] in the Assir region.

Relying on the collected set of requirements and taking in
consideration the virtual museum standards by the Institute for
Cultural and Natural Artistic Heritage- LEM projects [23], the
software context and scope were shaped. In addition, a draft
of the museum floorplan was proposed - see Fig. 3.

The proposed museum floorplan consists of five areas:

1) The lobby hall which represents the entrance to the
museum - see region 1 in Fig. 3.

2) The garden pathway, which contains a garden that con-
tains the famous plants in the region, in particular the
one used for extracting colours - see region 2 in Fig. 3.

3) The main exhibition hall (which represents the hall of
the museum that exhibits the collection of Al-Qatt Al-
Asiri artworks) - see regions 3 and 4 in Fig. 3. In this
hall, visitors will accompany by a ‘guide’ character,
sketched in Fig. 4. This character is responsible for
providing help to visitors during their stay at the main
exhibition hall.

4) The storytelling room, where the museum narrative (Ms.
Fatima) tells story of Al-Qatt art using animation and
three-dimensional models - see region 5 in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3: Floorplan of the VMQA

Fig. 4: The design of the museum guide

5) The colouring room, where visitors will be able to colour
some of Al-Qatt’s most famous patterns - see region 6
in Fig. 3.

Based on the suggested floorplan we also propose five user
scenarios for each area as follows:

1) Scenario 1: The user (visitor) launches VMQA by click-
ing on the software icon on the PC desktop. The user
wears the virtual reality glass, holds the right controller
in their right hand, and holds the left controller in their
left hand . They read the pop-up museum instructions
message and press any button on the controllers to start
their tour at VMQA. The user looks around the lobby
hall. If they start moving, the museum sitemap appears
on the hall’s ground. The user moves to the front, to the
right and to the left to explore the lobby hall. The user
reaches the garden pathway. The user can stay at the
lobby hall or enter the garden pathway where Scenario
2 starts.

2) Scenario 2: The user crosses the lobby hall using the
right and left controllers, and stands at the front of
the pathway. They see the pathway to the main hall.
Using the right and the left controllers, the user can
move through the pathway. The pathway has an indoor
garden which has famous plants in the region on one
side, in particular the ones used for extracting colours.
The wall on the other side has descriptions of each of
the garden plants. The user looks around the pathway.
The user moves to the front, to the right and to the left to

explore the garden pathway. The user reaches the main
exhibition hall. The user can stay at the garden pathway,
return to the lobby hall, or enter the main exhibition hall
where Scenario 3 starts.

3) Scenario 3: The user crosses the pathway using the right
and left controllers, and stands at the front of the main
hall. At this point, the user meets the museum guide.
The guide accompanies the user during their stay at the
main exhibition hall in order to provide help to then.
The user looks around the main hall. The user moves to
the front, to the right and to the left to explore the main
hall and observes the Al-Qatt artwork. If the user steps
near a piece of artwork, the guide will offer to describe
it to them. The user also can ask the guide for other
types of help, like the museum’s instructions. The user
can stay at the main exhibition hall, return to the garden
pathway, enter the storytelling room where Scenario 4
starts, or enter the colouring room where Scenario 5
starts.

4) Scenario 4: The user crosses the main exhibition hall
using the right and left controllers, and stands in the
front of the storytelling room. At this point, the user
meets the museum’s narrator Ms. Fatima. Ms. Fatima
tells the story of Al-Qatt art using animation and three-
dimensional models for the user. The user can stay at
the storytelling room, or return to the main hall.

5) Scenario 5: The user crosses the main exhibition hall
using the right and left controllers, and stands in the
front of the colouring room. At this point, three different
patterns of Al-Qatt art appear and the user can choose
one of them to colour. The user can change colours using
the colour palette. The user can stay at the storytelling
room, or return to the main hall.

During any of these scenarios, the user can immediately exit
the museum by clicking on the EXIT button on controllers.
A confirmation message appears and the user can press OK
using the controller buttons.

B. Requirements Analysis and Specification

In requirements analysis phase we organize, analyze, and
validate the collected requirements following the scenario-
based approach explained in [22].

First, we designed the form in Fig. 5 which is a scenario-
based requirement gathering form inspired by Table 15.2 in
[22]. We use this form to group the requirements based on the
defined scenarios in Section IV-A, and to ensure that they are
complete, clear, linked, and verifiable. To illustrates how this
is achieved please see Fig. 6 which presents the requirement
form for Scenario 2. The requirements in these forms are used
to document the final set of the software functional and non-
functional requirements. Based on the requirements document,
VMQA specification can be defined in terms of software
goals, and user tasks. In our project, different techniques such
as storyboards, requirements decision tables and interaction
models are used to define VMQA software specification.
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Scenario x
1. Place: area x (hall\room).
2. Function: What is carried out in this area?
3. Goals: What are the goals of the current function?

3.1 Position: Where is the mu-
seum visitor standing at the be-
ginning of this scenario?

3.2 Operational: What are the
requirements of this scenario?

4. Evaluation: How should we evaluate that the goals are
achieved?

Fig. 5: Requirement gathering form

Scenario 2
1. Place: area 2, the garden pathway of VMQA.
2. Function: Learn about the famous plants in the Assir region.
3. Goals:The visitor shall be able to identify 10-15 plants from
Assir region, in particular the ones used for extracting colours
for Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art.
3.1 Position:The visitor stands at the front of the pathway, and
see through.
3.2 Operational:

• The visitor shall be able to step into the pathway area
using controllers.

• The visitor shall be able to move to the front in the
pathway area using both controllers.

• The visitor shall be able to move to the left in the pathway
area using the left controller.

• The visitor shall be able to move to the right in the
pathway area using the right controller.

• The visitor shall be able to move to the back in the
pathway area using the left controller twice or the right
controller twice.

• The visitor shall be able to look around the pathway with
a 360-degree view from where they stand.

• The visitor shall be able to recognize the shape and the
colour of the plants in the indoor garden.

• The visitor shall be able to see a picture of each plant in
the indoor garden and read a description about it on the
wall opposite to the indoor garden.

• The visitor shall be able to exit the pathway area to the
lobby hall if they reach the border between the two areas.

• The visitor shall be able to exit the pathway area to the
main exhibition hall if they reach the border between the
two areas.

4. Evaluation:
• The visitor shall be able to link between the plants in

the indoor garden and their descriptions on the opposite
wall.

• The visitor shall be able to identify the name, shape, and
purpose of each of the 10-15 plants in the indoor garden.

• The visitor shall be able to identify the plants which are
used for extracting colours for Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art.

• The visitor shall be able to know which controller to use
to move.

• The visitor shall be able to identify the area that they are
standing on and all adjacent areas.

Fig. 6: Garden pathway scenario requirements

C. Software Building

As mentioned in Section IV, the software building stage is
planned to be carried out in 5 iterations. In this section, we
show how we build on the output of the previous sections and
define the detailed design, implementation, and testing of each
iteration of the project as follows:

a) Iteration 1: prototype: To implement the preliminary
prototype, we first project the 2D floorplan, presented in Fig.
3, into a 3D floorplan - see Fig. 7a. Secondly, we use the
Autodesk AutoCAD software [24] to digitize it - see Fig. 7b.
After that, we use the SketchUp Pro software [25] to generate
a 3D coloured model of this floorplan - see Fig. 7c. Finally, we
use the same software to produce a 3D animated prototype of
the museum, and we use the VR plugin within the SketchUp
Pro software to enable the VR glass and controllers.

We test the design prototype by conducting a co-design
workshop. A number of experts were invited to the workshop
to validate the prototype and submit their feedbacks using
surveys; the detailed of the workshop well be explained in
the next section.

b) Iteration 2: reception: Iteration 2 covers the imple-
mentation of scenarios 1 and 2. In these scenarios, it has been
mentioned that if visitors start moving at the lobby hall, the
museum sitemap appears on the hall’s ground. Moreover, it
has been mentioned that the pathway has an indoor garden
which contains the most famous plants from the region on
one side and their picture and descriptions on the other side.
Therefore, to implement these scenarios we need to design
the sitemap, the plants, and the plants pictures. In addition,
the old floorplan design presented in Fig. 3 should be altered
to reflect the collected comments during the testing phase of
iteration 1.

This is accomplished by using Photoshop software and
Wacom painting toolkit [26] to design the museum sitemap
and the plants pictures - see Fig. 8, and by using Sketchup to
design the plants. To design the plants, we first imported the
pants as a block then we modified it to the proposed shape. Fig.
9 shows an example of the designing process of the Adenium
obesum (desert rose) plant [27].

Fig.10 demonstrates the modification process of the old
floorplan design presented in Fig. 3. Fig. 10a presents the new
design of the floorplan , Fig. 10b shows the new measurements
of the museums internal walls. Fig. 10c shows the 3D coloured
model of the new floorplan.

All the designed objects are converted to interactive objects
and imported into the Unity software [28] to make them alive
objects at the virtual museum environment.

c) Iteration 3: tour: Iteration 3 covers the implementa-
tion of scenario 3. In this Scenario, it has been mentioned
that visitors first greeted by the museum guide. Visitors move
around to explore Al-Qatt artworks on the walls and observe
Al-Qatt art pieces at the main hall. If the visitors step near a
piece of artwork, a description of this artwork will appears.
Therefore, we need to design Al-Qatt artworks and Al-Qatt
art pieces. The museum guide was sketched before in Fig. 4
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(a) 3-D floorplan sketch (b) 3-D floorplan draw (c) 3-D floorplan model

Fig. 7: Iteration 1: Prototype implementation

(a) The sitemap appears on the lobby floor (b) The plant pictures appear on the side wall

Fig. 8: sitemap and plant pictures design

(a) The real picture of the Adenium obesum (b) Adding flowers to the imported model
(c) Adding the Adenium obesum stem to the
imported model

Fig. 9: The design of the Adenium obesum

To draw AL-Qatt artworks on the walls of the main exhi-
bition hall we use Photoshop software and Wacom painting
toolkit [26] - see Fig. 11. Each wall represents a house or
tribe in Assir [14] region.

Moreover, the main exhibition hall exhibits four pieces from
Alraqadi museum [9] -see Figure 12. SketchUp was used to
design these pieces.

At the end of the implementation phase of iteration 3, all
the designed objects are converted to interactive objects and
imported into the Unity software [28] to make them alive
objects at the virtual museum environment.

d) Iteration 4: Storytelling: Iteration 4 covers Scenario
4. In this scenario, it has been mentioned that visitors first
meets the museum’s narrator Ms. Fatima and then Ms. Fatima
tells the story of Al-Qatt art using animated pictures.

Ms. Fatima is designed using sketchUp. A sketchUp block
was used as a start, then this block was modified to the
proposed shape. Fig. 13 shows the steps of designing Ms.
Fatima.

The designed items are imported to Unity software [28]
to make them interactive objects and add them to the virtual
museum environment.
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(a) The modified floor plan (b) Measurements of the museum internal walls (c) The new 3-D floorplan model

Fig. 10: The new floorplan

Fig. 11: AL-Qatt artworks

Fig. 12: Al-Qatt art pieces

e) Iteration 5: Colouring: Iteration 5 implements Sce-
nario 5. In this scenario, it has been mentioned that a pattern
of Al-Qatt art appears and the visitor can start colouring it.
The user can change colours using the colour palette.

The pattern of Al-Qatt art was drawn using Photoshop then
it was imported to Unity software to implement the colouring
process. Fig. 14 demonstrate the colouring process. First the

user chooses the colour - see Fig. 14a, then s/he shouts the
colour on the pattern to colour the targeted area - see Fig 14b.

This finishes the implementation phase of iteration 5 which
was the last iteration in the project. The next section explains
the testing process which was conducted to ensure the correct-
ness of the project implementation.

D. Testing

In this section we present the testing techniques used to
verify the correctness of the virtual museum.

To test the design prototype, we conducted a co-design
workshop. A number of experts with diverse backgrounds were
invited to validate the prototype. We presented our work and
collected their feedbacks using surveys, and the discussion
during the workshop was also very useful.

The co-design workshop involved subject-matter experts
from various domains, including Dr. Salma Al-Zaid, Vice-
Dean of Humanities Departments and Assistant Professor in
the Department of Art Education, Dr. Abeer Monadher, Vice
Chair of Curriculum & Instruction Department at KSU, who
is interested in and is a researcher in Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art,
Dr. Dafra Al-Shahri, Vice Chair of Archaeology Department
at KSU and Princess Rukaya Al Saud, an artist interested in
Al-Qatt Al Asiri art.

After studying the notes in the surveys and organizing
the reflections from the workshop, two modifications were
suggested:

1) To make the lobby hall wider, because the tight design
of the lobby hall will restrict the movement of virtual
visitors.

2) To change the walls of the main exhibition hall from
carved walls to straight walls, because straight walls are
more suitable to exhibit Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art patterns.

3) To remove the displaying edges in the main exhibition
hall to give a space for visitiors to more around in the
hall.

The new floorplan after applying these changes was previ-
ously shown in Fig. 10.
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(a) The sketchUp block (b) The proposed shape (c) The coloured shape

Fig. 13: The design of Ms. Fatima

(a) Visitor pointed at a colour (b) Visitors shout the colour on the targeted area

Fig. 14: Colouring room

As aforementioned, VMQA was developed in five iterations.
After each iteration the outcomes are tested firstly by conduct-
ing unit testing to ensure that the implementation is correct,
and secondly by conducting usability testing to ensure the
practicality and the validity of the design.

After the completion of each iteration we integrate its
outcomes with the outcomes of its predecessor and then
apply down-top integration testing to ensure that the integrated
version is correct.

At the end, we first conduct a system testing to prove that the
final software performs as designed, and secondly we carried
out a comprehensive usability testing to ensure that the final
product meets the user expectation.

In the following we explain briefly each of these testing
techniques. Interested reader can refer to [29] for more details.

• Unit testing is defined as a type of testing where each
main function in the software is tested separately. The
result of the unit testing usally presented in table contains
the name of the function, the inputs, the excepted output,
actual output. If the expected output is the same as the
actual output then the unit testing is passed successfully.

• Integration testing is defined as a type of testing where
software modules are integrated logically and tested as a
group. This testing is carried out by testing the functions
that only work if the two modules are integrated.

• System testing is defined as as a type of testing where
a complete, integrated system is tested. The purpose of
this test is to evaluate the system’s compliance with the
specified requirements.

• Usability testing is defined as as a type of testing which
conducted to evaluating a product by testing it with
representative users. Typically, during a test, participants

are given realistic scenarios to complete while observed
by researchers. This helps to highlight any gaps in the
market that can be taken advantage of and illustrate where
to focus design effort.

Due to the interactive and entertainment nature of the
virtual museum this lies an importance on the results of the
comprehensive usability testing. Therefore, we devoted the rest
of this section to present the process and the result of the
usability testing.

The usability testing was conducted on participants who
can use virtual reality toolkits and interested in the art of
Al-Qatt and in the rang of 7 – 55 years. 10 participants are
observed in every iteration and 40 are observed during the
comprehensive usability testing. In each iteration the usability
tests were monitored by recording the desktop screen using
an outside camera. The visitors feedbacks were collected via
paper-based surveys and tasks sheets.

The average time taken by visitors to complete the reception
areas (lobby and pathway) is 40 seconds with no system errors
observed. The average time taken to complete the reception
areas, tour area and storytelling area is around 3 minutes, with
also no system errors observed. The average time taken to
complete the reception areas, tour area and storytelling area is
around 3.5 minutes. The average time inside colouring room
is vary depending on visitors preferences of colouring speed
and amount.

Finally, validate all functions of the project we held a
usability testing at King Saud University campus. The number
of participates was 40 and they were faculty, students and
staff with different ages and experiences. Participates were
monitored by recording the desktop screen using an outside
camera. The average time taken by participates to finish the
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Fig. 15: Participants responses chart

whole museum is 3 minutes, with no system errors observed.
The visitors feedbacks were collected via paper-based surveys
and tasks sheets. In these surveys, the visitors were been asked
questions which cover all the main functions of the museum,
and they should answer by YES or NO. Fig. 15 shows the
percentage of visitors answers.

Its worth to mention that the comments on the virtual
museum tours conducted by the different visitors were in
general very positive. However, visitors provided us with
some recommendations such as adding background music and
drawing arrows on the floor to show museum flow paths.

V. NEXT STEPS AND CONCLUSIONS

Al-Qatt Al-Asiri is the traditional art of interior wall
decoration conducted by women in the Southern region of
the Saudi Arabia. This paper presented the work conducted
towards the development of a virtual museum of Al-Qatt Al-
Asiri art, within the framework of the user-centered design
and evaluation methodology for virtual environments. This
framework consists of a number of iterations which involve
end-users in the software design and evaluation processes. At
this stage of the project, we completed the virtual museum
of Al-Qatt Al-Asiri art with all its details. The software
requirements were collected and the system design was built
then the museum was implemented and tested on reasonable
number of users.

VMQA is still an ongoing project. The next phase will be to
add a second virtual museum for the art of the middle province
of Saudi Arabia (Najd) houses. The final aim of the project
is to end up with a collection of virtual museums for each
province in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.
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Abstract—High usability is the ultimate goal in user interface
development. In order to test this, user studies are often carried
out at great expense. An alternative to this is offered by more
favorable implementation guidelines and heuristic evaluation
that get by with a smaller number of tests. Tools in the area
of biomedical research face major challenges here, as they
are extremely crucial, the users are highly demanding, and
the advent of Artificial Intelligence (AI) requires researchers
to take a powerful leap of faith. Since general heuristics are
often insufficient for this domain, we introduce new Biomedical
Research AI Heuristics and evaluate them among others using
a prototype user interface in the domain of blood cell analysis.
The comparative study shows our specialized approach competes
very well with Nielsen’s well-established general heuristics and
a recent publication of rules for AI development. Our set finds
the most relevant usability issues and can support the review
process for the growing number of biomedical systems that will
use artificial intelligence technologies in the future.

Keywords—Usability Heuristics; Blood Cell Analysis; Human
Assisted Labeling; Quantitative Phase Imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the current challenges in biomedical research is to in-
terpret the increasing amount of data available from new imag-
ing and analysis techniques. To utilize the new information,
more and more Artificial Intelligence (AI) is finding its way
into this field. It is being used to facilitate differential diagnos-
tics and to improve the understanding of medical conditions.
Here, a new platform technology promises major changes
in the field of blood analysis. A microscope working with
Quantitative Phase Imaging (QPI) does not require expensive
reagents and therefore no time-consuming sample preparation
[1][2]. Combining this approach with a microfluidics channel,
the optical amplitude and phase information of millions of
cells can be recorded within minutes. The simplicity, high
statistical power and speed of this approach allow statements
about the composition of the blood, morphological changes of
the cells and thus the kinetics of diseases [3]–[5]. Nevertheless,
the resulting images are rather unknown in the medical domain
and reference databases as well as sufficient ground truth data
is missing, which hinders the efficient training of machine
learning algorithms. To overcome these problems, we have to
provide an easy way for researchers to work hand in hand
with the machine to explore this new field of hematological
analysis based on computer vision and AI.

For successful human-computer interaction, the user in-
terface represents the common language the interdisciplinary

researchers and developers have to speak. Misunderstandings
can prevent such emerging technologies from being successful,
as they cannot rely on the trust and the establishment of the
gold standard methods [6]. Here, we would like to introduce
and compare new rule set for heuristic evaluation, which are
specifically designed for the development of AI-infused inter-
faces in biomedical research. As the target group of biomedical
researchers and practitioners stands out for a busy schedule
and demand high standards in the aspects of explainability [7],
transparency [8] and causality [9], having a set of tailor-made
heuristics promises a quicker translation of new technologies
to the point of care. While most of the usability heuristics
used in the past have been of a rather general nature [10],
domain-specific ones have become more prominent in the last
decades [11]–[13].

In this work, we propose a new labeling platform for
holographic cell images where humans and AI work closely
together in (inter-)active learning scenarios. This will facilitate
the generation of verified ground truth data and be a valuable
representative for this kind of biomedical user interfaces. Our
primary interest, however, is to validate the newly developed
usability heuristics against the existing ones, and thus to meet
the need for guidance in the development process of AI-
infused biomedical systems.

In the following, the work is divided into the appropriate
sections: Section II motivates the choice of the clinical appli-
cation and introduces the concepts for comparing heuristic rule
frameworks. Then, Section III presents the specially developed
web-based prototype of a user interface. The three sets of
heuristic rules are introduced in Section IV, followed by their
evaluation by experts as well as by user tests in Section
V. The results of the study are described and visualized in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII discusses the findings and
draws conclusions for possible future work.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Before introducing the prototype, we will investigate the
medical relevance of the chosen use case and the methods for
evaluating sets of heuristic rules.

A. Medical Relevance of Quantitative Phase Imaging

The process of blood analysis in general is one of the
most requested laboratory tests [14] and has been extensively
studied in the past, leading to technically advanced solutions.
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Figure 1. Phase images of different cell classes

As a result, most state-of-the-art instruments work with a blood
processing scheme based on marker materials [6]. Although
these devices being very precise, they come with several
downsides, as they require non-specific and costly labeling as
well as time-consuming sample preparation such as hemolysis
[15]. Using QPI methods combined with machine learning, the
exercise translates into a computer vision task, which offers
more flexibility. The morphological and internal patterns of
blood cells provide insights for oncological [3][16], parasitic
infections [17] and other diseases [4]. Also, the aggregation
of blood cells can deliver crucial information [5][18].

However, before the images can be automatically interpreted
and classified, they must be segmented and labeled by experts.
Figure 1 shows representatives of typical cells and structures
as they look like under a quantitative phase microscope. Red
blood cells (a) are quite simple to detect, whereas aggregates of
white blood cells and platelets (b) are more difficult to find due
to their complex structure and the associated rarer occurrence.
The algorithm as well as the human also have to learn,
which objects need to be discarded (c). Note that medical
experts are usually only trained on stained thin films and are
therefore unfamiliar to this representation [6]. The brightness
information directly correlates with the optical phase shift ∆ϕ
caused by the cells. Greater detail about the microscope can
be found in [2][3].

B. Active Learning for Human Assisted Labeling

Manually labeling large amounts of data such as images is
tedious and sometimes even challenging for skilled personnel,
as the previous section describes. Therefore, crowd sourcing is
not an option. As biomedical experts are expensive and limited
in time, the Active Learning (AL) approach seems promising
[19]. In AL, an algorithm is trained on a very sparse data set to
learn a classification problem. However, instead of leaving the
user with the task of correcting a predicted class label when
the system is uncertain, the algorithm attempts to minimize
the actions that need to be taken [20]. Moreover, AL shows
suitable behavior for imbalanced data sets like ours to build a
human-in-the-loop system [21], as we do in our prototype.

C. Quality Assessment of Usability Heuristics

The developed user interface represents the precedent to
put our newly developed heuristics into practice. To make
the heuristics more comparable, we need to introduce quality
assessment measures as well as standard procedures to obtain
these measures. Hartson et al. [22] propose to apply the
different evaluation methods to the target system and compare

the found usability problems to a baseline of “real” usability
problems. In our work, we will determine the baseline by
conducting asymptotic user testing [22]. As not every usability
problem is as crucial as the other, we will further rate each
problem then by a severity score proposed by Nielsen [23].
Table I shows the weighting of the apparent usability problems
in order to compare the heuristics on their ability to prevent
major usability issues.

TABLE I. SEVERITY RATINGS FOR USABILITY PROBLEMS [23]

s(p) Description

R
at

in
g

0 Violates a heuristic but is not a usability problem
1 Cosmetic or unimportant usability problem
2 Minor usability problem
3 Significant usability problem
4 Usability catastrophe

Starting from there, Sears [24] defines the thoroughness
criterion (also known as recall in other disciplines)

T =
|E ∩ F |
|E| , (1)

where |E ∩ F | denotes the number of problems F found by
the heuristics from the baseline set of real usability problems
E. Using our mapping of severity scores we can calculate the
weighted thoroughness

Tw =

∑
i s(fi)∑
j s(ej)

with fi ∈ E ∩ F and ej ∈ E, (2)

where s(p) assigns every usability problem its rating according
to Table I. Finally, the validity criterion [25] (also called
precision)

V =
|E ∩ F |
|F | (3)

helps us to judge how many of the identified problems F
where real and no false alarms.

III. HUMAN ASSISTED LABELING PROTOTYPE

In order to provide an easily accessible and customizable
user interface, we developed a web-based prototype for this
study, which is divided into different views.

Figure 2. View 1 - Data Setup
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The data setup view displayed in Figure 2 contains the
functionality for setting up the general properties of the
project. At the top, there is an option button that allows the
user to choose whether to start with an empty data set or
expand an existing data set based on a previously trained
algorithm. Below, the user finds means to load the respective
data containers or models. The lower part of the page displays
the currently available classes of cell types. Each of them has
its own color scheme and can be customized, added or deleted
by clicking the button below them.

Figure 3. View 2 - Initialization

After having specified the labeling task and the expected
classes of cells, clicking the “Next” button opens the initial-
ization view (Figure 3). As the name suggests, it is used to
provide an initial training set for the later algorithm. A large
canvas is the main component of this view, displaying the
selected set of cells, but also providing an area for drawing
and annotating. In the bottom part of the view, there is a footer
that displays the available classes. Clicking on one of them
activates the class which is illustrated by highlighting. The
user can now click and drag the mouse to draw bounding
rectangles around the cells in the image. This combination of
location and class is later called a label.

Figure 4. View 3 - Algorithm Selection

In the algorithm selection view (Figure 4), users can
specify the type of algorithm they want to use to classify
cells in the records by selecting the appropriate tab at the top.

Currently, users can choose from Naive Bayes, Random Forest,
k-Nearest-Neighbors and a small Neural Network [26][27].
Depending on the type of classifier, necessary segmentation
and feature extraction steps can be customized in the respective
tab.

Figure 5. View 4 - Assisted Training

When the algorithm has made its first predictions based
on the initial training set the assisted training part starts in
this reoccurring view (Figure 5). A gallery appears showing
the proposed labels that the algorithm found in the data. As
suggested by the AL principles from Section II-B, they are or-
dered by their uncertainty from the highest to the lowest value.
Here, users can intervene and verify or correct the algorithm
and hence, enlarge the training set without manually scanning
the raw data and drawing rectangles. Furthermore, human
assistance is only required for difficult objects, reducing the
wasted time on already mastered samples. The algorithm can
then be periodically retrained on the extended training set and
can quickly reach a satisfying performance on the complete
data set.

Figure 6. View 5 - Review

Finally, the review view (Figure 6) summarizes the labeling
progress over time and the current performance. It compares
the composition of the data set to other similar data sets and
displays the percentages of detected cell classes. As a kind
of gamification element, it also shows the labeling speed and
ranks it with the performance of other users.
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IV. USABILITY HEURISTICS

This section gives an overview of the state of the art in
usability heuristics and introduces our new set of rules.

A. Nielsen’s Heuristics
The general usability heuristics by Nielsen and Molich

have been known for decades and are still used today. They
are based on some of the most fundamental rules for user
interface development. Their strength in finding many usability
problems has been demonstrated in the past. Due to their
generality, they can be applied to almost any type of system,
but they have the disadvantage of not always finding as many
usability problems as a set developed specifically for the sys-
tem’s domain. Nevertheless, they are a good starting point and
will be a strong competitor and thus valuable for comparing
them with our own set of heuristics. For our comparison, we
used the rules from Nielsen’s most cited publications [10],
[28]. Also, minor modifications in wording [29], done in the
last years, were considered.

B. Human-AI Interaction Heuristics
With the advent of AI in recent decades, it was only

a matter of time before user interface developers began to
address the specific requirements of AI-infused interfaces. In
collaboration with Microsoft, a group of researchers led by
Amershi recently proposed a set of usability guidelines for the
development of such systems [30]. Guidelines and heuristics
are not technically the same thing, since guidelines are used
during the implementation of an interface and heuristics during
verification. However, for short lists of guidelines such as this
one, they can often be used interchangeably [31]. For our
experiments, we converted the guidelines into a set of heuristic
rules and provided them with examples for the experts so
that this set can be used equivalently for the evaluation. This
set of heuristics additionally distinguishes whether a problem
occurs immediately, while the user is using the tool, or if it
appears over a longer period. It is to be expected that some
of the listed rules of this set will have minor relevance for our
labeling interface like Rule 6 that is about mitigating social
biases. To be consistent, we will keep the set unaltered.

C. Biomedical Research AI Heuristics
The main idea of this work is not only to compare the

proven heuristics by Nielsen and Molich and the recently
published AI guidelines interpreted as heuristics. We intend
to create our own set of heuristics specifically targeted at
biomedical research applications that use AI. The amount of
software in this area will increase in the coming years, and
it may be beneficial to have custom heuristics at hand for
evaluation to save valuable testing time. Table II shows a
set of 15 rules grouped in four categories, which constitute
our Biomedical Research AI Heuristics. They are inspired by
several publications in the domain of user interface design,
biomedical and AI applications over the last decades. We
completed those rules by hints and suggestions from preceding
interviews with experts from local institutions working in the
field of biomedical research.

TABLE II. HEURISTICS FOR AI IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH

# Name Short Description

St
ru

ct
ur

e 1 Streamline
main task

Focus on the main task that a system was created for
and make the system easy to learn [32].

2 Provide
full control

Provide global control of important model parameters
and the data pipeline [33][34].

3 Orientation Always show users where they are, what is currently
going on and what they can do next [10].

In
te

ra
ct

io
n 4 Guide

attention
Keep the users focused on their task and only alarm
them in urgent cases [35][36].

5 Provide
com-
parisons

Let users compare among similar data or parameters
when they need to judge an outcome or make a
decision.

6 Show
impact

Users need to see how their actions influence the
system and its performance [37].

7 User over
System

Allow users to correct errors of the AI efficiently at
all times and even turn off the AI if needed [35].

Pr
es

en
ta

tio
n 8 Familiar

language
Use non-technical language if possible. Pay attention
to use correct terminology for medical concepts [38].

9 Precise
language

Avoid ambiguous wording for labels and commands
that could trigger confusion [10].

10 Familiar
look

Use ways of presentation for the interface that users
know from other tools.

11 Appeal Give the users the feeling of using a state-of-the-art
and high-quality product.

E
xp

la
in

ab
ili

ty
12 Explain

data
Foster the interpretability of the data and how it differs
from other data sources [39].

13 Explain
processing

There needs to be a high-level explanation for the
overall procedure that is performed by the system [9].

14 Explain
reasoning

There has to be an explanation why and how the
system derived a certain result or prediction [9].

15 Strengths /
Limitations

Show what the strengths and weaknesses of the system
are and what expectations are realistic. [40]

V. USABILITY EVALUATION

Once all the prerequisites are met, the prototype is tested
by means of heuristic evaluation and user testing.

A. Heuristic Evaluation

For the evaluation of heuristics, we will compare the three
heuristics with different aims and origins presented in the
previous section. Their performance will be compared to de-
termine whether general or domain-specific heuristics perform
better in the domain of AI-infused interfaces for biomedical
research. Most usability researchers like Nielsen classify po-
tential expert evaluators into three different categories: novices,
single experts and double experts [41]. Novices are new to
usability concepts but often have knowledge in the domain
where the user interface will be deployed. In contrast, sin-
gle experts already have experience in the field of usability
engineering but lack knowledge of the designated domain.
Double experts are evaluators who are proficient both in
usability engineering and the domain. On average, a novice
finds only 22% of issues in a system, while single experts
manage to find 41% and double experts even around 60%
[42]. The experts participating in our review are neither novice
evaluators nor have they been conducting such reviews for
years. Nevertheless, they have a sound knowledge of usability
concepts and have conducted a heuristic evaluation before. In
addition, some of them also have a basic understanding of
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the domain of the system. Each heuristic is applied to our
prototype user interface by five different evaluators, a number
often recommended for user interface development because of
its cost-efficiency [43]. In order to keep focus on the most
relevant usability problems, we use the severity rating system
introduced in Table I. During the expert review process, each
expert will assign a level of potential impact to the usability
problems they have discovered. After a final list of aggregated
usability problems is compiled for all heuristics, each expert
will also assign ratings to the problems found by their peers.
In the end, the ratings among the experts will be averaged and
rounded.

B. User Testing
In order to compare the different heuristics in this work, we

need to gather knowledge about the real usability problems
E inherent in our prototype interface. For this, asymptotic
user testing [22] is selected as a test procedure. With a
conservative detection rate of 19% per user [22][44], the
relation between the number of testers and the percentage of
discovered usability problems seems to level off at around 20
testers, which is very late. This is shown by the ideal curve in
Figure 7b. However, to increase the chances of overlooking as
few problems as possible, we decided to conduct a test series
with at least this number of testers. Eventually, we found 21
representative users with a biomedical background who were
willing to participate. Their demographics are displayed in
Figure 7a. The youngest tester was 21 and the oldest 59 years
old. What almost all testers had in common was their lack
of experience with machine learning. 76.2% said they had no
experience at all. This was beneficial to see how they would
react to something they had never used before.
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Figure 7. Composition and performance of the user tests

All users were given two tasks: 1) “In a small sample
you are interested in the number of white blood cells, single
platelets, and cell aggregates. Extract these components and
perform some further evaluation to show them to a co-
worker.” 2) “Your bigger recording is rich in white blood cell
aggregates. You want to detect the same components as before
but also keep track of other cells as they might become relevant
later. Prepare and store your results for further evaluation.”
Users were given as much time as they needed to complete
the tasks and were encouraged to ask questions and think
aloud throughout the test [45]. Meanwhile, the evaluator took
informal notes that would later be summarized in a formal
test protocol. Testers were also required to complete a short
questionnaire after the test.
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Figure 8. Detected problems by the respective heuristics

VI. RESULTS

This section summarizes findings and compares the results
of the different testing strategies by the proposed metrics.

A. Heuristic Evaluation

The first set of rules we applied to our biomedical user inter-
face consisted of Nielsen’s ten general usability heuristics.
They were developed without regard to a specific type of user
interface. The review conducted by five evaluators using this
rule set identified 60 violations within the system. This number
was obtained by comparing and aggregating the results of the
individual evaluators. Figure 8a shows the number of usability
problems identified by each rule of Nielsen’s heuristics. It is
important to note that the sum of all bars is greater than the to-
tal number of problems identified, since a problem may relate
to more than one heuristic. Prominently, Rule 4, which deals
with user interface consistency and standards, is responsible
for 20 usability problems, which is significantly more than any
other rule. The second most problems are related to Rule 3,
which focuses on reducing the user’s memory load. It is not
possible to say whether their numerous occurrence is due to the
fact that these rules highlight important aspects of biomedical
interfaces very effectively, or whether an unusual high number
of violations occurred by chance. The rough list of usability
problems merely indicates the presence of these violations.
Conclusively, the five evaluators emphasized that they enjoyed
working with the set and that it was easy to use. In addition,
it is worth noting that each heuristic was applied at least once
and no heuristic was omitted.

The second set of rules used in this project were the recently
published guidelines for human-AI interaction. They were
proposed as guidelines that can support the development
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of interfaces to let human users interact with AI. In our
evaluation, the five experts discovered 26 violations and the
corresponding usability problems, which is less than half the
amount that Nielsen’s heuristics helped to find. Figure 8b
shows the number of heuristic violations per rule in this set of
human-AI heuristics. The distribution of problems looks quite
different from that resulting from Nielsen’s heuristics. First,
there are a number of rules that did not help uncover a usability
problem at all. This is mainly due to the fact that these aim
for long-term effects which do not apply to the tasks covered
in our study. The two heuristics that have received the most
attention are Rule 1, which deals with explaining what the
system can do, and Rule 4, concerning context and relevancy
of the displayed information. What is interesting about this
second set of heuristics is the informal feedback from the
evaluators. They pointed out that these rules were very difficult
to apply to the system. The reason for this could be that they
were not developed as heuristics, but as guidelines. As such,
they might be too specific and not generally applicable.

The third set of rules we applied to the interface is the one
we created specifically for the field of biomedical research
interfaces that use AI. Here, the five experts reported a list
of 55 usability problems. This is slightly less than what they
discovered with the general heuristics, but still much more
than what the heuristics for human-AI interaction identified.
The distribution of usability issues across the different rules
within our custom heuristics is shown in Figure 8c. All fifteen
rules were found to have at least one violation. The two most
frequent heuristics are Rule 3 and Rule 4, which are concerned
with providing orientation and guiding the user’s attention. The
third place is shared by Rule 8 and Rule 13. It is interesting
to note that these four heuristics are all aimed at reducing the
complexity of AI for the biomedical users or enabling them to
better deal with it. Evaluators noted that the set was easy to
use and that they felt it covered most usability issues with a
large impact on the user experience. This feeling is supported
by the fact that it detected the most usability issues with the
highest impact among the three heuristic sets, with fourteen
violations of the maximum severity level.

B. User Testing

This would lead us to the quality assessment metrics in-
troduced in Section II-C, but before we can apply them we
need the baseline of real usability problems E determined by
our user tests. With respect to the asymptotic behavior of the
usability problem discovery process, we assumed that about 20
testers would be needed to find most of the problems. The test
ultimately resulted in the detection of 75 usability problems
over the course of 21 user tests. To support the claim that
we almost reached an asymptotic upper bound, we plotted
the occurrence of problems over tests in Figure 7b, indeed
revealing the asymptotic shape of a Poisson process [43].

To obtain the severity ratings of the real usability problems,
we sent the complete list of issues to our usability experts and
summarized the ratings based on their judgment. Many of the
entries in this list are common problems that can occur in any

TABLE III. EXEMPLARY USABILITY PROBLEMS

V
ie

w

Description
Note: The listed problems all have a maximum severity
rating of 4. The numbers indicate the violated heuristic
rule or the number of affected users respectively. N

ie
ls

en
’s

hu
m

an
-A

I
bi

om
ed

-A
I

U
se

r
Te

st

1 There is no clear indicator that tells the user when
the initialization is completed or what happens
with empty classes. The “X/3” in the footer is not
prominent enough.

5
10

4
6

2

3 The different algorithms are not sufficiently ex-
plained and the current explanations are hard
to find. Users do not know which algorithm to
choose.

1
2

4
6
13
15

1

3 The wording of some parameters and explanations
is too technical to understand.

8 2

4 Users do not understand the training process, what
they have to do and why multiple iterations with
retraining make sense. The initial performance
might be disappointing.

3
10

1
2

13 5

type of user interface, such as misleading button descriptions
and lack of loading indicators. However, there are also some
problems (see Table III) that seem to be rather unique and that
can serve as examples of typical problems in environments
where users with a biomedical background interact with AI.
These were concentrated to uncertainties about the specific
workflow of the program and obscure consequences, which
certain changes in the settings might have. Only 2 out of 21
users requested major changes before they would use such a
system for their daily work. 19% stated that they would use
it, but still suggested some minor changes. The majority of
71% of users indicated that they would use the system in the
future exactly as it is, after becoming familiar with it.

C. Metric-Based Comparison of Heuristics

Now that we have a baseline, we can relate it to the findings
from different heuristics. This results in a list of 104 usability
problems, with which we can compute the quality assessment
metrics. As listed in Table IV, the three different sets of heuris-
tics did not perform equally well. For almost all metrics, the
domain focus of our set of heuristics is noticeable and provides
improved results in the criteria thoroughness and validity.
The general heuristics by Nielsen still occupy a stable second
place, although it should be noted that all three heuristics were
not able to predict usability problems seamlessly. Nevertheless,
the high validity of our custom heuristics make them a reliable
tool to alert developers of incipient and severe usability issues.
We can further compute the thoroughness metric for high
severity levels (3 & 4), as these should be addressed early in
the development process. Among the highest level of severity
(4), our biomedical heuristics account for a thoroughness of

TABLE IV. RESULTS OF THE QUALITY ASSESSMENT METRICS

Metric Nielsen’s human-AI biomed-AI
Thoroughness 50.1% 25.3% 62.7%
Weighted Thoroughness 54.0% 28.9% 69.0%
Average Severity 2.66 2.84 2.74
Validity 63.3% 73.1% 85.5%
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Figure 9. Quality assessment metrics for the individual views

93.3%. Nielsen’s set improves to 73.3% and the human-AI
interaction heuristics to 46.7%.

Since not all views of our prototype are equally influenced
by AI, we investigate the performance in the individual
components of the system. Accordingly, Figure 9a shows the
thoroughness metric for each set of heuristics. The Nielsen
heuristics have the highest thoroughness in the setup view, but
as more interaction with the AI is emerging, their performance
drops. Surprisingly, the AI emphasized human-AI heuristics
score even worse. Our biomedical heuristics have the highest
thoroughness in the initialization, algorithm, training and re-
view views, as these require frequent interaction between the
users and the machine learning algorithms.

Similarly, we can evaluate the validity of the heuristics
depending on the view as displayed in Figure 9b. The validity
of our biomedical heuristics is always higher as Nielsen’s
heuristics. This means that Nielsen’s heuristics tend to find
a lot of irrelevant usability issues in all views. However, the
validity for the review view is particularly low, for all three
sets.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The performance metrics from Section VI-C indicate that
there is a noticeable difference in which heuristics we use for
an expert evaluation of an AI-infused user interface within the
biomedical domain.

Nielsen’s well-known heuristics struggle when it comes
to finding real usability problems in biomedical interfaces
induced with AI. They showed only mediocre thoroughness
in these parts of the prototype. However, they found the most
genuine usability problems in the parts of the interface that
were least affected by machine learning, resulting in a high
performance in those views. Unfortunately, this seems to be

accompanied by reduced validity. Nielsen’s heuristics tend to
find more expendable problems than the competing heuristics.
All in all, the results suggest that these general heuristics are
not always the best choice when it comes to finding usability
problems in a specific domain like the one we studied. This
is a result that also has been discussed in other publications
[46].

The heuristics for human-AI interaction did not score
particularly well in terms of thoroughness and validity. In
addition, the experts in this study indicated that this set was
most difficult to use for interface evaluation. This could be due
to the fact that this set was originally designed as a guideline
and also has large focus on long-term effects that are not
relevant here.

The heuristics for biomedical user-AI interaction that
we developed in this work provided the most compelling
results. While their thoroughness was good but not great, their
weighted thoroughness and thus their potential to uncover the
most important problems in a user interface like our prototype
was a positive discovery. This was further emphasized by the
set’s high thoroughness scores for high severity problems.
Moreover, our set performed better than Nielsen’s general
heuristics, especially in the parts of the interface that focused
on user-AI interaction.

When putting the heuristics’ evaluation in a larger context,
we expected that we could detect at least 70% of the real
usability problems as foreseen in literature [11][22][43]. Our
experts were not novices, but the best detection rate they could
achieve was 62.7% with the biomedical heuristics and even
less with the other sets. There is a possibility that this is
due to inadequate evaluation of our experts. However, it is
more likely that the main reason is that it is simply more
difficult to find usability problems in the domain we analyzed.
This assertion is supported by studies like [11], pointing out
the need for domain-specific heuristics for domains where
usability problems are immanently difficult to detect. This
was also one of the basic assumptions on which this entire
paper is based. As biomedical interfaces seem challenging, an
unweighted thoroughness of 62.7% is a satisfactory result.

Finally, we aim to apply our new biomedical heuristics on
more user interfaces in this domain. Tools that are used for
making diagnoses and more complex reasoning could be of
special interest. With a more diverse expert group, we hope to
reduce the effort of conducting user tests and help to establish
AI based technologies in biomedical research and healthcare.
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Abstract—Recommender Systems(RS) are gaining importance
across different domains, especially in e-commerce. Existing RS
work mainly focuses on improving accuracy while neglecting
other concerns associated with commercial RS, such as lack of
transparency, little or no user control, and absence of diversity.
In this paper, we aim to address those concerns by implementing
a conversational system based e-commerce RS using real-world
product data. We also conducted a month-long user study with
over a hundred participants to investigate how users respond to
the conversational system as a control mechanism to mitigate
the abovementioned problems. Results show that the majority
of the users give positive responses to the conversational system
based control mechanism. The post-study questionnaires indicate
that better control, transparency, and diversity can be achieved
utilizing our system. By considering users’ perspectives, this work
contributes to a better understanding of how we can utilize
the conversational system to mitigate transparency and diversity
issues associated with RS.

Keywords—Recommender System; Conversational System;
Transparency; User Control; E-commerce.

I. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, the Recommender System (RS) has
played an increasingly important role across different domains
of the online services such as e-commerce, social media,
banking, news, music, and video [1]. The main task of RS is
to help the user navigate through an overload of information
by providing personalized recommendation to particular users
based on explicit or implicit information [2]. For example,
recommendations account for about 60% of all video clicks
from the home page on Youtube [3], while the recommended
items account for around 35% of the total customer purchase
on Amazon [4]. Thus, the deployment of RS can not only
alleviate the problem of information overload but also make
significant contribution to the overall success of the service [5].

In most of these practical applications, RS has been im-
proving over the years by aiming for better recommendation
accuracy. However, many researchers have become aware that
other than accuracy, existing RS failed to address several other
concerns adequately, such as diversity and transparency. For
example, RS can create ”filter bubbles” that prevent users
from accessing more diverse content and lead to potential
polarization views [6]. Moreover, RS generally keeps the
recommendation process ”behind the scenes” which lacks of
transparency which allow for very little accountability [7].

Additionally, RS rarely offers users any explicit way to di-
rect or participate in the recommending process [8]. Without
providing diversity and transparency, it can greatly diminish
user trust and satisfaction which increase the bias of the RS.

Among all the concerns discussed above, the user control
has the most direct impact compared to others. This is because
by enhancing user control, it is possible to mitigate other
problems, including diversity, transparency, and accountability.
In particular, by allowing users to participate in the recom-
mendation process, the RS can be more responsive and align
with user interests, which leads to better recommendation
accuracy [9]. User control also requires RS to be more trans-
parent and accountable through the process [10]. In addition, it
increases the diversity of recommendation results by providing
user the opportunity to explore beyond default options or
known interests [11].

Much researches has been done to implement different
mechanisms for increasing user control of the RS [12].
PeerChooser enables the user to increase the weight of the
active user represented by nodes in calculating recommenda-
tions [13]. TasteWeights allows the user to adjust the weight
of different parameters to change their importance in the
recommendation process [14]. PARIS achieve user control
by utilizing interactive mechanism like drop-down lists and
checklists [15]. There is also a large body of work leveraging
conversational systems (i.e., chatbots) to help users interact
with the RS [16]. Such mechanism allows users to give feed-
back about the recommendation results through conversational
systems [17].

Conversational systems or dialogue systems are designed
to serve the user through conversation for various purposes
given the context [18]. In recent years, with the significant ad-
vancement in natural language processing, deep learning, and
cloud computing, conversational systems have already been
used in applications across various domains [19]. Compared
to other interactive mechanisms, the conversational system
has several advantages [20]. First, conversational systems are
intuitive and have a much lower learning curve. Second,
conversational systems can be easily customized for various
purposes without affecting the interface. Those advantages
make the conversational system an ideal interactive mechanism
to enable user control for RS.

Although there are existing studies for conversational RS,
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they mainly focus on how to improve the recommendation
results by refining the user preferences [16]. Moreover, since
those work mainly aim for recommendation accuracy improve-
ment, they fail to address other concerns for the RS, such as
transparency and diversity, especially under the e-commerce
setup. In this study, we try to answer the following research
question: how do people view the conversational system
as the control mechanism for e-commerce RS, which
underlying algorithms do they prefer, does it improve
the diversity and transparency of the RS? We focus on
the e-commerce application since it is among the most used
domains for both RS and conversational system. Also it is
essential to understand user’s perspective on how to improve
the transparency and diversity of RS utilizing conversational
system.

To answer the question, we first build a mockup e-commerce
website that leverages real-world customer data and integrates
both the recommender and conversational systems. Then, we
conduct a month-long user study by allowing participants to
freely explore the website and interact with the RS through
a conversational system. We customize the RS so users
can play around with the underlying recommendation algo-
rithms/parameters and get the updated recommendation results
on the fly. We also collect the user feedback to gain insights
into the user’s perspective on the conversational system as a
control mechanism over RS. This study contributes to a better
understanding of how the conversational system can be utilized
to mitigate the concerns, such as transparency and diversity
associated with RS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the related work of E-commerce RS, interactive RS,
and conversational system. Section III describes the design
details of the system. In Section IV and Section V, we describe
the experiment setup and results of the user study. Finally,
Section VI and Section VII discussed the limitations and
summarize the results of this study.

II. RELATED WORK

A. E-commerce Recommendation Systems

Over the last decade, there has been a growing interest
and research effort towards RS for e-commerce websites.
This is because RSs have a tremendous impact on both
users and e-commerce providers. The products are recom-
mended based on various factors, such as popularity, customer
demographics, product rating/comment, and customer’s past
purchase/browsing history [21]. A RS usually includes three
key components: acquire data from customers, compute and
rank the recommendation, then present the recommendation
results [22].

In general, e-commerce RS can be divided into four cate-
gories: content-based filtering, collaborative filtering, hybrid,
and social network-based. Content-based filtering RS recom-
mends items similar or closely related to the items the user
has purchased previously [23]. The techniques used in content-
based filtering approaches include: traditional information
retrieval methods (e.g., TF-IDF, LDA) and advanced machine

learning methods (e.g., Bayesian, decision tree, ANN) [24].
The major limitation of content-based filtering is overspe-
cialization, limited content analysis due to a lack of key-
words [25].

Collaborative filtering RS recommends items based on the
items previously preferred or purchased/browsed by other
users [23]. In particular, most of the systems can be further
sorted into two types: heuristic-based (e.g., KNN, graphy the-
ory, SVM) and model-based (e.g., Bayesian, Clustering, linear-
regression) [26]. This approach also has several drawbacks,
such as sparsity problem, gray sheep problem, and scalability
problem [26].

In order to avoid the shortcomings of above mentioned sys-
tems, hybrid RS has emerged to take advantage from the pre-
vious two approaches. It is done by combining content-based
filtering and collaborative filtering RS together in various
ways, such as weighted, switching, mixed, feature combination
and cascade [27]. Recently, by leveraging the fast-growing
of social network applications, social network-based RS has
been proposed to utilize data from other aspects, such as user
preferences, social connections to improve recommendation
accuracy and overcome major challenges including cold-start
problem and sparsity problem [28].

B. Interactive recommendation systems

Since the first introduction of RS in the mid-1990s, the
majority of the research efforts have been dedicated to im-
prove the system performance and accuracy [29]. Recently,
more and more work has been done to improve the overall
quality of RS in other aspects, such as diversity, novelty,
context, and serendipity [30]. In particular, RS should also
take into consideration of factors including transparency and
controllability [31] to further increase the societal value and
user trust [32]. Thus, research on human factors by developing
interactive RS has gained increasing interest. For the RS, there
are three distinctive phases where the user interaction with the
system could happen: preparation (preference selection), com-
putation (recommendation computation), presentation (results
presentation).

The majority of the existing RS utilize implicit user pref-
erences when generating recommendation results. This means
the user has no control over which preference will be used
or prioritized compared to others. Since user’s preferences
are highly complex, contextual, and even contradictory under
specific scenarios [33], it is crucial to give the user the freedom
to choose and prioritize their preferences in order to improve
controllability. For example, the system proposed by Schaffer
et al. [34] allows user to adjust the weights of different input
parameters to change their corresponding importance in the
recommendation process.

Much work have been proposed to enable user control over
the recommendation computation process by either allowing
the user to adjust the algorithm parameters/weights [14] or
switch between different types of algorithms [35]. Compare
to commonly used one algorithm fit all approach, this type
of user control gives users the ability to select different
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algorithms that can tailor to different scenarios. For example,
the content-bases filtering approach has the advantage when
there is enough domain knowledge on the feature space while
the collaborative filtering approach works better under the
scenario where there is no overspecialization on user profile
and recommend items. Since the algorithm/parameter change
over the recommendation computation process yields a bigger
impact on the final results, our study will focus on providing
the user interaction with the system during this phase.

The presentation control mechanism allows the user to
reorder or present the recommendation results in various ways
that better fit a specific user and his/her interest under different
scenarios [34]. Specifically, system like TalkExplorer [36] uses
a cluster map to visualize relations between recommender
agents. MusiCube [37] allow the user to rate more items
to refine recommendation directly in the recommendation
results. On the other hand, work proposed by Jin et al. [38]
leverage straightforward post-filtering functionalities to refine
recommendation results and achieve cognitive load reduction.

C. Conversational systems

Conversational systems or conversational user interfaces are
conversational agents that can interact with different users
using natural language [39]. The technology is also known
as chatbots which humans could interact with [40]. With
the rapid development in the area of artificial intelligence,
especially the advancement in natural language processing in
the recent years, chatbots are capable of performing many
labor-intensive task at a much lower cost and has been widely
deployed across a varied range of applications, including
intelligent customer service for e-commerce, virtual personal
assistance, financial dialogue system, physical healthcare, and
pedagogical conversational agent [19].

Based on the specific techniques utilized, typical conversa-
tional system can be divided into the six categories: template-
based, corpus-based, intent-based, RNN-based, RL-based, and
hybrid approaches [19]. Because of the advancement in com-
putational power and deep learning algorithms, more and
more research have tried to combine several techniques to
improve the performance of the chatbots [18]. For example,
it is possible to utilize a ranking algorithm to select the op-
timal response from candidate responses generated by several
chatbots leveraging different techniques [41].

Figure 1. A screenshot of the e-commerce website used for our study.

It is worth noticing that there are existing work attempt to
integrate the conversational system with the recommendation
system to further improve recommendation performance [17].
It is done by eliciting user preferences and further reduce pref-
erence ambiguity through the conversational systems lever-
aging AI techniques [16]. Although there are many research
efforts have been made towards this direction, existing work
mainly focuses on how to improve the response from the
conversational system or better integration of those two sys-
tems [42]. Different from existing work, our study aims to
explore the potential of utilizing conversational RS to improve
the transparency and controllability of the RS, especially under
the e-commerce application scenario.

III. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we describe the details of how we imple-
mented the system. Specifically, we discuss the data set and
frameworks that were chosen as well as how we used them
respectively.

A. E-Commerce website and Data set

We implement the e-commerce website using the open-
source framework Amazona [43]. The website layout shares
high similarities with the popular shopping website Amazon
and has been adopted by most e-commerce websites. This way,
users can quickly get familiar with the layout and explore the
website without much learning curve.

In particular, we made several changes to the website to
accommodate our study. First, we change the website from
category-based to brand-based. This is because we want the
user to focus on the recommendation page without getting
overwhelmed by various product category page information.
Second, we created two different sections on the home page
to display the recommended items based on the underlying
recommendation algorithm and randomly selected items which
mimic the modern e-commerce website. The website’s home
page after user login is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 2. A sample of the Amazon Review Data

To populate the website, we utilized the Amazon prod-
uct review data and product metadata of Amazon Review
Data (2018) [44] for our implementation. This data set is
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the updated version of the Amazon Review Data released
back in 2014 [45], containing product reviews and metadata
from Amazon, including 233.1 million reviews spanning from
May 1996 to Oct 2018. The whole dataset has 29 different
categories of products in total. A sample of the review data is
shown in Figure 2.

In order to reduce excessive information that would distract
users, we only picked the Clothing and Shoes sub-dataset
category with 32.2 million reviews and 2.6 million products.
This is because many of the products from the real-world e-
commerce website are from those categories and users are
more familiar with the brands from those categories. To reduce
the sparsity problem of the review data, we used the 5-core
review data, a dense subset extracted from the original product
review data where each product has at least five reviews.

B. Recommendation system and Chatbot

For this study, we implemented the recommendation engine
using Case Recommender [46], which is an open-source a
Python framework of several popular recommendation algo-
rithms for both implicit and explicit feedback. This framework
aims to provide a rich set of components that allow us to
construct a customized RS based on a set of underlying
algorithms and rating prediction.

It is worth noting that this study does not seek to tackle
the cold start issue in the recommendation system where the
system does not contain prior information about a specific user.
To resolve this issue, during the registration process, each user
is required to enter basic user information (e.g., age, gender)
and select their top favorite brands and products from the list
the website provides.

In order to generate the recommended items, our system
first computes the estimated ratings for all product candidates
with the trained model using the default algorithm or explicitly
selected by that user. Next, the product candidates are sorted
by their estimated ratings. Next, a list containing the top n
products with the highest estimated ratings is sent back as the
recommended items. Here, the number of recommended prod-
ucts, the recommendation algorithm, and rating prediction are
considered parameters controlled by either the user or default
setting. The default number of products being recommended,
recommendation algorithm, and rating prediction is 5, most
popular, and SVD, respectively.

After comparing various chatbot frameworks implemented,
we selected the react-chatbot-kit for building our chatbot [47],
a React-based open source chatbot framework. The default
chatbot framework contains a message parser, a configuration,
and an action provider, which allows us to easily configure the
interactive conversational system for our study and integrate
it with our implementation of the e-commerce website and
underlying RS.

To better handle the user control request for the underly-
ing RS, we first designed and implemented several message
parsers that can detect different keywords and determine what
kind of responses should be returned to the user. Next, we
came up with different keywords related to our user control

Figure 3. A screenshot of the chatbot used for our study.

methods or user control in general. All the control keywords
are implemented as buttons so users can easily choose from the
conversation without typing. After the user clicks the button,
specific actions will be triggered (e.g., switching the algorithm,
changing the number of items to be recommended). An
example of the chatbot implementation is shown in Figure 3.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We studied the user behavior of our system, a conversa-
tional system based interactive RS for e-commerce website,
where the user can interact with the conversational system
to change the underlying algorithms and parameters. The
proposed system supports the switching between multiple
recommending algorithms, which gives the user the control
of the RS and the ability to view the results generated by
various algorithms/parameters on the fly. When a user logged
into the system, he/she will be assigned the baseline algorithm
as his/her initial condition. They will also receive a brief
message from the conversational system to inform them about
the currently running algorithm and potential options they can
switch to.

Our system supports four underlying recommending al-
gorithms. Each algorithm is identified to the user using an
abbreviation derived from the original name. Users can interact
with the conversational system for further information about
each algorithm, such as a simple description of what this
algorithm is and how it is being used in the RS. The supported
algorithms are as follows:

• The Baseline algorithm generates the results by selecting
the top reviewed items from randomly selected cate-
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gories/brands. This algorithm was called Default and was
used as ”non-personalized” algorithm.

• The Collaborative algorithm generates the results utiliz-
ing collaborative filtering approach. It searches the similar
preference user with the current user to find the similar
users. After finding a similar user, it then presents the
recommendation for the current user according to the
preference of similar ones. The algorithm was called Col-
laborative and was used to improve the user experience
for new user of the system.

• The Content algorithm generates the results leveraging
content-based filtering approach. The item recommended
by such an approach often indicates textual information
where each item is described with the keyword and its
weight. Then the items are recommended based on item
characteristics and the user’s preference. The algorithm
was called Content and was used to recommend items
similar to what the user has liked or purchased in the
past.

• The Hybrid algorithm generates the results by taking
advantage of both content-based filtering and collabo-
rative filtering approaches. It is done by combing the
recommendation results from those two approaches. The
algorithm was called Hybrid and was used to avoid the
disadvantages of content-based filtering and collaborative
filtering approaches.

Once in the system, users could change the underlying
algorithms and rating prediction parameters by interacting with
the website’s conversational system. The change will take
effect immediately after user specification in the conversa-
tional system. After the user types in or selects the desired
algorithms or parameters, the system will reload the list of
recommended items on the current page (if they are on the item
recommendation page) and show the results from the newly
selected algorithm/parameter. The user’s choice will persist
throughout the system and affect all the predictions for item
recommendations.

The summary of the experiment data is listed as follows:
there are 108 users participated in our study over one month
period of time; of all the participants, 45 were female, 52
were male, and the rest declined to reveal that information;
the age range is from 21 to 50; 95 of them make the
algorithm/parameter at least once. We consider switching from
one algorithm/parameter to another as a single change event.
There is a total of 1315 change events recorded during the
experiment.

We also asked all participants to fill in a questionnaire after
the experiment. It is used to assess the participants’ experience
using the proposed system. The questionnaire uses a five-point
Likert scale, ranging from 1 to 5, where 1 represents strong
disagreement, and 5 represents strong agreement. There are
a total of 98 pieces of feedback collected. The questionnaire
statements were as follows:

1) I become familiar with the system very quickly.
2) The information provided by the chatbot was sufficient

Figure 4. User Preferences of Algorithms

for me to change the underlying algorithms/parameters.
3) I would like use this system in the future on e-commerce

website.
4) I like the item recommendation result generated by the

system.
5) I have fun when I am using the system.
6) The recommend results contained a lot of variety when

switch to different algorithms/parameters.
7) The system has no real benefit for me.
8) I have to invest a lot of effort to obtain different

recommendation results.
9) I feel in control of the recommending process.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we describe our findings from this study.
It contains the results for both algorithm/parameter switching
and the questionnaire.

A. User Switch Algorithms

Of the 108 users in our study, 95(87%) changed underlying
algorithms at least once, as mentioned before. This means
13 users only use the default algorithm/parameter during the
process. These activities likely resulted from users’ unaware-
ness of the conversational system on the web page, or the
results generated by the default algorithms has already met
their expectation. The high percentage of users switching
the algorithm/parameter at least once demonstrates that most
users utilize the conversational system to adjust underlying
algorithms. This also shows the user’s willingness to explore
RS through conversational system and desire for transparency
and user control over RS.

B. User Algorithm Preferences

Here, we study the user preferences of the algorithm.
Among the users who tried different algorithms, the collab-
orative was the most favored algorithm, followed by Hybrid,
content, and default algorithms. Figure 4 shows the number of
users who switched algorithms at least once and selected one
of the algorithms as their final choice (i.e., the algorithm user
chose as the active algorithm at the end of the experiment).
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Figure 5. Likelihood to Switch Algorithm

It is easy to observe that users prefer other algorithms over
the default ones. This is because the users knew the default
algorithm was non-personalized and could not generate more
accurate or personalized results. We can also observe that the
user prefers the collaborative filtering-based approach more
than the content-based and hybrid approaches. It is likely
because the users who switched algorithms at least once are
willing to try various options on the parameters. This observa-
tion provides insights to support the idea of users’ desire for
transparency and user control of the recommendation systems.

As we discussed before, most users chose to switch from
non-personalized algorithms and try different ones. Figure 5
shows the probability of users in each algorithm who tried a
different algorithm afterward. As we can see, users who choose
the default algorithm have the highest probability of switching
algorithms, followed by hybrid, content, and collaborative.
This observation also suggests users’ awareness of the non-
personalized results generated by the default algorithm. Com-
bining these results with the users’ final choice, we can infer
that most users are satisfied with the collaborative algorithm.
The content algorithm has the next satisfactory rate, followed
by the hybrid algorithm.

C. Algorithm Switching Behavior

We also study the user switching behavior by measuring
how many times each user switched their algorithms, and the
results are shown in Figure 6. The x-axis shows how many
switches have been made; the y-axis shows the number of
users who made that amount of switches. We only showed
the number of switches less than 10 times, which accounts
for 97% of the users. The vast majority of the users switched
algorithms no more than 6 times. However, there exist users
who logged over 95 switches during the experiments. Most
users switch just several times. For example, only around 20%
of users switched more than 6 times.

The most common pattern for switching was for the user to
switch from the default to another algorithm or try the other
three algorithms and stop the switching. The median number

Figure 6. Events Count for User Switch

of switching is 4; after 6 switches, there is a significant drop-
off in the number of users. This is because 4 to 6 switches are
enough for most users to try other personalized algorithms
and decide which one is their favorite. It is worth noticing
that most users experiment with the switch early in their use
of our system, conduct several switches and then leave the
system alone.

D. Questionnaire Results

Figure 7 summarizes user feedback and perception about
the system and interaction effectiveness. The feedback of
Q1(M=4.00, SD=0.85) and Q8(M=2.45, SD=1.15) show that
the proposed system is relatively easy to use and does not
require much effort for the user to learn. It is worth noting that
among all the users, the younger users (35 years or younger)
gave overall higher ratings on Q1 and lower ratings on Q8.
On the other hand, the older users (40 years or older) gave
overall lower ratings on Q1 and high ratings on Q8. This is
likely because e-commerce websites have widely adopted the
conversational system, and younger users are already taking
advantage of this feature and are familiar with how to interact
with it.

The quality of item recommendation Q4(M=3.85,
SD=0.92), information variety Q6(M=3.65, SD=1.25),
and information sufficiency Q2(M=3.95, SD=0.82) all
received positive feedback from the users. This indicates
that the proposed system provides an easily understood
explanation for the user to explore different algorithms.
Meanwhile, it also produces enough transparency and variety
on the generated list of recommended items based on different
algorithms.

The feedback on Q3(M=4.15, SD=0.74), Q7(M=1.68,
SD=0.88), Q9(M=4.08, SD=0.72) show the effectiveness and
usefulness of the proposed system. The overall positive feed-
back of those statements demonstrates that the proposed
system increases the user control and transparency of the
recommendation system and has the potential to improve the
user experience further if adopted by other similar systems. It
is worth noticing that the feedback on Q5 (M=4.12, SD=0.63)
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Figure 7. Results of Post Study Questionnaire

is also overwhelmingly positive. This is because the conversa-
tional system is intuitive and enjoyable to interact with, which
can further facilitate the user’s control over the RS compared
to other interactive mechanisms.

VI. DISCUSSION

The user study and post-study questionnaire show that
integrating the conversational system with RS for e-commerce
websites is very promising for better user control and trans-
parency. However, there are still several limitations of our
study.

First, our study mainly focused on the RS’s user control
and transparency aspects; we did not thoroughly evaluate
other aspects of the RS. For example, we could use RMSE
to evaluate the accuracy of the RS. Besides the accuracy,
many other metrics can be used to further evaluate an RS
in various aspects, including the relevancy metrics like recall
and precision.

Second, our RS cannot correctly handle the cold start issue,
which means our system performs poorly for users with no
information stored in the system. We plan to solve this issue
in future research by using additional data sources, such as
social network data or choosing the most prominent groups of
analogous users [48].

Third, the conversation system could be improved. By only
using partial pattern matching, we have not yet fully utilized
the power of the conversational system. In the future, we
would like to build a more intelligent conversational system by
combining NLP and deep learning techniques. So our system
can better understand the user’s intention and provide a more
appropriate response.

Last, due to the limited time, we could not provide addi-
tional user control options other than underlying algorithms
for the study. For future work, we would like to add other op-
tions, such as different rating predictions (e.g., SVD, SVD++,
ItemKNN, UserKNN), different hyperparameters, and a dif-
ferent number of recommending items. By providing more
user control options, we can gain more insights into the user
perspective on our system.

VII. CONCLUSION

RS plays a vital role across different domains of online
services. Despite the fast accuracy improvement over the
years, modern RS for e-commerce still fails to address issues,
such as lack of transparency and user control. In this paper,
we implement an e-commerce RS using real-world product
data and integrate a conversational system to enable user
control over the recommendation process. We also conduct
a user study and questionnaire to gain more insights into the
question: how do people view the conversational system as the
control mechanism for e-commerce RS. The results show that
a majority of the user consider the conversational system an
excellent interface to achieve user control and transparency for
e-commerce RS. We also find that the collaborative filtering-
based algorithm is the most preferred algorithm, while many
users agree that our system can improve the diversity and
transparency of the RS.
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Abstract—This research uses information science approach for
preventing the physical and social frailty of older people living
in an aging community with a low birthrate. In this study, we
hypothesize that older peoples’ physical activity and sociable
communication will increase if they have more interactions with
others and the outside environment. We believe that by raising
their interest in the surrounding daily activities could help
improve their interaction with the outside society. This study is
conducted in Yogo Town in Shiga Prefecture, Japan as an area of
an aging community with a low birthrate. Yogo Town provides
a moving stall for older people to assist them in purchasing
daily necessities. We install a chatting bot in the moving stall to
attract older people to visit it. If older people visit the moving
stall more, their physical frailty could be prevented through
these increased physical activities. If older people could interact
and communicate more with others through the enjoyment of
conversations and games with the chatting bot, their social frailty
also has the chance to improve. This paper describes the issues
discussed in this study, introduces a developed chatting bot, and
reports on plans for future experiments.

Keywords-frailty prevention; physical and social frailty; chatting-
bot; elderly care

I. INTRODUCTION

Japan is facing an aging society with a low birthrate.
People request to prevent older people’s frailty [1]. Frailty
is a condition in which the mind and body weaken due to
aging. There are three types of frailty; (1) physical frailty,
(2) social frailty, and (3) cognitive frailty. To reduce the
progression of frailty, older people need to raise motivation of
frailty prevention through exercises [2]. However, it is difficult
for them to maintain awareness continuously because they
have physical constraints and low communication with their
neighbor, especially for those older people who live away from
urban areas. It is desirable to increase the amount of physical
activity and sociable communication. In this paper, we use an
approach of information science to try to increase the intention
of older people’s physical activity and sociable communication
to help them prevent frailty indirectly.

A. Targeted Field

This study is conducted in Yogo Town in Shiga Prefecture in
Japan as an area of an aging community with a low birthrate.
The percentage of residents aged 65 years and older is 43.1%,
and the rate of them aged 80 years and more senior is 18.5%
(as of December 1st, 2021). In the last few years, the problem
of frailty has become more severe due to Covid-19 infection

control. The area is facing an urgent need to understand the
current situation regarding the physical and mental health of
older people and to take measures to address this issue.

Yogo Town provides a moving stall for older people to assist
them in purchasing daily necessities. Though the residents in
the town use automobiles every day, the older people have
returned their driving licenses due to their low physical and
cognitive ability. Therefore, the moving stall is indispensable
for their lives. The moving stall carries foods and daily
necessities in the back and goes to community meeting spaces
and doorsteps of individuals. The older people can conduct a
walking exercise on their way to the moving stall and back.
They can also conduct conversations with others around the
moving stall. A saleslady actively talks to the older people
coming to the moving stall. She also takes a role in providing
daily attention and care for the community.

B. Our Approach for Frailty Prevention
We hypothesize that physical activity and sociable commu-

nication will increase if older people have more interactions
with others and the outside environment. We believe that by
raising their interest in the surrounding daily activities could
help improve their interaction with the outside society. To
achieve the above, we install a chatting bot in the moving stall.
Chatting bots have been used in counseling [3], coaching [4],
and conversations with people [5]. However, there is few case
of chatting bot used for prevention the physical and social
frailty. The chatting bot has functions of conversation and
playing a game. We hope that older people could be interested
in the chatting bot. If they visit the chatting bot, their physical
activity will increase, which prevents their physical frailty. If
they enjoy conversations with a chatting bot, their sociable
communication will also increase, which prevents their social
frailty. This study is approved by The Ritsumeikan University
Ethics Review Committee for Medical and Health Research
Involving Human Subjects.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

This section describes an interaction pattern and a developed
chatting bot.

A. Interaction Pattern between Chatting-bot and Older People
Figure 1 illustrates the interaction pattern between our

chatting bot and older people. The chatting bot changes its
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Figure 1. Interaction pattern between our chatting bot and older people.

behavior according to the distance from older people to attract
them closer to the chatting bot. If the older person is far from
the chatting bot, he says a greeting to draw their attention. If
they approach the chatting bot, he will announce new items
and invites them to play a game with him. If the person is
close to the chatting bot, he welcomes to enjoy the game.

B. Developed Chatting-bot

Figure 2 shows the appearance and construction of the
chatting bot. The chatting bot mainly has two functional
components: (a) human and object detection by a camera and
(b) a speech function using a pair of speakers.

C. Human and Object Detection

For human and object detection, the chatting bot uses a
camera to capture real-time frames. YOLO is used for human
and object detection. For human detection, the chatting bot
will first detect whether a person is in the frame. If a human
is found, the chatting bot will estimate the distance from the
human to determine whether the older person is far from or
close to him. The estimation result is used for the interaction
pattern’s selection.

In object detection, the chatting bot recognizes the barcode
of items to judge whether they are newly listed. A list file
is prepared to store the information of the barcode and a the
item’s name. If a recognized barcode is included in the list,
the item is judged as a listed new good. If not, the item will
be judged as a former product. The judgment result will be
used for speech response selection.

D. Speech according to Detection Result

The chatting bot gives speech responsens depending on the
human and object detection result. There are two situations
of human detection results; older people are far from the
chatting bot or close to it. If the older people are far from
the chatting bot, the chatting bot gives speeches designed to
attract their attention. For example, “Hello, please come here,”
and “Welcome to our shop” are given with a synthesized voice.
In contrast, if they are close to the chatting bot, the chatting

Figure 2. Inside of a moving stall (left). Foods and daily necessities are
sold. Developed chatting bot as a stuffed frog (right).

bot gives speeches to prompt new items and invites playing
a game. For example, “New goods are coming” and “Please
find it” would be given with a synthesized voice.

There are two results of the selected items’ detection: a
newly listed product or a former product. If the selected good
is a new one, the chatting bot gives a speech “That is correct.
The good is a new one called (good’s name).” Conversely, if
the selected good is not a new one, the chatting bot gives a
speech “That is not correct. Please find it again.”

III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper proposes an installation of a chatting bot on a
moving stall to prevent the physical and social frailty of older
people living in an aging community with a low birthrate. The
chatting bot attempts to interact and make conversations with
older people. If older people are interested in the chatting bot,
the chance of physical exercises and sociable communication
will increase, which prevents physical and social frailty.

We ask the residents in Yogo Town (Shiga, Japan) to join the
experiments with the chatting bot. We will survey the effect of
the installation of the chatting bot for the prevention of frailty.
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Abstract—In this study, characteristics of coil, which is an 
actuator of magnetic field-based non-contact tactile 
presentation technology, were simulated. To induce a sense of 
touch using a magnetic field without wearing any devices on 
hand, a high-power power supply device, a power 
semiconductor switch, and a coil for generating a magnetic 
field are required. Because of the high power used, the power 
supply and coil require a separate heat sink device. Therefore, 
a simulation study was conducted on the characteristics of coils 
in order not to use a heat dissipation device. Simulations were 
conducted for the strength and field pattern of the magnetic 
field for each experimental frequency, the density of the 
magnetic field, and the generated heat for the circular coil. 
From the results, the magnetic field density and distribution 
were the same at all frequencies. In the analysis of the change 
in magnetic field density according to the frequency, the 
difference in the density of the magnetic field calculated at 5 
Hz and 250 Hz was only about 2.03%. In the case of heat 
analysis, the time required to recover to the ambient 
temperature of 25 ℃ is less than 10 seconds in the case of 5 Hz 
condition, but the time required to return to the ambient 
temperature is more than 3.6 minutes at 250 Hz. Through this 
study, it was confirmed that a circular coil with a diameter of 
about 28 cm made of copper can operate for a long time 
without a cooling system under natural convection conditions. 

Keywords-Non-conctact tactile stimulator; Circular-coil; 
Magnetic field strength; Density; Heat, Heat-sink. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

As IT technology develops, research for interaction 
between devices and humans is also being actively 
conducted [1]. These studies stimulate sight and hearing 
among the human senses and exchange information through 
the process of perception and cognition. Recently, studies to 
present tactile sensation for more realistic interaction are also 
being conducted. Until now, most of the devices for 
presenting the tactile sensation are of a contact type and 
mainly induce a sense of vibration [2]. An actuator to 
generate a sense of vibration mainly uses a motor. This is 
because it is easy to control the magnitude of vibration and 
the frequency of vibration using electric signals, and it is 
possible to manufacture in a small size and is inexpensive. 
However, in the tactile presentation method, the tactile 
sensation can be evoked only when the person and the device 
must maintain a contact state. In addition, even if the contact 

state is maintained, the shape of the tactile sensation caused 
by changing the area, size, and time of contact is not 
consistent. Therefore, a technique for presenting a sense of 
touch in a non-contact method is also being studied. 
Representatively, a method using focused-ultrasound and a 
method using compressed-air are being tried [3]. However, 
these methods always have additional noise, have a short 
stimulus presentation distance, and complicate the 
configuration of the control system.  

Recently, a method using a pulsed laser has also been 
introduced. This method has the advantage of a very long 
stimulus presentation distance, but the price of the laser 
system for tactile presentation is very expensive and requires 
a delicate setup using optics. Since the above three methods 
transmit energy for inducing a tactile sensation to the skin 
through space, it is impossible to transmit the tactile 
sensation when there is an object between the actuation 
source and the skin. Recently, a method using magnetic field 
induction has been developed [4]. Since this method uses an 
electromagnetic field, it has the advantage of presenting a 
sense of touch even when an arbitrary object exists.  

However, high power is required to generate a magnetic 
field. In addition, since high heat is generated in a coil that 
generates a magnetic field, an additional device for heat 
dissipation is required when a continuous tactile sensation is 
generated. The cooling system also has the disadvantage that 
it is generally large and requires separate operating power. 
Therefore, in this study, a study on the characteristics to 
minimize heat generation of the coil, which is an actuator for 
presenting a magnetic field-based tactile sensation, was 
conducted through simulation analysis. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Setting up the Simulation Environment for the 
Stimulation Coil 

The analysis of the coil was performed through 
theoretical analysis and simulation of the magnetic field 
distribution. ANSYS (ANSYS Inc., USA) was used for 
computer simulation. Analysis of magnetic field strength, 
pattern, and thermal analysis according to the amplitude and 
frequency of voltage input to the coil, and magnetic field and 
thermal analysis were performed under the pulse voltage 
input condition of 950 Volts. A coil is a wire wound in a 
circular shape. Since the strength H of the magnetic field by 
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the entire electric wire is the sum of the length of the minute 
current and the minute magnetic field, it can be expressed as 
a line integral as shown in Equation (1) below. 

 

                 (1) 
 

The voltage applied to the coil analysis was 950 Volts, 
the time was 130 μs, and the frequencies were 5, 10, 50, 100, 
200, and 250 Hz. The voltage used is converted into current 
(I) by the specific resistance of copper. The intensity of the 
magnetic field is adjusted by the magnitude of the current, 
and through this, the intensity of the tactile sensation can be 
controlled. Also, the number of turns of the coil is 
proportional to the intensity of the tactile sensation, but 
because the size increases, voltage, which is electrically easy 
to control, was used. The flow of simulation using ANSYS is 
shown in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1. Simulation procedure using ANSYS Workbench. 

B. Coil geometry 

The geometric shape of the coil was modeled as shown in 
Figure 2, the material was copper, and the number of turns 
was set to 28 according to the environment in which the coil 
would be applied. The physical properties of the copper were 
specific resistance 1.69×10-2 [Ω/m], wire length 3.8 [m], 
specific heat 0.0924 [Cal/g × ℃], and weight 800 [gram]. 

 
Figure 2. 2D and 3D shapes for coil simulation. 

III. RESULTS 

In the analysis of the change in magnetic field density 
according to the frequency, the difference in the density of 
the magnetic field calculated at a point 5 cm perpendicular to 
the plane of the coil was approximately 2.03 % at 5 Hz and 
250 Hz, and the change was small (Figure 3(a)). When 
power is applied to the wire, heat is generated by the 
resistance component of the wire. The maximum 
temperature varied with frequency in the coil used. In the 
case of 250 Hz, the maximum temperature was 57.2 ℃, and 
in the case of 5 Hz, the temperature rise was small at 24.2 ℃. 
As heat generation increases, the size of resistance decreases, 
so more energy must be discharged to generate a magnetic 
field of the same size. Therefore, since the efficiency is 
reduced, this must be considered when manufacturing the 
coil. In addition, at each maximum temperature, heatsink by 

natural convection fell to the initial temperature within 3.6 
minutes (Figure 3(b)). Since the pattern of the magnetic field 
according to the frequency is constant and the heat rise is not 
large, it means that the formation of the magnetic field for 
magnetic stimulation is constant even if the coil used is 
changed in the set frequency range (Figure 3(c) and (d). 

 
Figure 3. Simulation results for circular-coil. (a) Magnetic field density, (b) 
Heat dissipation profile, (c) Magnetic field map for 5 Hz and (d) 250 Hz. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the change in magnetic field pattern and 
temperature according to the application of pulsed power to 
the magnetic field generating coil was confirmed. The 
change in the density and field pattern of the magnetic field 
was small according to the frequency in the range of 5 to 250 
Hz. In the case of temperature, the maximum rose about 
33.1℃. It was confirmed that the coil of the proposed shape 
had a small difference between low frequency and high 
frequency, so that it was possible to induce a tactile sensation 
with constant strength and strength even when used for a 
long time. A large coil is used to induce a tactile sensation in 
the bare hand, but it is composed with an encloser made of 
wood or plastic, so it can be used for the purpose of inducing 
a tactile sensation with an invisible actuator. 
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Abstract—College students are a population particularly sus-

ceptible to anxiety and depression, with financial struggles and 

social stigmatization creating a barrier to seeking psychological 

support. The recent pandemic has exacerbated these issues, with 

lockdowns and remote instruction creating extra stress factors 

and making access to consultation services even harder. Online 

depression screening tools have tried to address such problems 

and the development of chatbots for the detection and even ther-

apeutic use of anxiety symptoms has been on the rise. This work 

reports findings from testing Marcus, a depression screening 

chatbot based on a popular depression assessment tool, the Pa-

tient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9). Our results indicate that 

Marcus was comparable to the online version of PHQ-9 in de-

tecting depression based on produced scores, using a within-

subjects experimental design with predominantly college stu-

dents in the USA. Nonetheless, the chatbot was not found to be 

the most effective method based on comparing participant pref-

erences and initiation rates. Implications of our findings for the 

development of similar computer-based screening tools are dis-

cussed, as well as recommendations for future work in this area. 

Keywords-chatbot design; medical application; computer-

based depression screening; user study. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Among the various mental health issues faced by millions 
of individuals worldwide, depression is considered one of the 
most prevalent with over 280 million people of all ages glob-
ally affected by the disorder, being especially prevalent 
among 15-29-year-olds [1]. Continuous struggle with depres-
sion has proven to have personal adverse effects on individu-
als and has been linked to issues such as low socioeconomic 
status [2] , family functioning [3], and diminished social sup-
port [3]. Among the population age composition, university 
students are a particular group with exceptionally high depres-
sion rates [4]. Despite the detrimental impact of incessant de-
pression including an increased risk of suicide by a factor of 
20 among depressed populations compared to non-depressed 
populations, [5], a significant portion of these individuals do 
not seek treatment. Studies have found that the most common 
reasons for not seeking treatment among university students 
include the stigma associated with mental health issues [6], as 
well as feeling a lack of perceived need [7] and insufficient 
mental health education [8]. Moreover, the lack of easy access 
to depression treatment poses another barrier for university 
students. Economic barriers are a major cause for not seeking 

screening or treatment, as associations exist between low so-
cioeconomic status and depression rates [9]. With depression 
being incredibly widespread, all aspects of treatment are in 
high demand and a public need, including both therapeutic in-
terventions as well as screening and assessment needs.  

To counteract the significant barrier of stigmatization and 
financial ability, which is especially prominent for university 
students, online depression screening tools and chatbots have 
been suggested as a viable solution [10]. The development of 
such chatbots removes the need for interpersonal communica-
tion in this preliminary step of the treatment process, making 
screening more accessible. The PHQ-9 is the most viable de-
pression screening tool in the industry of primary care and 
uses a four-point scale to reveal the tendency to depression 
ranging from minimal to severe depression [11]. With the ad-
vancement of artificial intelligence and Natural Language 
Processing (NLP), there have been various developments of 
mental health chatbots that focus on anxiety screening using 
the PHQ-9 [12]–[14], as well as the therapeutic treatment and 
reduction of depression-like symptoms [15][16]. 

Additionally, the COVID-19 pandemic drove a fundamen-
tal change within the healthcare delivery system due to un-
precedented challenges such as social distancing guidelines 
and stay-at-home orders [17]. In large part, the pandemic ac-
celerated the rise of telehealth, where all healthcare services, 
including screening, were provided remotely–and oftentimes 
via virtual agents. Moreover, the pandemic saw the increased 
development of chatbots that screened for COVID-19, which 
delivered consistent and accurate results while also providing 
sustained service at a low operating cost [18]. These systems 
exemplified the potential of telehealth and chatbots in terms 
of overcoming obstacles, such as costs and physical barriers 
that prevent individuals from receiving care.  

Inspired by the increased demands caused by the pan-
demic for easy access to anxiety screening explicitly for col-
lege students, we developed Marcus, a chatbot for depression 
screening, In the current study, we briefly describe our mo-
bile-based chatbot and report results from a study with univer-
sity students in the United States. We hypothesized that our 
virtual screening tool will be equally effective in detecting de-
pression as the traditional online PHQ-9. Findings and design 
implications for similar computer-based screening tools are 
discussed in light of prior research. 

Section II presents a review of related work including 
background on the PHQ-9, as well as existing virtual agents 
utilized for depression screening and therapeutic methods.  
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Section III includes the driving research questions and details 
regarding the design of the chatbot. Section IV presents the 
research methods in regards to participants and the data col-
lection process. Section V describes our results including the 
various statistical analysis used and graphical representations 
of major findings. Section VI discusses our main findings in 
light of prior research and acknowledges study limitations. 
Section V summarizes our research work and presents direc-
tions for future research based on our findings. 

II. BACKGROUND 

This research builds on past work related to chatbots and 
virtual agents designed to screen for depression or act as a 
therapeutic agent to reduce depression-like symptoms. 

A. Diagnostic Evaluations: Framework and Administration  

The original PHQ-9 is viewed as a dual-purpose instru-
ment, which provides not only provisional depression diagno-
ses, but also grade depressive symptom severity [19]. Over the 
years, the nine-item scale has been validated as a depression 
screening tool in the primary care industry and remains widely 
utilized  [20]. The assessment itself features a straightforward 
scoring methodology, where each question is rated by the pa-
tient with a frequency from 0 to 3 – with 0 indicating “not at 
all” and 3 indicating “nearly every day”. A summation of the 
scores is performed to provide a final score from 0 to 27, with 
a higher score representing a greater level of severity.  

A study conducted with university students in Iran exam-
ined the validity and reliability of the PHQ-9 alongside other 
assessments [20]. Students completed the self-administered 
version of the PHQ-9, as well as psychiatrist interviews to de-
termine depression level – with the tool ultimately demon-
strating a satisfactory internal consistency. Another study con-
ducted in Kosovo measured depression during the COVID-19 
outbreak with an online version of the PHQ-9 administered 
through Google Forms [21]. Results exhibited a higher-than-
average percentage of participants with moderate to severe 
symptoms. Additionally, a pilot evaluation investigated links 
between depression references on social media (Facebook) by 
undergraduate students and depression on a clinical scale us-
ing an online version of the PHQ-9 [22]. Over 70% of eligible 
profile owners participated in the online PHQ-9 survey, indi-
cating a successful administration. Results of the study 
demonstrated a positive association between the two, with 
participants who scored higher into a depression category on 
the PHQ-9, being more likely to display depression symptom 
references on Facebook.  

Prior work has also investigated the effect of gender on 
depression diagnosis, both in the general population and spe-
cifically college students [23]. Research has indicated that 
when compared to males, females account for a larger propor-
tion of patients with depression [24]. Moreover, studies have 
shown that the gender differences regarding depression rates 
are more significant at younger ages than when at an adult age 
[25]. In addition to the gender depression variance being 
linked by hormonal differences, studies on the respective clin-
ical aspects have pointed to socialization differences also be-
ing a factor in depression rates [26].  

B. Computer-Based Methods for Depression Screening 

The PHQ-9 has seen adaptations into chatbot versions of 
the assessment in recent years. The virtual agent implementa-
tion aims to bring various benefits to the forefront, including 
the ability to screen for depressive symptoms remotely on a 
large scale and at a low cost [13]. The study utilized a chatbot 
named “Tess”, which inquired about the nine PHQ-9 criteria 
posed on the questionnaire, seeking to discover relationships 
between demographic variables and PHQ-9 scores by admin-
istering the assessment to adults and older adults. The chatbot 
demonstrated strong reliability in both results and completion 
rate. While results indicated a correlation between demo-
graphic characteristics and PHQ-9 score, the associated effect 
of this was deemed as weak. As the study primarily recruited 
adults and older adults (above the age of 65), this posed the 
limitation of a lack of focus on a population that is more sus-
ceptible to depression or depression-like symptoms, such as 
university students. Moreover, the study only administers the 
PHQ-9 through the Tess chatbot and not through another 
means (i.e., online survey or paper format) for validation pur-
poses, thus posing another limitation.  

Another study conducted in Spain delivered the develop-
ment of “Perla,” a conversational agent that performed a de-
pression screening interview based on the PHQ-9 [12]. The 
review found that the chatbot was preferred by internet users 
more than the form-based questionnaire, and the results were 
consistent enough to deem the chatbot as a valid alternative to 
traditional self-report methods. Opportunities for expanding 
on the study include further research into user preferences, 
such as having a conversational agent with human face and 
name characteristics to provide further appeal. Moreover, an-
other work identified employees and those in the workplace 
as a group with specifically high potential for exposure to 
mental health problems [14]. The study featured   the devel-
opment of a fully automated chatbot “Viki,” which evaluated 
workers for risks of suffering from depression, anxiety, stress, 
and burnout. Results found that the conversation and gamifi-
cation style of the chatbot delivered potential for greater en-
gagement and effectiveness.  

Additional studies considered groups with higher possible 
exposure to depression by screening via a chatbot. During the 
COVID-19 pandemic, frontline workers were especially im-
pacted, and new tools were necessary to identify individuals 
that were in need of treatment, especially among those who 
feared stigma around mental health [27]. The study considered 
a text interface as well as a conversational speech chatbot 
based on the PHQ-9 for evaluation, with feasibility based on 
the Technology Acceptance Model  [28]. Results of the study 
demonstrated that most participants found the chatbot to be 
acceptable, with perceived usefulness and prior depression-
like symptoms being the two most significant factors in pre-
dicting the inclination of participants to use the chatbot [27].   

C. Therapeutic Chatbots to Reduce Depression-Like 

Symptoms  

In addition to screening chatbots based on the adaptation 
of the PHQ-9 assessment, strides have also been made into the 
development of chatbots that act as therapeutic agents. With 
the purpose of improving mental health via the reduction of 
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depression-like symptoms, therapeutic virtual agents utilize 
the PHQ-9 as a measurement tool both at baseline and post-
treatment stages [29]. A study conducted with university stu-
dents administered the PHQ-9 – in addition to other question-
naires as measures of separate clinical variables – at baseline 
and every 4 weeks throughout the 16-week period [29]. Dur-
ing the period, students were randomly assigned to receive ei-
ther therapy from the chatbot or minimal level bibliotherapy. 
Results demonstrated that the chatbot-delivered intervention 
was significantly more efficacious than bibliotherapy, with 
PHQ-9 scores being reduced further with the virtual agent.  In 
another study, various precursors to depression and other 
mental health disorders were identified [30]. Through the de-
velopment of a virtual agent named “Elomia,” the study deliv-
ered therapy to university students who indicated some level 
or susceptibility to depression. Results revealed that users of 
Elomia described a reduction in anxiety and depression symp-
toms – in addition to 70% of users who noted returning to the 
chatbot in moments of stress or other related symptoms.  

Moreover, additional works have placed an emphasis on 
groups who have the potential to be more susceptible to men-
tal health issues. In one study, chatbot-based treatment was 
provided to a post-partum population [16]. Participants either 
received treatment via chatbot or through traditional means 
with the PHQ-9 and General Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7) 
among other assessments, were administered to establish a 
baseline. While scores did not differ significantly between the 
varying treatment groups, a large proportion of women (74%) 
indicated use of the chatbot – demonstrating a greater willing-
ness to interact with the virtual agent. Research conducted in 
India identified the student population of ages 15-25 as suffer-
ers of mental health issues for a variety of reasons including 
method of education and the high expectations from family 
and friends [10]. The study additionally noted the lack of will-
ingness of those affected by depression or precursors of de-
pression (e.g., other emotional issues, social anxiety) to voice 
their circumstances. Therefore, the development of “Care-
Bot”—a therapeutic virtual agent—aimed at providing similar 
support as that of a counselor or therapist. While the chatbot 
was not deemed a viable solution as a substitute for a psy-
chologist, the tool did serve as a provider of conversation al-
lowing users to speak out their problems. 

Technologies such as DialogFlow and backend applica-
tions like NodeJS and Firebase are prevalent in the develop-
ment of PHQ-9 based screening and therapeutic chatbots [31]. 
However, we identified a gap in how such technologies can be 
harnessed to fulfill their significant potential for an explicitly 
sensitive group to depression, college students, especially dur-
ing the high-stress environment of the recent pandemic. 

III. MARCUS: CHATBOT FOR DEPRESSION SCREENING 

This section presents our research questions and the design 
of Marcus, the chatbot, for testing those questions. 

A. Research Questions 

Considering there is no published research on the use of 
chatbots, including their accuracy and effectiveness, explicitly 

for college students in the U.S., we decided to develop a mo-
bile-based chatbot as a testbed for responding to the following 
two research questions: 

1) Is Marcus an accurate depression screening method 
as compared to a more conventional online tool, especially 
for college students? What is the effect of gender, if any? 

2) Is Marcus perceived as an effective tool for depression 
screening by U.S. university students, taking into account 
interactions with the chabot and selft-reported measures? 

Our hypothesis for the first question is based on prior re-
search, especially since we followed the work by [12], and is 
that the chatbot will be as accurate in detecting depression as 
the online PHQ-9. We had no specific direction for our hy-
pothesis regarding the effect of gender because no prior work 
investigated an effect of gender on chatbot vs traditional 
screening accuracy. As for the second question, we assumed 
Marcus would be perceived positively by most participants as 
reported by prior work using screening [12] and therapeutic 
chatbots [10] [30].  

B. Marcus Chatbot Design 

When designing Marcus, we faced two important design 
decisions: the visual representation of the chatbot and the for-
mat of user input. Considering we were addressing a younger 
audience of college students we opted for simulating a more 
realistic representation of the chatbot, using a young male im-
age that aligns with the name Marcus, to trigger a higher af-
finity with the chatbot [32]. As for user input, we started with 
pre-defined multiple-choice options resembling the four lev-
els of the original PHQ-9 about the frequency of experienced 
depression symptoms. However, this type of input was not 
deemed natural enough, as we wanted to simulate the chatting 
that our young population is used to in their everyday digitally 
enabled interactions. A brief and informal pilot study with un-
dergraduate students at the university using an earlier imple-
mentation of Marcus confirmed this assumption. Therefore, 
we chose to use free-text input and employ NLP to categorize 
the text input into one of the PHQ-9 levels, despite under-
standing the challenges involved in this approach in terms of 
classification accuracy [33]. 

Based on the decision above, Marcus was developed using 
a BERT machine learning model and a variety of APIs and 
platforms. BERT stands for Bidirectional Encoder Represen-
tations from Transformers and was developed in 2018 by re-
searchers at Google Artificial Intelligence as a large service-
based model for NLP [34]. BERT models are trained for a va-
riety of language tasks, such as sentiment analysis, which 
Marcus uses to analyze the user’s response for positive or neg-
ative sentiment. The backend of Marcus is using Google Di-
alogFlow [35], which handles the NLP through a system of 
intents, entities, and phrase training. A BERT machine learn-
ing model is then generated based on the developer-provided 
training data to handle all inference requests by the user. In-
tents are the question-response pairs that are expected in the 
conversation flow, and entities are groups of words detected 
within the conversation with an integer value assigned. These 
entities are what the BERT model uses when scoring the us-
ers’ responses after an inference call is made.  
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Figure 1.  Schematic representation of technologies used for Marcus. 

The BERT model performs sentiment analysis on the 
user’s input and assigns a numeric score (i.e., 0-3 from the 
original PHQ-9 four-item scale) to the user’s phrase based on 
the entities matched in the training data provided.  

The technical workflow of Marcus (Figure 1) involves 
routing the user’s natural language through Google Dialog-
Flow fulfillment with each intent linked to a different scripted 
method in the fulfillment code base. This workflow was writ-
ten in Node.js and is hosted on a serverless cloud function on 
Google Cloud Platform. An inference call to DialogFlow is 
then made from each of these workflows to score the user’s 
response. The numeric score output by the BERT model is 
then routed to the Node.js handler, which outputs a success 
code 200 response to the Google Cloud Function, which in 
turn triggers the next question to be displayed to the user via 
the frontend API and finally back to the client. Kommunicate, 
a tool for automating conversations with a chatbot [36], was 
used for the frontend implementation of Marcus, as it allowed 
interfacing with all the technologies used and enabled deploy-
ment on multiple platforms. The original dataset of phrases 
with corresponding PHQ-9 scores comes from Perla (trans-
lated from Spanish), which is also a BERT-modeled chatbot 
version of PHQ-9 [12]. Additional phrases were scored and 
added to the dataset through multiple iterations of piloting the 
chatbot with undergraduate university students, including the 
researchers.  

Marcus was developed for iOS and as a web application. 
iOS was chosen due to the ease of development, large support 
system, large number of APIs available, and the large preva-
lence of iOS devices amongst college students [37]. iOS was 
also chosen as the primary user platform for its consistent user 
interface across devices and overall ease of use for the user. 
The web application serves as an alternative for participants 
who do not have access to an iOS device. Marcus is embedded 
in the iOS application through the Kommunicate API using 
native Swift coding and providing the chatbot’s visual inter-
face (Figure 2). We slightly revised the wording of subsequent 
questions after the first one to make the conversation appear 
more natural, since the questionnaire reads differently in a 
multiple-choice format (e.g., all questions were preceded with 
a phrase like “How often over the past two weeks…”). We 
also considered inserting extra prompts and phrases between 
questions to increase the naturalness of the conversation, but 
after consulting with a psychometrician from the university’s 
counselling and psychological services, we were advised 
against this practice, as it would potentially compromise the 
validity of the instrument.  

 

Figure 2.  Screenshot of typical Marcus conversation on an iPhone. 

IV. METHODS 

The research study was approved by the Institutional Re-
view Board of the University of Virginia with protocol IRB-
SBS#4005/2022-01-20. The period of data collection was be-
tween March and June of 2022, during a semester when the 
university was transitioning to removing protections and the 
use of masks in classrooms. 

A. Participants 

Participants were recruited mainly through email listservs 
at the University of Virginia and consisted of mostly Engi-
neering and Psychology undergraduate students. LinkedIn 
and additional social media were also used but college stu-
dents were prioritized to address the research questions re-
garding depression screening in college aged populations. A 
total of 187 people started the survey, but 57 participants did 
not consent or dropped before being shown either the PHQ-9 
or Marcus and are excluded from analysis. Out of the remain-
ing 130 people, 72 participants reported demographic infor-
mation, including age, gender, and education level. The ma-
jority of participants identified as female (N = 46, 63.89%) 
and male (N = 23, 31.94%), but there were also three partici-
pants who identified as neither (N = 3, 4.17%). The largest age 
group was participants who reported being 18-24 years old (N 
= 65, 90.28%), which falls within the demographic under in-
vestigation. Most participants reported that their highest level 
of education received was an undergraduate college degree. 
Nine extra participants, for a total of 81, completed both as-
sessments but had incomplete demographic information. For 
the 72 participants who fully completed the survey, the demo-
graphic information results are shown in Table I.  
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B. Procedure 

Participants were introduced to the research study through 
a Qualtrics survey, with the first page acting as an opt-in in-
formed consent. Each participant was asked to take the PHQ-
9 online embedded in the Qualtrics survey as well as the chat-
bot version of the screening, in a randomized order handled 
by the survey tool. Participants were given the option to expe-
rience Marcus either on an iOS device (provided with the link 
to download the app from the App Store) or through the web 
application (provided with a link to the web interface on Kom-
municate). The multiple-choice PHQ-9 score was recorded 
automatically from the participants’ responses on Qualtrics, 
while they had to manually enter the score outputted by Mar-
cus to Qualtrics for the chatbot version. Participants were also 
asked demographic questions at the end of the survey, such as 
their age, gender, education level, location, and employment 
status. The participants’ preference of screening method was 
also recorded, both regarding the perceived comfort, honesty 
and accuracy of interaction with the tools (including a neu-
tral/no preference option), as well as an open-ended text to 
justify the reasons for their preference.  

V. RESULTS 

The results presented in this section aim at both addressing 
our key research questions and uncovering any extra insights 
that will inform our iteration of the chatbot. A variety of sta-
tistical tools were used to conduct analysis on the results, such 
as descriptive statistics, T-tests, analysis of variance 
(ANOVA), and correlation coefficients. Whenever normality 
is not reported, the distribution was found to be normal based 
on a histogram analysis. We started by checking the internal 
consistency of the online PHQ-9 responses, Cronbach’s a = 
0.904; we had no question-level records from Marcus, as the 
tool simply output the total score.  

A. Accuracy of Chatbot for Measuring Depression 

A two-tailed paired samples T-test was conducted on data 
from the 81 participants who completed screenings through 
both Marcus and the PHQ-9. The results, t(80) = -0.971, p = 
0.355, found that there is no significant difference between the 
two screening scores, with Marcus average score (M = 10.05, 
SD = 7.17) being very similar compared to the online PHQ-9 
average score (M = 10.44, SD = 6.74). The paired samples 
correlations indicated a highly significant correlation between 
the tools (r = 0.863, p < 0.001). The number of depression 
cases marked by Marcus and the PHQ-9 based on score clas-
sification varied slightly. According to Marcus, 11.11% (N = 
9) of participants were identified as having a severe risk of 
suffering from a depression-related disorder, while data from 
the PHQ-9 questionnaire indicated that 12.35% (N = 10) of 
participants were at a severe risk. Marcus additionally found 
that 34.57% (N = 28) of participants classified as having mod-
erate or moderately severe risk of depression compared to 
38.27% (N = 31) for the PHQ-9. Complete score classification 
results between the screening tools for participants reporting 
their gender (N = 72) is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3.  Marcus vs online PHQ-9 score classification by gender (N = 72). 

Descriptive statistics were calculated for male and female 
participants that successfully completed the Marcus screening 
and the PHQ-9 assessment (see Table I). The average score 
across the two tools indicated a large discrepancy between the 
screening score of male (M = 7.00) and female (M = 11.82) 
participants. Investigating the significance of this relationship 
we ran a one-way ANOVA with bootstrapping (resampling 
the dataset across 1000 simulated samples with a 95% confi-
dence intervals) due to violating the assumption of homoge-
neity of variance as shown by a Levene’s test F(1,67) = 5.696, 
p = 0.020. Participants who reported their gender as “Other” 
or declined to respond were excluded due to the very small 
sample size (N = 3). Because of no significant difference 
found between Marcus and PHQ-9 scores based on the t-Test, 
the average of the two scores for each participant was used as 
the dependent variable in the ANOVA. We found a statisti-
cally significant difference between the depression screening 
scores, F(1,67) = 9.904, p = 0.002, with male participants hav-
ing a significantly lower score as compared to females; the 
effect size was fairly large Hedges’ g = 0.72 (preferred over 
Cohen’s d due to unequal variance).     

TABLE I.  DEMOGRAPHIC BREAKDOWN OF PARTICIPANT DATA 

Demo-

graphic 

N (%) Marcus 

Mean  

Marcus 

SD  

PHQ-9 

Mean  

PHQ-9 

SD  

Gender 

Female 46 (63.89) 11.61 7.18 12.02 6.73 

Male 23 (31.94) 6.74 4.85 7.26 4.44 

Other 2 (2.78) 13.50 14.85 12.00 14.14 

Declinea 1 (1.39) 13.00 0.00 9.00 0.00 
Age 

18 5 (6.94) 14.60 7.06 13.00 8.34 

19 14 (19.44) 11.57 6.65 13.36 6.31 

20 20 (27.78) 10.35 7.24 10.65 6.03 

21 22 (30.56) 7.55 6.04 8.05 6.40 

22 2 (2.78) 6.50 9.19 5.00 5.66 

23-29b 3 (4.17) 9.00 9.00 7.00 4.36 

30 and overb 6 (8.33) 13.50 7.71 13.33 6.15 
Highest Education Received 

High School 5 (6.94) 15.60 6.02 14.60 8.44 

Undergrad 61 (84.72) 9.62 6.74 10.13 6.32 

Graduate  6 (8.33) 10.67 9.16 10.33 7.15 

a. Due to the limited sample size, N = 3, “Decline” was grouped with “Other” during our analysis. 

b. Based on the limited sample size for some age groups, these ages are reported as intervals.  
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Even though the study had a wide range of participants’ 
age, the majority of them were between 18 and 21 years old 
(since undergraduates were mainly recruited).  Once more, 
after averaging the scores across the two tools, we noticed a 
large variance between the screening score of younger 
undgraduates of ages 18 (M = 13.80) and 19 (M = 12.46) com-
pared to older undergraduate students of ages 20 (M = 10.50) 
and 21 (M = 7.80). Examining further the significance of this 
relationship, we ran a one-way ANOVA with four levels, one 
for every one of the typical ages for U.S. college students; a 
Levene’s test F(3,57) = 0.199, p = 0.897, showed that the ho-
mogeneity of variance assumption was met. A non-statisti-
cally significant difference between depression scores among 
the four college-age groups was discovered, F(3,57) = 2.257, 
p = 0.092;  the above mean differences constituted a small ef-
fect size η2 = 0.106.  

B. Effectiveness of Chatbot Compared to Online PHQ-9 

We defined effectiveness based on the initiation and com-

pletion rates of the screening sessions per tool. Initiation was 

originally defined as reaching the survey page with the link 

to download the mobile app or visit the screening tool web-

site. Completion was based on recording a PHQ-9 score (cal-

culated by Qualtrics) or a chatbot score (entered by the par-

ticipant). The achieved response rate enabled obtaining com-

plete screening data from 62.31% (81/130) of the overall 

sample. An additional 17 participants did only the PHQ-9 as-

sessment and not the chatbot screening, while 32 participants 

completed neither. In addition, the order of tool presentation 

was also taken into account to investigate the effect of the 

randomized approach—regarding which tool was presented 

first—on completion rate. The majority of participants were 

presented with Marcus first (N = 71, 54.62%), while only 59 

participants started with the online PHQ-9 (45.38%). The full 

data on completion rate, initiation rate, order of tool presen-

tation, and chatbot platform are presented in Table II. 

 

Figure 4.  Marcus vs online PHQ-9 score by gender and stress factors; 

“Under Stress” includes only participants who somewhat/strongly agreed in 

that question; participant count does not add to the total of N = 72. 

Tool effectiveness additionally considered a mean score 
comparison between Marcus and the PHQ-9 for the 72 partic-
ipants who provided a response regarding if they were under 
considerable stress, had received recent mental health support, 
or were diagnosed with a mental or psychological condition 
over the last year. A majority replied that they “Strongly” or 
“Somewhat” agreed to being under considerable stress (N = 
64, 88.89%); almost half reported having received mental 
health support (N = 33, 45.83%); while the majority were not 
diagnosed with a mental health condition (N = 50, 69.44%). 
Mean comparisons based on tool and gender for the self-re-
ported stress assessment and their associated PHQ-9 scores 
are shown in Figure 4. 

C. Perceived Preference of Screening Tool 

A total of 72 participants reported an overall preferred tool 
for screening. A majority preferred the online PHQ-9 (N = 44, 
61.11%) with the remainder of participants being either neu-
tral (N = 15, 20.83%) or preferring Marcus (N = 13, 18.06%). 

In addition to submitting their holistic tool preference, par-
ticipants were also requested to report their screening tool 
preferences in terms of comfort, honesty, and accuracy. The 
results from the 70 participants who rated Marcus and the 
PHQ-9 on these three factors are shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5.  User preference between Marcus vs online PHQ-9 across three 

factors for N = 70 (“Accuracy” was completed by one less participant). 

TABLE II.  TOOL ORDER, INTIATION, COMPLETIION, AND PLATFORM 

Tool 

order N (%) 

Initi-

ateda 

(%) 

Com-

pleted 

(%) 

iOS  

Applica-

tion (%) 

Kom-

municate 

(%) 

Presented First 

Marcus 71 

(54.62) 

71 

(100.00) 

49 

 (69.01) 

31 

(63.27) 

18 

 (36.73) 

PHQ-9 59 

(45.38) 

59 

(100.00) 

49 

 (83.05) 

  

Set to Appear Second 

Marcus 59 

(45.38) 

49b 

 (83.05) 

32 

 (65.31) 

22 

(68.75) 

10 

 (31.25) 

PHQ-9 71 

(54.62) 

49c 

 (69.01) 

49 

 (100) 

  

Overall 

Marcus 130 

(100.00) 

120b 

(92.31) 

81 

 (67.50) 

53 

(65.43) 

28 

 (34.57) 

PHQ-9 130 

(100.00) 

108c 

(83.08) 

98 

 (90.74) 

  

a. The times a participant reached the survey page to download the app or follow the website link. 

b. Ten (10) participants never reached the Marcus access screen and therefore were not counted.  

c. Twenty-two (22) participants never reached the PHQ-9 questions and therefore were not counted. 
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Participant comments regarding overall tool preference re-
sulted in various common sentiments across individuals who 
partook in the study. Those who preferred the PHQ-9 assess-
ment made note of the questionnaire being a much faster 
screening method with the multiple-choice option allowing 
for straightforward responses, which participants felt were be-
ing correctly correlated to a numeric score. Participants who 
preferred the Marcus screening noted their preference for the 
open-ended response system and that the chatbot “felt more 
natural.” Concerns with Marcus included a lack of clarity on 
acceptable responses and the accuracy of the scoring method-
ology from the chatbot, while some also stated that the tool 
lacked realism and diversity. Many indicated a neutral stance 
that the tools were similar.  

Regarding user comfort, results were generally mixed with 
some participants reporting that Marcus felt “more persona-
ble” and made them feel “more comfortable because it was 
like talking to a human.” However, others who found the 
PHQ-9 to be a more comfortable tool noted its easier process 
and not feeling comfortable talking to a person, which Marcus 
simulates. Regarding the ability to provide honest answers, 
Marcus was stated to have “more flexibility” regarding re-
sponses and  provided the ability to convey more information. 
Users additionally noted the positives in the flexibility for an-
swers to be more vague or specific with the chatbot, as op-
posed to the preset responses with the PHQ-9.  

VI. DISCUSSION 

Here we discuss our findings for addressing our research 
questions, also comparing with results from similar studies 
and presenting opportunities for improving our chatbot. 

A. Psychometric Properties [RQ1] 

Marcus’ output score correlated significantly with the out-
put score by the control PHQ-9, as indicated by the paired 
samples T-test. Additionally, the overall classification rates of 
the two screening methods were correlated, even though Mar-
cus had the tendency to underscore participant responses (see 
Figure 3). The correlation between mean scores and classifi-
cation rates between Marcus and the PHQ-9 control survey 
indicates that Marcus is a relatively accurate method for de-
pression screening for a college population, performing com-
parably to similar chatbots [12][13]. Marcus’ overall lower 
classification scores and slightly higher standard deviation in-
dicates that Marcus’ BERT model was not 100% accurate in 
translating user responses to entity scores. However, literature 
on PHQ-9 indicates that the instrument appears to expectedly 
have increased specificity and declining sensitivity in the mid-
dle part of the scale—between mild and moderate depression 
[38]—the classification levels where Marcus seemed to be 
mostly misaligned with the online PHQ-9. 

Furthermore, gender seemed to be a predictor of depres-
sion screening score for both Marcus and the online PHQ-9, 
with female participants scoring higher, i.e., classified as hav-
ing “severe” or “moderately severe” depression (Figure 3), 
compared to male participants—a significant finding based on 
an ANOVA. Our findings are in line with prior research, 
which has shown that females are more susceptible to depres-
sion than males [39], especially in a college setting [23]. 

Moreover, our score differences based on age, even if non-
significant, indicate a tendency of younger adolescents to ex-
press higher stress and depression symptoms, as found by 
other studies [25]. It is possible that a larger sample might 
have been able to statistically confirm this inclination. 

B. Completion Rate and Preference [RQ2] 

Our measure of effectiveness compared the initiation and 
completion rates of using the chatbot versus the online PHQ-
9 (Table II). The analysis of survey data showed that Marcus 
had an overall higher initiation rate (92.31%) than PHQ-9 
(83.08%), but much lower completion rate (67.50% vs 
90.74%). Considering participants had to follow an external 
link to either visit the online Kommunicate interface or down-
load the iOS app to interact with Marcus, we speculated that 
the recorded rates—based on participants simply reaching the 
survey page with the link—were not accurate. A follow-up 
analysis of the Kommunicate logs allowed us to identify 38 
participants who had no timestamped interactions with the 
chatbot within a 3-hour window following the survey initia-
tion. This means that they either did not open the web-based 
chatbot link or did not download the app, depending on their 
selected platform. Only one participant was identified with a 
matching conversation but dropped halfway through the con-
versation. Based on this added analysis, the corrected initia-
tion rate was found to be lower at 63.08% (82/130), but the 
corrected completion rate was much higher at 98.76% (81/82). 
The corrected rates are similar to findings by other studies 
[12]–[14], while the drop-out rate can be explained by the 
overhead needed to visit an external page, which some partic-
ipants probably found detrimental to their participation.  

 Examining the correlation of participants’ self-reported 
level of stress or having received support or even having been 
diagnosed with depression, with their PHQ-9 scores from both 
tools (Figure 4), we can clearly see that both tools were excel-
lent in their assessment of depression-like symptoms. This is 
very similar to the association of depression references in so-
cial media with high scores of assessed depression using the 
PHQ-9 found by [22]. In terms of user preference, our find-
ings were mixed despite most participants expressing a pref-
erence for the online PHQ-9 in most factors (Figure 5). We 
note that the online PHQ-9 was perceived as more comforta-
ble and accurate due to the ease of use and speed of operation 
of completing a multiple-choice assessment, as opposed to 
Marcus, which was perceived equally honest, probably due to 
its anthropomorphism [32].  

Nonetheless, it is also interesting to note that a couple of 
participants felt uncomfortable with the human representation 
of Marcus; one expressed a general discomfort with virtual 
chatbots, while another one felt unease due to Marcus repre-
sented as a white male. We recognize a tradeoff between the 
potential increased social presence and emotional affinity  ver-
sus discomfort afforded by a human-like chatbot. Some com-
ments confirmed findings from other studies about the in-
creased freedom offered by a chatbot as a screening tool [12] 
[14], while a few participants complained about the chatbot 
not understanding their free-text responses. Similar challenges 
have been reported by other researchers [33][40], with better 
training data needed for optimizing chatbot performance.  
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C. Limitations 

Despite comparing our chatbot with the online PHQ-9, we 
do not claim that either of the two tools were able to accurately 
detect depression; therefore, by “accuracy” we actually exam-
ined how close our tool came to the PHQ-9 as the standard in 
clinical practice. A higher sample size would have potentially 
increased the power of our findings, especially in terms of ex-
amining the differences in depression scores between college 
year of study. Similarly, a more diverse demographic in terms 
of geographic location, gender, race, and ethnicity would have 
allowed us to draw more generalizable results. Further analy-
sis in terms of the number of questions presented to partici-
pants and natural language prompts recognized by the chatbot, 
could also serve to better identify the factors affecting com-
pletion rate and user preference; however, due to IRB re-
strictions we could not assign a unique ID to each participant 
to match survey data with chatbot interactions. Finally, the 
chatbot’s limited training dataset can partly explain why mul-
tiple prompts by users could not be interpreted to intents by 
the BERT model, compromising accuracy (misclassification 
of some responses) and comfort (not understanding some an-
swers). Some users reported the latter was a significant nega-
tive factor in their experience using Marcus. 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The present work includes findings from a study with 130 
participants in the U.S., comparing accuracy and effectiveness 
of two ways of administering the PHQ-9 depression screening 
instrument. Our chatbot, Marcus, was found comparable to the 
online PHQ-9 in terms of scores but the slight tendency to un-
derscore participant responses produced a lower classification 
in some cases as compared to the traditional instrument. User 
comments and rating of the two tools indicated a preference 
for the online PHQ-9 in all factors but honesty, where Marcus 
was equally preferred. This leaves room for improving Mar-
cus in terms of comfort, which is an important aspect of any 
health assessment interaction for the results to be accurate 
[41]. Overall, Marcus was found to be an effective first step 
for accessible depression screening, especially during the 
challenging times of a pandemic when college students were 
affected the most and were struggling to access emotional sup-
port. 

Future work is focused towards three directions: a) im-
proving classification accuracy of Marcus, b) accessing a 
wider, more diverse demographic of college students, and c) 
customizing the chatbot to be more inclusive for different pop-
ulations. Regarding the first goal, additional supervised learn-
ing should be performed on the Marcus’ BERT model along 
with more refined configuration values (e.g., entity scores 
based on identified intents). A more diverse population will 
allow us to run a between-subjects experiment—a better ap-
proach for such a sensitive health practice as depression 
screening—and gain insights about the use and perception of 
the chatbot based on factors like socioeconomic status, educa-
tion, race, gender, etc. In line with this goal, we plan to test 
how customization of Marcus’ representation (name, image) 
might affect accessibility by different demographics and in-
crease comfort level, similar to how a research-based mobile 

app like Healthy Minds includes different meditation guides 
to accommodate multiple user preferences [42]. We anticipate 
such a follow-up study will provide insights to health and HCI 
researchers working in the domain of creating inclusive tech-
nologies for medical applications. 
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Abstract—Humans predict the behaviors of an autonomous
agent by estimating its mental state via anthropomorphization of
the agent. This paper examines the effect of the saliency of input
information used by an agent on user estimation of the agent’s
mental state. The results demonstrate that observers can correctly
estimate the mental states of agents whose input information has
both high and low saliency. However, we found that observers
face difficulties when asked to report their estimations verbally.
This suggests that a discrepancy exists between the estimation of
the agent’s mental state and the user’s verbal reporting.

Keywords; agent, goal inference, theory of mind.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a variety of different autonomous agents
have been developed and used in practical applications. In
such situations, users are required to predict and understand
the behavior of autonomous agents. Here, humans may attempt
to identify the cause of behavior by anthropomorphizing
the object and estimating its mental state by, for example,
wondering what the vacuum cleaner is having trouble with [1].
If there is something observable, e.g., an obstacle, the cause
can be identified easily. However, if the cause is difficult to
recognize to just at first glance, e.g., a slippery floor, it is
impossible to estimate what the agent is struggling with. In
this paper, we examine the estimation of an agent’s mental
state to predict and understand an agent’s behaviors.

Projecting a mental state onto an agent is useful relative
to predicting and understanding the agent’s behavior [1].
Reference [1] explained that knowledge about the general
human being serves as an easily accessible base for estimating
the mental states and characteristics of an unknown agent. In
other words, humans predict the behavior of an unknown non-
human agent by projecting common human mental states, e.g.,
beliefs and desires, onto the non-human agent.

Many studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of esti-
mating the mental states of robots and machines. For example,

it has been shown that placing robotic eyes on automated ve-
hicles facilitates communication between automated vehicles
and pedestrians [2].

However, inaccurately estimating the mental state of such
agents can lead to serious accidents [2] [3]. Thus, to allow
humans to identify an agent’s mental state, it is necessary to
clarify how humans correctly estimate agent’s mental states.

To correctly estimate the mental state of a target, e.g., its
goals or intentions, it is necessary to accurately recognize two
types of information, environment as a situational constraint
and behavior [4] [5]. In terms of estimating the mental state
of an autonomous agent, the environment corresponds to the
input information used by the agent, and behavior corresponds
to the agent’s output. In other words, it is important to correctly
recognize what the agent is using as input information and
accurately estimate the mental state from the agent’s output.
For example, consider a situation where an agent moves away
from an enemy, as illustrated in Figure 1. Here, the behavior
corresponds to agent’s movement to the lower left, and the
environment corresponds to the presence of the enemy to the
agent’s upper right. In such a case, the observer estimates that
the agent’s purpose for moving to the lower left is to escape
the enemy.

In this study, we focused on saliency as a factor affecting
the accuracy of estimating the mental state of agents. Saliency
is a property of how attention-grabbing a stimulus is compared
to its surroundings, and salient stimuli or events cause bias of
attention [6]. Humans do not perceive all given information
equally but distinguish between figure and ground and rec-
ognize figure information preferentially [7]. Visual perception
studies have demonstrated that more salient features are more
likely to be recognized as figure [8]. In addition, high saliency
is sometimes taken as an indicator of the ease of recognition
as a figure. Although the concepts of figure and ground are
related to perception, these concepts are also discussed in
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Figure 1. Estimating an agent’s mental state.

higher cognitive domains, e.g., reasoning and problem-solving
[9].

Thus, the saliency of information may contribute to the ease
of recognizing that information when humans estimate the
mental state of an agent. In other words, if the saliency of
the input information is low, correct estimation of the mental
state is likely to be disturbed. Consider the example shown
in Figure 1. Here, the agent may not be escaping from the
enemy, which is highly salient for the observer, the agent may
actually want to escape from the smoke, which is considerably
less salient for the observer. If the observer is unaware of the
less salient information and only the smoke is present in the
environment, it will fail to estimate the agent’s mental state or
predict its behavior accurately.

This paper examines the effect of the saliency of an agent’s
input information on the accuracy of the estimation of its
mental state. If the saliency of the agent’s input information
is high, the observer will be more likely to pay attention
to that information; thus, the agent’s mental state will be
estimated correctly. In contrast, if the saliency of the agent’s
input information is low, observers will be less likely to pay
attention to that information; thus, the agent’s mental state will
be estimated incorrectly. In addition, we examine a case in
which the agent uses both high- and low-saliency information
as inputs concurrently. In this case, the presence of the high-
saliency information can cause the low-saliency information to
be neglected by focusing of the high-saliency information. To
support this, a previous study found that directing attention
to salient information inhibits problem solving that can be
achieved by directing attention to less salient information [10].
Thus, we consider the following Research Question (RQ).

RQ1: Can participants (i.e., observers) correctly estimate an
agent’s mental state even when the agent utilizes less salient
information?

We also investigate whether observers can verbally report
the information on which they focus to estimate the agent’s
mental state. Previous research has shown that verbalizing
thoughts promotes further focus on information that is easy
to pay attention to, and as a result, other information is more
likely to be ignored [10] [11]. This finding suggests that verbal
reporting may lead to a focus on highly salient information

and to ignoring less salient information. In other words, even
if the observers can estimate mental states by focusing on the
correct information, it may be difficult for them to report less
salient information. Thus, we also consider RQ2.

RQ2: Is there a discrepancy between the results of the
estimation of mental state and verbal reports?

II. METHOD

In this section, we describe the experiments to validate the
two RQs.

A. Participants

The participants were 108 Japanese university students
(Nfemale = 19, Nmale = 91, Mage = 20.23, SDage = 0.88).

B. Procedure

The experiment was conducted using an online environment.
The experiment program was created using jspsych [12]. The
experimental task comprised three phases, i.e., an observation
phase, an estimation phase, and a verbal reporting phase.

In the observation phase, the participants observed a video
of an agent moving through a maze (Figure 2(a)). While
moving through the maze, the agent changed its speed and
color in four steps according to the surrounding environment
(Figure2(c)). Here, the number of enemies (zero, one, two,
three or more) and the number of escape routes (four or more,
three, two, or one) were used as the input information to
determine the output (i.e., the speed and color). The color
is as shown in Figure2(c), and the speed was quickened in
four steps depending on the degree of fear. Enemies are
placed as objects in the maze and exist as figures, while the
routes require attention to the background information, i.e., the
ground information. Thus, information regarding the number
of enemies is considered to have higher saliency than the
number of escape routes.

Figure 2. (a) Example screenshot of the observation phase and (b) an
evaluation image in the estimation phase. (c) The output (i.e., the color)
changes in response to the surrounding environment.

The agents and enemies were created based on PAC-MAN
(BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc., 1980), which is a
common Japanese video game. The similarity of motion and
morphology to humans is a factor that facilitates anthropo-
morphizing agents [1]. PAC-MAN has a mouth, an organ
morphologically similar to that of humans, that opens and
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closes in a motion that is similar to that of humans; thus, PAC-
MAN is easily anthropomorphizable. As a result, this character
is a natural target for the estimation of mental states.

Prior to performing the observation phase, the participants
were told that the agent was functionally capable of feeling
fear and changing its behavior in response to the environment.
The participants were then told, “After the observation, you
will be asked to answer in which situations the agent felt
fear.” The video observed by the participants showed the agent
moving through a maze with an enemy from the start to the
goal. To experience the full combination of the number of
enemies, this set of videos presented 16 patterns, i.e., the
number of enemies (four patterns) and the number of escape
routes (four patterns).

In the subsequent estimation phase, a screenshot of the
experimental video (Figure 2(b)) was displayed to the partici-
pants. Then, the participants answered the following question
using a seek bar to rate their level of fear on a scale from
0–100: “How scared the agent feels in this situation?”. For
each of the 16 patterns, the evaluation stimuli consisted of the
number of enemies (four) times the number of escape routes
(four) presented four times, i.e., 64 patterns in total.

After the estimation phase, we examined whether the par-
ticipants could verbally report their estimation of the mental
state. Here, the participants responded to which situation the
agent felt fear by completing the following if-then sentence:
“If , the agent would feel fear.” Here, the participants
were able to describe as many rules as they could think of.

C. Experimental design

To examine the effect of the saliency of the input infor-
mation on the estimation of the mental state, we prepared
an enemy condition and a route condition. In the enemy
condition, the agent changed its output (i.e., its speed and
color) using the number of enemies as input, which is highly
salient information. For the route condition, the agent changed
its output by taking the number of escape routes, which is
less salient information, as input. We also set the enemy-
path condition, where the agent uses both the low- and high-
saliency information as inputs. This condition was designed so
that the same weight was used between the number of enemies
and the number of paths when determining the output. As a
control condition, we added a condition that returns a random
output for the input information. We predicted that if the
participants could estimate the agent’s mental state correctly,
then their mental state estimation was more likely to rely on
the information that was used as input the agent in the other
conditions than in the control condition.

III. RESULTS

To examine RQ1, we analyzed the participants’ responses in
the estimation phase to determine whether they estimated the
agent’s mental state by focusing on the correct information.
First, the following multiple regression equation (1) was calcu-
lated for each participant using the environmental information
(number of enemies and routes) in the evaluation images as

explanatory variables and the participant’s fear rating as the
explained variable. Here, the partial regression coefficients for
the number of enemies and escape routes were estimated using
the maximum likelihood estimation method.

Fear =βenemy ∗ numberofenemies+

βescaperoute ∗ numberofroutes+ e
(1)

We used β as a measure of how much attention the partic-
ipants paid to each type of information when estimating the
agent’s mental state. To examine whether the participants were
estimating the correct mental state under each condition, we
compared the β value for each condition to that of the control
condition. This analysis demonstrated that for all conditions,
the β values for the only input information used by the agents
were higher than those in the control condition (Figure 3).
Note that no significant differences were found for input infor-
mation not used by the agent. Specifically, there was an inter-
action in the enemy and route conditions(enemy: F (1, 53) =
68.11, p < .001, route: F (1, 53) = 8.92, p < .01), but not
in the enemy route condition(F (1, 52) = 1.42, p > .10).
Because of the interaction, in Figure 3, we shown the results
of the simple main effect for the enemy condition(βenemy:
F (1, 53) = 76.26, p < .001, βroute: F (1, 53) = 1.87, p =
ns.) and route condition(βenemy: F (1, 53) = 2.44, p < ns.,
βroute: F (1, 53) = 12.17, p < .001). In addition, because
of no interaction, we shown the main effect for the enemy-
route condition(conditions: F (1, 52) = 10.87, p < .01;
variable:F (1, 52) = 47.46, p < .001).

Figure 3. Comparison of β for each condition. ***: p < .001, ns. : p > .10
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We then coded the participants according to whether they
provided verbal reports about the number of enemies (e.g.,
“there are many ghosts around”) or escape routes (e.g., “there
is only one way to go”). We created a crosstabulation table
of the verbal reports with the presence of the description (2)
× experimental condition (4) (TABLE I). χ2 tests revealed
significant differences between the descriptions of both the
enemies (χ2(3) = 34.10, p < .01) and escape routes (χ2(3)
= 26.26, p < .01). A residual analysis demonstrated that the
ratio of descriptions of enemies was higher for the enemy and
enemy-route conditions, and lower for the route condition. In
contrast, the ratio of descriptions of routes was low for the
enemy condition and high for the route condition; however,
there was no difference for the enemy-route condition.

TABLE I
FREQUENCY AND RESIDUALS FOR THE NUMBER OF VERBAL REPORTS

A. Number of participants who described the enemy
enemy route enemy-route control

R 24(3.46)↑ 10(−5.26)↓ 24(2.34)↑ 20(−0.51)
NR 0(−3.46)↓ 17(5.26)↑ 2(−2.34)↓ 8(−0.51)

B. Number of participants who described the route
enemy route enemy-route control

R 1(−4.82)↑ 19(3.25)↓ 13(0.77) 14(−0.80)
NR 26(4.82)↓ 8(−3.25)↑ 13(−0.77) 14(−0.80)
aDirection of difference is noted for items with p < .05.
bR means Reported. NR means not Reported.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The analysis of the mental state estimation (Figure 3)
demonstrated that even for the route condition, where the
agent’s input represented low-saliency information, the par-
ticipants were able to focus on that information and estimate
the agent’s mental state. Similar results were obtained for the
enemy-route condition, where the agent’s input information
comprised both high- and low-saliency information. These
results suggest that the participants could estimate agent’s
mental states by correctly focusing on the low-saliency infor-
mation regardless of the presence of high-saliency information,
thereby providing an answer to RQ1.

The analysis of verbal reporting (TABLE.IB) demonstrated
that low-saliency information, i.e., the route information, is
less likely to be described for the enemy-route condition.
This means that when agents use both high- and low-saliency
information, the participants could provide a correct estimation
but could not give a verbal report, thereby answering RQ2.

This study provides the following two contributions. First,
we have demonstrated that estimation of the agent’s mental
state can be conducted by focusing on the correct information
regardless of the saliency of the input information or the
combination of information. This means that participants can
estimate mental states by focusing on less salient information
in a simple situation where only two pieces of information
are used by the agent. However, in real-world situations,
users must update their estimation of the agent’s mental
state according to the changing situation, e.g., during version

upgrades. In addition, many practical systems use more input
information. Examining the influence of the saliency of input
information in such diverse situations would make it possible
to elaborate on the discussion of the influence of saliency on
correct estimation of mental states.

Second, we have demonstrated that the participants could
estimate mental states correctly but faced difficulty reporting
them verbally. This finding has implications for methods to in-
vestigate users’ evaluations and understanding of autonomous
agents. Specifically, if verbal methods are utilized to survey
users’ understanding, the evaluator may underestimate their
understanding of autonomous agents. Thus, the impact of such
verbalization when examining methods for surveying users’
understanding of autonomous agents must be considered.
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Abstract—In Japan, there is a well-known idiomatic expres-
sion called “anshin anzen.” Generally, “anshin” is defined as
“subjective peace” and “anzen” as “objective safety.” However,
previous studies have shown that objective safety, which is
determined by physical measurements, does not always match
the subjective feeling of safety. How does the feeling of safety
differ from “anshin,” which is inherently subjective? In this study,
participants were asked to evaluate “anshin” or feeling of safety
for automobile features, and the two evaluations were compared.
The results showed that both evaluations decreased in response
to high malfunction rates, but the feeling of safety evaluations did
not decrease for the high criticality features. Additionally, both
evaluations increased for moderate or low malfunction rates,
but the feeling of safety evaluations did not increase for low
criticality features. These findings indicate that the feeling of
safety is sensitive to feature criticality and information.

Keywords-component; anshin; anzen; subjective evaluation.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Concept of “Anshin and Anzen”

In the Japanese language, there is a well-known idiomatic
expression called “anshin anzen.” “Anshin” is translated as
“peace of mind and freedom from care [anxiety]” and “anzen”
as “safety, security, and freedom from danger” [1]. Although
these two are often used together, there are subtle differences
in their meanings. “Anshin” has unique nuances that cannot
be translated into English accurately [2]. Hereafter, “anshin”
is used as it is although “anzen” is replaced with “safety”.

Actually, the terms “anshin” and “anzen” are used dif-
ferently. For example, “koutsu anzen (traffic [road] safety)”,
“anzen unten (safe driving)”, and “anzen kijun (safety stan-
dards)” are listed in the Japanese dictionary; however, “koutsu
anshin (traffic [road] peace)”, “anshin unten (peaceful driv-
ing)”, or “anshin kijun (peace standards)” are not listed [1].

According to the Japanese definitions, “anshin” is subjective
and safety is objective. “Anshin” is a subjective feeling based
on psychological factors. There are no definite steps to evoke
“anshin,” whereas safety can be ensured with technology [3];
“anshin” varies significantly from person to person and is
strongly dependent on trust whereas safety evaluation requires

an objective and quantitative approach [4]. “Anshin” is the
belief that the situation is not very different from what one
expects and that one can accept a sudden unexpected mishap.
In contrast, safety is objectively defined as the absence of
damage to individuals and communities [5].

B. “Anzen-kan” (Feeling of Safety)

In recent years in traffic studies, subjective evaluations
from drivers or pedestrians have become important. Studies
have focused on aspects, such as risk perception [6]–[8],
comfort/discomfort [9]–[12], and fear [11].

Objective safety, which is determined based on physical
measurements such as speed and gap between two vehicles,
does not always match subjective evaluations [13]. For exam-
ple, passengers in an automated vehicle perceive risk even
when the vehicle maintains an objectively safe speed and
gap [8]. A model was built to estimate risk perception of
pedestrians based on physical measurements [13].

Thus, it is important to verify how people perceive objective
safety subjectively. The feeling of safety is apparently the same
as the subjective “anshin”, but with some subtle differences.
The term “safety” is mostly used in the context of nuclear
power and disasters while “anshin” is mainly used for life
and economy; thus, the two terms are clearly used differently
in Japan. It is predicted that feeling of safety evaluation will
be lower than “anshin” evaluation for machinery posing a high
risk to human life because the objective criteria would be
stringent. Therefore, the first goal of this study is to verify the
differences between “anshin” and feeling of safety evaluations
for automobile features with different levels of criticality.

Subjective evaluations of automobile features are affected
by information about their performance, that is, how they
function. Drivers’ subjective evaluations change in response to
information regarding Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC); these
evaluations change further when they practically use of ACC
[14]. Thus, information indicating functional instability may
affect “anshin” and feeling of safety evaluations, especially
when the feature is critical. Therefore, the second goal of
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this study is to verify how “anshin” and feeling of safety
evaluations change before and after the provision of informa-
tion regarding the unstable performance of automobile features
having varying levels of safety criticality.

Section 2 describes the experimental method and Section
3 describes the results of the experiment. In Section 4, we
discuss the differences between “anshin” and feeling of safety
evaluations.

II. METHOD

A. Experimental Design

The following four factors were manipulated in the
experiment: Evaluation (“Anshin”/Feeling of Safety; between-
participant factor); Malfunction (MHigh/MMid/MLow;
between-participant factor); Criticality (CHigh/CMid/CLow;
within-participant factor); and Phase (Pre-evaluation/Post-
evaluation; within-participant factor). The Evaluation factor
is set as a between-participant factor to prevent confusion
between “anshin” and safety. The Malfunction factor was also
set as a between-participant factor to prevent direct effects of
values of malfunction rates.

B. Participant

We recruited 270 participants using a crowdsourcing service
and randomly assigned each participant to one of six condi-
tions. Due to incomplete questionnaires, 29 participants were
excluded. Thus, 241 participants were included in the analysis
(Table I; Mage = 40.96, SDage = 8.77).

TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF PARTICIPANTS

MHigh1 MMid1 MLow1

“Anshin” Evaluation 37 37 42
Feeling of Safety Evalulation 40 43 42
1 MHigh = Malfunction High, MMid = Malfunction Mid, MLow =

Malfunction Low.

C. Procedure

All the procedures were conducted on a browser, and
informed consent was obtained in advance. First, participants
were asked to respond freely to the question: “What do you
think about ‘anshin’?” in the “anshin” conditions or “What
do you think about safety?” in the feeling of safety condi-
tions to improve the validity of the subsequent evaluations.
Next, the automobile feature to be evaluated was presented.
For example, a question in the anshin-CHigh condition was
as follows: “In recent years, the automatic driving feature
has become popular. This feature allows a vehicle to sense
its surroundings and automatically drive to the destination.
Although this feature is effective in reducing drivers’ efforts,
malfunctions can still occur. What do you feel about its
‘anshin’?” Participants were asked to respond using a 7-point
scale (Pre-evaluation).

Subsequently, as a report, a total of six malfunction rates
measured for three regions by two companies were pre-
sented. The six malfunction rates were approximately 2% in
the MHigh conditions, 0.02% in the MMid conditions, and

0.0002% in the MLow conditions on average. Participants
responded to the same question as in the pre-evaluation
considering the malfunction rates (Post-evaluation).

Similarly, participants responded to questions about the au-
tomobile features in CMid and CLow conditions, which were
automatic parking and automatic wipers, respectively. The
order of three safety criticality conditions was counterbalanced
among participants.

III. RESULTS

A. Pre-Evaluations

In order to verify the differences between “anshin” and
feeling of safety evaluations of automobile features vary-
ing in safety criticality, Evaluation × Criticality ANOVA
was conducted in the pre-evaluation (Figure 1). The results
showed that the main effect of Evaluation was significant
(F (1, 239) = 23.78, p < .001, ηp = .09), and feeling of
safety evaluation was higher than the “anshin” evaluation. The
main effect of Criticality was also significant (F (2, 478) =
165.66, p < .001, ηp = .40), and further analysis showed
that the evaluations were higher for CHigh, CMid, and CLow
in that order (ts > 7.43, ps < .001). However, the interaction
was not significant (F (2, 478) = 0.30, p < .001, ηp = .09).
Thus, although the feeling of safety evaluation was higher
than the “anshin” evaluation in pre-evaluation, there was no
difference between “anshin” and feeling of safety with respect
to the safety criticality of the automobile features.

Figure 1. Pre-evaluation. Error bars represent standard errors. CHigh = Crit-
icality High, CMid = Criticality Mid, CLow = Criticality Low. ***p < .001.

B. Changes due to Information

To verify the differences in changes in “anshin” and feeling
of safety evaluations before and after the provision of informa-
tion regarding the unstable performance of features varying in
safety criticality, Malfunction × Criticality × Phase ANOVAs
were conducted in the two evaluations (Figure 2). The common
and distinct characteristics are separately reported below.

1) Common Characteristics: The main effects of Criticality
were significant in both “anshin” and feeling of safety evalu-
ations and further analysis showed that the evaluations were
higher for CLow, CMid, and CHigh in that order (“anshin”:
ts > 5.54, ps < .001; feeling of safety: ts > 5.54, ps < .001).
Malfunction × Phase interactions were significant, and the
simple main effects were significant in MHigh, MMid, and
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Figure 2. Evaluations in “anshin” and feeling of safety conditions. Error bars represent standard errors. MHigh = Malfunction High, MMid = Malfunction
Mid, MLow = Malfunction Low, CHigh = Criticality High, CMid = Criticality Mid, CLow = Criticality Low. *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

TABLE II
RESULTS OF ANOVAS IN “ANSHIN” AND FEELING OF SAFETY CONDITIONS

“Anshin” Feeling of Safety
df F p ηp df F p ηp

Malfunction 2, 113 2.23 .111 *** .03 2, 122 6.79 .001 ** .10
Criticality 2, 226 82.97 < .001 *** .42 2, 244 114.97 < .001 *** .48
Phase 1, 113 19.54 < .001 *** .14 1, 122 9.47 .002 ** .07
Malfunction × Criticality 4, 226 0.82 .510 .01 4, 244 0.62 .641 .01
Malfunction × Phase 2, 113 23.63 < .001 *** .30 2, 122 14.09 < .001 *** .18
Criticality × Phase 2, 226 0.05 .350 .00 2, 244 9.95 < .001 *** .07
Malfunction × Criticality × Phase 4, 226 1.28 .275 .02 4, 244 4.07 .003 ** .06
**p < .01, ***p < .001.

MLow conditions (“anshin”: F s > 8.57, ps < .006, ηps >
.19; feeling of safety: F s > 9.56, ps < .004, ηps > .19).
Specifically, the pre-evaluations were higher in the MHigh
condition and the post-evaluations were higher in the MMid
and MLow conditions. Thus, both of “anshin” and feeling of
safety evaluations decreased with high malfunction rates, but
increased with moderate or low malfunction rates.

2) Distinct Characteristics: Because the second-order in-
teraction of Malfunction × Criticality × Phase was significant
only in the feeling of safety condition, further analysis was
conducted (Table III). The results showed that the decreases
due to high malfunction rates were not found in the CHigh
condition. On the other hand, the increases due to moder-
ate or low malfunction rates were not found in the CLow
condition. In sum, the following two differences were found.
First, with high malfunction rates, the “anshin” evaluations
decreased uniformly, but the feeling of safety evaluations did
not decrease for the high criticality features (i.e., automatic
driving). Second, with moderate or low malfunction rates,
the “anshin” evaluations increased uniformly, but the feeling
of safety evaluations did not increase for the low criticality
features (i.e., automatic wipers).

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The first goal of this study was to verify the differences
between “anshin” and feeling of safety evaluations of au-

tomobile features having varying levels of safety criticality.
The results revealed that the feeling of safety evaluations was
higher than the “anshin” evaluations. Additionally, the higher
the criticality, the higher both evaluations, but no difference
was found between the two evaluations. The safety evaluations
had been expected to be lower than the “anshin” evaluations
for high criticality features, but they were higher overall. This
indicates that “anshin” is more stringent than feeling of safety.
This difference needs to be verified in future research.

The second goal was to verify the differences in changes
in “anshin” and feeling of safety evaluations before and after
the provision of information about the unstable performance
of features having varying levels of criticality. The results
revealed that both evaluations decreased in response to high
malfunction rates, but the feeling of safety evaluations did not
decrease for the high criticality features. Additionally, both
evaluations increased for moderate or low malfunction rates,
but the feeling of safety evaluations did not increase for the
low criticality features.

It has been shown that drivers’ trust in ACC decreases
immediately after some problems of ACC are presented [14].
Assuming that ACC is a high criticality feature and that the
information indicates instability, the finding is similar to this
previous study that the information about a malfunctioning
critical feature decreases “anshin” evaluations.

It is notable, however, that such a decrease was not ob-
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TABLE III
RESULTS OF FURTHER ANALYSIS OF MALFUNCTION × CRITICALITY × PHASE IN FEELING OF SAFETY EVALUATIONS

df F p ηp
CHigh1 Malfunction × Phase 2, 122 8.43 < .001 *** .12

Phase at MHigh2 1, 39 1.61 .211 .03
at MMid2 1, 42 13.58 < .001 *** .24
at MLow2 1, 41 14.78 < .001 *** .26

CMid1 Malfunction × Phase 2, 122 18.58 < .001 *** .23
Phase at MHigh2 1, 39 12.96 < .001 *** .24

at MMid2 1, 42 6.49 .014 * .13
at MLow2 1, 41 30.43 < .001 *** .42

CLow1 Malfunction × Phase 2, 122 3.67 .028 * .05
Phase at MHigh2 1, 39 6.15 .017 * .13

at MMid2 1, 42 1.61 .211 .03
at MLow2 1, 41 0.89 .348 .02

1 CHigh = Criticality High, CMid = Criticality Mid, CLow = Criticality Low.
2 MHigh = Malfunction High, MMid = Malfunction Mid, MLow = Malfunction Low.
*p < .05, ***p < .001.

served in the feeling of safety evaluations. That may be
because feeling of safety evaluations involves a deep process
with respect to the significance of the unstable-performance-
related information of a critical feature. Although unstable
performance is inherently problematic, it may be favorably
interpreted as an indication of the technical complexity of
a critical feature, preventing a decrease in feeling of safety
evaluation. Similarly, feeling of safety evaluations did not
improve when non-critical features were described as stable.
The reason may be that the stable performance of low-critical
features is objectively interpreted as non-relevant to safety.
Further verification is needed on this point.

These findings that the feeling of safety is sensitive to
feature criticality of function and information about unstable
performance suggests the possibility that the feeling of safety
is based on objective physical measurements. In this sense,
“anshin” may be relatively insensitive and more subjective.
Although it has been suggested that “anshin” includes pro-
cesses of prediction and trust [4], whether the feeling of safety
includes these processes must be carefully verified.
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Abstract—Most assignments in engineering design courses in-

clude open-ended, real-word projects, where groups of students 

work together and produce a collection of deliverables, which 

need to be reported and evaluated by the instructor so that the 

students can act upon the feedback. The complexity of the work 

often demands that project artifacts be reported online, but 

there is no software designed to assess and grade web-based 

technical reports. This paper introduces e2Logos, a novel custom 

grading/feedback tool designed for evaluating online reports 

and presents results from a comparative usability study with 

Gradescope, a popular grading tool for PDF submissions. Find-

ings from grading two project phases in two semesters for a 

computer science Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) course, 

revealed that e2Logos was perceived as more efficient, motivat-

ing, dependable, and attractive than Gradescope, by using the 

User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) and our own usability 

goals. However, it was not shown to improve grading con-

sistency among graders. Implications for designing similar soft-

ware are presented as design requirements, along with our plans 

to evaluate e2Logos for its effectiveness in improving learning out-

comes in Project-Based Learning (PBL) courses. 

Keywords—usability test; grading software; web annotation 

tools; project-based learning; student feedback. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

Within the field of engineering, managing and contributing 
to complex projects are essential parts of the learning process 
[1].  A common method to achieve this in many upper-level 
engineering courses is to use open-ended, client-driven, team-
based problems, most commonly known as Model-Eliciting 
Activities (MEAs) [2]. MEAs are a form of PBL that have 
been applied increasingly to engineering courses over the past 
decade, offering a form of assignment intended to emulate the 
design process of a derived solution for real-world problems 
within a limited time [3]. Throughout these activities, students 
are encouraged to integrate and apply knowledge from past 
and current courses toward producing a cohesive solution for 
an open-ended problem.  

Tackling a complex, open-ended design problem can be 
challenging for engineering students, particularly with a lack 
of experience in multi-disciplinary skills like self-reliance, 
collaboration, and time management [4]. Furthermore, there is 
often an inconsistency between the instructor’s and students’ 
learning objectives within the context of semester-long, real-
world projects [5]. Thus, engaging students with MEAs is 

difficult due to the requirements for consistent and accessible 
feedback throughout project development. To apply MEAs to 
a large class, the grading and feedback process must be expe-
dited yet remain simplistic for graders [4]. 

Many methodologies are used to grade MEAs and other 
project-based deliverables, including self-assessment, peer as-
sessment, co-assessment, and performance assessment, all of 
which involve a way of evaluating work whether it be from 
the students themselves, their peers, or staff [6]. Another 
method is specifications grading, which introduces a pass/fail 
system toward assignments, focusing more on certain learning 
objectives being met to earn a certain grade [7]. Adaptive ru-
brics have also been used and even integrated within modern 
grading software. This approach has been shown to help grad-
ers focus on deeply understanding student work before decid-
ing on point deductions through tailoring the rubric based on 
student submissions [8]. 

Many tools are available for the grading of online assign-
ments, such as various Learning Management Systems (LMS) 
or dedicated grading tools like Gradescope. Gradescope is 
geared toward the grading of handwritten work and quiz style 
questions [9], while LMSs may provide administration of 
course content, scheduling, announcements, assignments, 
quizzes, and other functionalities in addition to grading stu-
dent work [10]. These systems are well equipped to grade 
work that can be uploaded, such as images or PDFs [9], but not 
for student submissions in an online (website) format. More-
over, student work often entails different problem-solving pat-
terns when tackling open-ended design problems [3], meaning 
outcomes may vary. Thus, grading needs to be specific and 
tailored to the project. To our knowledge, there is no grading 
tool that provides customized grade deductions, collaborative 
grading, and support for within-context commenting of web-
based technical reports, a widely used format in PBL courses.  

The novel tool e2Logos, evaluating electronic logos (from 
the Greek work λόγος, for speech), aims to address challenges 
faced in courses where online technical and reflective reports 
are a significant part of the evaluation process. e2Logos com-
bines assessment, annotation, feedback, and dialogue features 
and is built on the open-source Hypothes.is platform [11]. The 
primary focus of this grading tool is to provide timely and con-
sistent feedback to students and assess PBL outcomes. The 
tool has a client-side interface for instructors and graders to 
grade students' work, and for students to access their grades 
and individual feedback. There is also a backend management 
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portal for instructors to review and release grades for projects. 
e2Logos has been deployed and tested in an undergraduate en-
gineering course at a large public U.S. university during fall 
2022, collecting 1444 comments from 6 graders in the class. 

This paper aims to provide context for the design of 
e2Logos and examine its usability to respond to the question: 
How does e2Logos compare to an established grading soft-
ware (Gradescope), in terms of efficiency and ease of use for 
grading students’ online project work? 

The paper begins with a review of relevant grading and 
annotation tools (Section II), then presents the design of 
e2Logos (Section III), continues with the description of the us-
ability studies (Section IV) and the results of our analysis 
(Section V), finishing with a discussion of main findings (Sec-
tion VI), and the conclusions and future work (Section VII). 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Importance of feedback in PBL student work 

While engaging with PBL work, students must synthesize 
past knowledge with new skills learned from their current 
course. However, design courses in higher education require 
multidisciplinary skills and not all students will perform sim-
ilarly, especially when first introduced to PBL, but they can 
improve in the proper learning environment [12]. Feedback 
should aim to reduce the gap between current understanding 
and the desired goal [13], hopefully, setting a personalized 
measure of current collective achievement and indicating how 
to improve upon that achievement.  

Good feedback should be timely and efficient [13], and 
using grading tools streamlines the grading process. However, 
the challenge for instructors is in being accurate and consistent 
in grading open-ended projects that have more than one cor-
rect solution [14]. There are currently many software tools that 
support grading but may not be best suited for grading while 
providing feedback essential to guiding PBL work. 

B. Computer-based assessment tools for PBL work 

There are many educational technologies used by higher 
education institutions to evaluate student learning; some are 
more suited for only grading, while others offer a way to dis-
play a grader’s feedback. In this review, we will mainly focus 
on computer-based tools for grading and evaluating digital 
student submissions. 

Grading/Feedback Tools. Gradescope is a platform that 
allows instructors to assess handwritten assignments and ex-
ams online, with such features as automated grading, peer re-
view, and customizable grading rubrics [9]. It has been shown 
to save instructors time and improve the consistency and fair-
ness of grading. In a study of two undergraduate mechanical 
engineering courses, Gradescope reduced the instructor's 
grading time by approximately 2.5 hours, while both the ru-
bric structure and the ease of switching between submissions 
helped ensure that grades were consistent for all students [15]. 
It has also been used to gather real-time feedback from stu-
dents, as demonstrated in an introductory data science class 
where instructors used Gradescope's tagging system to track 
student learning objectives and adjust their curriculum based 
on the feedback received [16]. 

A LMS is a type of software that helps educators adminis-
ter, document, track, report, automate, and deliver educational 
courses [10]. LMSs have become increasingly popular, espe-
cially due to the transition to online learning during the 
COVID-19 pandemic [17]. In a recent study, the use of Moo-
dle [18], a popular LMS, was evaluated as an e-learning plat-
form in a project-based undergraduate course [19]. Students 
worked in groups of 3 to 5 on an open-ended project through-
out the semester. A survey administered at the end of the se-
mester revealed that 10% of students cited the feedback mech-
anism as their favorite aspect of using Moodle, while 15% re-
ported that the tool made it difficult to locate work and had 
too many confusing links on the page. Overall, the use of 
Moodle as a LMS in a PBL course was seen as a useful tool 
for instructors to provide feedback to students, but there were 
challenges in terms of navigation and organization. The eval-
uation of another popular LMS, Blackboard [20],  in terms of 
its usefulness in an undergraduate computer literacy course, 
revealed that immediate feedback on online quizzes was the 
most helpful aspect of Blackboard, while collaborative work 
and communication with peers and instructors were rated as 
the least effective aspects [21]. 

iRubric is a web-based rubric development, assessment, 
and sharing software, commonly integrated with LMS plat-
forms to facilitate matrix-style grading [22]. During evalua-
tion of student work, a grader must select a pre-defined rubric 
criterion and then write specific feedback in a table format. A 
study evaluating iRubric found that it streamlined the grading 
process by promoting a consistent grading element throughout 
the university-wide adoption of the tool, as a replacement of 
the previously used paper rubrics [23]. Most contemporary 
LMSs provide embedded grading functionality using rubrics, 
where instructors can define grading criteria and associate 
them with specific learning outcomes. Canvas, as an example, 
has been shown to be very effective for assessing student 
learning using its rubric tool by gauging the students’ level of 
achievement in some disciplinary area [24]. Such tools are 
limited for assessing online work as grading is disassociated 
from the work and graders must switch multiple times be-
tween web submission and the rubric hosted on the LMS, plus 
the assigned criteria are fixed to evaluating broader out-
comes/expectations. Others have worked on developing ru-
brics for STEM courses to facilitate goal setting and self-eval-
uation [25], but such tools have not made it into an interactive 
software, nor have they been tested for their usability. 

Annotation Tools. Hypothes.is is an open-source software 
platform that allows users to annotate web pages and PDF files 
with highlights and comments [11]. In a study conducted in an 
undergraduate engineering course, students who used Hy-
pothes.is to annotate and discuss articles in a group performed 
better than those who did not in the final exam. While there 
was no quantitative data available on the instructor’s perspec-
tive, the researcher noted that Hypothes.is promotes commu-
nication and peer review, which are essential factors for effec-
tive PBL [26]. In another study, the use of Hypothes.is in com-
bination with a Google Doc was found to be effective for an-
notating articles and summarizing points made by groups of 
students [27]. Hypothes.is can also be integrated with a LMS 
to provide added grading functionality. However, this 
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integration only allows students to annotate an instructor-se-
lected online resource and provide a single score based on the 
quality of student annotations. 

Diigo is a social bookmarking tool that allows users to add 
digital sticky notes to web pages [28]. It is frequently used in 
educational settings due to its ability to annotate and organize 
data. A case study conducted in a technology course intro-
duced Diigo to pre-service teachers through multiple lectures 
and gathered feedback from both students and instructors. The 
majority of students had a favorable impression of the tool, 
and instructors reported that students engaged more deeply 
with course concepts through searching and annotating course 
content. However, some participants expressed concerns that 
Diigo offered too many features for a bookmarking tool [29]. 
Another tool for sharing digital content, Digication [30], al-
lows students to submit a snapshot of their website reports 
through LMS integration, but commenting can only happen 
on the live website and lacks grading functionality. 

An empirical study of EDUCOSM, a set of tools for asyn-
chronous collaborative knowledge construction, in a statistics 
course determined that digital systems equipped with annota-
tion technology improved a student’s affinity for learning on 
a collaborative document through student markings [31]. A 
more recent study examined the efficacy of digital annotations 
for feedback in comparison to other modes of delivering feed-
back to students, and found that a single mode of feedback, 
electronic annotations or digital recordings, were better for of-
fering detailed and personalized feedback [32]. Another study 
evaluating a custom web-based tool for providing corrective 
feedback to English essays via annotations, showed that the 
gap between high-level and low-level student performance 
was eliminated through the application of corrective feedback 
[33]. Overall, examining annotation technologies has shown 
to benefit a grader when generating feedback for students [34]. 
However, such technologies are largely focused on providing 
students with feedback while analyzing digital submissions 
and are deprived of any grading functionality. 

A focus of this review has been to examine the current 
functionalities and usability of grading and feedback tools in 
order to determine what types of tools are most efficient for 
evaluating online student work. However, none of the tools 
reviewed have been directly evaluated for their usability or 
compared with each other. In 2021, Gradescope introduced 
(as a beta version) a new format for grading essay-type assign-
ments that provided combined grading and annotation func-
tionality for digital submissions. However, submissions were 
restricted to a PDF format and the lack of a collaborative grad-
ing made it difficult to resolve grading inconsistencies be-
tween graders. Overall, the tools available for providing effec-
tive, personalized, and collaborative feedback, such as anno-
tation software, lack course management and grading func-
tionalities. Conversely, tools that enable course management 
and grading lack a way of providing personalized and specif-
ically marked feedback in a collaborative manner. A tool that 
automates collaborative grading, while allowing a grader’s in-
context feedback to be as specific as possible is hypothesized 
to expedite and offer consistency to the grading process for 
online, open-ended, group design projects. 

III. E2LOGOS DESIGN 

A. Extracting requirements for good feedback of PBL work 

In order to reach the point of developing e2Logos, the lead 
author tested combinations of different tools for assessing the 
design work of student groups in two HCI courses. Over mul-
tiple semesters, different tools included the use of Google 
Spreadsheets for grading and feedback as notes (exported and 
released to students as PDF files); a combination of Diigo or 
Hypothes.is (used for within-context feedback) with Google 
Spreadsheets (for grading); and Gradescope’s Essay assign-
ment format (released as beta for the 2021-22 academic year 
only). None of these approaches proved effective in accom-
modating the unique demands of leaving good graded feed-
back within the context of rich online technical reports that 
students generated while reporting their project work. 

The outcome of these iterations was a compiled list of de-
sign requirements that could satisfy the identified demands. 
This list was derived from personal experience, conversations 
with colleagues teaching similar courses, and feedback from 
teaching assistants who helped grade project design work. 

1) Within-context feedback and grading: A crucial 

learning factor for PBL work is for students to review and 

understand the provided feedback within the context of their 

own work. Prior approaches combining tools, such as [27] 

and our own experimentation, decoupled feedback and 

grading from the students’ own work, making it hard for them 

to understand how and where their work could be improved. 

2) Personalized adjustment of score and feedback: A 

unique aspect of assessing project work is that fixed rubrics 

fail to capture adequately the element of quality. Thus, it is 

imperative that a grader has the flexibility to adjust the score 

and adapt the feedback provided to specific submissions for 

the same identified rubric item. In comparison, attempting to 

do so in Gradescope will change the score and associated 

comment to all submissions the item has been applied to. 

3) Collaborative grading: Due to the open-ended nature 

of design projects it is rather challenging to achieve inter-

grader consistency. Communication between graders is, 

therefore, necessary, allowing the instructor and more 

experienced staff to provide guidance to all graders and 

decrease grading inconsistencies among student submissions. 

4) General feedback and regrade requests: Considering 

the difficulty of evaluating design work objectively, it is 

necessary to provide overall guidance to students after all 

grading is done. Additionally, student groups should be able 

to dispute the way their work has been assessed by requesting 

a regrade and providing their rationale. 
The list of design requirements included above guided the 

design and implementation of e2Logos, which is described 
briefly in the next section. Some of these requirements were 
also tested during the usability studies and findings in support 
of them are presented under the Discussion section. 
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B. Technical Design of e2Logos 

Before discussing the technical aspects of e2Logos, it is 
crucial to note that the tool is built using the open-source Hy-
pothes.is software [11], which allows users to annotate and 
converse on websites across the internet. We repurposed Hy-
pothes.is to include a grading component but maintained all 
functionality for providing feedback on an online project re-
port, including highlighting text within the page, adding and 
replying to comments, navigating to highlighted text when se-
lecting a comment, all while storing this type of information 
in a PostgreSQL database. e2Logos, similar to Hypothes.is, is 
mainly a web-based client administered as a Chrome exten-
sion that communicates with a backend server through API 
calls. The server application is developed using various Py-
lons Project packages, such as the pyramid web framework, 
colander, and deform, as well as Elasticsearch for annotation 
lookup. The client (Chrome extension) is based on React for 
user interface and logic, and Redux for session management. 

 The backend website handles all administrative work and 
allows instructors to create courses, groups, and assignments. 
Assignments have an associated rubric, which is currently up-
loaded as a json file, but in future versions would be created 
using a dedicated rubric creation tool similar to Gradescope.  
Through the website, an instructor can assign students to 
groups, assign teaching assistants as graders (including a lead 
grader role with elevated privileges), and release grades to stu-
dents. Graded comments are listed in buckets according to 
what assignment and group those annotations belong to, in-
cluding the total score for each group. Searching by group 
name, grader username, or assignment name filters these 
buckets to only show the relevant comments. Since the 
backend website has not been included in the usability test, we 
will not elaborate further on its functionality. 

The main operation of e2Logos is accomplished through 
the extension, where graders can evaluate a project report on 
the online submission itself (website or PDF). After navi-
gating to the report’s URL and selecting the desired assign-
ment to be graded from the drop-down menu of the Rubric tab 
(Figure 1a), graders follow this workflow: a) they highlight 
the relevant text on the page and select “Grade” from a pop-
up menu, b) they select the appropriate rubric item from the 
list and the corresponding pre-defined comment appears in the 
Comments tab (Figure 1b), which c) they can then edit in 
terms of text and/or score to fit the submission’s quality, and 
d) they click “Post” to submit the item to the backend. This 
simple workflow satisfies the two first design requirements 
listed above. As a safety measure, graders cannot apply/de-
duct more points for an item beyond the thresholds defined by 
the instructor. Graders also have the option to only comment 
or highlight text without applying a rubric item, to simply pro-
vide feedback to students. 

Graders can navigate between group websites by selecting 
the group’s name from the drop-down menu at the top. If the 
website has been graded already, comments are fetched from 
the backend and displayed through highlights on relevant text 
within the page and text-based feedback in the Comments tab. 
Commenting includes a rich-text editor that can be used to 
emphasize specific parts or even embed an image.  

    

Figure 1.  The Rubric tab (a-left) for grading online reports, along with the 

augmented Comments tab (b-right) for editing/adjusting graded comments. 

To augment the grading and feedback process even fur-
ther, lead graders and instructors can either edit existing com-
ments and scores or add further explanations to justify an ap-
plied rubric item (as is the case with the added comment by 
elogos_admin in Figure 1b). To facilitate design requirement 
#3, we included a “Graders only” option for replying to exist-
ing comments, which allows inter-grader communication 
about project assessment hidden from student view (see Fig-
ure 2). This feature, in addition to having multiple graders 
work on the same project report—the tool recognizes changes 
and allows a grader to update the highlights, comments, and 
rubric deductions with any changes made by someone else—
makes e2Logos a much more collaborative grading tool than 
other currently available software. 

Finally, the tool allows graders to leave general feedback 
through the Feedback tab, which may include comments on 
the overall quality of the submission or advice for future work. 
The same tab can be used for student regrade requests, where 
students can question some parts of the assessment or provide 
extra rationale for their design choices that the grader(s) might 
have missed, contributing to a more equitable grading process. 
This is similar to functionality offered by Gradescope and sat-
isfies our last design requirement from the list above. Future 
versions of e2Logos will allow an instructor to choose if stu-
dents could reply to existing comments for regrade purposes, 
offering their rationale on a comment-by-comment basis. 

It is also worth mentioning that in an effort to increase 
grading consistency, a common challenge for evaluating PBL 
and especially design work, e2Logos allows for multiple 
grader-groups to evaluate the same sample submission. In this 
scenario, every grader has their own group which they use to 
assess a sample project report. The instructor is able, then, to 
switch between grader-groups reviewing the applied rubric 
items (gray items in Figure 1a), commenting and providing 
extra guidance to graders during a grading practice session. 
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IV. METHODS 

A. Usability Study Context 

In order to test the efficacy of the tool from the graders’ 
perspective, we conducted a usability test of e2Logos in fall 
2022 (F22). Since we have been using Gradescope’s Essay 
submission feature for the 2021-2022 academic year, we also 
tested the usability of Gradescope for grading technical re-
ports in spring 2022 (S22). Gradescope discontinued the use 
of this type of submission since summer 2022, so we were un-
able to collect data beyond that point. Both grading tools were 
tested on an upper-level engineering course on HCI, usually 
taken by third- and fourth-year undergraduate students at a 
large public U.S. university. The course employed a PBL ap-
proach, where student work is broken down into four project 
phases throughout the whole semester and is submitted as a 
technical report on a website. The reports typically include a 
variety of static text and dynamic content, like image carou-
sels, embedded Google slide presentations, or links to external 
applications (e.g., YouTube videos and Figma prototypes). 

Since Gradescope’s Essay assignment type required up-
loading of student work as a PDF file, student groups in S22 
were instructed to export their website to a PDF file. The grad-
ing rubric was created by the instructor of the course in Grad-
escope’s dedicated tool or a json file for each one of the se-
mesters, respectively. The rubrics were broken down in cate-
gories (e.g., Prototyping) and sub-categories (e.g., Rationale), 
even though Gradescope did not support the extra level like 
e2Logos did (see Figure 1). The teaching assistants (TAs) of 
the course were then tasked to use each grading software to 
grade the last two phases of the project in each semester. Grad-
ing of the first two phases was used as practice, so TAs could 
familiarize themselves with the tools’ features and their appli-
cation. The grading process involves three passes (TAs, pro-
ject lead TA, instructor), where each user grades and leaves 
feedback on student work, as well as suggestions for improve-
ment. When grading is completed—usually within a week—
submissions are returned and scores/feedback are reviewed by 
students, either on Gradescope (S22) or the website itself with 
the associated e2Logos Chrome extension installed (F22). Since 
the tool was under development during the same time, graders 
were asked to install (unpack) the extension on their browser 
instead of downloading it from the Chrome store. As part of 
this usability test, we did not evaluate the effectiveness of the 
feedback provided with the tools, in terms of student learning. 

The usability study was approved by the Institutional Re-
view Board of the University of Virginia with protocol IRB-
SBS#5515/2022. 

B. Measuring Instruments 

Assessing the efficacy of the two grading tools involved a 
two-prong strategy. The TAs and instructor first created a UX 
target table, inspired by a typical usability engineering process 
[35], to measure specific UX goals related to the project report 
assessment (Table I). Our decision about goals was led by the 
two key outcomes included in our research question: effi-
ciency and ease of use. 

TABLE I.  UX TARGET TABLE FOR EVALUATING THE GRADING TOOLS 

Goal Measure Instrument Metric 

Efficiency 

User 

performance 

BT1: Finish project 

grading Avg. time on task 

Efficiency 

Critical incidents 

(limitations) 

BT1: Finish project 

grading 

Avg. # of instances 

impeding grading 

Efficiency 

User 

performance 

BT2a: Apply a 

predefined deduction  Avg. time on task 

Accuracy 
Experienced 
usage error 

BT2a: Apply a 
predefined deduction  Avg. # of errors 

Ease of use 

Experienced 

usage error 

BT3: Leave a 

comment to a 

deduction Avg. # of errors 

Ease of use 

Experienced 

usage error 

BT4: Remove rubric 

deduction Avg. # of errors 

Efficiency 

User 

performance 

BT5: Write general 

feedback Avg. time on task 

Ease of use 

User 

performance 
(communication) 

BT6: Communicate 

grading 
issues/questions 

Avg. # of times a 

comment was left 

for lead TA or 
instructor 

Efficiency 

User 

performance 

(consistency) 

BT7b: Reviewing an 

existing graded 

project Avg. time on task 

Effective-

ness 

User 

performance 

(consistency) 

BT7b: Reviewing an 

existing graded 

project 

Avg. # of changes 

to existing grading 

Effective-

ness 

User 
performance 

(consistency) 

BT7b: Reviewing an 
existing graded 

project 

Avg. # of critical 

incidents 

a. This measurement involved selecting a rubric item from the lower sections, like a Bonus. 

b. Data for BT7 were measured both during the lead TA’s and the instructor’s grading review. 

Benchmark tasks (BTs) 1-6 referred to TAs as graders, 
while BT7 referred to the lead TA and instructor as grader-
reviewers. We then used a questionnaire for measuring the 
perceived user experience (UX) by the TAs. We chose the 
User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [36] over the System 
Usability Scale (SUS) [37] or similar instruments, because the 
former covers a broader range of subjective measures related 
to using interactive software. More specifically, the UEQ 
gathers insights about an application’s perceived usability in 
terms of six factors: attractiveness, perspicuity (commonly 
known as learnability), efficiency, dependability (also known 
as user control and freedom), stimulation, and novelty. 

C. Participants 

Nine undergraduate college students were recruited for the 
usability studies over the two semesters. In each semester, the 
five students that served as TAs for the HCI in Software De-
velopment course, part of the Computer Science department 
curriculum, were the grader-participants that helped evaluate 
the two grading applications. Only one of them was a return-
ing TA in F22, who also served as the lead TA in that semes-
ter. No demographic data was recorded about the participants, 
as they were deemed irrelevant to the outcomes of the study. 
Since participants were mainly conducting their regular TA 
duties, no compensation was given for their participation. The 
instructor of the course remained the same in both terms.  
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D. Procedure 

The procedure followed during each one of the semesters 
was exactly the same, with the grading tool being the only dif-
ference. The TAs would start grading the project submissions 
either on Gradescope (S22) or the website itself with the 
e2Logos extension (F22), using the same pre-defined rubric. 
Since grading of the earlier phases was not recorded for testing 
purposes, TAs had the opportunity to learn using the software. 
While conducting the student project report grading for phases 
3-4, TA participants were asked to log the different data re-
quested in the UX target table (see Metric in TABLE I. ). This 
was done on a separate spreadsheet created specifically for 
this case in each semester. When all grading was done, the 
lead TA would take over to review submitted grades and TA 
feedback/comments. During this process, the lead TA would 
often need to coordinate with the graders to resolve any con-
cerns with grading. While e2Logos provided the option to col-
laborate through replies to graded comments hidden from stu-
dents (Figure 2), grading review on Gradescope was done of-
fline through platforms and tools like email, GroupMe, or Dis-
cord. After the second pass, the instructor reviewed the graded 
submissions and made any final adjustments to grading/feed-
back. Similarly, communication with TA-graders was done ei-
ther outside the tool (S22) or within the tool (F22), for resolv-
ing grading inconsistencies. Both the lead TA and the instruc-
tor logged their data (i.e., BT7 in TABLE I. ), before recording 
their updated project submission score. 

Right after the last project phase was graded at the end of 
the semester, the TAs would complete the UEQ—created and 
administered on Qualtrics—to capture their overall experi-
ence using each software. No discussion would precede this 
evaluation to avoid influencing the participants’ opinion. Two 
open-ended fields were added to the UEQ to record the posi-
tive aspects and points of improvement for each software. 

 

Figure 2.  Within-tool communication between TA grader (kate), lead TA 

(alex), and instructor (elogos_admin), which is hidden from students (the 

lock icon indicates “Graders only” replies). 

V. RESULTS 

A. Analysis of UX Goals 

The analyzed e2Logos data derived from a total of 506 ru-
bric items and comments applied/left by the five TAs for the 
two graded project phases included in the study (86 items/ 
comments deleted), and 111 items/comments left by the in-
structor (6 of them deleted). For Gradescope, there were 419 
final comments left by the five TAs and the instructor (there 
is no grader designation stored during grading and no record 
of deleted items/comments in that software). Per our initial 
UX evaluation plan (Table I), we consolidated all data from 
both semesters in a spreadsheet, identifying any missing data 
points and outliers. The only outliers removed—more than 
two standard deviations from the mean—were two extreme 
times recorded by one TA for BT5 in S22-Phase 3. Table II 
summarizes the final values for each benchmark task per se-
mester and project phase, as well as the total average values. 
Even though we broke down BT7 data (logged during grading 
review) to comments and rubric items edited/added/removed, 
we decided to aggregate them in one value (#changes) per our 
original BT7 metric. Gradescope was used to assess/grade a 
total of 38 student reports in PDF format (19 project groups in 
S22), while e2Logos was used to assess/grade 20 online stu-
dent reports (10 project groups in F22). Statistical analysis in-
cluded the comparison of the Total calculated values (bold). 

TABLE II.  LOGGED UX GOAL DATA FOR GRADED PROJECT PHASES 
  

 e2Logos [N=20 a] Gradescope [N=38 a] 
 

Metric Ph-3 Ph-4 Total Ph-3 Ph-4 Total 

BT1 mins 62.00 61.20 61.60 60.53 71.32 65.92 

BT1 #incidents 0.30 0.10 0.20 2.32 **1.95 2.13 

BT1b #items 10.70 10.10 10.40 8.68 *6.32 7.50 

BT1b #comment 5.40 4.67 5.03 6.16 5.26 5.71 

BT2 secs 3.50 1.70 2.60 8.58 **6.16 7.37 

BT2 #errors 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.37 *0.37 0.37 

BT3 #errors 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.68 **0.58 0.63 

BT4 #errors 0.90 0.00 0.45 1.11 0.37 0.74 

BT5 secs 135.00 175.40 157.44 194.00 155.47 170.88 

BT6 #contacts 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.37 0.53 0.45 

BT7c mins 35.88 23.38 29.63 28.14 e 28.14 

BT7c #changes 5.25 6.25 5.75 4.45 e 4.45 

BT7c #incidents 0.00 0.50 0.25 0.44 e 0.44 

BT7i
c mins 28.30 20.60 24.45 27.11 14.71 20.91 

BT7i
c #changes 6.70 3.50 5.10 6.21 3.26 4.74 

BT7i
c #incidents 0.10 0.00 0.05 1.26 **0.47 0.87 

BT7b Δ1score
d 3.00 4.40 3.70 4.05 3.11 3.58 

BT7b Δ2score
 d 4.50 3.13 3.81 4.42 e 4.42 

a. Sample size denotes the number of total observations; some metrics had missing data. 

b. Data in italics were not included in the original UX goals but were analyzed for context. 

c. The first BT7 metrics are from the lead TA’s review and the last from the instructor’s (i) review. 

d. Difference between instructor and TAs (Δ1), and instructor and lead TA (Δ2) project scores.  

e. The lead TA did not complete their review for project phase 4, therefore no values are included. 

* Gray BTs were significant at the <0.05 level (*) or highly significant at the <0.001 level (**).  
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We used an independent-samples (unequal variance as-
sumed), two-tailed Student’s t-test to examine any statistical 
difference between the measured UX targets for the two grad-
ing tools. The null hypothesis was that there will be no differ-
ence between the two grading tools in terms of measured out-
comes and sample data drawn from the observations were 
partly normally distributed. For non-normally distributed 
data, a non-parametric test’s results are reported, using Mann-
Whitney U test [38]. Missing values were handled by exclud-
ing cases on an analysis-by-analysis basis and only significant 
findings are reported below (indicated with gray in Table II). 

Our analysis found that using e2Logos presented TA grad-
ers with a statistically significantly lower number of critical 
incidents (U = 112, n = 58, p < 0.001) as compared to Grad-
escope, while they applied a higher number of rubric items for 
the two project phases (t = -6.36, n = 58, p = 0.041). While 
applying an item lower in the rubric, TA graders were signif-
icantly slower (U = 45.50, n=58, p < 001) and did more errors 
(U = 280, n = 58, p = 0.013) than when completing the same 
task with e2Logos. TAs also did a significantly higher number 
of errors when completing the most common task of leaving a 
comment using the rubric in Gradescope than using e2Logos 
(U = 240, n = 58, p = 0.002). Finally, during the instructor’s 
review of the graded submissions, the instructor reported sig-
nificantly more critical incidents when using Gradescope than 
when using e2Logos (U = 204.50, n = 58, p = 0.001). No other 
UX target was found to reject the null hypothesis. 

B. UEQ Comparison Analysis 

We used an independent-samples (equal variance), two-
tailed Student’s t-test to examine if the two grading tools per-
formed equally well in terms of the six UX factors recorded 
by the UEQ. The results of the t-tests with significance values 
are summarized in Table III and depicted in Figure 3. Results 
indicate that e2Logos outperformed Gradescope—rejecting 
the null hypothesis—in attractiveness (d = 2.44), efficiency (d 
= 2.20), dependability (d = 2.32), and stimulation (d = 1.68), 
while there was no statistical difference in perspicuity (d = 
1.29) and novelty (d = 1.84). A Cronbach’s alpha test indi-
cated that all six scales were reliable above a threshold of α = 
0.711 for both samples (tools), with average α = 0.789. For 
assessing e2Logos the average was α = 0.7287, while Grad-
escope’s assessment using the UEQ yielded an α = 0.662. All 
results indicate an acceptable to good internal consistency 
considering the small sample of the study [39]. 

TABLE III.  T-TEST COMPARISON STATISTICS FOR UEQ SCALES 
 

 e2Logos Gradescope Statistics 

Scale Mean STD Mean STD t stat p value 

Attractiveness 1.30 0.88 -0.83 0.87 3.852 0.005* 

Perspicuity 1.35 0.84 0.20 0.89 2.100 0.069 

Efficiency 1.55 0.74 -1.05 1.18 4.183 0.003* 

Dependability 0.65 0.86 -0.80 1.10 2.329 0.048* 

Stimulation 1.00 0.64 -0.35 0.80 2.946 0.019* 

Novelty 0.85 1.04 -0.35 0.65 2.186 0.060 

* Indicates statistical significance at the 0.05 level (95% confidence intervals). 

 

Figure 3.  UEQ comparison between  e2Logos and Gradescope. 

C. Qualitative Findings 

Analysis of participant input through the UEQ open-ended 
questions involved reviewing and grouping responses in rele-
vant themes. We considered using thematic analysis, but the 
pool of responses was too limited for this technique to yield 
any significant benefit. Overall, e2Logos was perceived very 
positively by the TAs, mostly commenting about the constant 
availability of a rubric for easy reference, being able to high-
light and indicate within the web page exactly what an item 
(deduction) refers to, and the flexibility offered by being able 
to adjust points and comments, customizing the score and 
feedback to each project. On the downside, there were a cou-
ple of complaints about the screen space that the sidebar oc-
cupied, obstructing part of the text while reading/grading. An-
other complaint was about a URL identifier (authuser) that 
was added to the websites by Chrome based on the active 
Google account and as a result comments/highlights were not 
displayed. This demanded manually deleting the identifier 
text from the browser’s address bar. Finally, the issue of hav-
ing to download and install the extension manually due to it 
not being an official extension in the Chrome store, was com-
mented by one TA. 

For Gradescope, positive feedback included the ease of re-
viewing the rubric using the sidebar (very similar to e2Logos), 
while also being able to search for a rubric item using the 
search box embedded in a drop-down menu that appeared af-
ter highlighting text. The workflow was found to be fairly in-
tuitive, while TAs who have been involved with the course in 
prior semesters commended the significant improvement over 
using a grading spreadsheet. Downsides mainly had to do with 
the restrictions imposed by the non-searchable PDF format, 
which often included non-selectable text (depending on the 
website export process used by the students submitting the re-
port). The PDF format made loading each submission rather 
slow (reports were often more than 30 pages) and prevented 
inclusion of dynamic content, demanding graders to visit the 
actual website to check and evaluate that material. The long 
drop-down menu with all deductions was found cumbersome 
to navigate, while not being able to adjust grading based on 
each submission’s quality was noted multiple times as restric-
tive. Finally, the lack of collaboration while grading—com-
ments left by another grader would not update automati-
cally—was commented by two of the participants. 

-2.50

-1.50

-0.50

0.50

1.50

2.50
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VI. DISCUSSION 

Overall, the findings from our analysis comparing the 
newly developed tool with an established grading software for 
evaluating digital online reports was very positive. However, 
the lack of similar usability studies on grading and annotation 
software does not allow us to compare our findings with prior 
work. Therefore, we will focus on discussing our comparison 
results as an effort to extract design implications for develop-
ing similar interactive grading software, also acknowledging 
the limitations of the current work. 

A. UX Outcomes and Design Implications 

Correlating the results from the UEQ and our own UX tar-
gets (Table I), it is obvious that e2Logos satisfied the most sig-
nificant goal of efficiency as compared to Gradescope’s Essay 
assignment type. The most critical task for grading software 
of applying a predefined deduction from the rubric (BT2) took 
significantly less time on average, Melogos = 2.60s vs MGradescope 
= 7.37s, with no errors reported across the two project phases 
for our own tool, including both grading and commenting 
(BT3). Additionally, there were statistically fewer critical in-
cidents reported for e2Logos both during TA grading (BT1), 
Melogos = 0.20 vs MGradescope = 2.13, and instructor review (BT7), 
Melogos = 0.05 vs MGradescope = 0.87, an important indicator of 
improved efficiency, as well. Even though grading time on av-
erage was not decreased significantly using our tool, it is im-
portant to note that TAs left significantly more comments on 
average using e2Logos, Melogos = 10.40 vs MGradescope = 7.50. 

The new tool was also found to be more dependable, even 
if marginally, than Gradescope’s Essay assignment type. We 
believe this stems from the flexibility that e2Logos offers to 
graders, as well as the fact that it is very responsive and robust 
compared to Gradescope, which frequently crashed or took a 
long time to load large PDF files. Regarding inter-grader com-
munication, despite e2Logos offering a within-tool mecha-
nism for collaboration and resolution of grading concerns, 
logged comments by TAs revealed that they perceived using 
outside tools like Discord or Groupme as “easy” and “unprob-
lematic”. Also, even though our tool was found more motivat-
ing to use, there was no significant difference in terms of clar-
ity and ease of use (perspicuity for the UEQ). We attribute that 
to the multiple issues and unfinished features that TAs had to 
tolerate due to using the software being under development. 
Some features, such as the lead TA’s access to edit/delete 
comments, were added at a later iteration of development, un-
doubtedly affecting the grading experience. 

Qualitative feedback from the participants is fully support-
ive and explanatory of these findings. e2Logos proved to be 
more dependable than Gradescope in providing graders with 
the flexibility of adjusting the applied score and associated 
comment to fit the quality of assessed project work (satisfying 
our 2nd design requirement). Collaborative grading was only 
attempted in the early phases because it would interfere with 
accurate logging of individual grading in the final two phases 
that were used in our study; therefore, we have no solid find-
ings about our 3rd requirement besides the ease of communi-
cating through replies on graded comments. Such communi-
cation, however, did not yield more consistent grading results 
with e2Logos, as is shown by the calculated average project 

score difference between instructor and TAs, Δ1elogos = 3.70 
vs Δ1Gradescope = 3.58, as well as instructor and lead TA, Δ2elogos 
= 3.81 vs Δ2Gradescope = 4.42. We attribute this to the limitations 
discussed below and the level of subjectivity that is involved 
in grading design work, a necessary evil of HCI projects. 

B. Limitations 

We need to acknowledge that the usability test had a rather 
limited sample of just nine participants, which does not allow 
us to draw statistically robust conclusions. The unbalanced 
number of projects between semesters might have affected the 
quality of grading done by the TAs (i.e., graders in S22 being 
more rushed to finish grading), but more importantly, the 
quality of the project submissions themselves was probably a 
confounding factor for the logged grading data between the 
two semesters (i.e., some submissions being harder to grade). 
We need also recognize that the process of logging data in the 
spreadsheet had a negative impact both on grading accuracy 
(distraction) but also on the measured completion time (over-
head caused from switching between application and logfile). 
Finally, testing of e2Logos happened while the tool was being 
developed with different features added and refined between 
graded project phases. This had the unintended side-effect of 
influencing the measured user experience (e.g., negative com-
ment about needing to manually update the extension). 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper reports the results of a first-of-its-kind usability 
study comparing the efficiency and learnability of a newly de-
veloped grading tool, e2Logos, against Gradescope’s Essay 
assignment type, for grading open-ended design projects. The 
findings were encouraging, revealing that the new tool was 
perceived as superior to its competitor in terms of efficiency, 
dependability, stimulation, and attractiveness based on the 
UEQ. Logged data while grading two phases of a design pro-
ject in an HCI class, as well as open-ended comments by the 
participants (TAs in the course), justified the perceived higher 
efficiency and dependability (user control and freedom) of 
e2Logos. Finally, our contribution includes a list of design re-
quirements we argue any similar software should satisfy. 

Our immediate plans involve finishing development of the 
e2Logos Chrome extension, making it available and testing it 
in more courses at the university. This will allow collecting 
data from a much larger sample and assessing more accurately 
the usability of the tool, this time comparing it with the bench-
mark data set of typical interactive products offered by the 
UEQ researchers [40]. Even more importantly, we plan to 
evaluate the learning efficacy of the type and quality of feed-
back that can be provided by the tool. This will entail collect-
ing data from students in courses that employ e2Logos, but it 
demands that reviewing and acting on the provided feedback 
is part of the learning objectives of the course. Such an ap-
proach might involve techniques like feedforward [41], with 
students’ academic performance being compared between the 
ones who access the feedback on e2Logos and the students 
who do not review (or respond to) their graded comments on 
the platform. Overall, we hope our findings and design re-
quirements tested can provide guidance for future design and 
development of assessment tools of online student PBL work. 
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Abstract—Globalization, lingering threats of pandemics and
ever-increasing travel costs have made videoconferencing a neces-
sary tool in many environments, ranging from corporate meetings
with potential clients who may not have met previously, to
mediated negotiations between antagonists who must necessarily
remain at a safe distance. This raises several questions about how
videoconferencing affects the efficiency, fairness and trust that is
desired of negotiations. Significant research has been conducted
on the effectiveness of video-based collaborative environments,
and more recently, on how one specific aspect of trust called
credibility develops in videoconference-mediated, collaborative,
one-on-one social dilemmas. Much less is known, however, about
how typical videoconferencing features affect the full spectrum
of trust-connoting attributes that are known within the social
science literature, or outside the idealized confines of two-
party social dilemmas. We report here the results of a broader
experimental investigation that has exhibited significance across
other dimensions of trust (dependency and expectancy), both
objectively and subjectively, in the presence of more videocon-
ferencing features than just video (chat and screen sharing), and
in a realistic three-way negotiation. We make recommendations
for designers, administrators, and corporate decision makers with
regard to appropriately using these features in videoconferencing
systems.

Index Terms—videoconferencing; trust; technology-mediated
negotiation; chat systems; shared displays.

I. INTRODUCTION

Videoconferencing is often used in settings where partici-
pants do not know each other well, and yet need to engage
in sensitive transactions. These transactions invariably require
some degree of trust, often involve negotiations as part or all
of the transaction, and at times also involve the sharing of
documents and presentations, or the collaborative editing of a
document, such as a license agreement.

Often such meetings are asymmetrical, for example two
participants from a large company, each of them being situated
in a different location, engage by videoconference with a third
potential client who is located in yet another place. Many
videoconferencing systems support text-chat functionality that
can allow for back-channel private communications in these
cases. But there must still be at least some degree of trust. It
has been argued that trust is more difficult to establish through
computer-mediated communication (CMC) than through face-
to-face communication when it lacks body language and other
cues that are used to build trust [1]–[4]. It is widely assumed

that streaming live video of the participants will mitigate this
problem to some extent. Does it? What about in relation to
other features, such as display-sharing or chatting?

The answer turns out to depend on what we mean by “trust”
and which CMC features we intend to use. The two studies
presented here evaluate three features of videoconferencing
systems — all by now staples of that industry — in terms
of their effect on several dimensions of trust. They do so,
furthermore, in a more realistic setting than a two-party social
dilemma — by now, the staple of HCI studies of trust.
Social dilemmas, such as the well-known prisoner’s dilemma
problem, pit two or more players against each other in a task
in which the pursuit of rational self-interest by every player
leads to an outcome that is worse than if they pursue some
other coordinated strategy that contradicts their self-interests.
By contrast, our studies involve a realistic, three-party business
negotiation, in which participants had competing interests, the
outcomes of the negotiation were not a zero-sum game, and
the negotiated settlements (or “deals”) were not necessarily
symmetrical. Triadic and higher-order interaction effects have
been argued [6] to be essential to understanding the dynamics
and formation of social networks. Trust has been shown to be
a key potential factor in keeping certain triadic, collaborative
problem-solving activities on track in the face of lapses in
mutual understanding [7]. This paper attempts to revisit earlier
experimentation on trust in CMC in view of these more recent
developments.

This paper demonstrates that there are significant differences
that emerge in risk tolerance and in other dimensions of trust
through variations to affordances that are independent of the
presence of video. These other dimensions are significantly
impaired by the addition of private chatting functionality
and significantly enhanced by screen-sharing functionality.
Earlier work on video-enhanced versus audio-only interfaces
has found the provable benefits of adding high-quality video
or viewrange-expanded video to be less straightforward to
quantify. Ours is also among the very few studies to date to
have observed significance in an objective measure of trust
(specifically, risk tolerance) other than efficiency. These results
were observable because of a controlled experimental design
that eschews social dilemmas and embraces a fuller conception
of trust that is already pervasive within the social sciences.
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II. RELATED WORK ON THE CHOSEN AFFORDANCES

Video itself has already received a fair amount of attention.1

The two most closely related studies to what we undertake
here are those of Bos et al. [8] and Teoh et al. [9], both
of which we shall consider in detail presently. The former
concerned videoconferencing relative to three alternatives; the
latter compared two different videoconferencing views.

In qualitative studies [10], video has been argued to “build
trust and relationship,” and even to discourage deception [11].
Where measured, the frame rate of the video seems almost
totally irrelevant, on the other hand; even showing the other
parties’ faces occasionally in a series of still images is enough
to achieve the same effect [12].2 Another study [14] used a
social dilemma game to investigate potentially trust-improving
warm-up activities, such as casual introductory interactions by
email, visual identification through photos and reading dossiers
of personal information. Of these, visual identification was
found to be the most significant by far.

As for related work on chatting and screen-sharing, there
have been other studies of chat systems apart from Bos et
al.’s [8], e.g., [15], but they likewise consider chat in the
absence of video and audio, or, in one exceptional case,
speech synthesized from text chats [16]. This is mainly a
reflection of their age; we consider video and audio now
to be a minimum baseline that any software for negotiation
would incorporate. In other studies, chat, where it is present
at all, often augments at least one of video or audio. One
study [17] compared face-to-face communication with text
chat in both low-interdependence tasks like brainstorming
and high-interdependence tasks like negotiation, and found
openness and trust to be beneficial to the highly interdependent
task. They also found that a wide “temporal scope” in the
relationships of participants (i.e., how long they had known
each other) mitigates the difference between face-to-face and
text-chat communications. Another [18] conversely observed
higher levels of trust emerging from both video-mediated and
chat-mediated brainstorming tasks than from similarly medi-
ated negotiation tasks. Studies of shared workspaces (called
“shared displays” in the literature, although this does not refer
to streaming video broadcasts) are comparatively rare. One
study [19] observes that shared displays may create a false
sense of shared data validity in certain collaborative work
environments.

III. RELATED WORK ON TRUST

In one respect, our present study continues a thread of
HCI research that is perhaps epitomized by Bos et al. [8],

1An earlier body of research had attempted to disabuse technologists of
the proposition that videoconferencing can ever be a direct replacement
for face-to-face meetings [5]. Those studies did not vary the interaction
mode settings of a videoconferencing system, however. Instead they looked
to shortcomings in both needs assessment methods and the argumentation
surrounding promised reductions in business-related travel to draw their
conclusions, taking the technology of videoconferencing itself to be a fait
accompli.

2From the standpoint of security and deception prevention, on the other
hand, photos of models have been found to impair participants’ abilities to
identify trustworthy e-commerce sites [13].

who studied differences in trust as outcomes of a two-person
social dilemma resolved through videoconferencing, a three-
way phone call or text chatting software, relative to a face-to-
face topline. Their subjective, Likert-scaled measures of trust
are based on Butler [20], together with correlations of those
subjective measures to ultimate aggregated payoff. Statistically
significant correlations, as a function of the communication
modality, were calculated to group payoff (0.53), self-ratings
of trustworthiness (0.69) and self-ratings of consistency (0.61).
The trust responses were found to have the same profile of
pairwise differences as group payoff. There are important
differences in baseline selection relative to our study; the
alternatives used by [8] were either a phone call or text chat-
ting, but not even audio with chatting. Even today, audio with
chatting is still a very common CMC setup for low-bandwidth
communication. Otherwise, this was a very thorough study, but
a study based upon only one dimension of trust.

A. What is Trust?

Our own five-dimensional view of trust is based upon
the instrument that Alston [21] selected in a study of trust
in technology-driven organizations, called the Organizational
Trust Index [22], although for clarity we will use less domain-
specific terms for the dimensions: expectancy trust, depen-
dency trust (which, following [23], we take to be synonymous
with risk tolerance3), credibility trust, empathy and compe-
tence.4

Butler’s [20] account of trust, upon which the measures
of trust in [8] are based, is by contrast entirely affective.
This kind of trust might better be called trustworthiness, i.e.,
a partly emotive, entirely human-centred account of what
makes people trustworthy, such as, for example, their status as
authority figures in a society. This is not atypical of treatments
of trust found in the behavioural sciences literature (e.g.,
[25]). When studying features of communication-mediating
technology, however, the design of the experimental scenario
should reflect instead on the trust requirements of the situation
or context in which the communication takes place.5 In addi-
tion, as Wierzbicki [23] argues, the technology should, to the
extent possible, be rooted in an entirely rational or what he
terms “cognitive” view of trust in order to be computationally
realizable. CMC technology should not strive to be inert, in
other words, but rather to be an intelligent component of
the communication channel. But in these negotiations, the
communications technology is not cast in the role of a would-
be human participant. It silently enables and mediates.

Our own multi-dimensional view has allowed us to calculate
similar correlation scores to those of Bos et al. [8], but further-

3This view of risk considers tolerance to be a contextually variant resultant
state, which is conditioned over time by experience dealing with other actors.
An alternative view is adopted by [24] in which certain individuals are
inherently more risk-prone than others. They find this alternative to correlate
positively with an individual’s construal of self as being defined by his or her
relationships.

4The OTI’s terms are openness/honesty, identification, reliability, concern
for employees, and competence, respectively.

5See, as an example, Riegelsberger et al.’s [4] taxonomy.
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more to do so for each dimension of trust independently. Very
few previous CMC studies take trust to be multi-dimensional
(versus being a desirable primitive alongside other positive
attributes of communication, such as fairness, openness, etc.).
Although it would certainly be an overstatement to claim that
there is universal agreement in the social sciences literature
on what “trust” means, there has been a growing awareness
within management science since Butler’s [20] early work on
the subject that trust is in fact multi-dimensional. Alston [21]
(p. 30) went so far as to include the ability to measure multiple
dimensions of trust as one of four selectional criteria for her
survey instrument, alongside validity and ease of completion
within less than 10 minutes. One finds this sentiment outside of
management science as well. Mitchell and Zigurs alone have
found 10 unequivocally distinct definitions of trust in other
literature [26]. See also Uslaner [27] on the multidimensional
nature of trust resulting from factor analysis of trust surveys.
Any CMC research that has claimed to measure primitive
“trust” according to any single definition, no matter which
definition they select, has in some sense failed to capture what
trust really is.

B. Social Dilemmas

Teoh et al. [9] is a rare exception of a CMC study that
does recognize trust as multi-dimensional, but it is still based
upon a two-personal social dilemma. They were interested
in removing the experiential bias that earlier comparisons to
face-to-face communication had not satisfactorily addressed,
as well as in evaluating the effect of varying amounts of visual
information through a combined video/audio/chat interface
across two different types of tasks, creative and negotiating.
There found a generally greater amount of trust using a wider
camera angle,6 but which type of task exhibited greater trust
depended on the specific dimension of trust measured.

Social dilemma games, which have been used by numerous
CHI/CSCW papers on the topic of trust over the last 25 years,
e.g., [14]–[16], [29], [31]–[34], have been widely criticized
in the social sciences literature as inadequate for the study
of trust because, inter alia, the only cause for distrust in a
classical social dilemma game is the fear of defection. This
fear can be equated with the negation of commitment trust.

Social dilemma games are convenient because they are
abstract, zero-sum games, in which it is comparatively easy
to conduct controlled experiments. Nevertheless, they are not
representative of a great many real negotiations. In the case of
Teoh et al. [9], the choice of a dyadic social dilemma tragically
prevented them from measuring objective risk tolerance. The
ecological setting of the negotiations we use in our study
is very similar to theirs, and among our several objective
measures of trust are their measures of time to completion
and fairness of payout. As will be seen below, the only one
in which we found significance was risk tolerance. Fairness

6Other papers have studied the use of multiple cameras and camera angles
[29], and the relative merits of listener-controlled versus speaker-controlled
video cameras [30].

of payout has elsewhere been observed to improve in video-
conferencing negotiations when the tasks are more difficult or
have more competing trade-offs, and when less information is
exchanged per conversational turn [34].

Indeed, most previous work with social dilemmas has fo-
cussed on dyadic (two-person or two-group) social dilemmas,7

in which there is generally no opportunity to measure any kind
of trust apart from credibility trust because blame is so readily
assignable to the other party.

IV. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND HYPOTHESES

The main goal of our research was answering the question
of whether videoconferencing features, such as chat and screen
sharing, influence the (by definition, measurable) attributes of
deal-making and the outcomes of multi-party negotiations. In
particular, we are interested in the following attributes and
their outcomes: participants’ trust in each other, their tolerance
for risk, the perceived and real (i.e., time-elapsed or turn-
counted) efficiency of the negotiation, participants’ sense of
equity (we shall call it; more precisely, it is distributive fairness
[23]:p.16) and transparency. All of these attributes pertain to
the aforementioned five dimensions of trust from the OTI [21].

To answer these research questions, we formulated several
inter-related hypothesis schemata H(Y), where Y is a variable
ranging over (e)fficiency, (r)isk tolerance, (c)redibility trust
and e(x)pectancy trust. In addition, we formulated hypothesis
subschemata relating to the chat function Hc(Y) and the screen
sharing function, Hs(Y):

H (e): Participants’ efficiency is affected by the videocon-
ferencing features available for use. Public and private chat
leads to decreased perceived and real efficiency of the meeting
negotiation (Hc(e)). Screen sharing (Hs(e)) leads to increased
perceived and real efficiency.

H (r): Participants’ tolerance for risk is affected by the
videoconferencing features available for use, with public and
private chat leading to decreased risk tolerance (Hc(r)) and
screen sharing (Hs(r)) leading to increased tolerance.

H (c): Other participants’ perceived credibility is affected
by the videoconferencing features available for use, with
public and private chat leading to decreased perceived trans-
parency (Hc(c)) and screen sharing (Hs(c)) leading to in-
creased transparency.

H (x): Perceived expectancy trust among participants dur-
ing negotiations is affected by the videoconferencing features
available for use, with public and private chat leading to
decreased perceived equity (Hc(x)) and screen sharing (Hs(x))
leading to increased equity.

Our hypothesized positive sentiment towards screen sharing
followed from [19] and our expectation that screen sharing
would likewise create a sense of transparency during negotia-
tions.

7See, however, [15] for a pioneering exception, in which a non-anonymized
electronic mailing list was evaluated against a face-to-face baseline in six-
person social dilemmas. [35] also observes the effects of group formation on
trust in three-person groups.
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As for the presence of text chat, Birnholtz et al. [36]
proposed that it can provide a sufficient situational awareness
for completing collaborative problem-solving tasks without
necessarily ensuring a complete understanding of the situation.
Lee and Tatar [7] showed that, in those same activities, trust
could be a key factor in keeping the task on track in the
face of lapses in mutual understanding. [7] also showed that
dyadic orientations can emerge within a triad that lead to
different criteria of understanding among different pairs of
participants. Turning instead to triadic negotiation activities,
we hypothesized that dyadic sub-orientations would still exist
(although we have not tested this hypothesis directly), and
therefore that the availability of text chat in the interface
would likely lead to a situational awareness of being excluded
from one of those dyads that would be sufficient only to
causing a breakdown in trust. Because the situations that we
constructed are not zero-sum games, this would not be a
foregone conclusion; it would say something very contingent
about the dynamics of group orientations, negotiation tasks
and trust.

V. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In order to test our hypotheses, we designed a within-
subjects study in which participants were exposed to differing
subsets of interaction modes, in an official, group-meeting
scenario. Three student participants and one mediator negotiate
over the inclusion of various facilities into a new recreation
centre that will be built on our university’s campus.

A. Participants

The study was conducted using 72 students (32 female and
40 male), grouped into 24 meeting groups. All participants
were undergraduate and graduate students from various dis-
ciplines at the same university. While the maximum age was
45, the median age was 25, with 80% of the participants being
between the ages of 18 and 27.

B. Independent Variable

Video Only (VO) — a baseline setting available to all modern
videoconferencing systems, consisting of two-way voice and
video interaction.
Video+Chat (VC) — the Video-Only setting augmented with
a chat interface for exchanging text messages (and no screen
sharing). Text messages can be “broadcast” to all participants
or sent privately to a single party. There is no defined limit
to the lengths of the text messages, although the 33-character
width for the chat column would make it awkward for trans-
missions of more than a paragraph in length. Figure 1 shows
the videoconferencing system with these features enabled.
Video+Screen (VS) — the Video-Only setting augmented
with H.239 dual-stream screen-sharing (and no text chatting8).
The screen-sharing feature is capable of annotating content
and highlighting text on the screen to bring the attention of

8A single setting in which all three were available was not investigated in
order to avoid confounds from participant preferences and selection of non-
audio/video affordances, due to more than one being available.

Fig. 1. The videoconferencing system, displaying participants video feeds,
the list of participants, and the chat panels (private and public). For privacy
considerations, participants’ faces have been blurred.

Fig. 2. The videoconferencing system, displaying participants video feeds,
the list of participants, and the screen sharing feature. Private and public chat
were not functional for this condition.

other participants to it, and also features a “content-slider” that
allows viewers to slide back and forth in past time, indepen-
dently of the presenter’s current state of presentation. Figure 2
illustrates the screen-sharing feature of the videoconferencing
application.

All three conditions were rendered using a popular com-
mercial videoconferencing system that runs an IETF Session
Initiation Protocol stack (SIP) on a remote server, and broad-
casts streaming, high-definition (720p at 30 frames per second)
H.264 video, G.722.1 (“Polycom”) audio and other content
between browser-based Java clients that each run on their
own Windows desktop computer. The overall system requires
1 Gbps channel capacity.

C. Task

In both studies, each participant in the experimental trials
plays the role of a student representative for one of the large
extracurricular societies on campus, who negotiates on behalf
of their society for the facilities of a new recreational centre
that will be built at the university. Depending on the facilities
chosen, there is also the risk of a tuition increase, which
subjects must balance against the desirability of the facilities.
Given that our subjects are students, this task is ecologically
valid because of its direct pertinence to their lives on campus.

D. Allocation of Roles and Experimental Conditions

These experiments call for a repeated-measures (within-
subjects) design in order to account for the natural variance
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that exists in human-subject interaction styles and negotiating
abilities. Each experimental session or trial consists of a
meeting with four participants. The governing council student
representative, an interactor who ran the experiment, was the
same in every trial and served as a moderator. The other
three participants, the human subjects, participated in their
roles as student representatives. The moderator was trained
to not intervene in negotiations, and was only active in the
initial phase of each trial (describing the task and outlining
the scenario, namely the facilities to be discussed and the
student groups whose interests were at stake), and as a voting
facilitator.

Each group of three human subjects participated in three
negotiating sessions with each other (and the moderator), one
for each setting of the interaction mode. Every human subject
negotiated with the same two other human subjects in his/her
three trials, with no other participants added or removed.

A Latin square design of size three was chosen to randomize
the order in which participant groups were exposed to the three
settings of the independent variable [37]. 8 squares were used
in both studies, but not the same squares. The two studies
were run independently in order to avoid the exponential
increase in time and expense that would have resulted from a
single, size-five grid, but the two size-three grids do at least
share one common variable setting (VO). The squares were
designed so that: (1) each setting of an independent variable
was matched with one of three negotiation scenarios an equal
number of times, and (2) each of the three scenarios appeared
in some position in the sequence given to each group of three
participants.

The three scenarios are defined by the three societies
represented in their negotiations:

1) athletic society, graduate students’ society, MBA stu-
dents’ society

2) arts society, athletic society, undergraduate students’
society

3) Christian students’ society, health-and-fitness society,
undergraduate students’ society.

The two societies that appear in more than one scenario
(athletic and undergraduates) appear in either instance with
different rankings and different tuition-increase judgements.

E. Measures and Instruments

For the purpose of comparing the effect of each interaction
mode setting, we followed [23] in eliciting a range of both
subjective user perception judgements and objective perfor-
mance measures that instantiated and integrated our multiple
dimensional scales of trust.

These two types of data were collected and measured for
each9 experimental condition in both studies. We used a metric

9To maintain ecological validity, the scenarios were not altered in order
to “force” participants to use the features that were enabled/disabled for
each conditions. As such, participants were free to make use of all features
available for each condition: the chat feature was extensively used by all
three participants in only 10 of the undiscarded 22 meetings of the video
study, while the screen sharing feature was used by all participants in 13.

conjoint analysis [38] on a triadic variant of the actor-partner
interdependence model [39], in which each actor evaluates
both other partners together. This relies on no individual
appearing in more than one group.

1) User perception data: We asked participants upon com-
pletion of each of the three meeting tasks (one for each ex-
perimental condition) to indicate their agreement to statements
related to their perception of trust, and the degree of trans-
parency, efficiency, and equity in the meetings. Agreements
were represented on a 5-point Likert scale, from 1 for strongly
disagree to 5 for strongly agree. The statements included:

1) “I could trust the other participants,”
2) “The other participants were exchanging important in-

formation that I could not see,”
3) “The other participants were withholding information

from me,”
4) “The other participants disclosed all relevant information

during the meeting,”
5) “I feel that I completed the task in its entirety,”
6) “The other participants were effective negotiators,”
7) “I had the tools necessary to complete the task effi-

ciently,”
8) “I had to work under pressure,”
9) “It was difficult to understand the voices of the other

participants,”
10) “The settlement that we reached was fair to all parties,”
11) “I was able to participate actively in the meeting,”
12) “The other participants dealt with me fairly,”

as well as a general question related to the interface: “I found
the interface intuitive and easy to use.” Each statement was
rephrased to a statement of the opposite polarity independently
with 50% probability to control for bias in the wording.10

Statements were also presented in a randomly selected order.
2) Objective performance data: Our research focus was on

measuring participants’ attitudes and perceptions with respect
to various trust-like attributes. As such, most of the data
collected were subjective in nature. However, participants’
willingness to engage in transactions that are riskier with
respect to the potential for a fairer payout for them is often
cited as an indicator of trust [23]. Since, during negotiations,
our participants had to advance proposals based on preferences
and risks that were assigned to them for each of the facilities
(illustrated in Table I), we collected their aggregated tolerance
for lower- or higher-risk facility selections. The process for
selecting facilities and factoring in the risks is outlined in
Section V-F. The value for the aggregate risk tolerance of a
given session was calculated as the total number of times any

10The exception is statement (7), in which the modals “necessary” and
“efficiently” were combined in a single statement so that the topic would not
be overrepresented in the questionnaire. From among this statement and two
rephrasals:

• “I was unable to find all of the information I needed on the interface,”
and

• “The task required a great deal of effort.”

one was independently selected with 33.3% probability.
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TABLE I
AN EXAMPLE RANKED LIST OF FACILITIES, TOGETHER WITH

ASSESSMENTS OF WHETHER THEY WOULD RISK A TUITION HIKE.

Facility Rank Risk of Tuition Hike
Weight Room 1 No

Swimming Pool 2 No
Physiotherapy Centre 3 No
Grad Student office 4 Yes

Cafeteria 5 No
Library 6 Yes

Rentable Office Space 7 Yes
Meeting Rooms 8 No

Virtual Stock Market 9 No

of the four facilities chosen by consensus appeared at risk of
a tuition hike in any participant’s facilities table.

In addition to risk tolerance, we instrumented the experi-
ment to collect objective data on the disparity in the prefer-
ence rankings of the facilities ultimately agreed upon by the
negotiations, a measure of fairness or equity. Performance-
related efficiency measures, such as time to reach a set-
tlement and number of voting rounds needed to agree
on a settlement, were intrinsically available and thus also
incorporated into our analysis.

F. Balance Conditions

The tables of ranks and risks that were provided to subjects
were balanced so that, in a single session: (1) the ranks of
each facility were all different on the three tables, (2) the
sum of the ranks of any facility was constant, depending
on its classification as high importance (sum = 18), medium
importance (sum = 15) or low importance (sum = 12; the
importance of the facilities was not disclosed to subjects), (3)
every society’s top-ranked facility was assigned no risk of a
tuition hike in its own table, but a risk of a tuition hike in
the tables of the other two subjects in the same scenario, (4)
every society’s third-ranked facility was assigned no risk of
a tuition hike in its own table, and in the table of one other
subject in the same scenario, but a risk of a tuition hike in
the table of the third subject, and (5) every society’s second-
ranked facility was assigned no risk of a tuition hike in the
tables of all three subjects in the same scenario. These balance
conditions ensure that some negotiation is required, but that a
best solution (consisting of the three second-ranked facilities
plus one other) and several near-best alternatives are always
available, without resorting to a zero-sum game (as in [9],
[10]). Unlike [9], in particular, these balance conditions do not
entail that the sum of ranks is always the same, which would
preclude our computation of risk tolerance (see below), as the
removal of any facility would result in a constant reduction in
payout.

This aspect of our design is also important because our
coordinated use of facility rank and risk (in our sense of a
tuition-hike) actually decouples our framing of risk (in the
sense of the dependency trust dimension of Wierzbicki’s scales
[23]) into the threat of a realized loss (in the form of a tuition
increase) plus the possibility of an unrealized gain (of desirable

facilities being incorporated into the recreational centre), thus
addressing, and possibly neutralizing, the bias that either could
exert by itself on human risk assessment [40]. It furthermore
does so without the use of exogenous auxiliary hypotheses
(as in [14]) that may inadvertently convey the impression to
participants that their decisions are less consequential or less
precise in their effects.

G. Rounds of Voting

Successive rounds of voting were conducted until the par-
ticipants converged on a choice of 4 facilities (each receiving
3 votes), or until 30 minutes had elapsed for the session. Of
the 24 groups (=72 sessions) that we convened, 22 reached
consensus in all three of their sessions. The data for the 2
meetings without consensus were discarded.

The potential for multiple rounds of voting in the exper-
imental design is also important, as it fundamentally differ-
entiates the structural incentives inherent to this task from
those inherent to social dilemmas, which are generally one-
shot, highly symmetrical contests, in which both parties must
simultaneously act as both potential trustors and potential
trustees. The multiple proposals that can be advanced during
negotiation, together with potentially multiple rounds of voting
makes trust more amenable to analysis as a signalling problem
[4]. Ongoing discussions between rounds of voting also create
ample opportunities for constructive verbalization about trust
and distrust. This has been recommended (again by [4])
as a means of addressing their third dimension, sources of
vulnerability. The only vulnerability that players face in social
dilemmas is the possibility of defection, which is oversimplis-
tic.

It must be conceded, however, that the potential for multiple
rounds of voting was largely underutilized. Of the sessions
that ever reached a certain conclusion, 64% terminated after
one vote, and 35% terminated after 2, leaving only 1% with
more than 2 rounds of voting. On the other hand, there was
a substantial amount of verbalization. Of the 129 sessions in
the 43 groups across both studies that always reach consensus,
29 (14 from the video study) included pejorative comments
relating to trust (mainly complaints of being left out of
the discussion, accusations of defection and statements of
incredulity), and 36 (24 in the video study) included positive
comments relating to trust (mainly affirmations that a recent
proposal is fair to everyone, approving statements about the
outcomes of previous agreements, and comparative arguments
that a participant should agree to a current proposal because
they had agreed to a similar one earlier).

H. Procedures

Subjects were first screened to confirm their student status
and that they were unacquainted with the other two subjects
in their group. The two studies were run in non-overlapping
sequence (video study first) and no student participated in both
studies.

Prior to the commencement of the first session, subjects
were indoctrinated into the setting in which all of the fictitious
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negotiations took place. Each participant was informed that
they would play a different character in each of the three
sessions. Each character has a name, and the participants
were required to address each other in each session by
their character’s name in that session. Participants were also
informed that the university would act upon the consensus that
they established, and that their re-election as student society
representatives would depend crucially on the outcomes of the
negotiation. This creates realistic (but fictional) social risks on
top of those that pertain to the negotiation’s direct outcomes.

Participants were seated in separate offices on the same
floor of an academic building, each of which was equipped
with office furniture and a desktop computer running the
videoconferencing system. Between sessions, participants took
on the roles of new characters from new student societies, but
did not switch office spaces.

In each session, the moderator allowed discussion to take
place for about 10 minutes, provided the other participants
with some positive reinforcement for their efforts and sug-
gested that they vote after another 5 minutes of discussion.
After each round of voting, the results of the voting were
announced, and, in case the votes were overdispersed, the
moderator would select the 5 or more facility choices that
received the highest numbers of votes, and encourage more
discussion about these, excluding the other facilities from
consideration. The moderator never cast a ballot. Note that
while the top-ranking facilities were announced, the ballots
of individual participants were not, and there were always
three voting participants. Again, without the use of exogenous
hypotheses, the presence of a third voter allows us to avoid
certain attribution of loss in almost every case. Certainly
attributable loss is another common shortcoming cited of two-
player social dilemma games, as this is often not the case in
real negotiations either. At the same time, the presence of a
third participant allows pairs of participants to “gang up” in
settings where private chatting is available.

At the conclusion of the final ballot in each session, a
written post-meeting questionnaire was distributed for each
participant to answer by themselves. At the conclusion of the
third session’s post-meeting questionnaire, an additional post-
experimental questionnaire was distributed to gather additional
comparative user perception data and demographic informa-
tion, followed by an experimental debriefing.

I. Data Analysis
In order to test our hypotheses, the most suitable statistical

test for this within-subjects design is a repeated-measures
multilinear model (MLM), a generalization of ANOVA [41]
common to quantitative research on the actor-partner indepen-
dence model of trust [39], that includes an explicit variable for
group-level effects, as there almost certainly will be interac-
tions between individual subjects in the same negotiations.11

11Because no two groups shared an individual, we also speculatively cal-
culated an ANOVA by modelling each group as an individual with subjective
preference scores equal to the average of its three individuals’ scores. The
results of that analysis were not substantially different from the MLM analysis
presented here.

The exception is the objective performance data, which can
only be calculated at the group level. For these, we used
a simple repeated-measures ANOVA as implemented by the
PAST system [42]. F-tests in the MLM were approximated
with the Kenward-Roger method using the pbkrtest library in
the R programming language [43]. All tests were evaluated
assuming a size of α = 0.05 for the null hypothesis’s rejection
region, and all post-hoc Tukey tests were calculated using a
Bonferroni correction quotient. No other transformations were
applied to the data. We tested the data for homoscedasticity,
but also computed a non-parametric test, Wilcoxon’s signed-
rank test, and χ2 scores in order to confirm the validity of
the F-scores obtained. We also calculated simple descriptive
statistics for each setting of the independent variables.

VI. RESULTS

Synopsis: Most of the hypotheses Hc(Y) and Hs(Y) are
confirmed by the experimental results. The analysis of both
the objective and subjective data collected from the experiment
suggests that chat, particularly private chat, does not facilitate
a positive environment for conducting negotiations in an eq-
uitable, transparent, and risk-free manner (hypotheses Hc(Y)).
However, some of these negative effects are reversed when
participants use screen sharing as their main collaborative
features. Screen sharing also contributes a somewhat positive
boost to the efficiency of the negotiations (hypotheses Hs(Y)).

All the subjective data were collected as participant agree-
ment or disagreement with various statements on each post-
treatment questionnaire as previously detailed in Section V-E.
Our goal was to analyze how each experimental treatment
condition (that is, chat or screen sharing) influenced the
deal-making attributes of the whole meeting vs. the baseline
treatment (video only), yet the subjective data was collected
individually for each participant.

A. Efficiency

Several post-experiment questions elicited participants’ im-
pressions of how efficiently the negotiations proceeded. The
MLM on some of the efficiency-related statements shows a
significant relation between the videoconferencing features
and participants’ perceptions of efficiency (F(2,130)=3.77,
p=0.03, and averages illustrated in Figure 3(a) for the “I was
able to find all of the information I needed on the interface”
statement), confirming hypothesis H(e). Post-hoc Tukey tests
showed significant differences both between the screen sharing
condition (VS) and the video only treatment (VO; p=0.01) and
between the chat condition (VC) and VO (p=0.03), thus con-
firming both sub-schemata Hs(e) and Hc(e). The assessment,
“I had the tools necessary to complete the task efficiently,”
was marginally significant across treatments (F(2,130)=2.56,
p=0.08) but the other subjective assessments of efficiency (“I
feel that I completed the task in its entirety,” “The other par-
ticipants were effective negotiators”) did not show significant
differences. Similarly, objective measurements of efficiency,
such as meeting duration (viz. time to completion), did not
exhibit statistical significance across treatments.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 3. Responses to the statements: (a) “I was able to find all of the information I needed on the interface,” (b) “The other participants were exchanging
important information that I could not see,” and (c) “I felt that the settlement we reached was fair to all parties,” averaged for each of the three experimental
conditions: VS (Video+Screen sharing), VC (Video+Chat), and the baseline VO (Video only), along with (d) the risk tolerance value. The variance of the risk
tolerance is large, but correct. The effect size was calculated as small (0.030), but significant above Cohen’s threshold of 0.01.

B. Risk Tolerance

A main objective measure used in the study was the
participants’ tolerance for risk. Each participant negotiated
under a certain set of preferences for facilities that were
to be selected, and a set of tuition fee increases. These
increases were presented as yes/no “rumours” of increases
to avoid a temptation to simply perform addition on precise
tuition increments when determining the overall merit of a
proposal. To quantify the risk taken by participants during
negotiations, we have tallied for each session the number of
times any of the four facilities chosen by consensus appeared
at risk of a tuition hike in any participant’s facilities table.
As indicated in Section V-D, these tables were not identical
across participants, both in the preferred rank of facilities
and in the rumoured tuition fee increase. Participants were
prohibited from divulging their preferred ranks, but they were
allowed to reveal the rumoured tuition increase if needed to
move the negotiations along. There were several permutations
possible in which participants could have settled for facilities
that were favourably-ranked (in the top third of their tables),
yet these permutations carried different tuition increase risks.
As such, the aggregated risk number was an objective measure
of participants’ willingness to opt for a riskier selection of
preferred facilities in exchange for a settlement that was
somewhat optimal for all participants.

The MLM on the aggregated risk numbers indicates
a statistically-significant relation between videoconferencing
features and participants’ tolerance for risk (F(2,42)=3.271,
p=0.048, and averages illustrated in Figure 3(d)12), thus
confirming hypothesis H(r). The sub-schema Hc(r) was also
confirmed — a Tukey post-hoc test shows that using chat led to
participants being less willing to take risks than when using
only the video (p=0.01). Screen sharing did not exhibit any
influence on participants’ risk tolerance as compared to the
baseline feature.

C. Credibility Trust

Several statements on the post-treatment questionnaires
were related to transparency or obscurity of the negotiations.
Of these, the analysis for the answers to the most salient one

12The substantially greater variance in this figure is due to the group-level
calculation of objective scores, because of which there is a smaller sample
size.

(“The other participants were exchanging important informa-
tion that I could not see”) indicate a statistically-significant
strong influence of the videoconferencing features on partici-
pants’ perceived transparency of negotiations (F(2,130)=9.73,
p < 0.01, averages in Figure 3(b)), thus confirming H(c).
Pairwise Tukey post-hoc tests reveal that chat had a negative
influence on transparency compared to both screen sharing and
basic features (p < 0.01 for both).

The statement “The other participants were withholding
information from me” also exhibited a significant influence by
the chat condition on participants’ perceptions of transparency
(F(2,130)=4.06, p=0.02), strengthening the confirmation of
Hc(c). The statement, “The other participants negotiated with
me honestly,” was marginally significant over the different
treatments (F(2,130)=2.54, p=0.08) but other statements that
were less-obviously connected to transparency (e.g., “I was
able to understand the motivations of the other participants”)
did not exhibit any statistically significant variations.

D. Expectancy Trust
An important aspect of any negotiation is to have all

participants engaged equitably and fairly in discussions, and
to reach a mutually beneficial compromise. It relates to trust
for the same reason that fairness does (see above). In our
study we asked participants if they felt that “the settlement
that we reached was fair to all parties.” The MLM analysis
on the agreement/disagreement answers shows that these were
significantly affected by the videoconferencing features, thus
confirming hypothesis H(x) (F(2,130)=3.43, p=0.04, averages
in Figure 3(c)). Tukey pairwise comparisons show a significant
differences (p=0.046) between the effect of screen sharing
(VS) and that of both chat (VC) and video only (VO). While
the separate hypothesis sub-schema Hc(x) was not confirmed
independently, the confirmation of H(x) together with the
situation of average responses for VO between VS and VC
suggests that chat may have a negative effect on the equity of
the negotiation while screen sharing may provide the opposite.

The other equity-related statements (such as “I was able to
participate actively in the meeting” or “The other participants
dealt with me fairly”) did not exhibit any significant results,
perhaps attributable to the overall civilized environment and
respectful behaviour of all participants (which may not be
always reflected in real-life negotiations).

We also measured equity objectively through a max-min
difference, computed by summing the ranks (in the given
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preference tables) of the facilities chosen by each participant,
and then subtracting the smallest of these sums from the
largest. It was also not found to have been influenced by the
videoconferencing features.

E. Empathy and Competence Trust

No subjective elicitations in the dimensions of empathy or
competence trust showed statistically significance.

F. Stated Trust

We also directly elicited a subjective judgment on trust
itself (“I could trust the other participants”), upon which
influence by the videoconferencing features was found to
be marginally significant (F(2,130)=2.73, p=0.069), with a
post-hoc Tukey comparison pointing to video plus chat (VC)
as the outlier (p=0.02). Following Bos [8], we calculated
correlations using Kendall’s tau between this judgement and
the others, finding values ranging between -0.43 and +0.58,
with the highest correlates all indicating expectancy trust, and
the lowest (anti-)correlations all belonging to the negative
indicators of credibility.

VII. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN

The analysis of post-condition questionnaire answers indi-
cates that in several cases the hypothesis schemata Hc(Y) hold
true. This suggests that, in general, chat is a feature that leads
to an observed decrease in risk tolerance for participants, as
well as to a decrease in credibility trust, expectation trust and
stated trust. This is most likely attributed to the possibility
for private chatting since negotiations could be conducted si-
multaneously between ad-hoc pairs of participants with private
chat. We can thus state that private chat in videoconferencing
systems can be detrimental to participants’ risk tolerance,
credibility trust, stated trust and their perception of
fairness. This prompts us to recommend that:

Designers and administrators of videoconferencing
systems disable private chat by default for partici-
pants engaged in negotiations.

An interesting future direction is the investigation of appro-
priate ways to enable or disable private chat, and establishing
who has control over such decisions.

As outlined in Section VI, the addition of screen sharing
led to a relative increase in perceived efficiency, but not
to a significant decrease in actual time to completion. It
also led to a relative increase in expectancy trust over the
video-only baseline, but not to a significant increase in the
objective equity of the outcome. While we did not test screen-
sharing in the absence of a mug-shot video interface in either
study, it is worth underscoring that the observed benefits did
accrue on top of whatever might have been conferred by
videos of the other participants. We can thus state that screen
sharing improves the subjective experience of efficiency
and fairness. Therefore, we recommend that:

Designers and administrators of videoconferencing
systems consider enabling access to screen sharing
features for participants in negotiations.

Where does this leave video? Earlier studies that used
two-person social dilemmas generally had no opportunity to
measure any kind of trust apart from credibility trust. This
is in stark contrast to the addition of screen sharing, for
which benefits accrued on top of whatever video may have
added, and to the elimination of chat functionality, which
the presence of video and audio alone was incapable of
ameliorating in any of the several affected categories of trust.
Video almost certainly does provide other, marginal, non-trust-
related advantages, such as improved vocal intelligibility due
to modal enhancement, as well as perceived efficiency due to
increased engagement. But it is due to the broader conception
of trust in our studies’ design that we have been able to
observe a wider range of significant benefits and detriments
from screen-sharing and chat functionality. The presence of
video, it appears, is by no means the end of the conversation
about videoconferencing.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Many real-life situations involve multi-party negotiations
that cannot be reduced to a zero-sum situation or a social
dilemma; instead, the range of outcomes can vary from
convergence on one of several possible compromises to an
outcome that is very favourable for some participants at the
expense of others. Increasingly, such negotiations are carried
out by videoconference. To this extent, our experimental setup
replicated this real-life situation and thus provided ecological
validity to our analysis, as the experimental task was designed
to be relevant and familiar to our pool of participants (students,
discussing tuition fee hikes and facilities). On the other hand,
participants were aware of the role-playing aspect of the
experiment, and while most were engaged and passionate
about selecting facilities, the lack of real-life stakes may have
toned down some of the results, such as equity and how
participants treated each other fairly.

This paper evaluated the effect that two ubiquitous features
of videoconferencing systems (chat and screen sharing) have
on trust, relative to video. They were conducted in a business-
like setting in which three participants had competing inter-
ests in a negotiation, with possible outcomes ranging from
significant disparity between participants’ share of the final
settlement to a relatively fair, albeit slightly sub-optimal, deal
for all participants. This setting is more realistic than the
typical two-party social dilemma that is so often used as a
setting for studying trust in videoconferencing systems.

At the same time, our findings provide a very relevant in-
sight into triadic group activities, where the research emphasis
has generally been on collaborative problem-solving. Future
work should include conversational analysis of realistic group
negotiation tasks such as the one pursued here, in order to
explore the potential links between interface affordances and
group dynamics, such as the dyadic sub-orientations found
by [7], more thoroughly. A potential limitation of the present
study was the presence of the moderator; triadic negotiations in
the absence of a moderator may respond differently to changes
in the affordances of the conferencing interface.
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The analysis of our experimental results uncovered evidence
of significantly negative and positive effects that chat and
screen sharing have on various aspects of trust that distin-
guish them from the presence of video alone. These findings
provide useful information for designers, administrators, and
decision makers about the appropriate setting for the use of
videoconferencing features. Future work should extend this
analysis to other settings, such as remote, mobile or home-
based participation in meetings. This is of great interest to
designers of mobile and tablet-based conferencing systems,
where it is understood that one or more participants do not
have access to a full-featured application.
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Abstract—Stroke survivors often experience deficits in their
hand’s motor function, which can greatly impact their ability
to perform activities of daily life. Home-based rehabilitation
with robotic devices has been shown to improve the recovery of
hand functions. The WiGlove is a home-based robotic orthosis
that has been developed using a user-centred approach to offset
the hyperflexion in the hand and wrist of hemiparetic stroke
survivors. It facilitates training the distal joints of the upper
limb at home while performing activities of daily life or playing
therapeutic games on a tablet. In a formative evaluation, stroke
therapists positively rated the WiGlove’s usability and provided
feedback which assisted in improving its design. Additionally, the
preliminary results of a feasibility analysis at a stroke survivor’s
home showed evidence of the WiGlove’s usability and acceptance
with a noticeable impact on reducing the tone in the impaired
hand.

Keywords—Stroke rehabilitation; Robot-aided rehabilitation;
Home-based therapy; Hand-wrist orthosis; Feasibility.

I. INTRODUCTION

Stroke often results in hemiparesis, where the survivors
experience motor function deficits on one side of their body.
Hemiparetic stroke survivors often experience weakness and
abnormal synergies such as excessive involuntary flexion (hy-
perflexion) in their hand which severely affects their ability
to independently perform Activities of Daily Life (ADL)
[1]. While rehabilitation is prescribed to regain the hand’s
functions, the traditional approach of one-to-one physical
therapy limits the amount of training due to factors such
as the availability of therapists’ appointments. Robot-aided
rehabilitation techniques have shown the potential to act as
a valuable companion to therapists, offering the ability to
provide high repetitions and objective measures of assessments
without requiring their presence [2].

Robotic devices that allow stroke survivors to independently
perform exercises at home at a flexible schedule can lead to an
overall increase in training intensity and associated recovery
[3]. Home-based rehabilitation devices enable therapists to
remotely monitor the progress and use their expertise to
help more stroke survivors which is invaluable in times like
the COVID-19 pandemic. While a variety of robotic devices

Figure 1. WiGlove.

have been proposed for the neurorehabilitation of the hand
[4][5][6][7], the majority focus only on training either the
wrist or the fingers but not both [8], neglecting the synergy
between them. Most of them are only suitable for use in a
clinical environment, resulting in limited training durations.
Only SCRIPT Passive Orthosis (SPO) [1] was found to be
suitable for training independently at home.

SPO is a passive orthosis that allows stroke survivors to
perform hand and wrist exercises. Developed in a European
Framework 7 project, it is a part of the SCRIPT system that
includes interactive games and a back-end system for clinical
monitoring. While a study involving 23 stroke survivors val-
idated SPO’s feasibility, it also identified several functional
and usability shortcomings [1][9]. Usability is one of the
significant user requirements that affect the acceptance of such
devices [10].

Hence, the overarching aim of the research presented in this
paper aims to design and develop a home-based rehabilitation
device for the hand and wrist that addresses the limitations of
SPO through a user-centred design approach (UCD). Begin-
ning with the features of the WiGlove in Section II, this paper
focuses on discussing the methods (Section III) and findings
(Section IV) of its formative usability evaluation with stroke
therapists and presents preliminary results from the feasibility
study conducted at a stroke survivor’s home.
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Figure 2. Image showing a stroke survivor’s hand with hyper-
flexion in the fingers being offset by WiGlove.

II. WIGLOVE

In a user-centred design process, an extensive review of the
state of the art including task analysis and user studies by the
SCRIPT consortium was used to compile a comprehensive
set of user requirements for such a device [10]. Building
on the knowledge from SPO, the WiGlove was designed to
satisfy these requirements. The WiGlove is a passive dynamic
orthosis that assists hemiparetic stroke survivors in performing
flexion/extension exercises with their fingers and wrist while
performing ADL or playing therapeutic games on a tablet. In
addition to providing support, a dynamic orthosis also helps
to articulate the joint. The WiGlove consists of a forearm
and a hand module coupled using a flexible interconnection
to allow for ab/adduction of the wrist reducing the risk of
hypertonia from non-use. It uses elastic straps with hooks
for easy don/doffing of the device with the unimpaired hand.
Furthermore, all the surfaces of the device that come in contact
with the body while wearing are lined with thermoplastic
polyethene foam to ensure comfortable soft interaction. Since
the modules are 3D printed, it allows the user to customise
their appearance which could enhance its acceptance.

A. Extension assistance

The WiGlove uses extension springs as passive actuators
to assist with the extension of the wrist and fingers to a
more neutral position from a fully flexed position (Figure 2).
This allows the stroke survivors to voluntarily perform flexion
against the resistive force of the springs. This mechanism
where the device remains passive during training is adopted
due to its reduced safety concerns compared to its active
counterparts.
The wrist’s assistance mechanism is located on the forearm

module from which the spring force is transmitted to the joints
using an inelastic cord that is attached to the hand module.
Similarly, each finger is individually assisted, where the cord
is attached to the distal segment of the finger in a base-to-
distal configuration that eliminates the concerns of misalign-
ment between the centres of rotation of the fingers and the
device. This also ensures that the ab/adduction of the fingers
is unrestricted. The cords are guided through an extension
structure and are attached to the fingers using a silicone digit
cap that allows for tactile feedback while grasping objects
(Figure 3). The extension structure is transparent to permit

Figure 3. Extension assistance mechanism.

visual feedback while training. The thumb’s mechanism is
attached to the forearm module to reduce the weight acting
on the hand. Additionally, it has a passive joint to facilitate
the thumb’s ab/adduction, which is essential for its opposing
action while grasping.

B. Feedback sensors

The spring in each assistance module is attached to the re-
spective inelastic cord through a coupler that rotates about the
shaft of a rotary potentiometer. When a finger or the wrist is
flexed, the inelastic cord exerts a torque on the coupler which
rotates the potentiometer’s shaft. This generates an analogue
output voltage that is interpreted by the microcontroller to
measure the flexion/extension angle of the wrist and individual
fingers. Furthermore, the microcontroller used to interpret the
joint angles contains a built-in 9-axis Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU) which is used to estimate the arm’s posture.

C. Tension adjustment

Based on the degree of hyperflexion experienced by the
user, springs of appropriate stiffness can be used. However,
the amount of assistance required could change during training
with recovery. Therefore, the WiGlove has a motorised tension
adjustment system that increases or decreases the free length of
a given spring. This allows the user and the therapists to mod-
ulate the assistance so that the user is adequately challenged
during training using a slider interface on a touchscreen tablet.

D. Wireless connectivity and tablet interface

Unlike SPO which is tethered, the WiGlove is a wireless
device and as such does not require the user to be at a specific
location. This allows the user to train in different places in
their home. The microcontroller transmits all the data to a
touchscreen tablet through Bluetooth 4.0. This allows both
therapists and users to monitor the performance including
the range of motion (RoM), number of repetitions, training
duration, etc. It also allows the user to interact with therapeutic
games on the tablet while training with the WiGlove to
enhance motivation. It can be charged using a micro-USB
cable.

III. METHODS

In a previous study, a comparative evaluation of the
WiGlove and SPO in a counterbalanced, within-subject exper-
iment involving 20 healthy participants, showed statistically
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Figure 4. Experiment flow.

significant evidence of the WiGlove improvements over the
SPO in the following usability aspects: ease of donning and
doffing, ease of adjusting the assistance, unrestricted natural
DoF, suitability for ADL and perception of aesthetics, wire-
less operation and safety [11]. Building on this preliminary
validation, further usability evaluation was conducted in two
stages with stroke therapists and stroke survivors as follows.

A. Formative evaluation - Stroke therapists

The objective of this phase was to leverage the expertise
of therapists with experience in post-stroke rehabilitation to
improve the WiGlove’s usability and safety before introducing
it to stroke survivors. This study was approved by the Univer-
sity’s Ethics Committee (Ethics protocol number: aSPECS/
PGR/ UH/ 04896(1)).

1) Study protocol: In this in-person heuristic evaluation
process, stroke therapists (N = 6) from the Luton and
Dunstable hospital, UK used the WiGlove and assessed its
usability. Firstly, a demonstration of using the WiGlove was
provided to all the participants (Figure 4). Following this, each
of them used the device and performed a set of tasks designed
to help evaluate the above-mentioned aspects of usability,
similar to [11].

They involved don/doffing the different modules of the
device in a specific sequence, performing ab/adduction of
the wrist to ensure that the device does not block this
degree of freedom which could lead to hypertonia, and
adjusting the amount of extension assistance, etc. To assess
the WiGlove’s suitability for performing ADL while wearing
it, three different grasping tasks, namely palmar pinch (key),
cylindrical grasp (bottle) and a spherical grasp(ball) were
included (Figure 5). These precision (palmar pinch) and
power (spherical and cylindrical) grasps are significant to
perform ADL [12].

(a) Palmar Pinch
(Key).

(b) Cylindrical grasp
(bottle).

(c) Spherical grasp
(bottle).

Figure 5. Grasping Tasks

2) Data Acquisition: Upon completing the tasks, the ther-
apists individually gave feedback using a 7-point Likert scale
questionnaire. Each question related to the individual tasks
that they performed. For example, the following is one of the
questions that requested the participant to rate the ease with
which they could perform the cylindrical grasp.

How easy was it to grasp the bottle while wearing the device ?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Very Difficult ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ Very Easy

This approach was adopted since traditional usability scales
such as System Usability Scale (SUS) are tailored for end
users (stroke survivors in our case) and hence was rendered
unsuitable for this study. Additionally, open-ended questions
were also used to record their thoughts in a more detailed
and descriptive manner on the WiGlove’s suitability of ADL,
don/doffing and safety. Each participant took approximately 15
minutes to answer the questionnaire. This approach provided
invaluable context to their Likert scale scores and helped
to better address their concerns in improving the WiGlove’s
design.

B. Feasibility Study - Stroke Survivors

Having incorporated the therapists’ feedback, the revised
WiGlove is undergoing a 6-week evaluation at a hemiparetic
stroke survivor’s home. The participant uses the WiGlove to
perform flexion/extension exercises without the supervision
of a therapist. This study was approved by the University’s
Ethics Committee (Ethics protocol number: aSPECS/ PGR/
UH/ 05084(1)).

1) Study Protocol: The participant was recruited using
flyers placed in the stroke unit of the Luton and Dunstable
Hospital. He is a 78-year-old male, who experienced strokes
twice 15 months ago, resulting in left-sided hemiparesis. It
is evidenced by the excessive tone in the hand that resulted
in a clenched fist (as seen in Figure 2) which prevented
the participant from grasping any boxes or pegs in Box and
Block(BnB) and Nine Hole Peg Test (NHPT) [13]. These tests
were administered to establish a baseline similar to a recent
study investigating the feasibility of a hand exoskeleton [5].

Firstly, in the fitting stage, measurements were taken so that
the device was customised to the participant’s hand dimen-
sions. After this, the WiGlove and its tablet interface were
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(a) Wrist exercise game (b) Fingers exercise game

Figure 6. Games for training

delivered to the participant’s home. During the first week, the
participant was encouraged to get familiar with the device by
performing flexion/extension exercises and simple activities of
daily life like drinking from a bottle and eating with a spoon.
Following this familiarisation phase, apart from performing
ADL, the participant was introduced to two therapeutic games
designed to enhance engagement and motivation for training.
These games entailed the user controlling the position of a
character and triggering specific actions (e.g., hitting a moving
target) by performing flexion/extension of their wrist and
fingers (Figure 6).

2) Data Acquisition: During the home-based training pe-
riod, the tablet logs training data such as joint angle informa-
tion, number of repetitions, training duration and time, which
are later retrieved to analyse and monitor the participant’s
performance. The participant was also encouraged to com-
plete an online questionnaire about their experience with the
device once a week. Furthermore, an in-person semi-structured
interview after the first three weeks and at the end of 6-
weeks is used to gather his feedback on training with the
device. The audio of the responses is recorded, transcribed
and analysed. Additionally, similar to [5], The Quebec User
Evaluation of Satisfaction with Assistive Technology (QUEST
2.0) questionnaire was used to record his level of satisfaction
with the WiGlove on a 5-point Likert scale [14]. During this
first half of the study, the participant was visited twice to
collect the data.

IV. RESULTS

This section presents the results from the formative study
with the stroke therapists and the feasibility analysis involving
one stroke survivor.

A. Formative evaluation - Stroke therapists

The statistical results of the therapists’ feedback are pre-
sented in Table I. Overall the participants gave a median score
above 4 for most categories while performing a cylindrical task
with the WiGlove was judged to be the easiest with a median
score of 6.5. Furthermore, the participants unanimously gave
high scores for the WiGlove’s aesthetic appeal and safety as
evidenced by their corresponding interquartile ranges. Among
the different grasps, performing the palmar pinch received the
lowest median score of 4 indicating a neutral opinion. The
following remark by a participant provides insight into the
probable cause for this low score.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF THERAPISTS’ FEEDBACK (1 - VERY DIFFICULT, 7 -
VERY EASY)

Median
Inter

Quartile
Range

Ease of donning the forearm module 4.5 1
Ease of donning the hand module 5 0.75
Ease of donning the fingercaps 5 1.5

Ease of doffing the forearm module 5 1.5
Ease of doffing the hand module 5 0.75
Ease of doffing the fingercaps 5 0.75

Ease of performing the ab/adduction of the wrist 4.5 2.5
Ease of performing the ab/adduction of the fingers 3.5 1
Perception of the weight 4.5 2
Ease of performing a palmar pinch (key grasp) 4 1.5
Ease of performing a cylindrical grasp(bottle) 6.5 1.75
Ease of performing a spherical grasp(ball) 5.5 1.75
Suitability for ADL 4 2

Aesthetic appeal 5 0.75
Perception of user safety 5 0.75
Perception of safety for the family 5 0

Therapist 2 - “I found that the nuts of the glove were
resisting my normal movement.”

1) Design Revisions:
• The palmar pinch requires the thumb and the index finger

to flex more than the other grasps. The presence of
nuts on the device above the metacarpophalangeal (MCP)
joints of the fingers (knuckle) could have restricted their
flexion and ab/adduction reflected by its corresponding
median score of 3.5. Although. Plastazote foams were
used to provide padding from such nuts, the above
comment shows that this did not provide adequate isola-
tion. Hence in the revised design, a custom-made foam
found in SaeboFlex was used in the WiGlove to provide
isolation and ensure comfortable interaction. This foam
was used in SPO where no such issues were reported in
user trials. This revision was implemented in the WiGlove
before the next phase of evaluations.

• Similarly, another participant raised a concern about
a pressure point near the wrist due to impingement
from the thumb’s mechanism. In the revised design, the
thumb’s passive joint was moved such that it is located
proximal to the line of the wrist to ensure that it does
not create a pressure point for people with larger hand
sizes. Although, given that this was raised by only one
participant, this could be due to a mismatch in the glove’s
size where the thumb’s passive mechanism impinges on
a participant with a larger wrist. Unlike this study, the
device’s dimensions will be customised to the stroke
survivor’s hand in the succeeding stages.

B. Feasibility Study - Stroke Survivors

This manuscript reports the results from the first half of a
6-week home-based training study with the first participant.
The participant, using his dominant (unimpaired) hand, was
able to move 34 blocks in 60 seconds during the BnB test
and complete the NHPT test in 35 seconds. However, when
using their impaired (left) hand, the participant was unable to
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TABLE II. USER EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK

Usability
Aspects Comments

Ease of don-
ning/doffing

Due to substantial tone in the
elbow and shoulder, the
participant was unable to
independently don the device and
required the caregiver’s help. On
the other hand, he was able to
doff the finger caps and forearm
module without help.

Safety The participant did not find or
experience any safety concerns.

Suitability
for the home
environment

Due to its small size the
participant found it easy to store
away from the reach of kids. The
wireless operation allowed them
to train in different rooms
including while lying in their bed.
It was deemed very suitable for
the home environment.

Learnability
Operating the device was
perceived to be straightforward
and easy to learn.

Battery
No concerns of battery life were
raised. It was charged for 30
minutes every day.

Games

The participant found the games
very interesting and was very
satisfied with the WiGlove’s
sensitivity for playing them. “Felt
very happy even when I hit just
twice”. He suggested that games
involving musical triggers and
multiplayer games where other
members of the family like the
grand kids also can be involved
would be even more stimulating.
“The grand kids, yeah, they
always want to win, yeah that
motivating factor ”

Comfort It was perceived to be very
comfortable

Weight
The participant felt that the device
could be lighter. “It’s not heavy,
but it could be lighter”

Feedback on
WiGlove’s
effectiveness

The participant reported
observable improvements in his
hand with a noticeable reduction
in the finger’s stiffness. “It was
not supple enough, but over the
last two weeks, the mornings, it
is very relaxed and soft”, “How
long will, I need, I don’t know,
but, Definitely, the glove makes
a difference”.

grasp any blocks or pegs due to a hyperflexion-induced closed
fist. While wearing the WiGlove did enable the participant to
grasp boxes they were still unable to complete the test as a
result of excessive muscle tone in the shoulder and elbow,
impeding gross movements in the arm. Therefore, the baseline
for the hand alone was established through an examination of
the number of items that the participant was able to grasp,
which was 2 blocks in 60 seconds. The participant lacked the
necessary range of motion to grasp a peg for the NHPT test.
After 3-weeks of training, while wearing the WiGlove, the
participant was able to actively pick and drop 9 blocks in 60
seconds compared to the 2 at the beginning of the study. The
participant had not yet gained enough RoM to perform NHPT.
Both tests will be performed again at the end of the study to
evaluate the impact of the intervention.

Based on the data logged in the tablet, the participant
performed hand exercises without the therapist’s supervision
for an average of 50 (±42) minutes/day with the WiGlove.
It also showed that he often split his daily training into
multiple sessions with a maximum of 3 sessions on a specific
day leading to a total training duration of 175 minutes.
Furthermore, the participant’s comments during the 25-minute
semi-structured interview are summarised in Table II. Based
on his experience of using the WiGlove for three weeks, he
gave it a rating of 3.75 on the QUEST 2.0 satisfaction scale.

V. DISCUSSION

Overall, the therapists positively rated the ease of
donning/doffing the WiGlove independently. Evident in
their comments shown below, the therapists believed that
hemiparetic stroke survivors would be able to don/doff the
WiGlove easily and would only be limited by their cognitive
ability. They pointed out the need for written instructions to
guide the users during the familiarisation stage.

Therapist 1 - “Appears suitable for patients to do.
However, would be limited to those cognitively able to do so”

Therapist 3 - “Would need a good level of cognitive
ability. Can be a bit fiddly the first few times”

With regard to the WiGlove’s weight, although the ther-
apists’ scores indicate a neutral opinion, this is similar to
the median score (4.5) given by healthy participants in the
previous study who tried the WiGlove first before trying
[11]. In the previous study, the participants who rated the
WiGlove after trying SPO overwhelmingly rated the WiGlove
to be lighter. Since the therapists only tried the WiGlove, the
neutral score could be attributed to a lack of reference for
comparison. This will be verified in the study with stroke
survivors. This and the ease of performing a palmar pinch
could explain the neutral score for the WiGlove’s suitability
for performing ADL. Given the changes implemented, we
anticipate that stroke survivors will not face the above issue
faced by therapists and find it easy to perform activities of
daily life while wearing the WiGlove.
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Unfortunately, due to the excessive weakness in the prox-
imal joints of the first participant (stroke survivor) who is
discussed in this study, he was unable to perform any ADL,
precluding the evaluation of the effects of these design up-
grades at this stage. However, the participant was still able
to use the WiGlove to regularly train for long durations by
performing flexion/extension exercises.

Prior to his involvement in this study, his rehabilitation
involved 6 weeks of in-patient therapy to the lower limb
immediately after the stroke. Since then, the participant has
had three one-hour sessions of therapy(one-to-one with a ther-
apist) every week of which only five minutes were dedicated
to hand exercises. On the contrary in the first 20 days of
the study, the participant performed hand exercises for an
average of 50 (±42) minutes/day with the WiGlove without
the therapist’s supervision by splitting his training session. The
participant’s improved performance in the BnB test after 3
weeks could be ascribed to him regaining some active RoM
due to this increased training intensity and familiarisation with
the device. This serves as promising preliminary evidence for
the WiGlove’s effectiveness.

The participant’s adherence to training could be attributed
to the usability of the WiGlove based on their feedback in
the semi-structured interview. Overall, the responses indicate a
positive experience and acceptance of the device as evidenced
by their QUEST 2.0 score of 3.75 which is classified as ”more
or less satisfied to quite satisfied”. Although the games were
introduced to him 10 days after the study began, he did not
interact with them more than twice, due to unrelated secondary
health complications which reduced his overall daily training
durations and the use of the WiGlove. This precludes analysis
of the effects of the games on the training duration in the first
half of the study. This will be studied upon completion of
the 6-week study period. However, his feedback based on the
initial interaction with the games shows a positive impression
and attitude towards training with the games.

VI. CONCLUSION

The WiGlove is a passive robotic orthosis designed to
facilitate home-based rehabilitation of the hand and wrist
in stroke survivors. This manuscript highlights the different
aspects of the device and reports on its evaluation by six
stroke therapists and early evidence from a feasibility trial
that has begun with one stroke survivor. The objectives of
these evaluations were to assess the WiGlove’s usability
and its feasibility as a home-based rehabilitation device.
Stroke therapists positively rated the usability of the WiGlove
and their feedback was used to improve its design. The
preliminary results of the study with the one stroke survivor
serve as evidence supporting the feasibility of the WiGlove
for home-based therapy and reaffirm its usability. Due to
the supportive results, a second stroke survivor is now being
enrolled with an expectation to recruit up to 4 patients for
this feasibility trial.

Future work will involve the continuation of this study
with stroke survivors experiencing varying levels of motor
function deficits in the hand to validate its feasibility further
and evaluate its effectiveness in helping hemiparetic stroke
survivors regain their ability to perform activities of daily life.
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Abstract—In many German key industries, the process 

planning for manufacturing workpieces is carried out with 

Computer-Aided Manufacturing (CAM) systems. Shorter 

innovation cycles and greater product customization in the 

industry 4.0 era are rapidly increasing the complexity of 

products and CAM systems, making it even for experienced 

CAM planners challenging to carry out their work on time. 

This is also because CAM systems are still difficult to use 

and learn. The research and development project CAM2030 

aims to partially automate parameter optimization in the 

CAM-planning process with the help of artificial 

intelligence, cloud computing, and evolutionary algorithms. 

The aim is to save time, get closer to the perfect process 

planning, and relieve the user. An interdisciplinary team of 

experts from industry and academia is developing 

approaches for a new generation of CAM systems. This 

paper focuses on how co-creation facilitates the involvement 

of software users in developing new software generations 

that integrate new technologies, such as artificial 

intelligence. A methodological co-creation framework was 

developed to continuously incorporate the actors involved in 

the innovation process. The framework was applied to the 

project case study to investigate (i) the potential of the co-

creation framework for eliciting user expectations relevant 

to acceptance and usability, and (ii) what retraining needs 

the integration of artificial intelligence requires and how 

users could be supported when switching to the new system. 

The co-creation approach shows a high potential to integrate 

the user’s (CAM planner’s) perspective in interdisciplinary 

innovation processes. It facilitated the identification of 

general and selective relearning needs induced by 

redesigning CAM-planning processes, the system (interface), 

and the integration of novel technologies. Applying this 

knowledge to the design and implementation of new software 

generations benefits the users and companies; it makes the 

system introduction easier, faster, and less prone to 

disruptions. Future research should provide guidance for 

introducing new generations of CAM software and 

accompanying the transformation process. 

Keywords- user perspective; co-creation; computer-aided-

manufacturing; artificial intelligence; software training. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

In the manufacturing industry, transformation towards 
shorter innovation cycles and greater product 
customization increases the complexity of Computer-

Aided Manufacturing (CAM) tasks and systems. CAM 
planners face the challenge of meeting rising quality 
requirements under time pressure. CAM planners usually 
achieve a process planning quality close to the optimum 
within a few hours (80 % solution). Most of their working 
time is spent on parameter adjustments to identify and 
eliminate minor but technically relevant errors. A basic 
assumption is that enriching software systems with novel 
technologies, especially Artificial Intelligence (AI), can 
reduce the users’ workload [1]. 

In the research and development project CAM2030, an 
interdisciplinary team of experts from industry and 
academia is developing approaches for a new generation 
of CAM systems that integrate technologies, such as 
artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and evolutionary 
algorithms. The innovation process focuses on partially 
automating CAM-planning processes, especially CAM 
parameterization. The automation requires a modification 
of the parameterization process which will also lead to 
changes in the working processes of CAM planners. Thus, 
AI integration raises the challenges of finding out where 
CAM planners need to rethink and relearn working 
routines, which solutions are acceptable and 
comprehensible to users, and what support they need to 
adapt to changing workflows as efficiently as possible.  

An essential prerequisite for achieving the project goal 
is to bring actor-specific perspectives together, close 
knowledge gaps, and integrate user perspectives [1]. This 
paper focuses on the involvement of CAM users in the 
innovation process. Therefore, a methodological co-
creation framework was developed that systematically 
incorporates the actors involved in the innovation process 
[2][3]. The co-creation framework is intended to support 
the development process in and across different innovation 
stages. Selected co-creation methods were adapted and 
combined for collaboration in online workshops under 
remote conditions. The approach was tested and evaluated 
guided by the following research questions (RQ): 

RQ1: Does the co-creation approach provide early 
indications of acceptance-relevant user expectations and 
requirements for the new system generation (criterion: 
acceptance and usability)? 

RQ2: Does the co-creation approach enable early 
indications of potential support needs and suitable 
measures to cover them? Where do users need support and 
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explanations when switching to the new system (e.g., in 
the interface design or by training)? How should new 
routines, interfaces, and knowledge requirements be 
introduced? How high is the retraining requirement? 

Section II presents related work on developing AI-
supported systems for the manufacturing industry. The 
methodological approach of this study, developing and 
implementing the co-creation framework, is described in 
Section III. The results of the study are presented in 
Section IV. Section V concludes the findings and provides 
an outlook for future research. Finally, the limitations of 
the study are outlined in Section VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 

In this section, the state of the art is shortly 
summarized with respect to two foci: requirements for AI-
supported systems and their use in the manufacturing 
industry (Subsection A) and co-creation approaches for 
product and process innovation (Subsection B). 

A. Requirements for AI-Supported Systems and Their 

Use in the Manufacturing Industry 

When AI technologies are introduced in the context of 
the manufacturing industry, they face a unique set of 
challenges compared to their general use [4]. Introducing 
technologies into production environments involves 
considering existing facilities, IT systems, and the 
employees who run that production. Therefore, 
requirements for integrating AI technologies can be 
derived from general requirements but must be adapted to 
the area of application [4]. Few publications address 
requirements for AI technologies in a production 
environment [4][5].  

Hoffmann et al. [4] introduce 16 requirements divided 
into five categories: Adaptation, Engineering, Embedding, 
Security, and Trust, that need to be considered when 
introducing AI technologies in a production environment. 

Adaption: When introducing AI technologies, they 
should be adapted to the existing production environment. 
The introduction should be gradual, firstly keeping the 
human employee in control of all decisions, serving as a 
decision support system. In addition, the availability of the 
data needed by the AI has to be considered, and potential 
conflicts in terms of legal, cultural, technical, and security 
issues have to be clarified. 

Engineering: Keeping the AI system as simple as 
possible is a primary goal when designing the AI system. 
The complexity of the system should be hidden. The user 
of the AI-based system most likely doesn't have a 
background in computer science. The simplicity of the 
design contributes to the robustness of the system. The AI 
system should be able to physically and virtually learn and 
incrementally adapt to the production environment [4].  

Embedding: When embedding AI technologies, a trust 
space and boundary need to be defined, such as a 
checkpoint for the human employee to prove the 
plausibility of the AI’s decisions.  AI knowledge should be 
distributed to other AIs via higher-level systems or 

communication networks. However, the AI should not 
base its conclusions on data created by another AI [4]. 

Safety: The safety and security of AI technologies are a 
very broad area for research and requirements engineering. 
It is important to ensure that production systems are safe in 
accordance with applicable laws and regulations and do 
not pose a risk to human employees, even in the case of 
self-improvement. The risk for failure should be 
transparent. Industrial AI must be robust against random 
and deliberate adversary input [4].  

Trust: Trust contributes to security and performance; it 
is an important factor for acceptance [5]. To support trust, 
the AI system’s decisions should be as transparent and 
understandable as possible. The system should be able to 
explain its decision, e.g., through visualizations [6]. Any 
errors in the AI's assumptions should be detectable and 
correctable. Levels of trust or levels of quality should be 
used to express the probability of failure [4]. The AI’s 
capabilities should be provable in a test run or a virtual 
environment. AI systems in the manufacturing industry 
need to be free of bias in treating all vendors’ equipment 
equally. A measure of confidence should be made when 
giving action recommendations. AI systems are expected 
to have a 100 % solution rate, which cannot be achieved 
by a technical system [4]. The level of uncertainty should 
therefore be communicated to the user [5]. 

Both the system and the user require an effective 
learning process. While the system needs time to learn the 
user’s behavioral patterns, intentions, and operational 
status, users need adequate training with the system [5]. 

A critical challenge is establishing a skilled workforce 
for the future manufacturing industry [7]. However, it is 
rarely discussed how to cover CAM users’ relearning 
needs resulting from the integration of AI-based features. 
Jiao et al. [7] postulate to meet digitalization-related 
challenges by fostering nontechnical skills, such as 
continuous learning, communication, critical thinking, and 
making decisions using incomplete knowledge. To our 
knowledge, guidelines for the design of AI-sensitive 
training formats are still missing. 

B. User Integration: Co-Creation Approaches for 

Product and Process Innovation  

To date, software engineering methods tailored to 

developing AI-based systems are scarce [8]. Existing 

approaches focus more on identifying system-immanent 

challenges than user needs [2]. One approach to actively 

involve users throughout the whole innovation process is 

co-creation. Despite its high potential, the use of co-

creation methods for the user-centered innovation of 

complex software systems for the manufacturing industry 

is hardly discussed (but, e.g., [7][8]). 

The key element of co-creation is the collaboration 

between software production- and application-related 

actors as part of “an active, creative and social process” 

[11]. The process facilitates reducing uncertainties by 

providing access to two types of information: customer 

and market needs, e.g., users’ motives and preferences for 
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Figure 1. Innovation stages for developing AI-supported CAM systems 

using co-creation. 

 

new products and services (need information) and 

possibilities for their (technological) implementation 

(solution information). The co-creation typology proposed 

by [11] classifies co-creation methods based on three 

dimensions:  

The stage in the innovation process: It refers to the 

point in time when the method is applied to the innovation 

process. Front-end co-creation at the early stages of the 

innovation process mainly focuses on conceptual tasks, 

i.e., idea generation and selection. In contrast, back-end 

co-creation deals with the design and testing of a product 

at later innovation stages.    

The degree of collaboration: It is determined by the 

number of collaborating partners and the company-to-

customer ratio (developer-to-user ratio), e.g., 1:n or n:m. 

The degrees of freedom: They determine the 

customer’s autonomy in the innovation process resulting 

from the type of task (open vs. predefined task). 

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, research on virtual co-

creation methods has increased (e.g., [12]). 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology comprises three subsections: a 
description of the innovation process segmented into five 
innovation stages the co-creation framework is based on 
(Subsection A), development of the framework and the 
methodological design of the single stages in general 
(Subsection B), and detailed insights into the procedure of 
selected stages (Subsection C). 

A. Overview of the Co-Creation-Based Framework 

The co-creation-based framework was abstracted from 
the innovation process in the project CAM2030 between 
2020 and 2023. It covers five innovation stages, from 
eliciting the as-is condition of the CAM-planning process 
to introducing next-generation CAM systems (see Fig. 1). 

Stage i aimed at creating a shared understanding of the 
status quo and, based on this, at deriving requirements for 
its partial automation. The first step was to elicit, model, 
and visualize the CAM-planning process and its 
embedment in the higher-level production process as 
currently conducted in the manufacturing industry. In the 
second step, the resulting process models were used to 
identify weak points and automation potential of CAM-
planning processes and their implications for the design of 

next-generation CAM systems. The results comprised 
improved and enriched process models [13], a ranked list 
of role-related, topically clustered no-go measurements, 
and, inverted and complemented, a structured catalog of 
requirements for the design of CAM systems.  

Based on stage i, stage ii served the prioritization, 
specification, and complement of requirements, mainly 
focusing on the user interface redesign for optimizing 
CAM parameter settings. The outcome was a prioritized 
and categorized list of requirements for CAM systems in 
general and the user interface in particular. 

Stage iii marked the transition from conceptualization 
to implementation. The focus was on consolidating 
knowledge about system design requirements and 
developing a typical user path, a mockup for the future 
CAM-planning process, and an interactive prototype for 
the user interface.  

Stage iv was iteratively conducted with prototypes of 
different maturity levels. The prototypes were evaluated 
with regard to weaknesses and potential for optimization. 
In addition to guidelines for improving the prototype, user 
feedback regarding integrated help functions and training 
was gathered.   

Stage v (not yet fully implemented) is supposed to 
yield a requirements profile for introducing next-
generation CAM systems and further training of CAM 
planners. The profile should consider different categories, 
such as the content and format of training and the 
planner’s expertise. 

B. Stage-Wise Development of the Framework 

For each stage, a methodological approach was 
developed, implemented, and evaluated, inter alia [14]. 
The approaches were mainly based on co-creation, partly 
complemented by other formats, e.g., online surveys.  Co-
creation was applied in online workshops involving 
developers, CAM users, human-centered work design 
experts, and technical communication experts. The 
workshops were moderated by a team of workshop leaders 
who accompanied the participants to work together on 
system development tasks. The CAM planners were asked 
to provide input and/or evaluate possible solutions in all 
innovation stages. Each workshop ended with an 
evaluation of the methods used in the workshop. The co-
creation workshop tasks varied in several aspects: 

• the group size (single-work tasks vs.  group tasks 
in separated teams or the plenum) 

• the group composition (role-related teams vs. 
interdisciplinary teams),  

• the methods used (front-end vs. back-end co-
creation, integration of co-creation and process 
modeling based on the C3 notation [15] [16]) 

• the tools used (selection of Zoom, Google Docs, 
Google Forms, Mural, Figma, and Microsoft 
Office). Google Docs was also used, among other 
things, to share organizational information, such 
as the workshop agenda and the list of 
participants. It served as a guide for the workshop 
procedure.  
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Figure 3. Co-creation workshop (stage ii). 

 

Figure 4. Structure of the prototype testing (stage iv). 

 

Figure 2. Co-creation workshop (stage i). 

• the synchrony of user involvement (preparatory 
tasks prior to the workshop vs. collaboration tasks 
during the workshop vs. inter-workshop tasks vs. 
evaluation tasks after the workshop). 

The workshops were digitally recorded. The recording 
included video and audio data as well as written 
documents and visualizations created during the 
workshop, e.g., notes in shared text documents and online 
whiteboards. The audio was transcribed. The transcripts 
were supplemented with notes and evaluated qualitatively 
(content analysis). Surveys were analyzed qualitatively 
and quantitatively (descriptive statistics). The results were 
made available to all project partners. They were a 
prerequisite and input for the next innovation step. 

C. Methodological Design of Stages i, ii, and iv 

As this paper mainly refers to results yielded from 
stages i, ii, and iv, the methodological approaches of these 
stages are described in more detail: 

The key design element of stage i was the combination 
of co-creation and process modeling methods [14]. The 
purpose of integrating process modeling was tripartite: (i) 
to equalize differences in knowledge about the CAM-
planning process, (ii) to identify and merge role-specific 
perspectives (e.g., general mechanical engineering vs. 
aircraft manufacturing), and (iii) to facilitate getting in the 
requirements elicitation. The elicitation, modeling, and 
visualization of CAM-related processes, as they are 
typically conducted in the manufacturing industry, took 
place before the co-creation workshop pictured in Fig. 2.  

The workshop applied front-end co-creation (e.g., 
warm-up challenge as an idea generation task with high 
degrees of freedom). Group sizes and compositions were 
varied task-by-task while a shared text document was 
accessible for all participants throughout the workshop 
serving as results log. 

For the co-creation workshop in stage ii, the digital 
whiteboard tool Mural was used to enable the workshop 
participants to capture all workshop results – topically 
clustered requirements and their prioritization – at once. 
Dot voting was used to prioritize requirements and identify 
the need for requirements specification (see Fig. 3). 

Stage iv was divided into three parts: (i) a preliminary 
survey with CAM users, (ii) a co-creation test workshop, 
and (iii) a complementary prototype evaluation (see Fig. 

4). To get multiple feedback, especially from CAM 
planners, the approach alternates synchronous (part ii) and 
asynchronous (parts i and iii) formats. This enabled the 
discussion of the pre-survey results during the workshop 
and the prototype evaluation to take place either during or 
after the workshop. Different tools, e.g., Figma and 
Google Forms, were combined for the prototype 
evaluation. Figma allowed self-experience with the 
interactive prototype; the questionnaire was created in 
Google Forms. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The approach shows a high potential to support all 
stakeholders in creating a shared understanding of the 
innovation process and the resulting CAM system. The co-
creation workshops helped to identify and reconcile 
diverging perspectives (Subsection A). The user input was 
very productive: It provided the need for the redesign of 
the overall system and the user interface and, as a result, 
the need for relearning working routines (Subsection B). 
Additionally, it gave valuable hints for the design of 
integrated help functions and software training (Subsection 
C). 

A. Role-Specific Perspectives on AI Integration 

From the perspective of manufacturing companies, one 
risk is that workers will perceive automation as 
unnecessary, arguing that it is too complex and offers too 
little benefit compared to the current process. High 
training requirements and costs associated with the lack of 
intuitive operation of partially automated CAM systems 
are rejected. AI-based CAM systems must be practical and 
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Figure 5. Ratings of the usefulness of KPI descriptions in the user 

interface. 
 

appropriate for the application domain. 
Developers, especially artificial intelligence experts, 

consider intransparency, i.e., lacking traceability of 
automated decisions made, as one of the three most 
significant inhibitors to the acceptance by CAM planners 
(see also [4]). A related issue is the unpredictability of the 
system’s runtime for automated tasks and the 
automatically generated results’ quality. The developers 
believe that making the system more transparent and 
giving the user continuous feedback on the system’s 
current state will increase acceptance among CAM 
planners (see also [5]). Another barrier to acceptance, 
which can be exacerbated by the factors mentioned above, 
is the disenfranchisement of the CAM planner.  

CAM planners see the risk that automation will reduce 
their freedom of action. They emphasize the need to 
balance simplifying the CAM-planning process against 
limiting the user's flexibility. This is coupled with the 
requirement for the system to adapt to the user's expertise. 
In addition, the lack of trustworthiness of the CAM system 
is considered a no-go characteristic.  

Overall, the workshop participants’ perspectives on 
tipping points for the acceptability and comprehensibility 
of automated CAM features gradually differ. The 
participants agree that the decision-making authority of the 
user is a prerequisite for acceptance. They emphasize the 
need for automation on demand. 

B. Redesign and Relearning Needs 

Stage iv has shown that automating the CAM 
parameterization has multiple consequences. It affects the 
workflow, the significance of Key Performance Indicators 
(KPIs) for the workflow, the system interface design, and 
the requirements for the user. The new workflow 
comprises three steps: (i) configuration of the CAM 
parameterization request (user task), (ii) execution of the 
optimization resulting in a set of high-quality parameter 
settings (automatically generated by the system), and (iii) 
evaluation, selection, and refinement of parameter settings 
(user task). The interface must be adapted to the new 
sequence of actions, e.g., by extending the interface to 
include input screens for selecting optimization 
preferences. Changes in the workflow and the interface 
force CAM planners working with present CAM systems 
to partly rethink and acquire specific knowledge. Setting 
evaluation and target values during step (i) requires 
knowledge of KPIs concerning production time, quality, 
and costs. The CAM planners need to develop an 
understanding of which KPIs are important and what 
effects they have. Partly, AI is seen as a black box that 
users cannot fully understand. To accept the system, users 
should have access to AI-specific knowledge so that they 
can trust the system, interpret AI-generated results, and 
customize AI-enhanced CAM features.  

C. Implications for the Design of Integrated Help 

Functions, Introduction, and Training 

In the workshops, the CAM planners gave valuable 
hints for the design of user support, which information 

users want to access in the CAM system (explanations and 
help functions as part of the user interface), and what 
should be taught in introductory and advanced training. A 
critical issue is introducing and representing KPIs for the 
automated CAM parameter optimization. The training 
should provide a basic understanding of the KPIs and 
CAM parameters, while the CAM system should provide 
help functions for further information. 

The training should give users a basic understanding of 
the CAM system and its AI-enhanced features. CAM 
planners need to be sensitized to CAM-planning steps that 
require new knowledge or rethinking previous user paths 
and actions. A demonstration of the new optimization 
workflow and user interface should be part of the training. 
The introductory training should also explain how the 
CAM system technically processes an optimization request 
to increase the user’s understanding of what data the 
system needs to be able to carry out an optimization task. 
The introduction of KPIs and CAM parameters should be 
restricted to explaining which target values can be 
optimized and how they relate to the KPIs time, quality, 
and costs. CAM parameters should be introduced as 
threshold values that limit the solution space of the AI-
based optimization.   

Regarding integrated help functions, there is a high 
demand for KPI descriptions explaining the KPIs time, 
quality, and costs. For each KPI, providing explanations in 
the user interface was rated as “very useful,” “useful,” or 
“rather useful” across all user groups (see Fig. 5). 

Descriptions of the KPI costs are perceived as most 
important independently of the user’s expertise. The KPI 
time should be explained for all user groups, particularly 
novices. The KPI quality is useful for all user groups; 
experts are particularly predestined to handle quality-
related information. 

There is a broad consensus on how to integrate KPI 
descriptions into the user interface. Depending on the type 
of the KPI, the preferred format varies: Time- and cost-
related information should be displayed as graphics. For 
quality, the combination of video and graphics is most 
suitable. Occasionally, texts (for time) or a combination of 
text and graphics (for quality and costs) are requested. 

Integrated help functions should give the CAM 
planners indications of what effect the single KPIs have:  
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Time: CAM planners should be able to calculate the 
processing time of their CAM plans and identify and take 
advantage of the potential for time reduction.  

Quality: CAM planners must be able to evaluate in 
advance if the requested component quality can be ensured 
during production. Thus, they need quality estimations of, 
e.g., the CAM path and tools.     

Costs: CAM planners need an overview of the 
different types of costs, e.g., machining costs, tooling 
costs, and personnel costs. It should be clear how changes 
in CAM planning affect expenses and how much the 
execution of the final CAM process planning costs the 
company. 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The user’s role in developing innovative software 
systems is often underestimated. Co-creation-based 
approaches are suitable means to integrate the user’s 
perspective in interdisciplinary innovation processes. 
Users' involvement allows for identifying general and 
selective relearning needs induced by the redesign of 
working processes and the system. Applying this 
knowledge to the design and implementation of new 
software generations benefits the users and companies; it 
makes the system introduction easier, faster, and less 
prone to disruptions. Future research should further 
investigate how to introduce new generations of CAM 
software and accompany the transformation process. 

VI. LIMITATIONS 

Limitations arise from the end users’ reluctance to 
advance research at the expense of the daily business. 
Other limiting factors concern the restriction of automation 
to one selected CAM-planning step (the CAM 
parameterization) in one specific CAM system and the 
application context (well-educated CAM planners in 
German SMEs).  
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Abstract—With the development of neural network, Text-To-
Speech (TTS) technology is booming unprecedentedly. The speech
generated by modern text-to-speech systems almost sound as
natural as human audio. However, the style control of synthetic
speech usually limits to discrete emotion type and the emotion
embedding which controls emotion transfer contains redundant
transcript information. In this paper, we apply pre-trained
language model Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformer (BERT) to our TTS system to achieve style control
and transfer. Using BERT makes our proposed model study the
relationship between text representations and acoustic emotion
embedding. The experimental results show that our proposed
model outperforms baseline Global Style Token (GST)-Tacotron2
model in both parallel and non-parallel style transfer.

Keywords—emotional text-to-speech; style transfer; pre-trained
language model

I. INTRODUCTION

Text-to-speech (TTS), also knowed as speech synthesis,
is the technology which aims to synthesize intelligible and
natural speech from raw text. Early speech synthesis tech-
niques mainly include waveform concatenation [1][2] and
statistical parametric speech synthesis [3]–[6]. A classic Sta-
tistical Parametric Speech Synthesis (SPSS) system usually
includes three components which contain a front-end model
(convert text symbols to linguistic features), an acoustic model
(map linguistic features to acoustic features) and a vocoder
(generate speech from acoustic features). In the past decades,
this method was widely used in industrial production due
to the advantages of robustness and efficiency. However, the
generated speech of this method has lower naturalness and
intelligibility because of artifacts such as muffled and noisy
audio. The voice quality has been largely improved on neural
network approaches [5][6] instead of Hidden Markov models
(HMM) [4]. Deep Voice [7] still follows the three components
in statistical parametric synthesis, but upgrades them with the
corresponding neural network models. Furthermore, WaveNet
[8], proposed to directly generate waveform from linguistic
features, is regarded as the first modern neural TTS model.

Recent end-to-end speech synthesis models surpass tradi-
tional parametric systems in many ways, including the use of
an encoder to replace linguistic features, a neural vocoder to
replace the traditional vocoder, and an attention mechanism for
the purpose of end-to-end training. Tacotron [9] is a sequence-
to-sequence model which simplifies the traditional speech
synthesis pipeline by replacing the production of magnitude
spectrograms from text with a single neural network trained
from data alone. Like many modern TTS systems, it learns an
average prosody of the training data. Afterwards, Tacotron2
[10] gains a great success through refining Tacotron model

structure and cascading with a modified WaveNet vocoder.
Tacotron and Tacotron2 first generate mel spectrograms from
text directly, then synthesize audio samples produced by a
vocoder, such as Griffin Lim algorithm or WaveNet. Using
an end-to-end network, the quality of synthesized audio is
greatly improved and even comparable to human recordings
on some datasets. The end-to-end TTS model contains two
components, an encoder and a decoder. The encoder maps
sequence of text into semantic space and generates a sequence
of encoder hidden states, and the decoder, taking these hidden
states as context information with an attention mechanism,
constructs every mel spectrogram symbol per step. However,
these generated models adopt recurrent neural network which
limits the parallel processing capability both in training and
inference stage. To deal with this problem, some models [11]–
[13] leverage Transformer [14] network to replace recurrent
neural network in TTS system. Among these models, Fast-
Speech 1/2 [12][13] use self-attention mechanism in order
to deal with long distance dependency problem on the last
previous hidden state and improve parallelization capability.
The generated audio of these models is more robust than
that of sequence-to-sequence models. However, because the
audio generated by these models only contains neutral prosody
is limited in many scenarios like AI voice assistants and
navigation systems, there has been an increasing interest in
emotional TTS and the method to control the generated speech
style.

In expressive TTS, the speaking style is modeled in su-
pervised or unsupervised manner. Lee et al. [15] proposed
an emotional end-to-end speech neural speech synthesizer,
controlling speech emotion with discrete label. Luong et al.
[16] introduces a DNN-based text-to-speech system which
takes speaker, gender and age codes as inputs in order to
modify synthetic speech characteristics based on the input
codes. Lorenzo-Trueba et al. [17] evaluates a large-scale
corpus of emotional speech from a professional voice actress
for the purpose of investigating different representation for
modeling and controlling multiple emotions in DNN-based
speech synthesis. However, the control of speech emotion
is only limited to the emotion category which, we have
predefined and synthetic speech cannot convey a variety of
emotion. With the rapid progress of sequence-to-sequence
architecture, especially Tacotron family, reference-based style
transfer has emerged as another solution with great potential
to solve this problem. The reference-based model learns a
latent style embedding from the reference audio and generate
speech which matches the prosody of the reference speech
even if their speakers are different from each other. To model
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reference speech as style input, there has evolved a plenty of
work, such as Global Style Token (GST) [18][19], Variational
Autoencoder (VAE) [20][21] and their variants. Global Style
Token (GST) [19] introduces a reference encoder that extracts
style embedding from the acoustic signal and encodes various
speaking styles into a fixed number of tokens. Variational
Autoencoder (VAE) [21] infers style representation through
the recognition of VAE, then feeds it into TTS network to
guide the style in synthesizing speech.

The remaining part of this paper proceeds as follows.
Section II introduces related work. The overview and each
component of the proposed model are described in Section III.
Experiments and results are reported in Section IV. Lastly, the
conclusion and future work are covered in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first introduce reference-based TTS
model, followed by a brief description about language model
in TTS.

A. Reference-based TTS model

The reference-based TTS model aims to synthesize speech
whose style is transferred from reference audio. The most
straightforward way is to obtain style embedding from ref-
erence speech and use it as condition control to guide speech
synthesizing. Skerry-Ryan et al. [18] proposes the concept of
prosody embedding and merges prosody encoder into Tacotron
architecture for computing low-dimension information of ref-
erence speech. The embedding captures audio features inde-
pendent of speech information and specific speaker features
such as accent, intonation, and speech rate. At the inference
stage, we can use this embedding to perform prosody transfer
and produce speech from a completely different speaker’s
voice. The embedding can also transfer temporally aligned
precise prosody from one phrase to a slightly different one,
even though the reference and target phrases are similar in
length and structure. On the basis of previous work [18], global
style token (GST) [19] is an updated method to learn the
style representation by encoding various speaking style into
a fixed number of tokens. By adding an additional attention
mechanism to Tacotron, it enables it to express the prosody
embedding of any speech segment as a linear combination of
a fixed set of base embedding. The attention weights represent
the contribution of each style token, and style embedding is
made up of the weighted sum of all style tokens. In the training
stage, each token is randomly initialized in an unsupervised
manner. During the inference step, we can use a different
audio signal or specify the attention weights of style tokens
to achieve style transferring and controlling. Um et al. [22]
introduces an inter-to-intra emotional distance ratio algorithm
to the embedding vectors which can balance the distance
between the target emotion category and the other categories.
Li et al. [23] is also a GST-based method for expressive TTS,
where the authors insert two classifiers into GST-Tacotron2
[19] model for improving emotion discrimination ability of
emotion and deliver emotional speech with preferred strength.

B. Language model in TTS

Language model (LM) is often used in many natural lan-
guage processing applications, such as speech recognition,
machine translation, syntactic analysis, handwriting recogni-
tion and information retrieval. With the development of neural
network, language model becomes increasingly powerful and
is exploited in TTS system to improve the quality of synthetic
speech. Jia et al. [24] introduce a new encoder model which
takes both phoneme and grapheme representations of text as
input and is trained in a self-supervised manner. Fang et al.
[25] uses BERT [26] in TTS system to know when to stop
decoding and help faster converge during training. Zhang et
al. [27] employs BERT in a unified front-end model for the
purpose of improving polyphone disambiguation accuracy. In
[28], style tag makes synthetic audio more interpretable and
natural compared with style index of reference speech. Shin et
al. [29] proposes a style encoder which models the relationship
between the text embedding and speech embedding with a pre-
trained language model.

III. PROPOSED MODEL

Our proposed model architecture is shown in Figure 1.
The proposed model is based on Tacotron2 with an emotion
recognition network, an additional network and a semantic
network.

A. Encoder

The encoder is made up of a character embedding layer, 3
convolutional layer and a single bi-directional LSTM [30].

Because a character is represented as a 512-dimensional
one-hot vector, the input character sequence which contains n
characters is converted to a n × 512-dimensional character
embedding through character embedding layer. In order to
capture a longer range of contextual information and obtain
features of character sequence, the character embedding is
then passed through 3 convolutional layers and each layer
has 512 filters where each cover 5 characters, followed by
batch normalization and ReLU activation. The output of the
last convolutional layer is sent to a bi-directional LSTM layer
which contains 512 units to generate encoded features. After
the above operations, the encoder finally encodes the input
character sequence into a 512-dimensional hidden feature
vector.

B. Decoder

As we all konw, the decoder is an autoregressive recurrent
neural network trained from the input sequence of the encoder
to predict the output mel spectrogram. The mel spectrogram
at the previous moment is first passed into a pre-net which
is comprised of two fully connected layer with 256 hidden
ReLU activations. It is important for the pre-net to learn
attention alignment mechanism. The output of pre-net and the
anttention vector are connected with each other and sent to
two one-way LSTM layers with 1024 units. The output vector
of LSTM is concatenated with the attention context vector
output by the encoder, and then passed to a linear projection
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Figure. 1. Model Architecture

layer to predict the current mel spectrogram frame. Finally, the
post-net containing 512 filters with shape 5 × 1 with batch
normalization takes the predicted mel spectrogram as input to
add the residual to previous mel spectrogram for improving
reconstruction ability.

C. Emotion Recognition Network

From the top left of Figure 1, the emotion recognition
network contains a reference encoder and an emotion classifier.

1) Reference encoder: The reference encoder we adopted
in our model is the same in [18]. It is composed of six 2D
convolutional network where each layer equipped with batch
normalization has 3 × 3 filters with 2 × 2 stride. The output
of convolutional network is then passed through a GRU [31]
layer, and we use a fully connected layer followed by a tanh
activation in order to map the final GRU state to our desired
128-dimensional embedding.

2) Emotion classifier: We use emotion classifier followed
by reference encoder to facilitate the discrimination ability of
emotion types. The classifier consists 5 fully connected layers
with tanh activation. In the classifier, the size of first layer is
128-unit and that of the remaining layers is 256-unit. For the
downstream emotion classifier task, a softmax layer is applied
to produce the probability of each emotion category, such as
neutral, happy and angry. The output of third layer and the
hidden feature vector from the encoder are concatenated for
teach-forcing speech waveform generation.

D. Additional Network

The additional network shares the same structure with the
emotion recognition network, as is shown in the top right
of Figure 1. In detail, we plug an additional network to the

decoder , which enables the predicted mel spectrogram to iden-
tify emotion category. The output of third layer from additional
network acts as an emotion embedding of the generated speech
and is compared with the emotion representation of input audio
for better training and optimizing.

E. Semantic Network

The semantic network is composed of a pre-trained BERT
model and semantic layer. We use this network to map text
sequence to semantic representations, which aims to remove
text-related information from acoustic features and leverage
transcript dataset to assist TTS training.

1) BERT: BERT is of great significance to a large amount
of NLP tasks. It consist a stack of Transformer [14] blocks and
is trained with Mandarin text data. The input text sequence
is made up of many characters where each is transformed
to a linguistic feature, and is encoded to capture contextual
information from Mandarin text by BERT. BERT can be
trained in two unsupervised manners, one is mask language
modeling where we randomly replace the token in each
training sequence with a [MASK] token and then predict
the original word at the [MASK] position, and the other is
next sentence prediction where the model has the ability to
understand the relationship between two sentence in many
downstream tasks.

2) Semantic layer: To adapt to downstream task, we design
the semantic layer that is connected with BERT in order
to modeling the input text sequence. Similar to Emotion
classifier, the semantic layer is built with 3 fully connected
layer followed by tanh activation. The output of semantic layer
is used to reduce impact on acoustic representations and focus
on emotion dimension of the synthetic speech.
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F. Training and inference

During training, we use five loss terms summed as a total
loss in our model. The loss function of the basic acoustic
model, referred as Ltac which is followed with Tacotron2 [10],
is the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the input ground-
truth mel spectrogram and the predicted mel spectrogram. To
make the reference encoder only extract emotion features, we
adopt Lemo sem that calculates the loss between the emotion
vector ze extracted from the emotion recognition network and
the semantic embedding zs extracted from semantic network.

Lemo sem =

N∑
i=1

(zei − zsi)
2 (1)

To improve the distinguish capability of the generating speech,
the loss function, Lemo add, is determined by MSE between
emotion embedding ze fetched from the emotion recognition
network and addition embedding za fetched from the addi-
tional network as follows.

Lemo add =

N∑
i=1

(zei − zai)
2 (2)

Besides, Lcls src and Lcls pre denote the cross entropy loss
for the source audio classifier in emotion recognition network
and the predicted audio classifier in additional network, re-
spectively. The total loss of the proposed model is:

L = Ltac + Lemo sem + Lemo add + Lcls src + Lcls pre (3)

In the inference stage, we use reference speech or emotional
vector to achieve style control and transfer. For the emotional
vector method, emotional vector ve is determined by averaging
the samples of the corresponding emotion category as follows:

ve =
1

Ne

∑
xi⊂Xe

xi (4)

where Xe represents all the weight vectors of the emotional
category and Ne and xi donate the number of weight vec-
tors and weight vector belonging to the emotional category,
respectively.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed
model in parallel style transfer and non-parallel style transfer
through subjective evaluations and objective evaluations.

A. Dataset and settings

In our experiments, we use a high-quality emotional speech
corpus which is recorded by a Chinese female professional
speaker and contains <text, audio, emotion label> tuples. The
emotions of all the speeches are classified by 2 categories
(neutral and happy). The corpus consists of 12000 utterances
(12 hours), among which 10000 (10 hours) belong to the
neutral emotion and the happy emotion has the remanent 2000
utterances (2 hours). We down-sample all the recordings from
48kHz to 22.05 kHz for model training. 80-dimensional mel
spectrogram is extracted from the dataset as acoustic features.

The frame length and frame shift are set to 50ms and 12.5ms,
respectively.

The experimental environment configuration is shown in the
Table I.

TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT PARAMETERS

Operating System Ubuntu18.04

Graphics Card NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090
Memory 24G
Python 3.7.6
PyTorch 1.8.1
CUDA 11.1

We train our model for 500 epochs with a batch size of
32 because using BERT makes our model size larger. We use
the Adam [32] optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-5 to learn
the parameters in a single GeForce GTX 3090 GPU. In the
reference encode, the number of GRU hidden units is set to
128. As for speech generation, we build a WaveRNN [33] as
the vocoder trained by ground-truth mel spectrogram.

B. Text preprocessing

In our acoustic model, we use traditional Chinese represen-
tation as the input sequence for speech generation. Figure 2
shows the process of translating traditional Chinese characters
into phonemes. We first represent Chinese characters with
Chinese phonetic alphabet, then convert Chinese phonetic
alphabet to combination of initials and finals instead of English
alphabet.

Figure. 2. Example of translating traditional Chinese characters into
phonemes

C. Subjective evaluations

To subjectively evaluate the performance of our model, we
compare our proposed model with baseline model on the Mean
Opinion Score (MOS) and ABX preference subjective tests.
Some samples can be found from https://light-cao.github.io/.

We evaluate the naturalness of the generated speech ut-
terances by using the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) test. Ten
native Mandarin speakers are asked to stay in a quiet room
and listen recordings with noise canceling headphones, and
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then make their judgements of the performance with five-
point scale (1: Bad, 2: Poor, 3: Fair, 4: Good, 5: Excellent).
We randomly select 10 sentences from each emotion category
for both parallel style transfer and non-parallel style transfer
experiments with our proposed model and baseline model.
Parallel style transfer means the transcript of the synthetic
speech matches that of the reference audio. Non-parallel style
transfer refers to synthesizing the audio with arbitrary text in
the prosodic style of the reference signal.

The MOS test results in Table II confirm that our pro-
posed model performs better than the baseline model both in
parallel style transfer and non-parallel style transfer. Parallel
style transfer outperforms non-parallel style transfer in speech
quality because the transcript seen during training is beneficial
to better modeling the synthetic audio.

TABLE II
MEAN OPINION SCORE(MOS) WITH 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS ON

PARALLEL AND NON-PARALLEL STYLE TRANSFER

parallel transfer non-parallel transfer

Ground truth 4.25 ± 0.15 -
GST-Tacotron2 3.90 ± 0.16 3.57 ± 0.19
Proposed 4.07 ± 0.16 3.79 ± 0.18

To demonstrate that our model can control style transfer,
we conduct a ABX preference test with the baseline GST-
Tacotron2 and our proposed model. In this test, the participants
are provided a fair number of samples from baseline and the
proposed model and rated which sample is as expressive as
the reference speech. If there is no obvious difference between
the two samples, they can choose no preference. The results
in Figure 3 show that our proposed model outperform the
baseline model in both neutral and happy emotion category.

Figure. 3. ABX preference test results on two emotion categories between
baseline model and the proposed model

D. Objective evaluations

We visualize the attention alignment of the decoder in
Figure 4 and check if the attention mechanism learns how
to align between the text sequence and the reference audio.
In Figure 4, the attention alignment of our proposed model
is slightly brighter than that of the baseline GST-Tacotron2
in many places, which indicates the proposed model surpass

(a)

(b)

Figure. 4. Comparison on attention alignment between text and speech. (a)
From the baseline GST-Tacotron2. (b) From our proposed model

the baseline model. From the analogous shape of the proposed
attention, we can see that our proposed model could align the
reference speech to the text well.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In our work, we utilized semantic network in our model to
control and transfer style. In order to deliver the emotion more
accurate, we inserted two classifiers after the reference encoder
to enhance the emotion discriminative ability of the emotion
embedding and the predicted mel spectrogram. Compared with
the baseline model, the proposed model improved the quality
of synthetic speech and achieves excellent performance on
parallel and non-parallel style transfer. Besides, our proposed
model could align the reference speech to the text better
than the baseline model. In the future work, we want to
improve the model for excluding the transcript information
in acoustic features more precisely and experiment on more
emotion categories.
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Abstract— There are numerous areas in which we can 
optimize ourselves and our lives in a wide variety of ways. 
One area is sports, where coaches, athletes and sports 
scientists are working on their training methods and still 
researching innovative methods that will bring lasting 
success. This study focuses on kinematic motion analysis 
using motion capture (MoCap), a technology for 
implementing human motion in a virtual environment. The 
goal is to introduce a training approach in the combat sport 
of Muay Thai that will promote performance improvement 
in athletes. The study deals with three different training 
approaches and two different assessment methods. For this, 
15 participants took part in the study and trained three 
Muay Thai techniques: straight punch, front kick and 
roundhouse kick. The study shows that a training approach 
should be individualized to enhance athlete performance. In 
any case, technologies help generate high-quality data sets 
that provide detailed insight into nuances in the 
incorrectness of a movement. In addition to fairness and 
objectivity, visual feedback promotes internalization and 
contributes to self-based observational learning. Especially 
for highly complex movements, motion capture supports 
athletes' performance growth. 

Keywords – Technique improvements; performance 
enhancement; training approach; kinematic motion analysis. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The original need for motion capture arose in the 
animation and film industry, where human walking was to 
be realistically imitated. Today, motion capture systems 
are used in biomechanics to perform various gait analyses 
for medical purposes. Not only medicine but also sports 
are interested in this deeper understanding of diverse 
movements. Injury prevention, performance enhancement, 
technique improvement, and objective assessments are 
driving numerous coaches, judges, and athletes to embrace 
this new way of motion capture. Future scenarios range 
from new training approaches to risk reduction during and 
after rehabilitation, to virtual reality implementations for 
remote analysis. Reliable analytics, provided by different 
vendors in various forms, are indispensable. Too few 
feedback methods yet use cutting-edge technologies, 
though these can lead to greater effectiveness and 
efficiency. It is a matter of adopting and establishing new 
practices in the training environment. To help learners 

improve and alert them to errors, constant feedback is 
crucial. Current methods used by coaches to evaluate 
athletes' performance are neither efficient nor adapted to 
technological advances in certain sports. For the most part, 
videos of each team member or student must be analyzed 
individually to provide feedback [1]. Especially in martial 
arts, precision, speed, and coordination are crucial. As 
Muay-Thai is a part of martial art, there are many 
difficulties by analyzing the movement of the students 
compared to other sports, as described in the following: 
With the naked eye of a coach, the fast, dynamic 
movement sequences can hardly be reliably and accurately 
detected, tracked, and measured. In addition, most of the 
time a grandmaster has to control several students at the 
same time. It is a great challenge to give each student the 
same attention and thus to improve their performance 
rapidly and sustainably. The aim of this study is to find out 
how the intervention of an alternative training approach 
using motion capture affects the performance 
improvement of young beginners in martial arts in order to 
draw conclusions about the most predestined methodology 
with the highest learning effect.  

    The paper is divided into five sections, beginning with a 
short introduction to the topic. Thereupon, the research 
question is pursued, which results from the problem 
definition of the initial situation. While first the hardware 
used and then the associated motion capture software are 
explained in more detail, the thesis then focuses on the 
theoretical construct. In the third section, the methodology 
of the study is discussed in chronological order according 
to its development. The results are summarized in the 
fourth section. Finally, the fifth section demonstrates how 
the research question is answered and the potential of 
motion capture technology in the field of sports science in 
the future. 

II. RELATED WORK & THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS 
 

   In the following section, the theoretical foundations of the  
   study are described in more detail. In addition to a 
theoretical 
   construct, similar reference studies are mentioned. 
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A. Theoretical construct 

    The final model relied upon in the study is shown in 
Figure 1. The arrows illustrate the dependent relationships. 
The submodels from past research are marked with 
numbers and can thus be assigned to authors and related 
studies. Component 5 has been newly added as it serves as 
a basis for future research. In the following, the theoretical 
sub-models are explained in more detail and the 
boundaries of previous studies in future science are 
concretized. 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical construct: [1] = (Grontman et al., 2020), [2] = 

(Anderson & Campbell, 2015), [3] = (Čoh & Milovan, 2004), (Vít et al., 
2016) [4] =(Chan et al., 2011), (Le Naour et al., 2019) 

 
Motion capture in sports counteracts the subjective 

evaluation in the judging panel and still inaccurate 
measurement methods. Therefore, an algorithm was 
developed by a research group to analyze the patterns of 
correct intersection of the recorded MoCap data by 
comparing Euclidean distances and the recorded trajectories 
of the amateurs with the baseline model of the professional 
athlete Model 1. For this purpose, the techniques of sword 
fencing, a historically European martial art, were examined. 
The study analyzed only a few marker positions and 
neglected execution speeds. Furthermore, closely spaced 
markers were still omitted [2].  

Providing feedback when learning new motor skills is 
essential in sports. Different methods can be used to address 
different senses, such as auditory, olfactory, gustatory, 
visual, and tactile perception. The results of a more recent 
study suggest that the combination of simultaneous self-
observation and real-time expert modeling has a positive 
effect on accelerating learning.  The acceleration of skill 
acquisition in rowing was investigated. Self-observation was 
implemented through live video transmission, while expert 
movement was previously recorded and transmitted in real 
time. The rowers saw themselves in real time and a slightly 
delayed image of their execution as soon as it differed from 
the expert modeling [3] [4]. 

Studies show that performance is dependent on the 
learning method. It is assumed that optimized learning 
conditions can lead to a faster increase in performance, but 
this does not apply to situations that are different from the 

learning situation. The methods must be chosen depending 
on the biological age, the level of knowledge about the 
techniques and the motor experience of the athletes. It is 
recommended to focus first on the causes of the wrong 
movements rather than on the consequences. Faulty 
conception of technique execution, insufficient motor skills, 
and close morphological constitution of athletes' bodies are 
the causes of incorrect movement execution in most cases [5] 
[6]. 

Specifically in martial arts training, there are set teaching 
methods. After the instructor demonstrates the techniques 
and the student observes, the movements are imitated and 
repeated. This is followed by verbal extrinsic feedback by 
the instructor. One study examined the difference between 
extrinsic feedback in the form of a video and verbal 
feedback. The researchers concluded that learners are more 
critical of their own technique execution when they see it on 
a video [7]. 

Meanwhile, different technologies can support feedback 
to improve motor skills. Researchers are investigating 
training systems based on motion capture and virtual reality. 
They developed a prototype that implements a student's 
imitation of a virtual expert's movements. Results showed 
that the simulation was a successful training methodology 
because the student's movements, animated in VR, were 
captured and analyzed in real time while the virtual 
instructor could point out errors to them [4] [8]. 

Another study compared the benefits of diverse types of 
visual feedback to improve movement execution in 
gymnastics. Additionally, subjective (compared to 
quantitative) measurement methods were used. The 
subjective assessment was in the form of a battle court, while 
the quantitative measurement method consisted of time 
series analyses. Four different 3D visualizations were 
contrasted. Learners made the best progress using the 3D 
feedback, which compared the expert’s execution with the 
learners. Finally, correlational analyses confirmed that 
subjective judgments by the referee cannot be predicted or 
justified by objective measurements [9]. 
 

III. METHODS 

The study references diverse approaches from past 
research and combines diverse measurement methods with 
different training approaches to identify the most 
predestined learning methodology in the martial art of Muay 
Thai. In the theoretical construct, this is placed in the middle 
[5] of the reference studies (Figure 1). 

A. Setup 
The study used the OptiTrack system from NaturalPoint, 

which is one of the world's largest suppliers in the motion 
capture field. The experiments took place in a motion 
capture lab equipped with 28 OptiTrack PrimeX 13s to 
capture the movements of the trainer and students in real 
time. At the same time, a virtual figure representing the 
trainer or the students was animated on a 2.04 m x 3.63 m 
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monitor. The study was conducted in the MoCap laboratory 
at the Technical University in Würzburg (THWS).  The 
real-time analysis and recording software Motive:Body was 
used in conjunction with the OptiTrack motion system. 
Together with the Blender software, the movements could 
be recorded, measured and analyzed. 

The software as well as the high-speed tracking cameras 
are used in the fields of film, gaming, sports and 
biomechanics. An optical motion capture system based on 
infrared markers uses multiple cameras equipped with 
infrared diodes (IR LEDs) whose infrared light is reflected 
by the markers. Using multiple 2D images, the 3D position 
of the markers can be calculated and determined within the 
space. The OptiTrack systems have a measurement or 
position error of less than 0.2 mm. In small measuring 
ranges even only 0.1 mm or less. During tracking, rotation 
errors of less than 0.5° also occur. The accuracy is 
maintained by regular self-calibrations throughout the 
entire service life.  

Primex 13 cameras are also particularly suitable for 
motion capture applications characterized by higher speeds, 
accelerations or jerky movements, as they have a higher 
frame rate and therefore higher resolution, lower latencies 
and a longer focal length.  

The resolution affects the minimum distance between 
markers and the minimum size of markers defined at a 
certain distance from the cameras. Each actor wears the 
Motion Capture Suit during motion tracking, which is 
antimicrobial, stretchy and breathable, so they are 
comfortable enough to wear even during longer shoots. The 
suit can be worn over everyday clothing and fits snugly to 
the body when worn. Components included shoes, a full 
body suit, gloves and a hat. Attached to the entire suit are 
X-base markers from OptiTrack. They are embedded in a 
Velcro base and have a spherical structure with an outer 
diameter of 14 mm. 

B. Participants 
• 15 healthy participants took part in the study. The 

fifteen subjects were divided into 5 females and 10 
males with an age range of 20-31. The average 
height of the subjects was 1.77 m (1.50-1.95 m) 
with an average weight of 75 kg (50-115 kg). In 
each group, there was one participant who had 
previous martial arts experience (<5 y), whereas in 
group 2 there were two experienced participants, 
one of whom had even done martial arts for over 5 
years. Nearly all subjects reported regular exercise, 
no known mobility impairments, or other health 
problems that could affect their mobility. They were 
familiarized with the study objectives and mode of 
implementation before the experiment and signed 
written informed consent to participate in the study. 

The groups were randomly selected, with the first 
two groups performing the techniques in the 
laboratory twice at four-month intervals and the 
third group performing the techniques five times at 
four-week intervals. 

• They were instructed and evaluated by a multiple 
world (WKA) and European (MTBD) champion in 
Muay Thai and kickboxing. As a black belt holder 
who himself has been training the Far Eastern 
martial arts daily since the age of 3, he teaches 
many students in all disciplines in his own fighting 
schools. Together with the trainer, the three Muay 
Thai techniques were selected and the most 
important sub-steps of a single execution were 
discussed, which were later analyzed in more detail. 
Prior to the study, he was recorded in the MoCap 
laboratory, first 2D via video and then 3D via 
motion capture during the technique execution. 
Before the 15 students were divided into three 
groups of five, they received a joint training session 
with the sensei, during which an initial introduction 
of the three Muay Thai techniques was given. The 
professional Muay Thai trainer supervised the 
subjects during the first sessions of the three groups 
to be available to answer questions about technique 
and technique execution. In addition, the sensei 
evaluated the participants individually via 
evaluation matrix. For this purpose, a video of the 
participants at the beginning and at the end of the 
study was sent to him. The aim of this measurement 
method is to be able to draw a comparison between 
the observation of a professional athlete and trainer 
with the quantitative analysis (angle measurement). 

• No subject was motor impaired and all were able to 
perform the techniques. The focus is on the correct 
execution of the techniques, performance progress, 
and knowledge transfer under different training 
conditions.  

C. Measurements 
The first group trained with a demonstration video 

showing the three techniques Straight Punch, Front Kick 
and Roundhouse Kick, demonstrated by the sensei (shown 
in Figure 2).  

 
Figure 2. Demonstration video of the sensei 
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After importing the trainer data from the motion capture 
recordings into Blender, the second group used this software 
to track the techniques in 3D. The amateurs were thus 
provided with a virtual training environment that simulates a 
real trainer but works even when no real sensei can be 
present. The third group trained at home with the 2D video 
and every four weeks in the lab. After each session, the 
subjects' movements were analyzed in detail. For this 
purpose, the angles of the joints were evaluated for each 
partial technique, and then the angles between the bones 
were measured. After the evaluation, the subject's data was 
compared with the trainer's data to identify incorrect 
executions. The Blender software was ideal for showing the 
students their errors as well as demonstrating the differences 
between the trainer and the individual performance. 
Figure 3 demonstrates the deviation of the angles between 
the trainer and the amateur in Blender. 
 

 
Figure 3. Demonstration of the deviation of the angles between trainer and 

amateur 

It was also possible to show the path of the movement of 
the sensei to compare to the students as shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4. Path of the movement shown in Blender 

 

Overall, two different evaluation methods were used to 
analyze the angles, but both are based on the 
consideration of the deviation of the angles between 
student and trainer. Thus, both evaluation approaches 
follow the same approach. 

 In the first evaluation method, the ideal of the coach is 
determined via rotation angles and compared with the 
athletes. In the second evaluation method, a simplified 

model is used for validation. This is based on the 2D 
angles between individual bones and limbs as shown in 
Figure 3 (thigh, lower leg, shoulder, etc). 

In the following section "Results" we will talk about 
improvements and deteriorations of the individual groups 
and athletes. The improvements are always evaluated 
relative to the ideal in both evaluation methods. The ideal 
always describes the execution of the coach and its angle 
between individual body parts or change of angles during 
a movement. An improvement of 10 %, for example, 
means that the athlete has come 10 % closer to the ideal 
execution of the sensei.  

IV. RESULTS 
 

The first evaluation methodology shows that one subject 
from each group improved in straight punch from the first to 
the last training session. One subject from group 2 has the 
greatest improvement in performance. Most of the students 
have deteriorated after the training, some to a lesser extent 
and some to a slightly greater extent. This can be caused by 
two reasons. First, it is very challenging to communicate 
which joint needs to be adjusted and how to achieve the 
ideal, even though the feedback was supported by visual 
images in Blender. However, once understanding was 
present in the student, another hurdle arose. The technical 
implementation is very complex for martial arts amateurs in 
this short training period. The Straight Punch represents the 
most straightforward technique of all three Muay Thai 
techniques, so the subjects were already extremely confident 
in their intuitive execution. This is another assumption why 
performance on this movement could not be significantly 
increased by any training methodology. One outlier, who 
already had experience from another martial art, could be 
enticed to perform the technique in the way he knew. 

Just under half of the subjects (approximately 46.67%) 
improved their execution of the front kick over the training 
period. In Group 1 and 2, three amateurs each improved, 
whereas in Group 3 only one did and one student showed 
almost no change. The training methods used with group 1 
and 2 showed successful results and a strong tendency to 
improve. Especially group 1, who trained with a video of the 
trainer, showed improvements up to 40% while 
deteriorations were in the range below 10%. Similarly to 
group 2, which in addition to the video could view the 
execution of the trainer in 360°, improvements up to almost 
50% and deteriorations below 15% were measured in this 
group. 

Results that differed greatly from the previous techniques 
were found for the last and most challenging technique. The 
roundhouse kick, which was an unknown technique for all 
amateurs, is the most complicated of all three Muay Thai 
techniques due to its 360° rotation. Nevertheless, almost all 
students from group 3 improved, whereas the first two 
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groups did not improve significantly. In fact, these two 
groups showed the greatest drop in performance on the 
roundhouse kick. This indicates that the novel training 
method that was used regularly by group 3 produced the 
greatest success with complex techniques. The regular 
training at home with video combined with the training in 
the lab resulted in 80% of Group 3 improving. Using 
Blender, which visually placed the students next to the 
trainers and vividly communicated the nature of the 
rotational deficits, increased performance throughout the 
training period despite the challenging implementation. 
Students from Group 3 were intrinsically motivated to excel, 
especially with this difficult technique. 

The results of the second evaluation methodology for the 
Straight Punch show that 13 out of 15 participants improved 
while the other two students deteriorated by approximately 
2% and 5%. The subjects from Group 3 show the largest 
increases in performance.  

The demonstration, which memorably visualized the 
deviation between student and trainer, was used regularly 
with group 3 and resulted in all students from group 3 
achieving a deviation below 10% after training. The subjects 
from group 1 and 2 who improved achieved a low deviation 
of no more than 10%. Group 3, on the other hand, achieved 
improvements above 16%, while two other participants 
increased their performance by approximately 10%. 

 
Figure 5. Statistic for the Straight Punch in three different categories 

 
Figure 5 shows exemplarily for the Straight-Punch three 

different categories, namely the average improvement of 
the 5 participants, the highest improvement in one group 
and the average deviation from the ideal at the end of the 
training sessions. It can be clearly seen that group 3 
achieves the best results. The average improvement is 
more than double that of group 1 and group 2. The 
absolute best improvement is also highest in group 3. 
Lastly, it should be noted that the final result (average 
deviation at the end) for group 3 is also almost half of the 
other two groups. Thus, group 3 is significantly closer to 

the ideal at the end than the other two groups - at least in 
this case shown for the Straight Punch. 

Fewer students improved on front kicks than on straight 
punches. 10 out of 15 athletes were able to improve their 
performance, of which most from Group 1, three 
participants from Group 2 and also three students from 
Group 3 improved. The three subjects from group 3 
showed the smallest deviations of max. 6% after the 
training.  Analogous to the straight punches, the front 
kicks are shown divided into the three categories in Figure 
6. It can be seen that group 1 has improved slightly more 
on average, while in the other two categories group 3 
achieves the best results. 

 
Figure 6. Statistic for the Front Kick in three different categories 

 
When comparing their own execution with the trainer, the 

simple 2D video may have helped more than the 360° view 
of the trainer, which is why more students from the first 
group improved than from the second group. There is less 
improvement in front kicks than straight punches in group 2. 

In the Roundhouse Kick, 10 out of 15 students improved, 
of which 50% overall came from the first two groups. 50% 
of the performance increases come from group 3. It can be 
seen that group 3 was able to improve particularly strongly, 
which can be seen from the relative deviations before and 
after training. These are just under 7% for as many as four 
students. In Group 1, 40% increased their performance, but 
slightly. The technique contains complex movement 
sequences and is characterized by its expressive dynamics. 
The video that Group 1 received for training could not be 
played in slow motion. The trainer's technique could not be 
inspected as explicitly as by group 2, which received 
additional support in the form of the 360° view of the 
trainer. This may have resulted in more participants from 
Group 2 improving than from group 1, although both groups 
showed small improvements on average. For group 1 it was 
a maximum of 3.9% and for group 2 even only a maximum 
of 3.27%.  
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The results of the Roundhouse-Kick are shown in Figure 
7. Group 3 got the best results in every single category. 
Especially in the average improvement, where Group 1 and 
Group 2 have almost no deviation while Group 3 reached 
more than 10 %. 

 

 
Figure 7. Statistic for the Roundhouse-Kick in three different categories 

 
As with the first evaluation methodology, the second 

evaluation methodology also confirms that the training 
method using motion capture and Blender helps to increase 
the performance of amateurs, especially in complex motion 
sequences. The results showed that the trainer's assessment 
was mostly consistent with the assessment that emerged 
from the two measurement methods.  

 

V. CONCLUSION, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
The aim of the study was to find out how the intervention 

of an alternative training approach using motion capture 
affects the performance improvement of young beginners in 
martial arts in order to draw conclusions about the most 
predestined methodology with the highest learning effect. 

This objective was achieved by analyzing three different 
training methods and evaluating them in two different ways. 
These implied the first training method, in which the 
participants of group 1 trained with a video demonstration of 
the trainer. The second training method of group 2 used in 
addition to the video the software Blender, which 
demonstrated the technique execution of the trainer in a 
360° view. The third and final training method used by 
group 3 used the motion capture system and Blender 
software. Various measurement tools were used to provide 
feedback to the students in different ways. Both evaluation 
methods in combination were relevant to ensure appropriate 
analysis. The evaluation was first done qualitatively by the 
instructor, who assessed each technique using relevant 
criteria. This assessment was compared with the quantitative 

results. For the simplest technique, the Straight Punch, only 
20% were able to improve, which was due to the 
complicated implementation and challenging teaching of the 
joint adjustments. The results of the evaluations of the Front 
Kick, on the other hand, showed that it was the training 
methods of the first two groups that produced positive 
changes in performance and that they were particularly well 
suited for this Muay Thai technique. The more demanding a 
technique was, the more likely the newly introduced training 
methodology applied to the third group produced the 
greatest success. The qualitative assessment by the trainer 
and the quantitative analyses show three crucial changes in 
performance: 

(1) All three groups significantly worsened in straight 
punches during the first evaluation methodology but 
significantly improved in straight punches during the second 
evaluation methodology. 

(2) In front kicks, the training methods applied to group 1 
and 2 showed successful results and a strong tendency to 
improve, shown by evaluation methodology 1.  

(3) Both evaluation methods confirmed that group 3 
achieved the strongest improvements in the roundhouse 
kick. 

 
This leads to the conclusion that a training approach 

supported by motion capture and blender leads to a 
successful increase in performance, especially in dynamic 
and complex movement sequences. 

The Motion Capture method achieved the highest learning 
effect with the most demanding martial arts techniques and 
is considered the most predestined methodology for these. 

In order to promote sustainable performance increases, 
individualized training supported by technology is a 
prerequisite. This allows reliable, accurate data to be 
determined and communicated to athletes in a 
comprehensible manner. In addition, this type of kinematic 
motion analysis promotes fairness and objectivity of 
evaluation in a competition. This is not intended to replace 
professional evaluation by a coach, but to complement it. 

In the future, this training setup can be extended with 
virtual reality to ensure location-independent training. 
Furthermore, this allows the implementation of diverse 
training environments and scenarios that can provide 
different frameworks at low cost and low effort, depending 
on the use case. This also exceeds the limitations of a 
traditional training room today. Furthermore, the use of AI 
can enable even more precise (early) detection of details in 
(faulty) execution, thus promoting and expanding injury 
prevention and performance enhancement. These methods 
can be transferred or directly applied to other sports in future 
research. 
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Abstract—With the recent increased development of deep
neural networks and dataset capabilities, the Human Action
Recognition (HAR) domain is growing rapidly in terms of both
the available datasets and deep models. Despite this, there are
some lacks of datasets specifically covering the Robotics field
and Human-Robot interaction. We prepare and introduce a new
multi-view dataset to address this. The Robot House Multi-View
(RHM) dataset contains four views: Front, Back, Ceiling (Omni),
and robot-views. There are 14 classes with 6701 video clips for
each view, making a total of 26804 video clips for the four
views. The lengths of the video clips are between 1 to 5 seconds.
The videos with the same number and the same classes are
synchronized in different views. In the second part of this paper,
we consider how single streams afford activity recognition using
established state-of-the-art models. We then assess the affordance
for each view based on information theoretic modelling and
mutual information concept. Furthermore, we benchmark the
performance of different views, thus establishing the strengths
and weaknesses of each view relevant to their information content
and performance of the benchmark. Our results lead us to
conclude that multi-view and multi-stream activity recognition
has the added potential to improve activity recognition results.
The RHM dataset is available at Robot House.

Keywords—Human Action Recognition; Human-Robot Inter-
action.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the growing prevalence of robots and autonomous
systems in our daily lives, the domain of Human-Robot
Interaction (HRI) is rapidly developing. An essential aspect
of HRI recognizes human behaviour and actions [1]. This has
resulted in the emergence of the Human Action Recognition
(HAR) domain, as well as the creation of numerous HAR
datasets relevant to different environments. However, finding
a suitable HAR dataset, which contains a robot-viewpoint has
historically been challenging [1].

Human activity recognition using top-view cameras or using
a dynamic robot-view has been less accurate compared to
the front or back-view observation of the activity. We inquire
whether combining viewpoints can improve the top-view and
robot-view detection accuracy. To explore this, we have cre-
ated a new multi-view HAR dataset, known as Robot House
Multi-view (RHM) dataset, that contains a robot-viewpoint, a
top-view fish-eye camera labelled here as the omni-view, as
well as two wall-mounted camera views positioned to observe
front and back. These views capture the same task consisting

of 14 different activities of daily living performed in front of
the cameras.

To compare and contrast results between different view-
points and their combination, we developed a comparison
framework that allowed us to record changes in neural network
models used and their resulting recognition accuracy and other
performance parameters. Our methodology involved perform-
ing comparative analysis using different machine learning
models, as well as Information Theoretic Analysis to identify
and further characterise the relationship between multiple
camera viewpoints.

Section II presents a comprehensive overview of the existing
HAR datasets. In Section III, we introduce the RHM dataset
and analyse it based on Mutual Information [2] in Section
IV-A, and benchmark models in Section IV-B, and conclude
in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section reviews the most known RGB/D HAR datasets
with a comprehensive comparison between them.

Investigating existing HAR datasets reveals that these
datasets are categorised according to multiple features, in-
cluding the activity’s theme, camera properties, environment,
subject, situation, or the activity’s scenario. For example, an
activity theme could be a daily, sport, industrial or surveillance
activity performed by an individual or a group in an indoor
or outdoor environment, controlled or uncontrolled, or in the
wild. Additionally, the camera types could be RGB or RGB-
D with static or dynamic positions and single or synchronized
multiple views.

KTH [3] is the first RGB HAR dataset presented in 2004
with six activity classes and 599 videos.Weizmann [4], in 2005,
has 10 classes containing 90 videos. These two datasets were
prepared in an outdoor controlled environment with a static
background. Daniel Weinland et al. in [5] published the first
Multi-View RGB HAR dataset with five views. INRIA XMAS
contains 390 videos with 13 activities in a controlled indoor
environment. MuHAVi dataset [6] is published by Sanchit
Singh et al. with 238 videos in 17 classes and 8 Third Person
fixed Views (TPV) in an indoor controlled environment. H.
Kuehne et al. in 2011 published a dataset with 51 classes and
6849 videos [7] termed as MHDB51, which is a collection
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of static images collected mainly from movies, YouTube and
Google Videos.

UCF HAR datasets are a group of datasets with different
varieties of the number of classes, action types, modalities, and
even views. For example, UCF11 [8] with 11 classes and 1,160
videos, and UCF50 [9] with 50 classes and 6,676 videos are
the early versions of UCF101 [10] with 101 classes and 13,000
videos, which is one of the most famous datasets for HAR.
All of them are RGB videos prepared from YouTube clips in a
diverse environment and uncontrolled situation with static and
dynamic scenes. UCF Sport is created from sports actions in
10 classes with 150 videos [11]. UCF-ARG is a Multi-View
dataset with ten actions and 480 videos in each view [12].
The views are Aerial camera, Rooftop camera, and Ground
camera. These views are fixed, and the actions are recorded
in an outdoor controlled environment. ACT4 is a Multi-View
dataset with four views, 14 actions, and 6,844 videos [13].
ACT4 is recorded in a controlled indoor environment. ASLAN
is another HAR dataset with 432 classes and 10,000 videos
[14]. It is trimmed from YouTube videos in an uncontrolled
and diverse environment.

More recently, larger volumes of data have been needed
due to the use of neural networks and deep learning models.
This has resulted in the production of some comparatively
large HAR datasets, such as Sport-1M, the first large dataset
with more than 1,000,000 videos and 487 action classes.
It is Annotated on YouTube clips only with a focus on
sports [15]. Also, YouTube-8M is another large dataset with
more than 8,000,000 annotated clips in 4,800 classes with
diverse environment videos [16]. NTU HAR datasets are two
Multi-View RGB+D datasets, which have been created in a
controlled indoor environment with daily activities. The first
version is NTU RGB+D with 1,000,000 annotated samples in
60 classes [17]. The second version is NTU RGB+D 120 with
8,000,000 annotated videos in 120 classes [18].

Kinetics HAR dataset is another well-known and more
usable dataset for action recognition. Kinetics 400 was pre-
sented by Will Kay et al. in 2017 with 400 action classes, and
300,000 annotated videos from YouTube clips [19]. Kinetics
600 was published in 2018 with 600 classes, and 496,000
annotated videos [20]. Kinetics 700 was presented by Joao
Carreira et al. in 2019 with 650,000 videos in 700 action
classes [21]. Ava Kinetics is a localized human action, which
was created from kinetics 700 with ava kinetics annotation
protocol [22]. It consists of 230,000 annotated clips with 80
classes. Kinetic 700 2020 is a 2020 edition of kinetics 700
with at least 700 videos in each class [23].

Some of the HAR datasets present another view of human
actions, which are primarily helpful for human-object inter-
action. This view is from the human view, which is called
Ego or First Person (FP) View. 20BN-Something-Something
is presented with FP view of actions [24]. Raghav Goyal
et al. have prepared 100,000 videos in 174 action classes.
20BN-Something-Something-V2 is published with the same
view (FP) and same classes (174) but with 220,000 videos
in [25]. Charades-Ego is another dataset, which presented an

FP or Ego view [26]. It provides a Multi-View HAR dataset
with FP and third-person (TP) views. It contains 8,000 videos
and 68,500 annotated frames in 157 classes.

LEMMA is another Multi-View dataset, which contains one
FP and two TP views [27]. Baoxiong Jia et al. prepared
LEMMA with 1,093 videos clip and 900,000 annotated frames
in 641 classes. HOMAGE is the next Multi-View HAR dataset
consisting of FP view [28]. HOMAGE presented one FP and
at least one TP view for each action. Nishant Rai et al.
prepared HOMAGE with 12 different sensors such as RGB,
IR, microphone, acceleration, magnet, and so on. The RGB
modality contains 5,700 annotated videos in 75 classes. EPIC-
KITCHENS-100 is the next Ego view HAR dataset presented
in kitchen actions [29]. EPIC-KITCHENS-100 is the second
version of EPIC-KITCHENS with 149 classes [30]. Dima
Damen et al., in EPIC-KITCHENS-100, presented an EGo
view (FP) dataset with 4053 classes in 700 videos and about
90,000 instances.

A few of the HAR datasets use a robot to provide the
dynamic view for Human Action Recognition. The first dataset
with a moving robot is LIRIS [31]. LIRIS is a Multi-View HAR
dataset with one robot-view and one depth TP view. It contains
ten classes in 828 videos. Another dataset, which uses robots is
InHARD [32]. Although InHARD used a robot for the dataset,
all three (Top, Left, and Right) views are static. Since This
dataset has a robot in interaction with a human, this dataset is
suitable for Human-Robot interaction works.

In Table I, we list 42 HAR datasets with comprehensive de-
tails of each. Assessing the existing HAR datasets as described
above identifies the following omissions:

• Dynamic Perspective (Robot View): There is only LIRIS
[31] with robot-view and motion. In the human-robot
interaction domain, recognising human actions through
the robot-view is crucial, and the most apparent feature
of a robot-view is the motion frames. We note that though
some of the existing datasets that can be seen in the
motion part of the Table I as dynamic include motions in
some videos, they are not in a separate part as a motion
camera dataset.

• Top View (Fish eye view): For caring scenarios, using
fish eye or ceiling views is common. However, we could
not find a HAR dataset with ceiling views.

• Redundancy: To find the redundancy, we have to check
the multi-view datasets. Most of them have a different
static camera at different degrees from the sides, and
some with ego view. There are only LIRIS [31], and
InHARD [32] with robot-view and motion.

Based on these conclusions, we prepared the RHM HAR
dataset to cover the HAR dataset’s shortcomings.

III. ROBOT HOUSE MULTI-VIEW HAR DATASET

The Robot House Multi-View (RHM) is a new Multi-View
RGB benchmark for Human activity recognition that includes
four viewpoints. It focuses on human-robot interaction in
the home caring domain. This dataset fully addresses the
omissions identified at the end of the section II.
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The details of the Table I are, An: Number of Annotation,
Act: Number of classes, FV: Number of Fixed Views, En:
Environment Type (I: Indoor, O: Outdoor, Di: Diverse), Si:
Situation (C: Controlled, UC: UnControlled), Mot: Camera
motion capability (Dy: Dynamic, St: Static, Di: Diverse),
PoV: Point of View (FP: First Person, TP: Third Person), B:
Background (Dy: Dynamic, St: Static), Mu: Multi-View, At:
Atomic, L: Localization, So: Source (C: Created, W: Web, M:
Movie, YT: YouTube, U: Usage, T: data preparation type (Tr:
Trimm, A: Annotation), Acc: Accessibility)

A frame of each class and viewpoint is shown in Figure 4.

A. Camera Types and Viewpoints

RMH uses Fetch Robot for the robot-view camera. The
second unique view is a top view using a fish-eye camera,
termed OmniView. There are additionally two wall-mounted
cameras providing a static and side view for all actions to
provide a better comparison between the views. The back-
view and front-view cameras are paced in front of each other.
Table II contains more details of the cameras and viewpoints
in RMH.

B. Subject

As a result of COVID-19, populating this dataset with
different participants was not possible, and only one person,
therefore, performed the actions.

C. Content

RHM activity classes are selected from Bedaf et al. work
in [54], which features essential daily activities for persons
living independently. The work highlights that companion
robots and ambient-assistive systems could provide a value
proposition should they be able to detect these activities.
The list of activities is: Walking, Sitting Down, Standing Up,
Lifting Objects, Carrying Objects, Drinking, Stairs Climbing
Up, Stairs Climbing Down, Stretching, Putting Objects Down,
Reaching, Opening Can, Closing Can, and Cleaning.

D. Training-Validation-Testing

The RHM dataset has 14 classes in each view, and the
number of videos in each class and each view is between 407
to 700. The total number of videos in each view is 6,701 and
for all 4 views is 26,804. The data is split into training (65%),
testing (20%), and validation(15%) for each view. Table III
shows the number of videos for the training, testing, and
validation in each view, and for all views. Clip length varies
between 1 to 5 seconds.

TABLE II: RHM VIEWOINTS DETAILS (FR: Frame Rate )

View Name Motion Position Resolution FR
FrontView Static Wall 640 * 480 30
BackView Static Wall 640 * 480 30
RobotView Dynamic Robot 640 * 480 30
OmniView Static Ceiling 512 * 486 30

TABLE III: NUMBER OF VIDEOS IN EACH VIEW/SPLIT

Train Validation Test
Each View 4278 1076 1347
All Views 17112 4304 5388

300 400 500 600 700 800

Standing Up
Drinking

Carrying Objects
Stairs Climbing Down

Opening Can
Closing Can

Walking
Stairs Climbing Up

Stretching
Sitting Down

Cleaning
Putting Objects Down

Reaching
Lifting Objects

407
408
412
413
421
421
426
430
433
437
448

649
696
700

Figure. 1: Number of videos in each class

E. Naming Protocol

RHM contains four folders; each folder’s name corresponds
with the view name. Each splits into training, testing, and
validation folders. The split folder comprises 14 folders, which
are class names. The clips are inside the class folders with the
ordered numbering. The naming protocol is like below:

ClassName ViewName clipNumber.avi

For example, Drinking RobotView 103.avi refers to clip 103
of the action class ’drinking’ from the robot-viewpoint.

F. Time Synchronising

All the clips with the same class name and number with
various view names are synchronised. For instance, Clip 320,
in reaching action, is time-synchronised with the remaining
views.

G. RHM Skeleton dataset and Analysis

Also, we propose the human skeleton extraction in another
paper in [58]. On the other hand, we propose a lightweight
activity recognition pipeline that utilizes skeleton data from
multiple perspectives to combine the advantages of both ap-
proaches and thereby enhance an assistive robot’s perception
of human activity in [59].

IV. RHM DATASET ANALYSIS

As we embark on exploring fusion for multiple views, it is
crucial to consider mutual information, as well as single-view
performance based on benchmark models comparing different
views, before two-stream fusion.
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TABLE IV: BENCHMARK MODEL ON RHM DATASET

Robot View Front View Back View Omni View Kinetic 400
Model Top1 Top5 Top1 Top5 Top1 Top5 Top1 Top5 Top1 Top5

C3D [55] 55.53 93.83 70.3 97.85 69.48 97.84 67.48 97.69 71.4 NA
R3D [56] 61.98 94.28 69.04 97.55 69.33 97.4 69.71 97.25 74.4 91

R2+1D(RGB) [56] 55.6 91.9 65.79 95.91 66.96 96.58 64.73 95.99 72 90
Slow-Fast(8*8-R50) [57] 55.15 91.61 62.28 97.25 63.62 96.43 60.65 96.51 77 92.6
Slow-Fast(8*8-R101) [57] 58.57 92.79 59.39 96.51 60.43 95.61 61.76 96.36 77.9 93.2
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Figure. 2: Mutual Information analysis for one video across different activity classes and views

A. Mutual Information

We calculate Mutual information (MI) [2] analysis for a
video in each class and view to determine the difference
between the viewpoints.
I(X;Y ) is a Mutual Information of two variables X and Y

with joint probability distribution P (X,Y ) [2]:

I(X;Y ) =
∑
x,y

P (x, y) log
P (x, y)

P (x)P (y)
(1)

We adopt MI [2] for a video with m frames as below:

MI(fi, fm) =

m∑
i=1

P (fi, fi+1) log
P (fi, fi+1)

P (fi)P (fi+1)
(2)

Which MI(fi, fm) is the sum of all MI of two adjacent
frames in a video and fi is the first frame, and fm is the last
frame.

Since the MI(fi, fm) adds all MI for every two adjacent
frames together, so we divided the calculated MI by m− 1 to
reach the average result:

Avemi =
1

m− 1
MI(fi, fm) (3)

Which Avemi is the average of all MI of two adjacent
frames in a video, m is the number of frames, and fi is the
first frame, and fm is the last frame.

The video is selected randomly in each class. We extract
the video frames, calculate the mutual information between

two simultaneous frames, and continue this method until the
last two frames. We then perform the same method for the
same video in another view. For instance, the video is 100
for all four views for walking. The results of performing our
method to realise the difference between the same video in
all views are in Figure 2. High mutual information means
high redundancy, and low mutual information means low
redundancy between frames in a video.

As it is clear, robot-viewpoint has the lowest mutual infor-
mation in all actions except reaching, especially in the actions
that involve a significant movement component, e.g. walking.
This result could be estimated since the camera has motion and
the frames have different information. The fish-eye (Omni)
view has the second lowest MI. Front and back-views have
more mutual information since they are fixed on the wall and
have a fixed viewpoint.

B. Deep models Analysis
Another method for comparing the viewpoints is performing

some benchmark models. We have performed C3D [55],
R2+1D [56], R3D [56], and Slow-Fast [57] models.

Table IV shows the results of performing the benchmark
models on the RHM dataset. We have additionally added
kinetic 400 results to have better information to compare. Red
data are the best of Top1 and the blue ones are related to
the best of Top5. The underlined values indicate the highest
accuracy for the Top 1 and Top 5 metrics.

One notable outcome of the results relates to the robot’s
viewpoint. The Top1 and Top5 accuracy is the lowest for all
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(a) Front View (b) Back View

(c) Omni View (d) Robot View

Figure. 3: RHM Confusion Matrix for all views with C3D Model

models for robot-view. Having motion in the robot-view is
the main reason for these results. Another interesting result
relates to the Omni (ceiling) view, which achieves two of the
best Top 1 accuracy results. This is because of having a good
and comprehensive viewpoint from the top for all activities.
We also note that the front-view attains all the Top 5 best
accuracy results except the R2+1D model. In terms of the
top1 and top5, the wall fixed views (Front and back-views) are
the best, which is understandable because they do not have a
motion, and also they have an excellent viewpoint to cover all
the action areas. In general, the front-view in the C3D model
provides the highest overall accuracy results.

Figure 3 shows the confusion matrices from the C3D model
for each view, separately. In all of the confusion matrices,
almost the same classes have confusion with each other. It
means that the confusion is not related to the viewpoint. There
is confusion in Sitting down & Lifting objects, Reaching &
Stairs up, Drinking & Standing Up and Stairs Down, and

Opening Cans & Putting down objects classes in all views.

V. CONCLUSION

We introduced the Robot House Multi-View HAR (RHM)
Dataset, with Front (static), Back (static), Ceiling (fish-eye),
and Robot (dynamic) views. RHM contains 6,701 videos in 14
classes for each view separately. The total number of clips for
all views is 26,804 videos. The videos with the same number
and the same classes are time-synchronised in different views.
We analysed the RHM with mutual information and various
benchmark models. The robot-view has the lowest level of
mutual information compared to other views. Also, the C3D
model and front-view had the best results in the benchmark
analysis. Our future work will focus on the dynamic choice
of complementary channels based on the affordance of views
supporting an activity guided by mutual information. We
aim to explore channel combination and multi-stream activity
recognition, aiming to improve activity recognition for more
complex cases.
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Figure. 4: Example activities of the dataset from all perspec-
tives.
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Abstract—Electroencephalogram(EEG) microstates are brief
periods of time during which the brain’s electrical activity
remains stable. The analysis of EEG microstates can help to
identify the background neuronal activity at the millisecond
level. The utilization of haptic and robotic technologies can help
in evaluating human motor skills. A haptic device Geomagic
Touch is used in this study to recreate Nine Hole Peg Test
(NHPT) in an embedded reality setup. A preliminary study is
conducted to explore changes in neural assemblies related to
resting state and fine motor state EEG when fatigue sets in. Five
healthy participants are recruited to perform a haptic NHPT
under different physical conditions. Three distinct microstates
are observed during the resting state and a separate set of 3 states
are observed during the NHPT. Changes are assessed by utilising
microstate parameters such as occurrence, coverage, duration,
and global explained variance. It is found that the coverage of
microstate C for resting states decreases for all the participants
after the dumbbell exercise. During the fine-motor task, the
coverage of microstate MS3 decreases for all participants except
one. These results support the involvement of different neural
assemblies, but also highlight the potential that physical fatigue
can be observed and identified by assessing changes in microstate
features, in this case, a parameter such as coverage.

Index Terms—EEG; microstates; NHPT; Geomagic Touch.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human movements are controlled by the Central Nervous
System. Stroke is a condition where the blood supply to
the brain is disrupted, resulting in oxygen starvation, brain
damage and loss of function. One in six people worldwide
will have a stroke in their lifetime [1]. Over three-quarters
of stroke survivors report arm weakness, which makes their
daily living activities difficult [2]. Understanding the neural
mechanisms related to hand movements will help in effective
therapy designs for stroke patients. Therapy often benefits
from assessment to inform progress. The Nine Hole Peg
Test (NHPT) is one of the easiest and widely used tests for
measuring dexterity. A reliable outcome measure of NHPT
is the time taken to complete placing nine pegs into nine
holes [3]. Haptic devices have the potential to provide fur-
ther performance metrics to inform on the quality of the
fine motor task. We have designed haptic instruments for
simulating the NHPT as detailed in earlier work [4] [5].
These studies indicated that the addition of haptic and virtual
reality may introduce new cognitive demands while providing

more extensive performance metrics. To explore this further,
we decided to utilise the brain’s microstate recording before,
during, and after NHPT. Separately, we have also explored the
electromyographical impact of fatigue on gross motor muscles
[6] that highlighted needs to further explore neural correlates
at the brain level, to understand the complete chain of events
leading to mental and physical fatigue.

Human-computer interaction can induce fatigue. The state
of mental and physical fatigue can be attributed to the reduced
activity of the central nervous system, which is character-
ized by prolonged cognitive processing time and decreased
attention levels [7]. When people start to feel fatigued in
human-computer interaction, they tend to use the peripherals
in significantly different ways. Studies suggest methods to
classify levels of fatigue by taking interaction patterns as input
[8].

The concept of EEG microstates was developed by Dietrich
Lehmann and his team in the late 1970s to quantify the
spatio-temporal dynamics of the brain [9]. They suggested
that the multichannel EEG recorded over the brain follows
a stable map configuration for a short period of time. EEG
microstates were called atoms of thought since they were
thought to reflect individual high-level aspects of cognition
and information processing [10]. Changes in the scalp electric
field configuration imply changes in the distribution of under-
lying neural generators. This means that different microstate
topographies at any time reflect the neural network activity
predominating at that time [11]. The effect of fatigue on
microstate intensity has been investigated and it was found that
the amplitude of microstates increases when going from alert
to the fatigued state [12]. Not many studies have investigated
changes in EEG microstates during physical fatigue, however,
changes in microstate parameters during mental fatigue are
described in [13]. Most of the studies of EEG microstates
deal with resting state microstates. Here, an attempt is made
to perform the analysis of microstates for EEG data acquired
from a person while performing the NHPT, before and after
a fatiguing condition that is induced using a wrist dumbbell
exercise.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section
II explains the materials and methods used in the study. In
Section III, the results of the study are explained and further
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discussion on the results is done in Section IV. Finally, Section
V concludes the study.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section details the experimental setup and protocol
used in the study. Additionally, methodologies for finding EEG
microstates are also briefed here.

A. Experiment Set up

The experiment setup includes an EEG signal acquisi-
tion device (g.USBamp), g.GAMMAcap, the haptic device
Geomagic Touch, which recreated the NHPT in a virtual
environment and a physical rig for NHPT.

EEG signals from each participant are collected with the
help of biosignal amplifier g.USBamp at a sampling rate of
1200Hz. EEG signals are recorded from electrodes FP1, FP2,
F3, Fz, F4, FC3, FCz, FC4, C5, C3, C1, Cz, C2, C4, C6, and
CP3 by means of g.GAMMAcap. Virtual and physical NHPT
rig are localised in a way to provide an embedded reality task
setup. A C++ code running on a Windows 10 (64-bit) machine
using Visual Studio 2017 is used to configure the virtual reality
environment and the Geomagic Touch. NHPT is performed
using the stylus of the Touch device. The physical rig is kept
in front of the participant and mapped onto a virtual rig on
the LCD screen. There are nine pegs and a peg board on the
screen. A peg is attached to the end of the stylus with the help
of a rubber end cap. In each trial of NHPT, the participant has
to pick the pegs on the screen one by one and insert them into
one of the holes. The haptic feedback helps the participants
to feel the virtual pegs. The time at which each peg is picked
and released is recorded as peg status. At the beginning of
the experiment, participants are allowed a practice run to get
familiarised with the haptic device. Fig.1 shows a participant
performing the experiment.

B. Experiment Protocol

Five healthy right-handed participants with no previous
injuries to the upper limb or brain are recruited for the study.
Table I has details about participants’ physical characteristics.
The total duration of the experiment, including setup time, for
one participant, was 45-60 minutes. The ethics approval was
obtained from the University of Hertfordshire under approval
reference: ECS/PGR/UH/04035.

TABLE I
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPANTS.

Subject Gender Age BMI
1 Male 25 22
2 Female 36 21
3 Male 36 28
4 Male 34 36
5 Male 28 25

Two 4-minute-long EEG recordings are taken with eyes
closed and eyes open at the beginning and end of the ex-
periment. The participants are instructed to stay focused and
try to minimise eye blinks, swallowing or any other motions

Figure. 1. A participant performing the NHPT experiment.

that alter EEG recordings. Subsequently, they are asked to do
two trials of NHPT followed by a fatiguing exercise for the
forearm. Once the participants report fatigue, they are asked
to do the next two trials of NHPT. There was no break given
between the end of the dumbbell exercise and the start of trial
3, however, 20 - 30 seconds elapsed between them during
the experiment. The experiment flow is given in Fig.2. The
experiment is designed in a way that each participant can be
their own control. Data is gathered during pre and post-fatigue
to allow comparing neural correlates of these phases.

The fatigue exercise involves flexion and extension of the
wrist using a dumbbell. Participants are asked to select one
dumbbell from the set of weights provided and they are asked
to perform 3 sets of 12, 10, and 8 repetitions with a 30 seconds
rest in between the sets. All participants reported fatigue after
the 3 sets.

A questionnaire is provided as part of the experiment in
order to assess their fatigue status. Participants are asked to
fill out parts of the questionnaire at the beginning of the
experiment and requested to update their fatigue status before
NHPT Trial1, after NHPT Trial2, before NHPT Trial3 and
after NHPT Trial4.

C. Methodology

MATLAB R2019A is used to develop the EEG process-
ing algorithms. The recorded EEG signals are segmented to
extract data corresponding to each phase of the experiment
and each NHPT trial. To remove high-frequency noise and
low-frequency drift all signals are filtered in the frequency
band 0.5-60 Hz using an FIR filter. Independent Component
Analysis (ICA) is used for removing EEG artefacts [14].

Microstates are found for the resting state data at the begin-
ning and the end. Also, microstates are found for pre-fatigue
and post-fatigue NHPT trials. The EEG microstate analysis is
performed with the help of the microstate EEGLAB toolbox
in MATLAB 2019a [15]. The main part of the microstate
analysis involved segmenting the EEG recordings into quasi-
stable states using a clustering method. Modified K means
clustering is used in this project to find the microstates. A
two-step clustering is used to find microstate maps. The first
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Figure. 2. Experiment Flow and different phases.

clustering is performed on individual participants and in the
next level, the clustering is done across the subjects [16].

Eye close data at the beginning and end are used for finding
resting state microstates. Each of the recordings is segmented
into 20 sets of 2s data segments. The data is divided into
2s epochs. For the analysis of microstates, topographies at
maximal potential field strength are considered. The strength
of the scalp potential can be quantified using global field power
(GFP), calculated as

GFP (t) =

√∑k
i

(
Vi(t)− Vmean(t)

)2
k

(1)

where Vi(t) is the voltage at electrode i at time t, Vmean(t)
is the mean voltage across all electrodes at time t and k is the
number of electrodes [17].

The optimal signal to noise ratio and stable topography are
obtained at the local maximum of GFP [18]. In the first step,
the GFP of all aggregated data sets is generated. EEG maps
that correspond to GFP peaks are submitted to modified K-
means clustering for generating microstate prototypes. During
the clustering, the polarity of the maps is ignored. Microstate
prototypes are sorted by decreasing global explained variance.

Most of the literature predefined the number of microstates
as four which previously has been reported as able to explain
more than 70% of the total topographic variance [17]. In
contrast, in this project, the number of microstates are se-
lected based on the evaluation of prototype topographies and
measures of fitness. The microstate clusters obtained at the
individual level are then again clustered to obtain the global
microstate maps [19]. Three microstates are observed for both
the resting state and NHPT trials EEG. To find the microstate
parameters, these global microstate maps are backfitted to the
original EEG data [16]. After backfitting, microstate labels are
smoothed temporally to remove small segments of unstable
topography. For each microstate class, different microstate
parameters are calculated.

The microstate parameters found here are the duration,
occurrence, coverage, and global explained variance. The
duration of a microstate is the average time for which a given
microstate remains stable whenever it appears. The coverage of
a microstate is the fraction of the total recording time when the
given microstate is dominant. The occurrence is the average
number of times per second a microstate is dominant [20].

III. RESULTS

Initially, microstates are found for resting state data at the
beginning and end of the experiment. Furthermore, microstates
are found for the first peg transfer in trial 1 and trial 3. Both
of these sets of microstates are shown in Fig.3.

Figure. 3. Microstates during resting state and an NHPT trial. These
microstate maps are found by clustering EEG topographies at the local GFP
maxima of all the participants. Red colour shows positive and blue colour
shows negative potential areas.

A. Microstate analysis for resting state data

The participants are asked to keep their eyes closed for two
minutes at the beginning and end of the experiment. Microstate
analysis is performed on this EEG data to find any changes in
microstate parameters while a person undergoes a fatiguing
exercise. Three microstates A, B and C are found for the
resting state data. The microstate parameters derived from the
resting state data are shown in Table II. It can be seen that the
occurrence of microstate A increases for all subjects except
subject 4. For microstates B and C, the occurrence increases
for three subjects and decreases for two subjects. At the same
time, the duration of microstate A increases for all subjects
except subject 4. The duration of microstate B increases for
three subjects and decreases for one subject. The duration of
microstate C decreases for all subjects.

The Coverage of microstate A increases for all subjects
except subject 4. The coverage of microstate B increases for
three subjects and decreases for two subjects. The coverage
of microstate C decreases for all the subjects. Changes in
coverage for resting state microstates are shown in Fig.4. The
global explained variance of microstate A increases for all
subjects except subject 4. GEV of microstate B increases
for three subjects and decreases for two subjects. GEV of
microstate C decreases for four subjects and remains the same
for one subject.

B. Microstate analysis for NHPT trial data

The microstates are found when a person performs the
first peg transfer in trial 1 and trial 3. Other trials were
excluded because this study is comparing neurological changes
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TABLE II
RESTING STATE MICROSTATE PARAMETERS.

Subject Microstates Occurrence Duration(ms) Coverage(%) GEV
Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change

1
A 4.32 4.57 ↑ 78.34 150.32 ↑ 34 64 ↑ 0.17 0.36 ↑
B 4.12 3.10 ↓ 77.74 57.16 ↓ 32 18 ↓ 0.15 0.07 ↓
C 4.35 2.85 ↓ 80.18 61.47 ↓ 35 18 ↓ 0.19 0.08 ↓

2
A 2.00 2.42 ↑ 49.68 54.79 ↑ 10 13 ↑ 0.03 0.03
B 4.72 4.45 ↓ 101.05 140.23 ↑ 47 60 ↑ 0.18 0.21 ↑
C 4.77 3.55 ↓ 92.85 76.75 ↓ 43 27 ↓ 0.17 0.07 ↓

3
A 0.57 1.30 ↑ 40.00 44.26 ↑ 3 6 ↑ 0.00 0.01 ↑
B 4.20 4.60 ↑ 123.88 106.72 ↓ 48 46 ↓ 0.17 0.13 ↓
C 4.25 4.47 ↑ 119.89 119.71 ↓ 49 48 ↓ 0.18 0.15 ↓

4
A 1.15 0.62 ↓ 72.49 30.90 ↓ 11 3 ↓ 0.02 0.01 ↓
B 2.37 3.57 ↑ 116.21 116.41 ↑ 27 41 ↑ 0.07 0.14 ↑
C 2.45 3.67 ↑ 402.22 165.44 ↓ 62 55 ↓ 0.25 0.25

5
A 0.95 2.30 ↑ 47.18 64.40 ↑ 6 15 ↑ 0.01 0.03 ↑
B 2.75 3.75 ↑ 60.34 74.45 ↑ 17 28 ↑ 0.03 0.08 ↑
C 3.62 4.30 ↑ 233.95 145.44 ↓ 77 56 ↓ 0.32 0.26 ↓

↑ and ↓ indicates increase and decrease of microstate parameters respectively

happening to a person while performing NHPT when fatigue
sets in. Trial 1 is the first trial when the participant is not
fatigued yet. Trial 3 is the trial just after the fatiguing exercise
and can therefore be called the post-fatigue trial. Three mi-
crostates are observed in the task EEG and named MS1, MS2
and MS3 in order to distinguish them from the resting state
microstates. Just like for the resting state microstates here also
the microstate parameters, occurrence, coverage, duration and
GEV are calculated and tabulated. Table III shows the pre-
fatigue and post-fatigue values of the microstate parameters.

For MS1, the occurrence increases with fatigue for two par-
ticipants and decreases with fatigue for three participants. The
duration of MS1 increases with fatigue for three subjects and
decreases for the other two. The coverage of MS1 increases
for all subjects except one. The global explained variance of
MS1 increases with fatigue for all subjects.

For MS2 all the parameters increase with fatigue for three
subjects and decrease with fatigue for two subjects. No MS3 is
present for subject 2. In the other four subjects, duration, cov-
erage and GEV decrease with fatigue for MS3. The changes
in coverage for trial microstates are shown in Fig.5. The
Occurrence of MS3 increases for one subject and decreases
for three subjects.

C. Assessment of performance time during NHPT task for
different trials

Table IV shows the time taken for each trial which is
recorded with the help of Geomagic Touch API. A paired
sample t-test is done between trial 1 and trial 3 and it is found
that the time taken for post fatigue trial is not statistically
different from the time taken for pre-fatigue trial(p-value .608).
However, given the small number of samples, looking at the
individual values for trial 1 versus trial 3, two participants
(Subject 1 and Subject 2) show an increase in completion time
while the remaining participants show an improvement in the
peg-placement and task completion.

Figure. 4. Changes in coverage with fatigue for resting state microstates A,
B and C.

D. Questionnaire assessment of fatigue during experiment
progression

The forearm fatigue status of each participant is recorded
during the experiment. Participants are asked to update their
fatigue status on a scale of 1 indicating not fatigued, to 10
indicating extremely fatigued, before trial 1, after trial 2,
before trial 3 and after trial 4. The fatigue score of each
participant is shown in Table V. This table indicates that all
participants report fatigue after the Dumbbell exercise, but the
reduction of scores from before trial 3, to after trial 4, for
participants 1, 3 and 5 could indicate an adjustment to the
task complexity.

IV. DISCUSSIONS

The present study investigates the changes in EEG mi-
crostates when performing an embedded reality NHPT, pre
and post fatigue. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
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TABLE III
TASK MICROSTATE PARAMETERS.

Subject Microstates Occurrence Duration(ms) Coverage(%) GEV
Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change Pre Post Change

1
MS1 0.81 1.52 ↑ 78.89 65.56 ↓ 6.40 10.00 ↑ 0.0023 0.02 ↑
MS2 1.08 1.28 ↑ 48.96 61.98 ↑ 5.30 8.82 ↑ 0.0035 0.01 ↑
MS3 2.16 3.31 ↑ 409.69 266.01 ↓ 88.30 81.19 ↓ 0.63 0.38 ↓

2
MS1 0.29 0.67 ↑ 3.46∗ 1.76∗ ↓ 100 98.29 ↓ 0.69 0.81 ↑
MS2 0 0.33 ↑ 0 25.69 ↑ 0 1.72 ↑ 0 0.0011 ↑
MS3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3
MS1 1.86 1.00 ↓ 492.02 975.00 ↑ 91.68 97.79 ↑ 0.81 0.87 ↑
MS2 0.53 0.50 ↓ 75.42 44.17 ↓ 4.02 2.21 ↓ 0.0023 0.0015 ↓
MS3 1.06 0 ↓ 40.42 0 ↓ 4.30 0 ↓ 0.0054 0 ↓

4
MS1 2.67 2.62 ↓ 154.72 399.78 ↑ 42.45 73.67 ↑ 0.30 0.61 ↑
MS2 2.67 2.24 ↓ 258.64 102.69 ↓ 49.31 24.67 ↓ 0.33 0.07 ↓
MS3 1.00 0.25 ↓ 69.21 33.13 ↓ 8.23 1.66 ↓ 0.02 0.0007 ↓

5
MS1 3.92 1.31 ↓ 189.08 703.75 ↑ 74.13 92.45 ↑ 0.41 0.75 ↑
MS2 1.18 1.31 ↑ 39.72 57.50 ↑ 4.67 7.55 ↑ 0.01 0.01 ↑
MS3 3.92 0 ↓ 54.08 0 ↓ 21.20 0 ↓ 0.05 0 ↓

↑ and ↓ indicates increase and decrease of microstate parameters respectively
*Duration of MS1 for subject 2 is in seconds

first study to identify microstates during the performance of a
NHPT, and to reflect on changes to these microstates after a
fatiguing exercise.

A. Resting state microstates

Several studies in the field of microstates found that mi-
crostate maps generally fall into four categories. However,
in our study, we used the polarity invariant measures of fit

Figure. 5. Changes in coverage with fatigue for trial microstates MS1, MS2
and MS3.

TABLE IV
TIME TAKEN FOR EACH TRIAL OF NHPT IN SECONDS.

Subject Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4
1 67 58 78 67
2 90 118 127 102
3 53 49 46 37
4 114 86 79 69
5 96 62 47 55

Mean 84 74.6 75.4 66
(SD) (21.59) (27.85) (32.99) (23.81)

global explained variance and cross validation to determine the
optimum number of microstates and found three microstates
for resting state data. Microstates B and C found in our study
resembled resting state microstates B and A in the literature.
It was interesting to investigate how microstate parameters
like occurrence, coverage, duration and GEV changed when a
person became fatigued physically and mentally. The dumbbell
exercise in this experiment contributed to physical fatigue for
the participants whereas performing NHPT using the haptic
device Geomagic Touch provided a cognitive load for the
participants. It was found that with fatigue all the parameters
of microstate A increased for all subjects except one. The
coverage of microstate C decreased for all subjects, which
implies that fatigue made microstate C less dominant and
increased the occurrence of other microstates. It could be seen
that less coverage of microstate C was compensated by the
increase in the occurrence of microstate B.

B. NHPT trial microstates

Three microstates were observed in the EEG while perform-
ing NHPT trials. The microstate parameters were determined
for transferring the first peg in pre-fatigue and post-fatigue
trials (trial 1 and trial 3). MS3 was not present for one subject
and, for all the other subjects, the coverage of microstate 3
decreased. This implies that new neural correlates were intro-
duced with fatigue which reduced the coverage of microstate 3.
While the coverage of MS3 decreased, the coverage of MS1

TABLE V
SELF-REPORTED FATIGUE STATUS.

Subject Before Trial1 After Trial2 Before Trial3 After Trial 4
1 1 2 8 7
2 1 1 8 8
3 1 1 8 6
4 1 4 9 9
5 1 2 8 7
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increased, which means that the fatigue caused changes in
brain signals which created more MS1. A similar trend could
also be seen in the GEV values. For MS1, GEV increased
which was compensated by a decrease in GEV of MS3.
The duration of MS1 was very high compared to the other
microstates and it could be seen that its duration sometimes
reached seconds. For subject 2 the duration of MS1 was in the
order of seconds because only that particular microstate was
present in the pre-fatigue trial, and in the post-fatigue trial,
MS2 was present for a very short duration.

C. Performance time and fatigue status

Subject-score for fatigue for participants 1, 3 and 5 were
reduced after trial 4, also there is an improvement in NHPT
performance from trial 3 to trial 4. From Table V it can be
seen that NHPT alone induces fatigue for subjects 1,4 and
5 after trial 2. But looking at the trial time there was a
reduction in trial time for these subjects which indicates NHPT
performance improvement. This could indicate that while
participants worked harder, and perceived to work harder, they
actually improved their performance score as indicated by the
reduction in peg placement time.

When comparing the time between trial 1 and trial 3, it can
be seen that participants 1 and 2 took more time to complete
NHPT when fatigued. Participants 3, 4 and 5 completed NHPT
trial 3 in less time compared to trial 1, while all reported
fatigue after the dumbbell exercise. These observations can
indicate that physical fatigue alone is not impacting NHPT
performance. This could be because these participants did not
find the NHPT task challenging and haptic/visual assistance
given to these tasks provided a good medium for reducing
their completion time despite fatigue in their wrist. It could be
also possible that the NHPT task involves a different neural
assembly compared to the assemblies needed for the wrist
exercise. Furthermore, it is possible that participants’ fitness
level could impact their recovery from fatigue. Participant 4
who had a higher BMI increased his fatigue level by doing
NHPT alone compared to others. Comparing Table I and Table
V it can be seen that participants with better BMI recovered
soon from fatigue except for participant 2. No MS3 is present
for participant 2 while NHPT trial time is more for each trial
compared to others. Also, this participant struggled a lot to
place the pegs in the hole during the experiment. This suggests
that cognitive fatigue might also have an impact on MS3.
Research on human-computer interaction supports the notion
that performing mental tasks using a video display terminal
can lead to cognitive fatigue [21]. Coverage of MS3 for all
other participants decreased after fatiguing exercise which
shows the impact of physical fatigue on microstates.

V. CONCLUSION

This is a preliminary study which investigated the changes
in EEG microstates while a person performed a widely used
manual dexterity test, the Nine Hole Peg Test, before and
after fatigue conditions. The main goal of the study was
to observe differences in resting state and task performance

microstates and to observe the changes due to a physically
fatiguing dumbbell exercise. We observed these differences, as
highlighted by the topological maps, but also observed changes
in the microstate parameters. With resting state microstates it
was found that two of the microstates observed resembled the
microstates already established in the literature [22]. It was
also found that the coverage of some microstates decreased
with fatigue for both resting state and trial data which was also
backed up by a reduction in global explained variance. This
suggests that assessing the microstate parameter coverage can
help to identify physical fatigue. All participants reported fa-
tigue on the forearm after the dumbbell exercise. We found that
physical fatigue did not affect the NHPT performance as some
participants reporting physical fatigue improved performance
during the NHPT trials. However, alterations in microstate
parameters were observed after the physical fatigue. We intend
to further explore this by comparing the microstates during
NHPT trials, with microstates observed during the dumbbell
exercise. This can convey further information regarding the
similarity or dissimilarity of the neural assemblies present
during motor tasks performed in this experiment. Furthermore,
expanding the number of participants will enhance the likeli-
hood of conducting a statistically sound analysis of the results.
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Abstract— The need for remote education and reduced 

learning costs has led to rapid development of virtual 

immersive learning environments. However, creating these 

environments using authoring tools still requires trainers to 

have a range of technical skills. Recently, a new approach has 

been developed that allows trainers to construct educational 

scenarios using panoramic video-based immersive authoring 

tools. This approach demands fewer technical skills compared 

to the modeling of 3D environments. To evaluate the usability 

of the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) of this approach 

between two different types of interfaces, our experimental 

study was conducted. This study compared a Virtual Reality 

(VR) interface, which consists of a Head-Mounted Display 

(HMD) and its controllers, to a traditional Windows, Icons, 

Menus, Pointer (WIMP) interface in creating interactive 

scenarios. Both quantitative and qualitative measures were 

collected and later quantified to evaluate effectiveness, 

efficiency, user satisfaction, and motivation towards the 

interfaces. The results of the study showed that: (1) there was a 

better correlation between the trajectories of 3D objects 

positioned by the user (in this study, the trainer) and the 

entities targeted in the panoramic video using an immersive 

interface; (2) there was a significant difference in task 

execution time between the VR interface and the traditional 

WIMP interface; (3) trainers had greater satisfaction and 

motivation towards the VR interface compared to the 

traditional WIMP interface, despite symptoms of 

cybersickness. 

Keywords- panoramic videos; authoring tools; virtual reality; 

WIMP interface; immersive environments; interaction 

techniques. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Investment by major technology companies in recent 
years, and growing demand for immersive environments in 
the domains of entertainment, communication, and education 
have created a strong impetus for the development of Virtual 
Reality (VR). Additionally, new technological breakthroughs 
have made VR hardware devices, such as VR headsets and 
omnidirectional cameras more accessible to the public. 
However, the development of VR applications in general and 
immersive environments for human learning in particular 
still presents many challenges, both in terms of processes and 
production tools, requiring the participation of a 
multidisciplinary team ranging from designers, artists, 
programmers and so forth [1]. These tools often require 

trainers to have certain expert knowledge for effective use to 
achieve the desired results. 

Depending on the interaction needs, immersive 
environments will be designed differently, where each 
interaction scenario is a sequence of user interactions with 
the environment [2]. Therefore, interaction design methods 
and different forms of information representation will impact 
user experience as well as interaction outcome. Immersive 
environments based on panoramic videos are thus the 
proposed solution that simulates interactive scenarios close 
to the real environment, and enhances users' sense of 
presence when they use Head-Mounted Display (HMD) [3]. 
The panoramic video can be enriched by adding interactive 
elements such as text information, sounds, 2D/3D objects, as 
well as questions, in order to not only improve the user 
experience [4], but also integrate narrative and educational 
elements into the interactive scenarios. These additional 
elements require a particular structure tailored to the spatial 
and temporal dimensions of the panoramic video [5]. While 
2D video editing tools primarily focus on the temporal 
dimension, creating interactive panoramic videos requires a 
more comprehensive set of tools that handle both spatial and 
temporal dimensions. 

A suitable authoring tool will actively aid trainers in 
constructing the learning content [6]. New requirements for 
authoring tools for interactive scenarios based on panoramic 
videos have led to the concept of an exclusively immersive 
tool. Thanks to this approach, trainers, instead of using the 
traditional Windows, Icons, Menus, Pointer (WIMP) 
interface, can now use the VR interface to create and modify 
the content of the interactive scenario. This immersive 
environment will allow trainers to have learner-like access to 
quickly obtain a set of information and to self-assess the 
results of their work throughout the design process [7]. 

However, it remains to be determined whether the new 
interactive VR interface differs in terms of usability and user 
motivation compared to the traditional WIMP interface. To 
answer this question, our experiment was carried out to 
evaluate and compare the effectiveness and efficiency of 
trainer interactions with an authoring tool, based on a defined 
scenario, using both the traditional WIMP interface and the 
VR interface. The satisfaction and motivation of trainers 
towards the tool were assessed through questionnaires 
collected after the experiment. 

It is worth noting that conducting experiments on 
usability and motivation are important for evaluating the 
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effectiveness of the tool and identifying any potential issues 
that may arise when using the tool in real-world scenarios. 

In Section II, we present a discussion of related work. 
Section III presents our research hypotheses. Section IV 
details the method, then Section V presents the results of the 
experiment. Our conclusions and future work are presented 
in sections VI and VII. The references close the article. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

A. Authoring tools and interactions with panoramic videos 

The interactive design that complements panoramic 
videos presents not only technical challenges (with respect to 
video asset management, video environment fidelity, and 
natural navigation) but also design challenges [8]. These 
issues include designing non-intrusive and non-distracting 
user interfaces, creating effective navigation and orientation 
mechanisms, and incorporating engaging elements into the 
design. 

In addition, the feeling of immersion can affect the 
difference in visual navigation effectiveness between the 
traditional WIMP and VR interfaces [9]. One of the main 
tasks of the designers is to overlay a 3D object upon the 
panoramic video. To ensure consistency between these two 
entities, a predetermined trajectory based on the timeline of 
the panoramic video [5] must be defined. This requires 
capturing the spatiotemporal motion of the designers, which 
allows them to specify the movements of the 3D object. 

For user interaction studies, in the absence of a specific 
classifier, the object of research is usually the end user or, in 
this context, the learner. Research work in the context of 
panoramic videos is most often devoted to the effect of 
motion parallax [10][11] the perception of content, as well as 
different methods of rendering and displaying panoramic 
videos and incorporating 3D entities to improve user 
experience [12]. 

Recently, several studies have been dedicated to 
designing panoramic video tools in VR, where users act as 
trainers. T. Adão et al. performed an experiment to evaluate 
the usability of a rapid prototyping tool [13] through tasks 
such as adding and removing 3D objects in space and time. 
Another experiment was carried out to evaluate the 
continuity of integrating video animations, 3D objects as 
well as 3D sounds [14] by utilizing non-complex interaction 
techniques. 

Pakkanen et al. proposed a comparison of three models 
of interaction techniques (remote control, pointing with head 
orientation, and hand gestures) in VR for controlling 
panoramic video playback [15]. The results of this study 
showed that the participants experienced a reduction in 
nausea on their second attempt. This suggests that 
cybersickness survey results may be influenced by 
participants' previous experience (working time) in the VR 
environment. Regarding the usability of the three types of 
interactions, the remote control was found to be more 
accurate and users liked it more than the other two types of 
interactions. 

The Fonseca & Kraus experiment [16] evaluated learners' 
attitudes and behaviors after watching panoramic videos in 

both VR and mobile platforms, making it one of the few 
studies that cover multiple platforms. The conclusion of this 
research mentioned a more positive emotional impact on the 
user when they viewed panoramic videos in a virtual reality 
environment compared to an equivalent environment on a 
tablet. The experiment did not assess participants' interactive 
behaviors, but only focused on behavioral analysis of 
perception after receiving narrative information. 

As a case study of panoramic video authoring tools, the 
research by Coelho & Melo [7] is remarkable when it comes 
to evaluating the usability of three different types of 
interfaces: WIMP, VR, and tangible. Results showed that 
participants' gender had no effect on dependent factors. 
Regarding the usability, the VR and tangible interfaces had a 
higher level of satisfaction than the WIMP interface. 
However, the WIMP interface had the lowest task execution 
time and the authors concluded that this was due to 
participants' greater familiarity with the keyboard and 
mouse. The effectiveness was not determined conclusively 
as the experimental procedure only took into account the 
number of performed errors, which was not statistically 
significant. 

These experiments have shown that running the same 
interaction technique on different types of environments or 
interfaces will have different usability results. The 
requirement for spatiotemporal coherence in interaction is a 
critical element of panoramic video-based immersive 
environments. It is thus necessary to compare the interaction 
technique specific to authoring tools on panoramic videos, 
between the traditional WIMP interface and the VR 
interface, through a new experimental study. 

B. The immersive authoring tool Wixar[17] 

To accurately compare the usability of two types of 
interfaces, the analysis and evaluation of interaction 
techniques must be performed on the same authoring tool to 
balance the workload between the two types of interfaces 
and ensure uniformity of statistical data. 

Most authoring tools support the WIMP interface, but a 
limited number support the VR interface [6]. In order to limit 
differences in statistical data of two different interfaces, we 
chose the Wixar authoring tool for our experiment. Wixar is 
a multi-platform authoring tool already on the market, 
offering a range of options for creating scripted content for 
interactive panoramic videos. It aims to empower trainers 
without programming skills to design immersive learning 
environments using panoramic videos. 

The selected interaction techniques for this experiment, 
including visual perception (head movement or camera 
rotation with keyboard buttons), navigation (joystick or 
mouse movement), and selection and manipulation, are 
commonly used in panoramic video contexts. 

Wixar offers both a PC version and a VR version with 
the same user interface (UI). The PC version uses a mouse 
for navigation instead of a joystick and keyboard buttons for 
rotation instead of head movement, making it a suitable 
comparison to the VR version. These standard human-
computer interfaces do not negatively affect the outcome of 
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the experiment. The selected user interfaces (Figure 2) will 
not negatively impact the results of the experiment. 

Hence, Wixar is a suitable authoring tool for evaluating 
the usability of WIMP and VR interactive interfaces, as it 
satisfies the requirements and purpose of this experiment. 

III. RECHEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

Our first hypothesis (H1) is that the difference in 
navigation (viewpoint changing) and selection and 
manipulation (trajectory recording) actions during task 
execution between the VR and WIMP interfaces will lead to 
a difference in usability between them. In the context of this 
experiment, operations requiring spatiotemporal coordination 
of panoramic videos are supposed to have better accuracy 
and execution time in VR compared to WIMP. 

Our second hypothesis (H2) is that the use of a VR 
headset for the authoring tool will not significantly increase 
mental load or symptoms of cybersickness compared to a 
traditional WIMP interface. 

Our third hypothesis (H3) is that participants using the 
VR interface will exhibit higher motivation than those using 
the WIMP interface in this experiment. 

IV. METHOD 

A. Participants 

The participants in the experiment ranged in age from 20 
to 50 years old, with an average age of 30.7 years. Both 
groups, VR and WIMP, had 15 participants each and were 
evenly distributed in age. All participants had a good 
command of French, enabling them to comprehend 
information presented in the language and engage in 
conversations throughout the experiment. The informed 
consent form, which included details on withdrawal rights, 
confidentiality rights, benefits, and potential risks of the 
study, was understood by all participants. 

This study was approved by the Paris-Saclay research 
ethics committee and participants signed the consent form 
after being fully informed of the progress of the experiment. 

B. Wixar Authoring Tool 

We utilized Wixar version 1.4, which was released in 
July 2021, that offers both WIMP and VR interfaces. The 
main steps of using Wixar are outlined in Figure 1. The 
trainer's process of designing an application was divided into 
three phases: 1) Adding media resources, such as panoramic 
videos, audios, and 360 images, 2) Integrating and 
configuring the interaction techniques offered by Wixar, and 
3) Releasing a new immersive educational environment. 

 
Figure 1.  Wixar Operation Process 

In this experiment, different panoramic video scenes 
were provided and a preview of the scenario to be enacted 
was presented to the participant beforehand. 

C. Material 

Devices used in this experiment included: a laptop 
computer equipped with the Wixar 1.4 PC authoring tool; an 
Oculus Quest 2 headset equipped with the Wixar 1.4 VR 
authoring tool. To ensure hygiene, the equipment was 
thoroughly cleaned before each participant's session and 
participants were instructed to sanitize their hands and wear 
a respiratory protection mask throughout the entire 
procedure. 

D. Measurements 

Our team had developed an algorithm which was then 
integrated into Wixar 1.4 to gather quantitative data on user 
behavior during task performance. 

Questionnaires were used to collect demographic 
information (identified only by participant number) and data 
on cybersickness (SSQ [18], NASA-TLX [19]), satisfaction 
(SUS) [20], and motivation (SIMS) [21]. 

The obtained data was then analyzed to evaluate the 
usability of two different types of interfaces during 
participant interactions. Usability, as defined by ISO 9241-
11 [22], is “the extent to which a system, product or service 
can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals 
with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified 
context of use”. This definition highlights three criteria that 
must be considered during the construction of the experiment 
so that the results obtained can be analyzed with precision 
afterwards: (1) Effectiveness: accuracy and completeness 
with which users achieve specified goals (2) Efficiency: 
relationship between the results and the resources used to 
achieve them. (3) Satisfaction: comfort and subjective 
evaluation of user interaction. 

Specifically in this experiment, effectiveness was linked 
to the precision of the participant's manipulation, efficiency 
was measured by the time it took to perform tasks and 
finally, satisfaction was assessed through questionnaires. 

E. Scenarios & Procedure 

The participants were divided into two groups, each 
corresponding to a different interface (WIMP and VR). 
Participants were asked to position themselves in front of a 
PC or to wear an Oculus Quest 2 headset. After starting the 
Wixar 1.4 application, the participant faced 5 task sequences. 
The main tasks involved positioning and configuring a 
virtual object on a fish in a panoramic video by 
superimposing a virtual marker on the fish. The fish had 
different, increasingly complex trajectories step by step, such 
as linear movement, slight wave, underfoot, around space 
variable acceleration, and vertical movement (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2.  Fish with different trajectories 

Following the 5 sequences, the participant was invited to 
complete the questionnaires. The total duration of each 
experiment was approximately 45 minutes. 

F. Quantitative data 

During the experiment, participant behavior data was 
automatically collected, including head movements, joystick 
or mouse movements, the operations concerning the creation, 
deletion and movement of objects, and the recording of 
movement of the virtual marker tracking the fish. 

These data were subsequently analyzed to compare the 
effectiveness and efficiency between the two interface types. 

G. Questionnaires (qualitative data) 

1) Before their activity 
The experiment used the NASA-TLX scale, translated 

into French by Ganier, F., Hoareau, C., & Devillers in 2013 
[23], to assess the workload involved. 

In virtual reality immersion research, cybersickness is 
frequently evaluated. The French questionnaire used in this 
study was proposed by Kennedy, R.S. et al. in 1993[18]. 

2) After their activity 
The F-SUS scale is the French version of the SUS 

(System Usability Scale) proposed by Gronier, G., & Baudet, 
A. in 2021 [24]. This scale is widely used to measure the 
usability of interactive systems. 

And finally, this experiment also assessed the 
participants' motivation through the SIMS situational 
motivation scale (French version suggested by Lambert-Le 
Mener, M. (2012) [25]). 

H. Analysis method 

The space of a virtual reality application that uses 
panoramic videos is usually designed using polar coordinates 
[5]. Thus, all the spatial parameters of the added virtual 
objects are saved as polar coordinates (quaternion rotation). 

During the experiment, the movement of the virtual 
marker while tracking a fish in the video was recorded for 
each frame, and then resampled to a fixed frame rate of 50 
FPS for ease of analysis. 

At time t in the video, marker m had position pm and fish 
f had position pf. The distance dt (pm, pf) represented the 
distance between the marker and the fish at time t. 

The participants were instructed to place the marker on 
the fish, but we realized that the targeted part of the fish 
(e.g., head, body, tail) varied among participants. 
Consequently, we did not use the dt index directly for the 
analysis. Instead, we used the relative distance between two 
consecutive periods t+1 and t, i.e. ∆t+1, t = | dt+1 – dt | with the 
goal of making the ∆ as small as possible. Our objective was 
to measure and compare the variations and the stability of the 
recorded trajectories considering the targeted trajectory. 

V. RESULTS 

The collected quantitative and qualitative data were 
normalized to select appropriate parameters and then 
analyzed with SPSS (version 25, IBM Corp). 

A Student Test was performed for the bivariate 
correlation test if the sample met the covariance criteria. 
Conversely, if the sample did not meet the criteria, a Mann-
Whitney non-parametric test was used. 

Data were collected on two experimental groups, each 
with 15 participants, corresponding to two types of WIMP 
and VR interactive interfaces. 

A. Effect of interactive interface on effectiveness 

The average difference (∆) used for the effectiveness 
tests on the 5 tasks (corresponding to 5 different trajectories 
in 5 scenes from s1 to s5). Effectiveness is inversely 
proportional to the ∆ coefficient, so as seen in Figure 3, the 
VR group recorded more stable trajectories than the WIMP 
group. The results were consistent across all 5 trajectory 
types. 

 

Figure 3.  Distribution of Mean Trajectory Differences for VR and WIMP 

Groups per Sequence 
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The Mann-Whitney U tests revealed significant 
differences between the WIMP and VR groups in the 
average ∆ in 4 trajectories s1, s2, s4 and s5. A similar result 
was found in the Student Test on ∆s3 (Table I) with a 
significant Levene's Test result of 0.001687. The hypothesis 
that there is a difference in variance between the two groups 
(WIMP and RV) was accepted, indicating a significant 
difference in the mean of the two groups (significant T-Test 
result of 0.01585). 

TABLE I.  STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS BETWEEN VR AND 

WIMP GROUPS FOR MEAN DIFFERENCE IN TRAJECTORY ACROSS 5 MISSIONS 

 Group 
Shapiro-

Wilk 

Mann-

Whitney U 

Levene 

Test 
T-Test 

∆s1 
VR 0.379511 

0.000841 -- -- 
WIMP 0.037481 

∆s2 
VR 0.181733 

0.004494 -- -- 
WIMP 0.001477 

∆s3 
VR 0.527049 

-- 0.001687 0.01585 
WIMP 0.245281 

∆s4 
VR 0.338854 

0.000622 -- -- 
WIMP 0.000542 

∆s5 
VR 0.700370 

0.005114 -- -- 
WIMP 0.000039 

B. Effect of interactive interface on efficiency 

Regarding execution efficiency, the group using VR 
completed tasks faster than the group using WIMP interface 
(Figure 4). 

   

Figure 4.  Distribution of Execution Time Differences for VR and WIMP 

Groups by Sequence 

The Mann-Whitney U Tests (Table II) indicated 
significant differences between the WIMP and VR groups in 
terms of execution time for s2, s3, s4, and s5. The tests 
showed no significant difference for s1 (Sig.=0.351). 

TABLE II.  STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS BETWEEN VR AND 

WIMP GROUPS FOR MEAN DIFFERENCE IN TRAJECTORY ACROSS 5 MISSIONS 

 Group Sig. Shapiro-Wilk Sig. Mann-Whitney U 

∆s1 
VR 0.000030 

0.350688 
WIMP 0.023687 

∆s2 
VR 0.021897 

0.001130 
WIMP 0.020213 

∆s3 
VR 0.001141 

0.005114 
WIMP 0.043944 

∆s4 
VR 0.010367 

0.000125 
WIMP 0.169789 

∆s5 
VR 0.000014 

0.000205 
WIMP 0.574785 

 
However, when comparing data for scene s1 to other 

scenes, we observed that the VR group completed the task in 
a relatively shorter amount of time. 

C. Satisfaction 

Results of the F-SUS questionnaire to assess satisfaction 
rate showed no significant difference between the VR group 
(M=79.6, S.D.=11.7) and the WIMP group (M=76.8, 
SD=15.4). Despite the high diversity of opinions shown by 
the significant values of the standard deviations, the averages 
of the SUS [26] indicated that both systems resulted in an 
acceptable level of user satisfaction. 

D. Cybersickness 

The outcome of the Cybersickness Questionnaire (SSQ), 
which measured symptoms of nausea and oculomotor 
disorders, showed a significant difference between the VR 
and WIMP groups. The Shapiro-Wilk normality test led to a 
Mann-Whitney U evaluation, revealing that participants 
using the low-cost VR headset experienced significant 
cybersickness. These results were further confirmed by the 
questions regarding oculomotor disorders, where a Levene’s 
Test and T-test established a greater feeling of oculomotor 
disorders among the VR group than the WIMP group (as 
shown in Table III). 

TABLE III.  EVALUATION OF CYBERSICKNESS SYMPTOMS 

 Group 
Shapir

o-Wilk 

Mann-

Whitney U 

Levene 

Test 

T-

Test 

Nausea 
VR 0.009 

0.001 -- -- 
WIMP -- 

Oculomotor 
VR 0.150 

-- 0.447 0.023 
WIMP -- 
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E. Motivation 

Results of the SIMS questionnaire made it possible to 
identify the type of user motivation using the Situational 
Motivation Scale. Regarding intrinsic motivation, there was 
a significant difference between the VR group (M=23.8 and 
SD=2.9) and the WIMP group (M=19.7 and SD=5.4). A 
second significant difference was discovered between the 
VR group (M=8.9 and SD=4.6) and the WIMP group 
(M=13.9 and SD=7.1) for external regulation. These two 
differences highlighted a greater sense of autonomy for the 
VR group compared to the WIMP group (Table IV).  

TABLE IV.  STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE TESTS BETWEEN VR AND 

WIMP GROUPS FOR MEAN DIFFERENCE IN TRAJECTORY ACROSS 5 MISSIONS 

 Group N Medium S.D T-Test 

Intrinsic Motivation 
VR 15 23.80 2.883 

0.017 
WIMP 15 19.73 5.496 

Identified regulation 
VR 15 20.73 5.663 

0.121 
WIMP 15 17.53 5.276 

External regulation 
VR 15 8.93 4.559 

0.031 
WIMP 15 13.87 7.080 

Amotivation 
VR 15 9.33 4.065 

0.225 
WIMP 15 11.93 7.015 

 
Although differences in identified regulation and 

amotivation were not significant, the values remained 
consistent with the results for the other motivations. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Our first hypothesis has been supported by the results of 
the study, which showed that the VR interface was more 
effective, efficient, and satisfactory than the WIMP interface 
in performing various tasks. This conclusion contradicted the 
findings of Coelho and Melo [7], who evaluated the usability 
of three different interfaces (WIMP, VR, and tangible). The 
difference between the two studies can be attributed to the 
nature of the interaction being tested. Indeed, our work 
focused on a particular interaction, the trajectory of objects 
and the spatiotemporal relationship in a panoramic video-
based immersive environment. We collected quantified data, 
namely the trajectory and the duration of the missions. 
Conversely, whereas Coelho and Melo only counted the 
number of errors during task execution, which showed no 
statistically significant differences. 

The analysis demonstrated that the marker-to-fish 
tracking using VR was more stable than the one using 
WIMP, resulting in higher effectiveness of VR interaction. 
This was due to better coordination of viewpoint change 
(navigation) and trajectory recording (selection and 
manipulation) in both spatial and temporal dimensions of the 
panoramic video. The VR interface allowed for better spatial 
perception and object movement speed compared to WIMP. 

For object motion tracking, findings of our study also 
revealed that if coordination of spatial and temporal motion 

was not maintained at all times (which happened on the 
WIMP interface when the fish moved out of the viewing 
area), an interrupt action was necessary. This affected not 
only the recorded trajectory results but also the execution 
time of the experiment tasks. Spatial navigation (change of 
viewpoint) when combined with simultaneous and 
uninterrupted trajectory recording, resulted in better 
performance of the VR interface in terms of time and 
accuracy. 

The assumption which can be made at this stage is that 
the mouse sensitivity (Dots Per Inch - DPI) on the WIMP 
interface was not adjusted to match participants' usage 
habits, which led to poor accuracy results. Indeed, feedback 
from left-handed participants and from the participants who 
were accustomed to using touchpads supported this 
assumption. Regardless, if true, it still highlighted the VR 
interface's advantage in better adapting to the user's natural 
movements. 

According to the cybersickness analysis, levels of nausea 
and oculomotor disorder were more pronounced on the VR 
interface than on the WIMP interface. The experimentation 
process for the 5 tasks was long, so we did not detail this 
aspect as deeply as the study conducted by Pakkanen et al. 
[15] where participants repeated the tasks to assess their 
adaptation to the immersive environment over time. 

The Situational Motivation Scale questionnaires showed 
a significant difference in intrinsic motivation and external 
regulation between the VR and WIMP groups, with the VR 
group exhibiting higher results. This indicated a higher sense 
of autonomy and better motivation to complete tasks in the 
VR group. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The goal of our experiment was to evaluate and compare 
the usability of the VR interface of an HMD and its 
controllers to that of the classic WIMP interface by 
conducting the same set of tasks for designing interactive 
scenarios for panoramic videos. So as to fulfill this aim, 
evaluations of the effectiveness, efficiency and user 
satisfaction for each of the interfaces were carried out. 

The experiment findings showed better results in terms of 
motion tracking as well as interaction execution time on the 
VR interface than on the WIMP interface. The level of 
satisfaction was comparable between the two groups and fell 
within acceptable range, with no significant difference 
observed. In terms of usability, the VR interface, thanks to 
its superior spatiotemporal coordination of interactions, 
seemed better suited than the WIMP interface. 

Although the VR interface had its issues with 
cybersickness, trainers still reported a higher level of 
satisfaction and motivation while performing tasks in VR as 
compared to the traditional WIMP interface. 

The immersive environment based on interactive 
panoramic videos not only includes space-time interactive 
objects, but also other objects, such as text and sound. 
Therefore, the creation of these objects using an authoring 
tool requires further evaluation of cross-platform usability. 

In the future, we will examine and evaluate the system's 
adaptability to various scenarios, with the aim of developing 
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a model for a scripting assistant to aid trainers in the process 
of building an immersive learning environment. 
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Abstract—Human and activity detection has always been a
vital task in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) scenarios, such
as those involving assistive robots. In particular, skeleton-based
Human Activity Recognition (HAR) offers a robust and effec-
tive detection method based on human biomechanics. Recent
advancements in human pose estimation have made it possible
to extract skeleton positioning data accurately and quickly using
affordable cameras. In interaction with a human, robots can
therefore capture detailed information from a close distance and
flexible perspective. However, recognition accuracy is susceptible
to robot movements, where the robot often fails to capture the
entire scene. To address this we propose the adoption of external
cameras to improve the accuracy of activity recognition on a
mobile robot. In support of this proposal, we present the dataset
RHM-HAR-SK that combines multiple camera perspectives aug-
mented with human skeleton extraction obtained by the HRNet
pose estimation. We apply qualitative and quantitative analysis
to the extracted skeleton and its joints to evaluate the coverage
of extracted poses per camera perspective and activity. Results
indicate that the recognition accuracy for the skeleton varies
between camera perspectives and also joints, depending on the
type of activity. The RHM-HAR-SK dataset is available at Robot
House.

Keywords—Assistive Robot, Non-generative, Multi-view
dataset, Skeleton-based, Activity Recognition

I. INTRODUCTION

Assistive robots are predominantly being developed to sup-
port older people who may have difficulty with daily living
[1], [2]. To be able to offer effective assistance, such robots
have to monitor people’s activities, for example, to help with
their medication. Skeleton-based Activity Recognition (SAR)
algorithms present a viable option in such scenarios since they
can capture fine-grained details of human motion, providing
accurate and nuanced information about the actions performed
by an individual [3]. Moreover, the mobility of assistive robots
allows them to move the camera in order to gather a high-
resolution view of the human’s posture and movements from
a close-up perspective.

Detection accuracy is imperative in assistive robotics, since
such robots often support vulnerable people and mistakes
might have a serious outcome [4], [5]. However, robot cameras
often suffer from a restricted field of view and can also be
influenced negatively by robot and camera movements, for
example, when they are mounted on the robot’s head, which

might be required to be moved away from the human for
communicational purposes.

Combining the robot’s view with external cameras allows
us to capture the scene from additional perspectives, thereby
increasing the overall robustness of activity recognition. More-
over, such an approach can take advantage of its situatedness,
allowing recognition results from certain camera perspectives
to be weighted depending on the current interaction with the
human.

With this paper, we present two main contributions to
human activity detection in ambient assisted living scenarios.
Firstly, we present the novel dataset RHM-HAR-SK comprised
of human skeleton data on top of an existing video dataset [6].
The dataset contains extracted skeletons of human activities
from four different perspectives and aims to provide a rich
information source to train and test the performance of human
activity recognition approaches in indoor scenarios. Moreover,
the dataset allows for detection algorithms to rely on low-
dimensional skeleton data instead of videos and therefore
reduces computing resources and networking requirements,
which are otherwise computationally expensive considering
the multiple parallel video streams. Secondly, we demon-
strate how using additional camera perspectives enhances an
assistive robot’s activity recognition pipeline. For that, we
measured the information contained in the different views by
analysing the number of missed frames and missed poses.

Results show that certain camera views provide more valu-
able activity recognition data than others. For example the
robot’s mobility helps to follow humans and capture more
details of some actions. Moreover, a wider view from envi-
ronment could be a complimentary. This suggests that using
additional external camera views can significantly improve
reliability of activity detection to allow an assistive robot
to maximise its functionality and thereby increase the users’
safety, comfort, and quality of life.

To present our approach, we discuss related works that apply
HAR to support assistive robots in providing their functionality
and introduce methods that our recognition pipeline relies
upon in Sec. II. We present the new dataset and how we aug-
mented it with additional information to enhance its versatility
within the application domain in Sec. III. We evaluate the
quality of each camera view in terms of missed frames and
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poses in Sec. IV and discuss implications for assistive robotics
in Sec. V before concluding the paper in Sec. VI.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, a brief review of the various technologies uti-
lized for HAR is presented, with emphasis on the significance
of the development of corresponding datasets. Subsequently,
an overview of pose estimation techniques is provided, and
finally, a discussion of the two distinct categories of multi-
view datasets and related skeleton-based works is highlighted.

A. Human activity recognition methods

Vision-based HAR methods [7], [8], [9] rely on 2-
dimensional (RGB), or 3-dimensional (RGB-D) video data
acquired by a wide range of devices, e.g. stereo cameras,
webcams, smartphones, etc. Video material is often sourced
from video streaming platforms like YouTube or social media.
Sensor-based recognition instead, relies on additional sen-
sors, including global positioning systems (GPS), gyroscopes,
accelerometers, or magnetometers [10], [11]. Some attempts
(e.g. Bharti et al. [12]) combine both approaches and fuse
recognition results from multiple sensors and cameras. Our
approach allows fusing recognition results using multiple
cameras without relying on external sensory technology.

Vision-based activity recognition methods can operate di-
rectly on the video input (RGB or RGB-D) or on derived
data, such as skeleton information that is generated using pose
extraction methods on the raw data. Methods operating on
raw camera data extract features directly from image frames
in the video stream and typically perform at high accuracy
[8]. By contrast, our approach relies on derived data using
a pose extraction method [13] to generate skeleton-based
representations of human activities in a domestic environment.
Such an approach has shown to be more robust than operating
on raw data (RGB) against environmental clutter and varying
light circumstances and could concentrate on the activity being
conducted [14].

B. Human activity recognition in assistive robotics

Human activity recognition enables robots to understand
and respond to human users’ needs and activities. However,
few studies specifically focus on the Ambient Assisted Living
(AAL). Additionally, referring to comprehensive review works
of assisted living technology [15] and HAR [16], [9], there is
a lack of skeleton-based and multi-view HAR datasets in this
field. Therefore, developing a new dataset focusing on assistive
robotics will open a new horizon in this field.

C. Pose Extraction for activity recognition

Since the pose extraction method is applied at an early-stage
task in the HAR pipeline, it plays a vital role in skeleton-based
HAR [17]. Low or high accuracy in this section directly affects
the rest of the procedure. Thus, a reliable HAR method is
dependent on a high-accuracy pose extraction method. Pose
extraction typically relies on either 2-dimensional (RGB) or
3-dimensional (RGB-D) input data [18], [19]. While depth

data in 3-dimensional approaches allows for better recognition
results, they require special sensors that are sometimes costly
or unsuitable for the environment. Moreover, the storage size
of such datasets increases drastically compared to RGB-based
ones. Hence, publicly available datasets often provide 2-
dimensional data only. To allow for later comparison to other
datasets and approaches, our work relies on 2-dimensional
data. Moreover, the simplicity, affordability and accessibility
of RGB cameras allow us to apply a high-performance pose
extraction method independent of specific hardware on a robot.

There are two general methods in two-dimensional pose
estimators, BottomUp [19] and TopDown [20], [21]. The
difference between the two is the sequence of finding poses
and humans. The TopDown method first finds the Region
of Interest (ROI), which is the human body, and then finds
the poses. The provided dataset in this work also used the
TopDown method. On the other hand, in the BottomUp
approach, we need to find the poses, and then by grouping
them, the human skeleton data will be created.

D. Generative and non-generative datasets

When it comes to data preparation techniques, generative
and non-generative view invariant HAR methods are the two
primary dataset groups. As implied by the name, generative
approaches produce their input data from one or more actual
views [22], whereas non-generative approaches acquire their
data from genuine input devices like sensors and cameras.
For instance, [23] is a SOTA prospective shifting approach
that transforms an action into many views and is based
on the angle representation in skeletons data. Their method
proved reliable when dealing with incomplete data. Moreover,
Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [24] and encoder-
decoder CNN networks are popular for RGB-based approaches
[25], [26]. However, there currently exist no non-generative
skeleton-based HAR dataset including a robot view, and this
work address this gap. Additionally, the presented dataset
can provide sufficient data to create generative datasets in
the future and can be adopted for the future development of
assistive scenarios.

III. RHM-HAR-SK DATASET

This section provides information about the RHM-HAR-SK
dataset that we created on top of the extended version of
RHM [6] RGB data, a multi-view human activity dataset. It
includes a single person, trimmed video from four independent
cameras, two wall-mounted cameras (Front-view and Back-
view), one mobile robot camera (Robot-view), and one ceiling
fish-eye camera (Omni-view). Cameras were used to cover
the whole area resembling an ordinary living room, and we
note that the videos from different views overlap. This dataset
captures fourteen daily indoor activities [walking, bending, sit-
ting down, standing up, cleaning, reaching, drinking, opening
can, closing can, carrying object, lifting object, putting down
object, stairs climbing up, stairs climbing down] in a typical
living room of a British home. The conspicuous feature is a
mobile robot camera synchronized with three other cameras. It
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(a) Walking Back-view. (b) Walking Front-view (c) Walking Robot-view. (d) Walking Omni-view.

Figure 1. Synchronized skeleton output from different views of the ”walking” action.

enables us to explore the added value of mobile observations
in HRI in the context of social and assistive robotics.

In all video clips, the frame size is 640× 480. As shown in
Figure 1 the bounding box size varies in different frames. The
variation is based on the distance of the detected human to
the camera, the camera type and position, the subject’s body
dimension, and the number of detected poses. The HRNet [13]
has been used to extract poses from videos. This model has
been trained over the COCO keypoint detection dataset [27],
and the MPII Human Pose dataset [28].

One body skeleton with 17 poses has been extracted from
each frame, and the total number of video frames varies and
is not fixed in each video stream and activity. Total number of
synchronized videos from each camera view in all actions is
6700. Each pose includes X and Y positions in the 2D scene.
In the first step, we store the extracted poses in a JSON file.
The JSON file was transformed to the Tensor file to feed the
ML Training mode.

All actions from different views are combined in a single
five-dimensional tensor: T = {n, c, f, p, s}, where n ∈
{N0|n < 6700} denotes the sample number. Note: videos
are synchronized, meaning each sample across the four videos
from a different camera. Some of the videos are filled with zero
(0) values. These refer to a video clip with missing poses;
c ∈ {N0|c < 4} identifies one of the four camera views;
f ∈ {N0|f < 34} refers to the frame number. Because the
nature of the matrix does not support different dimensions,
to unify it, 34 frames randomly selected and sorted as the
original sequence. p ∈ {N0|p < 17} denotes the number of
extracted poses up to a maximum of 17 identifiable poses
(c.f. TABLE . I); s ∈ {R|s < 3} combines the relative x and
y position plus the score of this pose are in this section. The
confidence score depicts the reliability level of the extracted
pose. l ∈ {N|l < 14} is an individual tensor L with the same
dimension of sample number, which shows the class labels for
the actions.

A. The Input Data Size and Sampling

One of the most challenging parts of the HAR task is the
video frame sampling. Every video is labelled as a single
activity, and the video length is different based on action type
and situation. Then, for the ML models, this variation means
having a dynamic input size. Consequently, all parameters in
the model should modify based on the input size. Designing

this dynamic model is a significant structural challenge in
AI modelling, which is still an open area for improvement.
Similarly, the skeleton-based methods need to use fix size input
data. However, sampling or other reduction-based methods
could lose valuable data from a video stream. In this work,
ordered random sampling method has been used, which a fix
the number of frames like 34, 64 and 128, have been selected
randomly from entire frames.

A 2D image (Figure 2) visualizes the spatial-temporal data.
It shows the results of transforming 20 videos stream of
skeleton data from walking action in robot view to 2D images.
The spatial information which is extracted from each video
frame is transformed into a single row, one dimension vector
with 17 elements. Each element of this row can show the
relevant body pose information. They could be X, Y, or the
results of a specific function like the Mean square. The X
value of all 17 positions is shown in Figure 2. We have
depicted the information of these experiments with a grayscale
image to give a better understanding.

Figure 3 displays a real frame capturing a human engaged
in stair climbing down action, along with the extracted body
poses and skeleton, as depicted in Figure 3a. Additionally,
Figure 3b showcases the individual human skeleton data de-
void of RGB data. Each pose is represented by a unique index
number, as demonstrated in Figure 3c, with corresponding
nomenclature provided in TABLE I.

TABLE I. TABLE OF KEYPOINTS INDEX

Index Keypoint Index Keypoint
0 Nose
1 Left eye 2 Right eye
3 Left ear 4 Right ear
5 Left shoulder 6 Right shoulder
7 Left elbow 8 Right elbow
9 Left wrist 10 Right wrist
11 Left hip 12 Right hip
13 Left knee 14 Right knee
15 Left ankle 16 Right ankle

IV. QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

This section focuses on the quantity and quality of the ex-
tracted skeleton and its poses from the RHM-HAR-SK dataset.
Two general terms are considered to describe the quality of
extracted skeleton from RGB images, the number of missed
frames and the number of missed poses. The primary objective
of the analysis is to provide an improved comprehension of
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Figure 2. The two dimension representation of x position from
20 videos with different length in Robot-view from walking
action.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. 3a shows a subject performing the ”stair climbing
down” action with skeleton overlay. 3b shows only the skele-
ton of the same action, and 3c another skeleton with index.

the effectiveness of different camera views in human detection
and pose extraction quality.

A. Missed Frames

The RGB frames on which the pose extraction methods
could not find any human skeleton is considered a missed
frame. In the RHM-HAR-SK dataset, 14 actions have been
captured from four synchronized camera views. The number
of frames in all views is the same, but it’s different from
action to action. Figure 4 depicts the total number of missed
frames in four views and 14 actions separately. The balck bars
show the total frame number distribution in the dataset and
each activity individually. The orange bar shows the statistics
of Omni-view’s camera missed frames, which illustrates that
the majority of actions missed the frames, higher than 45%.
Meanwhile, the walking and carrying object actions by 29.6%
and 36.5% have the lower missed frames in the Omni-view,
respectively. At the same time, these actions have higher
frames error in the Robot-view with 0.9% for walking and
1.3% for carrying objects, which is negligible.

Excluding the Omni-view, the highest missed frames belong
to the Front-view in stairs climbing up/down with 13.3% and
9.4%. Following that, the Back-view has the same pattern in
stairs climbing actions by 10.2% and 4.7%.

B. Missed Poses

There are three parameters for each pose, X and Y values
in 2D space and the confidence score. The confidence value
refers to how much the extracted position is accurate. This
value is between 0 to 1, and we considered the values less
than 0.5 as missed poses. Figure 5 illustrates the total number
of all actions’ missed poses from three views, and 17 poses
separately. The total number of each pose in all activities is
almost the same and hovers around 500000. The red, green,
and blue bars show the robot, back, and front view cameras’
missed poses. The percentage of missed poses is also shown
on top of each bar.

Overall, in the Figure 5 the Back-view has the lowest
confidence (highest number of missed poses) in all poses, and
the Front-view and Robot-view have the highest confidence,
which changes in different joints. For the Robot-view, the
highest number of missed poses belong to the lower body,
with more than 50% in ankle joints and around 31% in knee
joints. Except stairs climbing up and down actions all other
action has the similar pattern, for instance, Figure 6 illustrates
the walking action statistics, on the other hand, the statistics in
stairs climbing up (Figure 7) and down are slightly different
from all other actions. Robot camera-view shows superior
results in these actions with very low missed poses. The
left and right shoulders have fewer missed poses in almost
all actions among all body joints. The relevant total frame
numbers of each individual action is shown on top of balck
bar in Figure 4.

V. DISCUSSION

The missed frames statistics show that an omnidirectional
camera is an unreliable source for body pose extraction.
However, we note that it delivers good information in actions
with long-range movements like walking and carrying objects.
Meanwhile, there is still significant room for developing
this view further, such as improving the accuracy of pose
estimation by incorporating details of other views or distortion
factors.

These statistics also reveal that the number of missed frames
is correlated with the action type. Actions like stair climbing
up and down, bending, sitting down, and cleaning that need
more vertical and horizontal courses have more missed value
in two fixed wall mount cameras compared to the Robot-view.
This is because the robot head follows the human, whereas
the wall-mounted cameras do not. At the same time, the robot
view has moderately more missed frames due to being too
close to the human or being within a cluttered environment.
These manifest mainly in actions carrying objects, walking.
Considering the results of both missed frames and missed
poses in Robot-view, we deduce that being close to the human
when they are moving around quickly or for long distances can
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Figure 4. Missed frames Across all actions grouped by view

Figure 5. Percentage of frames with missed skeleton poses across all actions grouped by view.

decrease recognition quality due to partially observable or not
observable joints. The reason is that this view has a closer
view of the human and the scene, causing missing the lower
body joints.

The previous discourse might led to the proposition that uti-
lizing a wide-angle camera in robot could potentially facilitate
the research; nevertheless, comparable cameras were employed
in order to circumvent any further technical examination,
which may be explored in a subsequent investigation.

The statistics in stairs climbing actions prove that the robot’s
camera movement and ability to follow the human results in
fewer errors. The human has vertical movement in this action,
which can be followed by a robot camera that other cameras
might miss. For example, the front-view, which has the fewest
missed poses on all actions on average, has the higher number
of missed poses in stairs climbing up (Figure 7) and down
actions.

Comparing two wall-mounted cameras with the same tech-
nical feature emphasizes the effectiveness of the viewpoint.
The missed pose statistics index in Figure 5 shows that the
Front-view has better results regarding pose extraction quality.
On the other hand, the Back-view, which is also a wall-
mount camera with the same technical features, results in the
most missed poses in almost all actions. The only difference
between these two wall-mount cameras is the altitude and
view side. Reviewing the videos from these camera views in
different activities suggests that the higher attitude and broader
view in wall-mounted cameras can decrease the missed poses.

It is important to note that our dataset has a high level of
accuracy, as demonstrated by the quantitative and qualitative
results that differentiate between the various conditions. The
variations in camera type and viewing angle have a discernible
impact on the performance of pose extraction, and our dataset
is of a sufficient quality to capture these differences. This high-
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Figure 6. Percentage of frames with missed skeleton poses of ”walking actions” grouped by view.

Figure 7. Percentage of frames with missed skeleton poses of the ”stairs climbing up” actions grouped by view.

lights the importance of carefully selecting data acquisition
techniques to ensure accurate and reliable results.

Overall, the results show that the camera position, view,
activity type, and joints are highly significant in the qual-
ity of pose extraction. Theoretically, combining a Robot-
view camera and two other cameras can enhance skeleton
extraction. The integration of an extra camera may incur
substantial expenses both in terms of computational resources
and monetary cost, yet this concern has been subject to further
discussion in a parallel work which we utilise this dataset to
train a light-weight MV-HAR model, and our results indicate
that adding other views has a good impact on the robot’s HAR
accuracy [29].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented the novel dataset RHM-
HAR-SK that provides human skeleton data from multiple
perspectives to facilitate human activity in ambient assisted
living scenarios. Our findings reveal that the accuracy of
skeleton recognition varies depending on both the camera
perspective and the specific joint being analyzed, with vari-
ations being particularly pronounced for different types of
activities. In particular, we have shown that a broader view
and higher installation height positively impact the extracted
skeleton quality. In addition, results in an accompanying paper
have shown that combining the robot camera with an external
camera can increase HAR accuracy. Grafting all information
into a single HRI scenario, we conclude that the proposed
dataset can practically help to develop a high-level robot per-
ception in assistive technology. Our future work will consider
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application of generative views from existing synchronised
data in order to achieve close to real-time detection in AAL
scenarios.
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Abstract—Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) systems aim to
improve the safety, comfort, and quality of life for the populations
with specific attention given to prolonging personal independence
during later stages of life. Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
plays a crucial role in enabling AAL systems to recognise and un-
derstand human actions. Multi-view human activity recognition
(MV-HAR) techniques are particularly useful for AAL systems
as they can use information from multiple sensors to capture
different perspectives of human activities and can help to improve
the robustness and accuracy of activity recognition. In this work,
we propose a lightweight activity recognition pipeline that utilizes
skeleton data from multiple perspectives with the objective of
enhancing an assistive robot’s perception of human activity.
The pipeline includes data sampling, spatial temporal data
transformation, and representation and classification methods.
This work contrasts a modified classic LeNet classification model
(M-LeNet) versus a Vision Transformer (ViT) in detecting and
classifying human activities. Both methods are evaluated using a
multi-perspective dataset of human activities in the home (RHM-
HAR-SK). Our results indicate that combining camera views
can improve recognition accuracy. Furthermore, our pipeline
provides an efficient and scalable solution in the AAL context,
where bandwidth and computing resources are often limited.

Keywords—classification, Multi-view, Skeleton-based, Activity
Recognition Pipeline, Assistive Robot

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-View Human Activity Recognition (MV-HAR) is
an extension of traditional HAR in which multiple views
or perspectives of activity are used to improve recognition
performance. This is thought to be beneficial due to ability to
provide a clear and undisturbed view of a dynamic activity. In
indoor environments, this can be achieved by using multiple
cameras or sensors to capture different views of the same
activity and then fusing the information provided by different
views to achieve a more robust and accurate recognition.

The process of MV-HAR typically involves capturing video
or sensor data, pre-processing the data to extract features,
and then using machine learning algorithms to classify the
activities. A lightweight pipeline is important for real-time
and resource-constrained applications, such as those on mo-
bile devices like robots, where computational efficiency and
low power consumption are key requirements. Additionally,
lightweight pipelines can enable more widespread deployment
of activity recognition technology, such as in smart homes or
smart cities, where large numbers of cameras or sensors need
to be integrated.

For assistive living systems, using a lightweight MV-HAR
pipeline can provide a complete and accurate understanding
of the activities performed by residents, including older adults
or people with disabilities. This can enable the development
of more effective and personalized support services, such as
fall detection and home security, and also supports principles
of prevention and pro-active care.

In this work, we modify a classic LeNet [1] classification
model, termed as M-LeNet for the HAR task. To contrast, we
also use the Vision Transformer [2] (ViT) for the classification
task, and compare the results between both models. The
rationale behind selecting the LeNet and Vision Transformer
(ViT) classifiers for the Human Activity Recognition (HAR)
task stems from their distinctive characteristics in terms of
architecture and design. Specifically, LeNet is a widely used
and relatively simplistic Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
in image classification tasks, whereas ViT is a more advanced
transformer-based model that has gained popularity in recent
years owing to its ability to process images without relying on
traditional convolutional layers. Both classifiers were chosen
due to their comparable number of training parameters, thus al-
lowing for a fair comparison between the two models. Besides,
several parts of the HAR pipeline like input spatial temporal
data transformation, data sampling, and representation and
classification methods have been modified.

With this work, we therefore present:

Development of a lightweight HAR pipeline: Data
sampling, input data type, and representation and
classification.
Comparison of camera views: model execution in
support of an experiment to find the performance of
individual views and their combination for M-LeNet
and ViT.

To provide context for our approach, we first review related
works in Sec. II that have been applied to three popular HAR
datasets, and discuss the importance of multi-view datasets
for assistive robots scenarios. In Sec. III, we present a
new lightweight multi-view pipeline and provide a detailed
explanation of its structure. In Sec. IV, we evaluate the
performance of different camera views in terms of accuracy
and number of parameters of two different classifier models.
Finally, we conclude our paper in Sec. V.
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Skeleton-based Methods

Based on the spatial and temporal nature of human activity,
different methods have emerged. Sequence models like Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) [3] or Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) influence the sequentially of extracted human skeleton
data as time series. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
based models [4] have great potential in spatial information
compared to RNN models. The other successful methods are
Graph Neural network based (GNN) [5], [6] which represent
spatial and temporal information by the human skeleton’s
natural topological graph structure. Spatio-Temporal Graph
Convolutional Network (ST-GCN) [5] is the first model in this
category that notices harmony in spatial and temporal data that
allows for combining spatial structures with time-series while
still benefiting from a convolutional neural network.

Besides, transformer models have been engaged in HAR
tasks to gain competitive outcomes. They can be used to
capture long-range dependencies between regions of an image,
allowing the model to better express understand the relation-
ships between objects and their context [2]. Some of them rely
on modified GCN models [7], [8] and others [9] are purely
transformer based.

B. Skeleton-based HAR Leader board analysis

The investigation of skeleton-based action recognition re-
veals that NTU-RGB+D [10], NTU-RGB+D 120 [11],
and Kinetics-skeleton [12] datasets are trending nowadays.
Table I illustrates these datasets’ top-ranked skeletal model
performances. The rank number, model’s accuracy, and year
of publication have been provided to show the diversity of
ML models and their sometimes varying behavior in different
datasets.

The PoseC3D [13] method has the highest accuracy in two
datasets (Kinetics-Skeleton and NTU-RGB+D) and stands at
rank nine in one other. In addition, a different variation of
PoseC3D, RGB + Pose, has ranked five in kinetics skeleton
and first and second rank in two others.

Considering the available number of Skeleton-based HAR
models, NTU RGB+D has the highest with 85, followed by
NTU RGB+D 120 with 38, and then Kinetics-skeleton with
18. In Table I, the top ten models in terms of accuracy in
almost all datasets have been considered. Kinetics-skeleton is
the base dataset for sorting the models ranks. Given that not
all models are applied in all three datasets, comparable results
are not always available. The total number of models is 21.

The range of accuracy is not the same in all datasets. The
highest performance in Kinetics-Skeleton dataset belongs to
PoseC3D (w.HRNet 2D skeleton) with 47.7%, following that
by almost 9% difference, the 2s-AGCN+TEM [14] model
accuracy is 38.36%. Ironically, the rest of the models’ accuracy
was distributed in 1%, from 38.4% for DualHead-Net [15],
the 3rd rank, to 37.4% for ST-TR-agcn [7] , the 10th rank.
However, the total accuracy range of ranks in two other
datasets is like a uniform distribution. Low difference, 0.7%

TABLE I. RESULTS OF SKELETON-BASED HAR LEADER BOARD IN
THREE DATASETS

Model Kinetics-Skeleton NTU-RGB+D NTU-RGB+D120
PoseC3D(Pose) 1 , 47.7% , 2021 1, 97.1%, 2021 9, 86.9%, 2021
PoseC3D(P+RGB) 5 , 38% , 2021 2, 97.0%, 2021 1, 95.3%, 2021
CTR-GCN NA 3, 96.8%, 2021 2, 89.9%, 2021
EfficientGCN-B4 NA 22, 95.7%, 2021 3, 88.3%, 2021
Skeletal GNN NA 4, 96.7%, 2021 7, 87.5%, 2021
PA-ResGCN-B19 NA 17, 96%, 2021 8, 87.3%, 2020
Ensemble-top5 NA NA 9, 87.22%, 2020
2s-AGCN+TEM 2 , 38.6%, 2020 NA NA
4s Shift-GCN NA 6, 96.5%, 2020 13, 85.9%, 2020
DualHead-Net 3, 38.4%, 2021 5, 96.6%, 2021 4, 88.2%, 2021
AngNet-JA NA 7, 96.4%,2021 6, 88.2%, 2021
DSTA-Net NA 8, 96.4% 2020 11, 86.6%, 2020
Sym-GNN NA 9, 96.4%, 2019 NA
MS-G3D 4, 38%, 2020 NA NA
Dynamic GCN 6, 37.9%, 2020 13, 96%, 2020 NA
MS-AAGCN 7, 37.8%, 2019 11, 96.2%, 2019 NA
CGCN 8, 37.5%, 2020 10, 96.4%, 2020 NA
JB-AAGCN 9, 37.4%, 2019 15, 96%, 2019 NA
ST-TR-agcn 10, 37.4, 2020 12, 96.1%, 2020 17, 82.7%, 2020

Three values in datasets’ row define the Rank , Accuracy, and Year of
publication respectively.

for NTU RGB+D and 3%, for NTU RGB+D 120. However,
based on this evidence, it is unreliable to say that a method
is superior by considering its rank in just one dataset. For
example, EfficientGCN-B4 [16] model stands in the third
stage on the leader board for NTU RGB+D 120 dataset, but
its rank in NTU RGB+D is 22. Likewise, PoseC3D (w. HRNet
2D skeleton), which has outstanding results in the Kinetics-
skeleton dataset, and the highest accuracy in NTU RGB+D,
stands in stage nine in the leader board for NTU RGB+D
120 dataset. However, another variant of PoseC3D (RGB +
Pose) has conspicuous accuracy in NTU RGB+D 120 (95.3%)
dataset and high accuracy in two others.

On the other hand, models like CTR-GCN [17], Skeletal
GNN [18], 2s-AGCN+TEM [14], DualHead-Net, AngNet-JA
+ BA + JBA + VJBA [19], MS-G3D [6], CGCN [20], has
reasonable accuracy because they stand in top rank in two or
all datasets, respectively.

To summarise, although the number of skeleton-based hu-
man activity recognition methods and their variation is in-
creasing, there is still room for improvements for models to
be applied in challenging datasets like Kinetics-Skeleton. The
comparison reveals that dataset details have a direct effect on
the ML model accuracy. For example, kinetic-skeleton data
is collected from Youtube videos and includes uncontrolled
environment, and the NTU RGB+D videos were captured in a
controlled environment. Top accuracy for the kinetic is almost
50% fewer than others. Besides, this review illustrates that the
same model may not perform as well in a different dataset.

On the other hand, developing a comprehensive and real-
world activity recognition is demanding, particularly given
the nature of some Deep-Learning (DL) approaches, which
require extensive data and significant processing power e.g.
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CPU and GPU nodes. This results in a lack of comprehensive
benchmarks [21] for evaluating the performance of activity
recognition algorithms. One approach to solve this problem
is dataset specialization, in which elements such as theme,
activity, task, and subject adhere to a specific idea. In this
work, we aim to apply HAR in the AAL context using a
skeleton-based and multi-view dataset.

C. Multi-view HAR

Recent research in MV-HAR with skeleton models in indoor
environments has focused on developing methods that can
effectively utilize the temporal and spatial information pro-
vided by skeleton data. Methods such as deep neural networks
[22], convolutional neural networks [10], recurrent neural
networks, and attention-based models [23] have been proposed
to improve the robustness and accuracy of the recognition
system.

In MV-HAR systems, a lightweight machine learning ap-
proach is essential for providing real-time and resource-
constrained applications like robots. A low computational cost,
fewer training parameters, and an efficient algorithm enable
the system to be more practical for long-term deployment in
assistive living scenarios. However, focusing on the number
of training parameters of the existing skeleton-based models
shows that many methods are not computationally effective.
For example, considering some single-view high-accuracy
models in the Table I, PoseC3D [13] in different variation has
2m to 8m parameters and 2s-AGCN+TEM [14] has 6.94m
parameters. Expanding the comparison to the multi-view, this
could indicate models with significantly more parameters.

III. LIGHTWEIGHT MV-HAR PIPELINE

The process of recognizing human activity via a skeleton-
based multi-view approach typically encompasses the ac-
quisition or loading of video data, the extraction of joint
information, and the generation of skeleton data. Subsequently,
a machine learning algorithm is employed to classify the
recorded actions. The utilization of a lightweight pipeline in
this context allows for the integration of cameras in robotic
and AAL systems, enabling their effective operation in a
variety of scenarios. As depicted in Figure 1, our proposed
methodology for Multi-View Human Activity Recognition
(MV-HAR) emphasizes the central concept of leveraging mul-
tiple camera viewpoints to enhance the recognition of activities
via a lightweight pipeline. The pipeline started with data
collection from different views, followed by pose extraction
and preprocessing. Then, the prepared tensor file feeds the
training model.

A. Input Data

In a parallel work, we have developed the RHM-HAR-
SK [24] dataset on the top of a RGB dataset (RHM) [25].
This non-generative multi-view skeleton-based human activity
recognition dataset includes fourteen daily actions [walking,
bending, sitting down, standing up, cleaning, reaching, drink-
ing, opening can, closing can, carrying object, lifting object,

Figure 1. The MV-HAR pipeline, as described in detail in
section III begins with capturing video from multiple views
(III-A) and the extraction of skeletons from multiple view-
points (III-B, followed by the conversion of each viewpoint
into a spatial-temporal matrix (III-C). These matrices are
subsequently combined into a single tensor file, which is
finally classified by the modified LeNet model (III-D).

putting down object, stairs climbing up, stairs climbing down]
captured in an indoor typical British house. A robot-view
camera, two wall-mounted cameras (Front-view and Back-
view), and an omnidirectional view (Omni-view) camera cap-
ture the activities synchronously. However, analysis of that
dataset reveals that the Omni-view data has low accuracy in the
skeleton-based method, and it has consequently been omitted.

B. Pose extraction

The utilization of RGB cameras is due to their simplicity,
affordability, and accessibility in conjunction with a high-
performance pose extraction method applied to RGB data,
results in improved human body skeleton extraction. In RHM-
HAR-SK dataset, a pretrained HRNet model as described in
[26] is utilized to extract poses from videos. This model has
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TABLE II. MODIFIED LENET NETWORK ARCHITECHTURE

Layer Type I/O Chanel Kernel Size Stride Out Shape
Conv2D 3/10 (3× 3) (1× 1) (34× 34)
ReLU - - - -
MaxPool2D - (2× 2) (2× 2) (34× 34)
Dropout - - - -
Conv2D 10/20 (3× 3) (1× 1) (17× 17)
ReLU - - - -
MaxPool2D - (2× 2) (2× 2) (34× 34)
Dropout - - - -
FC Linear In: 980 Out: 500
ReLU - - - -
FC Linear In: 500 Out: 250
ReLU - - - -
FC Linear In: 250 Out: 14
LogSoftmax - - - -

been trained on the COCO keypoint detection dataset [27]
and the MPII Human Pose dataset [28].

C. Preprocessing

Following the extraction of the skeleton data, the spatial and
temporal input data was transformed into a 3×34×34 tensor.
In Figure 1 the process of finding a single person from three
cameras to make the tensor file is shown. The first digit (3)
refers to three cameras, and the 34 × 34 dimension refers to
34 frames of skeleton data, and two 17 columns. The first 17
columns belong to the X value and the second half to the Y
value. Random sampling has been used to choose 34 frames
for each video stream. The three-channel matrix is illustrated
as an RGB image in Figure 1, with each camera view being
mapped to the red, green, and blue channels.

Figure 2 illustrates three samples of two types input data,
the RGB in 2b and grayscale in 2a. The former refers to three
channels, each indicating a camera view and the latter a single-
view camera. Each 2D image depicts skeletons data frames in
an action. Subsequent to the extraction of skeletons from the
video stream and preparing the 2D image, two general machine
learning models were applied as outlined below.

D. The Modified LeNet model

The base model that has been used in this experiment for
CNN-based machine learning model is LeNet [1]. This is
a simple convolution model for image representation that we
have modified as follows to use as the skeleton-based action
classification. Table II illustrates the structure of the Modified
CNN model. Two convolution layers are applied in this model,
which we test by two different configurations, 10 and 20
channels for the low parameter and 20 and 40 channels for
the high parameter configuration. The difference between the
original LeNet and this modified version is the number of
convolution layers (reduced from 3 to 2) and the kernel size
(reduced from 5 to 3). Two dropout layers have also been
added to avoid over-fitting. One more fully connected layer
was also added to increase the learning parameters.

E. Vision Transformers (ViT) Architecture

The other classification model used is the ViT [2]. In the
ViT architecture each input picture is divided into patches

of sub-images. Then by applying the positional encoding,
the model is trained. Each patch is considered a word and
projected to the feature space. In Figure 3 a random input
data with its patches and the ViT classification architecture is
shown. The process of preparing the input data for the ViT
and M-LeNet is the same.

F. Decentralised structure

Implementing multiple cameras with separate processors in
human-robot interactions offers numerous advantages. Extract-
ing and transmitting only the crucial skeleton information re-
duces the robot’s computational load, making it more efficient
and responsive in providing assistance. Figure 4 illustrates
the proposed concept of decentralized structure of the multi-
view camera with robotic agent. Two individual cameras refer
the front-view and back-view in our experiment. The mobile
robot with a camera is following the human to recognise its
activities.

The use of multiple cameras can enhance the accuracy of the
interaction, as the robot can take inputs from different angles
into account. This leads to a more human-like interaction,
which is crucial in assistive settings where the goal is to create
a seamless and intuitive experience, making the assistive robot
even more efficient in providing aid. Overall, this approach
significantly enhances the capabilities of assistive robots and
provides a better experience for those in need of assistance.

IV. RESULTS

This section compares the results of the M-LeNet and ViT
classification models in different conditions. Table III shows
the comparison results of parameters like accuracy, number
of total trainable parameters, different camera views, number
of skeleton positions, and classes.

These two models are applied to the RHM-HAR-SK dataset,
including a synchronized three-view video stream. Table III
show the results of the models trained on full views, for all
14 classes, and all poses in the upper section and the lower
section show the same comparison with excluded ankle poses
(marked with 0-15 on poses column). The results show that the
overall accuracy is between 69 and 77 percent for all views
and 57 to 78 percent for single and double views. Among
them, the comparison of models with all poses and removed
ankles shows that for the ViT model, the accuracy moderately
increased by 3% in all views and remains the same in a single
view. In contrast, the M-LeNet model decreased by about
2% in both high and low parameters models. The difference
between these M-LeNet classifiers is the number of parameters
in linear layers, which one is double compared to the other.
The high parameter M-LeNet has higher accuracy.

In the last part of the lower and upper section, the details
of single view training models are shown. Interestingly, the
ViT model results follow the missed poses statistics in the
RHM-HAR-SK dataset [24], in which the front and robot
views have fewer missed poses, and the highest accuracy
among all views, and the back view is less accurate with more
missed poses. Moreover, the front-view accuracy is 78% in
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(a) Three samples of Single view of bending action. (b) Three samples of combined three views as a RGB image of bending
action

Figure 2. Synchronized skeleton output from different views of bending action.

Figure 3. The ViT classification Architecture Applied on one
of the RHM-HAR-SK dataset’s sample [2]

Figure 4. The decentralised structure of MV-HAR with Low
computational cost in the robot

ViT model, and robot-view accuracy is 70% in M-LeNet. The
double-view combination results are shown in the second part
of the upper section. Combinations of Front (F), Back (B)
and Robot (R) views are considered for assessing their impact
on accuracy. The average accuracy of the double-view in the
ViT models is higher than the lowest accuracy in the relevant
single-view and less than the higher one, which means that
the accuracy of the view with a lower value increased. For
instance, the individual robot-view accuracy increased from
72% to 75% in combination with front-view and back-view
increased from 61% to 69% when fused with front-view. For
M-LeNet models, all single-view accuracy increased in the

TABLE III. RESULTS OF VIT AND M-LENET CLASSIFICATION METHODS
ON RHM-HAR SKELETON DATASET IN DIFFERENT CONDITIONS.

Model Accuracy Params Views Poses Classes
M-Lenet 70% 0.6M ALL ALL 14
M-Lenet 77% 1M ALL ALL 14
ViT 71% 2.2M ALL ALL 14
M-Lenet 71% 0.6M R+B ALL 14
M-Lenet 70% 0.6M R+F ALL 14
M-Lenet 70% 0.6M B+F ALL 14
ViT 75% 2.1M R+F ALL 14
ViT 69% 2.1M B+F ALL 14
ViT 68% 2.1M R+B ALL 14
M-Lenet 70% 0.6M Robot ALL 14
M-Lenet 57% 0.6M Back ALL 14
M-Lenet 66% 0.6M Front ALL 14
ViT 72% 2.1M Robot ALL 14
ViT 61% 2.1M Back ALL 14
ViT 78% 2.1M Front ALL 14
M-Lenet 69% 0.32M ALL 0-15 14
M-Lenet 75% 1.2M ALL 0-15 14
ViT 74% 2.1M ALL 0-15 14
M-Lenet 69% 0.32M Robot 0-15 14
M-Lenet 58% 0.32M Back 0-15 14
M-Lenet 69% 0.32M Front 0-15 14
ViT 73% 2.1M Robot 0-15 14
ViT 61% 2.1M Back 0-15 14
ViT 77% 2.1M Front 0-15 14

combination of double-views. The comparison of the upper
section and lower one proves that removing low confidence
joints like the ankle joints does not affect negatively even in
ViT all-views model accuracy increased by 3%. For M-LeNet
and all single views, the accuracy fluctuated about 1%. An
examination of the number of parameters in Table III illustrates
that the M-LeNet model exhibits a significantly lower number
of parameters in comparison to the ViT model. Furthermore,
the results of removing poses with lower accuracy further
contribute to the reduction in the model’s parameters.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a lightweight multi-view
skeleton-based human activity recognition (HAR) method for
enhancing ambient assisted living scenarios. The suggested
pipeline combines the advantages of both multi-view and
skeleton-based activity recognition by fusing information from
multiple RGB cameras to enhance the activity perception
of the AAL system. A modified LeNet classification model
and Vision Transformer were utilized for the classification
task. A performance assessment of the two models and their
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variations on a publicly available dataset found that combining
camera views can improve recognition accuracy. Furthermore,
the proposed pipeline presents a more efficient and scalable
solution for ambient assisted living systems, thus providing a
potential for improving the safety, comfort and quality of life
for AAL users. Our findings indicate that multiple recognition
models, for example, M-LeNet and ViT could potentially be
selected automatically based on information found in the
scene, utilising the richness of captured data and information-
theoretic modelling, which we plan to develop this further in
our future work.
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Abstract—The data collection through digital applications in
the evolving data economy is becoming an increasing risk for
the users in terms of possible manipulation and misuse. Although
users have obtained more rights (e.g, EU General Data Protection
Regulation GDPR), there are doubts that users can actually
exercise them. In parallel, the service providers’ data collection
becomes more ubiquitous and the tools for data analytics more
powerful, which exacerbates the problem. The paper aims at
identifying design targets for digital systems to better support
users in this respect. The suggestions are based on the analysis
of videos that three groups of workshop participants produced
in a design fiction approach. The participants’ goal was to
anticipate the challenges of the data economy in 2037 and how
they might be addressed. The aim of the study was to learn more
about the perceptions and attitudes of the participants that they
expressed in their videos. To this end, we analysed contradictions
in the videos. These contradictions illustrate problems which the
participants could not resolve. The analysis of the contradiction
identifies targets for design of digital applications to better
support users in the face of the challenges of the digital economy.

Index Terms—privacy; data protection; contradictions; data
economy.

I. INTRODUCTION

The economy becomes increasingly data-driven and affects
how users interact with digital applications. Devices become
personalised and more interactive. To achieve this, compa-
nies continuously and pervasively gather and analyse high
volumes of personal data. In the VA-PEPR project [1], a
multidisciplinary team of experts in design, human-computer
interaction, digital service economy, and computer science
investigates how the private use of voice assistants or smart
home devices affects people’s lives, routines and attitudes [2].
These omnipresent systems are typical examples of how data-
collecting devices penetrate people’s lives today.

Big tech companies, such as Google, Amazon, Facebook,
Apple, Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, which provide these sys-
tems, gain control of an increasing amount of person-related
data. In this way, they expand their influence, which unsettles

users, who do not fully understand the underlying data flows;
users only guess the possibilities behind data collection and
analytics [4]. They have mixed feelings about the aggregation
[2] and distrust the data-aggregating companies [3]. Although
they regard the collection of personal data as a significant
risk for their privacy, they rely on digital applications every
day while they try to keep pace with the digital evolution.
This results in a dilemma because people are forced to choose
between the use of digital applications for their convenience
and the protection of their privacy [5]. Moreover, in the course
of the progressive exploitation of data for commercial and
other purposes, users feel increasingly manipulated by Internet
content and social media [6]. This increases their discomfort
even more.

All this leads to a wide range of concerns in terms of ethics,
economics, politics and other areas [7]. Likewise, it leads to
phenomena, such as the so-called privacy paradox: people con-
tinuously use massively data-processing applications although
they are concerned about the consequences—they just have
no alternative [5]. In a previous study we conducted empirical
investigations to examine the feelings and observations of
people using digital applications, such as voice assistants in
their homes [2]. The present study uses an indirect approach
to users’ perceptions and attitudes in the data economy. It
rather resembles the image analysis with respect to people’s
understanding of privacy in [8]. However, we have used videos
instead of images. Videos allow people to express their views
in a creative way and express their attitudes and feelings, even
those that are rather subliminal.

To this end, we held a Summer School, in which we asked
the participating students to create videos on the challenge
”Data protection and privacy in the use of virtual assistants in
2037” with regard to the individual, organisational/economic
and legislative/societal levels, respectively. Each level was
handled by a group of 6 students in separate workshops. The
videos were then analysed for hidden contradictions. The aim
was to identify issues for which the participants had not found
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a unambiguous solution. We see these issues in relation to
design targets for digital systems that better respect users’
privacy.

The paper is organised as follows. Section II describes
related work (on topics like data economy, data-based manip-
ulation, users’ perceived vulnerability, privacy by design). In
Section III, we explain the methodology that we have applied
in setting up the workshops and analysing the results. In
Section IV, we present the results. We conclude the paper
with a discussion of the findings in Section V and derive
recommendations.

II. RELATED WORK

There are several studies that have investigated the impact
of the digital economy on users. They discuss and illustrate
how users perceive the influence on their lives. This includes
users’ fear of losing control and manipulation.

Data economy: Allen states that the massive collection
of data by big tech companies, such as Google, Amazon,
Facebook, Apple, Baidu, Alibaba, and Tencent, presents major
challenges to the users of digital applications in terms of
control over personal information [9]. While initially the digi-
talisation was expected to bring empowerment and better lives
to people, we can now observe a downside of digitalisation that
challenges individual privacy and autonomy. Zuboff refers to
the business model related to this as surveilance capitalism
[4]. Users of digital applications do not really understand the
privacy-related terms of service they agree to when they use
digital applications [10]. The new world is not as bright as
expected bringing forward issues in quality and reliability of
data, ethics, privacy and other areas [11]. Investigations have
shown that users are even willing to pay a fee to avoid the
collection and commercial use of their data [12].

Data-based manipulation: After it became known that
Cambridge Analytica used social networks, such as Facebook,
to manipulate users by using their personal data for microtar-
geting [13], many users became aware of the threats related to
such procedures. However, many see the danger more in the
security of sensitive information (e.g., credit card numbers)
than in the insidious collection of data and the building of
user profiles that allow manipulation [14]. Users do not always
realise that the transition between friendly persuasion and
unfriendly manipulation is continuous [15].

Perceived vulnerability of users in the data economy:
Users’ vulnerability in the data economy has been identified
as a sociotechnical problem that determines how people use
systems and which choices they make [16]. It is the task of
system designers to resolve users’ concerns and give them
more control [17]. Although the use of personal data is very
common today, users and their needs are not sufficiently
reflected in research and practices as studies have shown [18].
It has been argued that it is important to include users in the
discourse about the evolution of the data economy [19] but
this requires that we understand their situation and know what
is at stake for them.

Privacy by design: The attempt to integrate privacy-
preservation in the design and development of applications
is known as privacy by design [20]. Although the principles
of privacy by design are generally accepted, there are no clear
guidelines on how to implement them [21]. It is the complexity
of privacy, which causes problems for methods that realise
privacy by design [22]. For this reason, the principles have
mainly theoretical relevance [23].

III. METHODOLOGY

After we had already obtained a picture of users’ perception
and attitudes regarding privacy from our home studies [2],
this study investigated how users imagined alternatives to the
current situation in terms of privacy. Since this required a
more elaborate approach, we conducted this study with a
smaller group of appropriately prepared students in a Summer
School that took place at the end of August 2022. The partic-
ipants consisted of 18 students of the University of Applied
Sciences and Arts, Lucerne, who had different backgrounds
and major subjects—see Table I. As preparation for the
Summer School, the students had a preceding kick-off meeting
with two instructors in May 2022, where they gained a first
overview of the Summer School programme on ”Creativity
and Future Studies”. It also included pointers to the over-
all challenge described ”Data Capitalism, Data Colonialism
and Possible Future Scenarios”. The students were provided
with the online toolbox becreate, which included the web-
based training ”create – Free thinking, creative stimulation
and ground-breaking solutions” with an introduction to the
topics creativity, innovation management and instruction for
(inter)connected media learning and projects [24]. A guideline
with detailed quality criteria and indicators was offered as
additional orientation. This was to ensure that each group used
a comparable approach. At the end of the kick-off meeting,
three tasks were assigned to the students:

1) They were asked to research four publications relevant to
the given challenge and upload the sources to an online
platform. In addition, they were asked to explain why
they regarded the publications to be relevant.

2) They were asked to study the web-based training.
3) They were asked to produce a short video, in which they

talked about their competences in the areas of creativ-
ity, innovation management and media competence and
about their motivation.

Finally, the instructors assembled the teams for the different
workshops in a way that ensured the best possible interdisci-
plinary mix and the participation of at least one person with
strong media skills in each team.

The instructors also used the kick-off meeting to obtain
the students’ verbal consent for the use of videos, collected
literature (including explanations) and other results in the VA-
PEPR project. The Summer School was not compulsory for
the students and their participation was voluntary. To make the
results available to the project, they were stored on a research
platform and password-protected. The students were informed
that the results of the analysis would be anonymised and then
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used in the research project; the provision of data to the project
was voluntary. Shortly before the start of Summer School, the
students were asked again whether the videos and other work
results could be used for research purposes; the access to the
work results on the Internet or other generally accessible media
was excluded.

The provision of the workshop results was not remunerated,
however, as a special appreciation, the students were invited
to an optional networking event at the end of the Summer
School, where they had the opportunity to exchange experi-
ences among each other and with the instructors as well as
the accompanying researchers of the VA-PEPR project.

TABLE I. DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY—INDIVIDUAL LEVEL.

Group Major Subject Gender
1 real estate male
1 socio-cultural studies female
1 value network management female
1 mechanical engineering male
1 social pedagogy female
1 spatial design female
2 real estate female
2 communication female
2 management and law female
2 architecture male
2 market and consumer psychology male
2 social work female
3 real estate male
3 real estate male
3 socio-cultural studies female
3 architecture male
3 finance and banking male
3 marketing female

During the week of the Summer School students were asked
to explore and answer the following questions related to the
future of the data economy:

• What opportunities as well as dangers or problems will
the data economy in 2037 be associated with?

• How can the challenges related to privacy and data
protection in 2037 be addressed?

The latter question was split into three levels (individual,
organisational/economic, legislative/societal) and assigned to
one group each.

At the end of the week, each group should have produced
a video as a result of the creative and discursive process as
well as the documentation of the process that led to this result.
The documentation should also include possible side paths or
discussion threads that they had decided not to pursue.

The video analysis was conducted for each of the three
videos in an iterative approach [25]. One researcher (R1 in
Table II) described the individual scenes of each video one by
one. The results were tabulated (timestamp, description) and
can be found in Tables III-V. The interpretation team (R2-
R4 in Table II) elaborated the core message in each scene
and identified contradictions in these messages. According to
[26], whole-media (audio and video) analysis results in higher
accuracy, a denser description and reveals more informative
reports than analysing the transcripts only. According to [27],
the researchers of the interpretation team looked at core images

of the scene, interpreting the content from their personal back-
ground and experience. Each researcher in the interpretation
team looked for contradictions, which were then discussed and
interpreted in the team. Only those contradictions that the team
agreed on were included. Due to the small number of videos
and the clear recognizability of the contradictions, intercoder
reliability was not applied [28].

TABLE II. RESEARCHERS IN THE INTERPRETATION TEAM.

No. Research Focus Gender Education
R1 Future of Work, female Political Economics

Information Technology Information Science
R2 Digital Business male Mathematics

Knowledge Management Computer Science
R3 Digital Health female Anthropology
R4 Social Work male Psychology

Digital health

In analysing the videos, we adopted an approach in which
we considered the respective future scenarios as narratives
in the sense of design fiction [29]. This was in line with
the briefing, where participants were instructed to identify
a problem in the specified areas and create a video with a
fictitious content that described an approach to solve current
and future data protection problems [30]. Each video can be
understood as a narrative of how the participants envisioned
the future protection of data and privacy. Narratives reflect
people’s perceptions and attitudes. Moreover, they can serve
as boundary objects between people with different knowledge
and backgrounds [31], a factor that was relevant beacuse of
the interdisciplinary teams. According to [32], narratives are
most valuable if they reveal gaps and contradictions. Such
contradictions point to issues that the storyteller obviously
cannot easily resolve. The advantage of a narrative is that it
is cognitively processed in a different way than non-fiction.
Thus, the producers and consumers of narratives are more open
to accept multiple meanings and possibilities, ambiguity and
contradictions [33]. Similarly, the workshop participants built
their contradictions (unconsciously) into their videos, as there
was no obvious solution for them. Studies of contradictions
have a longstanding tradition in human-computer interaction,
mainly related to activity theory [34]. They have been consid-
ered a suitable tool to carve out problematic user situations
[35] and serve as a source of inspiration for the development
of new ideas [36].

In a final step, we conducted an analysis of contradictions
in the videos—as indicators for antagonistic forces that are
inherent in the setting and cannot be easily resolved. We
looked for deeper-seated challenges that could explain why the
contradictions could not be resolved. In addition, we expanded
the scope of these challenges and found several dimensions
that helped us to structure the results systematically.

IV. RESULTS

In the following, we present short descriptions of the three
videos and the results of the subsequent analysis.

Video 1 - Individual Level (length 9 min.): The 2037
scenario assumes that all personal data, such as health or
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financial data, will be deposited in a personal data wallet of
a newly created Federal Department of Property. The funda-
mental problem identified in the video’s future scenario is that
every data repository can be hacked, today and in the future.
This is in line with the conventional wisdom in the field of IT
security that attacks happen wherever a security gap opens up.
The proposed solution in the scenario is simple and complex at
the same time: an avatar—a digital twin of the real person—is
supposed to anticipate threats to personal data and defend the
user against them. It is based on artificial intelligence, which
makes the avatar powerful enough to protect the user’s data
wallet, while also making it intelligent enough to understand
the users’ requirements. Cf. to Table III for scene descriptions.

TABLE III. DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY—INDIVIDUAL LEVEL.

Scenes of Group 1’s Video
Time Stamp 00.50-01.05
In the future scenario, data ownership is handled the same way online
and offline.
Time Stemp 01.12-01.42
A persona logs into the personal wallet using Face ID or biometric data.
Personal data (e.g., health, insurance, financial data) are stored in a
wallet at the Federal Department.
Time Stamp 01.43-01.59
The account is hacked: It is explained that even in 2037 not everything
works without problems.
Time Stamp 03.10-03.33
The personal problems related to data are mentioned: Addiction and
social media, plus the unresolved legal situation and capitalism.
Time Stamp 04.30-05.13
For the future scenario ”ownership and property”, an IT expert is
interviewed: he sees the same problems as today also in 2037, i.e.,
passwords are revealed or databases are hacked.
Time Stamp 05.18-05.40
An IT expert: Security measures must be further developed, especially
encryption procedures. Quantum computers bring new uncertainty.In
addition, users should always remain up to date with the latest
technology due to the constant development of the digital world.
Time Stamp 06.16-06.43
A well-known scientist is quoted warning against quantum computers.
However, such computers do not yet exist.
Time Stamp 06.46-07.30
Blockchain technology plays a crucial role in protection, which is
constantly being further developed by researchers.
Time Stamp 08.04-08.44
Two solutions to close security gaps in the future are proposed:
(1) use of multi-factor authentication and (2) more education,
T&Cs should become more user-friendly.
Time Stamp 08.46-09.15
An avatar (AI) is introduced (as clone of the real person) that prevents
the hacking of the user’s data.

In the video of Group 1 (Table III), we find the following
contradictions: (1) ”Central repository, data must be controlled
by the state” (Time Stamp 01.12-01.42) vs. ”Distributed repos-
itories, data must not be controlled by a single institution”
(blockchain) (Time Stamp 06.46-07.30), (2) ”Technology is a
threat to the user” (quantum computing) (Time Stamp 06.16-
06.43) vs. ”Technology is a friend of the user” (avatars) (Time
Stamp 08.46-09.15). If we look at these contradictions in more
detail, we find in (1) the problem of protecting data, which is
not a question of where the repository is located; a state-owned
repository can be hacked in the same way as a private one.

The critical point behind the contradiction is the confidence
in the security and transparency of the storage. In the case of
the state-owned repository users simply transfer their security
problem to an authority. In the case of blockchain, it is the
dispersion of data that ensures security because the data are
everywhere and nowhere. The points that are important for
users are that they know that their data are secure and
protected by an institution that is more powerful than
themselves. This is also closely related to contradiction (2),
which reflects the users’ attitude towards technology. On the
one hand, users are aware that digital technology is required
to protect data. On the other hand, they see new technology as
a threat to the security of their data. It is not about good and
bad technology but the same technology can be used in both
ways. The insight is that we need technology to cope with
the dangers of technology. However, users need support to
keep up in the race for safety excellence.

Video 2 - Organisational Level (length 12.5 min.): The
future scenario in this video starts with a job interview, in
which the recruiter has access to personal information about
the female applicant gleaned from social media during the
interview (e.g. her wish to have children or her political
opinion). On the basis of the provided data, she is rejected.
Discrimination against the applicant is the central theme of
the video. It seems that the students identify themselves with
the female victim: they declare the issue of discrimination
to be a major future problem, which is also associated with
the digital divide in society. Although an explicit expression
of trust or distrust in data capitalism or technology is not
mentioned, people realise that they have to deal with it in some
way. The proposed solution is a virtual assistant that suggests
with whom to share data or which personal data should be
deleted. It remains unclear who runs the data platform, the
state or private companies. Further scenes show how the virtual
assistant makes recommendations. For example, the woman
should not eat chocolate because she is pregnant, she should
not smoke because that might make her health insurance
premiums rise, she should not drink beer because that might
deteriorate her social ranking. It looks like she accepts the
advice unconditionally and uncritically. The conclusion is that
the individual must decide to be socially compliant or non-
compliant. Cf. to Table IV for scene descriptions.

In the video of Group 2 (Table IV), we see the following
contradictions: (1) ”Use of personal data is in users’ interest”
(Time Stamp 03.09-03.24) vs. ”Use of personal data is in the
interest of companies” (health insurance) (Time Stamp 02.48-
02.58), (2) ”Users can control data-based discrimination”
(deleting personal data) (Time Stamp Time Stamp 12.25-
12.38) vs. ”Users become victims of data-based discrimina-
tion” (training bias in data that are not their own) (Time Stamp
04.06-05.14). The contradiction (1) is related to the purposes
for which person-related data are used. Intelligent assistants
can either recommend suitable solutions to users’ problems
based on their available profiles or they serve other parties’
interests to the harm of the users. In connection with the
problem of trust in intelligent assistants, there is the additional
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TABLE IV. DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY—ORGANISATIONAL
LEVEL.

Scenes of Group 2’s Video
Time Stamp 01.50-02.04
The future scenario starts with a job interview in which the interviewer
uses personal background information about the applicant (e.g. desire
to have children, political orientation), which leads to a rejection.
Time Stamp 02.34-02.48
The same person wants to buy chocolate and asks her voice assistant
for the nearest kiosk. The voice assistant answers that the protagonist
should not eat chocolate because she is pregnant.
Time Stamp 02.48-02.58
The question whether one should rather smoke instead of chocolate is
answered in the negative. The reason given is health and possible
increases in health insurance premiums.
Time Stamp 02.59-03.08
When asking for a beer, the assistant points out the negative effects in
the social ranking.
Time Stamp 03.09-03.24
The request for a holiday with the order to book a flight to Hawaii is
refused because the account balance is too low.
Time Stamp 03.24-03.35
It is noted that this is an aspect of discrimination.
Time Stamp 03.36-04.05
In further analysis, further future scenarios are developed with the
result that discrimination will be a major problem in 2023.
Time Stamp 04.06-05.14
Examples of discrimination through digitalisation are listed. This affects
women in application processes, as the algorithm tries to match the
company and the applicant, while the training data contain a bias.
Time Stamp 07.00-09.47
In three interviews, the interviewees are asked about the dangers
and opportunities of data mining by large companies.
Time Stamp 09.48-11.52
Possible solutions for 2037: a label to guarantee privacy, people
themselves determining the algorithms, educational offers in terms
of prevention, research projects in the field of data protection,
customers who can control access to their data at any time.
Time Stamp 11.59-12.23
Discrimination in the job interview can be prevented by avoided by
a deliberate decision which data are shared.
Time Stamp 12.25-12.38
A personal intelligent voice assistent gets the order to delete
certain personal data.

question of the extent to which users should bow to the
supposedly optimal advice of intelligent assistants. Users may
feel they have to bow to the applications, mostly overlooking
the limitations of such technologies. This raises the question
of privacy in relation to intelligent applications. It raises
the question to which extent we transfer responsibilities to
technical applications. The contradiction (2) reflects the desire
to influence the impact of data use, while at the same time
it is clear that such data use must be transparent to be
controllable—users can hardly control a bias in training data.
The central theme behind this contradiction is the wish to un-
derstand and control the use of data in digital applications.
Such control requires transparency and explainability, which
has already been identified as a key research topic in artificial
intelligence research [37].

Video 3 - Societal Level (length 15 min.): The future
scenario describes a social principle of ”digital first” or ”digital
only”, i.e., you must be online or you are excluded from
society. The question is raised whether social life can or
should only take place online. Social media play a central

role in society, but they are organised in a decentralised way
in the sense of communities (not in the sense of big tech).
It is also difficult to distinguish between true and untrue
information. Various solutions for dealing with misinformation
are proposed. One is that users categorise posts as fact, opinion
or scientifically verified statement. Other solutions include
a traffic light system based on a central assessment and a
point system which involves sanctions for misbehaviour by
spreading misinformation. Two people from two opposing
political parties are asked about the problem: one person wants
a solution controlled by the state, while the other person wants
as little state influence as possible and insists on freedom of
expression. Finally, the importance of this issue for democracy
is highlighted. Cf. to Table V for scene descriptions.

In the video of Group 3 (Table V), we see the following
contradictions: (1) ”Credibility criteria for information are
objective” (Time Stamp 08.30-10.00) vs. ”Credibility criteria
for information are subjective” (Time Stamp 08.30-10.00), (2)
”Information shared in social media is democratic” (liberal
view) (Time Stamp 03.52-05.16) vs. ”Information shared in
social media in manipulative” (Time Stamp 06.40-08.10). Re-
garding contradiction (1), the solution to the problem of fake
news proposed by the students primarily suggests that there
is a clear distinction between objective truths and subjective
opinions. At the same time, this categorization is conducted
by individual users and is therefore subjective, which raises
the question of clear criteria for such a categorization. More
likely, it is a social issue rather than one that can be based on
technical means or individual opinion. Thus, we need social
processes to ensure the trustworthiness of content. We must
learn how to establish such processes. Contradiction (2), on the
one hand, refers to the fact that anyone can contribute to social
media, while, on the other hand, it is becoming increasingly
apparent that such possibilities open the doors for various
kinds of manipulation (example: filter bubble). The problem is
similar to the one in contradiction (1), but its focus is rather
on the mechanisms in social media than on the assessment
of content quality. Some social media groups are more like
conspiracy circles than fora for public discourse. This raises
the question whether such groups increase or weaken users’
autonomy as responsible members of the society. It must be
ensured that there are mechanisms that enhance users’ au-
tonomy, for example, by resolving information fragmentation
and support open exchange since openness appears to be an
essential precondition for better user control.

V. DISCUSSION

The videos describe issues that the students perceive as
most urgent today or expect to become critical challenges in
2037. The students have dealt extensively with the subject
matter in their preparation, so that we do not assume that the
occurring contradictions were merely inaccuracies. Instead, we
assume more fundamental issues behind these contradictions.
That this assumption is not unfounded is illustrated by the
so-called privacy paradox; it describes that people express
concerns about the violation of their privacy by big digital
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TABLE V. DATA PROTECTION AND PRIVACY—SOCIETAL LEVEL.

Scenes of Group 3’s Video
Time Stamp 0.08-01.06
Scenario in the year 2037: A reporter wants to interview randomly
selected people on the above topic. The person interviewed (a group
member) answers reluctantly. The person expresses that he or she
distrusts the truthfulness of the news and has difficulties understanding
topics, that classic media (e.g. books) are no longer used.
Time Stamp 01.12-01.33
Description of a utopian vision of the future in which life takes place
only in digital space.
Time Stamp 01.51-02.14
The task and, in part, the methodological procedure are explained.
Time Stamp 02.30-02.50
Five thematic areas are defined: (1) Addiction/Internet, (2) Invasion of
privacy/sensitive data, (3) Misinformation/Consumption,
(4) Influence/economy (advertising), (5) Misinformation/State/Politics,
from which the topic misinformation is selected.
Time Stamp 02.51-02.58
Question: How can society curb misinformation on social media?
Time Stamp 03.25-03.50
Future scenario in 2037: reality
and the internet are merging more and more, you can’t escape it. You
can no longer be offline. Social media are increasingly dominated by
communities, it is no longer clear what is true or false.
Time Stamp 03.52-05.16
Interview with two male politicians on the subject of misinformation in
2037: (1) older politician: the state must bear responsibility. (for
what remains unclear); (2) younger politician: liberal thoughts are
important. Filters mean a bit of censorship. Providers should set as
few filters as possible.
Time Stamp 05.30-06.20
Future scenario 2037: The blending of internet and reality leads to
social division; certain interest groups turn away from others; money
is replaced by collected data; data in social media feeds rating system;
social media become more and more personalised.
Time Stamp 06.40-08.10
Five main problems in future scenarios: (1) Power shift to social media
and loss of control over the distribution of information; (2) Dependence
on social media and more and more time spent using social media and
electronic devices (danger of filter bubbles); (3) Societal change through
digitalisation depends on more and more population groups; (4) Division
of society through digitalisation; (5) Misinformation that can no longer
be controlled. Misinformation is seen as the biggest problem.
Time Stamp 08.30-10.00
Approaches to the issue of social media and misinformation:
(1) Self-tagging of social media posts: This distinguishes fact, opinion
and scientifically verified statement; (2) Traffic light system distinguishes
the truth content of posts; (3) Point system after repeated publication
of fake news blocks the responsible persons; (4) The state punishes
misinformation more severely (deterrence).
Time Stamp 10.02-10.55
Interviews on possible solution: very time-consuming (time, staff);
traffic light system is a good idea, clearly visible.
Time Stamp 11.02-13.00
Conclusion: Relation to democracy is important Main finding:
Flexibility/adaptability is required, new inventions, one has to be open
as a human being so that society can move forward. Cooperation
between organisations is important.
Time Stamp 13.00-14.00
Retrospective: View to 2027 is limited, we have to look further ahead.
Time Stamp 14.00-14.53
Supplementary information.

service providers but don’t show a corresponding reaction in
their behaviour [38]. Group 1’s contradiction (2) is related
to it. In the analysis of the paradox, Solove explained that
users practically have no other choice than to surrender to
circumstances that are perceived as a threat to their privacy
[5]. This is one example of how contradictions can point to
broader problems.

In order to check the generalisability of the results we
compared them to results of previous studies that we had
conducted with another group of users, who were more diverse
(e.g., between the ages of 17 and over 70, lower as well as
higher affinity to technology)—for more details refer to [2].
In this study, we identified the following connections (The
numbering of contradictions follows Table VI):

C1.1: Ambivalence towards data retention and the role of
the state corresponds to recent studies that found that the
Swiss population tends to trust their government (due to their
effort in the COVID-19 crisis) [39]. On the other hand, there
is a fundamental distrust in general particularly in terms of
surveillance [40]. Both views were also reflected in our studies
of attitudes towards voice assistants.

C1.2: The ambiguous attitudes towards the dangers of
digital technology as friend or foe correspond to our previous
studies of voice assistants. Some people had developed an
almost personal relationship to their voice assistant whereas
others remained suspicious of them—some even stopped using
them at all. Since users did not consider these voice assistants
as essential for their daily life stopping the use was easy. This
does not apply to more important digital applications, where
the conflict persists.

C2.2: The conflict regarding control also appeared in the use
of voice assistants, where some users switched them off if they
wanted to make sure that their utterances remain private. Some
participants completely banned voice assistants from certain
rooms, e.g., bedroom or bathroom. Apart from switching off
the device they were never completely sure what happened to
their conversations, that is, they did not have the feeling to
control the use of their data.

TABLE VI. CONTRADICTIONS IN THE VIDEOS.

C1.1: ”Central storage, data must be controlled by the state” vs.
”Distributed storage, data must not be controlled by a single institution”
C1.2: ”Technology is a threat to the user (quantum computing)” vs.
”Technology is a friend of the user”
C2.1: ”Use of personal data is in users’ interest” vs.
”Use of personal data in in the interest of companies”
C2.2: ”Users can control data-based discrimination” vs.
”Users become victims of data-based discrimination ”
C3.1: ”Credibility criteria for information are objective” vs.
”Credibility criteria for information are subjective”
C3.2: ”Information sharing in social media is democratic” vs.
”Information sharing in social media in manipulative”

Connections to other contradictions were less obvious,
which was generally due to the limited intelligence and per-
formance of current voice assistants. For example, participants
did not think that the assistants would harm their autonomy
due to manipulation, although they recorded enough data to
produce a very detailed personal profile. Equal access to
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information was no problem either since most information
sources on voice assistants were free. Similarly, the content
was not regarded as a problem since a considerable part of
the information provided came from Wikipedia or other well-
known sources. However, we can imagine these three aspects
might become problematic once voice assistants are misused
by parties with a polarising agenda and content of unclear
origin or if users only get high-value information if they pay
for it.

The value of contradictions for design is that they provide
insights into users’ attitudes towards data-related issues. The
contradictions in the proposed solutions reveal deeper-seated
problems. It is important for the design of effective solutions
that these are taken into account.

To provide better insight in the design targets that might
tackle the problems we have derived general challenges from
the contradictions und categorized them in various dimensions.
One dimension refers to the different manifestations of in-
formation (as thing, as knowledge, as process) according to
Buckland [41]—according to [42], we regard the knowledge
dimension to be related to the application of information. The
second dimension refers to the distinction between primarily
individual or social concern. The results are compiled in Table
VII. Moreover, we have included examples of design targets
that address the challenges in the design of applications that
use personal data.

TABLE VII. CATEGORISATION OF CHALLENGES

Information-as-thing
Individual Social

Challenge data ownership equal access to technology
Design user sovereignty over infrastructure supporting
Target their data technology updates

Information-as-knowledge
Individual Social

Challenge control over data use avoidance of discrimination
Design transparency regarding evidence of
Targett data use unbiased data

Information-as-process
Individual Social

Challenge information reliability information autonomy
Design systematic reliability control of ethical
Target checks information usage

Finally, we regard the suggested design targets in more
detail to illustrate how the challenges might be addressed:

• “User sovereignty over their data”: Currently, the
business models of most digital service providers take
user data in exchange for their digital services. Thess
business models are increasingly being distrusted due
to privacy concerns [43]. The measures that have been
suggested so far put the burden on the users, who on
the whole cannot cope with it, e.g., GDPR [44]. The
only effective measure seems to be that users retain full
control over their data. For example, data trustee solutions
have been suggested to supported users in protecting their
data [45]. System designers should take the role of data
trustees in digital applications into account.

• “Infrastructure supporting technology security up-
dates”: Users cannot keep pace with the developments
in cyber security, which appears to be a technological
race between defenders and attackers of cyber security.
Therefore, users need a system infrastructure that auto-
matically installs all relevant system updates. Partially,
systems already provide automatic updates but automatic
technology updates should become mandatory and part
of the infrastructure.

• “Transparency regarding data use”: Use of person-
related data is necessary to individualise digital services,
e.g., for recommendations. Users have to understand
what this individualisation means and what their data
are used for. System designers should take care of such
transparency.

• “Evidence of unbiased data”: Bias in data-trained ma-
chine learning applications is well known, e.g., [47].
Measures have been suggested to avoid bias [48]. Data
used to train algorithms should be checked for known
biases and certified accordingly if necessary.

• “Systematic reliability checks”: To which degree infor-
mation is trustworthy is often difficult to decide because
even correct and validated information can be misleading
if it is used in the wrong context. Designers must provide
each user the opportunity to contribute to such checks and
make the sources of information transparent. Systematic
checking means that a procedure must be set in operation
that ensures a high probability of detecting content of low
quality.

• “Control of ethical informational usage”: Subliminal
manipulation of users by data-based applications depends
on the depth of available user profiles and the quality of
algorithms. Protecting user data is already a decisive step
for preventing manipulation but cannot prevent manipu-
lation completely [14]. Protection also requires checks of
the purposes, for which algorithms were trained. System
designers should support users in conducting such checks.
The purpose of data use should be made as transparent
as possible.

The contradictions that we have identified reflect the par-
ticipants’ perceptions and attitudes with respect to their data
and privacy protection requirements. The respective narratives
helped them to express their views in a less restrictive way
that show the tensions they experience. Thus, we were able
to expand the insights we had gained in the earlier in-home
studies. Nevertheless, further investigations of the multifaceted
challenges are required. It is obvious that individual users
cannot deal with these challenges on their own but need
qualified institutions and suitable infrastructures that support
them. The current study only had the aim to point at a first
set of the existing issues of data-based applications. They
are likely to represent a small spectrum of possible issues
resulting from other scenarios. However, they already give an
impression of the effort that is required to reconcile users’
privacy interests and economic demands in the future.
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Abstract—This paper aims at understanding the influence of
prosody during a child-virtual robot interaction. We provide
and analyze an experiment including 30 children aged 6 to 10,
who interact with several virtual robots in a video game. This
preliminary study highlights the impact of voice on children, as
they tend to prefer an expressive voice using non-lexical vocal
elements rather than an acted voice simulating stereotypical
synthetic voices.

Index Terms—human-virtual robot interaction, human-agent
interaction, socio-affective prosody, trust with children, non-
verbal speech.

I. INTRODUCTION

Prosody (the sum of phonic elements such as intonation,
pitch, rhythm, vocal timbre etc.) is a key element of human
interaction, and thus a major issue in human interaction with a
physical or virtual communicating machine [1]. Prior studies
have shown that the “breathy voice” prosodic factor, charac-
terized by a lax vocal tract and a very relaxed control of the
glottis, is an intrinsic marker of relational proximity [2]–[4].
It has been shown that the prosody of speech — generated by
the gestures of the vocal tract — and holistically the prosody
of gestures of the communicative body elements orients and
feeds the nature of the relationship between humans — and
thus between prosody-emitting machines and humans [5]. The
prosodic artifacts of speech synthesis systems, without any
analysis of the markers and relational effects of these artifacts
[4], have gradually entered into everyday life until the massive
diffusion of these synthetic voices in GPS systems and in voice
assistants embodied by “smart speakers”, such as Amazon
Echo or Google Home. These voices, whose characteristics
are more and more often in the “breathy” stereotype [6], seem
to be becoming cultural references for the voices of virtual
or robotic agents, especially among adults. The prosody of
these Alexa-like voices (i.e., breathy, intimate, etc.) is distinct
from prosodies of vernacular situations such as play, espe-

cially in adult-child situations. The type of relationship these
Alexa-like voices build with humans has not been extensively
studied and is poorly understood, even though these voices
have demonstrated their enduring appeal. Researchers such as
Tisseron [7] and Sparrow [8] warn about the ethically toxic
effects of voices that trigger an illusion of intimacy and trust
invariable to any situation, without any other expressive mark.

Yet, as Vinciarelli et al. [9] or Hofstetter and Keevallik [10]
have shown, non-lexical speech primitives (i.e., not containing
words) convey relational roles, attitudes, intentions, mental
states, emotions, moods and other socio-affects, and build a
relationship by guiding its value (e.g., the altruistic relationship
without dominance [11], [12]). Some speech synthesis systems
offer voices which include non-lexical elements, and some
robots implement them (such as Paro or Spoony), but without
relying on a fine understanding of these vocal elements and
their effects on the engagement and relational nature evoked,
in consistency with the lexicalized prosody.

This paper proposes to the Human-Computer Interaction
community a reflection on the still under-researched impor-
tance of speech posody in virtual agents and robots. In Section
II, we introduce the research question and motivation behind
the study. In Section III, we present the experimental design
and methodology. In Section IV, we report the results of the
study and discuss our indicators and potential biases. Finally,
in Section V, we draw provisional conclusions and outline
directions for future research.

II. OBJECTIVES

The long-term goal of our research is to understand how
strong and how is established (with what nature - in particular,
trust) the engagement in the interaction between a human and a
robot, through the strong and weak prosodic signals conveyed
within an overall relationship by all elements of the body,
including the vocal tract. The adjective prosodic is assumed
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here in its extension to all body signals, not restricted to
the speech prosody. In this very first step presented here, we
focus only on the voice (no variation of other body gestures),
and only on the invariable breathy voice stereotype (Alexa
type), in comparison to a non-breathy but overly expressive
voice (to oppose it very clearly to the always “breathy”
and confident voice, friendly but unresponsive to interactional
changes) with or without non-lexical vocal elements. In order
for this caricature to be ecologically relevant, and also because
the “breathy” stereotype is essentially intended for adults, we
proposed this prosodic contrast on a virtual robot interacting
with children during a playful task - a pretextual cooking
game.
In this interaction protocol, we used three different vocal
profiles, all acted by the same female comedian [13]:

• Voice A - Colloquial enunciation, aiming for a playful,
dynamic style, exaggeratedly child-like cartoon voice:
modal or tense voice (tensed), fast-paced, high pitched
(mean fundamental frequency F0 = 320 Hz)

• Voice B - Same instructions and prosodic values as voice
A, but including non-lexical socio-affective vocal prim-
itives consistent with the global prosody (vocal bursts,
grunts, onomatopoeia, etc.) (mean F0 = 320 Hz)

• Voice C - An acted voice simulating “stereotypical”
synthetic voices (e.g., Alexa), i.e., globally breathy with-
out attitude variations and without non-lexical vocal ele-
ments: systematically breathy voice, slow rhythm, lower
pitch (mean F0=250 Hz)

Our research hypothesis is as follows: In a playful cooking
task involving children interacting with virtual robots, a robot
using an expressive voice and non-lexical speech elements will
elicit more engagement, trust or interest than a robot using
only lexical speech elements and a constant prosodic modality.
An ethical issue of this work will be to measure the nature
and strength of the installed relationship in order to make
explicit in future commercial product, how the robot engages
and bonds with the people it interacts with (note that as far as
we know, none of the currently available conversational agents
warn about the nature and the strength of the relationship
created with their users). Thus, according to the specific uses
(e.g., health or service) and the targeted audience (e.g., fragile,
young or elderly), these warnings will be taken into account
so that the ethical validity or invalidity of the implementation
can be determined contextually.

III. MATERIALS AND METHOD

In this section, we describe the division of participants in
three groups and the procedure used to gather data, involving
a vocal interactive game.

A. Participants

The participants of our research were voluntary children
visiting the Cité des Sciences et de l’Industrie in Paris. Thanks
to the Laboratoire des Usages en Technologies d’Information
Numériques (LUTIN), we recruited 30 children between the
ages of 6 and 10. The gender distribution was 35% girls / 65%

boys, with an average age of 7.8 years (± 1.7 SD). We set up
3 groups of 10 children. The A/B group interacted only with
voice profiles A & B, the B/C group with the profiles B & C ,
and the A/C group with the profiles A & C. Presenting only 2
voice profiles per child seemed necessary to limit the child’s
cognitive load. All interactions occurred in French, and were
translated to English for this article.

B. Method

a) Description of the procedure for a participant The
research protocol described below was submitted to the multi-
disciplinary ethics committee of the Grenoble Alpes University
(CERGA), which analyzed and evaluated it positively. Two
experimenters intervene in the experimentation room: one in
charge of guiding the child through the task, and another in
charge of the “Wizard of Oz” procedure, giving the child
the impression that the virtual robots were understanding the
child’s requests. The child sits on a chair in front of a screen
where the game is projected. Shown in Fig. 1, the game
consists of making a virtual cooking recipe with the help of
two virtual robots who bring to the player the 6 ingredients
needed to make a chocolate cake.

Fig. 1. Screenshot of the game, with the two virtual characters.

The experimenter first asks the child a few open-ended ques-
tions before starting the game (about their background with
video games, cooking, robots) and then at the end about their
experience of the game. It is made clear to the child that
there are no right or wrong answers and that they must answer
according to what they have seen or felt in the game. When
the game starts, both virtual robots welcome the child at the
same time. The experimenter then asks the child to pick (using
a counting-out rhyme) the robot which will start the task and
fetch the first ingredient. The robots then interact successively
with the child to fetch ingredients. The game unfolds at the
child’s own pace, through their vocal statements, on which
the “Wizard of Oz” experimenter bases the triggering of the
different sequences of the game. At the end of the game, both
robots say goodbye to the child at the same time. Note that
when the two robots speak at the same time (only at the
beginning and end of the game), a slight delay (about 100
ms) between the 2 voices is used, to make the voices more
distinguishable. The average duration of the game is about 4
minutes. The progress of the task is recorded by a webcam
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(audio and video) located under the projection screen. Finally,
two boxes physically present in the experimentation room are
placed under each virtual robot projected on the screen, each
box containing stickers representing the character under which
it is located (the characters differ only by the direction of
the symbol which decorates their apron). At the end of the
experiment, the experimenter asks the child to take a sticker
of the virtual robot they prefer from one of the two boxes, to
keep a souvenir of the game. This forces the child to make a
choice between the two virtual robots presented (contrary to
the preliminary questions asked to the child where the answers
can be multiple without requiring a final choice). In this choice
between two stickers, we also wish to mobilize the body and
to see the choice which results from this request which is not
only addressed to the mind (as it was the case in the previous
questions where the body was not solicited). We believe that
the reasons that lead a child to choose one of the virtual robots
over the other may not be easily conscientizable and that the
conscious representations that the child has of the robot do
not necessarily induce a given behavior towards the robot.

b) Avoiding potential biases Apart from the differences
in speech profiles between the two virtual robots, we made
sure that the robots’ animations and the elements of the
game’s virtual kitchen decor were as symmetrical as possible.
Moreover, different potential biases (related to the child’s
age, gender or laterality, their number of interactions with
each robot. . . ) have been identified. We will be vigilant to
neutralize at best these biases in future analyses.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

All the children said they enjoyed the game, 95% said
they appreciated the help they got from the robots and 75%
appreciated the help provided by the first experimenter. These
responses support a real involvement of the children in this
research protocol.

A. Perceived differences in voices
85% of the children noticed that the two virtual robots did

not speak in the same way. When the first experimenter asked
what is different for the children who perceive a difference,
the answers were mostly about pitch differences between
the voices, as shown in Tab. I. As a reminder, the actual
fundamental frequency (F0) of C is lower than the one of
A and B. Some of the children who noticed a difference
in pitch assumed that the robot with a higher pitched voice
was a female, and that the other one was a male. Other
less salient factors are reported by the children, for instance
the laughter included in some utterances of voice B, and an
“alien” characterization of voice C. Although some qualifiers
(e.g., enthusiastic (A), laughing (B), cheerful (B), softer (B),
nicer (B), better (B)) have a more positive valence than others
(shouting (B), unpleasant (B), alien (C)), it is difficult to
identify children’s preferences from the data we collected.

B. Potential indicators of trust
We wished to pay particular attention to the relationship of

trust in which the social signals of the robot (virtual in this

TABLE I
QUALIFIERS FOR EACH VOICE BY NUMBER OF OCCURRENCES (NB)

Voice A Voice B Voice C
qualifier nb qualifier nb qualifier nb
higher than C 3 higher than C 3 lower than B 3
lower than B 2 higher than A 2 lower than A 2
higher than B 2 softer than C 1 male 2
female 2 nicer than C 1 bigger than B 1
high 1 smaller than C 1 slow 1
fast 1 better than C 1 alien 1
enthusiastic 1 lower than A 1 not too fast nor

too slow
1

laughing 1
shouting 1
unpleasant 1
cheerful 1
female 1

reading hint: voice A is reported as higher than voice C by 3 children

game and physical in the future) could engage children. To
begin the evaluation of this potential trust, we did not explicitly
ask questions using the notion of trust, in order to avoid any
bias, especially with children. We addressed it indirectly; when
asked, “Would you lend a precious object or a toy to one of
the robots?” (Q5 in Tab. II), children responded positively, for
one particular virtual robot or both, 70% of the time. When a
child’s response was positive for only one virtual robot, that
virtual robot was also chosen by the child 75% of the time
when making the final sticker choice. When asked “Would
you let one of the robots enter your bedroom?” (Q6), children
responded positively for one or both virtual robots in 70% of
cases. When a child’s answer was positive for only one virtual
robot, that virtual robot was also chosen by the child 75% of
the time in the final choice of a sticker. If we compare the
results of questions 5 and 6 in group B/C, more children are
willing to let robot B into their room than to lend it their
toys. This trend is reversed for robot C. It would therefore be
interesting to distinguish more carefully in a future research
two axes of trust; one axis of centrifugal trust in lending an
object to the other, and a second axis of centripetal trust in
letting the other into the home.

C. Preference between voices

We will now look specifically at the data collected in each
group A/B, A/C and B/C. Among all the questions asked to
each child, 6 questions allow determining whether or not the
child expresses or not a preference towards a virtual robot.
The final choice of the sticker also gives information about
the child’s preference. All these answers and choices are
summarized in Tab. II to evaluate the engagement, trust or
interest that a child has toward virtual robots.

D. Calculation of the total score for each robot

In a first simplifying approach to evaluate the engagement,
trust or interest that a child has towards a virtual robot, we
assign an identical weight to the positive answers for the 6
questions above and to the final choice of the sticker. If a robot
is chosen or preferred by X% for a question or for the choice
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TABLE II
ANSWERS FOR ENGAGEMENT & TRUST-RELATED QUESTIONS

group answer Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 sticker score

A/B

none 90% 70% 90% 70% 10% 30%
both 40% 30%

A 10% 30% 10% 10% 40% 30% 60% 26
B 20% 10% 10% 40% 15

A/C

none 80% 80% 80% 90% 40% 30%
both 40% 60%

A 10% 20% 20% 10% 10% 70% 24
C 10% 10% 10% 30% 16

B/C

none 50% 30% 50% 40% 40% 30%
both

B 30% 20% 40% 20% 20% 50% 80% 26
C 20% 50% 10% 40% 40% 20% 20% 20

Q1 Is there a robot who helped you more?
Q2 Is there a robot you liked more?
Q3 Is there a robot you understood better?
Q4 Is there a robot you preferred to talk to?
Q5 Would you lend a precious object or a toy to one of the robots?
Q6 Would you let one of the robots enter your bedroom?

of the sticker, we assign it X/10 points. Each group containing
10 children, this is equivalent to assigning one point to a robot
each time it is chosen by a child. For example, the score for
voice A in group A/C is 24 points, obtained as follows: 1 point
(Q1 : 10% for only A) + 2 points (Q2 : 20% for only A) + 2
points (Q3 : 20% for only A) + 4 points (Q5 : 40% for both
A and C) + 1 point (Q5 : 10% for only A) + 1 point (Q6 :
10% for only A) + 6 points (Q6 : 60% for both A and C) +
7 points (Sticker : 70% for A).

These data show an overall tendency for children to express
a preference for vocal profile A (whether it is opposed to B or
C), and to prefer profiles A and B when they are opposed
to profile C. This is confirmed by grouping the results of
groups A/C and B/C, which allows us to compare the so-
called “expressive” voices (A and B) with the stereotypical
voice C. If we aggregate the scores of A and B in groups A/C
and B/C, and compare this score with the aggregate score for
voice C in these two groups, we obtain a score of 50 for
expressive voices versus 36 for the stereotypical voice, again
showing a tendency for children to prefer expressive voices.
These tendencies will naturally have to be confronted to a
larger sample of participants. We also plan to study different
kinds of embodiment and situations to get a better insight of
the robustness and generalization of these tendencies.

E. Effect of non-lexical primitives

The comparison of the results obtained between groups A/C
and B/C is revealing of the effect of non-lexical primitives
since this is the only element of the game that changes between
these two groups. The frequency of negative answers (“none”)
to questions 1, 2, 3 and 4 change substantially, with the average
of these frequencies dropping by 40% when the non-lexical
primitives are introduced (cf Tab. II). Even if the direct contrast
in the A/B group did not induce a preference for the B voice,
this drop in frequency seems to indirectly show a positive
cleavage effect of the non-lexical primitives on the children

that would be useful to study further with a larger number of
children. This is consistent with the results of previous studies
for adults [14], [15].

F. Relevance of holistic gestural behavior

In the protocol of the experiment, it is also important to
notice the interest that the expression of the preference of a
child towards a virtual robot is not only verbalized but more
generally gesturalized: the final choice of the sticker of the
preferred robot implies the physical displacement of the child
and its gripping. This interest seems to be quite visible for the
B/C group. Indeed, the answers to the 6 questions highlighted
in Tab. II do not show a clear preference between the voices
B and C, with a score of 20 for the virtual robot B and 18
for the virtual robot C (if we exclude the final choice of the
sticker). Yet, a clear preference appears for the virtual robot
B which is chosen at 80% by the sticker.

G. Potential biases

Further research will be needed to estimate the impact of
potential biases in this study such as the robot design and
its kinematics, the laterality of the child or the order of the
questions.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This first experiment with a limited number of children
allows us to draw several provisional conclusions, showing
the interest of continuing this research:

• As expected, the voice seems to have a significant impact
in a video game context intended for children, where
many other parameters intervene (the visual aspect of
the game, its playability, its novelty, the presence of an
adult at the child’s side...), which could have strongly
limited this impact. The voice being one of the elements
of the relational construction in the physical robot, we
will have to work on the voice in coherence with the
other modalities of expressivity of the robot to come.

• The factors of voices A and B do not place the child in
the intimacy of voice C (which they sometimes describe
as “polite”, “friendly”), but in an expressiveness (e.g.,
“enthusiastic”), which attract their preference (remember
that voice C imitates voice assistants like Alexa).

• Non-lexical speech primitives seem to have a determin-
ing role in the child’s perception, installing a relational
space different from the one installed by strictly lexical
elements. This will guide further research devoted to
analyzing more precisely the relational effects pointed by
the inconsistency when comparing directly voice A and
B.

These first results reinforce the importance of the choice of
the voice prosody that can be given to a robot. The seductive
power of stereotypical voice C, which creates the illusion of
intimacy, gentleness, politeness, seems complex to analyze
in its effects. In any case, even if children assign positive
qualifiers to it, it does not attract their overall preference. More
generally, the prosodies of all gestural modalities (gaze, head,
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arms, navigation...) will be studied in order to establish an
ethically justified choice.

These initial findings will lead to future experiments involv-
ing other virtual robots as well as physical robots currently
under development at Enchanted Tools.
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Abstract— Literature has shown that Augmented Reality (AR) 

technologies can positively influence older people’s quality of 

life. However, to achieve its potential, we need to ensure the 

usability of AR for elderly users. One of the most common 

usability evaluation methods is testing a product towards 

heuristics. Usability heuristics are also used to guide the 

interface design to improve usability. Unfortunately, the well-

known general usability heuristics do not consider aspects 

specific to AR technologies as well as elderly users’ needs. 

Therefore, there is a need to develop and validate heuristics 

specifically tailored for AR for elderly users. In our previous 

study, we developed a set of usability heuristics for elderly 

users and validated it by collecting feedback from usability 

experts. In this study, we have further validated the heuristics 

by asking designers/developers to use them for creating an AR 

application prototype. The results show that the heuristics are 

useful in the design phase of creating usable AR applications 

for elderly users. According to the participants, it can also be 

used in other phases of the application development cycle. 

Keywords-augmented reality; elderly; usability; heuristics. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Augmented Reality (AR) technologies can help the 
elderly to increase their quality of life, enhance their care and 
autonomy, develop social interactions, and improve their 
overall wellbeing [1]. However, to achieve these potential 
benefits, we need to ensure the usability of AR applications 
for elderly users [2][3]. Usability is overall an important 
aspect in designing technologies for older people [4]. Due to 
age-related difficulties, most elderly experience challenges 
using Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) 
[5]. Thus, this group of users has specific usability needs and 
requires special attention [6]. For instance, modern game 
interfaces often use sounds, lights, and colors that are 
pleasant for younger users but often cause an adverse 
reaction from older users [7]. 

Heuristic evaluation is a common recognized method for 
testing the usability of ICT systems [8][9]. In addition, using 
heuristics as a guide for interface design to improve usability 
is a commonly adopted practice [10]. Unfortunately, well-
known generic sets, such as Nielsen’s heuristics [11], do not 
address characteristics specific to some types of ICT [9]. For 
instance, AR has certain hardware features, safety and 
privacy issues, and high importance in the surrounding 
environment [8]. That is why there is a need for new sets of 
heuristics that cover features specific to particular 
technologies [12]. All of the above-mentioned AR 

characteristics, as well as the specific needs of elderly users 
[6], need to be considered by new usability heuristics 
[8][13]. 

In our previous paper, we developed a set of usability 
heuristics for AR systems for elderly users [14]. However, it 
should not be the end of the process once heuristics for a 
specific domain are proposed, further validation needs to be 
conducted [12]. According to the systematic review by 
Nurgalieva et al. [15], only 11.5% of the selected papers 
reported validating the developed guidelines and heuristics. 
At the same time, the rest of the studies did not include the 
validation stage. That is why we have validated the 
developed heuristics through the expert judgment method 
[16] (interviews with AR experts with industrial and 
academic backgrounds). However, it should be further 
validated to ensure the quality of the set of heuristics and its 
applicability for creating usable AR. 

Usability heuristics are commonly used for evaluating the 
usability of products, with most studies validating their 
effectiveness for this purpose. Despite this, designers also 
widely use usability heuristics to guide their design 
decisions. That is why, in this research, we have further 
validated the developed set of heuristics by using it to design 
an AR application interface and gathering feedback from the 
designers and front-end developers about the usefulness of 
the heuristics. 

This paper has the following structure. Section 1 
introduces the importance of usability heuristics specifically 
tailored for AR and elderly users. Section 2 reviews related 
work on AR usability and methodologies for new heuristics 
development. Section 3 describes the methods used for the 
validation of previously developed heuristics. Section 4 
presents the study's results, including the prototype design 
created by the participants and their feedback on the set of 
heuristics. Section 5 discusses the results and implications of 
our findings and compares them with the reviewed literature. 
This paper's main contribution is presented in section 6, and 
it states that the developed set of usability heuristics can help 
to create usable AR applications for elderly users. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The following section presents a review of the related work 

on usability heuristics for AR and older users, along with the 

methodologies for developing and validating new heuristics. 
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A. Usability Heuristics 

Usability evaluation of AR applications needs to address 
certain technological aspects specific to AR, such as 
hardware, its features, and potential limitations; privacy, 
safety issues, and related concerns that might appear due to 
using of cameras and video in users’ environment; the 
importance of users’ surroundings as a part of application 
interface; ease and comfort of use [8]. 

Several studies have focused on AR usability and 
presented new developed sets of heuristics or usability 
checklists tailored or adapted to AR specifics, including 
some aspects listed in the paragraph above. Franklin et al. 
[17] presented heuristics adopted for collaborative 
distributed AR systems and validated with a case study 
method. Another study focused on mobile AR usability and 
mapped and adapted Nielsen’s heuristics to the specific 
features of AR home design applications [18]. Derby and 
Chaparro [13] created and validated a usability heuristics 
checklist for AR and Mixed Reality applications. Guimaraes 
and Martins [19] adapted the ISO 9241-11 [20] and Nielsen’s 
heuristics and presented a checklist for AR usability 
evaluation. Yet, none of the studies mentioned above have 
focused on elderly users’ usability needs. To our knowledge, 
only a few studies investigated AR usability in elderly users’ 
context. Liang [2] developed general AR design principles 
for elderly users, however, they focus only on mobile AR 
[21]. 

In our previous study [14], we developed a set of 
usability heuristics that focuses on elderly users and 
considers aspects specific to AR applications. The developed 
set can be used as guidelines for creating AR systems for 
older people and heuristics for performing usability 
evaluation of existing AR applications. 

B. Validation methodologies 

When we discuss establishing new usability heuristics for 
a specific domain, two recommended methodologies are 
commonly used in the studies: [22] and [16]. Quiñones et al. 
[16] also mentioned other proposed methodologies for the 
heuristics development [12][23][24][25][26]. However, they 
do not provide a defined approach for validating the 
developed heuristics [16]. They also lack a comprehensive 
description of the formal steps involved in the development 
process [16].  

Both Quiñones et al. [16] and Rusu et al. [22]  
recommended methods for validating the new developed 
heuristics. Rusu et al. [22] recommended evaluating the set 
of heuristics against Nielsen’s heuristics in specific case 
studies. The authors recommended evaluating the same 
system with one group of experts using the new set of 
heuristics and a second group using Nielsen’s heuristics and 
comparing the results. Quiñones et al. [16] recommended 
three methods of heuristics validation. First, using heuristics 
evaluation to compare the new heuristics with a control set of 
traditional heuristics. The second method is to involve 
experts and ask for their feedback on the developed set. And 
a third one is to compare the results of the heuristic 
evaluation with the developed set with the results of user 
testing. However, in both cases, the authors perceived the 

heuristics as a tool only for usability evaluation and proposed 
the methods of heuristics’ validation for this purpose only. 

Nurgalieva et al. [15] mentioned two other methods of 
heuristics validation that have also been used in research: 
first, designers using the proposed guidelines to design 
applications and giving feedback, and second, end-user 
testing of the applications developed following the 
guidelines. 

III. METHOD 

The process of heuristics development [14] was inspired 
by the eight-step methodology [16] and included a 
systematic literature review and interviews with usability 
experts. The developed set contains 55 heuristics divided 
into six categories: User involvement, Cognitive and 
physical load, Usability and accessibility, Privacy, Hardware, 
and Gamification. Eighteen heuristics have supplementary 
information added as a note to clarify the meaning of the 
heuristic. 

We propose further validating the developed set of 
heuristics by using it to design and develop an AR 
application and then gathering feedback from the 
designers/developers about the set’s usefulness. We have 
involved three experts (P1-P3) that work with frontend 
design and development and have usability and elderly 
users’ needs knowledge and experience with AR. The 
participants were recruited by contacting IT companies by 
email. More detailed information about the participants’ 
work experience is presented in Table 1. 

TABLE I.  INFORMATION ABOUT THE PARTICIPANTS.  

Information 
Participants 

P1 P2 P3 

Type of work 

Front-end 

developer 
and UX 

designer 

Front-end 

developer, has 
experience with 

design tasks 

UX designer 

specializing 
in user 

research 

Years of experience 4.5 9.5 4 

Experience with AR 
Yes, as a 

user 

Yes, as a 

developer 

Yes, as a 

designer 

Usability knowledge Yes Yes Yes 

Experience 

designing for and/or 

testing with elderly 

No 

experience, 

but has 

knowledge 

of elderly 
users’ 

needs 

No experience, 

but has 

knowledge of 

elderly users’ 
needs 

Included 

elderly in 

user testing 

 
First, the participants received the task instructions that 

specified: the user group of the project (elderly people), the 
product that needs to be produced (augmented reality 
application for performing physical exercises), the exercise 
that needs to be included in the game (move the hands over 
the head during 30 seconds), game scenario (the users need 
to imagine that there are flying over a canyon) and the task 
that the participants need to complete (create a prototype of 
an AR application with 3-5 interface sketches using the set of 
heuristics). The participants did not get instructions on how 
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to proceed with the task since we wanted to make the task 
closer to a real design/development project. We also wanted 
to see how the participants would approach the heuristics and 
how they would work with them. 

The participants were supposed to choose a hardware 
technology for the project. They had three options: a 
smartphone (mobile AR), a combination of Microsoft Kinect 
and TV, and a head-mounted device. The participants were 
also asked to make notes throughout the process and mark 
heuristics that were especially helpful or/and influenced their 
prototypes and overall results. 

Within a week after the task instructions were sent, the 
interview sessions with the participants were arranged. The 
interviews were semi-structured, and their purpose was to 
discuss participants’ experiences with the task and collect 
their feedback on the set of heuristics. Each interview session 
lasted approximately one hour. The interviews were audio-
recorded, and notes were taken during the process. In 
addition, during the sessions, the interviewer went through 
the notes of the participants together with them and asked 
clarifying questions. The recorded interviews were 
transcribed and analyzed by creating inductive semantic 
codes and categories using the conventional approach to 
content analysis [27]. 

IV. RESULTS 

We interviewed three participants, each focusing on a 
different hardware device (P1 – Microsoft Kinect and TV, 
P2 – smartphone (mobile AR), P3 – head-mounted device). 
All the participants independently chose the following way 
to proceed with the task: first, quickly looked through the list 
of heuristics; then made initial prototypes; after that, went 
through the list again more carefully, paying attention to the 
details, checking if the prototypes were compliant with the 
heuristics and, if not, made corresponding changes in the 
process. 

The interview sessions demonstrated that the participants 
found the task interesting and engaging. All of them 
expressed a positive attitude toward the set of heuristics.  

The remaining section is organized based on the 
categories established through the content analysis. 

A. The design of the prototype made by the participants 

The participants made several changes to their initial 
prototypes to make them compliant with the heuristics. For 
instance, in accordance with the heuristic number 31, “Use 
representative figures and icons that the user can distinguish 
and differentiate. Note: Elderly people may not be familiar 
with many standard Internet icons, so, when possible, to use 
short text, use it instead of an icon” P1 added a text to a 
button “Back” in the interface sketches to make the purpose 
of the button clearer for the users (Figure 1). 

Based on the heuristic number 15, “Use large fonts and 
virtual objects,” P1 reduced the number of elements on the 
screen in each sketch and made them and the text even 
bigger than in the initial sketches. To make the prototype 
compliant with the heuristic number 39, “Ensure the 
transparency of information regarding content privacy, data 
collection, and its purposes,” P1 added a section “About” 

and later decided to include it in the package of the product 
since it could be difficult to read a lot of text from the screen. 
P1 has also decided to make the base version of the app 
available without an internet connection, based on the 
heuristic number 5 “Consider the greater care needs of the 
residents and the institutional infrastructure (e.g., internet 
accessibility).” 
 

Figure 1.  A sketch of Participant 1 with the added text "Back" to the 

button. 

P2 added a navigation bar with text instead of buttons 
with icons to make the sketches more consistent following 
heuristic number 29, “The system and its response and user 
interface should be consistent in appearance and behavior, 
predictable, clear, and transparent,” and heuristic number 31, 
“Use representative figures and icons that the user can 
distinguish and differentiate. Note: Elderly people may not 
be familiar with many standard Internet icons, so, when 
possible, to use short text, use it instead of an icon”. Based 
on section 2 of the heuristics’ set “Cognitive and physical 
load” and the heuristic number 9 “Design the interface to 
enable the user to focus on the actual task and reduce the 
cognitive overhead needed to interact with the application”, 
P2 added a possibility to play the game without a login. P2 
made the text on the sketches bigger, based on the heuristic 
15, “Use large fonts and virtual objects.” P2 decided to add 
video instructions instead of pictures to make it easier to 
understand the instructions and added a possibility to repeat 
the video (Figure 2), based on the heuristic 8 “Сonsider older 
adults' individual needs and skill levels” and heuristic 
number 28 “When relevant, provide guidance (including 
visual instructions) in a step-by-step manner.” 
 

Figure 2.  A sketch of Participant 2 with the video instructions. It has a 
text field on the top of the screen, followed by a video content and 

navigation bar at the bottom. 
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P3 decided to reduce the number of elements on the 
screen in each sketch and made the design more 
minimalistic, based on the heuristic number 9 “Design the 
interface to enable the user to focus on the actual task and 
reduce the cognitive overhead needed to interact with the 
application” and heuristic number 13 “Consider that virtual 
elements hide real content.” P3 also added a two-players 
mode to support the social aspect of the game and increase 
users’ motivation to exercise (Figure 3), based on the 
heuristic number 51 “Consider adding an optional multi-
player mode, since playing together with family or friends 
can motivate elderly users to start and continue playing.” 
During the interview, P3 mentioned that they also should add 
“Back” buttons to each screen. 

 

Figure 3.  A sketch of Participant 3 with different game modes. 

B. Applicability 

All participants agreed that some heuristics should be 
used before sketching the interface, and some will be used 
later in the development process. Participants 1 and 2 also 
discussed that heuristics cover tasks typically related to the 
work of different roles in the team, such as UX researcher, 
UX designer, front-end developer, hardware developer, and 
product manager. 

P2 stated that the set overall is very good for the 
refinement stage and can be a good checklist, while P3 noted 
that the set is a good start for the research and design process 
and usability testing at the end of the project. 

C. Understandability 

Overall, all the participants stated they had no issues 
understanding the heuristics. P3 said that the set is well 
structured, mostly understandable, and turned out to be 
useful for creating a usable AR application for the elderly. 
The majority of the heuristics were also understandable. 
They did not cause any confusion and were easy to use and 
apply. All the participants agreed that the additional notes for 
some of the heuristics were highly helpful and explained 
some details that needed to be clarified with the notes. The 
only heuristic that raised some questions and was unclear to 
2 out of 3 participants (P1 and P2) is heuristic number 7: 
“Involve and stimulate older adults’ social networks.” Both 
participants perceived it as a recommendation to incorporate 
multiple players mode, however, the intended meaning was 
to incorporate the social networks of older adults into the 
research and design process. Participants suggested that 

adding an additional note clarifying this heuristic could 
prevent misunderstanding and improve understandability. 

P2 claimed that all the heuristics are well decoupled, 
even though some of them are overlapping, for instance: 
heuristic number 11, “Users should be able to accomplish a 
task with minimal interaction steps; avoid “unnecessary” 
interventions by the user” and heuristic number 24 “Menu 
navigation and general navigation within the application 
should be logical, with clear and minimal steps.” However, 
the participant stated that it is not a disadvantage of the list: 
“The heuristics are talking about the same issue, but they 
cover it from different angles.” 

D. Familiarity and novelty 

P2 stated that some of the heuristics were common 
knowledge for an experienced UX designer, but still, having 
them in the set as a reminder and a part of a checklist that 
needs to be completed is good. P1 agreed that some 
heuristics were evident for a designer, such as those that 
concern the interface's simplicity, logical navigation, screen 
brightness, and big text (the participant mentioned that it 
mainly concerns category 3. Usability and Accessibility). 
However, P1 also highlighted that this set of heuristics is a 
good checklist and “nothing needs to be cut.” P3 mentioned 
that some of the heuristics are familiar from more general 
usability heuristics and guidelines, however, it also contains 
heuristics more specific for elderly people that are not 
mentioned in other lists. 

There were also things the participants hadn’t considered 
relevant for the prototype before reading the heuristics. For 
instance, P1 claimed that they would not think about the 
higher importance of outdated technology consideration for 
the elderly (heuristic number 33); the greater care needs of 
the elderly residents and the institutional infrastructure 
(heuristic number 5); older adults’ privacy needs and 
concerns (heuristic number 38) and most privacy heuristics 
overall (category 4 – Privacy); also, a need to consider 
specific conditions of older adults living environments 
(heuristic number 3). Overall, P1 highlighted that the 
heuristics that are specific for elderly users were the most 
useful ones. P2 mentioned that they wouldn’t think about the 
support the user’s procedural and semantic memory to 
enhance the learnability and usability of the interface 
(heuristic number 25). 

E. Context and hardware 

P1 also commented on the heuristics that concern 
hardware. They mentioned that it is not always possible to 
develop hardware in the project, or even sometimes choose 
it, so designers and developers do not always have an 
influence on the hardware. 

There was also a heuristic that got different feedback 
from the participants. P2 and P3 found the heuristic number 
13, “Consider that virtual elements hide real content.” very 
useful since they designed for hardware that “projects” the 
computer-generated elements on the real content. While for 
P1, who was covering the Microsoft Kinect and TV 
hardware, this heuristic was not useful at all. 
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Overall, the participants provided useful feedback 
demonstrating the usefulness of the developed set of 
heuristics for creating usable AR applications for elderly 
people. The set includes general information about usability 
in the form of a well-structured checklist with decoupled and 
understandable heuristics, and, according to the participants, 
is important to have. Moreover, it also includes heuristics 
specific to AR technologies and elderly users, which the 
participants found the most useful. Based on participants’ 
feedback, the set of heuristics is useful for the starting point 
of the research and design process, as well as for the 
refinement stage of the project and usability testing at the 
end. 

V. DISCUSSION 

Previous studies demonstrated that well-known general 
heuristics do not cover all the aspects specific to AR 
applications [8], and there is a need to create a set of 
heuristics that consider AR specifics [12], such as hardware, 
surrounding environment, privacy, security and comfort of 
use [8]. All these aspects were considered, and 
recommendations towards them were included in the 
developed set of usability heuristics [14]. The set has a 
separate section covering potential privacy issues and 
proposed solutions. The study participants expressed that 
heuristics concerning privacy were valuable and important to 
consider. P1 stated that a designer might not be aware of the 
older adults’ special privacy needs and concerns. Regarding 
the surrounding environment, most participants highlighted 
the importance of the heuristic number 13, “Consider that 
virtual elements hide real content,” which covers an issue 
specific to AR that combines a real environment with 
computer-generated elements [1]. 

The developed set of heuristics considers AR hardware. 
It has a dedicated section covering guidelines that can help to 
overcome potential issues related to AR hardware, for 
instance, comfort and safety of use, consider the weight of 
the wearable devices and time of use, consideration of 
existing elderly aids, and different input and output devices. 
However, the participants' feedback did not include much 
information about their opinions and attitude toward this 
category of heuristics. P1 commented that a project often 
predetermines hardware, and designers and front-end 
developers mostly do not have an influence on the hardware 
decisions. That is why P1 did not find this section of 
heuristics particularly useful for the design of AR 
applications. The other participants did not have many 
comments about the heuristics from this section. This might 
be due to the fact that none of the participants had experience 
working on a project in which hardware was developed as an 
in-house solution. 

The developed set of heuristics is trying to cover 
recommendations for all types of AR hardware devices, even 
though they can have some differences [1]. The interview 
with participants demonstrated that some heuristics are only 
relevant for some types of AR but not others. The heuristic 
number 13, “Consider that virtual elements hide real 
content,” was very useful for mobile AR and AR with a 
head-mounted display since these types of AR “project” 

virtual elements on the users’ surroundings. While P1, who 
focused on the Microsoft Kinect and TV hardware, did not 
find this heuristic relevant. 

Research has also shown that elderly users have specific 
usability needs [6], so the developed heuristics included 
recommendations for this user group. The results of the 
study demonstrated that the heuristics that were explicitly 
focused on elderly users were found the most useful by the 
participants and helped them to adjust the created prototypes 
to elderly users’ needs. Examples of these heuristics include 
consideration of elderly users’ environment, particular 
privacy concerns, and a higher focus on outdated 
technologies. 

A. Limitations 

One of the study’s limitations is the small number of 
participants. However, they performed an extensive task, 
developing and adjusting prototypes of an AR application 
interface using the heuristics and providing thorough 
feedback about the process and the set of heuristics. Their 
design has also covered all types of hardware devices. 

Another limitation is that the task that participants 
received was covering only the initial design phase of a 
project. Therefore, they provided us with low-fidelity 
prototypes, while the heuristics covered more stages, 
including user research, hardware decisions, and some parts 
of front-end and back-end development. However, during the 
interview sessions, we gathered participants’ feedback on all 
heuristics considering the AR prototype, including those that 
did not apply to the initial design phase. 

In addition, not all participants had experience designing 
for and testing with elderly users, which may have limited 
the findings of the study. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this study, we aimed to validate the set of usability 
heuristics for AR for elderly users by creating an AR 
prototype by design and front-end development experts. The 
participants were asked to prototype an AR application 
interface using the set of heuristics. After they had completed 
the prototypes, interview sessions were arranged to collect 
participants’ feedback on their experiences using the set of 
heuristics. Overall, the participants expressed a positive 
attitude towards the heuristics and stated its usefulness, ease 
of use, and understandability. The set of heuristics was found 
to be a good checklist that can be used at different stages of 
the AR design and development process.  

In the future, it is important to validate the heuristics for 
the whole AR development process. In addition, the 
effectiveness and usefulness of the heuristics should be 
evaluated with a user study to investigate how 
designers/developers following the heuristics can influence 
the usability of an AR application. 
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Abstract— Zero-emission Urban Autonomous passenger 
Ferries (UAFs) is a promising concept to serve as flexible, cost 
effective and sustainable public transport utilizing urban 
waterways. The perception of users and their attitudes plays a 
vital role in acceptance and use of autonomous technologies. 
For UAFs to be accepted, there are more factors to consider 
beyond having a robust and mature technology. The public 
should perceive it as safe, trustworthy, and convenient to use. 
In the future, from a technical perspective, abandoning a 
human host onboard is possible when reaching a higher level 
of autonomy. To understand the consequences or implications 
of human host removal in the future, we need to understand 
the current influence of the human host onboard. This 
research aims to shed light on the role of the human host 
onboard in acceptance and use of the UAF, and the 
implications it has for implementing remote supervision of 
such a ferry. We address this through the analysis of a set of 
citizen engagement activities performed as part of an ongoing 
R&I project exploring trust in zero emission UAFs. The citizen 
engagement consisted of table discussions, VR mixed reality 
simulations, and in-situ trips in the fully functional 
autonomous ferry prototype milliAmpere2. The findings 
outline six sub-themes to define the significance of a human 
host onboard an UAF. The qualitative results show that the 
perceived importance of the presence of a human host onboard 
is decreasing throughout the sessions. This is in a non-linear 
fashion, and especially after the immersive sessions. The 
context of where and how the ferry trials were conducted, 
meaning short distance within enclosed waters and the use of a 
small UAF, allows for alternatives to the full-time onboard 
presence of a safety host to be discussed.   

Keywords-urban autonomous ferries; citizen engagement; safety; 
trust; acceptance; convenience; level of autonomy; remote 
supervision. 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Autonomous technologies including unmanned ships in 

the maritime sector are gaining popularity due to their 
potential benefits, namely cost efficient, environmentally 
sustainable, and safe maritime transportation [1]. Currently, 
around 90% of the urban areas, including several of the 
largest cities in the world, are coastal [2]. With urban sprawl 

across the globe, urban population is expected to increase, 
thus requiring better integrated, sustainable, and more 
efficient modes of transport ensure the quality of mobility 
and life in urban spaces [3]. Battery powered zero-emission 
Urban Autonomous passenger Ferries (hereafter UAFs) can 
be a solution for future public transport in cityscapes. This 
solution has been partly explored as in for example the 
modular system Roboat in Amsterdam [4], the passenger 
service Captn Vaiaro in Kiel [5], and the AutoFerry project 
in Trondheim resulting in the prototypes milliAmpere1 
(mA1) and milliAmpere2 (mA2) [6]. Autonomous systems 
can be characterized by their Level Of Autonomy (LOA). 
Smogeli [7] has defined five levels of autonomy for UAFs 
specifically, ranging from manual operation (level 0) to full 
autonomy with remote support (level 5). Level five would 
imply the UAF to monitor itself and the passengers, make 
decisions and determine actions by itself, and asking for 
assistance when needed. The operation of the ferry within a 
fleet of several, is monitored by operators at a remote 
support centre, similar to an air traffic control centre in its 
structure. Local emergency response would handle any 
emergency situations occurring [7]. The prototype mA2 is 
currently operated at level 2 (onboard supervised autonomy) 
but aiming towards operating at level 4. Beside the 
technological development required to reach higher levels of 
autonomy, investigating user perceptions is important to 
understand various risks associated to UAFs. Goerlandt [8] 
rightfully highlights the importance of understanding publics 
risks and safety perceptions and risk communication. In the 
work of N. P. Reddy [9], societal communication is 
emphasised to establish trust related to the operation of 
autonomous systems. However, there is a gap in perceived 
benefits, concerns, and safety perception of autonomous 
solutions and specifically urban autonomous ferries, which 
motivated Goerlandt [3] to fill the gap by investigating user 
perceptions towards UAFs amongst the senior urban 
population in Halifax, Canada. A key finding there, was that 
increased levels of autonomy was supported, with the 
condition that an onboard operator would be present [3]. 
Both in the perspective of safety (personal and vessel 
related) and security (especially physical), an onboard 
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operator would alleviate those concerns [3]. As such, the 
onboard operator is the doorkeeper to introduce fully 
unmanned UAFs towards the higher levels 3-4 defined in 
[7].  

This paper seeks to explore the role of a human host 
onboard UAFs, and to discuss possible measures needed for 
a trustworthy operation of fully unmanned UAFs. The study 
is conducted through citizen engagement, where the 
participants would experience the fully functioning UAF 
prototype mA2. The use of an immersive VR mixed reality 
simulation, as well as the functioning prototype to explore 
and evaluate the user perceptions is, to the knowledge of the 
authors, a novelty in the given context.  

This paper is part of the TRUSST project – Assuring 
Trustworthy, Safe and Sustainable Transport for All. The 
primary objective of TRUSST is to innovate an integrated 
assurance framework, stemming from an interdisciplinary 
and socio-technical perspective. This project is a 
collaboration between DNV, as risk management assurance 
provider, Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
(NTNU) and Zeabuz, a spin-off company from NTNU 
seeking to introduce autonomous cost-cutting waterborne 
mobility solutions.  

As part of the citizen engagement objective, we have used 
a multimodal data collection method which will be described 
in section II. Quantitative and qualitative results are 
presented in section III. A discussion and presentation of 
future research concludes in section IV.  

II. METHODOLOGY 
This research was conducted through an exploratory 

approach due to the context novelty. The overall aim was to 
gain a deeper understanding of the public perception of 
UAFs. In this paper we will focus on the data regarding the 
significance of the human host onboard and the implications 
of removing the human host when progressing towards level 
4 (remote supervised autonomy), that was collected over the 
length of four sessions. The overview of the sessions design 
and the detail about the participants is presented next and can 
be seen in detail in appendix 1.  

A. The sessions 
Altogether 4 sessions (Figure 1) were conducted consisting 
of: 

1. Information and table discussions 

2. An immersive virtual mixed reality simulation of 
the ferry trial between Ravnkloa and Vestre 
Kanalkai (Figure 2, right) 

3. Real ferry trials with the autonomous prototype 
milliAmpere2 within the real context (Figure 2, left 
and middle) 

4. Reflective table discussions   
 

The sessions focused on the topics of safety, 
sustainability, and societal impact. The study was designed 
this way to both capture initial perceptions, but also to see 
how this would change after more knowledge and immersion 
with the overall concept. The arrangement of several 
workshops with some time in between was done to capture 
both immediate feedback and reflected answers. The citizen 
engagement activities were designed under the guidance of 
Missions Publiques [10], a professional citizen engagement 
consultancy. 

1) Table discussions: Before the first session a briefing 
was provided to the participants with basic information and 
some pictures of the UAF concept by Zeabuz. As soon as the 
participants arrived at the first session the first questionnaire 
(WS1-A) was handed out to capture the initial perceptions of 
the participants. This was followed by informative 
presentations on future possibilities for urban spaces, the 
technology, and a visualized user journey. Afterwards, four 
groups were formed for a table discussion. The table 
discussion was guided by large worksheets which contained 
a set of questions which are listed in the appendix 1. For 
each question the participants were asked to reflect on their 
own and note their thoughts on post-its. Then the post-its 
were posted on the big sheet and presented to the group, 
whereby a discussion arose naturally. A plenary presentation 
of the discussion concluded each question. During these 
plenary presentations the participants also had the chance to 
ask questions to the different stakeholders present. Each 
group was accompanied by a facilitator taking notes and 
keeping time. At the end of the session a second 
questionnaire (WS1-B) was handed out to capture changes in 
participant perceptions after the interactive session.  
2) VR Mixed Reality Simulation: In the second session 
the participants were offered to try a VR mixed reality 
simulation of mA2 in the canal. This was conducted with the 
use of two full-size mock ups of mA2 and thereby making it 
a tangible VR lab as described in [6]. Three different 

Figure 1: The four sessions of the citizen engagement. 
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scenarios were simulated as described in appendix 1. A 
facilitator was following the participant during the whole 
simulation and taking notes on behaviour, actions, and  
thoughts of the participant. After the simulations a 
questionnaire (VR) was handed out to capture the  
participants immediate thoughts. A focus group moderated 
by a facilitator concluded the session. An interview guide for  
the facilitator was prepared. The session was conducted in 
smaller groups (5-7 participants) spread over three different 
dates, where the participants could choose a preferred date. 
3) Ferry Trial: Following the same structure, the third 
session offered a real ferry trial with the prototype mA2 
(Figure 2), spread across three dates in smaller groups. The 
trials were divided in two parts, where the ferry crossed the 
canal without interventions in the first part, whereas in the 
second a leisure boat simulated traffic crossing the route and 
provoked mA2 to act. Two engineers onboard monitored the 
autonomous system during all the trails and answered 
questions the participants would have. Two facilitators noted 
behaviour, actions, and thoughts of the participants. It should 
be noted that the personnel on mA2 during the ferry trials 
would only partly play the role of a human host [3], or in the 
case of autonomous buses [12]. There was not a designated 
human host aboard. As in the VR session, a questionnaire 
(FERRY) was handed out and a focus group concluded the 
session.  
4) Reflective Table Discussion: Lastly, a reflective 
session with a similar structure as in the first session was 
conducted (appendix 1). Divided into smaller groups, a set of 
open-ended question were asked in order for the participants 
to reflect on and build recommendations for the further 
development of the UAF concept. The table discussions, 
conducted in the same manner as in session 1, were followed 
by plenary presentation of the recommendations discussed in 
the groups. At the end a final questionnaire (WS2) was 
handed out. 

B. Questionnaires 
Through the sessions five different questionnaires were 

handed out. The questionnaires consisted of both a 
quantitative and qualitative part. Some of the questions were 
repeated through several and even all the questionnaires. 
This allowed investigating how the different sessions would 
influence the participants. As the context was new, the 
questions were developed through brainstorming within the 
research team and inspired from earlier studies within the 
field of autonomous transportation such as [3], and a local 
study with an autonomous bus service in Trondheim 
conducted by the public transport company AtB in 2020 
[13]. The quantitative part consisted of 5-point Likert scale 
questions about safety, society and sustainability. The 
qualitative part consisted of open-ended questions where the 
participants were asked about thoughts, needs, expectations 
related to UAFs, in the light of the recent workshop. 
Appendix 1 gives an overview of the questionnaires and 
questions asked and analysed in this paper. 

C. Participants 
Due to the resource intensive nature of the study, the 

citizen engagement was designed for a maximum of 20 
participants. Altogether, 15 participants completed all four 
sessions who consisted of 47% women and 53% men. The 
age stretched from 19 to 64 years, with an average of 42 
years. An age-limit was set to 18 years. Emphasis was put on 
recruiting an adequate representation of the inhabitants of 
Trondheim already using public transport in the city centre. 
The recruitment was done through the recruitment office 
Nordic Viewpoint, based on a recruitment profile that was 
produced by the research team to ensure an adequate 
representation of the inhabitants. The recruitment profile 
included postal codes, use of public transport, gender, age, 
disabilities, education, and ethnicity. Additionally, a slight 
overrepresentation of young adults was granted due to the 
large student population in the city. The selection and 
transference of contact details of the participants was GDPR 
compliant. All participants were informed about the purpose 
of the study, and how data will be collected, processed, and 
stored, that participation would be voluntary, and that 

Figure 2: Prototype mA2 (left) (Photo: Ole Andreas Alsos), area of trials in Trondheim (middle) adapted from [11], VR mixed reality simulation (right) 
(Photo: Nicholas Lund). 
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confidentiality is ensured. The informed consent form, and 
data management has been approved by the Norwegian 
centre for research data (NSD) under project number 37623. 

III. RESULTS 
This section presents the results from both the 

quantitative and qualitative data obtained regarding a human 
host onboard an UAF. The quantitative results reflect on the 
trends observed and the qualitative section explains the 
themes observed in the dataset. 

A. Quantitative Results 
1) Commuting routines, previous experience, and 

perceptions of the participants: Most of the participants 
used the bus as a daily mode of transport for commuting 
with an average commuting time of 15 min. Initially, the 
interest for using new means of transport was generally high 
with an average of 4,67 within a five-point liker scale. Some 
of the participants had previous experience with an 
autonomous vessel/vehicle before (21%) which could relate 
to the trial of an autonomous bus in the city centre a year 
before (Øya Project) [13]. The participants had great initial 
interest in the topic of “self-driving transport” where 80% 
answered to be “very interested”. After the ferry trial almost 
all the participants answered “agree” to “very agree” to the 
question if they would like to travel with an autonomous 
ferry again. Only one participant did not answer the 
question.  

2) Perceived importance of a human host onboard: 
Before the first session the human host was perceived to be 
“important” to ”very important” by 40% of the participants, 
and 20% being “neutral” to the question (Figure 3).  This 
changed in a non-linear fashion through the sessions and at 
the end only 20% found the host to be at least “important” 
to have onboard (WS2). A larger share of the participants 
was uncertain (33%). Notably, the lowest importance for a 
human host was perceived after the VR session where only 
13% answered “important” contrasting 67% finding the 

matter to be “not so important” to “not important at all”.  
3) Perceived importance of other safety related 

measures: Further questions related to the human host and 
other safety related measures, obtained from the 
questionnaire after the last session (WS2), are presented in 
Figure 4.  Regarding certain time frames, 53% did at least 
“agree” that it is important that a human host is onboard in 
the evening and at night. The possibility to report deviations 
and problems, communication to the monitoring shore 
control centre, and camera surveillance onboard found great 
resonance by the participants. Interestingly, 60% did at least 
agree that it would be sufficient that a human host would be 
available on quay areas. Furthermore, most participants did 
not believe that the onboard presence of a human host 
would hinder any cyber threats towards the UAF. Here 
73,3% answered “do not agree” to “do not agree at all”.  

B. Qualitative Analysis 
All the notes collected during the workshops and all the 

responses were converted into text in one document. We 
applied thematic analysis [14] to the text to find the most 
important themes and subthemes regarding the human host 
onboard the autonomous ferry. The role of a human onboard 
a UAF was not explicitly defined to the participants through 
the sessions. A notable amount of the data collected, contains 
information regarding a human host aboard. 

The overarching theme in the data was the importance of 
the general perceptions of safety. The general perception of 
safety is an important antecedent to acceptance and use of 
the autonomous ferry in the long term. The decision to use 
the ferry depends on feeling safe as can be seen from this 
quote by one of the passengers: “my perceived safety must 
be taken care of!” This theme in turn consisted of several 
subthemes. These subthemes are various dimensions that 
together form the perception of safety, and they include the 
following:  

1) Contextual and the environmental factors onboard 
and around the ferry and the need for resilience: The 
perceived safety of the autonomous ferry depends on safety 

Figure 4: Percieved importance of other safety related questions. 

Figure 3: Percieved importance of a human host onboard 
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onboard and around the ferry. One of the key notions was 
mentioned to be “safety for all” when using the ferry.  The 
importance of a human host onboard is to ensure that the 
ferry trip goes smoothly and that the people on and around 
the ferry are safe. The context of a ferry is one of a floating 
platform on water, a closed space where one cannot run 
away if something happens, despite being in the open space 
of sea or canal. It was mentioned that the external 
environment of the ferry can also pose a threat if somebody 
decides to challenge the ferry and expose the ferry to 
danger. As such it was mentioned that we need a resilient 
system that will function despite any attempt to challenge it. 
Since the context of a ferry is one that is open to external 
threats while being an enclosed space – it is a context where 
people cannot escape – it is important that surveillance is in 
place. However, it was also mentioned that one might feel 
safer on board a ferry that has video surveillance rather than 
walking alone at night in the streets. The perceived safety of 
the passengers was mentioned to need further work. 
Interestingly the perception of the context changed 
throughout the workshops as one participant mentioned after 
the ferry trial that it was “safe because of the short distance, 
and it is possible to see both the start and the end”. This 
subtheme focused on external factors, but the most salient 
subtheme was about an internal challenge: the need to create 
social order and prevent unsafe behaviour of the passengers 
as presented next. 

2) The importance of human host onboard to create 
social order in certain time windows: This subtheme is the 
most prevalent one across the dataset and the focal point 
when it came to the importance of having a human host 
onboard. There were several references made to the need for 
a host to ensure social order and safety as an authority figure 
onboard. The participants believed that a human host is 
needed in the case of robbery, abuse, violence, for keeping 
peace onboard and ensure safety for everyone by preventing 
unsafe behaviour. Participants were mainly concerned that 
people will not respect order if there is no authority 
onboard. The threat posed by drunk people to themselves 
and to other passengers was a salient concern. They 
believed that drunk people and children need to be 
supervised onboard by a human host. The participants 
referred to a time-window where the human host would be 
even more important. Repeated references were made to not 
wanting to be alone at night, or after big festivals or football 
matches. For example, it was mentioned that “social safety 
is important to prevent unsafe behaviour and it is situation-
based, for example after a football match” and that “a 
human host is needed to control who will get onboard and 
who should not board the ferry. If that is not the case, then 
the ferry should provide an overview of the other 
passengers”. However, it was also mentioned that abusive 
conduct also happens in manned vehicles such as taxi and in 
a subway where the driver is also present but not able to 
respond fast. The data showed that people need video 
surveillance and quick spotting of potential criminal activity 

by land-based operators. One of the participants mentioned 
that “so long that there is video surveillance from a land-
based station, it is not needed to have a human host 
onboard”, while another participant believed that “one 
should be able to get help immediately and even with the 
possibility of pushing a button to get help, it is not clear 
how fast and how well you will be helped”. Another 
participant added that “it maybe even safer to travel with a 
ferry that has video surveillance than to walk alone at 
night”. After the ferry trial, having immersed with the 
concept, a participant stated that “regarding strangers, it is 
possible to choose not to board the ferry if there are 
passengers acting out. The distance is also short”. An 
interesting question that was raised was “whether the 
presence of human host could actually create a false feeling 
of safety” since what the human host could do in the face of 
danger and with respect to vigilance over everything, is 
limited. 

Although the most salient subtheme was the importance 
of a human host for intervening in the socially induced 
danger, and at specific times in the day/night, another 
important role of the human host was to intervene with other 
unexpected incidents and accidents. 

3) The role of human host in emergency situations, 
rescue, and evacuation: In cases of emergency, such as a 
passenger suddenly getting a heart attack, a human host can 
immediately intervene. The human host is the annotated 
responsible person when the unexpected happens. The 
participants expressed the need for a human host onboard if 
somebody falls overboard, if a life-threatening situation 
happened that would demand a short response time, and if 
an evacuation order should be placed and performed. 
However, it was also mentioned that “accidents also happen 
onboard of manned ships” and that the important thing here 
is that “people should get help very fast when in need”. 
According to the participants “a very good system would be 
needed onboard of the autonomous ferries to put out fire”. 
In addition to intervention in unexpected situations, the 
human host was important in offering ad-hoc services for an 
improved passenger experience. 

4) The importance of technical and ad-hoc services 
offered by human host: Human hosts can offer services that 
improve the passenger experience onboard the ferry. For 
example, they can make sure that onboarding and 
offboarding go well and control the number of passengers. 
Another point that was mentioned, was that the human host 
could offer services to the elderly passengers if needed. In 
addition to that, a human host could resolve technical issues 
should the ferry’s technical system fail. This can also 
improve the ferry trip experience for the passengers. This 
was mentioned to be “especially important for long term 
trips” and especially for the first trips, but not necessary 
after a few trips. A safety host is important to keep an 
overview of what is happening and intervene if needed, 
which was aligned with the notion of general perception of 
safety and dealing with the unexpected. It was mentioned 
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that “the human aspect must be in balance with the technical 
aspect” meaning that the perceived safety is still key despite 
having technical safety. It is expected that one should be 
able to trust that all the prerequisites for the trip are taken 
care of, and if so, then there is no need for human host as 
long as the ferry is remotely watched and operated. 
Furthermore, it was mentioned that it is difficult for a 
human host to always keep focus. Nevertheless, in times of 
higher traffic or higher risk, such as during the high season 
for tourism, it is better to have a human host onboard to 
ensure a better ferry trip experience. 

5) The need for gradual transition towards unmanned 
ferries: The participants emphasized the importance of a 
gradual transition from having a human host onboard 
towards an unmanned ferry. They mentioned that “the ferry 
should have the possibility to be steered manually by a 
human host” since a slow shift “will be more reassuring”. 
The data showed that at the start phase, the presence of a 
human host can help passengers to trust the ferry, and this 
was a necessity at the start up phases of having an 
operational autonomous, unmanned ferry. Also, when there 
is high traffic, it can be helpful to have a human host 
onboard. Passengers need to trust that the ferry have had 
time to build resilience towards various scenarios as can be 
seen from this quote: “the learning process for autonomous 
ferry is a long process for dangerous situations, and in the 
meantime, one wants to feel safe with a host onboard”. 

6) The importance of information and transparency in 
transition towards unmanned ferries: The participants 
expressed the need to understand and to see that the 
technology is safe. Since there will be no person steering the 
ferry, it will be essential to have good and clear information. 
Passengers need to be made aware of what the ferry is doing 
and why, as can be seen from this quote: “having sufficient 
information from people who have designed and made the 
system is very reassuring to know what is going on. This 
was specifically mentioned in retrospect to a ferry trial when 
the ferry’s sensors captured waves by its own thrusters as 
obstacles and stopped in its track. The participants 
mentioned that the engineers aboard informing about what 
was happening felt reassuring. In addition to that, people 
need to have information about onboarding and offboarding. 
Generally, the participants also mentioned in retrospect that 
the information obtained through the workshops increased 
their level of trust towards urban autonomous passenger 
ferries. Here trust may be simply better understanding rather 
than reliability. 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
The aim of this paper was to understand the 

consequences or implications of a human host on an UAF, 
and in what way a human host would shape the passengers’ 
perceived safety, trust, and convenience of UAFs. 
Furthermore, the aim was to understand the implications of 
a possible removal of a human host from an UAF.  To 
achieve this objective, we examined the role of a human 

host onboard UAFs with data collected as part of a citizen 
engagement consisting of four sessions of both theoretical 
and immersive parts. The data collection was targeted 
towards the participants’ perceptions of UAF in this context 
and followed them through the sessions. The data was 
subject to quantitative and qualitative analyses. The findings 
are discussed in the following. 

A. Quantitative 
Over time and throughout the session, the participants’ 

emphasis on the presence of a human host decreases in a 
nonlinear manner. The decrease could be associated with the 
repeated exposure and immersion with the technology that 
creates familiarity and trust to a certain degree. Although 
trust may be simply better understanding rather a proven 
reliability and predictability of the technology in operation. 
Particularly after the tangible VR simulation (VR), the 
importance of a human host was rated as “not so important” 
to “not important at all” by the majority of the participants. 
A possible explanation for this could be the increased trust 
in the system as the simulation was partly hardcoded and, in 
that sense, “fail proof”. Additionally, the VR simulation did 
not include other humans, and thereby social security 
aspects might not have been so evident. Furthermore, VR 
can be a novelty itself that can engage people in the mere 
experience  rather than the operational implications of the 
concept. 

This nonlinearity could be due to the group dynamics or 
the speculations and reflections as they are engaged in a 
novel situation and making sense of the technology itself 
and its implications for them and the society. Also, several 
participants claimed that they did not remember what they 
answered on earlier questionnaires, as several days where in 
between them. This in turn would make the participants 
answer on their current perceptions and experiences. The 
slight increase in the perceived importance of the human 
host during the ferry session (FERRY) can be explained by 
minor technical issues still present on the prototype. The 
presence of the personnel onboard, and the need for their 
interventions together with the information they provided to 
the participants, could have underlined the need of a human 
host in the transition towards fully unmanned UAFs. 

Furthermore, the emphasis on the importance of a 
human host was highlighted during later pm hours, and it 
became limited to the quay areas. Therefore, it is becoming 
temporally and geographically more limited. This can be 
seen in relation to the context where the trial was conducted 
within closed waters, and where both ends of the crossing 
were always in sight. The short distance to land where a 
human host is overseeing from the quay areas could be seen 
as sufficient to feel safe.  

The need for surveillance cameras onboard was 
highlighted, and even claiming that the ferry would be safer 
than the street at night. The accessibility to emergency 
response and the possibility to report any deviation to the 
responsible authority was highlighted at the end phase. 
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Communication in real time to an onshore control centre, 
knowing about, and being able to manually stop the boat 
with an emergency button, were also mentioned as essential. 
This could reflect on people already trying to find 
alternatives for a human host and shows a belief in digital 
technology to substitute a human host. Given that the study 
was conducted in Norway, this seems to be a plausible 
explanation as the general society has adopted many digital 
solutions in the everyday life. Furthermore, people started to 
see the shortcoming of a human host in the modern times 
with respect to new threats, such as cybersecurity breach.  

However, this observed trend of how the participants 
think a human host could be restricted in its presence and 
replaced by features such as information screens, 
communication tools, remote monitoring, and surveillance, 
could be influenced by the workshop’s discourse itself; the 
framing of the research may have directed the participants 
thinking and reflections. 

B. Qualitative 
The context played an important role which sets this 

paper apart from that of [3]. His operational context was 
concerning longer distances (across the Bedford basin in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia) framing the case around the current 
human operated ferries of 24 m in length and a maximum 
capacity of 390 passengers aboard. This is very much in 
contrast with the context of the current case where the 
crossing was short and the terminals were visible from both 
ends with the use of a small UAF, making it less risky in the 
minds of participants. Nevertheless, the unexpected 
contextual, technological and social incidents still asked for 
the intervention of a human host onboard that could explain 
the what and why of the situation. Thus, the human host still 
played a role as a resilience anchor and the agent to provide 
transparency and situational awareness. Given the 
operational context of the study, the results indicate that a 
level 3 [7] would be perceived as trustworthy by the 
participants. In the related field of autonomous vehicles, the 
willingness to use public autonomous vehicles is increasing 
with the level of supervision [15]. In the context of 
autonomous buses in Trondheim, a study described by [12], 
several participants emphasized the need of a human host 
aboard mainly for security reasons. Interestingly the 
participants were found to demand a bus host even more 
after the physical trial, which is discussed to be because of 
operational situations where the bus host had to intervene, 
described in [12]. Arguably there are differences in the 
context and between water-based and land-based transport. 
As this specific study was conducted during no traffic in the 
canal, the land-based real-life studies would be more prone 
to a higher traffic complexity. The vulnerability of other road 
users, higher differences in speed between different between 
the autonomous bus and other vehicles, and complexity in 
the interaction between road users would arguably have a 
role to play in the perceived importance of an onboard 
human safety host.  

Technology acceptance extends to automation 
technology acceptance, and this requires that people trust the 
technology and suppliers. This process should happen over 
time and through a transitory period that allows people to 
evaluate if the technology is safe, reliable, and trustworthy. 
This is in line with [15] for instance, in the context of public 
autonomous buses, where transition from lower LOAs to 
higher LOAs must take place over time.  

Although people started to speculate about less human 
host presence, they still mentioned the need to know what is 
going on (transparency) and to be able to intervene 
(emergency button and real-time communication with 
onshore) which emphasizes that the principle of designing 
for human-in-the-loop even for higher LOAs, whether that 
‘human’ is the human host or the passenger, is still present. 
In the field of non-rail autonomous vehicles, [16] and [17] 
highlights that participants in their studies were interested in 
information and means to intervene. This reflects on a partial 
transition of responsibility from a human host to the 
passenger in the face of adversity. It is interesting to consider 
the legal and ethical implications thereof.  

This paper highlights that although the trend of 
automation in maritime and urban transportation is moving 
towards higher levels of autonomy, this transition, and the 
end result, which is a service that will be continually used by 
real end-users, can benefit from such participatory 
workshops and a co-creative design perspective. This can 
balance the technology-centred and human-centred schools 
of thoughts into creating a product and a process that 
considers both aspects, people and technology. 

C. Limitations and future research 
As an early study within the context of UAFs the paper 

seeks to investigate the role of a human host onboard. It is 
acknowledged that the study has several limitations.  

A first limitation is that the sample size of the population 
is very small (N=15). This was partly due to the resource 
intensive nature of four sessions with immersive components 
such as the VR experience and ferry ride only allowing for 
smaller groups. The sample is far too small to draw any 
significant conclusions, and the patterns observed should 
only be seen as preliminary insights which inspire more 
extensive future studies. A larger sample size would also 
allow for a closer investigation of how - age, gender and 
socio economical background would influence safety related 
perceptions. The second limitation is that the participants 
were only recruited from Trondheim, meaning that the 
findings might not be transferable to other locations 
However, given that this is a case study in a specific context 
some familiarity with the context is required. A further 
limitation is the recruitment, where the participants 
themselves signed up for the sessions in compliance with 
ethical standards. As seen in the results section, all the 
participants were “interested” to “very interested”, which 
might induce that the population has generally more positive 
perceptions towards autonomous transportation.  
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Some limitations are also seen in the research design. To 
have a set of four different sessions with both informative 
and immersive parts are seen as an opportunity to investigate 
how the perceptions develop through immersion beyond the 
initial ones. It also allows for investigating how different 
events and topics would influence the perception of the 
population. On the other hand, social group dynamics did 
occur potentially biasing the population towards positive 
perceptions. Another factor was the aforementioned 
technological framing with comprehensive explanations and 
insights into technological possibilities for such a ferry 
system. The nature of having several events did make the 
topics in the later discussions somewhat repetitive and some 
of the participants felt they had nothing more to add. A 
reduction in the number of sessions, and a more streamlined 
undertaking would be preferable.  

Beside mitigating the limitations above, future research 
should be expanded in both sample size and geographical 
context to confirm or challenge the findings of the current 
study. Furthermore, it would be of great interest to further 
explore the concerns of participants regarding safety and 
security onboard and specially safety at night, during 
festivals, and in emergency situations. This could be done 
through role play on the real ferry or VR simulations. An 
investigation of how age, gender and socio-economic status 
affects the demand for a human host aboard, would add 
further granularity to the research and this requires larger 
sample size to have valid and reliable findings. Within the 
context of enclosed water and small scale UAFs, a trial with 
no personnel aboard would be of interest. It is also 
recommended to angle further research into designing 
systems for the “passenger in the loop” in combination with 
a remotely located safety supervisor.   
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Appendix 1: The agendas of the four sessions.  
Session 1 
Information and Discussion 

Session 2 
VR Experience  

Session 3  
Ferry trial 

Session 4:  
Reflection & 
recommendations 

Preread with information and 
visualization of the Urban 
autonomous ferry system before the 
session.  
 

Informative film on the the 
use of simulations.  
 

Ferry trial: between 
Ravnkloa and Vestre 
Kanalkai. Tour of the mA2.  
 

Informative presentation 
Dag McGeorge (DNV): 
Building an assurance case  

Questionnaire (WS1_A) at the 
very beginning of the session: 
 
QB1 
Age  
Sex 
Number of kids 
Have you read the preread? 
 
QB2 
How much time do you use to 
work/school?  
What mode of transportation do 
you use to work/school?  
What mode of transport do you use 
outside of work/school? 
How often do you use public 
transport?  
Have you tried an autonomous 
vehicle or vessel before?  
 
QB3 
How important is the following 
aspect to you (likert scale 1 (not 
important) - 5 Very important)):  
Human host aboard 
 

VR experience  
With the use of mockups and 
three different scenarios: (1) 
Sunny day without traffic (2) 
Snow, wind and thunder 
without traffic (3) Rain and 
Traffic 
 

Questionnaire after the 
ferry trial (FERRY), with the 
following questions 
analysed in this paper:  
 
QB10: I would like to try a 
UAF again (Idk, not agree at 
all, not agree, neutral, 
agree, very agree)  
 
QB6 Repeated 
 
QB3 Repeated  
 
QB7 Repeated  
 
QB8 Repeated  
 
QB9 Repeated  
 

Table discussions on 
reflections and 
recommendations for further 
development: 
 
What is positive?  
What should be reconsidered?  
What should be dropped or 
changed?  
 
Universal Design – How can 
the urban autonomous ferry 
become a mean of transport 
for all?  
 

Questionnaire after the VR 
experience (VR). With the 
following questions, 
analysed in this paper:  
 
QB6 Repeated 
 
QB3 Repeated  
 
QB7 Repeated  
 
QB8 Repeated  
 
QB9 Repeated  

 
Questionnaire after the 
session (WS2):  
 
QB11 
To what extent would you 
agree to the following 
statements? (likert scale 1 (do 
not agree at all) - 5 (Very 
agree)):  
 
Having a human host onboard 
an UAF is important to me.  
 
It is important that there is a 
human host onboard during 
the evening/night. 
 
It is sufficient that the host is 
available on 
Quay areas (but not onboard 
an UAF). 
 
There should be camera 
surveillance on board an UAF.  
 
Passengers must be able to 
access an emergency button to 
"stop" the UAF. 
 
Passengers must have access 
to a screen to be able to 
communicate with an operator 
at a shore control center who 
monitors the ferry. 
 
I am afraid that someone 
might hack/take control of the 
ferry 
if there is no human host 
onboard. 
 
It is important that passengers 
can easily both small and large 
deviations. 
 
QB3 Repeated  
 
QB6 Repeated 
 
QB7 Repeated 
 
QB8 Repeated 
 
QB9 Repeated 
 

Informative presentations: 
Hanna Maria van Zijp (Zeabuz): 
Possibilities for Urban spaces 
through UAFs 
Øyvind Smogeli (Zeabuz):   
The Zeabuz history 
Jon Arne Glomsrud (DNV): 
Information about the TRUSST 
project  
Leander Pantelatos (NTNU): 
 A user journey with the UAF.  

Debrief session after the 
ferry trial. 
The following questions 
were used as a guide to the 
facilitator 
 
How did you experience the 
ferry trial?  
 
Has your view on UAFs 
changed? – If so in what 
way? 
 
Was there anything that was 
uncomfortable?  
 
What are your thoughts on 
safety aboard the UAF?  
 
Did the experience influence 
your trust in the ability of the 
UAF to detect other traffic 
on the river?  
 
Do you have any thoughts on 
the design of the ferry? 
 
 
 
  

Table discussions on the topics of 
Safety, sustainability, and societal 
impact (only questions analysed in 
this paper are included here):  
 
What are your concerns regarding 
you as a passenger?  
 
How do you consider the 
importance of a human host aboard 
the UAF? 
 
What are your concerns regarding 
kayaks and other traffic on the 
canal? 
 

 
Debrief session after the VR 
experience  
The following questions 
were used as a guide to the 
facilitator 
 
How did you experience the 
virtual reality simulation?  
 
As how real did you 
experience the virtual realty 
simulation? 
 
Was there anything you 
experienced as 
uncomfortable?  
 
In the simulation, you were 
alone on the UAF. What 
thoughts do you have about 
this, versus being more 
people onboard, concerning 
safety? 
 
Did the experience affect 
your confidence in the UAF 
perceiving what is 
happening around it, in any 
way? 
 
Do you have any thoughts on 
the design of the ferry? 

Questionnaire (WS1-B) after the 
session:  
 
QB6 
What are your three most important 
thoughts after this Session?  
QB7 
What are your most important 
expectations towards UAFs? 
QB8 
What are your most important 
concerns towards UAFs? 
QB9 
What are your most important 
needs towards UAFs? 
 
QB3 Repeated  
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Abstract—Chest radiographs are the initial diagnostic modality
for lung or chest-related conditions. It is believed that radi-
ologist’s availability is a bottleneck impacting patient’s safety
because of long waiting times. With the arrival of machine
learning and especially deep learning, the race for finding
Artificial Intelligence (AI) based approaches that allow for the
highest accuracy in detecting abnormalities on chest radiographs
is at its peak. Classification of radiographs as normal or abnormal
is based on the training and expertise of the reporting radiologist.
The increase in the number of chest radiographs over a period
of time and the lack of sufficient radiologists in the UK and
worldwide have had an impact on the number of chest radio-
graphs assessed and reported in a given time frame. Substantial
work is dedicated to machine learning for classifying normal and
abnormal radiographs based on a single pathology. The success
of deep learning techniques in binary radiograph classification
urges the medical imaging community to apply it to multi-
label radiographs. Deep learning techniques often require huge
datasets to train its underlying model. Recently, the availability
of large multi-label datasets has ignited new efforts to overcome
this challenging task. This work presents Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) based models trained on publically available
CheXpert multi-label data. Based on common pathologies seen
on chest radiographs and their clinical significance, we have
chosen pathologies such as Pulmonary oedema, Cardiomegaly,
Atelectasis, Consolidation and Pleural effusion. We trained our
models using different projections such as Anteroposterior (AP),
Posteroanterior (PA), and lateral and compared the performance
of our models for each projection. Our results demonstrate that
the model for the AP projection outperforms the remaining
models with an average AUC of 0.85. Furthermore, we use the
samples with uncertain labels in CheXpert dataset and improve
the model performance by removing the uncertainty using Gaus-
sian Mixture Models (GMM). The results show improvement in
all three views with AUCs ranging from 0.91 for AP, 0.75 for PA
and 0.85 on the lateral view.

Keywords− Chest radiograph; Deep learning; Multi-label clas-
sification; Uncertain labels

I. INTRODUCTION

Respiratory diseases are one of the leading causes of death
in the United Kingdom. According to a survey by Conor Stew-

art [1], prior to COVID-19, the mortality rate from respiratory
diseases in the United Kingdom in 2020 was 130 per 100,000
male population and 89 per 100,000 female population. Chest
radiographs are the most utilised diagnostic modality for
lung or chest-related conditions. However, it requires an
experienced radiologist to accurately analyse radiographs to
detect chest-related conditions, such as Pulmonary oedema,
Cardiomegaly, Atelectasis, Lung cancer, and Consolidation,
besides other less common pathologies. A report in 2020 by
the Royal College of radiologists [2] highlights the national
shortage of radiologists resulting in reporting backlogs which
can adversely impact patient care. A further predicted shortfall
in radiologist numbers by 44% in 2025 will have a greater
impact on reporting backlogs. Expenditure on outsourcing
imaging examinations for reporting has increased by 58% in
the last few years. In addition to the scarcity of radiologists,
there is a problem with diagnostic errors in radiology reports.
According to [3], worldwide, annually, at least 40 million out
of 1 billion radiology reports contain errors. Chest radiographs
are the most used diagnostic procedure for respiratory and
cardiovascular diseases - errors in diagnosis and delays in
reporting contribute to adverse outcomes for patients. In order
to decrease the workload for existing and future radiolo-
gists, scientists have been working on automatic radiographic
interpretation systems. Recently, Deep Learning especially
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) has boosted research
in computer vision, especially in medical imaging and has
demonstrated promising results in the detection of pathologies
on chest radiographs. However, the interpretation of chest
radiographs can be challenging. In order to provide good
results, deep learning requires a large number of data samples
for training. The presence of multiple conditions in one
radiograph makes it difficult for the model to generalise as
there can be an overlap in the imaging findings of two different
chest pathologies, e.g., pulmonary oedema and infectious
pathologies. Moreover, the presence of uncertain labels in a
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dataset further increases the difficulty. Samples with uncertain
labels can cause difficulties in training the machine learning
algorithm. Besides demonstrating the potential to improve
diagnostic accuracy, deep learning models can also improve
the reporting workflow by prioritising abnormal radiographs
over normal ones. Training the model on different radiographic
projections has the potential to improve the diagnostic accu-
racy of the model, particularly when dealing with a suboptimal
radiograph in a critically ill patient.

This study trains a state-of-the-art CNN-based deep neural
network DenseNet121 [4] on a large chest radiograph dataset,
CheXpert [5][6]. Figure 1 shows a few radiographs from the
CheXpert dataset. In addition, we trained separate models
for different views Anteroposterior (AP), Posteroanterior (PA),
and lateral and evaluated their performance. Furthermore, the
study addresses uncertainty present in the data by relabelling
uncertain samples using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM)
[7] and including them in the training data. The performance
is then compared before and after reducing the uncertainty.
The following Section offers a review of the state of the

Figure 1: Images from CheXpert dataset. Each image has 14 labels corre-
sponding to each condition. Mentioned conditions are positive labels for each
of the four images.

art using deep learning for interpreting chest radiographs,
identifying multiple conditions in a single radiograph, and
addressing uncertain labels in data. Section III presents our
approach, which involves utilizing various data and model-
based methods, correcting uncertain labels, and addressing
each radiographic view individually. In Section IV, we conduct
comparative experiments on the CheXpert dataset and provide
the results. Section V examines the main insights gained from

the results. Lastly, in Section VI, we present the conclusion
of the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The availability of large labelled datasets [5][6][8] of chest
radiographs has led many researchers to use deep learning
for chest radiograph interpretation. Most recent work in this
area has focused on CNN-based models and applied various
techniques such as transfer learning, feature extraction, and
region of interest analysis to improve the detection of abnor-
malities [9–12]. In one study, a 121-layered neural network
trained on the CheXnet frontal view dataset, outperformed
average radiologists in detecting pneumonia [9]. Additionally,
data augmentation has been used to tackle the issue of insuf-
ficient data in new challenges such as COVID-19, as seen
in [13] where a CNN model was trained to classify chest
radiographs of COVID-19 patients. Many studies have focused
on specific conditions such as pneumonia, COVID-19 and
oedema [9][13][14]. In addition to the above, the power of
deep learning allows for the detection of multiple conditions
in a single radiograph [15][16]. Multiple-label detection on
chest radiographs is much more challenging as compared to
a single label. The overlapping and vanishing of features can
hinder the model performance in a multi-label setting [17].
The hierarchical dependencies present between conditions are
exploited in [15] by using a conditional training approach.
This is achieved by training a deep neural network twice, first
on data with only positive parent-level conditions, followed
by training on the entire dataset. As CNN is very good at
extracting prominent features, [18] suppresses the irrelevant
features by assigning them smaller weights and enhancing
the important features with higher weights to detect multiple
conditions in chest radiographs. Different abnormal conditions
appear on radiographs in different anatomical areas, such as
a Pleural effusion, which can be identified by looking at the
lower left and right corners of the lungs. Localising the correct
anatomical region in [19] enables the model to learn the better
relationship between different structures in the radiograph.

This paper examines the use of three different radiograph
views (AP, PA, lateral) separately. In the first phase, we train
a DenseNet121 model for each view, using techniques such
as transfer learning, template matching, and augmentation to
improve performance. We have repeated these experiments ten
times to ensure generalisable results. In the second phase, we
use a semi-supervised approach with GMM to label uncertain
samples, which is an improvement over previous methods
[5][15] that assigned positive labels to all uncertain samples
or a random float between 0.55 to 0.85. We then include these
relabelled uncertain samples in the training data and repeat all
experiments. Our approach of individually analysing each view
shows promising results and effectively reduces uncertainty in
the data.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we outline the method utilised to classify
radiographs with multiple labels. We begin by introducing
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DenseNet121 and CNN briefly along with the applied model
training procedure in subsection A. Following that, we delve
into explaining multi-scale template matching for data quality
improvement and transfer learning techniques we employed
to enhance the model’s performance in subsection B. Further-
more, in subsection C, we expound upon the data augmenta-
tion methods we adopted to enhance data diversity and control
model overfitting. Finally, we describe how we utilize GMM
to eliminate uncertainty in the data in subsection D.

A. DenseNet121 and Model Training
In this paper, we chose DenseNet121 architecture as our

base CNN model because of its popularity in computer vision,
especially in medical imaging [15][20][21]. DenseNet121 uti-
lizes convolutional neural networks (CNN) and comprises 121
layers. The layers in the network are connected in such a way
that each layer receives inputs from all the previous layers;
this helps the model retain important features recognized in
the earlier layers [4]. CNN is a deep learning algorithm
that performs a convolution operation on images to extract
features. We also used pooling and dropout layers to prevent
the model from overfitting. Finally, we trained the model using
a batch size of 32, Adam optimizer, and used the Area under
the Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) as the
evaluation metric, as in [15].

B. Multi-scale Template Matching and Transfer Learning
In order to improve the data quality, we employed a multi-

scale template matching technique to eliminate unnecessary
regions from both the training and testing images [15][22]. To
achieve this, we picked a high-quality template image from
each view, trimmed and scaled it to 224×224 pixels, and
removed unnecessary areas such as the shoulders, neck, and
pelvic sections. We then matched the template image at a scale
range (empirically chosen) of (0.7 to 1.3) with the entire data
and extracted the best-matched 224×224 section of the image,
thus enabling the model to concentrate on the thoracic area and
avoiding any confusion from other regions.

Furthermore, to help the model train fast and accurately we
applied transfer learning. This is a powerful method to improve
the accuracy of deep learning models. The idea is to leverage
the knowledge gained by training on a generic data set, such
as ImageNet [23], to gain knowledge of general image features
(vertical and horizontal edges). The last layers of the model are
then replaced and fine-tuned the model with data specific to
the task at hand, such as CheXpert [5] in this instance. As the
data in ImageNet is very different from the one in CheXpert,
so instead of fine-tuning just the last layers of the model we
fine-tuned all layers[24]. This makes all layers specialised to
radiographs while getting help from general image features.
Through experimentation, we have compared the performance
of models with and without transfer learning. The detail is in
section IV of this paper.

C. Data Augmentation
In the medical image classification domain, insufficient data

has always been a problem. Chest radiograph data is no

different. Although we have very large chest radiograph data
sets available [5][6][8], these are still not enough for a deep-
learning model to generalise ideally. This is because the same
pathology can manifest differently on a radiograph depending
on the patient’s age, gender, lifestyle and stage of the disease,
besides the radiographic projection and other technical factors.
Multiple pathologies on a single radiograph make feature
extraction more difficult. That is the reason, deep learning
algorithms require a very large number of samples with the
same pathology to capture sufficient important features. With
data augmentation, we artificially enhance the size of the
data set and add diversity to it. Various techniques can be
used to modify the image, such as resizing and zooming.
In order to improve feature extraction, we employed data
augmentation on our data set which includes setting brightness
randomly between 30% and 100%, randomly rotating the
image by 7± degrees, applying a random shear range of 0.2±,
zooming the image by 0.2, adding random noise to the images,
and finally flipping the images horizontally [25]. These six
augmentation techniques were chosen empirically. We apply
all six data augmentation techniques on all training images
and send them to the model along with the original image for
training. The results of the experiment reveal that applying
image augmentation significantly improves performance.

D. Relabelling Uncertain labels with GMM

In the CheXpert dataset, almost 30% of the samples have
uncertain labels, which means the condition may or may not
be present in the radiograph. As this is a multi-label problem,
the presence of one condition can impact the appearance of
another coexisting condition on the radiograph. Instead of
discarding the 30% of the data with uncertain samples in
CheXpert, or assigning all positive/negative labels, we re-
moved the uncertainty and relabelled the samples and include
them in the training process. To do that, we chose GMM
because of its ability to tackle a mixture of multiple data
distributions. It is a probabilistic model that creates multiple
clusters using an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
and updates the estimator parameters during the process [7].
We trained a GMM model for each of the five conditions
separately using only certain samples. GMM operates by
assigning each sample to the cluster with the distribution that
is closest in terms of parameters. It created 100 clusters for
Consolidation, 500 for Pleural Effusion, 200 for Cardiomegaly,
300 for Atelectasis and 350 for Edema. This results in many
clusters, with multiple clusters of each class. Once the esti-
mator was fully converged, we used it to get predictions for
the uncertain samples. We conducted experiments excluding
uncertain samples and then including them after relabelling
in the model training. The results indicate that this approach
leads to some performance improvement. Further detail is in
section IV of this paper.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS

The dataset has 223,414 chest radiographs of 65,240 pa-
tients collected between October 2002 and July 2017. Each
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image has 14 labels corresponding to a medical condition.
In this study, we chose five clinically important conditions
Pulmonary oedema, Consolidation, Cardiomegaly, Atelectasis,
and Pleural Effusion [5]. To make the performance comparison
between different radiograph projections, we created a separate
model for each projection. Also, to ensure fair performance
comparison, we trained the models on an equal number
of samples (29,421 images per view). We did not use the
CheXpert validation set during training and instead used it to
test the models after training. The experiments were conducted
in two phases. In the first phase, we excluded samples with
uncertainty from the model training process, further explained
in subsection A. In the second phase of experiments, we
incorporated 22,219 relabelled uncertain samples for each
view in the training process. Through this method, we were
able to observe the impact of eliminating data uncertainty on
the performance of the models.

A. Experiments Excluding Uncertain Samples

In this paper, we used DenseNet121 as the main net-
work and trained five different models for each radiograph
view. These models include DenseNet121, DenseNet121 with
multi-scale template-matched (TM) data, DenseNet121 with
transfer learning (TL), DenseNet121 with data augmentation
(AUG), and a combination of template matching, transfer
learning, and augmentation. The AUC is used as the eval-
uation metric in all of the experiments done in this paper.
Table I shows the results on the Anteroposterior view. We

TABLE I: AUC SCORES FOR VARIOUS DEEP LEARNING METHODS
WITH DENSENET121 ON AP, WITHOUT UNCERTAIN SAMPLES. THE
VALUES IN BOLD SHOW THE BEST RESULTS OF EACH MODEL.

repeat each experiment ten times with different sample sets
randomly chosen from CheXpert. We can see how differ-
ent techniques applied with DenseNet121 performed bet-
ter, especially transfer learning and data augmentation. The
best-performing model is ”DN121 TM TL AUG” with
statistical significance observed using Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) where [F (4, 45) = 5.504, p = 0.001]. When
repeating the same experiment for the other two views, PA and
Lateral, a similar statistical significance is observed in favour
of this combined model. The performance of this model,

TABLE II: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS USING OUR BEST-
PERFORMING MODEL ON AP, PA AND LATERAL VIEWS WITHOUT
UNCERTAIN SAMPLES.

”DN121 TM TL AUG”, is then compared across the three
views. Table II shows the results from this comparison.
ANOVA results indicate statistically significant differences
between the three views where [F (2, 27) = 64.677, p <
0.001]. Summary statistics indicate that AP and Lateral views
performed better than PA. AP performed more consistently
with a standard deviation of 0.02 as compared to 0.04 for
Lateral.

B. Experiments Including Uncertain Samples

In the second phase of experiments, we included the rela-
belled uncertain samples to the training data of the correspond-
ing data set. We reran the whole series of experiments as in the
first phase. Table III shows the results of the experiments for

TABLE III: RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS USING OUR BEST-
PERFORMING MODEL ON AP, PA AND LATERAL VIEWS WITH
UNCERTAIN SAMPLES.

the best model of each view. ANOVA results indicate statistical
significance for the difference between the three views where
[F (2, 27) = 19.823, p < 0.001]. Interestingly, on average AP
is still ahead but if we look at the minimum and maximum
AUC, it is 0.65 and 0.91, respectively, also represented by the
larger standard deviation for AP.

Figure 2 shows a better view of gradual improvement in
the performance of AP models. The blue boxes indicate the
performance of models before including uncertain samples and
the orange boxes indicate the performance of models after in-
cluding uncertain samples which were relabelled using GMM.
Performing a Univariate Analysis of Variance for AP identified
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statistical significance at model level (p < 0.001) and also
pre-post level (p = 0.024), but there was no significance for
interaction effects for model and pre-post indicating that we
can interpret and rely on significant differences observed at
model and pre-post levels.

Overall, this indicates that our GMM approach to reduce
uncertain labels contributes to betterment of the classification
task.

Figure 2: Performance comparison of AP models before and after including
uncertain samples.

V. DISCUSSION

By training a state-of-the-art deep learning algorithm on
different views of chest radiographs, we identified that AP and
Lateral views are comparably better than PA on DenseNet121
and its derivations using some of the state-of-the-art CNN
backbone architectures. The process allowed us to identify a
model with best performance for the AP and Lateral views.
This is an interesting fact, keeping in view that PA radiographs
are more commonly performed in the outpatient setting, while
AP radiographs are performed in patients who are ill or
unstable and therefore unable to cooperate for a PA view. Iden-
tifying a condition by a view-specialised model can be more
reliable than a general model trained on all types of views.
As the frontal and lateral views of the chest look different,
important features of a frontal image can manifest differently
on a lateral view resulting in uncertainty for interpretation both
by the radiologist and the machine learning algorithm.

Machine learning techniques such as GMM can help resolve
uncertain labels which can be utilised in the training process as
shown in this work. Although the improvement after removing
the uncertainty is not significant in terms of AUC increases,
this approach shows the potential for further exploration and
optimisation. This work has some limitations, for example the
data set used contains radiographs from only one hospital.
CNN is a data-hungry algorithm, more images are required for
each projection to show significant improvements. A further
point for investigation is to assess the model performance
across different data sets, ideally obtained from different
geographical areas.

In the presented work, we applied multiple techniques to
improve the data quality and the model’s ability. For transfer

learning, we utilised a DenseNet121 model pre-trained on Ima-
geNet data. Although the ImageNet dataset differs significantly
from CheXpert, it does provide some assistance to the model,
but this assistance does not result in any significant increase
in AUC. A point for future investigation is to either fine-
tuning the model with huge radiograph data or to pre-train
the model on a different chest radiograph data and fine-tuning
it on CheXpert, this will help the model to learn some basic ra-
diograph features in the pre-training stage. Data augmentation
has resulted in significantly improving the model performance.
We believe that carefully engineered augmentation techniques
can enhance the detection accuracy of radiographs. Counter-
intuitively, the multiscale template matching approach did not
provide significant benefits and sometimes even resulted in a
decrease in performance. Further investigation is necessary to
identify the cause of this observation.

The results of our experiments show the potential to improve
diagnostic accuracy for chest radiographs and also classify
radiographs in a reporting worklist as normal or abnormal
thereby prioritising abnormal radiographs for more urgent
reporting.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented a performance comparison of five
CNN-based deep learning models trained on different views of
chest radiographs. Our results indicated the final derivation of
the model utilising a combination of template matching, trans-
fer learning, and augmentation provided the highest average
AUC of 0.88. This observation led to choosing the final model
as a tool to compare and contrast between different views. Our
contrasting led to ordering AP, Lateral and PA views with
a decreasing AUC from 0.85 to 0.83 and 0.72, respectively.
Improving the model by labelling uncertain samples led to an
increase in AUC, by a factor of 0.01, for each of these views.
Our results indicated that it is possible to detect and label
radiographs in multi-condition images, with anterio-posterior
and lateral views outperforming the posterio-anterior view. We
also highlighted that our approach to uncertainty reduction can
have a positive impact on AUC improvement, indicating better
detection accuracy. We now embark on evaluating if there are
conditions where different views have a vested advantage in
detection, using the above CNN model. We also plan co-design
studies with radiologists in our partner hospital, to identify
barriers to the acceptability of such models, but also ways to
integrate such approaches into the clinical workflow.
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Abstract—Companies that have an online presence—in par-
ticular, companies that are exclusively digital—often subscribe
to this business model: collect data from the user base, then
expose the data to advertisement agencies in order to turn a
profit. Such companies routinely market a service as “free” while
obfuscating the fact that they tend to “charge” users in the
currency of personal information rather than money. However,
online companies also gather user data for more principled
purposes, such as improving the user experience and aggregating
statistics. The problem is the sale of user data to third parties.
In this work, we design an intelligent approach to online privacy
protection that leverages supervised learning. By detecting and
blocking data collection that might infringe on a user’s privacy,
we can then restore a degree of digital privacy to the user. In
our evaluation, we collect a dataset of network requests and
measure the performance of several classifiers that adhere to
the supervised learning paradigm. The results of our evaluation
demonstrate the feasibility and potential of our approach.

Index Terms—User Privacy; Supervised Learning; Support
Vector Machine; Logistic Regression; Decision Tree

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, the Internet has become a
part of people’s day-to-day lives. The activities facilitated by
the modern Internet are varied and innumerable: browsing
recipes, purchasing products, sharing videos, banking, billing,
socializing, and many, many more. In the era of Internet-
enabled expedience, users tend to overlook the slow decline
of privacy in favor of staggeringly greater convenience. How-
ever, the discussion of Internet-related privacy infringement
is becoming more relevant in the public eye. Some news
agencies and governments have started to point out how
these privacy-invading practices can affect people’s lives—
and even small businesses—without them realizing it [1].
International incidents have piqued the interest of news outlets
and security specialists to look into this new “surveillance”
business model, sparking comparisons between data collection
and ”Big Brother” from George Orwell’s book “1984” [2], [3].

Privacy can be invaded by any number of means, and there
is no clear distinction between that which is permissible and
that which is strictly prohibited by law. It has been reported
that a majority of Americans believe their online and offline
activities are being tracked and monitored by both companies
and the U.S. government with some regularity [6]. Invasions
of privacy have become the norm, not the exception. In fact,
privacy infringement is such a common condition of modern
life that approximately 60% of U.S. adults say they do not

think it is possible to go about daily life without having data
collected by various companies or the U.S. government.

That said, some countries have made process and even
forced companies to limit some of their practices; e.g., the
European Union has implemented—and enforces—the Gen-
eral Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [9]. Unfortunately,
the GDPR is still not enough to defeat some external threats.
For example, a malicious third party may exfiltrate data and
documents that colleagues create, access, store, and share
across an organization. When a third party gains access to
an individual’s private information, there is a risk of data loss,
reputational damage, and regulatory fines.

Contributions. In the literature, we have seen many poten-
tial strategies (e.g., privacy-preserving techniques [25], [32]) to
ensure data privacy in various environments, but safeguarding
a user’s privacy online is still an open challenge—especially
with the rapid pace of digitization. In this work, we contribute
to the defense of online privacy by introducing a tool that can
be used to block HTTP requests that would gather users’ data.
Our main contributions are summarized below:

• We develop a tool which leverages supervised machine
learning to detect malicious online requests and protect
users’ privacy. In addition, we detail the API implemen-
tation of our tool.

• In our evaluation, we collect a dataset of online requests
and evaluate the performance of three supervised learning
classifiers. The results demonstrate the feasibility and
potential of our tool.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II introduces related work on privacy protection. In
Section III, we explain our proposed tool in detail, including
the data collection process and the three supervised learning
classifiers. In Section IV, we describe the API implementa-
tion of our tool and discuss experimental results. Section V
concludes our work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we highlight various privacy-enhancing
schemes, each of which aims to ensure a user’s privacy while
he or she is online.

Rodrigo-Ginéss et al. [33] crafted a tool called “Priva-
cySearch” that contributes to the development of Privacy-
Enhancing Technologies (PETs). This paper addresses the
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problem of personalized profiles based on Web Search En-
gines (WSEs). Such personalized profiles are created with
the intent of selling information. The authors exploit the
query-generalization principle: when a user types a query,
the PrivacySearch tool replaces the text of the query with
generic terms before submitting the generalized query to the
WSE. The tool supports three different privacy levels: low,
medium, and high. The three privacy levels refer to the degree
of generalization provided by the tool; a higher privacy level
will generate a more generic query (compared to the original
query) than a lower privacy level.

Reiter et al. [34] proposed a system, dubbed “Crowds,” to
increase the privacy of web transactions. Crowds leverages the
concept of a “crowd,” in which one hides one’s actions behind
the actions of many, many others. Crowds—i.e., the “crowd”
technique—works as follows:

1) A user gains access to the system called Crowds
2) The user’s request to a web server is passed to a random

member of the same system in an encrypted form
3) Upon receiving the request, the random member flips

a biased coin to determine if he or she should submit
the request or forward it to another randomly selected
member (the request data is encrypted until the moment
the request is submitted to the server)

4) The previous step repeats until the request is submitted
5) The web server’s reply traverses the same path but in

reverse
Their work provided a good strategy to anonymize web

transactions, though the proposed Crowds strategy comes at
the cost of additional overhead. This system also obfuscates
the information that a local eavesdropping might use to learn
about the identity of the receiver.

Mozilla offers a solution called “Facebook Container” [4]
to set boundaries for Facebook and other Meta websites. Face-
book Container is an extension that isolates Meta sites (e.g.,
Facebook, Instagram, and Messenger) from the remainder of
the web to limit where the company can track its users.
Meta’s “like” and “share” contain Facebook trackers, and these
buttons can be found in numerous websites, from news to
shopping to blogs and more. Mozilla’s Facebook Container
alerts the user when trackers are discovered on a non-Meta
site by adding an icon to the address bar and subsequently
blocking the trackers. Users are given the option to disable
Facebook Container on specific websites, allowing Facebook
to see their activity there. Mozilla’s tool constrains the volume
of data that Meta is able to obtain, though other advertisers
might still be able to correlate Facebook activity with a user’s
regular browsing.

Another solution, “Pi-Hole” [5], enhances digital privacy by
blocking known advertising domains. Pi-Hole was conceived
as an open-source alternative to Ad-Trap. A Raspberry Pi—a
small, single-board computer—acts as a Domain Name System
(DNS) server for a given private network. DNS servers are
populated with the mappings of domain names to IP addresses.
As such, Pi-Hole comes with a file of blacklisted hosts [7],
which is properly maintained and up to date. Whenever queries

Enabling user privacy in online settings February 2022

Figure 4.1: Network request blocking

4.2 Design phase

In order to get a better picture of what needs to be done in the project, it was decided to start
off by dividing the solution into smaller parts.

It is known that this solution should somehow be accessible. For this project, it was de-
termined that a suitable approach is to expose an endpoint. This endpoint would have the
responsibility of receiving a request and doing some data manipulations so that it can invoke
the model. Taking this into consideration, an API(explained in section 4.5) can be developed
to fit the requirements. It allows for receiving and returning inputs and outputs after doing
some business logic. In this case the business logic implies data manipulations and running it
through the model.

The most crucial part of the project is to build the machine learning model. This model
should be able to predict if an internet request falls under the privacy invasive category. In
order to do this, one must be familiar with Machine Learning algorithms.

4.2.1 Machine learning

Machine learning is a field that is part of artificial intelligence that uses mathematical models
and data in order to make certain predictions. Machine learning algorithms are divided into 4
different approaches based on the type of data used [1]:

• Supervised learning - is the approach of machine learning that uses predefined labeled
data and variables that will be used in the algorithm to find correlations.

• Unsupervised learning - is the approach of machine learning that uses unlabeled data,
where the algorithm will search for meaningful correlations.

5

Fig. 1. A network request log from a cooking website.

are made to known advertising domains, a falsified IP address
is given to the web server. Then, instead of an advertisement,
the web server serves a tiny blank image file or web page.
A user can surf the web freely and privately, knowing that
an invasive request will be misdirected and will never reach
its target IP address. Thus, users can avoid sharing private
information (e.g., browsing habits) with unwanted sources.

III. OUR APPROACH

Fig. 1 provides a snapshot of the network requests ex-
changed by a cooking website. A number of the requests are
utterly irrelevant to the usability of the site, while a select few
are necessary in order to supply the information that a user
seeks. More than 80% of the network requests are involved in
delivering information to third-party advertisers who can do
what they please with the data.

Going a step further, we reviewed and analyzed the network
requests of multiple websites. We inspected the network logs
and verified that any suspicious requests were indeed trans-
mitted to advertisement domains or other domains that had no
relevance to the website in question.

A. Design Phase

A sequence diagram is depicted in Fig. 2, providing an
abstract view of our design. To ensure that our proposed solu-
tion would be accessible, we decided to expose an endpoint.
This endpoint would be responsible for receiving requests,
pre-processing those requests, and invoking the tool. We
implemented our endpoint as an application programming
interface (API). This API receives an input, runs that input
through our tool (a supervised machine learning model), and
returns an output.

To build the tool itself, we needed to select a suitable
machine learning model. The model would be expected to
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Figure 4.7: Sequence diagram

4.3 Data gathering

One of the most important parts when making a machine learning model is the data gathering
phase. The results of a model are directly influenced by the data that can be gathered as well
as the quality of the data.

In order to do this step, a thorough lookup of the requests needs to be made. It is crucial
to correctly validate what is considered a request that is required for the website and what may
be considered a request that simply gathers data about the user. If any data is mislabelled,
it could lead to a whole different outcome. This could result in a series of requests that are
blocked by mistake and ruin the seamless browsing experience for users and a model that will
yield incorrect predictions.

To prevent these kinds of things from happening, a certain test has been performed when
gathering the data. In order to determine if a request is invasive, a lookup in the payload has
been made to check what kind of data has been attached to be sent to the server. If the data
looks suspicious and the domain name of the server to which the data was being sent to is also
not connected to the website at hand, the curl request was copied to a separate file as a backup
and the domain name would be blocked. A refresh of the site would be performed in order to
ensure that the specific requests being blocked are trivial to the usability of a website.

11

Fig. 2. A sequence diagram outlining our proposed approach.

differentiate between benign traffic and privacy-invading traf-
fic. In this work, we considered three supervised learning
classifiers due to their popularity and their reportedly good
performance.

• Logistic Regression (LR). This is a type of statistical
modeling often used for classification and for predictive
analytics. [15]. Logistic regression falls under the umbrel-
la of linear regression, but it is a special case: in logistic
regression, the predicted outcomes are categorical. If
there are two possible outcomes, it is referred to as bino-
mial logistic regression, and if there are more than two
possible outcomes, then it is called multinomial logistic
regression [30]. During logistic regression, the model
first computes the sum of the input features and then
applies the logistic function. The output is guaranteed to
be between 0 and 1. In our scenario, 0 would be “benign”
and 1 would be “privacy-invading.” The closer the value
is to 1, the higher the probability that the current sample
will be categorized as privacy-invading, and vice versa.

• Decision Tree. This is a supervised learning technique
that operates on a tree-like structure: the nodes represent
the features of the dataset, the branches represent the
decision rules, and the leaf nodes represent the out-
comes [11], [19]. To construct a decision tree, each
feature in the dataset is mapped to a node. Starting at
the root node, branches with decision rules are created
to extend to the next nodes, each of which becomes a
subtree. This process continues for each subtree that is
created [36].

• Support Vector Machine. This supervised learning
scheme uses data points plotted in an n-dimensional
space, where n represents the number of features. Each

feature corresponds to the value of a particular coordinate.
During the training process, a hyperplane is constructed
to subdivide all samples into one of two classes [20], [24].
The goals of SVMs can be summarized as follows [35]:

1) Maximize the margin which separates the two class-
es

2) Use relatively few training samples—or support
vectors—to define the hyperplane which separates
the two classes

3) Classify data that is not linearly separable—with the
help of a kernel

All of the classifiers were implemented in Python.

B. Data Collection
High-quality data is essential to machine learning. The

quality of the training data can directly influence the model’s
performance.

As such, during the data collection process, we thoroughly
investigated each of the logged network requests to determine
which requests were required and which were not. It was cru-
cial to properly validate the “required” requests (i.e., confirm
that they were necessary), just as it was critical to ascertain
that a supposed data-gathering request was purely gathering
data and was not performing some sort of usability-related
function. If data-gathering requests were mislabeled as benign
requests, the model might produce false negatives; conversely,
if benign requests were mislabeled as data-gathering requests,
the model might produce false positives. If benign requests
are mistakenly blocked, the user’s browsing experience will
be disrupted; if privacy-invading requests are mistakenly per-
mitted, then the tool will fail to safeguard the user’s privacy.

To attenuate such issues, we perform a particular two-stage
test during our data gathering process. Given a request, we
scrutinize the payload to determine what type of data will be
transmitted to the server. Then, we check the domain name
of the server: Is this domain name relevant to the website at
hand? If the payload appears suspicious and the domain name
of the server is unrelated to the current website, then the curl
(Client URL) request will be copied to a separate backup file
and the domain name will be blocked. Finally, we refresh the
site in order to ensure that blocking the suspicious requests
does not interfere with the usability of the current website.

If a request is deemed non-invasive (in terms of privacy),
then the curl request will still be copied in order to provide
the machine learning model with examples of both benign and
privacy-invading requests.

Once we had collected a sufficient volume of data for train-
ing and evaluation, we transferred the data to a spreadsheet
for easier accessibility when working with the model. During
this process, we manually examined each request, including
its URL, payload, and properties. The data was organized in
the spreadsheet as follows:

• Request data that was not extracted from payload (e.g.,
properties)

– invasive - a binary value that indicates whether
or not a request was deemed privacy-invasive
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– url - a string that specifies the domain name of the
request’s intended destination

– req_type - the type of request (e.g., GET, POST,
PUT)

– is_json - the format of the payload—either JSON
or non-JSON (at this time, for easier data collection,
we limit our scope to JSON-formatted payloads)

• Request data that was extracted from the payload
– pl_isprebid
– pl_appid
– pl_domain
– pl_imp
– etc.

For the initial implementation of our tool, we limit our scope
to payloads that are formatted using the JSON4 clear text
standard.

C. Data Processing

Data cleaning. The quality of a machine learning model
is contingent on the quality of the data. As such, we applied
several cleaning and pre-processing techniques to the data, as
described below [37]:

Noise removal. “Noise” refers to (1) unwanted, meaningless
data and (2) unwanted, meaningless perturbation. As a data
pre-processing step, noise removal ensures that the data is
free of interference, distortion, or uninformative values; that
is, noise removal ensures that the data is clean.

In this step, we checked the dataset for duplicate entries. In
addition, since the data was manually collected, we reviewed
the dataset for human error.

Outlier filtering. “Outliers” are values which do not fall in
the average range defined by existing data points. Outliers in
datasets can often be attributed to measurement error during
data collection, but they can also occur naturally; some data
properties are innately prone to outliers.

Much of our data is one-hot encoded; that is, the variables
have been converted to binary indicators. The one-hot encod-
ing process implicitly completes the data filtering step.

Structural error correction & missing value correction.
“Structural error” occurs mainly due to naming and spelling
discrepancies. If naming conventions are not consistent across
the dataset, then the machine learning model—which receives
the data as input—might become muddled and inaccurate.
Naming and spelling-related discrepancies can arise from
typographical errors or from variations in the naming and
spelling conventions used by different researchers. In our case,
a sample will either be classified as “benign” or “privacy-
invading.” A simple spelling error could cause a benign sample
to be labeled privacy-invading, or vice versa.

Missing values differ from structural error; a “missing
value” occurs when no value is stored in a given attribute
of a data object. If, during data collection, a request lacks a
response, then one or more missing values might result.

We manually corrected for both structural error and missing
values while collecting and populating the dataset. During the

implementation phase, we decided to remove the url column
from the dataset, as it is a categorical column with very few
values that repeat themselves. In addition, we elected to one-
hot encode the req_type column; we renamed the column
GET/POST and converted the values to binary. Since our
current dataset contains GET and POST requests, exclusively,
the req_type column (now the GET/POST column) was
an ideal candidate for the one-hot encoding tactic, reducing
clutter in the dataset.

Data splitting. When it comes to training and testing data,
the convention in the literature is the 70-30 split, meaning
that 70% of the samples are used to train the model, while the
remaining 30% are used to test the model.

Therefore, we separated the training column and the target
column (which identifies a sample as “benign” or “privacy-
invading”), creating four new variables:

• x_train - This variable contains 70% of the samples
in the dataset, including all feature columns. These are
the training samples.

• x_test - This variable contains 30% of the samples in
the dataset, including all feature columns. These are the
testing samples.

• y_train - This variable contains 70% of the target
values in the dataset, which correspond to x_train.
These are the training targets.

• y_test - This variable contains 30% of the target values
in the dataset, which correspond to x_test. These are
the testing targets.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we detail the API implementation of our tool
and discuss the evaluation results.

A. API implementation

An application programming interface (API) is an interme-
diate piece of software that facilitates communication between
two applications. This type of software interface is similar to
a contract between two parties: There is an expected request
structure, and the response adheres to a predetermined format.
An API abstracts the particulars of an application and exposes
only necessary services to other applications. As such, an API
can easily share an application’s functionality with external
applications, clients, or services.

In this work, a web API was implemented. A web API
is a service that runs on a machine and can be accessed by
potential clients via HTTP requests. To use our tool, a potential
client would send a data transfer object (DTO)—which carries
data between processes—to the web API. The tool’s response
would contain either a “1” for invasive requests or a “0” for
non-invasive requests.

To implement the web API, we leveraged the Python
programming language. A contributing factor in our choice
of programming language was Python’s compatibility with
other components of our tool. Our web API relies on a Python
framework called Flask [8]. Flask provides tools and features
that help its users to easily create and operate web applications.
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A simple web server can be constructed with as little as five
lines of code.

When the application executes, it will first load the previ-
ous model using the pickle module. The previously built
model is then made available in the code. The application
exposes two endpoints under the routes /api/predict/lr
and /api/predict/dt. The former generates a prediction
based on Logistic Regression, while the latter leverages a
Decision Tree to determine if a given request is invasive (“1”)
or benign (“0”). Both endpoints expect a request with a specific
JSON -formatted DTO.

The endpoints are strict; all variables are expected to be
present in the payload. If the endpoints were not strict—i.e.,
if the endpoints generated predictions based on incomplete
payloads—then the endpoints would be liable to output in-
correct results. The required DTO should not be difficult to
construct, as it consists of information that the client can
extract from the original request.

B. Evaluation Results

To assess the performance of our design, we adopted a
confusion matrix—i.e., a table that provides data regarding
the performance of an algorithm. Confusion matrices contain
the following four values:

• True positives (TP). The number of correctly predicted
positive outcomes based on the predictive model.

• True negatives (TN). The number of correctly predicted
negative outcomes based on the predictive model.

• False positives (FP). The number of incorrectly predicted
positive outcomes based on the predictive model.

• False negatives (FN). The number of incorrectly predict-
ed negative outcomes based on the predictive model.

These metrics are the building blocks for a number of
popular performance measures:

• Accuracy. Accuracy measures how often the model cor-
rectly classifies a sample. It is one of the most commonly
used metrics for evaluating models. That said, it is a
biased measure and is not necessarily the best indicator
of overall performance.

• Precision. Precision—or positive predictive value—is de-
fined as the proportion of positive predictions that were
actually correct. The formula for precision divides the
number of true positives by the total number of positive
predictions (true positives and false positives).

• Recall. Recall—or sensitivity—is defined as the propor-
tion of actual positives that were predicted correctly. The
formula for recall divides the number of true positives by
the total number of positive samples in the dataset (true
positives and false negatives).

• Specificity. Specificity is defined as the proportion of ac-
tual negatives that were predicted correctly. The formula
for specificity divides the number of true negatives by
the total number of negative samples in the dataset (true
negatives and false positives). Specificity is similar to
sensitivity, except that the perspective shifts from positive
to negative.

• F1-score. F1-score is calculated as the “harmonic mean”
of precision and recall. Both false positives and false
negatives are factored into the F1-score; as such, it is
a good metric for imbalanced datasets.

The dataset consists of 90 unique requests that were man-
ually collected from various websites, and our supervised
machine learning model was trained on 178 unique classes.
It is important to note that a relatively small dataset can
pose a problem to the predictive “power” of a machine
learning algorithm, since a machine learning model’s ability
to recognize patterns is generally proportional to the size of
the dataset. Smaller datasets correspond to less powerful and
less accurate machine learning models [16].

We evaluated three supervised machine learning paradigms:
logistic regression, decision tree, and support vector machine.
All three models yielded a result in a very short amount of
time. The model has been developed using the scikit-learn
library [10]. The size of the training dataset was 60 samples,
and the size of the testing dataset was 30 samples. Fig. 3
illustrates the confusion matrices that were generated by each
of the three models. The results can be interpreted as follows:

• The confusion matrix for the support vector machine is
depicted in Fig. 3(a). The model predicted TRUE for
all samples, but it was wrong 30% of the time. The
evaluation criteria, as well as the numerical evaluation
results, are presented in Table I. The model demonstrated
a precision of 0.7. The model achieved a perfect 1.0 score
for recall, as it correctly identified all positive samples
as invasive. Unfortunately, the model achieved this score
by classifying all samples as positives, meaning that the
model has a serious problem with false positives. These
false positives are reflected in the model’s specificity
score, 0.0, which is the lowest possible score. The model
achieved an F1-score of approximately 82%. We can see
that the support vector machine has a severe bias toward
privacy-invading predictions, which causes it to routinely
misclassify benign samples as invasive.

• The confusion matrix for the decision tree is shown in
Fig. 3(b). The model that was trained using the decision
tree algorithm gave accurate predictions 56.(6)% of the
time and inaccurate predictions 43.(3)% of the time.
While ≈ 56% is better than 50-50 odds, it is not better by
much. The precision of the model was 0.75—somewhat
higher than the precision of the support vector machine.
The recall, however, was 0.57, which is much lower than
the 1.0 recall of the support vector machine. When it
came to specificity, the model attained a modest 0.55(5),
indicating that 55% of the non-invasive requests would be
correctly whitelisted by the model. Note that the decision
tree produced the fewest false positives of all the models;
as such, it would be least likely to interfere with the us-
ability of a given website. Unfortunately, the model’s F1-
score was 0.64, which is quite low for a machine learning
model. The low F1-score can generally be attributed
to the relatively high number of false negatives; the
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F1Score =
2 · (Precision ·Recall)

Precision+Recall
(5.5)

The data set consists of 90 unique requests that were manually gathered from the various websites8.
There are 178 unique classes on which the model was trained. To note that using machine learning on small
size data sets pose a problem as the “power” of machine learning in recognising patterns is proportional to
the size of the data set. A smaller data set results in a less powerful and less accurate model [6].

All 3 machine learning algorithms that were trained on the data set in question yielded a result in a short
amount of time. The training set size was 60 and the test size on which the model was trained on was 30.

(a) SVM confusion matrix (b) Decision Tree confusion matrix

(c) Logistic Regression confusion matrix

Figure 5.1: Confusion Matrix plots

Figure 5.1 shows the confusion matrix that was generated from the model. The results can be interpreted
as follows:

• Figure 5.1 (a) shows the Support Vector Machine confusion matrix. It has predicted all
values to be true, but actually was wrong on 30% of the cases. Table 5.1 displays the mea-
sures on which this model is to be evaluated on. It shows the precision rate at 0.7. The
precision helps in recognising the reliability of the model in classifying invasive requests.
The recall of the model stands at 1.0 which is the highest point it can get. This happened
due to not predicting any non-invasive requests. The specificity score of the model is 0,
which is the lowest possible, again due to the fact that it has predicted all requests to be
invasive. The F1-score is 82% due to the lack of yet again no requests being marked as
non-invasive.

8a list can be found in the appendix

18

Fig. 3. Confusion matrices for the support vector machine, decision tree, and logistic regression models.

TABLE I
EVALUATION RESULTS

TP TN FP FN Accuracy Precision Recall Specificity F1-score
Support Vector Machine 0 21 9 0 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.0 0.82352
Decision Tree 5 12 4 9 0.56666 0.75 0.57142 0.55555 0.64864
Logistic Regression 1 21 8 0 0.73333 0.72413 1.0 0.11111 0.84

decision tree model misclassified nine invasive samples
as benign. Neither the support vector machine nor the
logistic regression model produced any false negatives.

• The confusion matrix for the logistic regression is illus-
trated in Fig. 3(c). The logistic regression-based model
generated correct predictions for 73.(3)% of the samples
and incorrect predictions for 26.(6)% of the samples. At
a precision of 0.72, the logistic regression model sits
between the support vector machine and the decision
tree in terms of positive predictive value. The logistic
regression model matched the support vector machine in
terms of recall, achieving a perfect 1.0 score. Unfortu-
nately, the logistic regression model has the same issue
with false positives as the support vector machine—non-
invasive requests are regularly misclassified as invasive.
Fortunately, the logistic regression model achieved a
somewhat better specificity score than the support vector
machine—0.1(1) instead of 0.0. The logistic regression
model achieved the highest F1-score of all the models:
84%.

C. Limitation and Open Challenges

As discussed earlier, each of the models—support vector
machine, decision tree, logistic regression—comes with both
advantages and disadvantages. In terms of recall (proportion
of invasive requests that were correctly identified), the worst

performing model was the decision tree with a score of 0.57.
For the decision tree model, we can expect that approximately
43% of invasive requests might pass as non-invasive. 43%
might seem quite high at first glance, but the current state of
user privacy is much worse: for the average user, 100% of
invasive requests will be allowed. Therefore, if we can block
57% of invasive requests, then we have made a significant
step forward in terms of user privacy. The issue, then, is the
false positives. If our tool blocks non-invasive requests that
a website needs in order to function properly, then usability
will be impacted. The specificity score of the decision tree
was 0.55(5). As such, we anticipate that approximately 44%
of non-invasive requests will be blocked, impeding a given
website’s ability to run.

The next model we need to address is the model trained
using the support vector machine algorithm. On the surface,
the model’s accuracy, precision, and recall are all reasonable—
0.7, 0.7, and 1.0, respectively. However, the SVM-based model
would be impracticable in a real-world scenario due to its
bias toward positive predictions. Under evaluation, the model
incorrectly classified all the benign requests as invasive. If
a user were surfing the web, the model would block all
requests, both invasive and non-invasive, completely disrupting
the user’s day-to-day activities on the web.

Finally, we will review the logistic regression-based model.
Similar to its support vector machine-based counterpart, it is
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exceedingly biased toward positive predictions. As such, it
suffers similar limitations in a real-time scenario; it would
disrupt a user’s web-surfing experience by blocking most—if
not all—non-invasive requests.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The objective of Privacy-Enhancing Technologies (PETs) is
to safeguard user data from misappropriation and mishandling.
When a user’s data is protected, the user’s privacy should be
protected as well. This work was built upon the following hy-
pothesis: It is possible to enhance the privacy of normal users
without disrupting their day-to-day web surfing activities. We
set out to develop a proof-of-concept tool to confirm our hy-
pothesis. We constructed a supervised machine learning model
that classifies HTTP requests as invasive or non-invasive, and
we evaluated three different machine learning paradigms as
the foundation of the model. Our results demonstrate that our
current solution has the potential to be used in real life—but
at the cost of browsing convenience and usability.

Future work involves collecting a much larger dataset of
online request and training new learning models to further im-
prove the performance metrics. For example, some advanced
learning algorithms can be explored to improve the results,
such as deep learning [13], [17], semi-supervised learning [18],
[21] and clustering methods [23], which can handle unlabeled
data with various optimization approaches [12], [31]. Our tool
can also be integrated with existing traffic sampling [22], [28]
and traffic filtration methods [14], [27], [29].
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Abstract—Naturalness is a commonly used criteria in Text-To-

Speech (TTS) evaluations. The goal is to measure how close 

generated voice is to real human voice. This is measured 

through listening tests by human participants. However, no 

definition for naturalness is provided to participants. In this 

paper, we aimed to identify what definition participants used 

when they rank the naturalness. We conducted a user study 

similar to TTS evaluations and analyzed their responses. We 

noticed that users have different and sometimes contradictory 

definitions about it and a major dimension for them was how 

close it sounds to a real human. Our results show that we 

should explicitly define the naturalness for the participants. 

Furthermore, we should ask separate questions for different 

dimensions of naturalness such as clarity and having accent. 

Keywords-Text-to-Speech (TTS); Naturalness; Evaluation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Text-to-Speech (TTS) system evaluations usually have 
two parts: naturalness measurement via Mean-Opinion-
Scores (MOS) and intelligibility measurement via 
transcription error rates of Semantically Uninterpretable 
Sentence (SUS). TTS systems are usually compared with 
each other and/or real human voices. As a result, naturalness 
is now regarded as an ordinal dimension of speech quality in 
its own right. 

Recent advances in TTS systems results in deep-learning-
inspired systems, such as Tactron [1] are almost 
indistinguishable from real-human voice. The way that such 
claims are presented is through MOS results that are almost 
5. Mean opinion scores for TTS naturalness are generally 
calculated on a scale between 1 (worst) and 5 (best) as a 
subjective assessment by a human listener as to how natural 
a sample sounds, with no definition of what natural means, 
nor a provision of context within which the sample occurs, 
out of concern that it may prime the listeners [2]. Samples 
for this task are generally one sentence long. 

What is interesting, however, is that up until about 1995, 
“natural speech” was the preferred technical term for 
describing human-generated speech. There was no 
discussion of an abstract naturalness that synthesizers could 
approximate on a scale from 1 to 5. There was a very 
detailed discussion, on the other hand, about the quality of 
synthesized speech, and indeed the earliest ITU-T P.85 
standard [3] for evaluating speech synthesizers was equipped 
with three so-called Q-type scales that were designed to 
measure just that. The first mention of naturalness that we 
can find was actually in the speech coding literature [4], 
where it was used to describe degradations in subjective 

quality and speaker recognizability that did not also affect 
intelligibility. 

The earliest Blizzard challenges [5] faithfully measured 
naturalness, along with another feature called similarity, in a 
context in which every synthesized prompt could be 
compared to a gold-standard recording of the same prompt 
by the same voice on which the synthesizer itself had been 
trained, and so every synthesized sample could be interpreted 
as an approximation of a human-generated sample. The 
connection to speech coding was very clear. 

Our recent [6] comparison of the naturalness of TTS 
systems and ordinary human users shows that, by the 
empirical standards of the present-day TTS research 
community, TTS systems had reached statistical parity with 
human speech in its degree of naturalness at some point prior 
to 2013. This forces us to conclude that either the more 
recent quest for human-like speech quality by deep learning 
researchers is simply moot or that the concept of abstract 
naturalness is not well-founded. 

One of the results of our previous study was that users 
rank accented speech as less natural. That was similar to an 
old study [7] that reported similarities between degradation 
due to synthesized speech and degradation due to foreign-
accented speech. That was observed through a 
dimensionality reduction of more ecologically valid 
performance measures in the context of speech interfaces for 
pilot's cockpits by the United States Air Force [7]. 

In earlier Blizzard challenges (as per the 
recommendations for the ITU-Q scales), it was not 
uncommon to find considerably longer prompts, with very 
vertically directed instructions on how to establish one's 
impression: 

“Overall impression: Please try to imagine what 
your reaction would be if this were an actual telephone 
message from a mail order house or a request for 
information from a travel agency.” 

“Acceptance: Please indicate whether or not you 
find that the voice you heard would be acceptable for such 
an automatic answering service by telephone.” 

However, these are not precisely defined instructions or 
definitions, as they require introspection on the part of the 
listener. This is in contrast to the transcription tasks for 
measuring intelligibility, in which the listener's accuracy is 
objectively measured. 

In this paper, we try to see how users who participate in 
TTS evaluation implicitly define naturalness for themselves 
and then use it to perform the evaluation. We conducted a 
user study that mimics the usual evaluation of TTS systems 
and at the end, explicitly asked the participants to define the 
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naturalness (Section II). Then, we coded the answers and 
extract concepts from them using grounded theory [8] 
(Section III). After that, we analyze our observations from 
coded data, identify some potential problematic area related 
to naturalness definition, and propose some potential 
solutions for them (Section IV). 

II. DATA COLLECTION 

As we mentioned earlier, it is common in TTS evaluation 
to measure the naturalness of generated speech. They ask the 
user to express how natural an example prompt is. For 
example, in the Blizzard challenge, they ask the user to: 

“Now choose a score for how natural or unnatural 
the sentence sounded. The scale is from 1 [Completely 
Unnatural] to 5 [Completely Natural].” 

The assumption is that the user already knows the 
definition of “natural”. In our work, we designed a user study 
that closely mimics the usual TTS evaluations studies, such 
as the Blizzard challenge. Considering that we have both 
human and TTS-generated voices in our study, out ethics 
board did not allow us to tell the participants that they are 
evaluating TTS generated voices (which is common in TTS 
evaluations). Instead, they allowed us to use the phrase 
“evaluate computer-generated speech.” 

A. User Study Structure 

Our user study had 5 main parts: 

1) Consent  

The first part is the welcome page that provides an 
overview of the study. The user is provided communication 
options, such as email address and phone number that they 
can use to obtain more information about the study before 
deciding whether they want to participate or not. If they 
decide to participate, they should indicate their acceptance of 
the rules which is used as the consent form. 

2) Demographic questionnaire 
After expressing the desire to participate in the research 

study, they will fill out a questionnaire that collects general 
information about the user. It includes items, such as their 
age range, whether they are native English speakers, how 
they would rate their English 
reading/listening/speaking/writing ability, etc. The 
information that collected is similar to what is collected in 
TTS evaluations, such as Blizzard challenge. 

3) Individual prompt naturalness 
We ask the user to perform two types of naturalness 

assessment. In the first type, they should assess the 
naturalness of a single prompt. This is how usually TTS 
evaluations, such as Blizzard ask the user to assess a TTS 
system. Considering that TTS evaluation tasks also ask the 
user to transcribe prompts (which is used to measure the 
intelligibility of the generated voices), we created a 
combined question for each prompt that first asks the user to 
transcribe the text, followed by a question that asks them to 
assess the naturalness. We tried to use question and prompt 
that closely resemble those that are used in previous Blizzard 
challenge and other TTS evaluations. Here is the instruction 
that we show to them for the naturalness assessment: 

“Now rate how natural or unnatural the sentence sounded” 
There were 5 options to select from:  
1. Completely Unnatural 
2. Mostly Unnatural 
3. In Between Natural and Unnatural 
4. Mostly Natural 
5. Completely Natural 

4) Pairwise Naturalness Comparison 

We also added an extra section that asks the user to 
perform pairwise comparison of naturalness between 
prompts that are generated by different systems. TTS 
evaluations usually do not include this because they would 
need larger number of participants and longer study sessions 
inorder to have enough data to perform data analysis. 
However, it provides better evaluation between prompts 
because even if we assume that everyone have the same 
definition for naturalness, their expectations are not aligned. 
For example, one user may be more sensitive to small 
deficiencies and rank a prompt with a lower score, while 
another user gave them the same score. 

For this part, the user could only listen to each prompt 
once, and they should also listen to prompt A first and after 
that prompt finished, they can listen to prompt B. After 
listening to both prompts, they should compare their 
naturalness. Here is the instruction that we gave them: 

“Please listen to the following two voices and 
compare their naturalness. You should ignore the meanings 
of the sentences and instead concentrate on how natural or 
unnatural each one sounded. You can listen to each 
utterance by clicking on the play button beneath it. Note that 
you can only listen the utterance once, and you should listen 
to voice A at first.” 

We used almost identical wording to refer to the 
naturalness in this part. They should select one of the five 
options as the answer:  

1. Voice A is significantly more natural than voice B 
2. Voice A is slightly more natural than voice B 
3. Their naturalnesses are similar 
4. Voice B is slightly more natural than voice A 
5. Voice B is significantly more natural than voice A 

5) Naturalness Definition 

After completing the naturalness assessment of different 
prompts from different speakers, we ask our main question 
as a single post-study questionnaire: 

“Please define the naturalness definition that you 
used to rank the naturalness of voices in this user study:” 

Our goal was to let the user complete the evaluation of 
the prompts as they would in other TTS evaluations and then 
ask them to define the naturalness that they used earlier. 

B. Speaker Prompts 

We included 25 different speakers in our study: 5 
professional speakers (one from the original training data of 
Blizzard 2013 and 4 other professional speakers), 5 native 
Indian speakers, 5 native (but not professional) North 
American speakers, and 5 TTS systems from Blizzard 2013 
(systems B, C, D, H, K). We selected our samples from the 
Blizzard 2013 challenge because it was the last year that they 
used English as their main task. 
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For each speaker, we selected to different sentences to 
mimic the different sentences that are used in TTS 
evaluations to eliminate the effect of text on the 
performance. The sentences were selected from the set of the 
sentences that were used for Blizzard 2013 challenge. 

C. Participants 

We wanted our user study to be similar to the Blizzard 
challenge. Therefore, it was designed as a web-based study 
that could be completed over the internet. We recruited 
participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk [9]. 175 
participants completed the study. Amazon Mechanical Turk 
was used in various Blizzard challenges and also by different 
researchers for evaluation of TTS systems, which is why we 
used the same approach to participant recruitment. 

III. CODING 

We used the grounded theory and emergent coding 
approach that is presented in chapter 11 of [8] for coding. 

A. Codes 

We started with one pass of analyzing all definitions and 
extracting codewords from them. Each time we see a new 
keyword in an answer, we add it to the code list and consider 
it for the remaining answers. The output of this phase is 146 
codewords, while each answer has in average 4.85 keywords. 

Most of these codewords only appear in a few answers. 
For example, more than 85% of them appeared in less than 
10 answers, two/third of them appeared in less than 5 
answers, and more than one third of them only appeared in a 
single answer. 

Then, we started to combine codewords that were closely 
related to each other or were used in the same context for the 
same meaning. For example, we grouped codewords Tell and 
Express together because both describes the same action. 
Another example is grouping of codewords Human, People, 
Person, Mind, Everyone, and Someone that were used to 
refer to a human user speaking. At the end of this pass, we 
reduced the number of codewords to 39 codes. Each answer 
has an average of 4.61 codes. 

The reason that the average number of codes is reduced 
is because some answers were using related codewords that 
were combined during this process. For example, a user 
mentioned “reading from a paper” in their answer. In the first 
pass, we added both “reading” and “paper” as codewords. At 
the end, only 3 answers had codewords “reading” and no 
other answer had keyword “paper”. Furthermore, both 
codewords were referring to the concept of a written text that 
is being read. So, we combined these two codewords (along 
with the codewords Scripted that was mentioned in another 
answer). This resulted in reduction of the codes that are 
assigned to this answer from 5 to 4. 

B. Concepts 

After finalizing the set of codes, we grouped similar and 
related codes into concepts [8]. We performed multiple 
iterations of grouping to finally come up with five concepts. 
The concepts and related code are presented in Table 1, 
along with the number of answers that have that code. 

TABLE I.  CONCEPTS AND CODES 

Concept Code Answer Count 

S
p

ee
ch

 P
ro

p
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ti
es

 

Accent 20 

Clarity 30 

Emotion 4 

Flow 11 

Noise 5 

Pause 11 

Pitch 3 

Pronunciation 11 

Tone 14 

Smoothness 8 

Speed 3 

Understand 24 

C
la

ss
es

 

Computer 48 

Everyday 9 

Generated 24 

Human 64 

Mechanical 10 

Normal 22 

Reading 7 

Real 18 

Adjective/ 

Adverbs 

Adjective 18 

Adverb 13 

D
ef

in
in

g
 P

ro
ce

ss
 

I 53 

Feel 4 

How 15 

Comparison 18 

Like 45 

Mean 14 

Quality 5 

Rank 11 

Should 7 

Whether 14 

R
ec

ei
v

in
g

 

In
fo

rm
at

io
n
 

Hear 23 

Speak 26 

Speech 21 

Sounded 83 

Tell 4 

Understand 24 

Voice 66 

Word 21 

 

1) Speech Properties 
The first concept consists of codes that describe the 

properties of speech. Half of all answers (88) had at least one 
of these codes. This shows that for at least half of the users, 
the naturalness relates to speech properties. 

In this concept, the main codes were Clarity (34%), 
Understand (27%), Accent (23%) and Tone (16%). This 
shows that users usually focus on the clarity of the voice and 
whether they can understand it. However, these two 
properties (especially the understand one) are more closely 
aligned with the intelligibility of the voice that is usually 
measured in TTS evaluations with transcription error. 

Another important code here is Accent. 11% all answers 
have a word that express this code. Users used other words, 
such as Native, American, Indian, and Foreign to refer to this 
concept. 

There was also a clear disagreement between users about 
whether they should or should not consider the accent as part 
of naturalness. While most users think that having an accent 
does not reduce the naturalness (such as saying “Even if it 
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were foreign, it could still sound natural” or “… not 
including accents which I did not use as a basis.”), while 
another user says (such as a user that equate naturalness with 
speaking with American accent and says “If the person had 
an American accent, I thought it was more natural than an 
Indian accent.”) However, this is in contrast to what our 
other study [6] shows: people rank speakers with Indian 
accent as less natural than speakers with North American 
accent. 

2) Classes 
The second concept was the classes that users use to 

define the naturalness. They usually consider two classes of 
speech such that one is natural and the other is not natural, 
and then use terms to describe them. Sometimes, they only 
refer to one of the classes and say that it is natural if it 
belongs to or not belongs to that group. Two-third of all 
answers use at least one code to describe these classes. 

In general, these two groups are Humans (55%) and 
Computers (42%). In addition to using those nouns, they also 
used adjectives for speech to express this: Generated (21%) 
and Mechanical (9%) for computers and Normal (19%), Real 
(16%), Everyday (8%), and Reading (6%) for humans. 

3) Receiving Information 

The third concept consist of words that describe how they 
receive the information from the prompt. The majority of 
answers (85%) have at least one such code. Top codes in this 
concept are Sounded (56%), Voice (45%), Speak (18%), 
Understand (16%), and Hear (16%). 

They can be grouped into two sub-concepts: those that 
related to how the speech is generated by the speaker (Speak, 
Speech, Tell, Voice, and Word) and how it is received by the 
listener (Hear, Sounded, and Understand). 

4) Defining Process 
The fourth concept is the group of words that describe 

how they define the naturalness. Two-third of answers have 
at least one such code. The most common one is I (46%) 
(that is a combined code for words such as I, my, me, we, 
etc.) which shows that users express how they would define 
naturalness. Only a few users’ answers (6%) have code 
Should that represents what is the global definition of 
naturalness. 

Other common codes in this concept are Like (39%), 
Compare (15%), and Whether (12%). They are used along 
class concept codes to express that users consider naturalness 
to be measurable by finding the class (human or computer) 
that it belongs to. In other words, users consider natural to be 
equivalent to human generated and unnatural with computer-
generated. For example, one user says “Naturalness to me 
means something that comes out of the person.”. 

5) Adjective/Adverbs 
The fifth concept was adjective and adverbs that they use 

to better express their idea. For example, they may say 
“understand easily”. 17% of answers have such an 
adjective/adverb. 

 

IV. ANALYSIS 

In the previous section , we provided the concepts and 
main codes that could be used to describe how users define 
naturalness. Now we provide a summary of what themes we 
observed from these codes and how they can help us to better 
define the naturalness. 

A. Is it necessary to define it? 

The first observation is that even for some users, the 
question of defining naturalness seems to be unnecessary, 
because they the consider the naturalness to be a primitive 
fact. Here is one example of a user’s answer: 

“What? if it sounded more natural I voted it to 
sound more natural. what is this question asking?” 

Or another user says: 
“I'm not sure what you are asking, we were asked 

to rank which voices sounded more natural and less like 
computer-generated voices.” 

While this may signal that maybe everyone already 
knows what naturalness means, our results show that is not 
completely correct. 

B. Is there a universal definition? 

Our second observation was the use of codes from the 
defining process concept, such as I and Mean that shows that 
the users express how they define the naturalness and not 
how it is actually defined. This shows some sort of doubt and 
ambiguity about the universal definition of it. We could 
remove this ambiguity by providing a clear and concise 
definition of the naturalness. 

Another result of this lack of universal definition is the 
difference between people in assigning numerical (or level-
based) scores to prompts. Some users may be more precise 
and reduce score even for small errors and easily mark a 
prompt as somehow natural in that case, while other users 
are more lenient and still mark a prompt as completely 
natural even if it has small errors, such as s single 
mispronounced work. This can be referred to as the 
normalization problem. 

One way of preventing this error is to ask the users to 
compare the naturalness of two prompts together (rather than 
asking them to individual rank them). This way, we will not 
have the need to normalize their rankings. 

C. Do people agree on specific factors? 

Third, we noticed that users may have contradictory 
opinions about how different properties of speech affects 
naturalness. One such aspect is the speaker’s accent. 
Referring to the accent of the speaker was a common theme, 
although they used different terms to do it (such as accent, 
native, Indian, American, Foreign, etc.). And while most of 
the people who used such a term were trying to say that this 
factor is NOT affecting naturalness, we also has examples 
that users explicitly say that they consider foreign speakers 
who have an accent to be less natural. 
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Furthermore, our other research [6] revealed that even if 
most of the users think that they are ignoring accent, in 
practice they would rank speech samples with accent as less 
natural. 

One possible solution is to explicitly pick a subset of 
criteria and ask the user to rank the samples base on that. For 
example, we can ask the user to rate the clarity of the voice, 
whether it had accent, how fluent it is (while also clearly 
define fluency to prevent mixing it with foreign speakers 
who have accent and are not considered fluent), how is the 
speakers pronunciation (which can include pronunciation 
errors that is present in a TTS system due to OOV words, or 
in real human speakers if the user do not know the correct 
pronunciation). 

D. Sounds like a human 

Our fourth observation was how people equate 
naturalness with being generated by a human. In other terms, 
people consider something to be natural if it is said by a 
human. Although users referred to aspects such as 
understandability (which is usually referred to as 
intelligibility by researchers) and clarity, their main criteria 
seems to be their belief of whether it is generated by a human 
or not. I.e., is it a real human speaking or is it created by a 
computer. 

This is an important point to consider. If people equate 
naturalness with human-generated voice, then any computer-
generated voice will not be completely natural. And it 
becomes unclear less useful to ask them to mark its 
naturalness if they do not consider it to be completely 
natural. 

In other terms, if we tell the user that the speech sample 
is NOT said by a real human (e.g., by saying these are the 
output of different TTS systems), we already biased them to 
believe that it is not natural. Therefore, it would not be 
surprising that our results will show that our system is not 
completely natural (i.e., get a score of 5) and instead we 
would see a significant different between the naturalness 
score of our TTS systems and real human samples. 

One potential wat to resolve this problem is to ask users 
to rate how close our system sounds like a real human 
(instead of asking them how natural it is). In that case, even 
if they know that it is not a real human and therefore not 
completely natural, they may still say that it sounds almost 
like a real human. 

 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we visited the problem of what we mean by 
naturalness when are evaluating the TTS systems. We 
conducted a study that asked to users to perform similar TTS 
evaluations and at the end ask what naturalness definition 
they used. We coded the answers and groups them into 
concepts. 

Our analysis revealed that even some users believe that it 
is not necessary to try to define the naturalness, yet most of 

them provide answers that show the definition that they 
provide is how they would define it (rather than a universal 
definition that they quote). Furthermore, their short 
definitions were contradicting each other about how should 
we consider properties such as accent. 

Overall, our results show that not providing a precise 
definition for the naturalness caused confusion for the users 
and results in them using varying and conflicting definitions 
for the naturalness. 

We provided some potential approaches to resolve these 
issues, which are primarily focused on how we can better 
define the naturalness for the participants. We plan to 
conduct a follow-up study to assess how these solutions may 
resolve the problems. For example, we can provide precise 
definition of different criteria such as clarity, 
understandability, fluency, and accent to the users and ask 
them to rank the samples base on them and then measure the 
correlation between them. This can be done by replacing a 
single naturalness question with multiple questions for each 
aspect of that. For example, one question just asks for the 
ranking of the prompts based on their clarity, while another 
one asks for the presence of the accent in the sample. 

The main takeaway of our paper for TTS researchers is 
the need to clearly define the naturalness for the participants. 
Furthermore, considering different aspects of naturalness for 
human users, it is better to evaluate aspects such as clarity 
and accent individually rather than combine all of them as a 
single measurement of naturalness. 
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